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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is a diplomatic transcription edition and an analysis of BL Cotton Caligula
Aii with emphasis on the Middle English romances in the manuscript and how the entire manuscript was compiled to teach lessons in obedience. The first section of the manuscript contains Sir
Eglamour and teaches lessons in social obedience. The second section features three romances by
Thomas Chestre: Octavian Imperator, Sir Launfal, and Lybeaus Desconus and teaches courtly and
chivalric obedience. Section three features Emaré and teaches lessons in obedience and free will.
The final section contains Sege of Jerusalem. Chevalier Assigne, and Sir Isumbras and focuses on obe-

dience and the direct hand of God. The romances in CCAii, which have often been dismissed as
overly simplistic or convention, become complex and meaningful text when they are analyzed as
part of the compilation for which they were chosen and arranged.
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INTRODUCTION

While many scholars have advocated contextual analyses of entire medieval codices, few
have conducted such studies. Two recent studies approach this problem, but neither one undertakes a study of a full manuscript. In her 2010 book The Middle English Romances in Context, Gail
Ashton studies several romances in the contexts of their manuscripts. William Fahrenbach's 2010
article “Rereading Clement in Thomas Chestre's Octavian and in BL Cotton Caligula Aii"1 (CCAii)
discusses the character Clement in the context of the romance in which he appears as well as how
the works that surround that romance contribute to the re-reading of the character. To date, no
published study of the entire context of CCAii exists, nor does an edition of the entire manuscript.
British Library Cotton Caligula Aii is paper manuscript written in a single hand, dates from
about 1450, and contains forty-one works, eight of which are romances. Ten of the poems are
short courtesy or religious poems written by John Lydgate. Three of the romances (Southern Octavian, Sir Launfal, and Lybeaus Desconus) are believed to be by Thomas Chestre. One is a chronicle
written in Latin and in a later hand. Another later addition is a page of recipes. The remaining
twenty-one works are religious/penitential poems by unknown authors that vary in length from a
few dozen lines to several thousand lines. The scribe of CCAii carefully planned the layout of the
manuscript, and often ended a work on the verso side of a leaf. Evidence of the scribe's careful
planning can be seen in the fact that he almost always started a new work at the top of a leaf. In a
few cases, he completed a work on the recto side of a leaf and began the next work on the recto
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Essays in Medieval Studies 26 (2010) 85-9⒐
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side of a new leaf, leaving the verso side blank. A later hand filled in the blank leaves with recipes
and short secular prose writings, evidence that CCAii was used as a household book.
Manuscripts that contain romances provide clear evidence of how their audiences used
them: romances can be found scattered in many manuscripts, but few contain more than a half
dozen complete romances and no example of a Middle English romances-only manuscript is extant.
They almost always appear with religious poetry, chronicles, and saints' lives. Only four manuscripts contain eight or more romances in Middle English, and overtly religious works dominate
those manuscripts. Medieval compilers consistently gathered poems that somehow enhanced or
complemented the romances that they selected for their manuscript.
The romances not only act as thematic anchors for the entire codex, all of the poems in the
codex are arranged so that their structures are either the same or very similar in each group. 2 The
only two romances that are not in tail-rhyme (or half-tail-rhyme, in the case of Octavian) are the
two romances that are based at least loosely on history: Sege of Jerusalem and Chevalier Assigne, both
written in alliterative verse. The first group, which includes Sir Eglamour, is dominated by Rime
Royal poems. The second group, which features the Chestre romances, is dominated by octaves in
the Ballade form, though several of the Lydgate poems are also in Rime Royal. The third section,
which begins with Emaré, contains a series of poems written in couplets. The final section, which
includes the two “historical romances” and Sir Isumbras, contains two short poems by Lydgate
written in octaves and two saints' lives written in long-line couplets. In addition, there is a pattern
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In order to make the analysis chapters of the manuscript more manageable, I have divided the manuscript into four
parts. This division is logical according to the distribution of the romances as well as to the style of the poems, but
it is critical to remember that the manuscript should be considered in its entirety and that its lessons are recursive
as well as linear.
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in the distribution of the romances in the manuscript—a single romance appears set off by shorter
poems, followed by a cluster of three romances.
The cluster of romances is followed by shorter poems and then the pattern of the first half of the
manuscript (single romance, shorter poems, cluster of three romances, and shorter poems) repeats.
The first romance in the second half of the manuscript (Emaré) which continues the pattern from
the first half of the manuscript appears exactly at the middle of the codex, further evidence that the
scribe carefully planned his codex. The scribe chose poems that worked well together--there are
numerous references in the works to other poems in the manuscript, evidence that the scribe had
some kind of an overall plan for his book. Guddat-Figge states in her inventory of romance manuscripts that the Cotton MS is an “important collection of English texts: romances, religious lyrics,
didactic items. Produced more carefully produced than comparable MSS. like the Thornton anthologies. Plain, unpretentious volume, well used.”3 Modern scholars have “been able to use the
identification of different dialect strata in many of the surviving texts in [CCAii] to argue that this
intriguing miscellany was copied by someone from the general south-east, or south-east Midland,
area."4 The romances in CCAii are not simply copies made from other MSS: the variations in
CCAii are evidence that while a scribe may have been working from a copy (rather than from
memory), he made the stories his own by often changing the foci of the themes and changing,
omitting, and/or expanding the material in his sources. In addition, in most cases, he used his own
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Guddat-Figge 171. 	
  
Thompson 171.	
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Contents of British Library Cotton Caligula Aii (CCAii)5
Susannah f. 3a

Emaré f. 71a

Sir Eglamour f. 5b

Long charter of Christ B-text f. 77a

Recipes added in a later hand f. 13b

Ypotis f. 79a

Stans puer ad mensam Lydgate f. 14a

Stations of Rome f. 83a

Dietary 15b

Trentale Sancti Gregorii f. 86b

Lydgate Chorl and the Bryd 17a

Urbanitas f. 88a

Thomas Chestre Octavian (southern version) f. Prayer of Thanksgiving for the RedempThomas Chestre Sir Launfal f. 35b
22b
Thomas Chestre Lybeaus Desconus f. 42b

xv Signs to Preceed Domesday f. 89a
tion f. 89a
Prayer to the Virgin Mary 91a

O Mors quam amara est memoria tua f. 57b

Owaine Myles f. 91b

Lydgate Amen for Charite f.57b

Vision of Tundal f. 95b

Lydgate Nightingale f.58b

Veni coronaberis f. 107b

Lydgate Deus in nomine tuo salvum me fac

Myne owene woo f. 108a

For Pestulonce f.65b
f.64b
Lydgate For the better abyde f.67a

Cronica (in Latin and in a separate hand)

Lydgate A way found to say the Best f.68a

Sege of Jerusalem f. 111a
f. 109a
Chevalier Assigne f. 125b

Lydgate Thanke God of All f.68b

Isumbras f. 130a

Lydgate Make Amends f.69a

Lydgate Quinque wlnera f. 134b

Form of Confession f. 69b

Lydgate Quinque Gaudia f. 135a

Orison to Christ of the Wounds f. 70b

Jerome from South English Legendary f.
Eustache from South English Legendary f.
135b

137b
Group 1 = Susannah through Churl and the Bird; Group 2 = Octavian through Orison to Christ of
the Wounds; Group 3 = Emaré through Myne owene woo; Group 4 = Sege of Jerusalem through
Eustache
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Note on quires in CCAii: Thompson's examination of the manuscript led him to tentatively conclude that CCAii
is made up of seven quires: Quire 1: ff. x [the now-lost beginning of Susannah]-13; Quire 2: ff. 14-33; Quire 3:
ff. 34-55; Quire 4: ff. 56-81; Quire 5: ff. 82-101; Quire 6: ff. 102-119; Quire 7: ff. 120-139 See Thompson,
John J., “Looking behind the Book: MS Cotton Caligula A.ii, Part 1, and the Experience of Its Texts,” Romance
Reading on The Book: Essays on Medieval Narrative Presented to Maldwyn Mills (Cardiff: U Wales, 1996) 171-87.
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language (word choice) and style (word order) while retaining the ideas from his source in each line
of poetry.
Medieval scribes often copied a variety of poems and bound them into single codices for
personal, monastic, or household use. Many of the manuscripts that the scribes collected into codices are still bound in their original condition. Some of the codices have a clear purpose: they contain only religious poetry, chronicles, lyrics, or poems written by a single author. Other codices
contain much more varied works and seem to have less in common with the other works bound
with it. Among these codices are the so-called miscellanies, anthologies, collections, or compilations.6
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
6

In order to begin to understand how the scribe and his audience would have viewed the manuscript and the works
within, it is important to define the type of manuscript it is. Scholars use numerous definitions when discussing
medieval manuscripts, but those definitions are not interchangeable, nor are they necessarily terms that were used
in the Middle Ages to describe a codex. Gatherings of a variety of works within a single codex have been described
as compilations, miscellanies, collections, and anthologies. What was CCAii considered by its scribe? Scholars have
described it as all of the terms listed above. Seth Lerer refers to manuscripts such as CCAii as anthologies. He
states that "there is much debate on whether the medieval manuscripts are anthologies or miscellanies—on
whether they are volumes guided by critical intelligence or largely haphazard or practical assemblies of material (or
whether both can coexist in one volume). My claim is that the mark of the anthologistic—that is, the
distinguishing feature of manuscripts or sections of manuscripts guided by a controlling literary intelligence—is a
moment when the idea of the anthology is thematically present in the texts. In other words, I am looking for the
theme of the anthologistic impulse, a kind of meta-anthology that enables us to see the idea of the compilation
and the literary, social, or historical purposes to which such a collection might be put.(1255). Gudat-Figge calls
the MS a collection (171), and Thompson calls it a miscellany (171). The Oxford English Dictionary defines
miscellany as “separate treatises or studies on a subject collected into one volume; a book, volume, or literary
production containing miscellaneous pieces on various subjects,” which first used 1617. An anthology is “a
collection of flowers of verse; i.e. small choice poems, esp. epigrams, by various authors; extended to other literary
collections” and was first used in this sense 1640 (OED). The sense of the word in ancient Greek is that of a
garland or wreath. The Greek Anthology, collected and distributed in the first century BCE by Meleager, is a
collection of Christian epigrams, love poems, and a number of long poems. It was re-compiled by Cephalus in the
tenth century. In the twelfth or thirteenth century, a scholar named Maximus Planudes rearranged and revised the
anthology (Paton v-vii). The material in the Greek Anthology is often described as “occasional poetry” (Chisholm),
a term which normally describes poetry that is written for a special occasion, such as a memorial or coronation.
The material in CCAii, with the exception of Lydgate's memorial poem, does not appear to have been composed to
mark specific occasions In addition to the fact that miscellany and anthology were not in use during the time CCAii
was put together, both words imply a random collection of items with no clear plan for the arrangement, nor any
type of unifying theme, except in the broadest terms. For example, anthologies are gatherings of works that are
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The practice of medieval book compilation depended upon what works the scribe had available to him, what works he or the purchaser wished to include, and in what order those works
would be compiled. Each time a different scribe copied a particular text, that text became unique.
Lionarons reminds us that “medieval texts are 'performative' in the sense that each rendition by an
individual scribe represents a unique (re)performance of the work that may reflect the preferences
and creative abilities of the scribe in addition to or instead of those of the author.”7 Modern editing
practices seek to correct, emend, and standardize the texts in a given codex, which results in a
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
perhaps of a certain genre, time period, or region, as in the Norton Anthology of British Literature, but the works
found within its covers are poems, plays, excerpts from novels, short stories, and non-fiction essays. Neither word
precisely describes the contents of CCAii. OED defines compendium as “an abridgment or condensation of a larger
work or treatise, giving the sense and substance, within smaller compass.” It was first used in this sense in 1581. A
collection is “a number of objects collected or gathered together, viewed as a whole; a group of things collected and arranged
[my italics]: a. in a general sense; e.g. of extracts, historical or literary materials.” It was first used in this sense in
1460. Closer to the date of the manuscript is compilen, which has two definitions that make sense: 1. “to collect
and put together (materials), so as to form a treatise; to collect into a volume.” First used 1425. 2. “To make,
compose, or construct (a written or printed work) by arrangement of materials collected from various sources.”
First used 1375. Compilation used in these senses first used in 1426 (“a literary work or the like formed by
compilation”) and 1430 (“action of compiling”). Since both collection and compilation are general terms that seem to
define the contents of CCAii, we should consider the Middle English uses of the words. The Middle English
Dictionary defines colleccioun as “something gathered: (a) a congregation of persons; (b) a compilation of literary
works.” First used in literary sense in 1425: Capgr. Chron. “to gader eld exposiciones upon Scripture into o
colleccion.” Compilacioun is defined as “composing, a composition or compilation” and was first used in around
1439 by John Lydgate: “This was the cheef cause whi I vndirtook the compilacioun off this litil book.” It was last
used in around 1500 in this sense. Because the definition of compilacioun does not reveal very much of use, we
should consider the use of the verb, compilen. There are a few definitions of compilen that are accurate in the sense
of a gathering of literary works: 1. To compose or write (a chronicle, story, poem, prayer, etc.); also, formulate
(rules); 2. (a) To collect and present information from authentic sources, as in an encyclopedia or a comprehensive
treatise; compile; ~ togeder; (b) to codify (statutes); 3. (a) To tell or state (sth.), as in a story or chronicle; (b) ~ lif,
to tell or write the history of (a saint's) life; (c) to foretell or prophesy (sth.). It appears that in Middle English,
colleccion and compilacioun were used interchangeably, since the definition of each contains the other word. For the
purposes of this study, I will define CCAii as a compilation since it is clear that the scribe put the codex together
from sources, and since the works were all very well known, those sources would have been considered
authoritative, or, as the second definition from the MED states, “authentic.” In addition, the scribe did take some
liberties with the texts with which he was working and thus, is something of a composer of the works. Because he
clearly worked with a plan in mind and used the theme of obedience consistently throughout the MS, I will also
apply the terms that Lerer used to define anthology--”guided by critical intelligence” and “controlling literary
intelligence” (1255) to the MS.
7 Joyce Tally Lionarons, Old English Literature in its Manuscript Contexts. (Morgantown, WV: WV UP, 2004). ⒌
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“modern text in place of the medieval work." Thus, what we get instead of the medieval work is
something that is once—or more times—removed from the text as it appears in the manuscript.
What is important here is that those texts that appear in multiple manuscripts are unique works.
In each version, the texts undergo sometimes-intentional changes, such as focusing on a different
aspect of the story, changing words to suit the scribe's or his audience's lexicon, or adding lines to
embellish certain elements of the plot. Sometimes the changes are apparently unintentional, as in
missed/skipped words, lines, stanzas, or the reordering of words, lines, and/or stanzas. The scribe of
CCAii was careful in his transmission of the poems from which he worked and few errors appear in
the manuscript. He did, however, purposely change wording, phrasing, and often eliminated or
abridged some plot elements in the romances in order to emphasize a particular theme in the story.
His treatment of the Chestre romances, for example, shows his intentional re-writing of plot elements so as to emphasize the social conflict seen in the poems. When the scribe makes an error in
a line, he consistently corrects in one of two ways. He inserts a carat (^) for a missing word and
provides it immediately afterward or at the end of a line, while a wrong word or spelling is corrected either with a line through the word, a dotted line under the word, or a combination of a
dotted line and a line through the word: the.
As I have mentioned, CCAii has never been edited in its entirety, though the romances and
some of the more popular Lydgate poems have all been edited and published as separate works. I
believe that a full edition is critical for several reasons. First of all, in order to understand the context as well as the plan the compiler had, the modern reader must be able to read it the same way
its audience would have read it. Secondly, the scholars who have studied its unique versions of
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popular romances comment on its importance as an example of its type, yet as no edition is forthcoming, I hope that this one will prove to be an invaluable tool for future work on the manuscript
and its contents.
Because the analysis of the works in CCAii relies on the works as they appear in the manuscript, I have preserved the spelling, abbreviation system, column divisions, and pagination of the
manuscript. I have, however, provided a glossary of words that could cause confusion or may not be
readily understood by the modern reader. In terms of defining the editorial style, my edition is a
typed facsimile, which is an exact typed copy of each page as it appears.8 My purpose in preserving
the works in the manuscript without emendation is to allow the reader to experience the works as
their medieval audience would have experienced them and to allow scholars to work from an easilyaccessible copy-text that is as close to the original manuscript as possible. In addition, unforeseen
questions may arise that might be answered if these aspects of the manuscript are preserved.
I see that reading CCAii as a whole book and identifying those unifying themes in the individual works will provide a much greater understanding of how the poems, especially the romances,
were received and used by their audiences. Gisela Guddat-Figge completed an inventory of 99 of
the MSS that contain Middle English romances. The purpose of her work was to describe each MS
as fully as possible, but she did not analyze the works in any of the MSS. She states in Catalogue of
Manuscripts Containing Middle English Romances that there are various methods of
approaching a definition of 'Middle English Romances,' such as those based on plot
elements, narrative technique, structure or size. Strangely enough, one approach has
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
8 D. C. Greetham. Textual Scholarship. (New York: Garland, 1994) 350.
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hardly been investigated at all: an analysis of the romance manuscripts themselves,
particularly their contents. The categorization of texts by content might at least
permit indirect conclusions as to whether the mediaeval compiler considered groups
of texts as belonging to a literary genre.9
Dieter Mehl's discussion in his introduction to romances also suggests this method of
studying the romances as a way to better understand them. He points out that the saints' lives and
the romances “became more similar and are often hardly distinguishable"10 and that one can see the
similarity in how these two types are presented in manuscript form. He states that “many of them
seem to be purely accidental and indiscriminately mixed collections of most heterogeneous products, but the grouping together of particular works in some manuscripts suggests that some system
was occasionally followed.11 Harriet Hudson concurs, and in her article entitled “Middle English
Popular Romances,” she characterizes the romance manuscripts as compendiums12 and encourages
study of them in their entireties. Her conclusion is that
by focusing on the arrangement of items, we can see groupings of romances in
manuscripts which suggest medieval distinctions in genre and indicate a few romances which seem to travel together. Only by considering the manuscripts can we
ascertain the romances' literary context, which should help us to judge more fittingly their artistic achievements. The manuscripts also reveal the stories' cultural
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Guddat-Figge, Gisela, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Middle English Romances (Munich: Wilhelm Fink
Verlag, 1976) 3⒎
10 Mehl, Dieter, The Middle English Romances of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries (New York: Barnes and
Noble, 1969) ⒘
11 Ibid.
12 Hudson, Harriet, “Middle English Popular Romances: The Manuscript Evidence,” Manuscripta 28 (1984): 6⒎
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context and the forms and characteristics of late medieval popular culture in England. Perhaps most important, the manuscripts supply basic information about
which romances were most popular and for how long. Especially they reveal, as a
study of the texts alone cannot, a group of extremely popular romances that are
variations of a type. Furthermore, these narratives seem to be related, since they
were so often copied together and have so many common formulaic phrases. Their
formulas were adapted and reworked in English romances well into the sixteenth
century.13
Evans also states a need for studying the romances in the context of the MSS: “one of the
many remaining scholarly gaps is the need for comparative detailed studies of a larger number of
romance manuscripts.”14 It is clear that we can learn a lot more about the Middle English romances by looking at the context of their manuscripts. While the romances are arranged in some
of the manuscripts in what appears to be a random manner, closer study could reveal some kind of
purpose for that arrangement. Some of these purposes could be that the manuscripts have been
“shaped around the works of a single author or a theme, around the personal tastes of the readerbuyer, or around a specific set of historical or topical associations.”15 The compiler of CCAii clearly
had a purpose for his arrangement of poems: his “topical association” comes in the form, or the
theme, of obedience. By analyzing CCAii in its entirety, I hope to show how the artistic merit,
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14 Evans, Murray J., Rereading Middle English Romance: Manuscript Layout, Decoration, and the Rhetoric of Composite
Structure (Montreal: McGill-Queen's UP, 1995) xii.
15 Lerer, Seth. “Medieval English Literature and the Idea of the Anthology,” PMLA 118.5 (Oct. 2003): 1253.
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cultural context, and variations of a type (which is particularly strong in CCAii) work to put forth
an argument in the manuscript as well as to provide an edition of the manuscript that will be of use
to scholars who are interested in pursuing other contextual studies of the manuscript.

1.1

The manuscript context of CCAii

One of perhaps many ways to view the context of CCAii is through the theme of obedience, which was a primary concern of a person's life is very clear in English medieval literature. An
overwhelming majority of Middle English poems are didactic in nature, and even those works that
appear at first glance as secular contain a message that clearly relates to Christian virtue. The
themes of obedience in different parts of a person's life are developed and carried throughout
CCAii by both the longer and shorter poems.
Since the main theme of the texts in CCAii is obedience and many are either paraphrases of
bible stories or romances that clearly allude to biblical texts, the Vulgate Bible is of primary importance in elucidating the texts. Daniel 13, The Book of Job, Apocalypse of John (Revelation), and
the story of Joseph from Genesis 37 are the main texts that influenced the works in CCAii. The
Constance Saga, the plot archetype of Sir Eglamour, Octavian, Emaré, and Chevalier Assigne, is
based on the trials of Job. The Eustache legend and Chevalier Assigne, and less directly, Sir Eglamour, Octavian, and Sir Isumbras, were also influenced by Job's trials. Biblical exegesis is an important tool in understanding how texts taken from the Bible can become romances, or at least can be
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related to romances. D. W. Robertson, in his landmark book A Preface to Chaucer, makes the case
that exegesis was the main way that any educated person in the Middle Ages looked at a text:
to the more cultivated minds of the Middle Ages artistic works were things designed, through their “numbers,” through their figurative devices, or through their
very workmanship, to lead the mind toward a beauty which transcends corporal
modulations; such works were not merely attractive in themselves, but were intended to lead the mind toward something beyond.16
While Robertson suffered a great deal of negative criticism from medieval scholars for his
application of biblical exegesis to Chaucer's works, the basic point in his book was that readers and
writers knew about exegesis and often used it, but, just as a modern theory cannot be applied to
every text in every circumstance, some works lend themselves to exegetical analysis much more
readily than others. In the Middle Ages, readers understood that a text had three levels of meaning: letter, which is grammatical; sense, which is the meaning of the text (what the text says); and
sentence, which is what the “text implies rather than what it really says.”17 Biblical texts were also
looked at in three ways: “those which referred to the Church were called allegorical; this which pertained to the spiritual constitution of the individual were called tropological; and those which referred to the afterlife were called anagogical.”18 An example of how exegesis works is the literal
(sense) meaning of Job 2:12, when his friends find him sitting on a dung heap with shaven head

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
16 Robertson, D. W. A Preface to Chaucer. (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1962) 137.
17 Ibid. 287.
18 Ibid. 293.
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and dressed in a loincloth. The sentence of the passage can be viewed tropologically as Job's dung
heap is the state of the world, and anagogically as the dung heap is Hell.
The audience of CCAii assumed that the works that they were reading or hearing were
meant to be understood on multiple levels and would have found the “lesson” in the works rather
obvious. Since the theme of obedience in medieval literature does seem so obvious, modern scholars tend to ignore it and its importance to the context of the poems as well as to the MSS. Middle
English romances lend themselves well to exegetical readings, despite their seeming simplicity and
conventional nature. The romances in CCAii are conventional in their subject matter—on the surface, the stories focus on the main character suffering through his or her misfortunes until the end
when all that was lost is restored. However, if we look beyond the sense to the sentence, the romances show us that the hero's problems can only be solved by adhering to Christian ideals. The
most important of these ideals are faith as the inward, and obedience as the outward, behavior that
God requires from Christians.
Just as important as exegesis to the understanding of the romances in CCAii is the explication of symbols. Medieval thought was rife with symbols that
reveal in the medieval mind a weblike structure of abstract ideas and concrete realities so closely interwoven and interdependent that no serious gap was felt to exist
between them. . . what the modern mind denominates with some impatience as
“symbol” was often in the medieval mind the result of an inevitable association of
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ideas. Most of these symbols, moreover, being connected with Scripture, were believed to have been of God's own implanting.19
Among these symbols are numbers, colors, gemstones, trees, animals, and other motifs that
are often labeled as merely conventional by modern scholars. Careful study of the symbols in the
CCAii romances shows that some were indeed used because that was the way one was expected to
write a romance. However, others that have been dismissed as conventional are anything but—they
reveal important aspects of the theme of obedience and the virtues of the main characters of the
romance. The audience would have recognized many of the symbols found in the romances and
would have been able to “fill in” the story that to the modern reader seems sparse and in some
cases, poorly written. Analyzing the symbols is important because the modern reader does not
come to the romances with the background of symbols and their importance that the medieval
audience would have had. In many cases, the symbols found in the poems of CCAii are indeed related to Scripture in some way, but others can be described as being part of the folklore of the
time—what one could describe as superstition or “wives’ tales” today. If we are to understand the
romances as the compiler and his audience did, the symbols must be fully explicated.
Although scholarship in the Middle English romances in the past twenty-five or so years
has become more focused on the positive aspects of the poems, not surprisingly, there is still not a
great deal of scholarly consensus on the value and role of the romances in the Middle Ages. In
William Fahrenbach's study of the character of Clement in Thomas Chestre's Octavian, the author
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
19 Hopper, Vincent Foster. Medieval Number Symbolism: Its Sources, Meaning, and Influence on Thought and Expression.
(New York: Cooper Square, 1969) vii.
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surveys a long list of negative scholarship of the romances as well as current trends in scholarship,
which include the idea of a broader audience for the romances than what was previous thought and
thinking about the material context of Octavian. Fahrenbach surveys the material context of CCAii
and emphasizes the fact that
the scribe of Cotton Caligula A.II no doubt recognized a thematic consistency
between Chestre’s Octavian and other romances he inscribed in the manuscript;
these romances reproduce the dominant ideology of aristocracy, appealing to a
significant part of the audience for Middle English romance. But at the same time,
the scribe also seems to have been alert to another, more modestly situated
audience, an audience with particular interests in didactic guides like Lydgate’s, for
example. This audience, like their more prominent counterparts, no doubt felt the
tensions of the political and social instability at the middle of the fifteenth century,
during the reign of Henry VI and the Wars of the Roses. So too in the second part
of the fourteenth century, Chestre crafted his version of the Octavian narrative with
a similar audience in mind, individuals equally sensitive to economic and social
tensions after the plague and during the reign of Richard II. Neither Chestre nor
the scribe of Cotton Caligula A.II engaged in careless, uncritical appropriation of
whatever came to hand in responding to these audiences.20
Fahrenbach's discussion clearly advocates for closer study of the individual works of CCAii and how
they all fit together to create an argument of obedience and so promote social, religious, and
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economic ideas that would appeal to its diverse audience. He also convincingly shows the value of
Southern Octavian in terms of its reinterpretation of a character whose boorish behavior in the
Northern versions becomes instead a complex and appealing character in Chestre's version. The
main value of the romances in CCAii, though, is evident in the scribe's treatment of the stories as
he molds them to create a contiguous discussion on the theme of obedience.
The romances in Cotton Caligula Aii have been, for the most part, studied thoroughly, but
many of the comments about the poems still show much of the negative bias against them that
proliferated during the nineteenth century. Before the last quarter of the twentieth century, the
Middle English romances were often compared to and dismissed as mere copies or poor adaptations
of their French sources. Despite this negative treatment by scholars, the manuscript evidence—
(and the romances survive in more than ninety manuscripts, ranging in age from about 1330 to the
seventeenth century)shows that the Middle English romances were enormously popular among
diverse groups of people for a long period of time. That the romances continued to be popular in
England for some three hundred years after their first appearance attests to their value to the
medieval and early modern reader. The reasons for the great popularity of the romances contained
in CCAii come from the two distinct aspects of the poems: their religious merit as well as their
entertainment value. Another reason for their popularity comes from the focus of all but one of the
romances: the family. The audience of CCAii was a wealthy household, so the stories about
families and their trials would have been attractive. Further, readers would have been taught and
would have understood Aquinas' views on friendship, which most certainly includes family
members; indeed, we are reminded that “an obedient person will take on the most arduous task for
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a friend” and obedience is “selfless subjection to a friend.”21 The romances in CCAii illustrate these
concepts: the main character undergoes great trials in order to be reunited with his or her family.
Trounce points out that “the poets added the domestic affections and the religious zeal and piety of
their patrons”22 to their romances. In addition, he states that though the tail-rhyme romances
“show absurd marvels in some of the religious episodes, especially in the number of Saracens which
a Christian could account for; but that was a matter of faith, a hyperbole expressing popular feeling
about the power of Christianity.”23
Six of the eight romances in CCAii are written in tail-rhyme24 and share a common plot of
a Job-like character moving from either wealth to poverty and back to wealth, or simply moving
from poverty to wealth by undergoing great trials and maintaining abiding obedience throughout
those trials. The two romances that are not in tail-rhyme, Sege of Jerusalem and Chevalier Assigne,
are based at least loosely on history and also show obedience at work, but Sege does not share the
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Brown 344.
Trounce 49.
Trounce 91.
Trounce believed that closer study of the tail-rhyme poems would yield important information about the entire
body of romances. Understanding the style adds to our appreciation of the poems, but a “distinctive style must arise
out of an attitude to life, and this, in turn, must imply a social background; so that the study of the style will
enable us to get nearer the whole truth about English literature and life in the fourteenth century” (88). The
particular attitude of which he speaks is the “intense religious activity of the area in which the poems originated,
East Anglia” (105). Of East Anglia and its characteristics, he states “this part of England, necessarily self-centered
and naturally gifted and vigorous, moulded a society, half feudal, half bourgeois, of the sort that mediated between
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. It achieved a life and a soul of its own. Hints of that civilized society can be
discovered in the Norfolk Gild documents, with their evidence of fine organization, solidarity of comradeship, civic
pride, religious zeal, respect for learning and art, and no less a grandeur and magnificence, and a loyalty to the larger
patriotism” (50). He contends that the tail-rhyme form was very conventional in its uses of expressions and phrases,
as well as in its subject matter, but he warns that conventional is not something for which we should have
contempt. Indeed, “all Middle English poetry was conventional, in a way that poetry since has never been; the tailrhyme style, because it was pre-eminently the minstrels' invention and instrument, increased the conventional
element to make the task of composition and recitation easier” 92). Trounce, A. McI., “The English Tail-Rhyme
Romances,” Medium Aevum 1 (1932): 87-108, 168-82; 2 (1933): 34-57, 189-98; 3 (1934): 30-50.
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focus on family that the other romances in CCAii have. A logical question for the modern reader is
'why would the scribe select so many romances with the same basic plot for his codex?' The answer
to that question comes in two parts: while the plots are the same, but the works also have different
foci so that they are not redundant. Secondly, because the romances focus on the different types of
obedience, the reader sees a new lesson within each section and thus experiences a different story
despite the similarities of plot. It is perhaps more significant, however, that each of the romances
with a similar plot focuses on a different member of the family: two focus on the father, two on
the children, and one on the wife. The first section of the manuscript is concerned with obedience
in social settings; the second, with courtly obedience and obedience to one's kynde; the third, with
obedience and free will; and the last, with obedience and the direct hand of God.
At other times, the scribe chose to change some of the elements of the plot in order to
emphasize an aspect of the story that his source did not emphasize. For example, other
presentations of Sir Isumbras do not have the focus on chivalry that the Cotton version has. Three
of the romances in the Cotton MS are extant only in that MS. The others can be found in
multiple MSS. In order to more full appreciate why the works were arranged in a certain way, I
must analyze each work to discover how it fits or sympathizes with its neighboring works. My
focus is on how the manuscript compilation builds an argument using obedience as a thematic
foundation throughout the romances and the other poems in CCAii. The compiler clearly arranged
the poems in CCAii with intention and was “guided by critical intelligence.”25 His habit is to use
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the shorter poems to introduce an aspect of obedience and in the romance(s) in that section of the
manuscript, he shows the reader the example of a character or characters adhering to, or
employing, or exemplifying that type of obedience.
As a household book, CCAii would have belonged to someone who was wealthy, either a
member of the gentle or of the bourgeoisie classes. His household would have probably included
immediate and extended family members, servants and perhaps their families as well. The compiler
of CCAii not only emphasizes mercantile life in his rendering of several romances, but also alters
and abridges his sources so that the stories are straightforward and accessible to a more diverse
audience. The romances are, with one exception (Sege of Jerusalem) family romances, which were no
doubt chosen for inclusion because its audience consisted of families. The theme of obedience is,
therefore, never obscure and ranges in the compiler’s writing so that the entire audience can benefit
from its message.
Baugh contends, “mediaeval vernacular verse was almost always intended to be heard rather
than taken in through the eye.”26 A notable exception to this statement is the appearance of
National Library of Scotland Adv. MS 19.2.1, "Auchinleck," which is beautifully rubricated and
illustrated, whereas Cambridge University Library MS Ff.II.38 and Lincoln Cathedral Library MS.
91, "Thornton" are modestly decorated and CCAii is only washed in yellow and red in some spots.
Clearly, the romances in Auchinleck, Cambridge, and Thornton are indeed meant to be
experienced through the eye as well as through the ear. Baugh makes the case for a “semi-learned,
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generally clerical origin”27 of the romances. He reminds us that “the ability to read, even in the
twelfth century, was commoner than we have supposed, at least among certain classes of people”
and that “the ability to read is not the same thing as the habit of reading. With books as expensive
as they were anything like a reading public did not exist.”28 Those who would have had the ability
to read would more than likely have been anyone in a class higher than the peasantry. Those who
had a habit of reading would have been among those who also made it a habit of buying books—
the gentry, nobility, and middle class. The clergy certainly read, and perhaps a great deal, but they
tended to produce what they wanted in their own scriptoria rather than purchase books. They
acquired books through bequests and donation, as well. The Thornton MS currently resides in a
clerical library and was once owned by Robert Thornton, a member of the Yorkshire landed gentry,
and an amateur scribe and manuscript compiler. There is strong evidence that CCAii was at one
time donated to a library: on the top of the first leaf of Susannah, a hand-written note dating later
than that of the scribe reads “Donum Jo. Rogers.” Scholars have not yet discovered who Joseph
Rogers was, or to what library he donated the MS or any other details. Another name prominently
appears at the end of the literary portion of the manuscript, before the Orders of the Carthusians of
a much later date: Thomas duke of Mylton. Just as with Joseph Rogers, scholars have not yet been
able to trace Mylton or to identify him, despite his apparent prominence, as anything other than a
name.
Evans argues that Auchinleck and Cambridge University Library MS Ff.II.38 were both
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made for wealthy families and that the romances would “appeal to Christian readers in families and
professions, people whose situations were rather more like Guy than of Saint Alexis."29 His point is
that the romances are about flawed characters, not saints, but those who attempt to remain faithful
to God and to behave according to social rules. These people would perhaps have liked to emulate
the saints, but the fact is that they were closer in character to the heroes of the romances than to
the saints. The heroes of the romances are Christian, and thus, behave according to Christian
ideals. Barron agrees with Evans and states that like CCAii, Auchinleck was “apparently a product
of a London bookshop engaged in the copying of material likely to appeal to the newly literate
bourgeoisie, anxious for edification but also for the type of entertainment favoured by their social
superiors.”30 The scribes of the romances had some education, which at the time was provided by
the clergy. Barron contemplates the possible professions of the authors of romance: were they
minor clerics, domestic chaplains, professional scribes with literary ambitions? As such
they are likely to have written romance as a spare-time occupation, at the bidding of a
patron, translating or adapting an existing work not from any absolute lack of
originality but because the climate of the age of uncertainties favoured the preservation
of existing knowledge . . . many romances bear marks of originality and individual
imagination, but they do so within a framework established by tradition and
convention.31
Mehl adds that
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the poems from the East Midlands [which includes the tail-rhyme romances in
CCAii] were obviously written for a rather bourgeois audience, less interested in
courtly manners, whereas some of the poems from the North seem to emphasize the
courtly and chivalric aspects of their stories and show a marked preference for
ceremony, polite society, and the etiquette of hunting32
and cites Sir Gawain and the Green Knight as an example.
Mehl agrees with Hibbard that the romance manuscripts were produced in bookshops
where “authors (and scribes) had before them a book containing some version of the story they
were about to retell (either in English or in French), or else some collection of tales out of which
they composed a new romance,”33 which helps to support the idea that they were produced
professionally. The books were often produced at the behest of a wealthy patron and were made to
order, but there is also evidence for books being produced for commercial distribution to the
general public, much as books today are available for the modern reader at a local bookstore. The
patrons were traditionally kings, wealthy nobility, ecclesiastical foundations, or wealthy
merchants.34 The “general public” that would have purchased the books would have had to be
relatively wealthy because the cost of buying the books and having them bound was still quite
high.35
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Mehl 35.
Ibid 9-10.
Ibid 9-10.
The price of books fluctuated dramatically between about 1300 and the 1470s because of the Black Plague, which
caused a lack of educated and skilled men to work as scribes and the invention of the printing press in 1455, which
cut the cost of a book by as much as 40%. In the late 14th century, a scribe could purchase paper for 6 pence per
quire and would charge about 16 pence per quire to write the book. Binding could cost anywhere between 1
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Scholars investigating the audience of medieval literature have recently begun to emphasize
the role of children as audience for the romances and other didactic poetry. Mary E. Shaner's study
of Advocates MS 19.3.1 shows what she believes to be a purposeful editing of Sir Amadace, Sir
Ysumbras, and Sir Gowther "for the entertainment and instruction of the young and that these
revised romances have implications both for the history of children's literature and for our
understanding of the medieval conceptions of the child and of education."36 She points out that in
Sir Gowther, “the moral considerations are presented in black and white, without any gray areas or
possible overlap. The teachings of the church—without much specification of what those teachings
are—are held to be absolutely right, and conformity to them constitutes good.”37 The fact that
Stans Puer ad Mensam and Urbanitas are paired with Sir Gowther in the manuscript further
supports Shaner's thesis. In CCAii, those two poems appear in the “teaching” sections of the
manuscript that precede the romances. Merridee L. Bailey points out that courtesy poems were
commonly characterized by [their] narration of correct social behavior, good
manners, appropriate conduct, and accepted customs. These codes of behavior were
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
shilling and 1 pound, depending on its material and the level of decoration (Schramm 140-41). CCAii has 7 quires.
The cost of paper would have been 42 pence; the writing, 112 pence, and the binding, 10 shillings, which is a midprice binding. Using Schramm's prices, the total cost to produce CCAii would have been approximately 8 pounds,
2 shillings if it had been produced in the late 14th century. As a point of comparison, in the same time period, a
cow would have cost about 9 shillings, 5 pence (Jusserand 99); rent on a merchant's house would have cost 2-3
pounds per year (Dyer 208) and the cost to build a merchant's house would have been about 33-66 pounds (Dyer
205). See Wilbur Lang Schramm "The Cost of Books in Chaucer's Time" MLN 48.3 (March 1933) 139-45 and
Joanne Filippone Overty "The Cost of Doing Scribal Business: Prices of Manuscript Books in England, 13001483" Book History 11 (2008) 1-32; Christopher Dyer Standards of Living in the Later Middle Ages (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989); J. J. Jusserand, English Wayfaring Life in the XIVth Century, trans Lucy Smith,
(New York: Putnam's Sons,1931).
36 Shaner, Mary E., “Instruction and Delight: Medieval Romances as Children's Literature” Poetics Today 13.1 (Spring
1992): 5.
37 Ibid 10.
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often discussed in direct relation to young servants who lived and worked away from
their natal families in an elite household and who performed important public and
social tasks within this structure, and in particular within the structure of public
hospitality that commonly took place there.38
It is clear that many of the works in CCAii were meant for children and that the romances,
while perhaps not specially produced for children, were entertaining poems that reinforced the
ideas found in the shorter poems. Thus, children who were living away from home would be
educated in the proper way to behave, not just in courtesy, but also in proper Christian virtue. A
child in the service of a household would have to be obedient, not just to his superiors, but also
more importantly, to the laws of Christianity. This fact is reinforced by the romance heroes
themselves—many are employed as servants, tutors, and apprentices after they have been separated
from their families. They endure their hardships through obedience and Christian virtue. The
message to children of a household is clear: 'if you want to improve your lot in life and beyond,
follow the example of the romance characters.'
If we consider a gathering of noble people as the first audiences of the romances and a more
diverse bourgeoisie audience developing later, what might these distinctly different audiences share
that guides their common interests in the romances? Almost every scholar who discusses romances
emphasizes chivalry. While for the romance writers, chivalry had to do with certain behaviors of a
knight, a given audience, and not necessarily a noble audience, would see other qualities and glean
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
38 Bailey, Merridee L., “In Service and at Home: Didactic Texts for Children and Young People, c. 1400-1600”
Parergon 24.2 (2007): 26.
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other lessons from the romances, which did not necessarily involve knightly deeds. The heroes of
the romances were Christian and behaved according to Christian ideals. Their actions were
sometimes closely related to those of the central characters in saints' lives, but what the audience
would most appreciate was the seemingly easy Christian virtue of those heroes. Dieter Mehl states
“in all the homiletic poems, the plot is completely subordinated to the moral and religious
theme,”39 as opposed to the more secular romances wherein the plot is not overtly religious, even
though the hero behaves according to Christian ideals. Mehl also remarks on the placement of the
homiletic romances in the MSS. Often they are grouped with other homiletic romances or with
religious poetry, as is Emaré, for example. The difference between a secular romance that features a
Christian hero and an overtly Christian romance can be found in a comparison of Lybeaus Desconus
and Chevalier Assigne. The former is a secular romance, the latter, a homiletic romance. The
mention of God is frequent in both romances, but in Lybeaus Desconus, the phrases are more
conventional:
But thorgh goddes grace
That other brother he gan brace (Lybeaus Desconus ll. 553-4)
Lybeaus answered nay
The scapest nought so away
By god that schop mankende
Though and they brethren twey (Lybeaus Desconus ll. 565-8)
There is no direct intervention by God or his agents on the characters in Lybeaus Desconus, but in
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Chevalier Assigne, an angel comes down to the hermit to tell him that the children he is fostering
are King Oryens' children. A few lines later, we are told, “And criste hath formeth þis chylde to
fyȝte for his moder” (Chevalier Assigne l. 200).
In summary, the owner of CCAii was more than likely bourgeoisie. The manuscript
evidence suggests that the manuscript was produced in a bookshop and made to order rather than
being produced in a noble house or in a monastery. This supports the notion that those who had
the money (but were not necessarily of noble birth) purchased books, and among other tastes,
needs, and applications, had a shared affinity for the romances. Many of the poems in CCAii were
relatively new when the MS was produced, but only a few could have been written contemporarily
to the manuscript's compilation, and none are found in their first version in CCAii. New poems
would more than likely have been written for a noble patron (e.g., Lydgate's memorial to Ralph,
Lord Cromwell) but like the romances, quickly found an audience in the middle classes. Poems
like Lydgate's, which contain many commonplaces, probably would have been “in style” for a long
period of time, especially since those commonplaces were religious in nature. The romances
remained popular for some five hundred years, and religious poetry has never been unpopular, so
for the buyer of CCAii, the poems he selected might not have been brand-new, but were popular
enough at the time of the compilation to be sufficiently “in style,” something with which the
bourgeoisie buyer, much as is the case today, would be impressed.
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2

OBEDIENCE IN THE MIDDLE AGES

Very few editions using CCAii versions of the poems it contains as base texts have been
published to date. In addition, when comparing the manuscript versions with published editions of
the poems, I began to find some very interesting differences between them. These differences,
along with a question of why the works appeared in the order they did gave birth to what would
become this project. The idea of the entire manuscript being built on a central theme came from
the work of many scholars, but most importantly, Hudson, Mehl, and Evans. In my search for a
unifying theme and it became apparent that obedience was one, but certainly not the only, theme.
CCAii's audience of a bourgeoisie household would have expected and been pleased by the theme
of obedience as it appears in the manuscript.
An analysis of the theme of obedience in the romances in British Library Cotton Caligula
Aii (CCAii) shows how the theme is introduced, developed, and reiterated in the short poems in
the MS. A theme of obedience is consistent across all of the individual works; the compiler placed
the romances in small groups throughout the manuscript so that each tells a story that reiterates
the theme of obedience found in the preceding poems. Spiritual obedience is a prominent theme in
the MS, but just as important are the themes of social, domestic, and chivalric obedience. Social
and domestic obedience in the Middle Ages meant that a person should obey his or her duty as
prescribed by social rank, clearly defined gender roles, and social rules and mores. Chivalric obedience instructs the reader in the proper behavior of a knight, whose adherence to the code of chivalry was both religious and social. Thus, CCAii's readers are reminded regularly of their spiritual
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and social duties and the importance of obedience. Obedience in the Middle Ages was on the one
hand, straightforward, but on the other, quite complex: all of a person's obligations, including
those not only to the Church, but to social superiors, family members, civil laws, and interactions
with peers originated from one source: God. This chapter provides a background in the basic ideas
of obedience that the medieval person would have understood. Subsequent chapters will address
the specific form of obedience found in each section of the manuscript in much more detail as it
applies to the poems included in that section.
Medieval people viewed their relationships with others, especially with their families, as the
worldly equivalent of obedience to God: they lived their lives in a series of related or associated
hierarchies, beginning with God's rule over people, the husband's role as head of his wife, the lord
over the peasant, the mind (self-control) over the impulses of the body, etc. Family was viewed as
the root of the state; that is, well-ordered and obedient families would result in a well-ordered and
obedient state. Thus, family is both religious and political in nature, and many thinkers in the
Middle Ages contemplated the role of family and the need for obedience from its members, both
in their civic and Christian roles.
Marriage was seen as inferior to virginity by a number of Church fathers, most notably St.
Jerome. However, other Church fathers believed that if one chose to marry and have a family, that
duty was important and if conducted properly would show one's worth as an obedient servant of
God. Many religious thinkers in the Middle Ages wrote about obedience as it directly relates to
family and marriage. The most relevant and most-often cited passages in the Bible that address
marriage are Genesis 2.24, Matthew 19.5, and Ephesians 5:22-33. Genesis 2.23 and 24 show how
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important marriage was to both Jews and Christians. Adam's first statement after Eve's creation is
about marriage: "And Adam said: This now is bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh; she shall be
called woman, because she was taken out of man. Wherefore a man shall leave father and mother,
and shall cleave to his wife: and they shall be two in one flesh."40 Jesus reiterates the message of
Genesis when he says in Matthew 19.5 “For this cause shall a man leave father and mother, and
shall cleave to his wife, and they two shall be in one flesh.” Ephesians 5:22-33 has a similar message:
Let women be subject to their husbands, as to the Lord: Because the husband is
the head of the wife, as Christ is the head of the church. He is the saviour of his
body. Therefore as the church is subject to Christ: so also let the wives be to their
husbands in all things. Husbands, love your wives, as Christ also loved the church
and delivered himself up for it . . . So also ought men to love their wives as their
own bodies. He that loveth his wife loveth himself. For no man ever hated his own
flesh, but nourisheth and cherisheth it, as also Christ doth the church: Because we
are members of him, body, of his flesh and of his bones. For this cause shall a man
leave his father and mother: and shall cleave to his wife. And they shall be two in
one flesh.
Matthew 19.6 shows the importance of the biblical concept of the permanence of marriage:
“What therefore God hath joined together, let no man put asunder.” In the romances in CCAii,

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
40 All biblical quotations are from the Douay-Rheims translation of the Vulgate Latin Bible.
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every character that “puts asunder” a married couple is punished severely, often by death. The message found in the romances of CCAii is clear: marriage is held as sacred here as it is in the Bible.
Two of the most important Church thinkers of the Middle Ages were Augustine of Hippo
and Thomas Aquinas, both of whom wrote extensively on the role of obedience in a person's life
and its importance in proper conduct. Augustine was concerned with “faith seeking understanding.”41 That is, Augustine attempted to find order in the world and understanding of that world by
looking to his faith and relying upon God to reveal to him what He wished Augustine to see. In
City of God, Augustine contrasts two cities: the City of God, in which people who live their lives
with a view toward Heaven, and the City of Man, in which lived people who concern themselves
with earthly pleasures. In Book XIX Chapter 16, Augustine, in his discussion of the differences
between people's behavior in the earthly versus the heavenly cities, emphasizes the importance of
obedience:
the well-ordered concord of domestic obedience and domestic rule has a relation to
the well-ordered concord of civic obedience and civic rule. And therefore it follows,
further, that the father of the family ought to frame his domestic rule in accordance
with the law of the city, so that the household may be in harmony with the civic
order. But the families which do not love by faith seek their peace in the earthly advantages of this life; while the families which live by faith look for those eternal
blessings which are promised. . . . The earthly city, which does not live by faith,
seeks an earthly peace, and the end it proposes, in the well-ordered concord of civic
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obedience and rule, is the combination of men's wills to attain things which are
helpful to this life. The heavenly city, or rather the part of it which sojourns on
earth and lives by faith, makes use of this peace only because it must, until this
mortal condition which necessitates it shall pass away.42
Thus, Augustine views obedience as critical to gaining access to the heavenly city, and those
who live their lives in obedience to God first will have peace both on earth and in Heaven. Those
who seek to attain peace by merely following the rules of man (“the civic rule”) will never attain
true peace . His use of the word "concord" emphasizes the nature of the agreement between God
and humankind to obey Him and in exchange, be rewarded with an afterlife in Heaven. While the
religious part of obedience was somewhat voluntary, obedience to civic rules was not: civic power
resided with the king, who in turn had an obligation to obey God. As a representative of God's
power on Earth, the king required obedience from all of his subjects, including the nobles, who
themselves ruled over a group of subjects.
Thomas Aquinas believes that obedience is critical to both law and virtue. Benjamin Brown
discusses Aquinas' views of obedience as it relates to canon law as well as to virtue. He states that:
obedience, for Aquinas, is an act of religion, an act of worship whereby we sacrificially offer our whole selves to God in loving service. So important is this sacrifice
of obedience that Aquinas says that it, not prudence, is the highest natural virtue.
Even more to the point, Aquinas argues that obedience, like charity,43 is the form
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
42 Bigongiari, Dino, Trans. The Political Writings of Saint Augustine. (Washington DC: Regnery, 1962) 151.
43 Caritas, or charity, is a form of divine or spiritual love; it is an important virtue and one that should be kept in
mind at all times because it pleases God and our salvation depends on it . Caritas is a form of love for all people.
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of all meritorious act. That is, even though there may be many virtues informing a
given act, if one of them is not obedience then the act cannot be meritorious, and is
therefore imperfect.44
Obedience as it relates to friendship and relations with other people also interested Aquinas, who argued that:
only when one's actions are imbued with both love and obedience is it possible for
one to be the perfect friend of God and simultaneously his perfect subject, both of
which are essential to the Christian life. Friends want to do what their friends want
them to do, for such co-willing is a means of union . . . One loves one's friend and
wills to be united and conformed to him, and therefore undertakes even the most
arduous tasks for the sake of the friend. The act of selflessly subjecting oneself to
one's friend for the sake of accomplishing his will is an act of obedience. . . . Thus
obedience is involved in a certain way even in earthly friendships, in which persons
are on an equal footing insofar as they have the same nature. . . Obedience, thus
understood, is an essential virtue for entering into friendship with another, especially God.45
The influence of Church fathers resulted in a widespread belief that one's proper conduct in
all relationships was directly related to his or her obedience to God. These relationships included
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
This concept is part of Old Testament law found in Leviticus 19:18: “non quaeres ultionem nec memor eris
iniuriae civium tuorum diliges amicum tuum sicut temet ipsum ego Dominus: Seek not revenge, nor be mindful of
the injury of thy citizens. Thou shalt love thy friend as thyself. I am the Lord.”
44 Brown, Benjamin J. “The Integration of Law and Virtue: Obedience and Aquinas's Moral Theology.” Irish
Theological Quarterly. 67 (2002): 335.
45 Brown, 343-44.
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not only ones superiors and peers, but also one's family. Aquinas' discussion of friendship clearly
defines a friend as any other human being, including those whom a person may not know. Thus, to
show charity, a form of friendship, to all people not only made one's life on Earth easier and better,
but also insured a heavenly reward in death. Of course, the worldly relationship most prominent in
the lives of medieval people, just as it is today, is that relationship of a person and his or her family.
Since the start of the twentieth century, scholars have exhibited a renewed interest in the
conditions of the medieval family. Historians, sociologists, and literary critics have driven such
study. By using English legal and civic documents from the Middle Ages, scholars are able to draw
a much clearer picture of family life than they ever have before. One of the first and still mostoften quoted works about the family is the Thwing's The Family: An Historical and Social Study,
which has undergone several reprints, including one as recently as 2005. They state that:
if feudalism united the lord and his serfs in respect to military service demanded
and rendered, it yet produced a complete social separation. While the lord lodges in
his castle on the crest or side of the hill, his retainers inhabit the huts at its base.
His family form [sic] his only companions. When not waging war, his associations
are only with the five or six persons who are his social equals. If he is absent, it is to
his home that he returns at the end of the journey or the close of the campaign. At
his departure, his wife and children are the last to wish him a godspeed on his
quest. If feudalism failed both to regulate and to enlarge the society of the middle
ages, it yet tended to develop the individual family. It was the source of noble ideals
and sentiments, and gave birth to strong and vigorous character. . . It bound hus-
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band and wife, parents and children, into a relation most intimate and strong. It
separated them from society, and compelled them to find satisfaction and contentment in each other. It thus tended to place members of the family upon terms of
absolute equality. Its tendency was to make the wife the social peer as well as companion of her husband. When he was absent searching for war or adventure, she
remained his representative and the guardian of their common interests. His sovereign position contributed to give her a dignity and a distinction which she had
never known. The children, too, and especially the eldest son, were elevated in
honor and duty. . . The records of the time show the strength of the affections
which united all the members of the household. The family and not the individual,
the family and not a single member of it, became the centre of 'social relationships.'46
Seven of the eight romances in CCAii are family romances; that is, those romances focus on the
trials of a central character who endures great hardships in order to be reunited with his or her
family. The scribe's choice of family romances rather than romances of individual heroes shows his,
as well as possibly his buyer's, concern with the achievements of the family as opposed to the individual.
In a more recent study of marriage and family, Sussman et al. argue that medieval families,
contrary to earlier belief, were very much like modern families in their ties to one another: “the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
46 Thwing, Charles Franklin and Carrie F. Butler, The Family: An Historical and Social Study (Boston: Lothrop, Lee
& Shepard, 1913) 96.
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medieval Catholic Church bolstered romantic love by emphasizing the union of hearts.”47 In his
discussion on sexuality and the family, Michael Goodich reiterates the views of Augustine and
Aquinas on civil order and obedience:
while officialdom and state law had in the central Middle Ages slowly become the
agencies of stability, the maintenance of kin-related standards of behavior, which
were enforced at the local or even family level, particularly in rural society, remained
essential to social order. The breaking of these communal ties through internal
conflict or sexual misdemeanor was to be avoided. Family and collective honor, in
particular, which rested partially in the purity of blood guaranteed through the exclusive rights of men over their wives and of parents over their children, was violated in the event of illicit sexuality. Such honor could be restored either through
violent reprisal or by means of the grace endowed by God and his saints. . . . the
preservation of order and concord within the family often required such divine intervention as a means of guaranteeing the maintenance of the values of obedience,
loyalty, continence, and the generation of progeny upon which the family rested.48
Any kind of deviance from the norm—be it sexual or religious—was firmly discouraged by
both the Church and civic leaders. In response to any kind of influence of unorthodox religion,

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
47 Sussman, Marvin B., Suzanne K. Steinmetz, Gary W. Peterson, Eds. Handbook of Marriage and the Family (New
York: Plenum, 1987) 22.
48 Goodich, Michael “Sexuality, Family, and the Supernatural in the Fourteenth Century” Journal of the History of
Sexuality 4 (1995): 280-95. Rpt. In Medieval Families: Perspectives on Marriage, Household, & Children . Ed. Carol
Neel. (Toronto: Toronto UP, 2004) 306.
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religious authorities usually received support from the institutions of the civil
authorities in wiping out religion-based alternative to the dominant culture. Neither group felt it could afford to tolerate such differences because the authoritarian
nature of both medieval Christianity and the monarchic political systems in Europe
depended upon ingrained demands of absolute obedience.49
Thus, the ideas of the important Church thinkers of the Middle Ages applied to the relationships
of the average person of the time: by conducting one's relationships with the same diligence that
one would conduct his or her relationship with God, one would have, to paraphrase Augustine,
peace on earth as well as in Heaven.
Even the romantic commonplace idea of chivalry originates in the thinking of Church fathers. Chivalry was a code of behavior that was understood by knights in the Middle Ages. The
definition comes from chevalier, or a knight who rides a horse. Some of the definition as it was understood came out of Chanson de Roland and the writings of Charlemagne. In the 14th century,
Philip, Duke of Burgundy listed the qualities of a chivalric knight: faith, charity, justice, sagacity,
prudence, temperance, resolution, truth, liberality, diligence, hope, and valor,50 all of which are
either in the list of Christian virtues51 or directly related to them. Maurice Keen states that

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
49 Mitchell, Linda E. Family Life in the Middle Ages (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2007) 220-1.
50 Cartellieri, Otto, The Court of Burgundy . Trans. Malcolm Letts. (London: Kegan Paul, Trench et all, 1929) 149.
51 The Christian theological virtues, which originate in I Corinthians 13:13 are: faith, hope and love (charity). The
remaining four (prudence, justice, courage, and temperance). The 5th century poet Prudentius' poem entitled
Psychomachia, or The Battle of the Soul. Prudentius' list of Christian virtues was intended to counter the Seven
Deadly Sins. Erwin Fahlbusch The Encyclopedia Of Christianity, Volume 5 (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2008)
26.
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sometimes chivalry is spoken of as an order, as if knighthood ought to be compared
to an order of religion: sometimes it is spoken of as an estate, a social class—the
warrior class whose martial function, according to medieval writers, was to defend
the patria and the Church. Sometimes it is used to encapsulate a code of values apposite to this order or estate. Chivalry cannot be divorced from aristocracy, because
knights commonly were men of high lineage: and from the middle of the twelfth
century on it very frequently carries ethical or religious overtones.52
Thus, any story of a knight is by extension religious at least in some way. A knight was
obedient and faithful, both to his God and his patria. Knights of the Middle Ages, both in real-life
and in the romances, included religion in their own code of behavior; readers of the period understood that a knight was religious, and thus, to be a knight was to be a Christian knight—a defender of his God, his faith, and his Church. Knighthood in the Middle Ages was an earned position that gave the knight an opportunity to prove himself in exchange for upward social mobility
and increased responsibility and wealth. In their adherence to the code of conduct required for a
knight, they were conforming to the expectations of their social superiors; in this way, knight were
paying the game that was expected of them. The romances in CCAii feature knights or knightly
characters, but more importantly, they are family men—men with wives and children about whom
they are deeply concerned. These characters obey God in everything they do, but rather than fighting for a king or court, they fight to protect and/or save their families. The knightly characters in
CCAii obey God, but often disobey their social superiors in order to fight for their families.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
52 Keen, Maurice Chivalry (New Haven: Yale UP, 1984) 2.
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Before a person can successfully negotiate the sometimes-difficult obligations of family,
marriage, and to superiors, he or she must learn the basic form of social obedience--manners and
decorum--that will affect every aspect of his interactions with others. CCAii is arranged so that it
begins with a very simple form of obedience: social obedience. For the modern reader, social obedience can be understood as basic manners and decorum: how to behave while at a meal, in public,
and in interactions with one's social superiors. Most of the manners concern controlling one's demeanor, speech, and physical appearance while in the presence of others. These are the lessons
children begin to learn at a very early age. In the Middle Ages as well as in modern times, social
obedience does not involve free will. One should display manners and proper behavior while in
public or be shunned by others.
The second section of the manuscript teaches chivalric and courtly obedience, which includes the lessons of social obedience, but includes free will in that the characters must negotiate
difficulties and remain obedient to their kynde, which I will discuss in detail in Chapter 3. The
third section shows lessons in free will, which advances the lessons in kynde and illustrates characters who use their free will to remain faithful to God as well as those who misuse their free will to
ignore God's law. Those who misuse their free will suffer punishment in Purgatory, which illustrates for readers that free will is a moral responsibility which should be used in the service of God
and to remain faithful to him. Those characters that use their free will to please God suffer great
trials in life, but readers are reminded that the rewards for their faith will come in the afterlife. The
final section of the manuscript shows readers the direct hand of God at work in characters' lives:
God interacts with the characters by sending a messenger who demands that they perform certain
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tasks. After the tasks are complete, the characters are rewarded for their obedience, yet another
reminder to readers that they should remain vigilant in their obedience to God and His commands.
This section of the manuscript also reiterates previous lessons and obedience and uses references to
earlier works to help "conclude" the lessons. While readers have learned more and more advanced
forms of obedience, the message is clear that they should not forget the most basic lessons while
they negotiate the more difficult challenges in their lives.
For people in the Middle Ages, obedience originates with biblical precepts and become
more elaborate through the writings and teachings of important Church thinkers. Those people in
positions of authority, including the nobility, further developed the lessons of the Church. The
hierarchical nature of both the social and religious systems in place in the Middle Ages acted to
constantly remind people of their "place," both in society and in Heaven, and these notions are
constantly and consistently enforced throughout CCAii.

3 SOCIAL OBEDIENCE
Because the Middle English romances were published in manuscripts that contain a variety
of material, each version has variations within the texts as well as in its material contexts. Modern
audiences are accustomed to reading the romances in editions that separate the poems from their
material contexts. When read as integral parts of the manuscript’s context, these poems prove to be
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far more complex, artistically pleasing, and unconventional than when they are read as separate poems.
This chapter examines the first section of the manuscript, which begins the extended dialogue on obedience with lessons in obedience in the simplest form: social obedience,53 which is
taught in Susannah, Sir Eglamour, Stans Puer ad Mensam, Dietary, and Churl and the Bird. As with
the other sections of the manuscript, the compiler includes shorter poems that tell the reader what
to do and one or more romances to show the reader how a person would act in order to obey the
commands set forth in the shorter poems. The romances show an ideal person negotiating sometimes-complex situations while following the lessons of obedience each section addresses. In context, the romances in CCAii become important exempla for the obedience the compiler emphasizes
throughout the manuscript.
As exempla for obedience, the romances in CCAii become more than mere entertainment.
They provide readers with the lessons found in the shorter poems in the form of a story that includes husbands, wives, children, and parents—a direct reflection of the audience itself— negotiating sometimes complex problems and behaving in ways that show how the ideal person might incorporate the lessons on obedience into his or her daily behavior. Exempla as a form of teaching
had a long history by the time the romances in CCAii were first composed. In England, the use of
exempla was “established by Gregory the Great on the ground that to acquaint people with actual

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
53 As discussed in the previous chapter, social obedience is basic manners, decorum, and conduct while in the
presence of others.
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experiences of men was more efficacious than to employ precept only.”54 The use of exempla in
England reached its height in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the same period during
which the romances in CCAii were first composed.55 Preaching friars brought great popularity to
exempla in England because their lessons appealed to the people; the friars spoke on moral and religious topics in terms that even the least educated could understand. Mosher states that the purposes of the exempla are “(1) to furnish a concrete illustration of the result of obeying or disobeying some religious or moral law; (2) to give proof or confirmation of the truth of an assertion; (3)
to arouse fear in the sinful or too stimulate the zeal of the godly.”56
Ohlgren further elaborates on the purpose of the exempla: “an exemplum is not so much
an “example” but rather a rhetorical and literary device issued from a position of authority (such as
the Church or the crown) to support the argument at hand.”57 The romances in CCAii provide
illustrations of “the result of obeying or disobeying some religious or moral law”58 issued from
some position of authority in the characters' lives. The works in the first section of CCAii have
their authority in society and the rules that govern the higher classes. Of course the ultimate
source of authority for the entire manuscript is God; obedience to God takes many forms, including, as both Augustine and Aquinas discuss, obedience to earthly authority as a form of obedience
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
54 Joseph Albert Mosher The Exemplum in the Early Religious and Didactic Literature of England (New York:
Columbia UP, 1911) 6 n.2.
55 It is interesting to note that the height of the Middle English romance coincides with the height of the use of
exempla in England. Bennett states that 84 romances were composed between 1100 and 1500. Bennett, H. S., “The
Production and Dissemination of Vernacular Manuscripts in the Fifteenth Century,” The Library, Fifth Series 1.3
(Dec. 1946): 172.
56 Mosher 8.
57 Thomas Ohlgren Medieval Outlaws: Twelve Tales in Modern English Translation. (West Lafayette, Indiana: Parlor
Press, 2005) 340.
58 Mosher 8.
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to heavenly authority. The romances as exempla show the modern reader what was important to
the medieval reader—one of the abiding themes of the romances in CCAii is that disobedience to
an evil or ill-meaning earthly authority may be the only way a person can remain obedient to God.
While this theme might seem overly simplistic to the modern reader, the medieval reader had very
strong social, religious, and political pressures in their daily lives that they had to carefully negotiate or suffer severe punishments for infractions.
In his discussion of Susannah, Peck points out that the poem is “a study in obedience—its
dangers and rewards,”59 an idea that at first seems incongruous given what Christian thinkers and
the Bible itself say about obedience. While it is easy to see the rewards of obedience in the works in
CCAii, in many cases, the dangers of obedience are much more intriguing. The romances in CCAii
all contain some aspect of obedience that creates conflict for the main characters—the question of
when to obey and when not to obey is prominent, especially since simple obedience may be the
very thing that places the characters in danger. Since all of the romances in CCAii but one involve
a happily married couple that is separated by the treachery of another—usually the mother-inlaw—and must overcome that treachery in order to be reunited, it is plain that to the compiler,
marriage as obedience to God is one of the things about which he is most concerned. He is most
concerned, however, with negotiating the sometimes-treacherous divide between earthly and heavenly law, which often requires disobedience in order to remain obedient.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
59 Russell A. Peck, Russell A. The Pistil of Swete Susan: Introduction. Heroic Women from the Old Testament in Middle
English Verse (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Medieval Institute Publications, 1991).
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For the reader of CCAii, the message is clear: obedience in all aspects of one's life is critical; the arrangement of the poems in the manuscript emphasizes obedience, but at the same time,
it teaches the reader how as well as what to obey. For the book’s wealthy audience, the lessons of
obedience found in the romances address all aspects of their lives, from the most basic forms of
social obedience that begin with the idea that having appropriate manners pleases God to the much
more important and difficult ideas of obeying one’s kynde and using one’s free will to please God.
When read as exempla of the lessons found in the shorter poems, the romances become
important indicators of what was important to a wealthy (but not noble) medieval family in the
15th century. The romances in CCAii provide an enlightening picture of the culture in a time
when English society was changing in ways that would make the three-estate hierarchy much less
rigid. These changes would allow those from the lower classes, who, through hard work and smart
associations with others, to move upward in a way that had never before been possible except in the
rarest of circumstances (i.e., knighthood). The romances as exempla teach the audience, in much
the same way as many of the Old Testament stories, how to attend to one’s day-to-day life while at
the same time living a life in accordance with God’s law.
Read as an entertaining but didactic book on the theme of obedience, CCAii not only provides a new perspective on the romances because of their placement, but gives modern readers a
better view of the workings of the newly-wealthy medieval mind; those who had acquired enough
wealth to become rather than to serve a lord no doubt found themselves in a confusing situation.
The obedience required of a peasant is relatively simple and enforceable in a clear manner; not so
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simple is the type of obedience required of a person in the new middle class. According to Tom
Saunders, the main foci of social control during the Middle Ages were 1) the king or feudal lord;
2) the guilds; 3) custom, with the family as the force that was “probably more powerful than any
other in setting the bounds of custom”; and 4) “the influence of public opinion,” which was “one
of the most important means of social control.”60 Further, “social tensions at the heart of medieval
society have often been explored as an opposition between customs and traditions of peasant communities and the ideas of hierarchy and obedience expressed and imposed by a ruling aristocracy.”61
Somehow, the newly wealthy had to navigate their society without appearing to be social climbers,
a group that Ranulf Higden castigated for not conducting their lives within the bounds of their
own social class. Thus, the upwardly mobile members of society had to move between their old
mindset of obedience to their betters and a desire to move upward in society without appearing to
be social climbers. Maddern notes that literature reflected this potentially slippery journey upward:
Yet a range of late medieval literature—statutes, prescriptive writings and satire—all
imply that whatever the real difficulties of rising from peasant status, the late medieval reading public thought they saw groups of lower-class individuals trying to

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
60 Tom Saunders “Class, Space, and ‘Feudal’ Identities in Early Medieval England” in Social Identity in Early Medieval
Britain Ed. William D. Frazer and Andrew Tyrrell (London: Leichester UP, 2000) 222.
61 Philippa Maddern “Gentility” in Gentry Culture in Late Medieval England Rallucca Radulescu and Alison Truelove,
Eds. (Manchester: Manchester UP, 2005) 25. John of Trevisa translated Higden's Polychronicon into English in the
1390's and “an anonymous fifteenth century author produced another translation, so that the Polychronicon exerted
continuous influence on English literature into the Renaissance” (232). Thomas Hahn. “The Indian Tradition in
Western Medieval Intellectual History.” Viator Medieval and Renaissance Studies (Berkeley: UC Press, 1978) 213-33.
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ape the manners and reputation of their betters, and were divided only as to
whether one should join or censure such a movement.62
Many of the poems in CCAii illustrate the conflict between social classes and show the tension that came from people's desire to move upward while at the same time avoiding censure.
Rather than the clear and obvious punishments a peasant would suffer for disobedience,63 a disobedient middle-class person would suffer more abstract and often ambiguous forms of punishment:
losing one's reputation, becoming the subject of negative gossip, and being shunned by others.64
CCAii acts as a set of secular lessons that one can add to the spiritual lessons found in the Old
Testament as guidance for how people should behave in their daily lives. Another reason why social
obedience would have been emphasized comes from the time that the pieces were written—all of
the poems in the first section were originally written in the mid- to late fourteenth century, a time
when many of the old ideas about upward mobility in society were facing challenges from those
born to the lower class but who had achieved a great deal of financial success. Many people in the
clergy and the upper class would have wanted to discourage any thoughts of upward mobility and
instead, emphasize obedience to one's social superiors.
The first part of CCAii begins with the Old Testament story of Susannah from the Book of
Daniel (ff. 3b-5a). The single romance in part one, Sir Eglamour (ff. 5b-13a), is followed by three
poems attributed to John Lydgate: Stans Puer ad Mensam (f. 14), Dietary (f. 15a), and Churl and
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
62 Maddern 25.
63 These punishments, which were administered by the lords, included beatings, floggings, fines, imprisonment, and
sometimes, death, provided that the peasant lived for 24 hours before dying. Paul H. Freedman Images of the
Medieval Peasant. (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1999) 241.
64 Margaret Schaus, Women and Gender in Medieval Europe: An Encyclopedia. (New York: Routledge, 2006) 376.
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the Bird (ff. 15b-22a). Social obedience is introduced and developed in this section. Social obedience and obedience to God are directly related to one another: if people are able to get along with
others, that behavior is pleasing to God. The idea of social obedience as a form of religious obedience was a message people would have heard in church, from street preachers, and their social superiors. Fahlbusch reminds us that by the 15th century the church throughout
Britain was the dominant cultural institution, closely integrated into royal government, a major landholder, enjoying monopoly in the sphere of education, and able
to command considerable support among the laity. Its presence, thanks to monasticism and the parish system, extended to virtually every corner of the land and, as
the church's penitential system became more elaborate in the late Middle Ages,
tending to become ever more omnipresent in the lives of Britons. It seems also,
with one major exception [Wycliffe and the Lollards] to have produced a largely orthodox society.65
The story of Susannah, the archetypal woman who is wrongly accused of adultery, introduces the theme of obedience in the manuscript. Susannah's focus on family and the importance of
obedience, both to God and to one's domestic obligations, sets ups the lessons not just for the first
section, but also for the entire manuscript. The themes in Susannah will be reiterated, developed,
and amplified in Chevalier Assigne, Sege of Jerusalem, and Sir Isumbras, the last three romances in
CCAii, in that all feature direct intervention by God: Daniel saves Susannah, The Swan-Knight
saves his mother, God saves the Christians, and an angel saves Isumbras. The theme of obedience
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
65 Erwin Fahlbusch, The Encyclopedia of Christianity, Volume 5 (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2008) 613-4.
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illustrated in Susannah is reiterated in Sir Eglamour as well as in Octavian Imperator, the first romance in the Chestre group; in Emaré, the first romance in the second half of the manuscript; and
in Chevalier Assigne and Sir Isumbras in the last section. As the first poem in the manuscript,
Susannah emphasizes the theme of obedience that the rest of the works that follow will develop,
and in some cases, seemingly overturn.
Susannah sets the example for the ideal behavior in a wife that Sir Eglamour, Emaré, and
Chevalier Assigne reiterate and directly contrasts with the wife's behavior in Sir Launfal,66 and also
shows how people can apply Aquinas' and Augustine's ideas about social obedience in their own
lives. The rewards of Susannah's obedience are evident because Daniel, a messenger of God, saves
her from death. The dangers, though, are less evident.67 Susannah refuses to be blackmailed by the
elders because she knows she is innocent and, therefore, obeys her conscience. In not defending
herself, Susannah places herself in grave danger: the judge sentences her to death for her “sin.” After her death sentence, Susannah simply tells her judges that she is “sakles of synne” (line 240). She
then requests “nowe wolde god that I myght/speke with Joachym a right” (lines 243-44). Susannah
does not beg for her life but submits herself to her husband and states her case before him:
Sche fyll flatte on þe flor hyr fere when sche fonde

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
66 As we will see in the discussion of Sir Launfal in Chapter 3, Guenevere first propositions Launfal and when he
refuses, lies to Arthur about Launfal’s actions. Guenevere’s lie results in Arthur sentencing him to death unless he
can produce evidence in the person of Tryamour that she is more beautiful than Guenevere. Susannah is also placed
in grave danger because of a lie, but unlike Launfal, she does not act disobediently. Instead, she places all of her
faith in God to save her.
67 Susannah is “a study in obedience—its dangers and rewards,” according to Russell A. Peck, The Pistil of Swete Susan
in Heroic Women from the Old Testament in Middle English Verse (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Medieval Institute
Publications, 1991).
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And carpyd to þt karemon as she well kowthe
I wratched ʒou nevyr at my wyttande
Neyther in worde nor in werke in olde ne in ʒowght
Sche kevred upon her kneys kyst sche his honde
I am dampned I ne dar disꝑge ʒour mowth
Was ther nevr a soryer syght be see ner be londe
Ne a sorowfuller segge be north ne be sowth
þen þore (lines 250-8)
Because of her modesty and obedience to Joachim, he instantly believes her, takes off her
fetters, and kisses her. He does not, however, promise to save her. He simply states, “in þis68
worlde shall we mete” (line 261), which prompts Susannah to turn her prayers directly to God:
Wyth hondys full hye be helde to þe heven
Maker of myddulerthe þt most art of myght
Bothe þe sonne  þe see þu sette upon seven
All my wyrkes þow wote þe wronge  þe ryght
Hyt ys nedfull now thy names to neven
As y am delfully dampned  þe deth dyght
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
68 þis” is a scribal error. Peck uses the Vernon Manuscript (Bodleian Library MS. Eng. Poet. A. 1), which reads
"other," which makes better sense contextually.
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Lord hertyly take hede and harken my steven
So fre . . .
Thow knowest well I am clene
so have mercy on me (lines 264-71, 274-75)
Aquinas's ideas on obedience and love in one’s relationships with others are evident in both
Susannah's behavior toward her accusers and Joachim's behavior toward his wife.69 That Susannah
defers to the accusers and does not speak against them makes it clear that while she did not obey
their first request because of its immorality, she indeed obeyed the second and chose to die rather
than to betray her husband. We are also reminded of Augustine's comparison of the City of God
and the City of Man in Susannah. Both Susannah and Joachim seek a peaceful life in the City of
God rather than in that of man: Joachim tells her “in þis worlde shall we mete,” and Susannah
turns to God for help. Both Susannah and Joachim illustrate to the reader how spouses should behave toward one another, and their interactions exemplify the biblical description and admonition
about marriage found in I Corinthians 11:3: “But I would have you know that the head of every
man is Christ: and the head of the woman is the man: and the head of Christ is God.” Since all but
one of the romances in CCAii explore the trials of characters as they either attempt to marry their
beloved or reunite with their spouse, Susannah not only emphasizes social obedience, but how
people can please God by interacting appropriately with their spouse. Husbands and wives have
specific roles as enumerated by Genesis 2.24, Matthew 19.5, and most importantly, Ephesians 5:22	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
69 We are reminded of Aquinas' views that obedience includes “selfless subjection to a friend” and “an obedient person
will take on even the most arduous task for a friend” (Brown 335).
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33: “let women be subject to their husbands.” Susannah’s behavior directly reflects her understanding and compliance with this admonition. Peck points out that “what is unsaid is as important as
what is spoken”70 when Susannah meets with Joachim. Though Joachim believes her, he, too,
places his faith in God rather than act to save his wife. Because of her Job-like obedience, God
saves Susannah by sending Daniel, the “inspired child,”71 who separates the two elders and asks
them under which tree Susannah committed her sin. They answer differently, and an angel standing by kills them.72 The outcome of Susannah's story reminds us of the sacred nature of marriage
and the admonition in Matthew 19.6: “What therefore God hath joined together, let no man put
asunder.” Susannah's accusers face the same punishment that every other character that interferes
with a marriage in CCAii faces: severe punishment, which, in many cases, is death. The punishment for adultery in medieval England changed over time: in the thirteenth century, adulterers
were beaten “while going around one’s parish church or market,”73 but by the fifteenth century,
that punishment was not carried out in Canterbury and Rochester, while it persisted in York and
Hereford. In communities that did not administer beatings as punishment for adultery, the guilty
party had to march in the parish procession for a series of Sundays carrying a candle. On the final
Sunday of punishment, the candle was used as an offering, sometimes accompanied by a monetary
offering.74 The poem emphasizes what the audience probably already knew from first-hand obser	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
70 Peck.
71 Miskimin 190.
72 While this punishment may seem extreme, may of the characters in the romances who try to “put asunder” a
marriage also suffer severe punishment: the Duke in Sir Eglamour dies because of his treachery; Guenevere is
blinded in Sir Launfal; and Matabryne and her champion are both killed in Chevalier Assigne.
73 R. H. Helmholz. Marriage Litigation in Medieval England. (Cambridge: Cambridge Up, 1974) 182.	
  
74 Helmholz 182.
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vation and maybe even experience—because the church was the most influential enforcer of religious as well as social rules, the best way to avoid public humiliation and physical punishment (and
the threat of punishment in the afterlife) was to conform to the rules.
At the beginning of the poem, Susannah contains a somewhat chivalric, or at least gentle
and aristocratic, description of Susannah and her husband, which does not appear in CCAii, either
because of damage to the MS or loss of the single leaf on which it is written: Joachim is rich of
rents, honest, pleasant, and honorable (lines 29-30); Susannah is beautiful, wise, noble, fair, and
educated in both reading and the laws of Moses (lines 14-17). As Peck notes, the descriptions of
both Joachim and Susannah and their lush and bountiful garden emphasize the “young couple's
worth as aristocratic caretakers of nature.”75 The author of Susannah focused on the role of women
as wives and members of their society and shows Susannah as an example of the ideal woman and
wife—she is chaste, obedient, and faithful.
The poem follows the biblical story closely, with three notable exceptions: the very edenic
description of the garden, which emphasizes both God's bounty and the worthiness of its caretakers; the description of Susannah in the garden and “the mysterious beauty of the moment;”76 and
the emphasis on Susannah's worth when she goes to her husband (no such visit occurs in the Bible). The walled garden is an important motif in the story; the fact that its description is fifty-two
lines long, roughly 15% of the total poem, shows that there is more to the garden than merely
plants and trees. The garden evokes other gardens in medieval literature which serve as places for
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
75 Peck, The Pistil of Swete Susan: Introduction.
76 Mishkimin, Alice. Susannah. An Alliterative Poem of the Fourteenth Century. (New Haven: Yale UP, 1969) 17-18.
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lovers to have their trysts, such as those found in Chaucer's “The Merchant's Tale” and LeMeun's
Romance of the Rose. However, Susannah's garden is a place of safety and purity, and because of its
great bounty, is obviously provided by God for the pious, obedient, and worthy wife. Susannah uses
her garden as a place of prayer and contemplation, in opposition to the gardens of illicit love that
figure in Romance of the Rose or Chaucer’s “Merchant’s Tale.” Two ways to interpret the garden
emphasize Susannah's worth and obedience, both of which guarantee God's grace. That the lustful
elders choose Joachim and Susannah's garden to catch her alone and falsely accuse her of adultery
further emphasizes the edenic references, wherein the elders are the serpent attempting to bring
about Susannah's fall (135-43). However, unlike the quick and tragic downfall of Eve in Eden,
Susannah is the anti-Eve; she does not fall victim to temptation nor to deceit and remains steadfastly obedient to God, even as she faces literal, rather than Eve's spiritual, death. Like Constance
in many of the Middle English romances, Susannah's “chastity and trust in divine benevolence sustain her through her trial.”77 Susannah's behavior also emphasizes Aquinas's view that “obedience is
the highest natural virtue.”78 The fact that Susannah quickly and fearlessly disobeys the elders
shows the audience an ideal person in a perilous situation. The social pressure exerted on her by
the elders does not even seem to register in Susannah's mind because she is so obedient to God.
While Susannah emphasizes obedience to God, the remaining short poems in the first section of CCAii are concerned with a person's interactions with others in social settings. The obedience found in these poems seems at first to be solely civil obedience, but all of the lessons are di	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
77 Peck.
78 Brown 335.
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rectly related to Christian precepts, especially those associated with the seven deadly sins.79
Susannah successfully acts as the first link in the lessons found in the romances by introducing an
example of the ultimate obedience: a person who is willing to die rather than to disobey God. Stans
Puer ad Mensam and the poem that directly follows it, Dietary, are didactic poems intended to
teach young men, in the case of the former, and older men, in the case of the latter, how to behave
in social settings so that one not only obeys social rules and mores but, more importantly, obeys
God's command to keep the body as one would keep a temple.80 In addition, the lessons in the poems are meant not only to improve a man's life on earth but also to improve his afterlife: in obeying the narrator, he will please God.
Susannah is related to the romance that follows it, Sir Eglamour, in several ways. The first is
that God rewards her for her faith and obedience by restoring all that she has lost. Susannah, like
many of the heroines of the romances, is wrongly accused of adultery, a theme that scholars call the
“calumniated queen.”81 Just as in Sir Eglamour, the heroine's accusers receive death as their punishment for lying about Susannah and her virtue.82 Placing Susannah, a type of Constance saga, before Sir Eglamour in the manuscript highlights the lessons of obedience and faith found in the romance. Sir Eglamour provides an extended lesson on obedience and introduces a plot that will be
repeated, though with a different focus, four more times in the manuscript: in Octavian, in the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
79 A list of the sins ultimately labeled as the Seven Deadly Sins can be found in Galatians 5.19-21.
80 This admonition is found in 1 Corinthians 3.16-17: “Know you not that you are the temple of God and that the
Spirit of God dwelleth in you? But if any man violate the temple of God, him shall God destroy. For the temple of
God is holy, which you are." Douay-Rheims translation.
81 Harriet Hudson, Four Middle English Romances (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute, 2006). See also Laura Hibbard and
Margaret Schlauch.
82 This motif is also seen in Chevalier Assigne.
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second section; Emaré, in the third; and Chevalier Assigne and Sir Isumbras in the last. These romances focus on the trials of a different member of the family. Sir Eglamour begins the series by
focusing on the trials of the husband and father. Because the first romance in the manuscript begins with an emphasis on the husband and father, we are reminded of what the Bible says about a
man's role as head of his household. In addition, Eglamour exemplifies the lessons Lydgate teaches
in Stans Puer ad Mensam and Dietary: Eglamour is described as having courtesy and gentilesse
throughout his trials, two concepts at the center of the lessons in the short poems. It makes sense,
then, that the compiler chose two short poems written to teach males to follow Sir Eglamour.
Eglamour was a knight in the earl's service and his behavior shows that he has mastered the lessons
of both Stans Puer ad Mensam, which is meant for young males83 (especially household servants)
and Dietary, which offers lessons to older males.84
Thus, Sir Eglamour's position in the manuscript acts in two ways: first, to oppose the evil
men in Susannah by showing how a good man should behave; and secondly, to illustrate the concepts Lydgate puts forth in Stans Puer ad Mensam and Dietary. Eglamour's behavior is of primary
importance in the romance, but Christabelle's behavior echoes that of the virtuous Susannah and
young Degrebelle's echoes that of his father and the short poems. Outside of its manuscript context, Sir Eglamour is an entertaining romance of great trials and a victory over those trials, but read
as an integral part of the poems that surround it, it becomes an exemplum of specific kinds of so	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
83 The Cotton version of Stans Puer ad Mensam begins, “My dere son fyrst þy self enabull/wt all thyn here to certuys
dysyplyne/a fore þy sovrayn sytting at the table” (ll. 1-3).
84 Dietary begins “For helth of body cover for cold thy heed/ete no rawe mete fede ﬂe on lyƺth brede/take good hede
þr to/drynke good holsam wyne” (ll. 1-3).
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cial obedience that the other poems teach. What we gain from this reading is an enhanced understanding of the hero as a figure that a young middle-class medieval reader could emulate.
Sir Eglamour of Artois is a mid-fourteenth-century tail-rhyme romance that survives in six
manuscripts, of which CCAii “preserves the fullest form of the narrative.”85 Like Susannah, Eglamour focuses on the family and the importance of obedience. Hudson points out in her introduction
to Sir Eglamour that its “audiences would have been attracted to its formula plot, which is a vehicle
for the exploration of such concerns as family and social conflict, codes of conduct, and moral values.”86 Despite the conventional nature of the romance,87 Sir Eglamour is a dynamic tale that is
very clear about morality: the obedient are rewarded, while the disobedient are severely punished.
Faith, both in God and in each other, keeps Eglamour and Christabelle safe while they are separated and ultimately brings them back together.
The prominence of the theme of obedience can be seen in many ways in Sir Eglamour. The
symbols throughout the romance emphasize the battle for dominance between God's law, which is
seen in Eglamour and his family's behavior, and Man's law, which is seen in the Earl's focus on
obedience to his cruel demands. Eglamour is obedient to the rules of chivalry as well as to the unwritten rules of love: he acts in good faith to obey the Earl to win Christabelle's hand in marriage,
even though the Earl wants Eglamour to die rather than to wed his daughter. He eagerly takes on
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
85 Harriet Hudson, ed., “Sir Eglamour of Artois: Introduction,” Four Middle English Romances (Kalamazoo: Medieval
Institute, 1997).
86 Hudson, “Sir Eglamour.”
87 Richardson notes that Sir Eglamour is “a composite of elements from various story-types and it makes use of three
types which are themselves composites” (xxxii). The stories from which the Eglamour author, whom Richardson
believes was a minstrel (xl), drew his motifs are Tochmarc Émire, Degaré, and Octavian (xxxii-iv). Richardson
further states that the author of Eglamour was familiar with, and quite possibly used, Emaré (xxxix). See Frances E.
Richardson, Sir Eglamour of Artois (London: EETS, 1965).
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the dangerous tasks the Earl gives him, which shows his willingness to “take on even the most arduous task for a friend” and his “selfless submission to a friend,”88 which adhere to Aquinas's ideas
on obedience in a person’s interactions with others. Eglamour acts in such a way that it is evident
to the audience that he is focused first on obeying God's law and then, only when he has fulfilled
his duty to God, on obeying Man's law. The Earl is concerned with Eglamour's lower social rank-he is “a knyƺt of lytyll lond” (64), but his adherence to the chivalric code—and thus to the code of
Christianity—is what makes Eglamour's rank in the eyes of God much higher than that of his
birth.
The animal symbols throughout the story clearly emphasize the battle between God's law
and Man's law, as represented by the Earl. The giant, boar, and dragon that the Earl demands
Eglamour kill all represent the Earl's aggressive, tyrannical, dominant, potentially lustful,89 and evil
intentions toward Eglamour and Christabelle. The giant, which symbolizes brutishness, aggression,
and parental authority90 especially that of the father, shows that the Earl not only wants to put
Eglamour in danger, but he will behave aggressively and brutishly to prevent him from marrying
91

Christabelle. The boar also represents aggression as well as tyranny and lust and once again emphasizes the Earl's ill intentions for the couple. The dragon represents not only power, but also
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
88 Brown 335.
89 The earl does not act in a lustful way toward his daughter, but the author's possible knowledge of Emaré's story
makes it possible that, like Emaré's father, who wanted to marry his daughter, the earl wanted to prevent
Christabelle's marriage to Eglamour not just because of social rank but also because of wanting her for himself.
90 Dana M. Oswald, Monsters, Gender, and Sexuality in Medieval English Literature (Suffolk: Boydell and Brewer,
2010) 161.
91 Hope B. Werness, Continuum Encyclopedia of Animal Symbolism in Art (New York: Continuum, 2006) 49. See also
Arthur H. Collins, Symbolism of Animals and Birds Represented in English Church Architecture (New York: McBride,
1913) 8; Erwin Fahrbusch, Encyclopedia of Christianity Vol. 5 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008) 263
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“adversarial evil,”92 which again is seen in the Earl's behavior; it has further symbolism as the
Dragon of Rome. The symbol of the griffon, also discussed in full later, represents Eglamour and
his faith in God and his love for Christabelle. At first glance, it appears that the relationship between Eglamour and Christabelle is centered on disobedience rather than obedience because the
couple does not obey the Earl's command that Eglamour complete all three tasks before they can
marry. If we also consider that to a medieval audience premarital sex was not generally acceptable
because it was considered adultery,93 it appears that Eglamour and Christabelle have not only disobeyed social norms, but also more importantly, they have disobeyed God. Adulterous love was
common in the romances, but there are two types, one of which appears to be sanctioned while the
other is punished. The romances in CCAii enforce the idea if neither of the lovers is married to
someone else their relationship is sanctioned. Examples can be found not only in Sir Eglamour, but
also in Floris and Blanchflor and Ydoyne and Amadis, both of which appear on the corners of
Emaré's robe. Significantly, both couples appear with “trewe love flours,” further emphasizing a
sanctioning of their relationships. Conversely, Tristan and Isolde, who also appear on Emaré's robe,
are not sanctioned because Isolde is married to King Mark and Tristan and Isolde never unite in
marriage. After he returns home after his second task, Eglamour enters Christabelle's chamber and
she welcomes him. He says
Damysell . . . so have I spedde
With ƿe grace of God I shall ƺou wedde
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
92 Fahrbusch 263, Collins 21, 38-44. Jonathan Evans, “Dragon,” Medieval Folklore: A Guide to Myths, Legends, Tales,
Beliefs, and Customs. Ed. Carl Lindahl, John McNamara, and John Lindow, Eds. (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2002) 100-3.
93 Adultery is condemned in Exodus 20.14: “non moechaberis” (“thou shalt not commit adultery”).
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Therto her trowthes ƿey plyƺt.(667-9)
When the Earl, who “brennes as fyre in care” (679) because Eglamour has not yet killed, or,
what is more likely, been killed by the dragon, insists that Eglamour depart, the knight tells Christabelle
Damysell . . . ƿr is a poynt undon
I wyll wend  come agayn full son
Wyth ƿe help of mary mylde
A good ryng shall I give the
Kepe hyt well my lady free
ƺf god send the a chylde. (700-5)
That Christabelle indeed conceives a child further shows that their union has God's blessing. Even though Eglamour and Christabelle consummated their relationship in direct defiance of
the Earl's wishes and before Eglamour completed all three of his tasks, their relationship is not
necessarily adulterous. Hudson reminds us that “their love is not secret and the Earl consented to
their betrothal; the consummation of their union and Eglamour's gift of a ring to Christabelle . . .
even constituted a valid marriage according to canon law.”94 Further, because “the medieval Catholic Church bolstered romantic love by emphasizing a union of hearts,”95 we see evidence that, at
least in terms of the Christian author and reader, Eglamour and Christabelle's love and marriage
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
94 Hudson, Introduction.
95 Sussman, Steinmetz, and Peterson, 96.
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adhere to the rules of God rather than to the rule of Man, which in this case is the Earl. The moral
behavior of Eglamour and Christabelle can be directly contrasted to the Earl's: the Earl acted in
bad faith in attempting to bring about Eglamour's death. The moral status of Eglamour and Christabelle remains clear: they acted in good faith, both to one another and to God. Though they disobeyed the Earl, they did obey God's laws in furthering their relationship. Their son, Degrebelle, is
a sign of God's approval of the couple's union.96
The social conflict begins when Eglamour and Christabelle marry. Christabelle is heir to
the Earl's kingdom, which means that the kingdom will be her husband's. Many kings and other
highly esteemed nobles seek Christabelle's hand in marriage.97 When she and Eglamour fall in love,
the Earl does not look kindly upon the union because Eglamour is not of high enough rank. The
problem of inheritance is solved when the couple has a son because as heir to both Eglamour and
Christabelle, the kingdom will remain in the Earl's family. Hudson points out that the romance's
audience, which contained members of the gentry as well as the bourgeoisie, would have appreciated the issue of upward mobility, especially because Eglamour is worthy.98 Eglamour's character
and behavior emphasize the fact that “worth and birth are synonymous” and that “only a gentleman

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
96 This approval can be seen in the griffon taking Degrebelle to Jerusalem. See later discussion of the significance of
the griffon.
97 Christabelle's situation brings to mind Virgil's Aeneid and the choice that Dido makes to love Aeneas rather than
accept a marriage from one of the many kings who want her. Her choice led to heartbreak for Dido and danger for
the community, but she made her choice out of love. The more educated audience members would more than
likely have recognized this motif and made the association to Aeneid.
98 Hudson, Introduction.
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can be a gentle man.”99 These values are emphasized in the first description of Eglamour at the beginning of the poem: he
was both hardy  wyght
And stronge in ylke a stowre
Of dedys of armys ƿt he myght here
He wan degre wt jurnay dere. (lines 7-11)
He is again described as “bold  stronge” in line 37, when we are told “therfor ƿe lady loved
hym longe” (line 38). Eglamour's faith is emphasized when he prays that he might be allowed to
marry Christabelle (100-108). If we consider all of the symbols and cues that point to Eglamour
and Christabelle's relationship as the union of two true hearts, it is reasonable to assume, as the
Christian audience more than likely did, that because Eglamour prayed to be espoused to Christabelle, God granted his wish and, therefore, the marriage was divinely ordained.
Further symbols point to the direct intervention of God in Eglamour and Christabelle's relationship. When the Earl tells him the conditions under which he can marry Christabelle, Eglamour agrees quickly and sets out immediately on his first task. The wood where he finds the giant is
“walled all abowte /Well corven of ryall stone” (269-70). The walled wood reminds us of the archetypal walled garden in Susannah and the danger she finds within its walls. Eglamour finds the giant
in the walled forest; his lack of nobility and chivalric behavior sharply contrasts with Eglamour's:
he wields an iron club, while Eglamour fights with the sword Christabelle gave to him. Eglamour
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
99 Susan Wittig, Stylistic and Narrative Structures in the Middle English Romances (Austin: UTP, 1978): 189.
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demonstrates his faith in every battle episode, further showing his worth as a knight: his thoughts
turn to God immediately after he kills the giant: “He thonked god  his knyfe /That he be raft ƿe
gyant his lyfe /And loved ay goddis lore” (331-3); the boar: “He thankys cryst ƿt ylke stounde /He
has geve ƿe bore dedde wounde” (406-7); and the first giant's brother: “the help of god was all his
trast” (560).
When Eglamour returns home after killing the giant, his good intentions, as opposed to
the Earl's ill intentions, are clear: “Now into the halle ys he wente/the erle to good entent” (6378). The Earl realizes that Eglamour will indeed finish what was asked of him and
Ther for was ƿe erle full woo
And sayde ƿr may no devell ƿe slo . . .
Thow art abowte I undurstande
To wynne all artas of my honde
And my dowʒtyr schene (643-8)
That the Earl feels “woo” over Eglamour's obedience reveals much about his intentions: he
is more concerned with things of this life—status, rank, and power—than things of a godly life.
The family conflict increases when Eglamour and Christabelle are reunited and marry before he
departs for his final task: to kill the dragon of Rome.100 While he is gone, Christabelle gives birth
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
100 In his quest to win the earl's approval to marry Christabelle, Eglamour must face the most dangerous mythical
beast, a dragon. The battle with the dragon is described in just three stanzas, but it is referred to as “that worme” in
line 708, thus emphasizing its association with potential evil. The dragon in Eglamour is the dragon of Rome.
Ramsey contends that this dragon “has a fairly obvious meaning. Rome, being the headquarters of the Church and
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to a son. The Earl, in a fury, sets the two adrift in a boat, an act that shows that the Earl is evil: he
is willing to kill his own daughter and the heir to his kingdom to prevent Eglamour and Christabelle's relationship. The Earl is so consumed by his anger that he does not think about the fact
that Degrebelle will be heir to his kingdom, thus keeping the kingdom in his, rather than Eglamour’s, family. Degrebelle’s birth, which is sanctioned by God, should have resolved the family conflict, but the Earl is unwilling to allow Eglamour to move upward socially without a fight. Of
course, when one fights against God’s will, that person is punished. The Earl suffers for his singlemindedness with regard to Eglamour and his worth as a man and husband. We are once again reminded that in the romances of CCAii, if one tries to “put asunder” a marriage ordained and
blessed by God, that person suffers God's wrath.
While they are adrift in the middle of the sea, a griffon comes and takes Degrebelle, draped
in a red mantle, away to Israel. The red mantle and griffon reappear in the last romance in CCAii,
Sir Isumbras. That a griffon takes Degrebelle is highly symbolic, especially because the griffon takes
him to Israel, the birthplace of Christianity. The romances contain many examples of mythical
creatures. The audience would have known the significance of the griffon in Eglamour's story because of the creature's long history of use in art, architecture, and literature. The most important
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
the historical seat of European government, represents the political and religious opposition that the suitor must
overcome even after he had conquered the objections of the lady's family and his own failings. Actually, political
power seems to be most in the author's mind here, for he does not mention the Church or the pope, and he
identifies the ruler in Rome as Octavian, a name associated not only with the Roman Empire but with its period of
greatest influence and power” (167). That Eglamour is able to defeat the dragon signifies that he has also defeated
the earl's objections and, in looking to God for help in everything he does, faces no opposition: he has met the
earl's conditions and has obeyed God in remaining faithful to his family. The pilgrimage to the Holy Land
emphasizes his obedience: he goes to Jerusalem to pay homage to God. His reward is being reunited with his wife
and son, both of whom he thought were dead. See Lee C. Ramsey, Chivalric Romances (Bloomington: Indiana UP,
1983).
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significance for medieval readers is the association of the griffon with Christianity and marriage.
First described by Pliny the Elder, the griffon is half lion and half eagle, a combination of the king
of beasts and the king of birds. In the Middle Ages, people looked for griffon eggs, thought to be
made of agate. Because of its association with the two noblest of animals, the griffon appears as a
heraldic symbol to illustrate both the warlike and noble nature of the family. Dante used a griffon
in his Commedia: the griffon draws a chariot in the Earthly Paradise in Canto XXX of Purgatorio.101 The chariot is the church; the griffon, the Sacred Griffon. Mayor states that “its golden head
and wings represent Christ's divinity, and the red-and-white limbs signify the Savior's earthbound
nature. The Sacred Griffon restores the Tree of Knowledge, withered since the Fall, and returns to
heaven.”102 In addition to its association with Christianity, the griffon was thought to be a symbol
of marriage because it only had one mate. When its mate died, the griffon did not seek another.103
The strong Christian association of the griffon emphasizes that God is involved in every aspect of Eglamour’s and his family's lives, including their great trials. Their faith and obedience keep
them safe; Eglamour and Christabelle's love, as well as their faith in each other, prevent them from
seeking other spouses, even though their separation is long. The griffon as symbol of God’s approval of Eglamour and Christabelle’s marriage also emphasizes the fact that, though he does not
have equal status by birth, Eglamour is worthy of the upward mobility he achieves through his
marriage.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
101 Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, trans. Allen Mendelbaum (New York: Everyman Library, 1995).
102 Adrienne Mayor, “Griffin,” Medieval Folklore: A Guide to Myths, Legends, Tales, Beliefs, and Customs, eds. Carl
Lindahl, John McNamara, and John Lindow (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2002): 187-88.
103 Cassandra Eason, Fabulous Creatures, Mythical Monsters, and Animal Power Symbols (Westport: Greenwood, 2008)
87.
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Sir Eglamour uses the lessons taught in Stans Puer ad Mensam and Dietary to show readers
not only obedience but also disobedience—just as Susannah disobeys the commands of the immoral elders, Eglamour and Christabelle disobey the Earl's commands because he does not act in
good faith and wants Eglamour to die rather than marry his daughter. However, because Eglamour
and Christabelle exchange rings, they obey God and the Church in marrying before they consummate their relationship. The romances often act as not only exempla for the shorter poems in the
manuscript, but just as often explore the intentions of those giving commands. They also explore
the question of what a person should do when the commands of man and the commands of God
contradict each other; in every case in CCAii, the romance heroes disobey man's rules and obey
God's, and are rewarded for their decision. The second section of CCAii explores this conflict even
further and emphasizes that while, in general, people should obey man's rules, if there is a conflict
between those rules and God's commands, they should always obey God first. For someone in the
rising middle class, social pressure and the very real threat of punishment might obscure the fact
that man's rules did not have priority over God's rules.
While at first Stans Puer ad Mensam and Dietary appear to be simple poems that need no
analysis, the poems are far more complex than the precepts make them sound. The title of Stans
Puer ad Mensam, a short poem written by John Lydgate, means “The Boy Stands at the Table.”
The poem instructs young boys in proper behavior at the table and with their social superiors.104
Meals were an important part of daily life, a time when “the household's social hierarchy, wealth,

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
104 Bailey discusses the didactic purpose of the poem in detail (27).
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and meticulous organization were displayed and celebrated.”105 Showing courtesy and having good
table manners were thus crucial for anyone seeking recognition in polite company in the Middle
Ages. Claire Sponsler contends that “the implied reader of Lydgate's poem would seem to belong
to the property-owning, fairly prosperous classes—that is urban or provincial householders of some
substance,”106 for whom the possibility of overindulgence in fine foods was a relatively new phenomenon. Lydgate intends his warnings to save the bourgeois from the same habits of extreme
overindulgence that the aristocratic classes had been practicing for centuries. If we read Stans Puer
and Dietary as poems written for this group, we can see a hint of disapproval in the author's work:
the precepts in the poems come “naturally” for the nobility, but, in the nobility's view, because the
bourgeois did not have the benefit of high birth, they have to be taught the basic precepts of
proper behavior. In focusing on the bourgeoisie, Lydgate also stresses that individuals should be
happy with their lot,107 give charity, and look to God in all things. The message for the newly
wealthy is that to maintain one's status, moderation should be the rule.108 Moderation in one's behavior figures prominently in the romance heroes: despite facing immoderate behavior in those
around them, the heroes always behave moderately, which helps them to negotiate their trials and
emerge from them successfully.
Lydgate focuses on self-discipline in Stans Puer ad Mensam, as his opening lines state: “my
dere son fyrst ƿy self enabull /wt all thyn hert to vertuys dyscyplyne” (1-2). The opening in the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
105 George Shuffleton, ed., Codex Ashmole 61: A Compilation of Popular Middle English Verse (Kalamazoo: Medieval
Institute, 2008).
106 Claire Sponsler, “Eating Lessons: Lydgate's Dietary and Consumer Conduct,” Medieval Conduct, eds. Kathleen M.
Ashley and Robert L. A. Clark (Minneapolis: UMNP, 2001).
107 This is one of the lessons that the bird tries to teach the churl in Churl and the Bird.
108 Moderation, or Temperance, is both a social more and a Christian virtue.
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CCAii version differs from the Ashmole 61 version, which begins with a proem reminding the
reader of Christ’s passion and then states “To tech chylder curtasy is myn entent, /And thus forth
my proces I purpos to begynne.”109 The opening of the CCAii version is addressed to “my dere
son,” which implies a specific audience of a single young man, while the Ashmole 61 version addresses a much more general audience of “chylder.” The difference found in the opening of CCAii
helps to establish the fact that the book was originally planned and executed for a specific wealthy
family. The poem advises the young boy to govern his thoughts and his actions while “afore ƿy sovrayn” (line 3). The CCAii version moves from the specific address to a single young man to young
people in general at the end of the poem:
Pray yong chyldryn ƿt ƿe schall se or rede
ﬂowʒth yn be co-pendyus yn sentence
of ƿy clausys for to take hede
whyche to all virtuys shall ƿr youthe lede. (93-6)
Thus, Stans Puer teaches one not only to eat and drink politely but also to be in control of
one's body at all times. Lydgate uses imperatives to convey his advice, such as keep hands and feet
still; do not hang one's head when a superior is speaking; and if one speaks, do so neither too
loudly nor too sullenly. In addition, Lydgate advises that one should always be clean when at a
meal. Shuffleton states that cleanliness was a concern because diners shared meals “in close quarters
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
109 George Shuffleton, Ed. “Stans Puer ad Mensam.” Codex Ashmole 61: A Compilation of Popular Middle English Verse.
(Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Pub., 2008. Shuffleton notes that the version in Ashmole 61, which was written by
Rate using Lydgate’s poem as a source, varies a great deal from Lydgate’s original. The CCAii version is much
closer to the original poem.
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while wearing clothes that represented a substantial portion of their income [and] eating cleanly
must have been appreciated.”110 Thus, slovenly and rude behavior at the table had a negative practical as well as social impact on people. Part of the purpose of the courtesy books and poems was to
remind readers that “the ethical/religious and the social are intertwined as God and cleanliness are
forwarded as defining the virtuous life.”111
Lydgate also equates good behavior with godliness: by exercising moderation in one's consumption of food and drink, as well as in the way one consumes that food, one displays “gentylness” (line 37) and will prevent others from thinking the diner suffers from “gredynosse” (line 28).
This emphasis on good behavior as it applies to godliness makes sense given Lydgate’s position as a
priest. His advice follows both Aquinas’ and Augustine’s ideas about social obedience, which certainly includes good manners, as pleasing to God. Lydgate uses the words gentylness and curtesye
two times each in ninety-nine lines. This is notable because he does not repeat any other concepts
in his admonitions to the young boy. Lydgate also emphasizes the governing of one's speech and
one’s reactions to others' speech, which again emphasizes the ideas of good behavior toward others,
good manners, and social obedience please God and help to ensure that the well-mannered person
is living a life that will lead to the City of God. Lydgate continues these ideas in the poem that
immediately follows Stans Puer ad Mensam in the MS.
Courtesy books were more than likely produced by court clerics beginning in about the
12th century on the Continent. These courtesy books put forth the values that the authors found
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
110 Shuffleton.
111 Kathleen M. Ashley. Medieval Conduct. (Minneapolis: U MN P, 2001) 35.
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important, but it is also clear that they were not meant solely to instruct the reader on proper
manners. Bumke argues, “if we assume that these manuals had a practical purpose and were intended to remedy actual slovenliness, we get a very bleak picture of the real table manners, a picture that is difficult to reconcile with the highly stylized poetic descriptions of courtly meals.”112
However, Shuffleton points out that Stans Puer concerns cleanliness and social hierarchies and how
to obey the rules of both. These rules not only reinforced the behavioral ideals for the nobility, but
also taught the newly wealthy how to behave as the nobles presumably did. Because members of
the clergy wrote the poems, it makes sense that manners were represented as an allegory for moral
rectitude. For the most part, members of the clergy came from the noble classes, so the authors'
emphasis on obeying social superiors in behavior manuals is not only practical advice, but can also
be read as social criticism—the bourgeois, who were not noble, but peasant-born, had acquired
enough wealth to associate with the nobility on somewhat equal terms. The focus on how people
should behave while in the presence of their social superiors in Stans Puer and Dietary is obvious;
however, in the second part of the manuscript where the heroes obey their kyndes,113 they purposely disobey their social superiors in order to do the right thing rather than follow the orders of
corrupt and immoral superiors. On the other hand, the poems in the first section of the manuscript do not allow readers any room to consider whether they should obey. Lydgate's lessons in
social obedience emphasize that people should learn to obey without question before they can move
on to the more advanced task of weighing a command against their own sense of morality.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
112 Joachim Bumke, Courtly Culture: Literature and Society in the High Middle Ages (Berkeley: UC Press, 1986) 197.
113 This is the topic of Chapter Four.
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As a member of the clergy, Lydgate had a direct interest in teaching people that social obedience was akin to godly obedience. Churl and the Bird also contains clear lessons that must be
obeyed. Its emphasis on avoiding churlish or offensive manners and social behaviors would, of
course, be of keen interest to those wishing to share and enjoy that elevated state themselves. Financial success means little if acceptance by those of higher social status is not forthcoming.
We see the same admonitions to the bourgeoisie in Octavian, the first romance in the
Chestre group, discussed in the next chapter. However, Churl and the Bird shows behavior that
directly contrasts the characters' behavior in Sir Eglamour. None of the noble characters in the romance behave like the churl, even when they believe that they have lost the thing most important
to them, their family. Christabelle's father is most certainly churlish and pays for his bad behavior
with his life.
While Churl and the Bird reiterates several lessons from the poems that precede it (be
happy with one's station in life, be faithful to God and His commandments, and obey both God
and those in high position), more importantly, it shows readers how the disobedient person behaves. While readers laugh at the churl's foolishness at not being able to obey three simple commands, the repetition of the lessons suggests that readers and reflect on their own behaviors. Because the churl fails to learn the lessons and loses the bird forever, he not only appears a fool but
also, if the bird is a symbol of a saved soul, the churl loses salvation when she departs; and the resulting loss strongly contrasts with his position of power and possession at the beginning of the
poem.
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The bird's lessons and the churl's inability to learn them directly contradict Augustine's
idea that a person should not only seek to obey earthly commands in order to achieve a peaceful
earthly life, but should strive to live in such a way so that he can achieve the heavenly peace found
in the City of God. All three of the bird's lessons have to do with Christian virtue: the first requires Prudence, the second, Justice, and the third, Temperance. In Summa Theologica, Part 1,
Question 61, Thomas Aquinas considers the four cardinal virtues of Prudence, Fortitude, Justice,
and Temperance, and states that Prudence, or “rectitude of discretion in any matters whatever” is
part of the practical intellect; Justice, “a rectitude of the mind, whereby a man does what he ought
in any matters,” is part of the rational appetite or will; Fortitude, “a disposition whereby the soul is
strengthened for that which is in accord with reason, against any assaults of the passions, or the
toil involved by any operations,” is part of the irascible appetite; and Temperance, “a disposition of
the mind, moderating any passions or operations, so as to keep them within bounds,” is part of the
concupiscible appetite. Because of his inability, or perhaps even his refusal, to learn the bird's lessons, he has demonstrated his inability to behave according to the four Christian cardinal virtues
that Aquinas believed were important not only for the individual's salvation, but for a peaceful and
harmonious society.
Churl and the Bird relies on proverbs to teach a lesson. In this case, however, the lesson is
not learned, much to the amusement of the readers. The poem tells of a beautiful songbird that
sings every day in a garden. Like other animals, birds have a great deal of symbolic meaning. Tressidor states that birds are “the embodiments of both the human and the divine spirit—a symbolism
suggested by their lightness and rapidity, the soaring freedom of their flight, and their mediation
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between earth and sky.”114 Becker adds “because of their flight, birds have been regarded since time
immemorial as related to the sky . . . as embodiments of the immaterial, namely, of the soul. In the
art of early Christianity, birds appear as symbols of saved souls.”115 Thus, the bird in Lydgate's
poem can be seen as a messenger of God that tries to teach the churl three valuable lessons, all of
which are related to Christian values; but the churl refuses to learn them. Churl and the Bird features a bird as a teacher, a motif we see several times in CCAii.116 The bird not only acts to reiterate the lessons found in the first few poems of the manuscript but also anticipates the rest of the
manuscript in its lessons: do not believe every tale one might hear, do not desire things that are
impossible to gain, and do not mourn for lost treasure.
A churl catches the bird so that he can have the bird sing for him whenever he wants,
which is the first sign of his greed and desire for power.117 The songbird refuses to sing because
“song  prson have non accordance” (98)118 and begs to be freed. If the churl sets her free, the bird
promises that “evry day in the morning/Y schall repayr un to they lawrer/And freschly syng wt
lusty notys clere” (114-16). To sing while captive is against her nature, but the churl refuses. He
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
114 Jack Tressidor, gen. ed., The Complete Dictionary of Symbols (San Francisco: Chronicle, 2005): 71
115 Udo Becker, The Continuum Encyclopedia of Symbols (New York: Continuum, 2000) 41.
116 Several of the works in CCAii feature animals as teachers. In addition to Churl and the Bird, The Nightingale, Sir
Isumbras, and Eustache contain lessons taught by animals. Eustache is taught by a hart; the other works feature
birds as teachers. The animals as teachers can thus be thought of as messengers of God in much the same way that
the appearance of an angel in a story is clearly understood as having been sent by God to intervene, deliver a
message, or save a character from harm. The uniformity of motifs, which is discussed in the introduction, is further
evidence that the compiler had a specific plan and purpose for his manuscript.
117 This desire to control and manipulate a being that is lower than the churl is is also seen in the earl's desire to
control and manipulate Eglamour, who is of lower rank than the earl.
118 This disobedience reflects Susannah's disobedience when her accusers demand that she lay with them. In
Susannah's case, the demand was immoral; but in the case of the bird, to sing while imprisoned is unnatural and,
thus, can be seen as immoral in that it is against God's purpose for the bird, just as it is against God's purpose in
marriage for a spouse to lay with another.
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threatens to kill the bird, pluck its feathers, and roast it if she does not sing for him. If indeed the
bird symbolizes a saved soul, she does not have to fear the churl or his threatened punishment because she is already under God's protection. However, the bird decides to appeal to the churl's
greedy nature and offers him three lessons of great value in exchange for her freedom. She states
that the “thre greet wydsdomys” are “accordyng to reson” (159) and “who that schall teche of reson
most go fre” (165). The churl agrees and reminds her of their bargain. The bird flies out of her
cage and lights on a tree, savoring her freedom. She then offers the three lessons:
Yev not of wysedm to hastely credence
To evry tale ner to evry thyng
But conseyve of reson  of prudence
Among many tales ys many a greet lesyng
Hastly credence hath causyd greet hyndyryng (197-201)[;]
Desyre ƿu not by no condycyon
Thyng ƿt ys unpossyle to recure
Worldly desyrys stand alle in aventure
And who desyryth to clymbe to hye on lofte
Ofte tyme by sodeyn turne he fallyth unsofte (206-10)[; and]
For tresor lost make nevr to greet sorwe
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Whych yn no wyse may not retured be
For who taketh sorwe for losse un ƿt degre
Rekyn fyrst hys losse  efter rekyn hys peyn
Of oo sorow he makyth sorwys tweyn. (213-17)
To test the churl, the bird tells him that she has a precious gemstone in her entrails that
could have made the churl rich beyond his dreams. She describes for the churl all the things he
might have had if the stone was his and taunts him about his loss. The churl disobeys all three of
the bird's lessons when he laments that he will have to remain poor because he believes the bird's
story, desires something that cannot be his, and mourns the loss of something that cannot be returned.
The bird then reiterates her lessons as she tries to make the churl see his error but concludes that his case is hopeless and flies away. The churl serves as an example to readers because the
poem mocks his literal expectation of a material reward for setting the bird free. Because he disobeys his teacher, and thus God, the churl is punished, not by death but by misery, because he
yearns for more than is his due, covets something he cannot have, and mourns the loss of a treasure that was never his. The churl's disobedience directly contrasts with Eglamour's obedience and
Susannah's submission. It also reminds the readers that Eglamour was rewarded for his obedience
and gentle behavior by gaining God's approval for his marriage; the churl wishes for but has not
earned a move upward in social rank.
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Churl and the Bird is a didactic Christian allegory that demonstrates lessons in obedience
that are elaborated in the three romances that follow it. All three romances (Octavian, Sir Launfal,
and Lybeaus Desconus) feature heroes who suffer great losses and recover only because they do not
lament them and remain faithful and obedient to God. In addition, because someone believes a
false story, trouble finds both Octavian and Launfal. Churl and the Bird further provides lessons
that will be important in the final romance in the manuscript, Sir Isumbras. In that story, Isumbras
must face his trials because he desired more than was his due and forgot that God provides all that
a man has.
The short poems in the first section of CCAii provide clear lessons in both social and religious obedience. As we have seen, the poems feature obedient as well as disobedient characters. To
solidify and dramatize these lessons in the form of an exemplum, the compiler chose the story of
Sir Eglamour, whose behavior reflects the fact that he has learned all of the lessons about obedience found in the shorter poems. The main characters suffer because of the ill intent of others and
go through trials that are undeserved, which results in their successful negotiation of the troubles
they face. They gain God's approval because of their obedience to His rules and regain all that they
had lost. These lessons lead to the next section, which focuses on obedience to one's kynde--the
logical next step in the development of the young people who have learned the lessons of part one
and are ready to continue their education in being good citizens both in society and in heaven.
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4 THE CHESTRE ROMANCES, KYNDE, AND CHIVALRIC AND COURTLY OBEDIENCE
The second section of CCAii is more than twice as long as the first--it contains fourteen
poems, of which three are romances, seven are attributed to Lydgate, and the remaining four are
anonymous. All three of the romances in this section are focused in some way on chivalric and
courtly obedience, though they vary in their subject matter; the obedience shown in the works in
section two show a more advanced form of the social obedience seen in the previous section. The
lessons taught in Churl and the Bird correspond to the obedience found in the poems in the first
section in that the bird tries to teach the churl lessons that will make him less churlish, but the
poem also includes a lesson in obedience that becomes the focus of the second section: obedience
to one's kynde. The churl wishes to improve his station by capturing the bird. When she tries and
fails twice to teach him the three lessons, it becomes apparent to readers that the churl is obedient
to his kynde: he is a churl and nothing will change that.
The Middle English Dictionary has several relevant definitions of kynde:
1. (a) The aggregate of inherent qualities or properties of persons, animals, plants,
elements, medicines, etc. ; essence; the nature of man (as contrasted with that of
God); 2. (a) essential character; the nature of emotions, attributes, and the like; The
natural disposition or temperament of a person or animal; character; 5a. (a) The
natural instincts, desires, or feelings within man or animal; -- sometimes personified; 5b. (a) Man's innate or instinctive moral feeling.
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Thus, a person's kynde is his inherent nature, which both Augustine and Aquinas119 viewed
as corrupt but through God's grace, redeemable. If human nature is corrupt, then in general, a
man's kynde is also corrupt; however, an obedient Christian man's kynde is good because of God's
grace and approval. The Chestre romance heroes' kyndes are inherently good because they are obedient to their natures (which God has redeemed), even when they must disobey others. Though
they disobey another, they remain obedient to God and to God's law by behaving according to their
real, rather than socially dictated, nature.
Kynde also means “a tribe, clan, family; parentage, lineage, ancestry; the station or rank one
is born into.” Because of the varied meanings of kynde and the persistent idea in the Middle Ages
that a person who was born to rank was inherently good by virtue of his or her birth,120 we must
also consider several words that are used to describe the heroes of Chestre's romances which are
closely related to kynde. In addition to kynde, which is used to describe Florent, hende is used to
describe Launfal, and Lybeaus' herte describes him. While hende emphasizes taught qualities (“having the approved courtly or knightly qualities, noble, courtly, well-bred, refined, sportsmanlike”),121 it also describes qualities that are innate: “2. (b) of men: virtuous; (c) gentle, mild,
kindly, generous; (d) humble, obedient, patient, tame, demure.” Launfal is most certainly generous, virtuous, and obedient.
Chestre uses herte to describe Lybeaus, for example, “hys herte was good and lyƺt” (158).
Herte is “2a. (a) The conscious self, the true self as opposed to the outward persona; the center of
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
119 Augustine, Of Nature and Grace, Ch. 3; Thomas Aquinas, Nature and Grace Question 85, Article 2.
120 Maurice Keen, Chivalry. (New Haven: Yale UP, 1984) 177.
121 MED, “Hende.”
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psychic and sensitive functions; 3a. (a) The center or seat of human emotion, love, etc.” The descriptions of Lybeaus herte emphasize his true self—not only his emotional center, but also his
soul, his spiritual center.
Medieval psychology demonstrates the difference between kynde meant as one's innate,
God-given goodness and kynde as one's rank or birth. Galen's four humors were “mixed temperaments (one for each humor) and these temperaments were related to character differences.”122
Modern psychologists based their ideas of temperament on Galen's work, and David Keirsey defines temperament as one's innate qualities and character as one's learned qualities.123 The idea of a
person's character as something taught can be seen in medieval uses of the work caractre.124 Middle
English words such as gentle and gentilesse also relate to the taught—to have gentilesse is to act according to one's teaching. To be noble is to be born to a rank and to behave according to one's
teaching in accordance to that rank. On the other hand, to behave according to one's kynde, one
follows innate impulses—that is, impulses of the inner self as opposed to those of one's teaching.
Florent, Launfal, and Lybeaus all behave in ways that contradict their teaching but accord with
their temperament. The Chestre heroes illustrate their inherent goodness when they obey their
God-given kyndes.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
122 Simon Kemp, Medieval Psychology. (New York: Greenwood, 1990) 96.
123 David Keirsey, Please Understand Me II. (Delmar, CA: Prometheus, 1998) 20. See also Jan Strelau, Temperament:
A Psychological Perspective. (New York: Kluwer, 2000) 134, 286. The Middle English word tempere means
“moderation, restraint, cardinal virtue of temperance; the blending or mixing of things in due proportion; the
proportionate blending of qualities or humors in a bodily component, biological process; a person's mood, mental
state, temperament.”
124 Caractre is defined as “(a) A symbol marked or branded on the body; also fig. an imprint upon the soul; (b) a
symbol or drawing used in sorcery; (c)?a badge,” which emphasizes marking. Teaching a person can certainly be
seen as marking or imprinting him: his mind and behavior change based on what he has learned.
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Nobility as an inherent trait as opposed to the luck of birth was an idea that many, including a growing merchant-class, questioned.125 The Chestre romances date from a period from about
1350-1385,126 a period during which many changes to the strict class system came into question.
The Peasants' Revolt of 1381 profoundly changed the idea that the position of power that the nobles held was secure and unshakable.127 Although the Revolt was ultimately a failure, historians
attribute the breakdown of feudalism in the late 16th century as beginning with the Peasants' Revolt. As a result, those who were not born to social status increasingly questioned belief in inherent
nobility.128 In his discussion of the audience of Middle English Romances, Stephen Knight points
out that the audience was composed of those who held power, yet
the romances detail a whole range of threats to their tenure of power, and also resolve those threats by employing the values that seem from their viewpoint most
credible—partly the euphemised values of chivalry and partly the realistic values of
cavalry. 129
The Chestre romances do not completely resolve the threats to the nobility because the heroes obey their kynde rather than society--a fact that the non-nobility in the audience would have
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
125 Keen, 207.
126 Laskaya and Salisbury date Sir Launfal as “written in the same period as the Peasants' Revolt;” scholarly consensus
date both Lybeaus Desconus and Octavian to the mid-fifteenth century.
127 Hilton states, “the composition of the rebel armies seems to have been a fair cross-section of rural society, but,
apart from a few exceptions, below the ranks of the nobility, the gentry, the lawyers and the beneficed ecclesiastics.
Insofar as we can use medieval social categories, it was a broadly-based popular uprising of the third estate (but
excluding the London merchant capitalists) against the other two components of the tripartite society of the
middle ages, not a movement of all social groups against a narrow governing clique” (221). Rodney Hilton, Bond
Men Made Free: Medieval Peasant Movements and the English Rising of 1381 (London: Routledge, 1988).
128 Keen 177.
129 Stephen Knight, “The Social Function of the Middle English Romances.” Medieval Literature. David Aers, ed.
(New York: St. Martin's, 1986) 101.
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understood. We will see examples of these threats in Octavian, when Florent acquires the falcon
and the colt and in doing so, moves toward the behavior of a noble rather than a product of his
mercantile upbringing. Launfal also acts against society when he speaks out against Guinevere, and
in doing so, disobeys Tryamour's command to keep their liaison secret. Lybeaus disobeys his
mother's wishes for him in order to become a knight in the service of Arthur. Yet, all three heroes
obey their kyndes and achieve victories that secure their status and provide great rewards.
The MED's definition of noble as an adjective excludes any mention of high birth, yet displays some of the complexity that the word contains. The emphasis is on behavior: “honorable;
admirable, excellent, praiseworthy; as well as “brave, bold, valiant; heroic, splendid, noble.” That
Florent and Lybeaus do not know of their noble origins throughout most of their trials shows that
the author struggled with the complexity of the definition of nobility: the idea of inherent goodness as a virtue separate from birth was new, and for medieval readers, fraught with contradictions.
The audience of the Middle English romances included both the gentry and the lower class, but
since many of those in the lower class engaged in trade and became wealthy, they would not wish
to denigrate the idea of nobility because it was the very status to which they aspired. They would
not want to restrict the idea of innate goodness only to the highborn because that would eliminate
any possibility of their own upward mobility. Thus, the heroes of the Chestre romances, two of
whom are noble-born but do not know it, illustrate the point that noble behavior, that is, excellent, honorable, and admirable behavior, is separate from one's social and birth status. For Florent,
Launfal, and Lybeaus, obeying their kynde means that they behave according to their innate goodness rather than as a result of their station in life. The merchant Clement's reformation in Octavian
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comes about as a result of his worthy behavior and emphasizes to the audience that one does not
have to be high born to be innately noble.
Augustine's ideas correspond with the idea of an inherently good kynde. He says that
corruption take away all measure, all form, all order from corruptible things, no nature will remain and consequently every nature which cannot be corrupted is the
highest good, as is God. But every nature that can be corrupted is also itself some
good; for corruption cannot injure it, except by taking away from or diminishing
that which is good,130
and “the Highest good, that which there is no higher, is God, and consequently He is unchange-

able good, hence truly eternal and truly immortal. All other good things are only from Him, not of
Him. ”131 In addition, Augustine also emphasizes free will as an integral part of being and doing
good. For Augustine, free will explained the existence of sin because of Adam's choice in eating the
fruit. On the other hand, grace is the method by which one could be saved from sin.132 Having
God's grace is not possible without also having free will to use that grace for good works.
Augustine maintains that having God's grace is not enough for salvation unless one also does good
works.133 As we will see in the following discussion, the Chestre heroes are inherently good, but
they must use their free will in order to disobey their social learning so that they can act according
to their kyndes. In other words, despite the corrupting influence of their social surroundings, the
three heroes use the grace God gave them in order to remain uncorrupted and to do the right
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
130 Augustine, On The Nature of Good, Ch. 6.
131 Augustine, On the Nature of Good, Ch. 1.
132 Margaret Ruth Miles, The World Made Flesh: A History of Christian Thought. (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2005) 138.
133 Augustine, On Grace and Free Will.
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thing. Social obedience is important when one wishes to get along with one's fellows, but we see in
the Chestre romances the much stronger idea of behaving morally despite the intense social pressure to conform. Thus, when read as reflections of the idea that people should behave morally,
even if it puts them into direct conflict with society's demands, the Chestre romances have value as
didactic poems as well as important documents about shifting cultural beliefs and values. As we will
see in the discussion of each romance, modern scholars do not give much positive attention to the
Chestre romances.
Octavian and Sir Launfal feature heroes who disobey another, but obey their kyndes.134
Obedience to one's kynde is illustrated in the bird's discussion with the churl in the first part of the
manuscript: she says she cannot sing while caged because “song  prson have non accordance”
(98), a clear reference to the bird's nature. Ideally, a person would behave according to his or her
kynde, which, for Christian readers, means behaving in a way that God intended us to behave:
obediently. Florent and Launfal seem to be disobedient until we remember that each behaves in
ways that show his kynde: Florent cannot help but be drawn to all things noble and Launfal cannot help but defend himself and Tryamour against Guinevere's harsh and cruel remarks. Lybeaus
leaves the secluded life his mother kept him in so that he could be a knight, despite his youth, inexperience, and ignorance.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
134 While Lybeaus Desconus does not appear to directly disobey anyone, he does quickly leave the life of quiet
seclusion in which his mother raised him to become a knight. Because Lybeaus is associated with the beginnings of
Perceval's character, astute readers can “fill in” the story by remembering that Perceval's mother told him not to
leave and Perceval disobeyed her command.
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A single author wrote Octavian, Sir Launfal, and Lybeaus Desconus;135 in addition, the cluster
of three romances in the second half of the manuscript (Sege of Jerusalem, Chevalier Assigne, and Sir
Isumbras) is tied to this cluster because they are placed similarly in the manuscript. The first and
second clusters differ significantly in the placement of the short poems: a group of short poems
follows the first, while a group of almost the same number of short poems (11 in the case of the
former; 13 in the latter) precedes the second. The poems that follow the first cluster act as reminders of the lessons in the romances that precede them as well as lead into the lessons found in
Emaré. The short poems that precede the second cluster provide a stark contrast to Emaré's behavior. They also contrast the behavior we see in the last cluster of romances. These poems focus on
penance and purgatory and emphasize Augustine's insistence that a person must use free will to
avoid sin.
While all medieval obedience is typologically and hierarchically a form of obedience to God,
the lessons in the second section of CCAii prove more difficult for the characters to achieve because their societies intensely pressure them to conform, yet they must act according to their kynde
instead. Octavian, Sir Launfal, and Lybeaus Desconus develop the lessons we learned from the short
poems in section one as well as provide subject-matter that will be picked up and developed in the
short poems that follow them, especially those by Lydgate. This subject-matter includes having
good manners, knowing how to behave toward one's betters, being moderate in one's thoughts,

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
135 Scholars generally agree that there is sufficient support based on linguistic and stylistic evidence for the contention
that Chestre wrote all three of the romances. See Maldwyn Mills, Lybeaus Desconus EETS 261 (Oxford: Oxford
UP, 1969) and George Shuffleton, Lybeaus Desconus: Introduction. A Compilation of Popular Middle English Verse.
(Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute, 2008) 1.
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consumption, and speech, and above all, of being true to one's kynde. The last two poems in this
section anticipate the cluster of penance poems that follow Emaré.
As we have seen in Chapter Two, the Chestre romances are preceded by three Lydgate poems. Interestingly, the scribe of CCAii decided to break up the section of Lydgate's poetry rather
than gather that material together into one section and either precede or follow it with the Chestre
romances. However, Thompson shows that this section of the manuscript, despite some difficulties, was deliberately planned and compiled this way. 136 CCAii's compiler must have had a reason
for breaking up Lydgate's poems and following Churl and the Bird with the Chestre romances. Important lessons on living well, having charity, and understanding the catechisms of the Church as
they relate to earthly obedience are set up in the first three Lydgate poems; those that follow the
romances reiterate some of the lessons in the first group of Lydgate poems, but rather than cover
multiple ideas like the poems in the first group (especially Stans Puer/Dietary and Churl and the
Bird), the second group addresses each lesson individually and in greater detail. The short poems
that follow the Chestre romances unpack and examine the virtues of being prepared for death,
which means being in a state of grace with God (O, Mors); a reminder that caritas is a virtue as important as obedience (Amen for Charite); knowing the catechism of the Church and attending to
the canonical hours (The Nightingale); relying upon God to save one's soul through repentance
(Deus in Nomine); living a better life by getting along with others (For the Better Abyde); governing
one's speech (All Way Fond to Say þe Best); thanking God for everything in one's life (Þonke God of
All); and making amends, both to God and to others (Make Amendes). These lessons are introduced
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
136 Thompson 171-87.
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in Stans Puer/Dietary, but in this section, the poems address each lesson separately so that readers
are reminded of their importance. Because they follow the romances, the short poems also give individual attention to the virtues the romance heroes had so that those heroes seem less like they
are too good to be true and more like attentive students of the lessons in obedience by which the
poets (and God) want people to live.
The compiler's choice in following Churl and the Bird with Octavian appears to reveal what
he wished his audience to see. William Fahrenbach notes that “the overt point of Churl and the
Bird is . . . consistent with the ideology of the superiority of the established aristocrasy: churls
will always be churls,”137 but despite his bourgeois origins and somewhat churlish behavior at the
beginning of his interaction with Florent,
Chestre's Clement is a model of good behavior and a creditable witness, an astute
individual who reforms his behavior and acquires thereby social prestige. Thus a
significant part of the Octavian narrative is reshaped in Chestre's hands, not for
readers inclined to disdain Clement but for an audience disposed instead to follow
his example. 138
Chestre's version of Octavian does not contain the many instances of social comedy that
Hudson notes in the Northern version, but careful reading of the Southern Octavian reveals a different motive on Chestre's part. The contrast between noble birth and noble behavior appears in all
three of the Chestre romances, which may be evidence of a wealthy mercantile audience as opposed
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
137 William Fahrenbach, “Rereading Clement in Thomas Chestre's Octavian and in BL Cotton Caligula A. II,” Essays
in Medieval Studies 26 (2010): 93
138 Fahrenbach 91.
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to a courtly audience. Chestre used his French (courtly) source as a guide, but moves away from
that source in order to emphasize not only Florent and his kynde, but more importantly, at least
from the point of view of the audience, Clement's transformation, which affirms the possibility of
upward mobility to those who behave nobly. This change in the narrative not only suited Chestre's
audience well, but the audience of CCAii, which was a diverse audience more than likely composed
of a wealthy, but not necessarily noble, family and its servants.139 Instead of using the social comedy found in the Northern Octavian to remind the audience that wealthy merchants cannot ever
attain high social status, Chestre uses comedy to show Florent's struggle to obey his kynde, even
when he is under intense pressure to conform to Clement's teaching.
Thus, the compiler's use of the Southern version of Octavian reveals a great deal about not
only his audience, but about the lessons he wishes to teach: Florent will be noble and follow his
kynde no matter what—that is what nobles do. Clement, however, was not born to such behavior
and must learn it by following his foster-son's example. The dual-focus of Octavian reiterates the
lessons in Churl and the Bird: Clement had all of the makings of a churl, but we must remember
that he, too, has inherent goodness: he took Florent into his household to raise as his own son
and provided him with a good home, despite Florent's resistance to Clement's attempts at mercantile training. Because Clement chose to follow Florent's example of behaving according to his kynde
rather than his teaching, he becomes a character that for the audience is an example of attainable
social status by being inherently good.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
139 Fahrenbach states, “the Cotton manuscript is a book produced to appeal to a market of experienced but not
particularly distinguished or learned readers” (91).
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Octavian is a version of the Constance/Eustache saga140 wherein a family's separation, the
children's capture by animals, and the family's reunion at the end is the primary plot line. CCAii's
version of Octavian Imperator is quite compressed and the story lacks the detail of the Northern
version. Despite its abridgment, many similarities exist between Florent and the heroes of the
other romances in CCAii, most notably the fact that although he was not raised in a noble home,
Florent's nobility is apparent in his behavior, just as it is in Eglamour's. Other similarities include
the kidnap by animals, which is found in Sir Eglamour and Sir Isumbras; Saint Jerome has a lion as
his companion after he took a thorn from the animal's paw; like Eglamour, Launfal, and Lybeaus,
Florent has to fight a giant to protect the kingdom; and, though the focus is not on Florence in
the story, its motif of the calumniated wife, a plot device in the Constance saga, is the cause for the
action of the story.
As a romance focused on the trials of a family, Octavian expands upon and explores the difficulties one encounters between the social obedience found in Sir Eglamour and the use of one's
free will in Chevalier Assigne, Emaré, and Sir Isumbras. The characters have to remain faithful and
obedient to God throughout their trials in order to be reunited at the end. Launfal features a supernatural character that the hero must obey or lose everything.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
140 The Constance saga is related to the biblical stories of Job and Jonah, perhaps one of the reasons for such
widespread popularity. Laskaya and Salisbury describe the basic outline of the Constance saga as “an innocent girl is
accosted by her own father, is exiled or flees from him, travels incognito across the sea (or into a forest), and
eventually marries a prince of another land in accordance with one of the basic Cinderella tropes. While her
husband is away, she is accused of a crime connected to the birth of her child: infanticide, birthing a monster,
adultery, or birthing an animal. The accuser is often a relative, in this case, the mother-in-law. The story
frequently features an exchange of letters that harm the protagonist. Exiled, imprisoned, or mutilated, the
Constance figure is eventually redeemed from her persecution, often by her own child. ” See Ann Laskaya and Eve
Salisbury, eds., “Emaré.” The Middle English Breton Lays. (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Medieval Institute Publications,
1995).
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Despite the negative criticism of modern scholars, Octavian is an important thematic anchor in this manuscript. Its relationship to Sir Eglamour, Emaré, and Chevalier Assigne is clear in
the similarities of plot: the compiler chose a Constance-saga story to anchor each section of the
manuscript. Obviously he thought that this plot was important enough to revisit four times, but
why? Each of the four romances provides readers with examples of obedience, though each focuses
on a different, and, as the manuscript progresses, more advanced form of obedience. While Sir
Eglamour emphasizes social obedience, Octavian focuses on obedience to one's kynde. Eglamour
quickly obeys the Earl's demands, although the Earl swears falsely:
Be Jhesu sware ƿe knyƺt ƿan
Yyf he be a cristen man
I schall hym nevyr forsake
Holde wele my lady  my lond
Yys sayd ƿe erle lo her my hond
Hys trowthe to hym he strake (232-7)
and goes to him with good will, even when the Earl hopes to bring about Eglamour's
death:
Now into the halle ys he wente
the erle to good entent. (637-8)
Florent behaves according to his kynde: when he exchanges the oxen for a falcon and the
gold pieces for the colt, he follows his kynde, but incurs Clement's wrath. . The major difference
between the Sir Eglamour and Octavian is that in the former, evidence of social obedience is appar-
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ent in one's outward behavior and actions, while in the latter, obedience to one's kynde comes from
within. Getting along with others, being moderate in one's eating, speech, and other outward behaviors are things a person who wishes to be socially acceptable will do, even if that person is not
innately polite or moderate. Obedience to one's kynde is not something a person can hide: Florent
behaves the way he does because he cannot help it, even if it puts him in direct conflict with Clement.
Because of the richness of its themes, Octavian was a very popular romance: Hudson states
that “a successful combination of family romance, pious legend, social farce, love story, and epic
was not easy to achieve”141 but numerous versions of the story exist in many languages and copies
are extant from “Italy to Scandinavia,”142 a testament to the authors' success in creating a compelling story. However, the Southern version of Octavian has been negatively criticized for its paring
down of details and even for lack of literary merit: Mills describes the Southern version as “consistently inept and careless: for once, we have to ascribe some of the least convincing features of an
ME romance not to the mistakes of copyists but to the failures of memory and lack of artistic conscience of the original redactor.”143 While Octavian, like many of the other romances in CCAii, is
no literary masterpiece, Chestre's version emphasizes not only Florent's kynde, but also Clement's
basic decency, despite his mercantile roots. 144
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
141 Hudson, Introduction.
142 Hudson, Introduction
143 Maldwyn Mills, “The Composition and Style of the 'Southern' Octavian, Sir Launfal, and Lebeaus Desconus”
Medium Aevum 31 (1962): 89. Mehl concurs, and states that “the Southern version. . . is a rather artless product,
which was possibly written down from memory and is much less original, with its use of meaningless clichés and
the careless stringing together of episodes” (119).
144 Fahrenbach provides a good example of the emphasis on Clement's goodness in his discussion of Florent's
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As we will see in the following discussion, Octavian is far more complex than first meets
the eye: Chestre reshapes his source in order to bring to the forefront the ongoing conflict between nobility and the mercantile class. Fahrenbach argues that McSparran's negative criticism of
Chestre's “treatment of his sources,. . . [and that] he had no sense of 'reshaping the story with
any specific themes or perspectives in mind'”145 could not be farther from the truth. In fact,
“Chestre reworks the Octavian narrative to appeal to the growing audience of merchants, lesser
gentry, and other socially aspiring individuals in late medieval England.” Thus, in addition to appealing to audience members who aspired to higher social status, Chestre's version of the story emphasizes the complex relationship between the individual (Florent and his kynde) and his community (Clement and his attempts to train Florent). For those who wished to gain higher social
status, successfully negotiating the demands of society with the demands of following their kyndes
would have been a new and difficult struggle: obeying and conforming to the demands of society
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
preparations for battle and compares the scenes in the Northern and Southern versions: “This shift in Clement’s
attitude is subsequently reinforced in his response to Florent’s request to borrow his rusty armor to fight the
Saracen giant. In the northern version, Clement is adamantly opposed to the idea: “Clement seyde,‘And þou oon
worde more speke, / Thys day y wyll thy hedd breke” (Cambridge, 871-72; cf. Lincoln, 763-67); but Florent
persists, and so Clement sadly gives in, brings out his old armor, tries to draw the rusty sword from its scabbard,
and when it suddenly breaks loose, he falls down clownishly. Florent stands apart from all this and laughs, almost
arrogantly, a response that is part of the romance/fabliau dichotomy as Wright describes it. So too when Florent
rides out in the old armor, much to the sarcastic jeers of the population of Paris, Clement remains behind,
shouting encouragement but separated in effect from the soon to be heroic young man he raised. In Chestre’s
version, however, Florent is inspired by the Virgin Mary to fight the giant, and when he tells Clement about his
dream, Clement praises God and hopes he will allow Florent to win the battle. He then asks the king to knight
Florent, and he proceeds to do so. When others offer Florent suitable armor, Florent declines; he prefers “hys
fader armure,” adding by way of explanation that “Þeryn I hope to wynne þe cure / Wythout fayle, / For hyt ys
strong & wyll well dure, / Of old enteyle” (Chestre, 1016-20). Donning Clement’s old-fashioned armor, Florent
humbly asks Clement for his blessing, implicitly acknowledging Clement’s status in his eyes, and Clement readily
gives it to him, his “Bocherys sone” (1060), urging him to strike the giant just as his father had killed many a bull.
Citing his own experience, represented metaphorically by his old armor, Clement presents himself as a model for
Florent, a role that Florent accepts and values” (89).
145 Fahrenbach 86.
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are required for those who wish to fit in and get along with others, but as we will see in the discussion of Octavian, obeying one's kynde may cause problems for Florent in the short term, but as a
result of his actions, he eventually achieves elevated social status and respect from others. Chestre's
changes to Octavian obviously appealed to the compiler of CCAii because it fits with the other
works, both the romances and short poems, of the manuscript so well and provides readers with
examples of a hero who dares to disobey social demands in order to do the right thing.
Octavian is emperor for five years when his advisors beg him to marry.146 They recommend
the King of France's daughter, Florence, and the two marry. Octavian's mother, the empress, does
not like Florence, so when Florence bears the couple's twin sons, the empress arranges to get rid of
Florence through treachery.147 Octavian banishes Florence and she flees with her two sons into
the woods, where an ape takes Florent, but a knight kills the ape and rescues the child. The ape is
“an animal of sharply diverging symbolism, respected in ancient Egypt, Africa, India and China, but
deeply distrusted in Christian tradition where it was equated with vice, lust, idolatry and heresy.
”148 In addition, “in Western art, an ape may represent the base instincts of man. . . . an ape
may also be used to satirize human affectation, folly, and vanity. . . . and therefore suggested
temptation in Christian tradition. ”149 Thus, an ape taking Florent represents the baseness from
which he departed: his grandmother seeks to destroy his family because of her jealousy; the baseness and human folly which Florent will find himself when he enters Clement's household; and
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
146 The motif of a leader whose advisors beg him to marry and the resultant disaster that befalls his queen is a major
motif of the Griselda tales.
147 This motif is also found in Chevalier Assigne.
148 Tresidder 38.
149 Tressider 38-9.
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which he himself will display when he cannot obey his adopted father because he must obey his
kynde instead. That a knight takes Florent further emphasizes the defeat of baseness—in the discussion of chivalry in Chapter One, the qualities of a knight, as listed by Philip, Duke of Burgundy
include faith, charity, justice, sagacity, prudence, temperance, resolution, truth, liberality, diligence,
hope, and valor.150 We must also remember that the knight was obedient and faithful, both to his
God and to his patria; he was a Christian knight: a defender of his God, his faith, and his church.
The knight also foreshadows Florent's development: his loyalty to his kynde, and by extension, to
God, causes him trouble with Clement, but later, he brings honor to both himself and Clement
because he followed his kynde.
The romance tells us that Clement is a palmer and he buys Florent from the outlaws who
take the boy from the knight. A palmer is a pilgrim or Crusader, which explains later why Clement
has armor to give to Florent, but also shows that Clement's kynde is good. Once Clement understands Florent's motivations in the story, he reforms his own behavior and follows his kynde, too.
Clement takes Florent back to Paris, where he and his wife raise him as their own son. A lion takes
the other son, also named Octavian.151 A griffon takes both lion and boy, but the lion kills the
griffon. The lion becomes Octavian's constant companion and cares for him lovingly. When the
romance returns to Florent, he is sent to market to sell two oxen,152 but instead trades the oxen
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
150 Otto Cartellieri, The Court of Burgundy, trans. Malcolm Letts (London: Kegan, 1929) 149.
151 The lion is a “symbol of divine and solar power, royal authority, strength, courage, wisdom, justice and
protection—but also cruelty, ferocity, and death. . . [it is an] emblem of the strength of Judah and came to be
linked with the Messiah. . . in Revelation 5:5-6 the lion of Judah becomes Christ, the redeeming Lamb”
(Tressider Dictionary 291). The lion as companion ties Octavian to Saint Jerome, who removed a thorn from a
lion's paw and became its companion. The story of Jerome and the Lion is the second to last poem in CCAii.
152 The ox is an important Christian symbol. Augustine, in De consensu evangelistarum 1. 6. 9, states that "Luke is
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for a falcon. Ironically, Florent “sacrifices” the oxen for the falcon. The oxen act as the priest who
leads Florent to his destiny—becoming a knight, saving the kingdom, and restoring his family. Of
the falcon, Ferguson states
there are two kinds of falcons in religious symbolism: the wild and the domestic.
The wild falcon symbolized evil though or action, while the domestic falcon represented the holy man, or the Gentile converted to the Christian faith. As the favorite
hunting bird, the domestic falcon was often represented during the Renaissance in
pageants and courtly scenes, and was often held by a page in the company of the
Magi. ”153
Florent sees the falcon as a symbol of the knight, but in trading for the falcon, he secures his position as a Christian knight and moves closer to his destiny.
The falcon and colt episodes show Florent behaving according to his kynde; despite dire
warnings from Clement, Florent chooses to acquire two symbols of knighthood rather than learn
his foster-father's trade. Significantly, both episodes contain the word kynde:154
And how he hadde þe hauk yboʒt
for þe bestys hym were betoʒt
þat wyf gan þenk yn her þoʒt
þe merchauntyse
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
intended under the figure of the calf, in reference to the pre-eminent sacrifice made by the priest, has been doubted
by neither of the two [sets of interpreters]. For in that Gospel the narrator's account commences with Zacharias
the priest. In it mention is also made of the relationship between Mary and Elisabeth (Luke 1:5, 36).
153 George Ferguson, Signs and Symbols in Christian Art. (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1954) 18.
154 The word kynde is used three times in the romance: once, in the description of the lion who takes care of Octavian
and the other two times in the episodes quoted previously.
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of cherles kynde was he noʒt
for hys gentryse (727-32)
and
Yef he wer er ybete sore
Thanne was he bete moche more
þe good wyfe seyde syr thyn ore
let be þys fare
he was neuer of þy kynde ybore
to beyye ware (841-46)
It is clear from these examples that Chestre emphasizes Florent's ability to make decisions on his
own by obeying his kynde.
The scenes where Florent acquires the falcon and the colt are humorous while at the same
time reminding readers of the seriousness his innate drive to surround himself with the symbols of
knighthood, even as they laugh at Florent's inability to make a good business deal or to get his
money's worth when he acquires those symbols. When Clement decides to teach Florent how to
change money, he sends him to change two ten-pound gold pieces. Florent meets a man who
wants to sell a horse155 for ten marks sterling, but Florent offers him the ten pounds gold in pay	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
155 As a Christian symbol, the"horse is an embodiment of vitality and power (Job 39:19-25). In medieval imagery the
horse usually has a rider, the two forming one symbol, typically representing Jesus Christ incarnate. The horse
represents his humanity, the rider his divinity. Almost all sacred or miraculous horses are white. The four horses of
different colors in Revelation are divine instruments of judgment on the enemies of God's people. The colors may
represent geographical points of the compass (Rev. 6:1-17; 19:11-16; cf. Zech 6:1-8). Of the four horses and
riders appearing in this vision, Christian symbolism has kept only the first, the white horse and rider, as the image
of the victorious Christ. " Alva William Steffler, Symbols of the Christian Faith. (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans,
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ment. The humor in this particular scene comes from understanding what Florent has done—the
man wants to sell the horse for 1600 pence, or one pound, sixty pence sterling. Florent offers him
ten pounds gold, an overpayment of eight pounds, forty pence. Of course the man takes Florent's
offer and Florent rides away with the coal black colt.156 The horse symbolizes Florent's determination to become a knight and to fulfill his destiny. That the horse Florent buys is black emphasizes
not death, but the unknown that Florent enters when he fights for the kingdom. Much is made of
the negative connotation of the black horse, especially as it relates to the North Wind, which is the
cold, harsh wind of winter and the fact that the white horses (an archetype for good) chase them.
In Revelation, it is clear that the black horses symbolize evil and Satan. However, many positive
associations with the North and its meaning come from Greek mythology. The most notable reference to the North are the Hyperboreans, who lived beyond the North in a land that was often depicted as a perfect place with sunshine twenty-four hours a day. Later, many utopias were located
in the extreme North, beyond the known lands. In addition, on medieval Mappa Mundi, the top of
the maps (the North) show the location of Heaven, usually depicted with stairs and the head of
Jesus.157 If the medieval mind associated the North with Heaven, then the negative connotations
of Florent and the black horse disappear and he becomes again a sort of savior, at least for the king
and his own family. He is obedient to his kynde and in doing so, is obedient to God and His plan
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2002) 112.
156 “Black is the color symbolizing mourning or grief (Isa 50:3; Jer. 4:28). It is also associated with solemnity,
negation, sickness, and death. Black is inherently ominous in that it represents the unknown, a feature it shares
with death. In the apocalyptic literature of Scripture, the black horse represents the ravages of hunger (Zech 6:2-6;
Rev. 6:5-6). ” Steffler 131.
157 See the Ebstorfer Mappa Mundi http://daten. digitale-sammlungen. de/bsb00023587/image_1 and the Hereford
Mappa Mundi, both from around the years of 1290-1300.
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for Florent. Florent becomes a savior for his family and the kingdom and brings honor to his foster-father Clement.
After Florent defeats the giant and gains victory for the Christian kingdom, he marries the
Sultan's daughter, whom he has converted to Christianity. The emperor Octavian and Florence are
reunited, and Florence introduces the emperor to his son Octavian. The emperor then questions
Clement about Florent and Clement tells the story about how he got the boy. The family is reunited and the empress is sentenced to death by burning for her treachery.158
Though Octavian does not appear to be overtly Christian, the behavior of the good characters is always obedient and humble and in accordance with their kynde. It is clear that Florent is
Christian because of his effort to convert the sultan's daughter to Christianity before he will marry
her. In addition, the animal symbols support the idea that Christianity, while not overt in the
story, is still a central theme. His use of the Southern Octavian, with its clear message of one's
ability to transform oneself to achieve social approval and mobility, shows once again the compiler's
purposeful and intelligent thought process as he arranged the poems in the MS.
The romance notes Florent's behavior several times. His adoptive mother thinks that Florent has noble blood because of his natural affinity for anything related to nobility or chivalry, such
as when he buys the falcon and the horse. Just as the birds in Churl and the Bird and Make Amendes focus on kynde, Florent, in disobeying Clement, obeys his kynde, and thus, obeys God's intentions for him. Because he acts in accordance with his nature (kynde), Florent defeats the Babylonians, which saves a Christian kingdom. Florent also reflect some his upbringing in Clement's
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
158 This punishment is consistent with that of other characters in CCAii who try to “put asunder” a marriage.
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home—he excels “at wrestelyng  at þe ston castyngg” (895), two sports that were very popular
with the peasant class.159 Try as he might to fit into his foster-father's family, Florent's nobility
separates and isolates him early in his life, but brings honor not only to himself, but to Clement as
well, at the end of the story.
Typical of the Constance saga romances, Octavian shows that good characters have all that
they lost restored to them at the end of the romance, while the treacherous character suffers severe
punishment, often by death, for attempting to put asunder a marriage. The empress' death at the
end ties Octavian back to Susannah and Sir Eglamour, and anticipates Chevalier Assigne, all of which
also feature lying accusers punished by death; it also anticipates Sir Launfal, wherein Guinevere
suffers blinding for lying about Launfal and trying to put asunder his marriage to Tryamour. As a
link in the meaning chain of CCAii, Octavian emphasizes not only obedience to God, but also obedience to one's kynde. Whereas in the first section of the manuscript the characters act obediently
without thought and because they are ordered to, Octavian shows the hero making decisions for
himself based on what he feels is right rather than what his superiors (in this case, Clement) tell
him to do, as we see in the two episodes when Florent acquires the symbols of knighthood. The
result of Florent's choice of following his kynde is that he brings honor to Clement, who comes to
see the virtue of Florent's decisions (he fights the Saracens in the name of the Virgin Mary), and
reunites his family. Launfal also disobeys a direct order, and like Florent, chooses to act on what he
feels is right.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
159 See Daniel Diehl and Mark P. Donnelly, Medieval Celebrations (Mechanicsburg, PA: Stackpole, 2011) 114.
Because the nobility had access to weapons, horses, and had the means to purchase sport equipment such as tennis
racquets, sports involving equipment was more popular among noble classes.
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Sir Launfal, a Middle English tail-rhyme adaptation of Lanval by Marie de France and
signed by Thomas Chestre, is extant in only in CCAii; it is an Arthurian tale, a motif that ties it
directly to Lybeaus Desconus, the romance that follows it in the manuscript. The plot of the main
character moving from wealth to poverty and back to wealth anticipates Sir Isumbras. Though Lanval has its origins in Celtic folktales, his name could be French: lande=moorland; val=valley. A
moorland is an uncultivated area in the highlands. Thus, if Launfal's name is French, we have the
first indication (highland+valley) that the romance is full of contradictions and opposing forces.
Just as scholars do not find much to admire in Octavian, Sir Launfal has been negatively criticized
for its “lack of courtly sophistication,” Launfal's “vengeful response to both the mayor and
Guinevere,”160 and his “uncourtly and 'unpleasant streak of bloodthirstiness.'”161 However, if we
look carefully at the many conflicts in the romance, we can see that Sir Launfal is indeed problematic, but not because of its lack of sophistication. The romance addresses “issues of generosity,
vows and moral obligation (geis), mercy and sexuality.”162 The narrative has a clear standard of morality: we frequently see Launfal rewarded for his generosity and moral obligation and Guinevere
and other unvirtuous characters punished for their lack of Launfal's virtues. That Tryamour saves
Launfal at the end of the story shows that even though he was disobedient to the promise he made
to her, his obedience to his kynde (and thus, ultimately, to Tryamour's morality) is clearly what the
author valued. Despite the negative criticism, Sir Launfal shows a character that remains true to
his kynde, and thus, is obedient to both social laws and to God in all that he does. Launfal behaves
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
160 Ann Laskaya and Eve Salisbury, eds.,“Introduction to Sir Launfal,” The Middle English Breton Lays (Kalamazoo,
Michigan: Medieval Institute Publications, 1995).
161 Bliss, qtd. in Laskaya and Salisbury.
162 Laskaya and Salisbury Introduction.
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nobly, honorably, and generously, not because of his teaching, but because his kynde is inherently
good.163 His obedience to those virtues, and by extension, to God, causes all of the conflicts in the
romance.
Numerous conflicts and tensions in the romance show that its concerns are the same as, or
at least very similar to, those in the other romances in CCAii. Ramsey describes those conflicts as
between individual and community [which] forms a central meaning in Sir Launfal
and many other medieval lays and romances. On the one hand civilization, the
community and its conventions, protects and provides; on the other hand, it subjects its citizens to its prejudices and judges their successes and failures within its
own assumptions and frame. [Sir Launfal] expresses a fantasy solution to the tension between community and individual drives and desires. . . . The giant Sir Valentine embodies the power of civilization to dominate, overwhelm, and subject; the
fairy-lover, Dame Tryamour embodies the power of a civilization to comfort, protect and delight.164
Launfal's confrontation with the power of Arthur's court shows not only the author's concerns about the individual and how he fits into the community, but also how one negotiates life
when that community is immoral. Launfal suffers throughout the poem because he chooses to
obey his kynde rather than the demands and conventions of his community. His community did
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
163 Ramsey notes “Launfal is thus an example of a knight who, through strict adherence to the obligations of his rank,
deprives himself of the outward symbols of rank as well as the ability to perform further his obligations. He has
been alienated by the very system he sought to serve” (136). See Lee C. Ramsey, Chivalric Romances: Popular
Literature in Medieval England (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1983) 132-50.
164 Ibid.
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not, despite his loyalty and good service, protect or provide for him: rather, because he chose to
follow the higher demands of his kynde, Tryamour is the one who provides for and protects him,
not once, but twice. While Launfal might appear to be a failure according to the judgment of his
community, the fact that Tryamour not only returned to save him, but permanently removes him
from his immoral community, shows what is really of value to the author as well as to Tryamour:
by behaving according to what he felt was the right thing to do (his kynde), Launfal is successful
and is thus rewarded with removal from the very community that condemns him.
While the conflict in Octavian arises because Clement attempts to raise an inherently noble
Florent as a merchant, Launfal's identity is clear from the beginning of the story: he is Arthur's
steward165 and has faithfully served in that role for ten years (ll. 32-3). His problems arise from the
fact that Arthur's court, which should be noble, has been corrupted by the presence of Guinevere.
Her loose reputation and her spiteful, vengeful nature emphasize the fact that real nobility, as we
see it in Launfal's nature, is much different from the appearance of nobility, as seen in Arthur's
court.166

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
165 Stewards were responsible for overseeing a lord's lands, buildings, rents, household, and money. A steward had a
great deal of responsibility and some acquired great power. Given-Wilson states that their responsibilities were as
“head of the household, acting on directions from the lord himself. . . . In the household of a peer, the steward
would be of at least esquirely status. He had over-all charge of discipline and the day-to-day running of the
establishment” (90). See Chris Givens-Wilson, The English Nobility in the Late Midde Ages (New York: Routledge,
1996).
166 Ramsey states that the fairy-romances, which include Sir Launfal, “deal with various types of problems, but, with
few exceptions, the problems involve the relationship between an individual (a nobleman, but not usually a king)
and his society. There he suffers the effects of the problems, but society or the world, is the cause of them. Insofar
as the hero is to blame for his troubles, his faults seem slight: he is overly generous, inept at handling money,
unschooled in the manners of society, or unprepared for the conflicts in which he unexpectedly finds himself”
(132-33).
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When Sir Launfal begins, readers learn that Launfal serves Arthur faithfully as his steward.
He is also described as a knight:
Of alle ƿe knytes of ƿo table rounde
so large ƿat nas noon y founde
be days ne be nyʒt (34-6)
When Arthur marries Guinevere, Launfal's problems begin: she discontinues the gifts and
rewards that Arthur had regularly given to Launfal. She gives gifts to all the knights but Launfal
during her wedding feast. We are not told directly why Guinevere chose not to include Launfal in
her generosity, but later we are given ample evidence that the two had a contentious relationship
from the time they first met. After the opening description of Launfal and his great service to Arthur, the romance turns to Launfal's reaction to Arthur's choice of Guinevere as a wife,
But Syr Launfal lykede her noʒt
Ne oþer knyʒtes ƿat wer hende (44-5)
because Guinevere is known to have had numerous lovers “unþr her lord” (46). The fact
that Launfal does not like Guinevere because of her loose reputation puts him into the community
of knights who are worthy—his obedience to God in adhering to His commands as well as his
obedience to Arthur as his steward, despite the extreme cost to himself and his position, is foremost in his mind.167 Unfortunately for Launfal, his loyalty to Arthur is not reciprocated, a fact
that will lead to his death sentence later in the story. Despite the problems that Guinevere's initial
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
167 Ramsey notes that “Launfal's dislike of Guinevere is part of his duty toward his sovereign, and the opposite of duty,
as we are told later, would be treason” (137).
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treatment of Launfal cause him (he is plunged into poverty and leaves Arthur's kingdom in
shame), he obeys his kynde and does not retaliate against her. After Launfal departs Arthur's court,
we see more evidence of Guinevere's nature, which again is the opposite of Launfal's: she is vengeful--when news of Launfal comes to Arthur, he is glad to hear that Launfal is well, but Guinevere
hyt rewe well sore
For sche wold wt all her myʒt
þt had he boþe day  nyʒt
In paynys more  more (175-80)
The conflict between Launfal and Guinevere is a conflict between virtue and sin: Launfal's
virtue is seen in his generosity and service to others, which is in direct opposition to Guinevere's
lack of generosity and selfishness.
Because of his generosity in giving away his goods, Launfal is plunged into poverty, even to
the point of losing his horse. Ramsey contends of Launfal's troubles that
Arthur's treatment of Lanval and the hero's resulting poverty are undeserved, for he
is handsome, brave, and beloved by the court; he has spent himself into penury, but
such expense, to a medieval audience, is a virtue rather than a fault, an example of
Christian charity and of the generosity expected of a medieval nobleman and exemplified in Arthur's treatment of the rest of his court. 168
Launfal's generosity reminds readers of the importance of charity: Caritas, or charity, a
form of divine or spiritual love, is an important virtue and one that should be kept in mind at all
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
168 Ramsey (136-7).
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times because it pleases God--in fact, salvation depends on it. Despite their disobedience, both
Florent and Launfal show caritas to others. Florent's disobedience leads him to the ability to save a
kingdom, thus bringing honor not only to himself, but also to his foster-father Clement, whom he
disobeyed early in the romance. Launfal behaves with caritas toward Guinevere until she propositions him and then lies about his response. Caritas is a form of love for all people169 and is directly
related to obedience: by loving others, we love and obey God. While perhaps to modern readers,
characters like Launfal appear to be flat and “too good to be true,” the medieval audience would
have focused on Launfal's obvious Christian virtue and the Job-like punishments he receives for
obeying his kynde and God's law. When Tryamour returns to save him and to take him away,
Launfal, like Job, is rewarded many times over for his dignity and obedience in the face of great
trials.
Launfal's poverty results in his abandonment by his friends and those whom he helped do
not return the favor when Launfal needs help. The Mayor, a man to whom Launfal was benefactor
many years earlier, does not want to give Launfal lodging, nor will he invite him to dine because
Launfal is so poor.170 Later, after Tryamour bestows great riches on Launfal, only then does the
Mayor ask him to dine with him. Launfal spurns him and points our the hypocrisy of the Mayor's
behavior:
Syr meyr god for ʒelde þe
whyles y was yn my povrte
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
169 Thomas Aquinas, On Evil Richard Regan and Brian Davies, trans., (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2003). “Charity, for
Aquinas, is the virtue by which we love God for the sake of God alone. It is also the virtue by which we love things
other than God for the sake of the goodness that God is” (516).
170 In Sir Isumbras, his friends desert him when he becomes poor.
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þu bede me nevr dyne
now y have more gold  fe
þt myne frendes han sent me
þan þu and alle dyne171
þe Meyr for schame away ʒede (409-14),
Laskaya and Salisbury note “Launfal's vengeful response to both the Mayor and Guinevere
is hardly courtly, although both antagonists deserve punishment. ”172 Launfal's response to the
Mayor is not vengeful at all when we remember that he was the Mayor's long-time benefactor and
when Launfal asks for lodging, the Mayor refuses. Launfal's response is justified: “Syr meyr god
for ʒelde þe” (409), which can be translated as “God reward thee” or “God bless thee” an indication
that Launfal is not vengeful--instead of judging the Mayor himself, Launfal asks God to exact
punishment on him. The MED defines forʒelde as “to recompense; reward (a service, a good
deed);. In exclamations: God reward you, God bless you. ”
Another interpretation of Launfal's statement can be “God punish thee,”173 which again
leaves the Mayor's fate in God's hands. Whatever Launfal means by his statement, it is certainly a
justified response to the Mayor's behavior. The Mayor is shamed by Launfal's words, but given the
circumstances of Launfal's past generosity and simple request, he should be ashamed. He was uncharitable in response to the generosity that Launfal showed him in the past.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
171 Laskaya and Salisbury edit this word as thyne,which makes more sense contextually.
172 Laskaya and Salisbury, Introduction.
173 MED, “For ʒelde.”
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Despite being treated badly by his former friends, Launfal shares his new wealth with others:
Launfal helde ryche festes
Fyfty fedde povere gestes
þat yn myschef wer
Fyfty bouʒte stronge stedes
Fyfty yaf ryche wedes
To knyghtes  squyere
Fyfty rewardede relygyons
Fyfty delyverede povere prysouns
And made ham quyt  schere
Fyfty clodede gestours
To many men he dede honours
In countreys fer  nere (lines 421-32)
The medieval mind would have understood the significance of the number fifty by its factors of five and ten. Five denotes the five great mysteries (Father, Son, Spirit, Creation, Redemption), the five wounds of Christ, the five senses, and is the number of grace and sacrifice. Ten, the
result of adding the tetrakys (1+2+3+4=10), is “the most perfect of all “perfect” numbers. ”174 Fifty

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
174 Hopper 44.
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is also a number associated with the Knights of the Round Table, of which Launfal was once
part.175
Critics speculate about why Tryamour chooses Launfal as her lover, but if we remember his
behavior while in poverty as well as when he regains wealth, Launfal's generosity makes him worthy of Tryamour's gifts. We are told that “For hys largesse he was lovede the bet” (644) among Arthur's knights. The question of Launfal's worth is answered again when we look at Guinevere's behavior throughout the story—she is vengeful and deceitful in direct opposition to Launfal's largesse and kindness. Launfal, like the wives in the calumniated wife tales, bears his misfortune quietly and with great dignity, even when he faces death.
When Launfal encounters Tryamour in the forest, the two meet and spend the night together. She says
Yf þu wyll truly to me take
And all wemen for me forsake
Ryche I wll make þe (315-8),
a vow that is very close to the traditional wedding vows.176 She also swears him to secrecy:
But of o þng Sir knyʒt I warne þe
þt þu make no bost of me
For no kennes mede
And yf þu doost y warny þe before
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
175 Hopper 211.
176 Genesis 2:24 states, “Wherefore a man shall leave father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife: and they shall be
two in one flesh. ” In addition, the Sacrament of marriage requires that the couple remain faithful to each other
th
(“forsaking all others”) so as not to violate the 7 Commandment: “thou shalt not commit adultery. ”
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all my love þu hast for lore177 (361-65)
Launfal enjoys the love and wealth that Tryamour gives him—he has been alone and abandoned by
those whom he served, so to find himself in the company of someone whose virtue matches his
own is, for medieval readers, a just reward for Launfal's faithful service and charity.
Launfal's life does not become easier in terms of his interactions with others: after he becomes involved with Tryamour, Launfal is accused of homosexuality twice in a short period of time
and he must act to defend himself, again behaving according to his kynde rather than to his teaching. The first occurs when Valentyne sends an insulting message challenging Launfal to a tournament:
and sey hym for love of hys leman
yf she be any gentyle woman
curteys fre oþr hende
þt he come wt me to juste
to kepe hys harneys from þe ruste
and elles hys manhod schende” (523-8)
The double entendre in “harneys” in line 527 refers to Launfal's manhood and its potential
lack of use. He takes his leave of Tryamour and travels to Lombardy to joust with Valentyne. The
contest between Launfal and Valentyne is difficult, and had Launfal not had the dwarf178 Gyfre's
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
177 This warning is similar to that made by the Swan Knight to his wife. He warns her never to ask about his origins,
but his wife, prompted by town gossip, asks the question. The Swan Knight gets into the boat drawn by a swan and
sails away forever.
178 Tresidder states that dwarves are “a symbol of guardianship, both in mythology . . . and in folklore where dwarfs
[sic] are almost universally credited with supernatural powers” (159). Gyfre (and the dwarf in Lybeaus Desconus) is a
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help, he would have been defeated. He slays both Valentyne and his horse and then dispatches the
envious knights who swear to kill Launfal. When he arrives at Arthur's court, he joins a forty-day
feast and afterward, Launfal and several knights go to a green to dance. Guinevere is there with her
ladies and she decides that she loves Launfal and dances with him. She then approaches him privately and propositions him. Launfal refuses, saying he would not be a “traytour day ne nyght”
(683). Launfal's statement of not wanting to be a traitor refers to when he first meets Tryamour
and the vow they exchanged. It also refers to his duty as one of Arthur's knights (and a Christian
man)—he will not betray Arthur by committing adultery with his wife. In addition, as Arthur's
steward, Launfal will not behave dishonorably toward his employer. Launfal's refusal makes
Guinevere furious and she too accuses him of homosexuality:
Fy on þe, þu coward
Anhongeth worth þu hye and hard
þt þu ever were y bore
þt þu lyvest hyt ys pyté
þu lovyst no woman ne no woman the
þow were worthy for lore (685-90)
Guinevere's insult calls to mind the second day in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, when
the lady insults Gawain's masculinity in order to get him to do what she wants. In that episode,
Gawain follows his teaching (rather than kynde) to resist the lady and later lies about the green gar	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
clear symbol of guardianship in that without his help, Launfal would have died in the battle with Valentyne. Gyfre
is supernatural in that he disappears, along with Launfal's horse, when Launfal disobeys Dame Tryamour.
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ter in order to protect his own life. Instead of looking to God for protection, Gawain sought help
from death in a piece of cloth. Like Gawain, Launfal easily resists the lady's sexual advances, but
cannot ignore his kynde when Guinevere insults him. Launfal knows that Guinevere is immoral and
his motivation is to act to protect his union with Tryamour. However, he allows his anger to
dominate when he responds to Guinevere's insults :
I have loved a fayryr woman
an þu ever leydest þyn ey upon
þys seven yer  more
Hyr lothlokest mayde wtoute wene
Myʒte bet be a quene
þan þu yn all þy lyve (694-9)
Tryamour, Gyfre, and Blaunchard the white horse all disappear after Launfal disobeys.
Guinevere's fury is so great that she becomes ill and swears she will get revenge on Launfal. She
tells Arthur that Launfal tried to seduce her and that he insulted her beauty. Despite Launfal's
faithful service to Arthur for ten years, Arthur believes Guinevere and sentences Launfal to death
by hanging, a punishment reserved for traitors in the Middle Ages. Despite his earlier refusal to
commit treason against both Arthur and Tryamour, Launfal faces a traitor's death sentence.
If we reconsider the negative comments about the romance: Launfal's “vengeful response
to both the mayor and Guinevere. ”179 and his “uncourtly and 'unpleasant streak of bloodthirsti	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
179 Ann Laskaya and Eve Salisbury, eds., “Introduction to Sir Launfal,” The Middle English Breton Lays (Kalamazoo,
Michigan: Medieval Institute Publications, 1995).
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ness,'”180 it becomes clear that though Launfal is a flawed character, he is neither vengeful nor
bloodthirsty—he represents the conflict between kindness and generosity on the one hand and
cruelty and selfishness on the other. In reference to Launfal's supposed bloodthirsty behavior, Laskaya and Salisbury state “neither character nor narrator appears concerned about negotiating fourteenth-century chivalric codes governing combat or tournament. ”181 However, the narrator provides ample evidence that he is indeed concerned about Launfal's behavior—in fact, words of praise
come after Launfal's actions. After he defeats Valentyne and the knights of Atalye,
ƿe tydyng com to Artour ƿe Kyng
Anoon wthout lesyng
Of Syr Launfales noblesse
Anoon he let to hym sende
ƿt Launfall schuld to hym wende
At Seynt Jonnys Masse
For Kyng Artour wold a feste holde
Of erles and of barouns bolde
Of lordynges more and lesse
Syr Launfal schud be stward of halle
For to agye hys gestes alle,
For cowthe of largesse (613-24)
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
180 Bliss, qtd. in Laskaya and Salisbury.
181 Bliss, qtd. in Laskaya and Salisbury.
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Launfal's victories in battle reminded Arthur of his worth as a knight and as his steward.
Frequent descriptions of Launfal that include words such as largesse and gentyl show that the author
was indeed concerned about his depiction of Launfal and how he wanted his audience to perceive
him—just as the audience perceives Guinevere in a negative light because of descriptions of her
that include words like wroth, its perception of Launfal cannot be anything but positive because of
the virtues of generosity and gentleness found in descriptions of his behavior.
The scenes between Valentyne and Launfal have also prompted scholars to state that Launfal is bloodthirsty and unchivalrous. When Launfal goes to the tournament, he wins easily, much
to the chagrin of the other knights present—in fact, they are “wonþr wroʒth” (450). The knights'
wrath in this scene reflects that of Guinevere's earlier in the story. In addition, wrath is one of the
Seven Deadly sins, which makes the knights' behavior immoral, as opposed to Launfal's moral behavior. The constable comes to fight Launfal and when Launfal beats him, the Earl of Chestre
and a retinue of knights fight with him and again, Launfal wins. Word of Launfal's victory reaches
Valentyne and he had “grete envye” (506), another of the Seven Deadly Sins and an indication of
Launfal's virtue versus the immorality of Valentyne. When Launfal defeats Valentyne, the lords of
Atalye also had “grete envye” (602) and
swore þt he schold dye
Er he wente our of Lumbardye
And be hongede  to drawe (604-6)
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The punishment the knights of Atalye promise a traitor's punishment.182 Launfal's only
“crime” is defeating Valentyne in a battle that that knight instigated, and therefore, his response of
killing all of the knights of Atalye to defend himself certainly seems justified. A few lines after
Launfal kills the knights, the narrator tells us that news came to Arthur of Launfal's noblesse (615).
Despite Laskaya and Salisbury's statement to the contrary, it appears that the narrator is indeed
concerned about Launfal's response: he was sentenced to a traitor's death for having defeated Valentyne fairly in a fight that began at Valentyne's prompting. All of the knights were clearly sinful
because they “had grete envye,” another of the Seven Deadly Sins. Launfal dealt with the knights
in the only way an honorable knight could by killing them all. That the narrator calls Launfal's
deed noblesse once again emphasizes Launfal as honorable and Guinevere, Valentyne, and the
knights of Atalye as dishonorable.
Despite criticism to the contrary, Sir Launfal, is a short but very complex and sophisticated
narrative that sets Launfal and his obedience to his kynde against Arthur's court, Guinevere, other
knights, and ultimately costs him Tryamour's love and almost costs him his life. The hero's name
sets up the theme of contradictions that are present in almost every scene of the romance.183 Careful consideration of these contradictions makes it clear that the author puts Launfal forth as an
honorable Christian knight, while Arthur, Guinevere, Valentyne, the Mayor, and the knights of
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
182 Two famous examples in literature of traitors being treated to hanging and drawing and quartering is the
punishment Odysseus inflicts on Melanthios, a former servant in Odysseus' household who serves the suitors
against him in The Odyssey and Charlemagne's punishment of Ganelon after he commits treason by arranging for
Marsillion to destroy Roland and his army in Chanson de Roland.
183 Though Lanval has its origins in Celtic folktales, his name could be French: lande=moorland; val=valley. A
moorland is an uncultivated area in the highlands. Thus, if Launfal's name is French, we have the first indication
(highland+valley) that the romance is full of contradictions and opposing forces.
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Atalye, when viewed against Launfal's behavior, are dishonorable and unchristian. The message to
readers with regard to obeying the demands of the community becomes clear when we remember
that the representatives of community in Sir Launfal—Arthur, Guinevere, Valentyne, the Mayor,
and the knights of Atalye—are corrupt and immoral. Launfal, who acts alone to resist being corrupted by his community, obeys his kynde, and by extension, God, in standing up for what he
knows is right, even at the risk of his own death. Thus, we must all strive to do what we know is
right, even when we must act against the teachings of our communities. Launfal obeys his kynde,
his vows of marriage with Tryamour, and God's laws for Christian behavior. Launfal's only disobedient act is breaking Tryamour's warning. If we view Launfal's response to Guinevere's taunting, it
can certainly be interpreted as Launfal's concern with protecting Tryamour from Guinevere, or, put
another way, concern for the City of God versus the City of Man.
Though Launfal does miss Tryamour when she departs, he bears his loss with dignity and
does not wish for the return of his wealth, mirroring Eglamour's behavior, heeds the advice given
to the churl by the bird, and anticipates the behavior of both Sir Isumbras and Saint Eustache at
the end of the manuscript. Launfal does not seek honor, but actively tries to avoid shame. That he
fights only when challenged shows his humility, another sign of his worth. Just as in previous stories, the person who wrongly accuses the main character and attempts to put asunder a marriage is
severely punished. Guinevere does not suffer death, but she does lose her sight—a punishment
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more apt for her character: blindness is symbolic of her “ignorance, self-delusion, . . . or sensual
love,”184 a reputation that remains with her in most of the Arthurian cycle.
Sir Launfal is thematically linked to the works in CCAii that precede it in a number of
ways: Launfal is wrongly accused of seduction and sentenced to death, like Susannah and Florence
and he suffers the loss of everything like the women in the calumniated wife stories. Launfal anticipates Lybeaus Desconus in that that romance is also set in Arthur's court and both feature some
kind of a tie to the fairy world: Launfal's lover is a fairy, while Lybeaus' future wife will appear to
him in the form of a dragon that he kisses and restores to her former beauty. Sir Launfal's contribution to the overall meaning of CCAii reiterates the obedience in Octavian—the hero has to
weigh his options and consciously obeys what he feels is right rather (his kynde) than what he is
told (his community) to do. Like the outcome in Octavian, it is clear that God approves of Launfal's decisions because his life is spared, his lover returns, and Guinevere is punished for her treachery.
The third romance in the Chestre group is the tail-rhyme romance Lybeaus Desconus, or
“The Fair Unknown,” an Arthurian tale. It is the longest of the three Chestre romances at 2202
lines. Lybeaus, like many of the other romances in CCAii, has not received a great deal of attention,
and in many cases, the attention it has received is negative. Despite its length, the romance does
not have the carefully constructed conflicts through which the other two Chestre heroes must
navigate. George Shuffleton states that like many of the romances that use French sources,

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
184 Tresidder 72.
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the most crucial changes Chestre seems to have brought to his material are the kind
that often mark Middle English adaptations of French romances: abridgment, simplification of "courtly" eros, and a more insistent emphasis on action. 185
Lybeaus' story stands out as the only romance in CCAii wherein the hero does not suffer
any kind of a loss that he gets back after he proves his worth through obedience. Lybeaus Desconus
also stands alone in CCAii as the only romance beside Sege of Jerusalem that does not focus on the
family and marriage. Nevertheless, the romance is thematically tied to the other works in CCAii in
a number of ways. The romance emphasizes obedience throughout, as we see when Lybeaus is
quick to follow Arthur's orders186 to save the Lady of Sinadoune, and he obeys and serves God in
all of his deeds. When he encounters the various monsters on his journey, the romance always refers to those creatures as evil, while Lybeaus always wins victory in the service of Jesus. Lybeaus'
arms contain the motif of the gryffon: his shield has a gryffon (lines 93-6 and 254-6) upon it,
which duplicates the heraldic sign of his father, Gawain.
Like the other two Chestre romances, Lybeaus Desconus features a central character that
obeys his kynde, even when he disobeys another. The disobedience is less obvious in Lybeaus Desconus: he does not disobey a direct command, but in what seems almost like a set of conventional
and throw-away lines at the beginning of the poem, the author tells us that Lybeaus' mother
wished to keep him hidden:
hys modyr kept hym yn clos
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
185 Shuffleton Introduction.
186 In reference to the version of Stans Puer found in Ashmole 61, Shuffleton states, “though Stans Puer ad Mensam
(item 7) never mentions tributes of giants' heads, it does advise zealous service of one's lord. ” Shuffleton,
Introduction.
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for dounte of wylle he loos
as doƺty chyld and dere (16-18)
The Middle English Dictionary defines yn clos as “in seclusion or hiding; concealed; guard,
keep oneself covered” and cites the above lines from Lybeaus Desconus as examples of the phrase in
that context. For dounte of wylle he loos can be translated as “for fear (dounte) of his moral disposition (wylle) [and] reputation (loos).” Thus, his mother did not want Lybeaus to venture out into
the world, but upon seeing a dead knight in the woods, the youth does just that. While he disobeys his mother's wishes, Lybeaus obeys his kynde, which is brave, loyal, and fearless, all attributes
he inherits from his father, Gawain.
Lybeaus Desconus features a hero who moves from unnamed boy to great hero in a short
amount of time. Like the boy-heroes in Chevalier Assigne, Ypotis, Emaré, and to some extent, Sir
Eglamour,187 Lybeaus is just ten years old when he first comes to Arthur's court. The obedience
and virtues of the young feature prominently in the romances in CCAii, which from its beginning,
tries to capture the attention of young audience members. Its lesson are important for everyone,
but especially for the young because they provide examples of ideal behavior. Perhaps by choosing
so many romances and short poems with young heroes, the compiler wished to show young characters learning the various lessons so that obedience would become a habit of mind and behavior
early in life. By using examples of ideal young characters that act to undo the disobedient and often
evil behavior of older characters (the Earl in Eglamour, the Queen in Chevalier Assigne, the Emperor

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
187 Degrebelle was fifteen years old when Eglamour battles him for Christabelle's hand.
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in Emaré, and the Empress in Octavian), the compiler also emphasizes the fact that nobility and
title does not necessarily equal good behavior.
Unlike the two previous romances in the Chestre cluster, Lybeaus is quite traditional in its
emphasis on the movement of a hero through a series of adventures, but similar to the other
Chestre romances, what at first glance appears to be a deficiency in the main character is actually an
admirable trait: Florent's nobility though it causes problems with Clement; Launfal's seemingly
foolish generosity (caritas); and Lybeaus' “fearless aggressiveness, [which] becomes a social asset
rather than a liability.”188 Lybeaus Desconus also shares problems of patrimony with the other two
Chestre romances. Florent cannot obey his foster-father, Launfal is stripped of his status by his
father figure, Arthur, and Lybeaus is a bastard child abandoned by his father.
Lybeaus' mother raised him far away from society, a beginning that closely resembles that
of another important fatherless boy and Arthurian hero: Perceval.189 Lybeaus Desconus is clearly
influenced by the beginning of Perceval's story, but given the brevity of the Middle English romance, we do not get Lybeaus' full development as we do Perceval's.190 Associating Lybeaus with
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
188 Shuffleton, Introduction.
189 It is likely that the audience of Lybeaus Desconus would have been familiar with the exploits of Perceval because of
the many stories that circulated that featured him as a central character, not least of which are the French tales of
Chrétien and his continuators, the Welsh Mabinogion, The Middle English Sir Perceval of Galles, and Wolfram on
Eschenbach's Parzival, all of which were written long before the CCAii manuscript was compiled. The audience's
identification of Lybeaus with Perceval adds stature to Lybeaus' character because of the great deeds of his
analogue.
190 Emma Jung and Marie-Louise von Franz discuss the theme of the fatherless boy: “to be fatherless appears to some
extent to be one of the attributes of the mythological hero, as may be observed in so many myths and fairy-tales. .
. . Perhaps it is that with a fatherless boy all those conditions that dispose him to become a hero are strengthened
and intensified because he has to make his own way and is compelled to develop independence and feelings of
responsibility, while a boy who lives under the guidance of a father who offers him support will be less impelled
towards such achievements. While for the latter the father represents the figure of the “successful man” outwardly,
this image falls back upon the fatherless boy himself, so to speak, and drives him on to its realization. On the other
hand, it is possible that as a result of the father's absence—whether he be dead or simply not fulfilling his role as
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Perceval reminds readers that it was Perceval, the perfect Christian, rather than Gawain, the perfect
knight, who achieved the Grail. Lybeaus' has lineage as impressive as Perceval's—his father is Gawain, though he does not know that until the end of the story when the lady of Sinadoune changes
from a dragon back into a lady after kissing Lybeaus and tells him
to warm me hadde þey y went
yn wo to welde  wende
Tyl y hadde kyste gaweyn
eyþr som oþr knyʒte sertayn
þat wer of hys kende191 (2132-36)
In addition to associating Lybeaus' origins to Perceval's, making Gawain his father gives
Lybeaus greater importance: Gawain is Arthur's nephew and one of the greatest Knights of the
Round Table. In the early stories that feature Gawain, he is typically characterized as brave, provident, and honorable. Later versions in the Vulgate Cycle often portray Gawain as something of a
less than ideal knight because of his failure to achieve the Grail. Having Gawain as his father emphasizes Lybeaus' innate ability to be brave and honorable, provided he does not fall victim to
womanizing like his father did. Like Perceval, the untried and inexperienced Lybeaus is knighted

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
father and masculine example—there is engendered in the son the feeling or attitude that all possibilities and
provinces of masculine achievement are open to him who can anticipate nothing from the father” (45-6). See The
Grail Legend (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1998). Lybeaus clearly operates on the principles put forth by Jung and
von Franz: he is naïve when he approaches Arthur to ask for knighthood, yet within a short amount of time, rises
to hero-status and becomes victorious against all whom he faces.
191 Kende, as it is used contextually in this passage, means “kin,” as one of the definitions of kinde in the MED attests:
“Having rights by birth, legitimate, lawful; related by kinship, akin,” but interestingly, another definition of kinde is
directly related to kynde as I have used it in the discussion: “innate, instinctive, characteristic. ”
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very quickly upon meeting Arthur, but he must prove himself worthy of that honor immediately
afterward.
Lybeaus' arrival at Arthur's court causes a great stir, and Arthur names him “The Fair Unknown” upon being told that the youth does not even know his own name. His lack of sophistication and uncivilized upbringing would normally be a source of ridicule and mockery, but since Lybeaus has not yet been corrupted by the world, it is a source of praise. Shuffleton states that even
though the Middle English version of the story does not emphasize Lybeaus' rustic origins,
the narrative retains its basic shape as a story of Gyngeleyne's ascent into social
prominence. Stephen Knight argues that Lybeaus Desconus "develops a series of
problems associated with a knight's rise to power and maintenance of that position,
exploring the fourteenth-century specifics of title, exclusion, devolution and competitive assertiveness." In this competitive and demanding world, Gyngeleyne's fearless aggressiveness becomes a social asset rather than a liability. Whether he initiates a fight to win a captured maiden, a falcon, a hound, or simply to demonstrate
his willingness to fight, the romance consistently rewards his instincts, even when
the initial motivations seem foolhardy or even self-destructive.192
Ramsey states that Lybeaus' “only faults are his youth and a lack of gentility, the latter of which
obviously derives from his nurture in the wild and which turns out to be a useful, even a requisite
trait in a knight.”193
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
192 Shuffleton, Introduction.
193 Ramsey 138.
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He sends a steady stream of prisoners and gifts back to Arthur's court, so much so that Arthur rewards him with great wealth. Lybeaus battles the Red and Black giants, similar to Perceval's
encounter with the Red Knight and later a Black Knight at the Bridge Perilous. He must overcome the two evil necromancers Maboun and Irain in order to save the lady. Chestre emphasizes
the two brothers' service to evil as opposed to Lybeaus' service to God several times in the romance. It is also interesting to note the similarity between Maboun and Mahoun, a Middle English
name for Mohammed, often associated with evil in Christian literature. Irain's name calls to mind
Iran,194 another association with Islam, and therefore, for Christian readers, evil.195
In the descriptions of his herte, we see Lybeaus' kynde: “hys herte was good and lyƺt” (158).
As discussed earlier, a person's herte is “the conscious self as opposed to the outward persona. ”196
We see Lybeaus' true nature when Arthur sends him to save the Lady of Sinadoune: he endures a
great deal of ridicule from Elene because of his youth and inexperience, but he never becomes angry or retaliates against her. For almost five hundred lines of the poem, Elene berates and insults
Lybeaus, but after he defeats William, “mercy hy197 gan hym crye/þt hy spak vylanye” (475-6) and
Lybeaus quickly “for ʒaf here þt trespas” (477). Just as mercy and justice figures prominently in Sir
Launfal, Lybeaus Desconus contains the same themes--rather than kill his opponents, when they
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
194 Western Europeans could have been familiar with the use of the word Iran to describe the area also known as
th
Persia because the word was in regular usage in Persian literature beginning in the 9 century during the Samanid
dynasty (819-999). The Epic of Kings, also known as Shahnameh, uses the term. The story of Rostam and Sohrab
from this work was well known throughout Europe in the Middle Ages. See Ahmad Ashraf, “Iranian Identity”
Encyclopedia Iranica Volume 3: Medieval Islamic Period, 2006.
195 Roger Sherman Loomis argues that Maboun and Irain come from Welsh legend (529-30). Roger Sherman
Loomis, “From Segontium to Sinadon -- the Legends of a Cite Gaste,” Speculum 22. 4: (Oct. , 1947): 520-533.
Saunders ties the two characters to Chrétién's Maboagrain and Evrain from Eric et Enide. See Corinne Saunders,
Magic and the Supernatural in Medieval English Romance (Cambridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2010) 171.
196 Middle English Dictionary. “Herte. ”
197 hy=she
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beg for mercy, Lybeaus grants it and sends them to Arthur to receive their punishment. Lybeaus
also shows mercy to the dragon when she approaches him, even though he is frightened and repulsed. His ability to overcome his emotions in order to be merciful saves the Lady of Sinadoune
from the evil spell. Justice comes when Lybeaus kills Mahoun and severely injures Irain. Both
characters serve evil and therefore, do not warrant mercy.
While Florent and Launfal must navigate conflicts between their kyndes and the teachings
of their communities, Lybeaus' kynde and his community are in accord: Arthur is a good and just
king, Lybeaus encounters and defeats the evil threats to the kingdom, and he undoes the spell on
the Lady of Sinadoune and later marries her. The motif of defeating giants and monsters ties Lybeaus Desconus to the other romances in CCAii: Eglamour and Florent have to battle giants. The
presence of magic ties Lybeaus to Sir Launfal, though the magic in Launfal is not evil. Despite his
rustic beginnings, Lybeaus' kynde accorded with his teaching, especially in the skills taught in Stans
Puer ad Mensam. Lybeaus' story not only reiterates the lessons found in section one of CCAii, it
shows how a person behaves who has learned the lessons found in the poems that follow it: Lybeaus serves God, makes amends, thanks God for his success, behaves obediently in his words as
well as in his actions, shows caritas to others, and knows how to get along with his fellows. He is
the exemplary character who rises from nothing to greatness because of his obedience in everything
he does, though, unlike the heroes of Octavian and Sir Launfal, Lybeaus never has to decide between his community and his kynde or between obedience and a direct order. The story continues
the meaning chain in CCAii by emphasizing courtly and chivalric obedience as well as obedience to
one's kynde and the conflict one often has to face when deciding between obedience to one's com-
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munity and obedience to one's kynde, and by extension, to God and His intentions for him. He is
driven by his need to become a knight, his loyalty to Arthur, and his desire to save the lady of Sinadoune, and is obedient to his king and to God without fail throughout the romance.
The second section of the manuscript reiterates the idea of social obedience found in the
Lydgate poems in the first section and shows readers that they must obey one's earthly obligations
as much as their religious obligations. Sometimes they must choose between their kynde, which is
God-given, and their community, which is earthly. We see the theme of courtly and chivalrous
obedience in all three of the Chestre romances, in which especially Florent and Launfal, and to
some degree, Lybeaus must undergo trials that relate directly to their kyndes and prove themselves
worthy. Florent demonstrates that kynde is innate, and though he disobeys his foster-father Clement, at the end of the story, his nobility brings great honor to Clement. Launfal has to obey Dame
Tryamour, which he fully intends to do until Guinevere cruelly taunts him. When he disobeys
Tryamour, she leaves him, and he must bear the loss of his lady as well as the threat to his life.
Both Launfal and Florent learn that how one behaves when times are bad is more important than
how one behaves when times are good. Lybeaus behaves honorably despite the constant haranguing
by Elene and ultimately proves himself worthy of respect because of his behavior as well as his
prowess in battle.
Readers learn in section two that sometimes a virtuous person must disobey the lessons in
social obedience taught in section one, especially if the society in which the person lives is corrupt.
Having the ability to obey socially dictated rules remains the ideal, but a person must also be willing to disobey those rules in order to do the right thing. In addition, the lessons in obeying one's
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kynde in this section of the manuscript reiterates the idea that noble birth does not always equal
virtuous behavior and that having the ability to think for one's self is an important skill. By reading
Chestre's romances with an eye toward the heroes' kyndes, we also see that the stories contain characters and situations that are far more complex than the negative or dismissive criticism has thus
far revealed.
The poems that follow the Chestre romances introduce religious obedience as well as continuing the lessons in social obedience. The prayers emphasize one's need to fulfill one's religious
obligations, while the Lydgate lyrics emphasize that social obedience will not only make one's relationships with one's fellows better and easier, it will also be pleasing to God. This section of the
manuscript is a practical guide to how one who has mastered the basic forms of social obedience in
the first section but faces conflicts between his teaching (social obedience) and his kynde (inherent
obedience). While the first section of the manuscript focuses on the family, the romances in this
section focus on the individual; though the heroes are all part of a family or some kind of a group,
they must rely upon their kyndes to do what they know is right, even if it means that they must
disobey someone else. In obeying their kyndes, Florent, Launfal, and Lybeaus, use their free will to
decide what is right rather than acting thoughtlessly to a command. If the lessons in the first part
of the manuscript are for the very young, the lessons in this part are meant for those who understand obedience and its importance, but need to learn the concept of disobedience to unjust, immoral commands in favor of obeying God's commands, which are both just and moral. The obedience in the second part leads into the lessons in the next by providing examples of free will—both
the ideal use and incorrect use of one's free will. So that readers do not get the wrong idea about
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how and when to disobey, we will see several examples of characters in the next section that choose
to disobey for their own purposes and are severely punished for having done so.

5 OBEDIENCE AND FREE WILL
While the first half of CCAii focuses on the elementary and intermediate lessons of obedience, the second half shows the reader an advanced form of obedience—free will and how one
should use his or her free will to please God. Emaré and the poems that follow it illustrate what
free will looks like, both good and bad; the layout of poems shows the lessons through an exemplum of obedience, appeals to convert, illustrations of Purgatory, and finally, an appeal to repent.
As the only romance in this section, Emaré provides the reader with an example of a person using
her free will to obey God, despite her great troubles. Trental Sancti Gregorii, Owain Miles, and Vision of Tundale each illustrate what happens to a person who chooses to use his free will to be disobedient to God's commands: the punishment is Hell, or at best, Purgatory. All obedience relies
upon free will, but if we remember that Aquinas viewed a person's relationships with others as a
direct reflection of his obedience to God and that to him, obedience is the “highest natural virtue,”198 it becomes obvious that the poems in the second half of the MS show not only the earthly
punishments of disobedience, but more importantly, the spiritual consequences of misusing one's
free will--Emaré never misuses her free will, but both Tundale and Owain misuse theirs regularly.
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Emaré's behavior illustrates the ideals that Lydgate puts forth in the lyrics that precede the
romance: getting along with one's fellows and obeying God is the only way a person can succeed.
When viewed as an exemplum for the proper use of free will, Emaré's placement halfway through
the manuscript is very important. As the single romance in its section, it reflects the position of
Sir Eglamour in the first half of the manuscript. Many of the motifs found in Sir Eglamour are reiterated and amplified in Emaré; Sir Eglamour focuses on the trials and losses of Eglamour, Christabelle, and Degrabelle, while Emaré focuses on the heroine and her trials as she faces grave dangers and losses, not once, but twice. Just as the poems that follow Sir Eglamour reflect the values
that the romance and Eglamour himself exemplify, the poems that follow Emaré emphasize the
lessons that Emaré already knows. Sir Eglamour and the poems that follow it, most of which are
secular in nature, focus on obedience by pleasing one's elders and society, and thus, pleasing God.
The poems that follow Emaré are purely religious in nature and the lesson is implicit—if readers
do not behave like Emaré, they could find themselves in Purgatory suffering terrible punishments
for their disobedience. Thus, Emaré acts not only as the anchor for the second half of the manuscript, it reiterates and amplifies the lessons found in Sir Eglamour and the poems in the first half.
Emaré, a tail-rhyme romance extant only in CCAii, is placed in the middle of the manuscript. A series of Lydgate poems precedes it and twelve shorter works that are concerned with
Purgatory, the Apocalypse, and Penance succeed it. That Emaré is situated in the middle of these
two groups is quite telling—Emaré is third of the four romances related to the Constance saga199
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
199 The other three are Sir Eglamour, Octavian, and Chevalier Assigne, which appear as anchor works for the first
section, the Chestre section, and as first romance of the last section, respectively.
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and features a female as the central character. As the only female protagonist in the romances
found in CCAii, Emaré has to negotiate her role as daughter, wife, and mother in a way that no
male romance character has to do. The behavior of the Constance figure is always admirable—
Emaré's character is described as having “Christ-like virtues: she suffers for her allegiance to divine
law in the face of pressure from human forces.”200 201 Emaré's position as the first piece in what
could be called the “Purgatory/penance section” of the manuscript emphasizes its role as a thematic
anchor for both obedience and the purging of sin. By immediately following the Lydgate poems,
all of which concern proper Christian living, the poem acts as an exempla of the lessons that
Lydgate taught. As the first poem in the second half of the MS, Emaré mirrors Susannah and its
position as the first poem in the MS. Both Susannah and Emaré have to negotiate through troubles brought on by immoral commands and both face potential death as a result of their unwillingness to comply. Both women remain faithful and obedient throughout their trials and emerge
safely and happily at the end of their stories. Emaré's position in the MS once again reiterates the
fact that CCAii was “organized along certain principles” and that it clearly “presents its text(s) according to its own agenda.”202
As with the other tail-rhyme romances, Emaré has been dismissed as overly simplistic and
conventional. Elizabeth Scala notes this fact and analyzes the cloth from which Emaré's robe is
made and associates it not only with signals for the characters in the romance, but as a text in itself—a text that reflects not just the romance, but “the manuscript book's merchant class audience
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
200 Ibid.
201 This idea brings to mind the conflict between classes and between religious and social values seen in the Chestre
romances.
202 Nichols 2.
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[which] may have been more aware of the ways its social status, woven into textiles and reproduced
by its texts, is negotiated through its manuscript possessions than has been previously thought.”203
She states that Emaré has long been ignored, except for “myopic focus on the cloth,”204 and that
the “textile specifically and self-consciously figures the text, as well as offers an historical context
that has otherwise been difficult to recover. The cloth is the poem in the very material texture of
its self-representation.”205 Indeed, there is much more to Emaré than her robe and a simple story
of perseverance, including the popularity of the Constance saga, the lovers on Emaré's robe, and
the number of important symbols that appear in the poem, not least of which are the gems that
stud the robe Emaré wears. Medieval people believed that gemstones had great powers to help or
harm people. A full analysis of the material properties and colors of the gemstones is necessary in
order to fully appreciate how important this aspect of Emaré's robe is. The choice of the particular
lovers on the robe is by no means random, either, and in order to understand the embedded symbols in the story, a full analysis of the lovers is necessary as well. If we look at all of these aspects of
the story, we can see how rich and indeed, “textured,” the story is.
Readers cannot help but to focus on Emaré's robe when reading the romance—it is a
prominent motif in the story and helps to move Emaré from simply an Emperor's daughter to a
heroic and brave example of virtue. Despite Scala's admonition to the contrary, we must look very
carefully at the robe and its symbols: the stories of the four sets of lovers and the gemstones and
flowers and herbs contained in each corner tell the story not only of the lovers, but emphasize how
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
203 Scala, Elizabeth. “The Texture of Emaré.” Philological Quarterly. 85 (Summer 2006): 223-46: 223.
204 Ibid.
205 Ibid. 224.
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Emaré is different from these lovers—she has a disapproving elder like three of the couples, but
she does not carry on a relationship outside of marriage. She upholds God's laws in everything she
does. While her robe is highly symbolic, its beauty and majesty perfectly reflect Emaré's behavior
throughout the romance. Like Job, Emaré suffers a great deal, but because of her uncompromising
faith and obedience, she regains everything that she lost at the end of the story.
At first glance, the plot of Emaré appears quite simple and conventional: Emaré is the
daughter of an emperor whose mother dies shortly after her birth. Her father sends her away to be
educated, but when she returns, he falls in love with her. He bestows the precious robe that was
given to him by the Emir on her and announces that they will marry. This episode is the only
time that Emaré voices any protest at all, and she does not do so for herself, but for the violation of
God's law that her father intends. Her father grows angry at her refusal and has her placed in a
rudderless boat and set adrift. Emaré is at sea for seven days. She washes ashore in Galys, where
the king's steward finds her. She calls herself Egaré.206 The king falls in love with her and they
marry. The king's mother disapproves and begins a plan to rid the kingdom of Egaré. When the
king goes to fight a war, Egaré gives birth to a son. The king's mother intercepts a letter sent to
the king announcing the birth of his son and writes that the boy is a monster. The king sends
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
206 There is much discussion of the origins or meanings of other romance characters' names, but other than Rickert's
discussion in her introduction to the EETS edition and a short discussion in Arthur, the names of both Emaré and
her son Segramour are not discussed. Rickert states that many believe that Emaré comes from Emarie, which is
derived from esmarie, or “troubled, distressed.” Rickert contends that she believes that Emaré’s name comes from
Emeré, a name that occurs in Lybeaus Desconus, a word that means “refined (as gold), endowed with rare qualities”
(xxix). Arthur contends that “Emaré means “purified,” “gracious” or “adorned with all the rarest qualities;”
whereas her alias Egaré means “outcast”” (81). Two other possible derivations could be the Latin—ex + mare,
which means “out of or from the sea” or ex + amor, which means “out of or from love.” Segramour could be
segrego+amor, which means, “separated or removed from love.” These derivations would emphasize Emaré and
Segramour's plight when they are cast adrift. When Emaré changes her name to Egaré, that name could derive
from egere, “to want, to be in need, to be without; also to wish for, to desire.”
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back a letter saying to protect Egaré and their son, but again, the king's mother intercepts the letter.207 She changes it to an order that Egaré and her son should be cast adrift. The two are placed
in a boat and sent out to sea, where again, she spends seven days.208 This time, Emaré washes
ashore in Rome, where she is helped by a merchant and his wife and begins her life as a tutor and
seamstress. For seven years she lived thus and raised Segramour. When the king returns home
from the war, he discovers his mother's treachery and goes to Rome to seek penance from the
Pope. Emaré's father goes to Rome for the same purpose. The family is reunited when the king
takes a special interest in Segramour, who serves at a feast. Emaré asks her son to bring the king
to her, and when he sees her and the famous robe, the two are reunited. Later, the Emperor is
brought to Emaré and the two are reunited. Segramour takes the throne as Emperor when his
grandfather dies. However simple the plot of Emaré appears, carefully selected lovers and other
symbols that figure prominently in the poem show that like the other romances in CCAii that
have been dismissed as simplistic and lacking in artistic merit, but upon careful examination,
Emaré is rich and more complex than is generally thought.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
207 This episode of Emaré is essentially the same as Chevalier Assigne, wherein the queen gives birth to seven children
rather than just one; the king's mother disapproves, and intercepts letters that lead to the lady's exile.
208 The number seven is important in the story—both times Emaré is cast adrift, she spends seven days at sea. The
cloth of Emaré's robe takes the Emir's daughter seven years to make. She lives for seven years in Rome.
Segramour is seven years old when he acts at Emaré's behest to reunite his family. The number seven was for
medieval theologians a sacred number. It symbolizes the seven days of Creation, the seven Deadly Sins, the seven
Beatitudes, the seven senses, the seven planets, the seven Sacraments, the seven last words of Christ (et clamans
voce magna Iesus ait Pater in manus tuas commendo spiritum meum et haec dicens exspiravit [And Jesus crying
with a loud voice, said: Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit. And saying this, he gave up the ghost] Luke
23:46), and the seven liberal arts, among others. See Hopper, Vincent Foster. Medieval Number Symbolism: Its
Sources, Meaning, and Influence on Thought and Expression. Mineola, NY: Dover, 2000. Augustine approved of
using numbers to further understand God's majesty and mystery: in On Christian Doctrine, he attributes all
understanding of numbers to God and His desire for us to understand the order of Creation. Augustine also states
that if we do not understand the significance of numbers, we cannot truly understand Scripture (On Christian
Doctrine, Book II).
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Laskaya and Salisbury contend that the purpose of Emaré is solely didactic, but as Scala
notes, there is much more to the text than simple education. The description of the cloth from
which Emaré's robe is made contains the stories of four sets of lovers209, each pair set into a corner.
The lovers are Ydoyne and Amadas, Tristan and Isolde, Floris and Blancheflor, and the Emir's
daughter (the maker of the cloth) and her beloved. Of only one of these couples we know next to
nothing except that they were in love: the Emir's daughter and her beloved. Three of the couples
have, like Emaré and her husband, disapproving elders that try to prevent their union. The same
three also have to suffer through a separation, after which they are brought back together, just as
Emaré is finally reunited with her family. Only one of the three couples does not get to live happily--Tristan and Isolde, but they stand out as the one couple not ultimately united in marriage, a
fact that may indicate that their union is not divinely blessed. The stories of the lovers on the robe
emphasize the fact that honorable love, that is, love that is chaste and leads to marriage, is sanctioned and blessed by God. Christine Li-ju Tsai contends that the robe and the lovers all portend
evil and tragedy: the cloth was presented to Emaré's father as a gift from Tergaunt, who came to
visit his kingdom “for to play” (line 183). The word play is used several times in the romance and
each time it means entertainment of some sort, but Tsai states that in three of them, the word
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
209 Four also has sacred significance as a number. Four is the number of the seasons, the elements (earth, air, sky,
water), the directions, and the winds, all of which Christian writers associate with the Creation. The Christian
significance of the temporal number four can be found in the four gospels, the fourfold division of Christ's
clothing, the four rivers of Paradise, the four points of the Cross, the four virtues, and its role in producing, along
with perhaps the most significant number in Christianity found in the spiritual number three, the highly
significant and holy number seven. Forty, a factor of four, is very important in Scripture. Forty day sequences
appear throughout the Old and New Testament: Noah's Flood, Christ's time in the desert, the time between
Christ's Resurrection and his Ascension, etc. See Hopper. The use of the number four with regard to the number
of couples on Emaré's robe because of the Christian significance of the number. While it is clear from the subtext
of symbols that surround the lovers that they are not necessarily divinely blessed, the fact that Emaré wears the
robe shows that she is divinely blessed.
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emphasizes the emperor's “sexual predation” and incestuous desires toward his daughter. In addition, the depiction of the lovers on the cloth emphasizes tragedy in that all three of the known
couples
include adulterers, namely Tristan and Iseult, and lovers of unequal social status, as
with Amadas and Ydoine, and Floris and Blancheflour. The status inequality of
Floris and Blancheflour is further added complicated [sic] by their different religions.210
If we interpret the cloak and the lovers in the manner put forth by Tsai, then despite the
word choices the author makes to describe the lovers (trewe, honor, ryght), the reader is given clear
signs that the cloak and the lovers are anything but trewe, honorable, or ryght. However, if we
consider the close relationship between Sir Eglamour and Emaré, we should take the author's word
choice seriously and conclude that the lovers are not viewed negatively, but, like Eglamour and
Christabelle, God in some way sanctions their relationships. Nonetheless, unchaste love is not
sanctioned by God and can only lead to misery, as we see in the case of Tristan and Isolde. In order to see how the cloth might add to the theme of obedience in the story, the couples depicted on
Emaré's robe bear some analysis.
The first couple described by the romance is Ydoyne and Amadas.211 When they first met,
Ydoyne was not amenable to having a relationship with Amadas because she was the daughter of a

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
210 Tsai, Christine Li-ju. “The Ambiguity of Power in a Late Medieval Romance.” Medieval Forum Vol. 3 (Dec.
2003).
211 See Arthur, Ross G., trans. Amadas and Ydoine. Cambridge, Ontario: Old French Press, 1999.
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Duke and he was the son of a Seneshal—a rank lower than that of Ydoyne.212 For two years,
Ydoyne spurns Amadas' love, and only after she believes he has died for love of her that she takes
pity on him (ll. 1069-1115) and returns his love. Ydoyne sets forth a list of chivalrous behaviors
and deeds as conditions for Amadas to retain her love. He sets out immediately to earn a name for
himself. Amadas' immediate obedience to Ydoyne reflects that of Lybeaus Desconus and at the
beginning of his story, Launfal. While his obedience is social, rather than religious, it appears that
their relationship does have some element of divine approval, especially after the many trials and
separations the couple must endure. That they loved each other truly and with honor also points
to divine approval: their love is the sort of love that would please God, as it is directly related to
caritas. Obedience in order to win a lady's hand is also important in Sir Eglamour. Amadas' return
is delayed and in his absence, Ydoyne is engaged to another man. Three witches make Ydoyne's
husband believe that if he consummates their marriage, he will die. Amadas goes mad with grief
over losing Ydoyne, but Ydoyne finds him and cures him. After several more trials, including a
magic ring that causes Ydoyne's “death,” the couple is reunited and finally marries. The description of Ydoyne and Amadas in Emaré is that they loved “wt love þt was so trewe213/for þey loveden
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
212 This is similar to Sir Eglamour and Christabelle, but Christabelle did not care about Eglamour's lack of social rank
because his behavior was noble and gentle.
213 The Middle English Dictionary defines trewe as “1a. (a) Steadfast in fidelity to friends, kin, country, etc., loyal;(b)
faithful in romantic or marital relations; -- sometimes used of the heart; also, sincerely in love; 2. (a) Conscientious
in the discharge of obligations implied by loyalty; heedful of the needs or wishes of the object of loyalty;3. (a)
Honorable, noble; true to one's word; 4. (a) Honest in one's dealings; law-abiding; also, scrupulous; 5. (a) Of a
person's heart, mind, etc.: faithful to principle, having integrity; rightly motivated, capable or possessed of proper
feeling; also, pure in motive; 6. (a) Steadfast in devotion to God; firm in belief in God or Antichrist; also, constant
in belief; 7. (a) Religiously orthodox, spiritually correct; -- used of Christian belief, faith, etc.; consistent with or
promotive of orthodox faith; of prelates, religious, etc.: rightly directed, spiritually sound; orthodox.” All of these
definitions, when applied to Ydoyne and Amadas' relationship, emphasize the moral rightness of their union,
especially in the eyes of God.
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hem wt honor”214 (123-4). Some variation of this phrase appears in the description of each of the
lovers, but this is the only one that includes both true love and honor.
The corner of the robe upon which Ydoyne and Amadas appear is festooned with a “trewe
love flour” (125), “an herb whose four leaves resemble a love knot”215 and “carbunkull . . . safere . .
. kassydonys . . . onyx . . . deamonds and rubyes” (127-30). Laskaya and Salisbury note in their
edition that the significance of stones in the Middle Ages was important. While it is clear that
some of the placement of the stones on Emaré's cloak are purely conventional, some of the stones
reflect not just Emaré's plight, but also the plight of the lovers around whom they circle. The emphasis on the benefits of the stones to good and virtuous people alludes to obedience in that one
can assume that if a person is good and virtuous, he or she is obedient to God. More significant, at
least in the case of the lovers and the “story” each corner of the robe tells, are the colors of the
gemstones and what those colors signify. The symbolism found in the various gemstones and their
colors would have been easily recognizable to many readers—the existence of several lapidaries is
evidence of the seriousness with which people viewed the power of gemstones. Because gemstones
come from the earth and therefore, for the Christian, are God's creation, their properties can be
seen as a divine gift, especially since so many of the descriptions include the caveat that the bearer
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
214 The MED defines honour as “1. (a) The action of honoring or paying respect to someone; an act, a gesture, or a
ceremony displaying reverence or esteem; worship; 2. (a) Fame, good repute; worldly glory, distinction; 3.(a) A
state or condition inspiring respect; a respectable or dignified manner; 4.Nobleness of character or manners;
graciousness, courtesy; honorableness, virtue, moral or spiritual uprightness.” Thus, honour, as it is applied to the
relationship between Ydoyne and Amadas, emphasizes the fact that their union is socially sanctioned.
215 Laskaya, Anne and Eve Salisbury, Eds. Emaré. The Middle English Breton Lays. Kalamazoo, Michigan: Medieval
Institute Publications, 1995. The four leaves on the flower reminds us of the significance of the number four; it
also brings to mind the four-leaf clover, which has been associated with luck for millennia. Becker states that
clover, because of “its vigorous growth, is a symbol of vitality. Among the Celts, it was a sacred magical plant . . .
the four-leaf clover is thought to bring good luck” (63).
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must be virtuous or good. These properties, then, by extension, are related to obedience in that
their benefits would be given to those who please God by following His law.
The gemstones in Emaré appear to be carefully chosen to emphasize her trials, purity, faith,
and obedience. For instance, the Peterborough Lapidary says of diamond that ”if a man bere it in
strenþ and vertu, it kepit him fro greuance, metinges & temtacions, & fro venym.”216 Diamonds
appear in several places on Emaré's cloak, but she certainly is not kept from “greuance” by their
presence; however, she never has any trouble with temptations or venom. Ydoyne is not protected
from venom when she dons the ring that makes her appear dead, but she is definitely protected
from temptation. Carbunkle is any red stone cut in cabachon (that is, not faceted) form. Often it
refers to red garnet. Kassydones is Chalcedony,
a ston of white pale coler . . . and he that bereth him schall be wel spekyng and ful
of gret eloquens; and if he have eny ple or cause, schwe the stone to his adversary,
and it schall helpe him in his cause . . . and if a man be juged thorow fals jugement
this wol nat leve fro him that he schall not be lost from him; and he schall love the
service of god whiles he bereth him clen.217
Onyx can
kepeþ him saaf and encreseþ his bewte. . . . He that bereth þs schal have many gode
graces.218

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
216 Evans, Joan and Mary Serjeantson, Eds. English Medieval Lapidaries. EETS. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1998: 83.
217 Ibid. 75. The virtues of chalcedony appear to help Emaré in that the false judgement against her is revealed and
she reunites with her family at the end of the story.
218 Ibid. 115-16.
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Ruby helps “he þat is discomforted þat in gode beleue beholdesth þis stone, hit shal comforte & make hym to foryete his contrariousete be vertue þat god hath yeven þerto. . . hit fedeth þe
man & comforteth þe hert & þe body, & wynneth to a man lordhsippe above other stones.”219
Sapphire is one of the most powerful of stones, according to the lapidaries. It helps a man free
himself from imprisonment,220 and
saphire is þe colour of heuen, for þe strencth of þe high sight semeth þat hit is
gode, þat signifieth þat gode hope þat a gode man is touched with þe sonne þat is
Ihesu Xrist; & the more strongely he secheth the kyndome of heuen right as þe
sighte maketh vs to knowe þe syghte of heuen, ryght so þe understandyng maketh
vs to vnderstande þe blisful blysse of heuen.221
The placement of the gemstones in the first corner of the robe reflect on Emaré or Ydoyne
and Amadas, at least obliquely, but when we consider the colors of diamond (white or clear or
“light”), carbunkle (red), chalcedony (opaque white), onyx (black), ruby (red), and sapphire (blue),
the significance of the stones and how they reflect the behavior of the characters becomes clear.
While the powers of the gemstones would have been recognizable to the educated audience, even
more significant are the meanings of the colors of those stones. Most audience members would
have easily understood the significance of the colors, especially in terms of their religious meaning.
Many scholars have attempted to catalog the use and significance of color in art and literature. In the Middle Ages, art was religious and artists embedded their paintings with meaning us	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
219 Ibid. 21.
220 Ibid. 22.
221 Ibid. 23.
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ing color, animals, plants, and other easily recognizable objects from every day life. Many of the
those meanings remain significant today. McClintock discusses the uses of color in the Bible and
how both Christians and Jews understood the significance of certain colors. He states that
the only fundamental color which the Hebrews appear to have had a clear conception was red; . . . Instead of assuming that the emerald represents green, the jasper
yellow, and the sardine red, the idea intended to be conveyed by these images may be
simply of pure, brilliant, transparent light. . . . The highest development of color in
the mind of the Hebrew evidently was light, and hence the predominance given to
white as its representative.222
He ascribes to white the characteristics of “innocence, hence the raiment of angels, . . . and
of glorified saints . . . It was also symbolical of joy. . . and lastly, of victory.”223 Christians associate
white with “the symbol of truth and spotless purity.”224 White is associated with God, Christ, the
angels, the saints, and priests. It is also used in art to depict the Immaculate Conception.225
Scholars generally agree on the meaning of white, but many have vastly different ideas about what
red symbolizes. Red “is a symbol of fire and of glowing love . .. It is usually adopted largely in
paintings of Christ performing his miracles or other labors of love, or as he is giving to his disciples

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
222 McClintock, John and James Strong. Cyclopedia of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature, Vol. 2—C, D.
New York: Harpers, 1868: 415-9.
223 Ibid 416.
224 Ibid. 419.
225 Ferguson, G. Signs and Symbols in Christian Art. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1954: 152. Herman Pleij reiterates these
explanations. See Pleij, Herman. Colors Demonic and Devine: Shades of Meaning in the Middle Ages and After. New
York: Columbia UP, 2004.
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the mission to carry into the world the fire of his word.”226 Ferguson generally agrees with this
use, but adds that red “is the color of blood, which is associated with the emotions, and is, therefore, symbolic of both love and hate.”227 Pleij adds that “red is the color of blood. And blood is
first and foremost the blood of Christ, which was shed for us.”228 Further, the Virgin Mary is
sometimes depicted in medieval art as a redhead or dressed in a red mantle.229 Pleij also supports
the negative aspects of red and states that “the devil himself was . . . portrayed in red. This is the
legacy of ancient and heathen bloodthirstiness, which manifested itself in the color red . . . Christianity was suspicious of this color, seeing deviltry in all things red.”230 The meaning of black as a
symbol of death, mourning, misery, the underworld, and sometimes, Satan, is generally agreed
upon. Blue is the “color of the sky, symbolizes Heaven and heavenly love. It is the color of truth .
. . In paintings both Christ and the Virgin Mary wear mantles of blue; Christ during His ministry
on earth, and the Virgin when holding the Christ Child or shown with him.”231
If we look at the gemstones in the Ydoyne and Amadas corner of Emaré's robe while focusing on the meaning of the colors, the message is clear: white symbolizes the fact that both Emaré
and Ydoyne are pure and are easily able to resist temptation. Both women will experience joy as
well as victory at the end of their stories. Red, as applied to Ydoyne and Amadas, represents their
enduring love through many trials. For Emaré, red symbolizes her glowing love for God and her
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
226 McClintock 419.
227 McClintock 152.
228 Pleig 24.
229 Many depictions of Mary dressed in red appear in paintings and stain-glass windows of medieval Christian churches
throughout Britain, Spain, France, and Italy.
230 Pleij 83.
231 Ferguson 151.
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family. It represents her faith, but also the emotions of those around her, especially the negative
emotions of her father and her mother-in-law. Black as a symbol of misery can also be applied to
both the lovers and to Emaré. Emaré's robe is blue, trimmed in gold, so it is an especially significant color for her. As a symbol of “Heaven and heavenly love,”232 we are reminded of the fact that
despite her terrible ordeal, Emaré is under the protection of both God and the Virgin Mary. Additionally, the truth about her mother-in-law's accusations are revealed, thus prompting Emaré's
husband to set out on the pilgrimage that leads to their reunion.
“Trystam and Isowde” (134) are in “þt oþr corner” (l. 133), and we are told that “þey loved
hem ryght,” (136), implying that they shared true love. The author's choice of the word ryght is
quite telling and implies that Tristan and Isolde's relationship, despite its adulterous nature, was
correct and sanctioned by society. The Middle English Dictionary defines ryght as
1.(a) That which is morally right; 2.(a) That which is just, justice, equity; 3. a) A
rule of conduct, a law; 7. A duty, an obligation; ~ of mariage, marital obligation;
frendes ~, the obligation of friendship.
The description of Tristan and Isolde's love does not include words like true or honor, like
the love shared between Ydoyne and Amadas. Tristan and Isolde's love, like Ydoyne and Amadas'
and Floris and Blanchefleur's, is shared outside of marriage, but unlike the other two couples, Tristan and Isolde's relationship never results in marriage and is therefore adulterous.233 Norris Lacy,
in his introduction to Béroul's Tristran, states that
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
232 Ibid.
233 Although Ydoyne marries another man, she remains a virgin throughout their marriage. When she goes to
Amadas, nothing in the romance states nor implies that they consummate their relationship until they finally marry
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many readers will choose to ignore the fact that the lovers are hardly examples of
virtue; Tristram and Iseult are adulterers and liars, and Tristram betrays the man
who is both his uncle and his feudal lord. Yet, Béroul makes the lovers sympathetic by praising their beauty and devotion, lamenting their suffering, and, above
all, informing us at every turn that God is on their side and will destroy their enemies.234
The story of Tristan and Isolde is full of contradictions, and neither of the two main versions of the story (Béroul and the fragmentary Thomas) effectively deals with the contradictions.
We are left with the fact that Tristan and Isolde were indeed adulterers, but the authors of their
story made the lovers very sympathetic to their readers.
The corner of Emaré's robe that depicts Tristan and Isolde is decorated with topaz (yellow),
rubies (red), toadstones (brown), and agates (white), but there is no mention of a flower or herb.
It is said of topaz that
he that bereth this ston schall love to lede his body chastly, and then mor to loke
hevenly wayes . . . Dias seythe that it asswageth bothe wrath and sorowgh, and it
helpeth ayens yvel thowghtes and frenesesy, and ayens soden dethe.235
Clearly topaz does not protect Tristan and Isolde from the relationship that will eventually
kill them both, nor does it assuage wrath and sorrow for the couple or for Emaré. However, the
color of topaz shows the truth of their relationship: yellow “is sometimes used to suggest infernal
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
at the end of the story.
234 Lacy, Norris J., Ed. Early French Tristan Poems Volume 1.. Cambridge (D.S. Brewer) 1998: 7.
235 Evans and Sergeantson 106-7.
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light, degradation, jealousy, treason, and deceit.”236 While the nature of Tristan and Isolde's relationship is evident in the use of yellow, Emaré is a victim rather than a participant in jealousy, treason, and deceit. Toadstone was believed to have come from the head of a live toad. Its virtues are
to “helpit aʒens bytynges of serpentes & of crepyng wormes, & aʒens venym, for in presence of
venym he varyeþ & brenneþ hus fngres þat towcheþ him.”237 Brown is the color of the earth and
humility. Pleij states that because of its association with the earth, brown was often suspect because the earth was the “devil's playground.”238 Agates have the same venom-preventing properties
as toadstone, but they also “kepeþ a man fro euell þinges; & he encresite strengþe & makeþ god
spekyng togeder . . . he geueþ gode consayl & he makeþ good beleue, he holdeþ the plesauns to
god & to þe wordell.”239 Toadstones do not appear to help Tristan and Isolde, as they succumbed
to the love potion that was meant for King Mark. The same holds true for agate's venompreventative properties, but the stone does appear to be helpful to Emaré in her travels as well as to
the fact that she is saved from “euell þinges” when her father casts her adrift rather than force her
to submit to incest. Emaré looks to God for her safety when she is adrift both times—evidence
that the agate and its properties help her. The use of red in the ruby reflects on Emaré and her
trials, but also to the highly emotional and eventually tragic end to Tristan and Isolde's story.
Floris and Blancheflour are as famous a couple as Tristan and Isolde. Their corner of
Emaré's robe is decorated with a “trewe love flour” (149) and emeralds (dark green), diamonds

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
236 Ferguson 153.
237 Evans and Sergeantson 112-3.
238 Pleij 50.
239 Ibid. 65.
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(white), coral (opaque dark pink), peridots (light green), crystal (white/clear), and garnets (red).
Emeralds, one of the most precious of stones,
encresseþ ryches & makeþ word of man dredfull. . . . [it] is myche worþ aʒens þe . .
tempest & aʒens lechery. . . . he that bereþ it vpone him þe more schal led his body
in clennes & þe les to loue unclennes boþe of body & soule. . . . þer is a maner of
beestes cleped gryffones þat kepen þe emeraudes vpone þe flod of paradyse in þe
lond of syre.240
Emeralds clearly protected Blancheflour from the Emir's lust, and helped Emaré against her
father's desire to marry her. Coral was very precious in the Middle Ages. It is good for “helping
agayn þe fowle yuell, for þe fendes giles. . . for to make gode endyng of causes & redes” (78). Peridot is considered a powerful stone and is still set with amethysts into rings for Catholic bishops,
who wear the rings as symbols of faith and purity. Crystal “kepeþ a man chast, & makeþ a man
myche worshiped.”241 There is no description of garnet in the lapidaries, but the stone was used in
many applications for royalty and the upper classes starting in ancient times. Interestingly, the
stones set in this corner of the robe are both light and dark versions of three colors: green, red,
and white. The symbols of red and white as discussed above apply in this story in the same ways
that they do in Ydoyne and Amadis and Tristan and Isolde. Pleij states that
green was the color most subject to confusion. Primarily the color of earth and nature, green aroused suspicion from the very beginning. The obvious mutability of
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nature, as evidenced from the changing of the seasons, meant that all things green
were inherently unstable and completely unreliable. This could be interpreted in a
more positive sense by emphasizing the fickleness of fortune or fate, which randomly brought good or evil.242
McClintock concurs and states that green, “from its analogy to the vegetable world, indicates life and hope, especially in the future life and the coming of our Lord.”243 Ferguson adds
that because of its association with vegetation and “spring, [it] therefore symbolizes the triumph of
spring over winter, or of life over death.”244 Despite what Pleij describes as somewhat negative attributes of green, he also states that green, moreover, was the first color God used in his Creation. .
. Thus green was also the color of hope, purity, budding love, and even optimism.”245 Green was
also sometimes used to depict Satan, as evident in Michael Pacher's late fifteenth century painting
entitled “Saint Wolfgang and the Devil.” Floris and Blauncheflor and Emaré emerge from their
troubles victoriously, and because the Emir allowed Floris to have Blauncheflor, the idea of youth
over age is also evident. Certainly both the lovers and Emaré were victims of devilry and deceit, so
again, the use of green is significant. The doubling of the three colors in this corner of the robe
reiterates the two sets of troubles that Floris and Blauncheflour must endure: first, her sale by
Floris' parents, and second, the Emir's desire for Blauncheflour. The doubling also emphasizes the
two times that Emaré was set adrift and the grave danger she faced both times. Hope, optimism,
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
242 Pleij 84.
243 McClintock 419.
244 Ferguson 151. This meaning is most obvious in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, wherein green is both a symbol
of nature and of devilry.
245 Pleij 84.
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fortune and fate, purity, and budding love apply to Floris and Blauncheflour as well as to Emaré as
they move through their ordeals.
The couple about which we have no background story is the Sultan's son and the
Emir's daughter, but we do know that the Emir's daughter made the cloth for her beloved. The
romance says that
she loved hym ī hert  thowght
as testmoyeth thys storye
the fayr mayden her by forn
was portryed an unykorn
wt hys horn so hye
flowres  bryddes on ylke a syde
wt stones þt wer sowght wyde
stuffed wyth ymagerye. (161-68)
It is clear that the couple has not yet consummated their relationship because the unicorn
is lying before her. Unicorns were powerful symbols in the Middle Ages. Unicorns run so quickly
that hunters can almost never catch them; they are also very fierce, except when they encountered
a maiden. Then, a unicorn would approach the maiden and “sleep with its head against her breast
or in her lap. The unicorn is another symbol of Christ.”246 We have no list of the specific flowers
or birds that surround the Emir's daughter, but the description is very similar to the scenes in the
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“Lady and the Unicorn” tapestries where the maiden is present—trees, flowers, fruit, and birds surround the lady and the unicorn.247
Emaré's demeanor throughout her ordeals is very similar to that of Susannah—like
Susannah, Emaré never objects to her treatment, except when her father wants to marry her.
Susannah makes her simple statement to her husband and then leaves her fate in God's hands. In
lines 625-36 of Emaré, the courtiers are grieving about her fate of being cast adrift for a second
time. She says
be stylle syr sayde þe qwene
lette syche mornynge bene
for me have þu no kare
loke þu be not shente
but do my lordes comanndemet
God for bede þu spare
for he weddede so porely248
on me a sympull lady
he ys a shamed sore
grete well my lord fro me
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247 The motif of the unicorn and the virgin can be seen in the 15 Century French Lady and the Unicorn Tapestries,
where the unicorn is depicted with a maiden in each one. The series represents each of the five senses and the last
one possibly represents love. The other famous series of Unicorn Tapestries are the series that depicts the hunt
and death of the unicorn. On two fragments of lost tapestries, a maiden has her hand on the unicorn's mane,
perhaps in an attempt to save it from the hunters. The unicorn also serves as a Christian symbol in the tapestries;
many have interpreted the series as a retelling of Christ's Passion.The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
“The Unicorn Tapestries.”
248 This sentiment appears in the Griselda tales when Griselda's husband takes her children and then casts her out of
his home.
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so gentyll of blode yn crstyante
gete he nevr more.
In this passage, Emaré is careful to not place blame or to try to show fault in the behavior
of others. Instead, she behaves with dignity and accepts her unjustified punishment quietly. By
having Emaré behave in this way, the author further emphasizes the “good” characters versus the
“bad” characters—the “bad” characters die at some point in the story, while the “good” characters
live happily together in the end. As we will see, the wife in Chevalier Assigne behaves similarly
when she is accused of adultery.
Her robe makes Emaré an object of beauty and sexual desire, while at the same time emphasizing her inner beauty and virtue—something everyone who sees her in it acknowledges. The
author of the romance describes Emaré as otherworldly whenever she dons the robe. While it
seems that the robe is magic, the results for Emaré each time she wears the robe are disastrous;
because of the robe and people's impressions of her when she is in it, she loses everything that is
important to her (her father, her husband, her home) until the end of the story. In the final reunion scene with her father, Emaré does not wear her robe. The very thing that caused her trials in
the first place is no longer needed to identify her—she meets with her father accompanied by her
husband and son, a stance that emphasizes her role as wife and mother, roles that are virtuous and
blessed by God. Emaré is a romance about family and its important role in society. Emaré's refusal
to marry her father causes her a great deal of trouble, but in doing so, she uphold God's law as well
as the law of the land.
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As the first work and the first romance in the second half of the MS, Emaré reiterates the
obedience seen in both Susannah and Sir Eglamour and introduces the themes of obedience and
free will that will continue through the second half of the MS. Because the romance features a
female central character, it adds to the meaning chain by showing and obedient and faithful woman
who relies upon God rather than her husband or so to save her.
In Emaré, the themes of obedience and faith are not explicitly stated but are shown
throughout in Emaré's behavior; in the Long Charter of Christ, these themes are stated explicitly.
The Long Charter of Christ, B-text is an extended metaphor written in the form of a legal document presented as a conversation between Christ and the reader. Its very structure as a contract
emphasizes the theme of obedience—an honest person would never enter into a contract that he or
she did not intend to carry out. The contract comes in the form of a deed or a grant that, if
obeyed, will result in entrance to Heaven for the reader. Christ tells first of how the contract was
made: the parchment upon which it is written is Christ's own skin, the ink is his blood, the
scourge is the pen, and the wounds in his side become the seal for the document. As in any legal
transaction, more than one copy of the document is preserved—Christ has taken one copy to
Heaven in the form of his body and the other copy remains on Earth in the form of the Sacraments of Communion. Alford states that legal documents were more than likely the one type of
document with which almost every person in the Middle Ages had some familiarity. Law was of
particular interest for many people because it not only gave order to worldly concerns, but also to
those of the spirit. People looked to Church fathers for help in understanding both:
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the definition of divine or eternal law is almost always taken from St. Augustine,
the chief authority: "The eternal law is the divine order or will of God, which requires the preservation of natural order, and forbids the breach of it." This law is
not directive in the sense of human law but is rather the principle or essence of law,
without which all particular laws would be meaningless. . . . Aquinas' analysis represents the formalization of that attitude which, perhaps more than anything else,
separates Medieval from modern jurisprudence: namely, the feeling that the laws of
man derive their sanction from an authority higher than man himself. 249
The terms of exchange in the contract are that those who pay the rent of following Christ
will be granted eternal bliss in Heaven.
As we have seen in the previous discussion, Emaré's robe is an important symbol in her
story. A robe appears in the Long Charter of Christ as well—this time it is Christ's robe:
but a kote armor y ber her wt me
the whych y toke of þy lyvere
the lote ys both ryche  fyne
the campe ys now of rede satyne250
a well fayr mayde ht towʒte
And out her bower y ht browʒte
Powdered ht ys now wt fyfe roses redemption
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
249 Alford, John A. “Literature and Law in Medieval England.” PMLA 92.5 (Oct 1977): 941-951: 942.
250 See previous discussion on the importance of the color red as a Christian symbol.
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wt wonþr þt y þoled wt paynes of dede
and when y come a ʒeyn to þe
be my cloþyng þy mayst knowe me
and þo þt ben of þs rente be hynde
and þes wonds well not have y mȳde
full sore shall þey be a ferde
When þs chaptur shall be redde
Of þe hyʒ justys be þey full ware (373-87)
Just as everyone who meets Emaré identifies her by the robe, humankind will recognize Christ at
the Last Judgement by his coat.
The Long Charter of Christ helps to introduce the Purgatory poems by telling of Christ's
journey to Hell after his crucifixion. It is also related to Ypotys in that that poem is a story of conversion; the Long Charter of Christ could certainly serve as a way to convert someone to Christianity as well as to reinforce the message of Salvation to those who may have fallen from faith. In addition, it is connected to Ypotis in that that poem, like Long Charter, is a conversation, this time
between Ypotis and the Emperor Hadrian.
Despite its inclusion in Chaucer's list of romances in Tale of Sir Thopas, Ypotis is not a romance at all. It is, as stated above, a conversation between the child Ypotis and the Emperor
Hadrian about some of the details of Christianity. It is something of a catechism in that it instructs the reader in facts about the number of heavens, the orders of angels, of what substances
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Adam is made, the two unforgivable sins, the Harrowing of Hell, why Christians fast on Fridays,
and how one can insure his or her entrance into Heaven.
The theme of obedience is seen in Hadrian's behavior. He asks the child questions, listens
to the answers, and as the boy goes up to Heaven, Hadrian falls to his knees as a new Christian.
The teacher-student nature of Ypotis relates it to the birds as teachers motif we see in Churl and the
Bird, The Nightingale, and Sir Isumbras. In those poems, the birds teach their superiors a lesson
that they should heed. The poem can be viewed as similar to Stans Puer ad Mensam in that it is
intended to teach the reader how to behave—in this case the behavior is religious rather than social.
Three of the poems in CCAii are stories about Purgatory: Trentale Sancti Gregorii, Owayne
Miles, and Vision of Tundale. Owayne Miles and Vision of Tundale appear contiguously and are situated between Fifteen Signs Before Domesday and Veni Coronaberis, the first of which can only be
taken as a warning to be on the right side of God's will, and the other is a prayer of praise to the
Virgin Mary. All three of the Purgatory poems share a graphic message with the reader about what
will happen to him if he should go to Purgatory, but they also emphasize God's mercy.
Trentale Sancti Gregorii is a short 12th Century poem wherein Pope Gregory251 is in the
midst of saying Mass when a dark, evil vision appears to him. He calls upon God to help him and
he learns that the devil he saw was his mother. When his mother was alive, everyone thought of
her as a paragon of virtue; however, she lived in lust and even bore a child out of wedlock, a child
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
251 Pope Gregory, or Gregory the Great, was Pope from 590-604. He is credited with making dramatic changes in how
the medieval Church and its clergy conducted itself, changing the liturgy, emphasizing the giving of alms, and
converting the Anglo-Saxons to Christianity. He is considered one of the major thinkers of the early Catholic
Church.
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whom she killed and burned in order to hide her secret. She died unshriven and suffered the pains
of punishment in the afterlife. What appears to Gregory seems like an illustration of Hell, but it
cannot be Hell because after Gregory follows his mother's directions for saying of a series of Masses
(a Trental) over the next year, she appears to him in the company of Angels, who bear her to
Heaven. What Gregory saw can only be his mother being punished in Purgatory because souls sent
to Hell are bound to Hell forever. Only those who go to Purgatory have some hope of going to
Heaven at some point in the future. After his mother appears to him the second time, she asks
Gregory to teach the lesson he learned by seeing her experience. That lesson is that if a person is
sent to Purgatory, through dedication and prayer, as well as charity and alms performed by those
left behind, the living can help that soul get to Heaven. Like many of the poems in CCAii, the
last line of Trental Sancti Gregorii is “amen for charite.”
Owayne Miles and Vision of Tundale, or at least the basic forms of the stories, precede
Dante's early fourteenth century masterpiece Commedia by several centuries. Neither has received
much scholarly attention, mostly likely because they do not achieve what Dante achieved in Commedia. Both pieces read like romances in many ways and were enormously popular in the fifteenth
century when CCAii was compiled. Owayne Miles, also known in other MSS as Saint Patrick's
Purgatory, is the first of two visions of Purgatory found in CCAii, the second of which, Vision of
Tundale, immediately follows it in the MS.
What sets Owain's pilgrimage apart is the fact that he volunteered for it as opposed to having someone impose it upon him. Zaleski states that
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another striking feature of the story of Owen, as of all accounts of St. Patrick's Purgatory, Cistercian or otherwise, is the way in which they dramatize one of the central religious conceptions of the Middle Ages: the idea that life is a pilgrimage. It
is well known that the high Middle Ages witnessed a virtual craze for pilgrimage
discourse. After the lull in the barbarian invasions of the ninth and tenth centuries,
travel became more possible, and interest in the symbolic value of pilgrimage kept
pace with the increasing number of pilgrims on the road . . . . Christian pilgrimage
became a symbol for the individual's journey through life and death.252
Thus, as a link between literature and real Christian life, Owayne Miles is related to both
the non-fiction Stations of Rome in its relationship to the pilgrimage and to Vision of Tundale in its
fictional journey to the Otherworld and the main character's dramatic change in behavior and faith
when he returns.
The CCAii version of Vision of Tundale is, unlike Owayne Miles, a less abbreviated version of
its original source. Just as many of the poems in CCAii contain the line “Amen for Charity,” Vision of Tundale ends with that line. Despite the fact that Tundale appears to be closely associated
with romance, at least for the medieval reader, Foster states that there has not been a lot of critical
attention given to the poem, mostly because critics found it “structurally chaotic, dramatically
pointless . . . doctrinally slender . . . Linguistically repetitive and rhythmically pedestrian.”253 Despite its lack of modern attention, the poem was, “with Sir Owain, one of the two most popular
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
252 Ibid. pp. 479-80.
253 Foster, Edward E. “Vision of Tundale Introduction.” Three Purgatory Poems. Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute, 2004.
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religious narratives of the Middle Ages.”254 The structure of Tundale is relatively simple: the beginning opens with a sinful man falling “dead” and then being escorted into ten levels of Purgatory/Hell and then to the seven levels of Heaven toward his redemption. What the Tundale author
presented in some 2800 lines, Dante presented in one hundred cantos and a total of about 14000
lines in Commedia. Tundale lacks the great detail that Dante used, but it has a strong impact on
the reader nonetheless. Perhaps the major difference that makes Tundale worth study is that unlike Dante the pilgrim, who falls asleep in a dark wood and reports his dream to the reader, Tundale actually suffers the punishments for his sins. He is guilty of all of the Seven Deadly Sins as
well as the Eighth Deadly Sin (for the Irish) of treachery, and thus used his free will to disobey
God. Instead of a relatively good man who has lost the path of righteousness that we find in
Dante, Tundale is fully deserving of his punishments. When he is cleansed and goes with the angel to the heavens, he, along with the reader, is awestruck by its beauty.
The story opens much like a romance, with the author asking for quiet and attention while
he reads his story. We learn of a very sinful man named Tundale who seems to dedicate his life to
being purposely disobedient to God's law. When he visits a man who owes him money for the sale
of a horse, Tundale is treated with great hospitality, even though he has not been at all kind to his
host. As he is eating, Tundale falls to what others think is his death, a state in which he remains
for several days. Tundale is not dead, though. Instead, his spirit leaves his body and he is sent to
see what is facing him in the afterlife. He is accompanied by a guardian angel, who explains many
of the things Tundale sees and experiences while on his journey. Tundale and the angel proceed
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
254 Ibid.
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through ten areas (Passus) of punishment, in which Tundale undergoes suffering for his sins. The
punishments are graphic and horrifying: murderers find themselves in a stinking pit of fire in
which they are burned away and re-formed; the covetous are thrust into the pit of Acheron and
tortured with fire and ice; other sinners are thrust into Vulcan's forge, where they are beaten by
the smithies' hammers; and some must pass over an impossibly narrow bridge under which a fiery
lake of beasts awaits those who fall. In Passus X, we meet Satan, who is chained to the ground so
that he cannot escape. He tortures sinners and is in turn tortured for the pains he causes.
After almost 1500 lines of the descriptions of punishment, the story turns to the Gaudia
(Joys). Tundale's angel takes him to places where those who were good (or mostly good) are waiting for the Last Judgment so that they can go to Heaven. The descriptions of the heavenly places
are rather repetitive, and each time Tundale arrives in a new place, he forgets the joy that he experienced in the previous Gaudium. When he sees God, the angel tells him he must return to his
body and his life, but now that he knows what he can have in the afterlife, Tundale becomes a new
man. His new self is the opposite of his old one: he exercises his free will to be obedient, gives
away all of his worldly goods, worships God, and lives a humble life. At the end, we are told that
Tundale dies and “the soule went unto god almyʒty/in heven evr more to dwelle” (2324-5).
Obedience is a major theme of Tundale in that we are not threatened with Hell for disobedience to God, we experience what will happen to us if we are disobedient. Tundale recognizes his
error and vows to be obedient when he returns to life and this is a direct message to the reader:
what Tundale saw in the Gaudia can be ours, too—if we obey God. That Tundale appears as the
last long poem and the third-to-last poem in the Purgatory section of the manuscript is also tell-
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ing—after being taught about the doctrine of Purgatory and the role of indulgences, the importance of pilgrimage and the pains we will suffer in Purgatory, we are shown exactly what the previous authors have told us about but did not show us: Purgatory is a place of terrible suffering and
to have to spend time there is something most readers would not relish. Just as the romances in
CCAii serve as reiterations of the lessons taught in the shorter poems that precede it, Tundale
serves as a reiteration of all of the lessons that the ten poems that precede it teach, including the
lessons the reader learns from the long-suffering Emaré. That lesson is that we must be obedient
to God or suffer great pains for our disobedience. Free will is a gift, but if we use it to do wrong,
we will be punished.
Mercy and justice are important themes in Tundale. When he is witnessing punishments,
Tundale questions God's mercy. The angel explains to Tundale that God is indeed full of mercy,
but those who were not righteous have God's justice brought down upon them, just as they also
experience God's forgiveness for their sins. In other words, Purgatory would not exist if it were
not for a just and merciful God—only those who never sinned would be allowed in Heaven. Of
course, for the Christian, this means that no one would be admitted to Heaven because all people
sin. The angel goes on to explain that what people deserve and what we receive from God are
quite different. It is his mercy that saves us and it is his mercy that makes us faithful and obedient
to him. In another part of the poem, Tundale observes that those who endured hard-lived lives on
Earth do not seem to be doomed to Hell. The Angel explains that those who suffer hardship in
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life often find it easier to live by God's law, while those who have easy and plentiful lives often ignore God's law.255 256
Just as the symbols in the previous poems, most notably those we find in Emaré, are critical to understanding the lessons the author wants us to learn, symbols are important in Tundale.
Numbers play an important role in how Tundale's journey progresses: he goes through ten levels
of punishment, culminating in coming face to face with Satan, and also passes through seven levels
of joys, which culminate in coming face to face with God. The number ten is considered a perfect
number that signifies unity,257 with the most important biblical reference to ten found in the Ten
Commandments. Seven, as we have seen earlier, is a sacred number. That the author of Tundale
would use a number of perfect unity to show his character the pains of Hell is quite telling: Tundale has perfected his disobedience and will most certainly, unless he makes a dramatic change in
his behavior, be damned when he really dies. God made Hell and placed Satan there for his disobedience. Just as God is perfectly good, Satan is perfectly evil and the unity found in Hell is that
all those who are there did not follow God's law and thus, are eternally unified with Satan. The
Seven Joys are related to the Seven Heavens, doctrines found both in Judaism and in Islam. Christian belief is that Heaven contains nine levels, the doctrine used by Dante in Paradisio. Seven is a
divine number, so it makes sense that the author would use seven for his Joys.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
255 Foster elaborates the concepts of justice and mercy as they are presented in Tundale in his introduction.
256 This is a reminder to the bourgeosie audience that it should remain humble and not fall victim to the excesses that
plague the nobility, lessons Lydgate taught in Stans Puer ad Mensam/Dietary. It also reminds the readers of the
characters in the CCAii romances, all of whom suffered a great deal, but because of their unwavering obedience to
God, their suffering ended and they were reunited with their families.
257 Hopper, Vincent Foster. Medieval Number Symbolism: Its Sources, Meaning, and Influence on Thought and
Expression. New York: Cooper Square, 1969: 85.
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Gemstones abound in the Gaudia and many are the same as those found in Emaré. Foster
states that the description of stones in the Gaudia “has some scriptural basis in Apocalypse 21:1920.”258 259 He also notes that the repetition of a few of the stones in the list indicates that “The
whole catalogue is a bit helter-skelter, suggesting that [the author] simply wanted to accumulate
the names of many gems - or was as baffled as the modern experts.”260 The list of stones is typical
of those found in descriptions of otherworldly places in romances or in the Earthly Paradise. Despite the fact that the list may indeed be conventional, the stones do mean something and they
have virtues that would certainly make them suitable for being present in the heavenly spheres.
The list of stones in Tundale unifies the poem with Emaré, the first poem to begin the section of
Purgatory and penance poems in the manuscript.
The second half of CCAii builds on lessons learned in the first half: social and courtly
obedience progresses to free will and how to use one's free will to be obedient. As the single romance in this section, Emaré reiterates the lessons found in previous romances while emphasizing
the fact that the heroine's undeserved troubles are twice as serious as those found in the first section. Despite the fact that Emaré suffers at the hands of a lustful father as well as a jealous
mother-in-law, she is victorious in the end because she remains obedient and faithful to God
throughout her trials. Emaré's father regrets his actions toward his daughter and he does penance
in the form of a religious pilgrimage. Her jealous mother-in-law is severely punished, this time by
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
258 Foster Introduction.
259 "And the foundations of the wall of the city were adorned with all manner of precious stones. The first foundation
was jasper: the second, sapphire: the third; a chalcedony: the fourth, an emerald: The fifth, sardonyx: the sixth,
sardius: the seventh, chrysolite: the eighth, beryl: the ninth, a topaz: the tenth, a chrysoprasus: the eleventh, a
jacinth: the twelfth, an amethyst."
260 Foster Introduction.
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permanent exile, for having been the one to attempt to put asunder the marriage between the king
and Emaré.
Tundale and Owain show direct contrasts between their actions and those of Emaré: neither is obedient until he faces the pains of punishment in Purgatory. That the compiler chose to
include the stories of Purgatory in this section is quite interesting and shows the reader an important lesson. Emaré suffers because of the immorality of those around her. While her suffering is
indeed serious, it is not nearly as serious as that of both Owain and Tundale. The compiler shows
the reader two options and then leaves the decision to the reader's free will. In this section of the
manuscript, free will advances the lessons learned in the first half and begins the harder lessons of
obedience seen in the previous discussion. The final section of the manuscript has the unifying
theme of obedience and the direct hand of God, which employs all of the forms of obedience
taught thus far in the manuscript.

6 THE DIRECT HAND OF GOD AND REITERATING LESSONS IN

OBEDIENCE
The final section of CCAii is the shortest in terms of the number of works, but it
includes as its thematic anchors three long pieces, two of which are romances and one, Sege of Jerusalem, that is historical and yet is also considered by some to be at least partly related to romance.
The remaining works are two short poems attributed to Lydgate and one and a half stories from
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the South English Legendary. At first glance, the section does not appear to be as thematically unified as the previous sections of CCAii, but the stories are nonetheless related, both to each other as
well as to the rest of the manuscript, by their theme of obedience. In Chevalier Assigne and Sir
Isumbras, we see God directing the characters to perform a task and when that task is complete, the
characters are rewarded for their obedience. Sege of Jerusalem is also a story that implies the operation of God's hand in events: the Christian Romans seek revenge on the Jews for killing Christ
and their victory shows that God is pleased with their actions. This section is also a fitting end to
the manuscript, as it also involves chivalric obedience, a theme consistent with the earlier romances
in CCAii. Chevalier Assigne reiterates the Constance-saga found in Sir Eglamour and Emaré. Sir
Isumbras contains a bird as a messenger to order Isumbras to do penance for his sins. The story of
Jerome and the lion reiterates the lion as companion that we see in Octavian and emphasizes not
only the religious symbolism of the lion, but Jerome's abiding faith and service to God. Throughout this section, there are numerous motifs that refer to earlier works and help to “conclude” the
manuscript. The theme of obedience is obvious in the two romances, but it is less evident in Sege
of Jerusalem where nonetheless, it serves as an important theme.
Sege of Jerusalem is an alliterative poem written in quatrains. Unlike the other works in
CCAii, Sege is not written in two columns. Because of the length of the lines, the scribe elected to
spread the lines out in a single column rather than attempt to fit them into two. The poem was
probably written in the last decade of the fourteenth century at Bolton Abbey in Yorkshire.261
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
261 Livingston, Michael, Introduction to Siege of Jerusalem (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Medieval Institute Publications,
2004).
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Despite Sege's relative popularity in the fifteenth century, until recently many modern
scholars have not spent much effort on the poem because of its grisly portrayal of the death of Jews
at the hands of Christians. In the past twenty or so years, scholars have begun to reconsider Sege as
a poem worth studying because of what it tells us about the time in which it was written and also
indicates its audience's expectations for entertainment. One of the major problems for modern
scholars is the question of genre—what is the poem? It often appears in manuscripts in clusters of
romances. Hanna and Lawton note in their description of the CCAii text that
our descriptions should reveal that our one-volume presentation of The Siege differs
decidedly from any medieval experience of the work. No surviving manuscript presents The Siege as an isolated “literary text” as an EETS volume does: in every case,
the poem has been contextualized through its juxtaposition with other works. Such
collocations might well query modern generic categories such as 'romance' (although by and large, the context in C[CAii] supports such a reading) or 'alliterative
history'. And certainly, they reveal The Siege as capable of polyvocal recuperations
during its textual life. Thus, L, P, D, and probably V present The Siege in a context
where it should read as a quasi-Scriptural narrative, a pendant to the Passion; . . .
Our copy A combines such an interest with one in specifically crusading poetry . . .
And Frampton's copy, U, construes the poem as learned classical history, a tale of
Roman conquest.262
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Some consider it historical, though the author took significant liberties with historical fact
in writing the story, including the major point that the Romans in the story are converted to
Christianity and Rome becomes the seat of Christianity—in the first century. Rome did convert
and become the seat of Christianity, but not until the fourth century when Constantine made
Christianity legal. The actual siege of Jerusalem about which the author writes took place in 70
AD.263 That the poet chose to change history to make his point is relevant—making the seat of
Christianity Rome rather than Jerusalem would have “interested English supporters of Urban VI. .
. that the Roman papacy, not Avignon, was directly linked to the presence of Peter at the cultural
height of the Roman Empire.”264
While some scholars view the poem as history, others view it as related to hagiography;265
some consider it as merely an anti-Semitic work in which the characters take seeming joy in inhumane actions.266 Others consider it tentatively as a romance, but Millar places the poem firmly in
the category of romance. She compares Siege of Jerusalem to romances, saints' lives, and religious
narrative and concludes that because of its plot construction, characterization, language, structure,
and use of the marvellous, the poem is indeed a romance, though it does challenge some of the
normal assumptions one would have about romance. Millar contends that the author “wishes to

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
263 Yeager, Suzanne M. “The Siege Of Jerusalem and Biblical Exegesis: Writing About Romans in Fourteenth Century
England.” The Chaucer Review. 39.1 (2004): 70-102.
264 Ibid. 72.
265 Livingston, Introduction.
266 Livingston reviews some of the negative comments made by scholars about the work. Two of the main influences
on modern critical reception were Derek Pearsall and A. C. Spearing's negative commentary on the poem. See
Narin van Court, Elisa, “The Siege of Jerusalem and Augustinian Historians: Writing About Jews in FourteenthCentury England,” The Chaucer Review 29.3 (1995): 227-48, especially page 227. See also Millar, Bonnie, The Siege
of Jerusalem in its Physical, Literary, and Historical Contexts (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2000).
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re-examine the horrors of warfare rather than describe heroes the equal of the twelve peers”267 as a
majority of romances usually do. The conclusion of Millar's discussion of romance, historiography,
and hagiography as they relate to determining the genre of the poem is worth quoting in full:
the poem is most certainly not a history or a religious narrative, and conforms more
to the romance mode than to any other. This is evident in the construction of plot
and its presentation, as it is a beautifully written, carefully constructed poem which
utilizes direct speech and description imaginatively. Its use of characterization affirms this impression, highlighting, as it does, chivalric ideals, although these can
sometimes be found in histories. The mixture of fictional and factual elements is
common to all three types of narrative, but it is significant that The Siege of Jerusalem focuses less on the marvelous than most texts. Pertinently, the work is unusual
in that it never refers to its sources, and the narrating voice never makes assertions
of truth or comments directly. This suggests that the poet wished to write a romance which dealt with serious subject matter in an appropriate manner, as is indicated by his choice of alliterative verse, and the result is in many ways a unique literary work that allows readers to interpret things for themselves within certain parameters.268
Further, the author
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does not seem to want to teach a specific message or to be especially prejudiced or
partisan, as is the case with works of historiography or hagiography. Basically, he
wishes for the audience to examine for themselves the validity of the values presented (chivalry, war). It is his attitude towards his subject-matter which is responsible for these differences and this perhaps explains the marginalization of the poem
in modern day criticism, as its innovativeness has rendered it difficult to classify
neatly, because it extends the boundaries of romance.269
The serious subject matter that Sege addresses is the matter of war, as well as the justified,
at least as far as the Christian audience saw it, defeat of Jerusalem and the Jews because of their
role in killing Christ. That the beginning of the poem opens with a recounting of Christ's Passion
is important because that event would have colored the audience's reception of the rest of the
events that take place in the poem.270 The Exegetes believed that the loss of Jerusalem to the Jews
and the need to reclaim it was the result of human sin. Neither the Jews nor the Romans are safe
from this idea: “the exegetical applications demonstrate that the Romans also occupied an antagonistic role: that of the Antichrist.271” In addition, Yeager contends that
when one examines the behavior of the Romans against the ideas of medieval
Christian exegetes, one finds that they are depicted as depraved persecutors of the
faithful and as victorious warriors for Christ. While the Siege fits loosely within the
genre of crusades literature, as Hamel has shown, the work becomes much more
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
269 Ibid. 231.
270 Yeager, Suzanne M., “The Siege of Jerusalem and Biblical Exegesis: Writing About Romans in Fourteenth-Century
England,” Chaucer Review 39.1 (2004): 76.
271 Yeager 71.
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than a crusading poem when one acknowledges the portrayal of the Jews from the
Augustinian tradition together with the depiction of the Romans from the exegetical tradition.272
That is, the Jews are portrayed and should be interpreted as the killers of Christ and the
Romans fulfill the promise of a “new” Jerusalem by making Rome the seat of Christianity, as well
as by avenging Christ's death. Luke prophesied the fall of Jerusalem
to a nameless enemy with unspoken incentives; however, the fourteenth-century
poem transforms the image of Rome from that of an unintentional mediary to that
of a willing instrument working to fulfill the plans of God. No longer powerhungry hordes, the Romans are like medieval Christian Crusaders who fight because God wills it.273
Despite its being dismissed as an overtly anti-Semitic poem, both Yeager and Van Court
examine the author's portrayal of the Jews and conclude that not all of them are shown negatively.
Some of the Jews are definitely portrayed as evil—Caiphas, Pilate, John, and Simon, for example—
but others, like Josephus, are portrayed in a sympathetic way. He treats Titus' illness and refuses
any reward for having done so. Neither are all of the Romans portrayed as good: Nero is clearly
evil, according to the poet. In addition, the author clearly places the blame for the siege even happening at the feet of the Jewish leaders because they refused to pay their tribute to Rome. Some
scholars have likened the portrayal of the Jews in the poem to a “homogenized group of Jews, Sara	
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cens, and heretics,”274 but Narin Van Court argues that the Jews in the poem indeed stand for Jews
and not some other group. She states,
the most compelling argument I can make that this poem is about Jews is to demonstrate the nuance and ambivalence with which the Siege poet represents the Jews,
for it is in the simultaneous brutality and sympathy offered in this work that we
find the dualistic Christian ideology about the Jews most fully and emphatically expressed. The representation of the Jews in most medieval narratives is, predictably,
anti-Judaic. But the representation can also be complex and finely nuanced, a reflection (at least in part) of the centuries-old dualistic Christological perspective inherited in Church doctrine.275
It is clear that the author of the poem presents his Jews as villains because of their role in
Christ's death. As a Christian, the author's viewpoint is that whoever killed Christ deserves to
have that death avenged, and thus, his portrayal of the Jews is not anti-Semitic, but, in his mind,
justified by their deeds.
While Sege of Jerusalem is rife with complexities, its reception is also a complicated matter.
As a poem closely related to romance, it was meant to be entertaining, but it also had practical
value as a recruiting tool. Yeager states that
the Siege poet portrays his Romans with characteristics that would have had special
resonance to an audience who had participated in campaigns in the Holy Land or
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
274 Yeager 70.
275 Narin van Court, Elisa., “The Siege of Jerusalem and Augustinian Historians: Writing About Jews in FourteenthCentury England,” The Chaucer Review 29.3 (1995): 232.
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France, or, by the same token, who were being actively recruited for that purpose.
To this end, the poet shows a mix of chivalric and devotional images that would
have been used both to entertain an audience and to urge it to support the campaigns. Even the poem's links to Bolton Priory, a hotbed of Lancastrian activity,
suggest the very practical nature of the poem as a recruitment piece.276
The idea that the poem is a tool for recruiting crusaders is made even clearer when we consider that Chevalier Assigne is directly related to Godfrey de Bouillon, who tied his ancestry to that
of the Swan Knight. Godfrey was a great hero of the First Crusade and leader in Jerusalem afterward. This fact also unifies the two poems because both are romances that blur history, or at least
use history to add a sense of realism and importance to the stories. By telling the story of the siege
as a sort of romance, the audience is then educated as well as entertained. The education in the
poem is not as obvious or heavy-handed as it is in more conventional romances, but it is there
nonetheless. The theme of obedience is seen in the Romans' determination to avenge Christ's
death, although that same determination can be seen as disobedient: Psalm 59:12 says “slay them
not, lest my people forget,” a clear injunction against killing the Jews. The Jews are clearly disobedient, at least to Rome in that they refuse to pay their tribute. Ironically, the Romans carried out
Christ’s Passion after Pilate reluctantly sentences him to death for sedition against Rome. In the
poem, it appears that neither side is wholly obedient, nor is it wholly disobedient. The poem's
complexity certainly leaves a lot to interpretation and makes readers consider multiple issues and
decide for themselves what is important. Perhaps this complexity also emphasizes the fact that
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sometimes obedience is not simple—obedience to God's law can sometimes put someone into opposition to civil law and vice versa. In the case of the characters in Sege, they were all in some way
obedient as well as disobedient to God's as well as civil law. The poet left the issues ambiguous in
order to place the responsibility of deciding what is right onto the reader.
Sege of Jerusalem is directly related to the story that follows it, Chevalier Assigne, because
that story is also related to the Crusades and to history. The Swan Knight is said to be the ancestor of Godfrey de Bouillon, a hero of the First Crusade and leader of Jerusalem. The poem begins
the motif of the direct hand of God in the action of the characters' lives that will be seen in most
of the remaining poems of the MS.
The Middle English version of the Swan Knight story in CCAii, entitled Chevalier Assigne,
is an adaptation of the first of a three-part French chanson cycle that tells of the of the ancestry of
Godfrey of Bouillon. Chevalier Assigne is a variation of the title of the original story, which is called
Chevalier au Cygne. The tale found in CCAii is a short version of La Naissance du Chevalier Assigne. The version in CCAii is the only poetic version extant in English. Jaffray believes that the
story originated several centuries before its earliest appearance in writing in the thirteen century.
The hero of most of the stories is Helyas (or Enyas, Elias), but Wolfram von Eschenbach named
the hero Lohengrin in his early thirteenth-century story Parzival. Lohengrin and Helyas probably
made their appearance in literature at about the same time.277 Scholarly attention to Chevalier Assigne is sparse, and the last edition of the work was Gibbs' edition for E.E.T.S in 1868.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
277 Robert Jaffray Two Knights of the Swan, Lohengrin and Helyas: A study of the Legend of the Swan-Knight, with special
reference to its two most important developments. New York: Putnam, 1910) 109.
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The Middle English story is quite short at 370 unrhymed alliterative lines, but it contains
the details of the birth and early life of the Swan Knight. In the preface to his edition, Gibbs
states that the poem is taken from another book, as indeed the narrator tells us several times, and
is the “epitome of the first 1083 lines of the French poem . . . which forms part of the volume
marked 15 E. vj in the Royal Collection”278 housed in the British Library. Royal 15 E. vi is a
beautifully illuminated manuscript that dates to around 1425.
The tale of the Swan Knight was exceptionally popular in the Middle Ages, not just with
readers, but with artists as well. Many manuscript versions of the story are illuminated and the
printed versions contain woodcuts. In the preface to his edition, H. Gibbs mentions an ivory casket with panels on it that depict the Swan Knight's story. He states that the casket is a fourteenth
century work and belongs to a “Mr. William Gibbs of Tyntesfield, Co Somerset, and formerly to
his wife's family, the Crawley-Boeveys, Baronets, of Flaxey Abbey, co,. Glouchester.”279 Mary Alice
Wyman mentions this casket in her discussion of the Embriachi Ivories, which also date from
around the time of the manuscripts.280 The Dunstable Swan Jewel is another treasure that is tied
to both the Swan Knight legend and its association with real people. The Dunstable Swan is a livery badge281 made of white enamel on solid gold that dates from about 1400. It was discovered
during an excavation at the Dominican Friary at Dunstable in 1965.282 The de Bohun family of
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
278 Gibbs, Henry H., The Romance of the Chevalier Assigne (Oxford: EETS, 1868) i.
279 Gibbs vii.
280 Mary Alice Wyman “The Helyas Legend as Represented on the Embriachi Ivories at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art,” The Art Bulletin 18.1 (Mar., 1936): 5-24.
281 See Appendix D for picture.
282 The swan jewel appears in the treasure rolls of Richard II. See “Richard II's Treasure.”
http://www.history.ac.uk/richardII/dunst_swan.html. See also “The Dunstable Swan Jewel,”
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Hereford traced its roots to the Swan Knight; the House of Lancaster adopted the swan emblem
when Henry married Mary de Bohun, after which the swan became the emblem of the Prince of
Wales when Henry IV took the throne. These renderings of the swan as it relates to the Swan
Knight story further shows the exceptional popularity of the story, both as an entertainment as
well as a way for nobles to associate themselves with the story's hero.
The Middle English version of Chevalier Assigne begins when we meet Oryens, the king.
He and his wife Bewtrys are happy, but they have no children. One day, when the couple is standing near a wall looking over the town, they see a woman with twins. Bewtrys says that the twins
must have two fathers. She says “oon manne for oone chylde” (29), which distresses Oryens. Not
long afterward, Bewtrys becomes pregnant. Eventually, Bewtrys delivers her children: six sons and
one daughter. Each child is born with a silver chain around its neck. Oryens' mother, Matebrune,
who does not approve of the king's choice of a wife, substitutes seven puppies for the seven healthy
children, shows the puppies to Oryens, and demands that Bewtrys be burned. Oryens imprisons
Bewtrys, where she will remain for eleven years. Matebrune gives the children to her manservant
Marcus to take into the forest and drown. Marcus cannot bring himself to kill the babies, so he
carefully wraps them in a mantle, commends them to Christ, and lays them down in the forest. A
hermit hears them crying and takes them in. A hind comes along and feeds the babies.283 The
narrator tells us several times that the babies are saved by Christ's help.
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283 This episode is related to the lioness suckling Octavian in Octovian Imperator. It also brings to mind the story of
Romulus and Remus, twins who would grow up to be great Roman heroes, and were suckled by a wolf.
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One of Matebrune's foresters, Malkedras, is in the woods one day when he sees the seven
children and reports back to Matebrune that they are alive. She orders him to kill them and to
bring her their chains as proof that they are dead. When Malkedras goes to kill the children, one
of the boys is with the hermit elsewhere in the forest. The forester takes the others' chains and
they turn into swans. He brings the chains to Matebrune, who gives them to a goldsmith to make
into a cup for her. As the goldsmith melts a piece of one of the chains, it multiplies in the kettle
as though it were all six chains, a sign that God is at work in the fates of the children. The goldsmith makes Matebrune's cup out of the piece of a single chain and keeps the remains of the one
and the other five as payment. Matebrune then turns her attention to the king and demands that
Bewtrys be burned.
The night before the queen is to be burned, an angel appears to the hermit and tells him
that the children are Oryens' and that Christ has decreed that the one who has not been turned
into a swan is to defend his mother. The hermit takes the boy, who has been named Enyas, to the
kingdom, where he is instructed in knightly battle techniques. Almost 100 lines of the story details that instruction. Enyas is completely ignorant of what horses, swords, shields, and armor
are.284 The boy meets the king and Oryens tells him about Matebrune. The boy says that the king
should not have listened to Matebrune. Matebrune is furious and attacks the boy and then sends
Malkedras to fight against him. Enyas is only eleven years old, but he wins the battle when he
warns Malkedras to beware the Cross on his shield. Malkedras says he does not care a bit for the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
284 A knight who begins as ignorant and raised away from society relates Enyas to Lybeaus Desconus, as well as to
Perceval.
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Cross. An adder springs from the shield and strikes Malkedras for his evil words. He is also
blinded and Enyas wins the battle. Matebrune is burned. Bewtrys is restored and Enyas tells his
story to his parents. The goldsmith hears the story and returns the chains, which are placed back
on five of the swans and they return to their human form. The sixth swan does not have his chain,
so he remains forever a swan.285 The children are baptized and there the story ends.
The story that appears in CCAii has several motifs and references that tie it to other poems
in the MS. Lines 90 and 91 have a reference to Susannah: Bewtrys “mony a fayre oryson un to þe
fader made/That saved Susanne fro sorowe full doms to save also.” Tony Davenport notes that the
mention of Susannah, especially given that Susannah is a poem in CCAii, “adds force to the reference.” Davenport's discussion elaborates on the idea that Chevalier Assigne was meant to educate.
His observations about the manuscript are worth quoting in full:
this miscellany has a number of intertextual allusions which suggest that the compiler was looking for thematic connections in his juxtaposition of texts. So for instance when in Chevalier Assigne the imprisoned Beatrice prays for deliverance,
Susannah is cited as a parallel (line 91)and the presence elsewhere in the manuscript
of the alliterative Pistil of Susan adds force to the reference. The inclusion in the
anthology of Lydgate's Stans Puer ad Mensam and Dietary, often found in collections of practical texts intended for children, is a clear indicator of instructional
motive. Ypotis, too, with its combination of didactic matter and a popular narrative
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
285 This is the swan that will pull the boat that takes Enyas/Helyas to save the kingdom of Brabant, but this part of
the story does not appear in the Middle English version. The end of the poem details the swan's distress over not
being restored: he tears at his feathers and at his breast, so much so that the water around him turns red with his
blood. No one can stand to watch him, so they depart for the castle.
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style, uses a child's precocious knowledge as its basis. In addition to the links between the poem and other stories of accused queens (Octavian, Emaré) and the
other tales of 'human' birds (The Churl and the Bird, The Nightingale), the idea of
the training of a youthful hero may have been seen as a link to other texts by the
intelligent compiler.286
In Gibbs' edition, he makes note wherever it is relevant to the French source poem. He
notes that when the boy arrives at the kingdom and asks who Oryens is, the French source says
that the king asks the boy his name and he answers that he does not know his name, but the hermit always called him Beau Filz. This is the name by which Lybeaus Desconus is known, thereby
relating, at indirectly, this story to Lybeaus'. Like Sir Isumbras, Chevalier Assigne is a religious romance; in Chevalier Assigne, Christ intervenes on behalf of the innocent characters several times in
the story in order to save them and allow Enyas to attain his status as hero. Bewtrys is related to
Emaré, Susannah, Christabelle, and Florence and other female characters of the Constance Saga in
that she is wrongly accused and is made to suffer until a hero comes to avenge her and restore her
to her rightful position.
Diane Speed contends that Chevalier Assigne, is an “exemplum to illustrate the working of
divine Providence;”287 divine Providence most certainly includes obedience. Examples of obedience
(and disobedience) abound in Chevalier Assigne. Bewtrys is punished for having thought the worst
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
286 Davenport, Tony, “Abbreviation and the Education of the Hero in Chevalier Assigne” The Matter of Identity in
Medieval Romance Ed. Philipa Hardman. (New York: D. S. Brewer, 2002) 17
287 Speed, Diane, “Pattern of Providence in Chevalier Assigne,” Romance Reading on the Book: Essays on Medieval
Narrative (Oxford: Paul & Co., 1997) 144. Speed states “the term 'exemplum' refers in the medieval context
either to a non-narrative instance or to a particular narrative, with a beginning, middle, and end, which was related
to clarify or justify some point of argument” (146).
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of a woman who has twins, first when her husband admonishes her and when she conceives and
delivers seven children, the latter of which Speed says is “retribution.”288 Her suffering is in some
ways merited because of her assumptions about the woman, but the punishment of being imprisoned and sentenced to burning far exceeds the intentions of her hasty statement. Oryens, whom
Speed characterizes as a “do-nothing king,”289 is rewarded by the birth of his children, but suffers
at the hands of his mother. Speed states that
God's gracious gift to Oryens coincides with his punishment of Bewtrys. That the
retribution is the work of God is made explicit in two later references to it: first,
when an angel sent by Christ (193) explains to the hermit who raised Enyas and his
siblings that they are the children of Oryens “by his wyfe Betryce – she bare hem at
ones/for a worde on þe walle þat she wronge seyde”--and later, when Enyas speaks
to Oryens of himself and the other children and explains that Bewtrys “bare hem at
ones/for a worde on þe walle þat she wronge seyde.” The subsequent suffering of
Bewtrys belongs not to this mini-exemplum but to the other narrative component
of which she is the subject, the tale or romance of the pathetic heroine who undergoes great trials and is eventually rescued—a paradoxical kind of narrative in which
the subject is essentially passive, acted on rather than acting. The compiler of the
manuscript in which Chevalier Assigne is found, London, British Library, MS Cotton Caligula A.ii, seems to have been particularly aware of this generic presence, for
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
288 Ibid. 147.
289 Ibid. 145.
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he included also two other romances involving accused queens, Octavian and
Emaré, the latter an analogue of Chaucer's Man of Law's Tale.290
With the exception of Matebrune, Oryens and his immediate family are obedient servants
of God. The story emphasizes the fact that Christians are not perfect and that God will punish
those who are not obedient in this life as well as in the afterlife, but will also forgive the contrite
and help them when they are in peril. Matebrune is stated as being in league with the devil at the
opening of the story, so we expect that while she will win some temporary victories, but because
she attempted to put asunder a marriage, God prevails and she is punished. Enyas is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in the story. He is obedient to the hermit and when the angel appears
and he must go to the kingdom to defend his mother, he does so willingly, even though he has no
idea how to use weapons or ride a horse. God's intervention is seen again when Enyas is close to
defeat (he is, after all, just an eleven-year-old boy) but relies on Christ, symbolized by the cross on
his shield, to help him. It is not Enyas' skill that defeats Malkedras, but his obedience to God and
Malkedras' blasphemy that earns him the victory. Because of his obedience, God intervenes and
allows Enyas to save Bewtrys from execution and to become a famous hero. The direct hand of
God motif continues in the final romance of CCAii: Sir Isumbras.
Sir Isumbras was one of the most popular romances of the Middle Ages. It is extant in nine
manuscripts, more than any other Middle English romance. Though there is no direct source for
the story, it is clearly influenced by the Saint Eustache story. The romance originated sometime
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before 1320291 and is considered a homiletic romance by Mehl. Isumbras is often placed in manuscripts with saints' legends and religious poetry, and Evans shows a pattern in the romance's placement in manuscripts as part of what he calls the “Isumbras Group,” which includes The Earl of Toulous, Libeaus Desconus, Octavian, Sir Eglamour, Sir Isumbras, Beves of Hampton, and Sir Degare.
CCAii contains four of those romances, the highest number of any other manuscript. Evans uses
this group to ask “how, and to what extent, do features of layout and decoration provide evidence
for groupings of manuscript items that include romances?”292 and concludes that we should not
read the romances as individual works, but as parts of the whole; that is, we should read the entire
manuscripts in which they appear. He also notes that there are two distinct versions of Sir Isumbras in Middle English. The version in CCAii, written in tail-rhyme, is much less violent than the
others and focuses more on Isumbras' courtesy in the beginning of the romance and the relationship he shares with his wife both at the beginning and after they are reunited.
As the last romance in CCAii, Sir Isumbras holds a very important position. Its plot resembles that of the first romance in the manuscript, Sir Eglamour, in that animals take Isumbras’
children and the main characters are separated from their families. Sir Isumbras is related to Sege of
Jerusalem and Chevalier Assigne in that like these works, Isumbras is often described as a homiletic
romance and its plot is driven by God's punishment of Isumbras for having forsaken His law. Just
as in Sege of Jerusalem and Chevalier Assigne, where we see the direct hand of God in punishing the
sinful, Isumbras is ordered to choose his fate and later given a message from God by an angel that
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
291 See Hudson, Harriet, Introduction to Sir Isumbras Four Midde English Romances (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Medieval
Institute Publications, 2006). Hudson points out that William of Nassington referred to Sir Isumbras in his
Speculum Vita.
292 Evans xiv.
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he has served his penance. The separation of husband and wife and the loss of their children resembles that found in Chevalier Assigne and in both stories, angels appear to give the characters
messages from God. It also concludes a larger section of the manuscript that focuses on penance.293 It is clear from its position, plot, and themes that the compiler of CCAii thought that Sir
Isumbras somehow concluded and summarized the rest of the works in the manuscript. He chose
not only one of the most popular romances as the final romance in his manuscript, but one that
reiterates what he has been trying to teach the reader since the beginning: obedience to God is the
most important aspect of a person's life. Leave obedience and lose everything. Be obedient and
reap the rewards both in life and in death.
Though none of the few studies on Sir Isumbras mention its affinity with the story of Job,
it is clear that Isumbras' story in some ways resembles Job's story. The main difference, of course,
is that Job suffers because God allows Satan to test him, not because of any lapse in his obedience.
Isumbras' suffering is a direct result of his having allowed his success to make him forget who he
was. Isumbras is not a bad man; he has just lost the path to righteousness and God intervenes to
get him back on that path before it is too late. Isumbras, like Job, is absolutely faithful to God
even when he loses everything and must suffer for fourteen294 years before he can be reunited with
his family.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
293 The penance section of the manuscript begins with The Long Charter of Christ, which appears at just about the
halfway-point of the manuscript in terms of the number of works as well as by the number of leaves of the whole.
294 The number fourteen gains its power from its addenda: ten and four and seven and seven. See previous discussions
of the significance of these numbers.
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The theme of obedience is especially strong in Sir Isumbras: the hero is confronted by a
bird in the forest295 and is given the choice of having hardship in youth or in old age as the punishment for his pride, forgetting God, and for having “forʒete what [he] was” (50). Interestingly,
Isumbras assumes that his choice will lead to fortune in his old age: he says “in ʒowthe send me
ponente/and welthe in myne elde” (65-6). Immediately, everything that he has is taken from him,
including, over the next few days, his wife and three sons. Animals take all his sons: the eldest by
a lion,296 the middle son by a leopard,297 and the youngest by a unicorn.298 A Sultan who gives
Isumbras a bag of gold for her takes his wife. He wraps the gold in his red mantle, which is
promptly taken from him by a griffon.299 At the end of the story when Isumbras' sons return, they
will arrive riding on the backs of the animals that took them fourteen years earlier.
After he loses his family, Isumbras becomes a smith's man and ultimately works his way up
to become a capable blacksmith over the next seven years.300 Isumbras suffers for a total of fourteen years before an angel appears to him while he is in Jerusalem and tells him that he has paid his
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
295 This is another reference to what Davenport calls “human birds” (17) in CCAii and is a direct link to both The
Churl and the Bird and The Nightingale, both of which place the bird in a position of authority in order to teach the
man a lesson. Here, the bird serves as a messenger of God, but also as the teacher who reminds Isumbras that he
has fallen from grace.
296 The lion is a symbol of the king of beasts. Medieval descriptions of the lion are often the longest and most
complex of all the creatures listed. The lion is a symbol of the Kingdom of Judah and serves as the symbol of the
city of Jerusalem. Christians often associate the lion with God because it was believed that the lion slept with one
eye open, thus symbolizing God continuously watching over humankind. The lion with wings is a symbol of the
Resurrection. The lion and leopard are two of the three animals that block Dante's way in the opening of Inferno.
In that scene, the lion represents the sins of violence and the leopard represents the sins of fraud.
297 In Etymologies Book 12 2:10-11, Isobel of Seville described the leopard as the illicit offspring of a mating between
the lion and a pard (panther). The leopard is also described as the “degenerate offspring” of the lion and pard.
298 See discussion of the symbolism of the griffon and unicorn in the discussion of Sir Eglamour. It goes without
saying that the creatures share the same symbolic meaning here.
299 The griffon and red mantle are also seen in Sir Eglamour: the griffon takes Eglamour's son, who is wrapped in the
red mantle, away.
300 Emaré's troubles happen in spans of seven. See the discussion of the religious significance of the number seven in
Chapter 4.
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penance and his sins are forgiven. He goes in search of his wife and children and finds himself in a
rich queen's household. He does not know that she is his wife, but the two are reunited when he
tells his story and shows her their token, a ring that she split in two when they were separated.
Their sons come to help Isumbras defeat the heathen kings who attack the queen's kingdom and
the family is reunited. We are told at the end that the couple lived happily and went to heaven
after they died.
In her article about identity and Sir Isumbras, Samara Landers points out that once Isumbras loses everything, he does not reveal his identity to anyone. She states, “we recognize the true
identity of the characters [of the romances] primarily through clues in the text that relate to their
appearance and behavior.”301 Isumbras' behavior after he enters his penance is exemplary. We
should expect good behavior from a knight who is described as “curteys” five times and as having
“gentylnesse” twice in the first thirty lines of the poem. Landers notes that
Isumbras lives in the present and focuses only on his penance. This acceptance and
fortitude is significant when we look at his identity as a whole in the text, particularly referring back to the initial description of him as “curteys.” Part of being a
courteous man is to accept what happens, to be deferential towards God.302
Landers notes that the text makes it appear as though Isumbras is giving himself, rather
than God, the credit for his great success in life.303 All of his priorities change once he begins his
period of penance. He focuses first on earning God's forgiveness and only after that is accom	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
301 Landers, Samara P., “'And loved he was with all:' Identity in Sir Isumbras,” Orbis Litterarum 64.5 (Oct. 2009):
352.
302 Ibid. 361.
303 Ibid. 362.
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plished does he focus on finding and reuniting with his family. Even when he finds the gold that
the griffon stole from him, he is not happy at his improved condition. Instead, the gold reminds
him of his wife and makes him very unhappy.
As the last romance in CCAii, Sir Isumbras reminds readers that God and obedience should
be foremost in their minds. It also shows the reward for his obedience in that Isumbras is allowed
to reunite with his family and become a wealthy king. The text makes clear that even as king,
Isumbras will never again forget who he is—fourteen years of suffering have put God back in the
forefront. At the end of the story, readers are assured that Isumbras has not gone back to his old
ways because he earns not only an earthly reward for his obedience, but a heavenly reward, as well.
As a connection as well as a direct contrast to Isumbras' suffering, Quinque wlnera tells of Christ's
suffering. While Isumbras' suffering is somewhat deserved, Christ was an innocent who chose to
suffer. God's mercy connects the two poems, while Isumbras' sin and Christ's innocence create a
contrast between the two.
Quinque wlnera, or “The Five Wounds” is a short poem in which Christ narrates the first
four stanzas as he addresses the reader and reminds him that he suffered death for humankind's
sins. The last line of each of the first four stanzas contain some variation of the line “why art thou
froward syth y am mercyable” (8) and the last line of the final stanza continues the reference to
Mary found in the previous line and says “at her request be to us merciable” (40). The number five
is important, not just in the title, but is also seen in the number of stanzas, the rhythm of the
poem (iambic pentameter), and the repetition of the word “mercyable.” As discussed previously,
five is an important number for Christians, as it denotes not only Christ's five wounds, but the five
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senses, the five mercies, and the five great mysteries. The repetition of the word mercy reminds
the reader that though God will punish sinners, he is also merciful. The emphasis on mercy calls
to mind the angel's response to Tundale when he questions God's mercy. It also reminds the
reader of Tryamour's mercy when she returns to her disobedient, though absolutely faithful, lover
Launfal. The first four stanzas are written in the imperative, a form that demands one's obedience.
It is clear that the author obeyed Christ's admonition because he complies in the last stanza. The
poem is directly related to the Long charter of Christ in that the blood from Christ’s five wounds
seals that poem. It is also related to the last religious poem of the MS, Quinque Gaudia.
Quinque Gaudia, or “The Five Joys” is a poem written in praise of the Virgin Mary. Like
Quinque Wlnera, it is written in five stanzas of octaves in iambic pentameter. There are no repeated lines in the poem, but the word “heyl” begins twenty-five lines of the poem and is further
repeated three times in the middle of the lines. The word “heyl” brings to mind the important
Catholic prayer “Hail Mary,” which is based on the words that Gabriel said to Mary at the Annunciation. The last word of the first stanza is “obeying” and it refers to Mary's quiet obedience to
God when she was told she was to bear Jesus. Obedience is clearly a theme of the poem, as Mary is
the epitome of obedience. As the last religious poem of the MS and the second of the pair of
Quinque poems, we are reminded once again that we should look to Jesus and Mary as well as to
God for mercy and forgiveness. We should also keep Jesus and Mary in mind as the exemplars of
obedience—Jesus willingly gave up his life and Mary willingly carried Jesus because God wished it.
The last two works in the MS are saints' lives, the second of which, Eustache, is incomplete.
Jerome is from the South English Legendary, a large collection of saints' lives. The poem, which is
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written in rhyming couplets, contains two episodes: Jerome and the lion and Jerome's dream
wherein he is tortured for reading Cicero and Plato and subsequently turns to reading only Christian texts for the rest of his life. Jerome was an important early Church thinker. He translated the
Bible from Hebrew and Greek into Latin, what would become known as the Vulgate Bible. The
story of Jerome and the lion emphasizes mercy, hospitality, and forgiveness. One day a lion comes
up to the gates of the monastery and the monks run for fear. Jerome admonishes them to remember their hospitality and the lion is let in. Jerome orders the monks to bathe the lion's feet and to
find out why it is limping. Jerome finds a thorn in the lion's paw and heals it. The lion is told he
must earn his meat, so he drives the ass to and from the field every day. One day, the lion falls
asleep and some men steal the ass. When the lion arrives without the ass, the monks naturally assume that the lion ate it. When they can find no trace of blood, bones, or fur in the field, they
wonder if indeed the lion ate the ass. The lion goes to the field every day to look for the ass and
one day, he finds it at the end of a train of camels that the men are taking to market. The lion
drives the camels, ass, and men to the monastery and the men beg forgiveness from the monks.
Jerome grants it gladly and accepts the oil that the men give in payment for their theft. At the end
of the episode, we are told that the oil miraculously lasted for generations because of Jerome and
his forgiveness. The second episode in the story is closer to what we understand as a saints' life: as
a scholar, Jerome studied not only religious texts, but pagan ones as well. The poem says that
Jerome found use in the works of Cicero and Plato—“he the clergye of god the better understode”
(119). Nonetheless, one night when he is asleep, he dreams that he is brought before justices who
interrogate him and then beat him for reading pagan works. As a result, Jerome never again read
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pagan texts and focused all of his attention on Christian works. The end of the poem tells of
Jerome's death and burial in Bethlehem. The lion episode in Jerome's story reiterates the episode
in Octavian where the lion is the constant and faithful companion to Octavian, even going as far as
going into battle with and attempting to protect the young man. As discussed earlier, the lion as a
symbol of Christ, and Jerome's treatment of the beast further emphasizes the character's abiding
faith and service to God.
Saint Eustache is the last poem in the MS and it is incomplete. It does not appear that the
text was at one time complete and some of the leaves were lost; the poem ends abruptly at the bottom of f.139v and at the top of f.140r is a table of contents for the rest of the MS, a list of Statutes
of the Carthusians 1411-1504, written in a different hand and added to the MS at a later date.
From all appearances, the scribe of the compilation simply stopped writing at the bottom of f.139v,
which was not the end of a quire. Like Jerome, the poem is written in rhyming couplets and is
adapted from the South English Legendary.
Eustache was a knight in the service of the Emperor Trajan. One day, he was out hunting
and he came upon a huge hart. When the hart stopped, Eustache saw an illuminated cross between the hart's antlers. He asks the hart who it is. The hart replies that he is God, whom
Eustache does not follow. The hart then says he will teach Eustache the ways of Christianity.
Eustache complies with all that the hart requires of him and is converted, but not before losing all
of his worldly possessions and his family. A mariner takes his wife as payment for passage and a
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wolf304 and a lion take his sons. Eustache lives as a beggar until the emperor's men come upon
him and ultimately recognize him. They bring him back to the emperor and Eustache is placed as
chieftain in a war against a heathen king. He meets two young men whom the emperor has made
knights and the men begin to tell their story. Just as Eustache is reunited with his sons, the scribe
stopped writing. The rest of the story is similar to that of Isumbras: Eustache is ultimately reunited with his family and lives a godly life for his remaining days. The major difference between
Eustache and Isumbras is that Isumbras is already Christian when his trials begin. Eustache is not
Christian until he meets the hart. Job is mentioned twice in the poem, a reference that reminds us
of not only Job's faith in the face of all of his trials, but also of all of the characters in CCAii who
faced great trials and remained faithful to God to the very end. Like those other works, obedience
is a major theme in Eustache—despite his fear when he sees the hart, he obeys the hart's instructions completely. Even when his obedience costs him his position, his possessions, and his family
and friends, Eustache remains faithful. Like the romance characters, Eustache ultimately has everything he lost restored to him at the end of the story.
The hart, like the bird that instructs Isumbras, serves as a teacher to Eustache. Animals as
teachers abound in CCAii and help point to a unified context throughout. Eustache is tied to
Eglamour as well as to Isumbras, Oryens, and Emaré in that he loses his family during his trials and
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
304 The Medieval Bestiary says of the wolf: “Like the wolf, the devil always sees mankind as prey and circles the
sheepfold of the faithful, that is the Church. As the wolf gives birth when thunder first sounds, so the devil fell
from heaven at the first display of his pride. The shining of the wolf's eyes in the night is like the works of the
devil, which seem beautiful to foolish men. As the wolf cannot turn his neck, so the devil never turns towards the
correction of penitence” (http://bestiary.ca/beasts/beast180.htm). The wolf, then, is the allegorical opposite of the
lion. Perhaps the presence of the wolf represents the fact that Eustache can easily turn away from God after he
loses everything, but he doesn't. Certainly one is reminded of the presence of the devil in Job's story in the wolf's
placement in the story.
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is reunited with them at the end of the story. His trials resemble Job's, and this also ties him to
Susannah, the first poem in the MS. That the scribe chose to place Eustache's story at the end of
the manuscript shows that he indeed thought of it as a contiguous whole, a text that included
many smaller texts, all chaining the same themes.
The final section of CCAii teaches the most advanced lesson in the MS: the characters
must be obedient when messengers appear with direct orders from God. As the section that follows the poems about free will and obedience, it shows readers that sometimes they have to decide
for themselves what to do to be obedient, but at others, they must simply obey God's direct orders,
no matter what the cost. The lessons that readers have learned are also seen applied in the final
section: the good characters are socially obedient as well as obedient to courtly and chivalric codes,
they obey their kyndes and use their free will to please and serve God. The last few works of the
MS also come back around to the first section: the reference to Susannah in Chevalier Assigne and
the reiteration of the plot of Sir Eglamour in Sir Isumbras and Eustache cannot be random or coincidence. The compiler has carefully selected poems and arranged them throughout in order to
teach his lessons in the various kinds of obedience with examples as well as a review at the end.
The last few works remind readers that though they have progressed from simple to more complex
forms of obedience, they should not forget the simple lessons because often, as we see in the last
three romances, they are often bound together with the more advanced lessons.
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7 CONCLUSION
The Middle English romances have often been criticized as being overly conventional and
not very skillfully written. Despite that conventionality and sometimes lack of authorial genius,
the romances in CCAii play an important part in the manuscript as a whole. I became interested
in CCAii when I was working on a paper addressing the Swan Knight. A later paper on the romances in CCAii showed that the romances had common themes. After looking closely at the entire codex, I became interested in the context of the entire manuscript because I thought I saw a
common theme throughout all of the works. The first thing I had to do was to transcribe the entire manuscript so that I could read each work carefully and look at the theme of each work as well
as how that work connected to the pieces in the rest of the manuscript. Closer investigation revealed that indeed the compiler had some kind of a plan in mind for the entire codex and he carefully chose works that contained the theme he wished to emphasize. In addition, he sometimes
used a single line or phrase to connect a poem in one section of the manuscript to one in another
section, thus unifying the entire codex. The romances in the MS act as thematic anchors in order
to reiterate and develop the theme of obedience through example. The scribe uses shorter poems
to introduce and teach his theme before the romances so that we can see the characters acting according to the precepts put forth in the shorter poems.
Close reading, along with a consideration of the context of the manuscript as a whole, allowed me to decide whether the compiler had a plan, and if he did, if that plan could be discovered. In the case of CCAii, the compiler's plan appears to be pretty clear. Of course, we will never
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know for sure what the compiler was thinking when he selected works for his codex, but close
analysis of the poems reveals that a common theme of obedience exists throughout. The compiler
may have had trials, tribulations, penance, and purgatory in mind as his chief themes in the codex,
but all of those themes lead to the common idea of obedience to God and to one's social and domestic positions. Reading a codex as a unified whole rather than as a collection of individual pieces
strengthens even the weakest of the poems within. The scribe chose his sources and reworked
them to fit his purposes. Sometimes these changes are minor so that he could fit the work into
the poetic form with which he was working—tail-rhyme, for example--but in other cases, he
changes the emphasis of the entire work to suit his purpose, as he did with Octavian and Sir Isumbras.
Throughout the manuscript, many motifs are repeated, such as animals as teachers, references in one poem to a character in another, animals as Christian symbols, number symbology, the
Constance-saga, the calumniated wife, poems that repeat a single phrase in each stanza, and poems
that end with the phrase “Amen for Charity.” These repeated motifs are more than mere coincidence—careful reading of the works shows that the scribe worked consistently throughout the
manuscript to produce a unified codex of seemingly unrelated individual poems that should be
considered part of a whole.
Since the romances that are extant are found in manuscripts with mixed contents, we
might conclude from that evidence that the romances were not necessarily meant to be read independently, but as part of a larger context of meaning. If we consider Liu's idea of meaning chains
and Seaman's caution against reading the romances genealogically instead of as individual literary
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works,305 we find that the romances in CCAii are an integral part of the context of a manuscript as
well as didactic, entertaining stories that act as exempla for the values put forth in the shorter poems. In addition, any “literary shortcomings” that many scholars have noted become less noticeable when we look at how the scribe adapted the romance to his purpose. While none of the romances in CCAii approach the literary genius of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, each is particularly suited to its location in the manuscript and the themes it emphasizes.
Understanding the romances in CCAii and how they work with the rest of the manuscript
sheds some light on romances as a genre—there is no “romances only” manuscript extant and in
the case of all of the manuscripts that contain romances, we find shorter religious poems, saints'
lives, and other works scattered throughout. It seems from the extant evidence that romances were
not viewed as works that were intended to be read on their own. In fact, if we consider how the
audience would experience the manuscript, it is entirely possible that, at least in the case of CCAii,
that the reader could very well read the short poems as well as the romance that anchors them in
one sitting. The romances in CCAii, with the exception of Sege of Jerusalem, are quite short and
where the romances are clustered, even those pieces could also be read in one sitting.
While looking at an entire codex to find a compiler's purpose can be very useful in discovering the themes of a manuscript, looking at all manuscripts that contain romances in this way is
not necessarily useful or even possible because of the placement of the romances or the lack of a
large enough body of romances in the manuscript to reveal any possible purpose. Two manu	
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scripts, Cambridge University Ff.2.38 and Cathedral MS. 91 “Thornton,” contain more romances
than CCAii. Cambridge University Ff.2.38, which dates from the late fifteenth-early sixteenth
centuries, contains nine romances, all dating from the fourteenth century, clustered in a single
group at the end of the manuscript. Lincoln Cathedral MS. 91 “Thornton,” which dates from
around 1430-1440, also contains nine romances, mostly clustered in a single group in the first
third of the manuscript. The order of the romances in the important MSS is significantly different
and the romances present in CCAii do not all appear in any other MS.306 These manuscripts are
quite a bit longer than CCAii—CCAii contains 38 works on 141 leaves, while Cambridge University Ff.2.38 contains 42 works on 247 leaves and Cathedral MS. 91 “Thornton” contains 80 works
on 314 leaves. Cambridge University Ff.2.38 is defective at both its beginning and end. It has
two sets of foliation, both modern. The most recent one follows the correct arrangement of leaves as re-established on the occasion of the recent rebinding of the
MS, Before the 16th century, several quires at the beginning had been bound out of
place in an order still reflected by the second (older) foliation. The latest series also
accounts for lost leaves (ff. 1, 2, 22-27, 144, 157-60); 12 quires of 10, 1 quire (no.
12) of 11 bifolia. Signatures. Catchwords, sometimes differing in orthography
from the same words on the following page (cf. ff. 180b/181a).307
Thus, the order of the romances as they appear today is the same order in which they were
compiled. If we look carefully at that arrangement, it does not appear that the romances are used
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
306 See contents of Lincoln and CU Ff.2.38, Appendices B and D.
307 Guddat-Figge 95.
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as thematic anchors since they appear contiguously.308 A materialist philological study of this MS
using the same methods as those used in the study of CCAii would more than likely yield no usable results because of the placement of the romances in a single cluster. Cathedral MS. 91
“Thornton” is also defective at its beginning and end. Its nine romances appear in the beginning of
the manuscript as numbers 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, and 15. As in the Cambridge MS, a materialist
philological study of the Lincoln manuscript would likely not yield any useful results. The commonality between the romances seems to be focused on Arthurian and historical figures.309
Reading a manuscript as a complete text rather than reading each work by itself can give us
a much better understanding of all of the poems in that manuscript and how the compiler used
them to build meaning for his codex. Another manuscript that might benefit from a contextual
study is National Library of Scotland MS. ADV. 19.2.1 “Auchinleck,” which dates to about 1330.
Auchinleck is the closest we have to a “romances manuscript:” seventeen of its forty-six works are
romances that are spread throughout the manuscript. The other works found in Auchinleck are
almost all religious in nature: saints' lives, religious lyrics, and penitential poems. The romances
are varied in their subject matter (heroes of Britain, didactic romances, Arthurian romances) and
are scattered throughout the MS in such a way that a close study of the contents might reveal
some kind of a theme throughout. Auchinleck is perhaps the most studied of the romance manuscripts, but thus far, no materialist philological study of that MS has been undertaken. What it
might reveal about the MS could well enhance past as well as future studies of that codex.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
308 See appendix B, Contents of Cambridge University Ff.2.38.
309 See Appendix C, Contents of Cathedral MS. 91 “Thornton.”
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While it is clear that some manuscripts are compiled in a manner that lacks (or appears to
lack) any obvious overall plan, we should look carefully at those manuscripts where we find romances scattered throughout and see if, like the compiler of CCAii, the compiler of that MS had
some kind of a purpose in mind. What might we learn from studying manuscript context? First,
works that have often been disregarded as being overly conventional and without literary merit can
be seen as what they were—potential thematic anchors for the scribe's overall purpose. Despite
their seeming lack of detail and/or artistic merit, if we look at the texts as the scribe intended them
to be read, we can perhaps gain an appreciation for the texts as important links in the chain of
meaning for the entire manuscript. Many scholars have found a need for such a study, but none
has been completed. We cannot approach every manuscript that has romances in it in this manner,
but there are no doubt quite a few that would benefit from a thorough contextual study.

8 THE EDITION AND SCRIBAL SPELLING AND ABBREVIATION HABITS
In order to study the context of an entire manuscript, an edition of that manuscript as it
appears in its original form is the most useful tool a scholar can have. "Auchinleck" is available online as image files and exact transcriptions of the manuscript provided as a tool to help readers not
experienced in reading medieval manuscripts. Numerous other image/transcriptions of important
manuscripts are available online and facsimiles are also readily available for a number of manuscripts. To date, no edition or facsimile of CCAii has been published, despite the fact that many
scholars have cited its importance because of the number of well-known romances it contains. I
elected the diplomatic transcript edition as the form that my work on CCAii would take for several
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reasons. First, this form of edition preserves the pagination, column breaks, and content of the
manuscript exactly as it appears in the original. Secondly, in order to provide scholars with a text
from which to work that is free of any sort of editorial emendation or potential bias, an edition
that preserves the text in a form that is as close as possible to the original version would be the
most useful. I preserved all errors, mark-outs, insertions, and other potential scribal mistakes in my
edition because I believe that reading the works with the errors included allows the modern reader
to experience the manuscript in the same way its original audience would have experienced it. Preserving manuscripts inscreasingly make the originals less available to scholars, which then makes
facsimiles or diplomatic transcript editions more important if we are to continue to learn from
these very important cultural and literary artifacts.
The scribe of BL Cotton Caligula Aii has a set pattern of abbreviations he uses throughout
the manuscript. His spelling only varies slightly and almost never within a single work; however,
he varies his use of -ght and -ƺt, as in knyght vs. knyƺte in a pattern that seems to indicate that he
used the form found in the source from which he was working. The scribe uses a small flourish
symbol to offset titles of works and stanza divisions in some of the poems. Modern typefaces cannot reproduce this flourish accurately, so I have chosen a symbol that will serve as a substitute: ☙.

t
þ =that
r
þ =there
s
þ =this
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u
þ =thou/thu
t
w =with
r
r
-o =our, as in emꝑo : emperour
Ʒ, ƺ=y or ƺ
 =and
Ꝑ, ꝑ=per pra pro pre
ā, ē, ī, ō, ū, ȳ=n or m is missing
q̷= qoth (said)
Jħu=Jesus/Jhesu
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9 BRITISH LIBRARY COTTON CALIGULA Aii DIPLOMATIC TRANSCRIPTION
Susan f. 3r [first 104 lines are missing from MS]
The chyve þe cholet and þe cherboke chene
The chyboll þe cheveron þt chaungeth at nyght
The ꝑcole þe pasnepes þe porettes to preve
The pyony þe plawnteyn prowdly pyght
The lylly þe longe lawnsed full leve
The sawge  þe solsekell semyly in syght
The columbyne þe caraway in clottys þey cleve
The rewe þe rubarbe rawnged full ryght
In rees
Dayse  dytayne
Ysope  sanovayne
Pelletur  plantayne
The prowdeste in prees
Thus þe ƺonge ƺepply ƺede in here ƺerde
That was hyr husbandys  herys holden full hende
Thus folke be faren us fro she sh sayde we dar not be ferde
Aftyr myn oynement warly ƺe wende
Spede ƺou specyally the ƺate be sperde
Ffor we wyll washe us I wys by þe welle strende
Ffor þy we wyll warpe of our wedys un werde
Unther a lawrer so lowe þe lady gon londe
So sone
Be a wynlych welle
Susanne cawght of her kelle
Butt fele ferles her by felle
By mydday or none
Now ar þese domesmen drawen in to derne
Whyle þt þey sygh þe lady lent hyr alone
Ffor to halse þt hende thay hyed hem full ƺerne
Wyth wordys þey worshepyd þt he wordyly in wone
Wylt thow lady for love on our lay lerne
And unther þis lowrer be our lemman
The thou warne for no wyght our wylle to werne
Ffor all gomes þt schulde greve of gardyn ar gone
In fere
Ʒyf thow our nedys deny
We shall say sykyrly
We toke þe in avowtry
Unther þis lowrere
Sussan was sorowfull  seyde in her thought
I am with sorwe am be sette on evr ylke asyde
Ʒyf I assent to þis synne these segges han sowght
I shall be brytened  brent in bales to a byde
Ʒyf I nykke hem wt nay hyt helpes me nowght
Trybulacyons  teve ane takes þis tyde
.ett er I þt werdy wrach þt all þis worlde wroght
. . . ttyn ys wemles to wende out of þis worlde wyde
Wt thys
. . . . kest a carefull cry
. . . . t comelych lady
. . . . servantys had ferly
And no wondyr I wys
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Lege men of þe courte comon to þt cry
And she had kast of her kelle  her kyrchefe
In at a prvy posterne þey presyd in hy
And fownden þe prestes full prest þer poyntes to prve
Then sayde þe loselles on lowde to þt lady
Thow hast gone wt a gome þy goddys to greve
And leyn wt þy lemman in avowtry
Be þt lorde  þe lawe þt we on be leve
They swere
All here servauntes schout
And stale a way in a stont
Of here were þey never wont
Syche wordys to here
Hyr kynrade hyr cosyns  alle þt her knowe
Wrongon hondys I wys  wepten full sore
Sertys for Sussan sothfast  semyly of hewe
All wynes  wydowes a wondred þey ware
They dyde hyr in a downgon wher never day dewe
Tyll domes men hadde dempte þe ded to declare
Marred wt mannycles þt made were newe
Meteles fro þe morn tyll mydday  mare
In drede
Tho come here fadyr so fre
Wyth all hys affynyte
The prestes were wt out pyte
And full of falshede
When sayde þe justyces on bench to Joachym þe Jewe
That was of Jacobus kynde gentyll of dedys
Lett sende aftyr Sussan semelych of hewe
That þu hast weddyd to wyfe  wlankest in wedys
Sche ys of thoght we I trowe trysty  trewe
And has herte haly on hym þt þe heven hedys
Thus þey broght hyr to þe barre hyr bales to brewe
Nother deth ne dome þt day sche ne dredys
Als ƺare
Hyr here was ƺelow as þe wyre
Of gold fynyde wt þe fyre
Hyr scholdres shaply  schyre
Þt borely were bare
Thus ys Sussan in sale senglych arayde
In a serke of sylke wt sholdres full schene
Then rysen wt rancour þe renkes renayde
And þey þt comelych acused wt wordes full kene
Homely on here heddys here hondys þey leyde
And sche wepte for wo no wondyr I wene
We schull present þe pleynte how so evr þu be payde
And say sadly þe soth ryth as we sene
On sake
Thus wt cautelys qwaynt
They prsent þer playnt
Ȝett shall trewthe hem attaynt
I dar unþrtake
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Thorow out þe pomery we passed to play
Wyth pryer  penaunce was our purpose
Sche cometh wt two maydyns dressyd þt day
Wyth ryche robys arayde reed as þe rose
Wylyly hyr wenches she wyssed a way
Comannded hem kenely þe ƺates to close
Sche went forth to a ƺong man in a valey
The semblant of Sussan wolde no man suppose
For sothe
Be this case þt I say
She wyssed her wenches away
These wordes wettenesse we ay
With tonge  wt tothe
When we þt semblant sygh sykyng for sore
Ffor sert of hyr soverayn  for his owen sake
Our capes were combronce þt kyndeled our kare
But yett we turned a croke þt trytor to take
He was borely  bygge bolde as a bare
Myche myghtyer þen we syche maystyres to make
And to þe ƺatte ƺeply þen ƺede he full ƺare
And lyfte up þe lache  lepte ovyr þe lake
So ƺowthey
Sche with shonte for no shame
But bowed aftyr for blame
And wolde not kythe us his name
Ffor crafte þt we koware
Now ys sche dampned on days wt dyn þey hyr deve
And þe domesman derf done hyr be wt drawen
Lowely sche lowted and lawght hyr leve
Att kynrede  cosyns þt sche had er knowen
Sche asked mercy wt mowthe in þt myschefe
I am sakles of synne sche sayde in hyr sawen
Grete god of þy grce þese gome for gyfe
That don me dolfully be ded  don upon dawen
Wt dere
Nowe wolde god þt I myght
Speke wt Joachym a nyght
And sythen what deth me were dyght
Ne sett at a pere
Sche fyll flatte on þe flore hyr fere when sche fonde
And karped to þt karemon as she well kowthe
I wratched ƺou nevyr at my wyttande
Neyther in worde nor I werke in elde ne in ƺowght
Sche kevred upon her kneys kyst she his honde
I am dampned I ne dar disꝑge ƺour mowth
Was ther nevr a soryer syght be see nor be sonde
Ne a sorowfuller segge be north ne be sowth
Þen þore
They take þe feteres from her fete
And þen kyst she þt swete
In þis worlde shall we mete
Seyde sche no more
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Then Sussane was sorowfull  seyde upon hyght
Wyth hondys full hye be helde to þe heven
Maker of myddulerthe þt most art of myght
Sothe þe sonne  þe see þu sette upon seven
All my wyrkes þow wote þe wronge  þe ruyght
Hyt ys nedfull now thy names to neven
As y am dolfully dampned  to þe doth dyght
Lord hertyly take hede and harken my steven
So fre
Syn thow may not be sene
Wyth no fleshy y ne
Thow knowest well I am clene
So have mercy on me
Now ys sche dampned on deyse wt outen any drede
And ladde forth þt lady loffon of lere
Grete god of þy grce and of gyftes ungnede
Thorow þe holy of þe holy gost herde hyr ꝑryere
He dyrecte hys dome and hys derf ded
To Danyell þe ꝑhete of dedys so dere
Suche ƺyftus he hym ƺaf in hys ƺong hede
Ȝett fayled he a fourtenyƺt of a full ƺere
Not to layn
Then cryed þt frely food
Why spylle ƺe þt innocent blood
All were a stonyed  wt flood
Thes ferlees to frayn
What sygnyfyeth good sone þys sawe  what hyt seyth
That þese maysterfull men wt mowth gan melle
Ȝe arn fommed all þe frape to telle þou in fayth
And in þe folke of Irael arn foles full fele
Umbeloke ƺou ledes such lawes arn leyth
Me thynkyth ƺor dedes full dull such dedis to dele
Have agayn to þe gylde halle þe gomes ungryth
I schall be ꝑcesse apret dyspreve þys apele
In dede
Lett dessevere hem in two
For now wakenes her woo
They shall graunt er þey goo
All here falshede
They dyscevered hem nowe  sett hem on sere
And sodeynly þt senek þey broghten to sale
Byfore þe ꝑhete þys prest gon apere
And he apposed hym full sone wt chekes full pale
Thow hast be apresydent þe pepull to stere
Now dotest þou on þyn olde toes in þe dysmale
Now schall þy covetyse be knowen þt er was unclere
Thow hast in babylon on bench browen mykyll bale
So bolde
Now schull ƺor synnes be sene
Of fals domes be done
Whyle ƺe in babylon have bene
Jugges of olde
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Thow seyst þu segh Sussanis synne in þy syght
Tell me now tryforly under what tre
He swere bothe myche god þt most ys of myght
Under a syne sothly my self I he se
Now þu lyest in þy hed be heven upon hyght
An angell wt a naked swerde þe nyƺes full ne
He hath branndest þt bronde  burnysched full bryght
To merke þe at medyll in messe in two or in thre
No lees
Thow brekest goddes commandement
To sle such an innocent
Wyth any fals jugement
Un dewly on dees
Now ys thys domesman wt drawe wt owten any drede
And putte in a pryson a ƺen to hys place
They brought forth þt oþr to þe barre when þe chylde bede
Be fore þe folke  þe fawnte frely of face
Com forth þu cursyd caytyf of caynes sede
Be cause of þy covetyse þu art in thys case
Thow hast dysseyved þy self wt þyn owen dede
Of all þe wyte of a wayse be wayled þu wase
In drede
Say now so mote þu the
Under what kynnes tre
Semyly Sussan þu se
Do þys derf dede
Thow gome of grt elde þy hed ys gry hored
Tell me trustili or yow þy lyfe tyne
Then þe rodely churle rudely he rored
And seyde to þe ꝑhete þey pleyde be a pyne
Now þu lyest upon londe þu shall have an evyll syne
Thy cursed comper  þu may not a corde
So rathe
Ȝe shull be drawen to þe deth to day or I dyne
I se an angell stande
To take þe dome of ƺor hande
Wyth a bronnand bronde
To brytyn ƺow bathe
Then þe folke of Israel fellen upon knees
And lowely Ithanked our lord þt her þe lyf lent
All gomes þt her gode wolde glades  glees
That þys ꝑhete so ꝑtly preved hys entente
They trumpped before þe trytors  tryled hem on trees
Thorow out þe cyte be commune assent
He þt loveth þt lorde þar hym not drede no lees
That þus his servant oon save þt schuld have be schent
So swete
Thys ferly be fell
In þe days of Danyell
The wytnesse wyll well tell
Of þe same ꝑhete
Explicit
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Eglamour of Artas
Jhū crist of heven kyng
Graunt us all good endyng
And beld us in hys bowre
And ƺef hem joye þt love to here
Of eldres þt before us were
And lived in grett antowre
I woll ƺou tell of a knyƺt
That was both hardy  ryƺt
And stronge in ylke a stowre
Of dedys of armys þt he myƺt here
He wan degre wt jurnay clere
And in felde the floure
In Artas he was geten  born
And all his eldres hum be forn
Lestenyth I wyll yow say
To ded of armys he ys went
Wyth þe erle of Artas is he lent
For deernes nyƺt  day
Syr prynsamor þe erle hyƺt
Syr Eglamor men call þe knyƺt
That duƺty was evyr  ay
And the erle hadde hȳ in wold
To dedes of armes he was bold
For to no man seyde he nay
The erle had nevyr child but on
Þt was a dowƺtur white as fom
Hys ryche eyr schulde be
The maydens name was crustabell
A feyrer þing of flesch ne fell
Was none in cristyante
Syr Eglamor so hym bare
In all þe world he loved no mare
Then þt lady bryƺth of blee
Certeynly both day  nyƺt
So dyd sche þt noble knyƺt
Hit was þe more pyte
The knyƺt was both bold  stonge
Therfor þe lady loved hȳ longe
Lestenyth I wyll ƺou tell
Syr Eglamor he gart crye
Of dedys of armes wyttyrly
Ffor love of Crystabell
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Ther com lordes of fer lond
To aske her I undyrstond
With fere folke and fel
What maner man her wold have
So sore buffettys he hem gave
For evr he gart þem to dwelle
Tyl hit be fell upon a day
The knyƺt to his sqweyer gan say
In chambur þr he gan reste
Belamy  þu kowdest leyne
A counsell I wold to þe sayne
Þu walkest both est  west
Ʒys sir he seyd ꝑ ma fay
What so evr ƺe to me say
I shall hit nevr out kast
Þe erles douþtr so god me save
Þe love of her but I hit have
My lyf may not long last
Þe sqweyer seyde so mote I the
Ʒe have tolde me ƺor pryvyte
I shall ƺou gyf answer
Ʒe ar a knyƺt of lytyll lond
Take not to evyll I undirstond
Ffor mykyll wolde have more
Yif I went to þt lady  told her so
Perauntr on skorn take ht wold scho
And lyƺtly lett me fare
Syr a mon þt hewyth ovyr hye
Lyƺtly þe chyppus fallen ī hys eye
Thus happis hyt ofte ay whare
Syr be þynke þe of þys þynge
Ther wowes her emꝑor  kynge
And dukes þt ar bolde
Erles barons þt  knyƺtes also
Ʒytt wyll sche non of all þo
But evr in goodnes her holde
Sche wold nevr a kyng for sake
And a sympull knyƺt take
Butt ƺif ƺor lyfe wer olde
I swere be god heven kynge
Wyste her fadyr of sych a thyng
Ffull dere hytt scholde be solde
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The knyƺt answered wt wordes mylde
My sqwyer sethen þu was a chylde
Thow hast ben lened wt me
In ded of armes ī many a stowre
Wher saw þu evr my dyshonowre
Sey on so god save the
Nay syr be jhū bryƺt
Ʒe ar on of þenoblest knyƺth
That ys knowen in crisyante
In ded of armes be god on lyve
Ʒe are counted worth oþr fyve
Gramarcy syr seyde he
The knyƺth syknd  seyd alas
Mornyng tyll his bed he gas
That rychely was wroƺt
Both his handys he cast up sone
To jhū crust he made his bone
To that lord þt us bowƺt
The erles dowƺtr þt swete þyng
She myƺt be myn at myn endyng
On her ys all my thoƺt
That I myƺt wedde her too my wyfe
And sythen kepe her all my lyfe
Out of care þen were I browƺt
Uppon þe morn þe mayden small
Schee ete be fore hyr fadyr in hall
Among her berdes bryƺth
All gentyll men sembled butt he
Wher ys syr Eglamor my knyƺth
Hys sqwyer answered wt sympull cher
He ys seke and deed full ner
He pryes ƺow of a syƺt
He ys kest in to such care
Butt ƺe hym help he wyll mysfare
He lyves not tyll nyƺth
The erle to his dowƺtur spake
Damysell he sayde for goddes sake
Herken what I shall ƺou say
Aftyr mete do as þe hende
To his chambur þt ƺe wende
He hath served us many a day
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Full trewly in hys entent
In justyng and in trnament
He seyde us nevyr nay
In ded of armes wher he myƺt here
He wynnes þe gre wt jurnay clere
My worschyp evyr and ay
Aftyr mete þe lady gent
Dose her fadyr comawndement
She takes leve to wende
To þe chawmbur gan sche go
And wt here toke maydens two
Ther as þe knyƺt gon lende
Then seyde þt lady whyte as flowr
How fares my knyth S̷ Eglamor
That dowƺty ys ay whare
Damesell as ƺe may se
Thus am I cast for love of þe
In augur and in care
The damesell seyd so mote I the
And ƺe have any care for me
My herte ys wondur sore
And I myƺt turne un to lyve
I wolde wedde ƺou to my wyfe
Ʒyf þt ƺor wyll hyt wore
The lady swere by crystus myƺt
Ffor þu art a nobyll knyƺte
And comen of gentyll blode
And evr trew undr þy schylde
Þu wynnes þe gre in evry fylde
Worschypfully be þe rode
I wyll a vyse me of þis ƺytt
And at my fadyr wyll I wytt
Ʒyf þt his wyll be good
As I am lady feyr and gent
When my fadyr  I are at assent
I feyle ƺou for no good
The knyƺt kepeth no more blys
When he hadde gette sent of þis
Butt makes full good chere
He bad hys sqwyer for to gan
And two hundr pownde for to tan
To ƺeve hyr maydens clere
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Damysels he seyde so go me save
Thos to ƺor marage shall ƺe have
Ffor ƺe be gyntyll and dere
She takes he leve at þe knyƺt
And þonkes hym anon ryƺt
And seyde fare well my fere
Crystabell has taken þe way
To her fadyr chambur as it lay
That made was of ston
He sayd welcom dowƺtr as whyte as flor
How fares þy knyƺt S Eglamor
She answered hym a non
Grete othes he me sware
That he ys coverd of mykyl care
And good comfort to hym tare
He tolde me  my maydens hende
Þt to morn he wolde wend
Wyth his hawkes ylkane
The erle sayde so mote y the
I schall ryde to se hem fle
Ffor comfort of þe knyƺt
Þe erle buskys  made hȳ ƺare
To ryde forth to se þe fare
And beholde þt semyly syƺt
Tyll awrathe fyll betwen hē two
Or hyt nyƺed þe nyƺt þoo
Ʒyf ƺe wyll lysten  lere
As þey rode homward by þe way
Þe knyƺt to þe erle gan say
Good lord wyll ƺe me here
Ʒe he sayde so mote y the
What so evr þu seyst to me
Hyt ys me lefe and dere
For on of þe best knyƺth art þu
That in my londs yveth now
Owther fer or nere
Good lord for charyte
Cristabell ƺor dowƺtyr fre
When shall she have a fere
The erle sayd so god me save
I knowe non þt hyr schall have
Sche ys bryƺt of ble
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The knyƺt gan þe erle pry
Lord I have served þe many a day
Wouche ƺe her save on me
Ʒe syr he sayde be crisys payne
Ʒyf þu hir wynne as I schall sayne
Wyth dedes of Armes thre
Browke þu well my dowƺtyr dere
And all Artas both ferre  nere
I holde þr to seyde he
The knyƺt swar so mote I the
At my jurney wolde I be
Ʒyf I wyste ever where
The erle sayde her by weste
Ther wones a gyaunt in þe forest
Syche on þu sawe nevyr ere
Cypre treys grow þr fayr  longe
Grete hertys walken hem among
The fayrest þt on fote may fare
Wond þedr  fett me on a way
And þen dar I savely say
That þu haste ben þare
Be Jhu swere þe knyƺt þan
Ʒyf he be a cristen man
I shall hym nevr for sake
Bolde wele my lady  my lond
Ʒys sayd þe erle lo her my hond
Hys trowthe to hym he strake
Aftyr mete as I ƺou telle
He toke lefe at cristabell
And þus þen seyde he
Danysell now as I man
Ffor þy love have I tan
Dedes of armes thre
Syr she seyde make ƺou gladde
Ffor hardur jurnay nevr ƺe hadde
Be god in no countre
Or þy jurnay shall all passe
Ffor my lofe þu may say alas
And I woll more for the
S̷ knyƺt to hūtyng when þu fonde
I shall gefe þe two grhondys
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As I am trewe gentyll woman  free
Ther was nevyr best þt on fete ran
But þey woll full sone hym tan
So swyfte bothe they be
Also a good swerde I schall ƺeve þe
Sent pole fond it in þe grekes see
Of egge syche knowe I none
Þr was nevr helme made of stele
And þu have happe to hit hym wele
Butt hyt woll thorowƺ gone
He sayde god ƺelde ƺou lady gent
He toke hys leve  forth he went
His weys has he tane
A brode gate he helde faste
Tyll he come to þe foreste
Suche on sawe he nevyr nane
Cypre treys wer growen owte
The wode was walled all abowte
Well corven of ryall stone
Forth he wente I under stone
To a brode gate þer he fonde
And in þer ys he gone
He blewe hys horn in þt tyde
Hertys rose on yche a syde
A nobyll dere he chose
Hys hondes be gan for to bay
That herde þe gyaunt þr he lay
And repys hym on a rese
Me thynkes howndes þt I here
Some thefe ys come to stele my dere
Hym were well bettyr ses
Be hem þt me gette  borne
Nor derrere bowƺth he flesch
Arroke þe gyaunt has tane þe wey
To his forest ƺate as hyt lay
Hys bakke he sette þer tylle
Be þt Sr eglamr had done þe ded
A gret hert sleyn  tane þe hede
The prise he blewe full schyrlle
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He come þr þe gyaunt was
And sayde good sr lett me pas
Ʒyf hit be ƺour wylle
Nay thef trytor þu art tane
My chef hert þu hast sclayne
That schalt þu lyke full ylle
The gyaunt to þe knyƺt ys gon
With a clubbe of yren ī his hand tan
Grete strokes to hym he gafe
In to þe erthe flewe his staffe
Too fote on ylke a syde
Thefe trytor what doos þu here
In my forest to stele my dere
Thefe her schalt þou a byde
Syr Eglamor his swerde out drowƺ
And to þe gyaunt he gafe a swoƺ
And blynded hym in þt tyde
All ƺyf þe lordan had lost his syƺt
Þus he fyƺtys wt þe knyƺt
All þe day full ƺare
Tyll on þt oþr day at prme
Syr Eglamor waytes his tyme
And to þe erthe hym bare
He þonkis crist þt all schall welde
At þe grownd downe he hym helde
The thefe be gan to rare
Sith he meted hym as I ƺou say
On þe grownde as he lay
Fyfty fote  mare
He þonked god  his knyfe
That he be raft þe gyant his lyfe
And loved ay goddis lore
Syr Eglamor ys gon hys way
Wt þe gyauntes hed as I ƺou say
To a castell made of stone
All þe countre come hym agayn
Siche an hed as þey seyn
They sawe nevr non
Be fore þe erle he hit bare
Lo lorde I have ben þare
That bere þey wyttnese ylkane
Make we mery so have we blysse
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For thys ys þe fyrst fytte I wys
Of Sir Eglamor þt he has tane
What seyd þe Erl  þis poynt be don
Thow getys a noþr jurnay sone
Buske þe forth to fare
In Sydon þt ryche countre
Þr dar no man abyde ne be
For dredyng of a bare
Best  man all sleys he
That he may wt ye se
And wondes þem wondr sore
His tusschus passen a ƺerd longe
Þe flesch þt they fasten a mong
Hyt coveres nevyr more
Þe nobyll knyƺt he seyd not nay
Upon þe morn when yt was day
Hys lefe then takes he
Forth he wente I undyre stonde
A fortnyƺt jurnay on þe londe
And als mykyll be þe see
Tyll agayn an evyn tyde
In a forest þr he gan ryde
As þe bore was wont to be
Tokenyng of hym sone he fond
Sleyn men on ylke a hond
That grymly it was to se
Sr Eglamor rest hȳ undr an ake
Tyll on þe morn þt he gan wake
The sonne rose and schone
Aftyr in to the forest he drowƺ
Of þe see he herde a swowƺ
And thydur þe knyƺt ys gon
Bryƺt helmes fond he strowed wyde where
That men of armes had leved there
The wykked bore had hem sleyn
Tyll a clyf of stone þē rydes he
And seys þe bore com fro þe see
Hys morn drynke has tane
The bor saw hym þr he stode
And whetted his tuskys as he were wode
And to hym come on syde
Sr Eglamor wendis well to do
With a spere he rydys hym to
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Als fast as he myƺt ryde
Yyf þt he rode nevyr so faste
Hys good spere asownder brast
The hed wolde not in hym hyde
The bore come to hym wt a schowe
Hys good stede undur hym he slowe
And afote þe knyƺt moste abyde
Tyll a bownke he sette his syde
At a full hye roche þt tyde
And behylde þe swyn thare
Hys nobyll swerde he drowƺ out syne
And fyƺtes wt þe wylde swyne
Thre dayes  mare
Tyll on þe fowrth day abowt none
He thowƺt hys lyfe was nere done
For fyƺtyng wt þe bore
The knyƺte can no bettur rede
He stroke at þe swynes hede
Hys tuskes þen brake he thore
He thankys cryst þt ylke stounde
He has geve þe bore dedde wounde
The boke of rome þus gan telle
The kyng of Sydon on huntyng is gon
Wt men of armes many on
The bore then herde he ƺelle
He comaunded a sqwyer for to fare
Sū man ys fyƺtyng wt the bare
I trow full well he dwelle
A sqwyer rydes to a clyfe of stone
And syƺ a knyƺt lyyng hym on
Wt swerd scharpe  felle
The sqwyer hoves  beholdes þē two
Agayn to þe kyng þen wold he go
And seyde lorde þe bore ys sleyn
Seynt mari seyd þe kyng hou may þt be
Ʒys syr a knyƺt on hym I se
Be god he has ben hys bane
He beris of gold a well fayr syƺt
A stede of asar and a knyƺt
All armed for to gon
The crest on his hed hit ys
A lady of golde in hyr ryches
Hys sperys of sabull ylkon
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The kyng swore so mot I the
Tho gentyll armes wyll I se
And theþur he takes þe way
Be þt hadde Syr Eglamor
Ovyr comyn þt styf stowre
And ovyr twart þe bore he lay
The kyng sayde god reste wt the
Lord wellcome he seyde mote ƺe be
Of thees I ƺow pray
I have so fowƺtyn wt þis bore
That be my feyth I may no more
This ys the fowrthe day
The kyng swore be cristis myƺte
Here schall no man with the fyƺt
Grett synne it were þe to tene
Thou hast sleyn þis wylde bare
That has ben ferre  wyde whare
And mony mannys bone has he bene
Worshypfully wt þy schylde
Thou hast sleyn hym in þe felde
That we have alle sene
I have wist syþen I was mon of aray
That he hath sleyn syxté on a day
Well armed men  clene
Ryche metys forth þey browƺte
The raynysh wyn forgat þey noƺt
Whyte clothes sone were spradde
The kyng sware So mote I the
I schall dyne for love of the
Thow hast be strongly stadde
Aftyr mete as I you say
The kyng con þe knyƺt pry
Of what lond he was
He sayde my name ys Antorus
I dwelle wt Syr Prns Amorus
The Erle of Artas
Knyƺtes nere þe kyng drowƺ
Thys ys he þt Arrok slowƺ
The gyaunt brodyr Marras
The kyng prayes þe knyƺt so fre
Thoo dayes wt hym to be
Or þt he dede ferrere pas
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Ther ys a gyaunt here besyde
My dowƺtyr þt ys so mykyll of prde
He wolde have here me fro
And I dar no wher ryde out
Butt men of armes be me abowt
Selden have I don so
This wylde bore þt thou hast slyen here
He has ben fedde þis fyftene yere
Crysten men to slo
Now ys he gon wt care I nowƺ
To bery hys brodyr þt þu slowƺ
That evyrmore be hym woo
To byrten þe bore þey went tyte
Þer was no knyfe in hym wold byte
So hard of hyde was he
Sir Antours seyde the kyng thou hym slowƺ
I trow thy knyfe be good I nowƺ
Ʒyf þy wyll be
The knyƺte is to þe bore gon
And cleves hym be þe rygge bon
Grett joye hyt was to se
Lord seyd þe knyƺt I gart hym falle
Gyfe me þe hed  take þe alle
Ʒe wotte yt ys my fee
Aftyr cartus have þey sent
Agayn þe none hom þey went
The cyte was þem full nere
All þe coment was full fayn
That þe wykkyd bore was sleyn
They made full good chere
Þe qwene seyd God schild us fro shame
When Marras the gyaunt cometh han
Newe tydynd gete we here
Syr Eglamor þe nobyll knyƺt
Was set wt þe kyngus dowƺtyr ryƺt
Ffor þt he schulde be blythe
The maydens name was Organate
Sche prys þe knyƺt good chere to make
And hȳ besekys fast mony a sythe
Aftyr mete sche gon hym telle
How a gyaunt wolde þem qwelle
And he begynus to lythe
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Damysell he seyde so mote I the
Ʒyf he come whylys I her be
I schall hym swythe
Ageyn þe evyn the kyng gart dyƺt
A bath for þe gentyll knyƺt
Of erbys þt were goode
And all þe nyƺt þr inne he lay
Tyll on þe morn þt hyt was day
That men to matens ƺode
Be þt þe kyng had herd his masse
The fowle gyaunt comen wasse
And cryed as he were wode
Syr kyng he sayd send out to me
Organate þy dowƺtyr fre
Or I schall spylle þy blode
Syr Eglamor the nobyll knyƺt
Armes hym a non ryƺt
And to þe walles wendes he
The bores hed he dyde forth bere
And sette hit upon a spere
That Marras myƺt hyt se
The gyaunt loked upon þe hed
Allas my bore art þu ded
My trust was mykyll in þe
Be þe lawe þt I lefe inne
My lytyll spotted hogelynne
Dere bowƺt þy lyfe schall be
The gyaunt on þe walles dong
At ylke a stroke the fyre out sꝑōg
For no þyng wold he spare
In to þe cyte he cast a crye
Theves trytours ƺe shall abye
Ffor sleyng of my bare
The ston wallis I woll down dynge
And wt my hondis I wyll ƺou hynge
Or þt I fro ƺou fare
Thorowƺ þe grace of God or ht were nyƺt
The gyant had his fyll of fyƺt
And sum dele mare
Syr Awntors seyd þe kyng then
I rede we armes all men
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Yondyr fend wyll felly fyƺt
Tho swere he be þe rode
I schall asaye hym were he wode
Full mykyll ys god of myƺt
Syr Eglamor was noƺt abasth
The help of God was all his trast
And on his swerde so bryƺt
He rydes a cours to sey his stede
He toke hys helme  forth he yede
Alle þey prayde for þt knyƺte
Syr Eglamor the felde has tane
The gyaunt hym sey  þedr ys gane
And seyde art þu comen my fere
I trow þu helped my bore was sleyn
Thow schalt abye or þu fare hen
And that ryƺt dere
Syr Eglamour wendes well to þo
Wyth a spere he rydes hym to
As man of armes clere
The gyaunt made hym bowne
Hors  man he smote downe
The knyƺt was dede full nere
The knyƺt sawe no bettyr rede
When hys nobyll stede was dede
But on fote to he ys gon
Forth to hym he gan go
Hys ryƺte arme he stroke hym fro
Faste by þe schulder bon
All if þe lordan had lost hys hand
All day stondes he fast fyƺtand
Tyll þe sonne to reste was gon
Þen was he so wery he myƺt no more
The blode ran so faste hym fro
That lyf dayes had he non
All þt in the cyte ware
When þey herde þe thefe rare
For joye þe bellys gon rynge
Edmund was þe kynges name
Syr Aunterus he seyd be seynt jame
Here shalt þu be kynge
To morn schall I crowne the
And þu schalt wedde my dowƺtyr fre
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With a full ryche ryng
He answered wt wordys mylde
God gyfe þe joye of þy chylde
For here may I not lyng
Syr knyƺt for thy dowƺty dede
I schall þe gyfe a nobyll stede
Als reed as any ron
In justenyng ne in turnament
Thow schalt suffre no dethes dent
Why þu fyƺtys hym on
Then seyde Organate þe swete thyng
I schal ƺou gyfe a good gold ryng
Wyth a full ryche ston
Whethur ƺe be on watyr or on lond
And this rynge be on ƺr hond
Ther schall no dede ƺou sclon
He seyd god ƺelde ƺou lady clere
Ʒe syr I schall abyde ƺou fyftene ƺere
Tyll ƺe wyll me wedde
The knyƺt seyde ꝑ ma fay
Be fyftene ƺere I schall ƺou say
How þt I have spedde
The knyƺt takes hys lefe to fare
With þe gyaunt hed  þe bare
The wey our Lord hym lede
This ys þe secund fytte of þis
Makes mery so have y blys
For þus ferre have I red
Er þt fyftene wekys wer comen to ende
In þe lond of Artas he gon lende
Ther the Erle was
All þe comynte wer full fayn
That he in qwarte was comen agayn
And all þt he fonde in þt place
Cristabell herd of his comynge home
Agayn þe knyƺt sche ys gon
Syr sche sayde how have ƺe fare
Damysell he sayd well  traveled sare
To bryng us both out of care
Ther he kyssed þe lady full ƺare
Now into þe halle ys he wente
The Erle to good entent
To þe hedes alle bedene
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The hedes two the knyƺt down leyde
Lo lord þe knyƺt seyde
In Sydon have I bene
Ther for was þe Erle full woo
And sayde ther may no devell þe slo
Be Mary so I wene
Thow art abowte I undirstande
To wynne all Artas of my honde
And my dowƺtyr schene
The knyƺt seyde so mote I the
Not but I wordy be
Help God þt ys best
On schall come  pay for all
The Erle seyd so hit schall befall
Ʒyf thou be nevyr so prest
The knyƺt pryes the Erle so fre
Twelfe wykes þt þu grunt me
My bones for to reste
And for þe pryng of gentyll men
Twelfe wykes he grunt hȳ þen
No lenger wolde he hym frist
Aftyr sowper as I ƺou tell
He wendys to chaumbyr with Cristabell
Ther were lampus brennyng bryƺt
The lady was not to hyde
Sche sette hym on here ryƺt syde
And seyde well come syr knyƺt
Damysell he seyde so have I spedde
Wt þe grce of God I shall ƺou wedde
Thereto here trowthes þey plyƺt
So grcyus he con here tell
A poynt of armes þt hȳ befell
And þer he dwelled all nyƺt
So be twenty wykys were come  gon
Cristabell as whyte as fom
All fallen was here hewe
Sche pryes here gentyll wȳmen so fre
That þey wolde leyne here prvyte
And to here for to be trewe
The Erle brennes as fyre in care
Have don Sr knyƺt and make þe ƺare
Thy jurnay comes all newe
When Cristabell herd þr of sey
Sche mornys þr fore nyƺt  day
That all wyttes may rewe
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Syr at grt Rome as I þe tell
Ther lyves a dragon fers  fell
Herken what I schall þe say
Þt fend is of so grett renown
Ther dar no man neyƺ þe town
Be seven myle of way
Arme þe Sr knyƺt þedr to wende
Loke þu sle hym wt þy honde
Or els say me nay
He sayde I have don poyntes two
Wt þe grce of God I schall do mo
Or els ende for ay
Aftyr mete as I ƺou telle
He toke hys lefe at Crystabell
Als feyre as flor in felde
Damysell he seyd þr is a poynt un don
I wyll wend  com agayn full son
Wyth þe help of Mary mylde
A good ryng I schall gyfe the
Kepe hyt well my lady fre
Ʒyf God send þe a chylde
Forth he wente as I ƺou say
To grete rome he takes þe way
To seke þt worme so bolde
Tokenyng of hym sone he fonde
Sleyn men on ylke a honde
Be hunders he þem tolde
Ʒyf he wer nevr so nobyll a knyƺt
Of þe worme when he had a syƺt
Hys herte began to colde
Hyt was no wondr þoƺ he were wroth
He stroke his stede  hȳself both
That to þe ground þey wolde
The knyƺt arose  his scheld up sett
This wykked worme on hȳ bett
Byttur dyntes and felle
He kest out mony fyre brondes þore
Evyr nere þe nyƺt þe more
As hyt walled owt of helle
Syr Eglamor for soth I sey
Half hys tonge he stroke away
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The fend began to ƺelle
With þe stump þt hym was leved
He stroke þe knyƺt on þe hed
A depe wonde  a felle
The knyƺt seyde now am I schent
Ner þe wykked worme he went
Hys hed he stroke away
And þen so nere hym ys he gon
He cleves hym by þe rygge bon
The felde he wan þt day
The emperor stode in a towre
And syƺ þe fyƺt of Sr Eglamor
And to hys men he gan say
Gart crye in rome þe dragon ys sleyn
Tha has a knyƺt don with all his mayn
Wurthely ꝑ ma fay
In grett rome he gart crye
Ilke an ofycer in his baylye
The worme has evyll endyng
The Emperor has taken the way
To þe knyƺt þr he lay
Be syde þt dredfull þyng
And all þt myƺt ryde or gon
To Sr Eglamour hyed þey þon
Wt blys þey gon hym hom bryng
They are so fayn þe worme ys sleyn
Wt ꝑcessyon þey come hym agayn
Radly þe bellys þey rynge
The Emperor has a dowƺtr bryƺt
Sche has unduretane þe knyƺt
Hyre name was Dyamuntowre
Ther sche saves hȳ fro þe deed
Wt here handys sche helys hys heed
A twelfmonyth in hyr bowre
Thys ryche Emperor of Rome
Sent aftyr þe dragone
That in þe feld was deed
Hys sydys hard as balatyne was
Hys wynges wer grene as any glas
Hys hed as fyre was reed
When þey sawe þe hydowes best
Mony awey þen ronne fest
And from hym fled full sone
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They metyd hym forty fote  mo
Þe Emꝑor comanded þey schuld hȳ do
Hys wyll most nede be done
To seynt lawrans kyrke þey hȳ bare
And þer schall he lye evr mare
To the day of dome
When þe remeved þt fowle þyng
Mony men fell in swonyng
For stynke þt from hym come
Letters come to Artas
That þe dragon of Rome dede was
A knyƺt has hym slon
So long at leche craft gon he dwelle
A knave chyld has Crystabelle
As whyte as whalys bon
The erle gaf to god a vowe
Dowƺtyr into þe see schalt thowe
In a schyp alone
And þt bastard þt ys þe dere
Cristundam schall non have here
Hyr maydens wepte ylkon
Ʒyf sche were nevr so fayr ne whyte
Ʒyt was þe schip all redy made tyte
That sche schulde in fare
Sche lokes on hir child wt here ye
My sone sche seyde we most nede dye
Sche hadde full mykyll care
The lady þt was in care clad
To þe schyp þey her lad
Sche and hyr frely fode
Hyr chambir wȳmen ī swonȳg gan fall
And so dyde hyr fryndes all
That wolde hyr any good
Sche seyde fadyr I ƺou pry
That a prest myƺt me a gospell say
For fendes in þe flode
Sche pryde here gentyll wȳmen fre
Grete well my lord whē ƺe hȳ se
They wepped as þey were wode
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The lady syked wt herte sare
The wynd rose  to a roche here bare
And þer on gon sche lende
Sche was full fayn I undur stonde
Sche wend hyt had be byggyd londe
And þer up gan sche wende
No þyng ellys syƺ sche dere
Butt see fowles þt wylde were
That fast flew her hende
A grype come in all hyr care
The ƺong chyld away he bare
To a countre unkende
Then þe lady sayde Allas
That evyr I born was
My chylde ys tane me fro
In þe lond of Israell gon he lyƺt
That wroƺte þe lade both day  nyƺt
Sorow and mykyll wo
The kyng of Israell an huntȳg went
He syƺ where þe grype was lent
And þedr rode with oþr mo
He strok on the chylde with his byll
The chyld scryked that greved hym yll
He rose  lefte hym so
A skwyere to þe chyld gon passe
In a skarlet mantell wonden he was
Wt a full ryche pane
In þt skarlet mantell wounden
Wt a gyrdyll of golde fast bounden
Hys yen were clere as cristall stane
All þey swere be the rode
The child was comen of gētyll blode
Where evr he was tane
For þt he fro þe grype fell
They named hym degrebell
That wylsome was of wane
The kyng leves huntyng þt tyde
Home wt the chyld gon he ryde
That from þe grype was hent
Dame he seyde unto þe qwene
Mykyll of solas have I sene
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Thys chyld god has me sent
Thereof sche was both glad  blyth
And sent aftur a nurce full swyth
Hys sydus were long  gent
Leve ƺe the chyld wt mykyll honor
And speke we of his modr whyte as flor
What weys our Lord here lent
All nyƺt on þe roche sche lay
A wynd rose agayn þe day
And fro the lond here dryves
Sche had nother mast ne rother
Butt ylke storme strengere þē odr
Strongly wt her stryves
As þe boke of rome sayes
Sche was meteles syx dayes
Hyr herte for care hyt clevys
Butt þe sixte day or none
God sent here socour sone
In egypte up sche ryves
The kyng of egypt stod ī a tour
And syƺ þe lady whyte as flour
Was wroken on þe sonde
He cōmāndyd a sqwyere to go and se
And loke what ī the schyp may be
Þe wynd has dryven hit to londe
For feyntenes sche spake no worde
The lady lyfte up hyr hode
And made sygnes wt her hond
To þe schyp sche come full tyte
And on þe syde gan he smyte
The lady gan up stonde
Makes mery for yt ys beste
For þis ys þe laste geste
That I now take in honde
He wyste nevr what sche ment
Agayn to þe kyng ys he went
And kneled on hys knee
Lord in þe yondr schip no þȳng ys
But a woman in lykenes
That rose  loked on me
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A fayrer þyng sawe I nevr non
No ther of flesch blode ne bon
But hyt were mary fre
Sche makes me synes wt her hond
As sche were of a nother lond
Be ƺonde the grekus see
Be Jhū sayde þe gentyll kyng
I wyll se þt swete thyng
And þethur ward he gose
Into þe schip he goth anone
And bad here speke in goddys nome
Agayn þe kyng sche rose
The damysell þt was so mylde
Had so greet for here chylde
That sche was waxen hose
To a chaumbur þey here ledde
Good mete þey here bede
Wt good wyll sche wt hem gose
Aftyr mete þen freynes þe kyng
When art þu my swete thyng
For þu art bryƺt of ble
Sche sayde I was born in Artas
Syr Prynsamor my fadyr was
The lord of that countre
Sythen it befell on a day
I  my madyns went to play
Be a syde of þe see
Þe wedyr was lythe  a bote þer stode
I and my sqwyer þer in ƺode
Uncristen man was he
On lond I leved my maydenes alle
My sqwyer on slepe gon falle
A mantyll ovr hym I drewe
A wynd rose  tyll a roche us bare
A fowle come to my sqwyere þare
And swyftly away hym threwe
The kyng sayde make good chere
Thow art my brodyr dowƺtyr dere
Ffor joye of hym sche lowƺ
Leve þis lady whyte as flowr
And speke we more of Sr Eglamour
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Now comes to hym care inowƺ
When Sr Eglamor was hole  sownd
And well covered of hys wond
He buskes and makes hym ƺare
He thankes þe Emperor of thys
Hys dowƺtyr þt was þe Emꝑysse
And all þt he fond thare
Crystabell was in hys thowƺt
The dragones hed forgat he noƺt
On a spere he hyt bare
Be þt seven wykes were come to ende
In þe lond of Artas gon he lende
To hym come letters of care
The countre herde I undyrstand
That Sr Eglamor was comand
Wt þe dragons hed
A sqwyer went agayn hym sone
Lo lord what the erle has done
Ffayr Crystabell ys ded
A knave chyld had sche wt hyre borne
Thay have both here lyves lorne
He was both whyte  rede
He has don in þe see þem two
And wt the wynd lett hem go
The knyƺt swoned in þt stede
Lord seyde þe knyƺt so fre
Where evyr þe gentyll wȳmen be
That in chambr wt here was
The sqwyer answered hym full sone
Lord in the see when sche was done
Ylkon þer way gon passe
In to þe halle gan they fare
Among þe grete lordes þt þer ware
Be fore the Erle of Artas
Have here þis dragons hed
All ys myn þt here ys leved
Thow syttys in my plas
A gret rewthe yt was to here
How he called aftr Cristabell his fere
And sayde art þu in þe see
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God þt dyede on þe crosse
On þy sowle have mercy
And on þy ƺong sone so fre
The Erle was ferd of Sr Eglamor
He rose up  toke a towre
That evyr more woo hym be
Gentyll men so God ƺou save
All þt odure of knyƺt woll have
Ryse up  take at me
Gentyll men come hym tyll
They were fayn to do his wyll
He gaf þem orders sone
And in þe halle when he was stad
Fyve  thretty knytes he mad
Be þt othr day at none
And sythen I understond
He takes the wey to the holy lond
Ther god on cros was don
Syr Eglamor as ƺe may here
Dwelled in the holy lond fiftene yere
The heden men among
Full dowƺtyly he hym bare
There ony dedes of armes ware
Agayn þem þt lyved wrong
Be þt the xv ƺere were come and gon
The chyld þt the grype had tane
Was both stren  stronge
In justenyng nore in tornament
Þr myƺt no man sytte his dent
Butt he cast hem to þe ground
Syr degrebell was wyse  wyƺte
The kyng of Israell made hym knyƺt
And prynce wt hys honde
Lestenes lordynges both lefe  dere
What armes þe chyld bare ƺe schal here
And ƺe wyll undyrstond
He bare in armere a grype of golde
Rychely betyn in the molde
In hys clothys wavond
A knave chyld in a mantyll wondyn
And wt a goldyn gyrdull bowndyn
As he was browƺt to þe lond
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The kyng of Israell was old
To Degrebell hys sone he told
I wold þu haddest a wyfe
For I trow þu art me dere
When I am dede thou getys no pere
In rychesse þu art so ryfe
A messyngere stode by þe kyng
In Egypt wones a swete þyng
Þe fayrest þt evr bare lyfe
Þe kyng hath hys othe sworne
Þr schall no man hyre have þt ys born
Butt he wynns hyre wt stryfe
He sware then  sche bo good
Þr fore I woll not let be þe rode
Han don  buske þe swythe
He cōmanded a messynger to gon
To byd hys knyƺtys evr ylke on
That þey be þer belyve
Þey busked hem with ryall fare
Armour to schip þey bare
And passed þe watyr blythe
Be þre wykes were come to ende
ln þe lond of Egypt con þey lende
Þer fore for to kythe
A messyngere wēt before to tell
Here comes þe kyng of Israell
Wt a fayre semble
Þe prns ys comme wt many a knyƺt
For to wȳne ƺor dowƺtyr bryƺt
Ʒyf ƺor wyll be
He sayde be god I trowe I schall
Fynd redy justyng for þē all
Dere well come schall þey be
Trumpes in top castels rose
Þe ryche kyng to londe gose
His knyƺtus were clad in pall
The chyld þt was of xv ƺere
He gose among hē as ƺe may here
A fote above hem all
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The kyng of Egypt agayn hem gose
The kyng be þe hond he tase
And ledde hym to þe halle
I pry you swythe yf þt ƺe myƺte
Of ƺor dowƺtyr to have a syƺte
Als whyte as bon of whall
Tyll a chambur þey have her browƺt
Wt mānes hond as sche were wroƺt
Or corven on a tre
Hys sone stode styll  hyre be helde
Well wer hȳ þt þe myƺt welde
To hymself sayde he
Þe kyng of Israell asked þt lady fre
Ʒyf sche myƺt passe þe Greces see
Hys sones wyfe to be
Sche seyde ƺe yf þt he may
Sytte for me a stroke or tway
Thy askyng graunt I the
Grete lordes were at on assent
Waytes blewe up to mete þey went
Wt a full ryall chere
Two kynges þe dese by gan
Syr degrebell  crystabell þan
Ʒyf þey were sybbe full nere
Knyƺtes wente to sette iwys
Ilke a sqwyere in hys offys
To serve hys lorde þere
Aftyr mete þen weschen they
Deus pacis clerkes gon sey
That all men myƺt hyt here
On þe morn þe day sprong
Gentyll to þer armour throng
Syr degrebell was dyƺt
And trumpes in þe feld rose
Ilke a lorde tyll othyr gose
Hyt was a semyly syƺt
Grete lordes made þis cry
What manere of man sykurly
That berys a grype full bryƺte
Herodes of armes gon þem telle
That ys þe pryns of Israell
Be well ware for he ys wyƺte
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The kyng of Egypte tase a schafte
That sawe þe chylde  anothr rawƺt
Ʒyf he were nevere so kene
Agayn þe kyng þe chylde gon fare
Hors  man adown he bare
Strongly on þt grene
The kyng seyde so god me save
Thow art best worthy her to have
Thus seyde þey all by dene
Lordes þen justed þey
Sqwyeres on þt othure day
Dowƺty men  kene
Two kynges þt were of myƺt
Toke crystabell þt was so bryƺt
To the kyrke þey here ledde
Þus grcyously he hase sped
Hys owen modyr hase he wed
As I herde a clerke rede
Hys armes þey bare hym be forn
Sche þynkes how hyre chyld away was born
Therfore sorow sche hade
Sche grette þr fore  sorow gan make
And all was for hyr sones sake
A grett swonyng sche made
What now sayde he my lady clere
Why makes þu so sympull chere
Me thynkes þu art not glade
Lorde in þyn armes a fowle I se
That sumtyme raft a chyld fro me
A knyƺt dere hym bowƺte
The kyng swere be crystus myƺt
In my forest gon he lyƺt
A grype to londe hym browƺte
He cōmanded a sqwyere that was hende
Aftur þe cofure for to wende
There inne hyt was ledde
I wote he toke hem out full rathe
And a goldyn gyrdull bathe
Full rychely were þey redde
The lady seyde full wo ys me
They were fro me rafte in þe see
O swonynge down sche brayde
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How longe sythen þe kyng gon sey
Fyftene ƺere sche sayde ꝑ ma fay
They grunted alle to þt sche sayde
Lo sone all þt we done hade
A sybbe maryage han we made
In spryngyng of þe mone
I rede we loke so god me save
The gre in feld ho so may have
And in haste þt hyt be done
Ʒe fadur I holde ƺor counceyll good
So do I my modyr by þe rode
I wedded hyre by fore þe none
Þr schall no man have here be seȳt mary
Butt he wȳne here als dowƺtyly
As myself have done
Grete lordes ylkon tyll oþr gon sey
For hyr love we wyll turnay
Wt swerd scharp on end
He þt wynnes this lady clere
He schall wedde hyre tyll hys fere
There hym loves best to lende
Herodes of armes forth þey went
To dyscrye þys turnament
In all londys hende
Syr eglamor was homwarde bowne
And herd of þt dede of gete renowne
And thyþur gan he wende
For Crystabell was don in þe see
No armes bare he
Lystyn  I wyll ƺou say sykurly
He bare a schyp in armes of gold
And a lady drownyng as sche schold
A chyld lyand hyr by
The chyld was butt a nyƺt old
Hys mast was of sylvyre  gold
In evry poynte to þe ye
Of reed gold was hys fane
Hys sales  hys ropes ylkane
Was purtred varely
Gentyll men þt herd þt cry
Theþur went þey ryally
They þt dowƺty ware
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The kyng of Sydon come full sone
Wt many a knyƺt full hard bone
That ryche colours bare
Renges þey made in þe felde
That gete lordes myƺte þē welde
Full faste þey turneyd þare
Syr Eglamor yf he come last
Ʒyt he was not a way to cast
The knyƺt was cladde in care
Crystabell þt lady small
Sche was browƺt to þe wall
There þe crye was made
The chyld þt was of xv yer eld
He was aunterus in þe feld
In þt stowre he rade
When degrebell began to smyte
From his handis þey wēt ful tyte
Wold non hys dynt a byde
He sees a knyƺt hovande full stylle
Syr degrebell rydes hym tylle
And sayde wylt þu not ryde
He seyde hit ys for werynesse
For I am come out of hethēnesse
Grete syn it were me to tene
Hys owen sayde so mote I the
Þen shuld þu not han armed þe
More worschyp had hyt bene
Þe knyƺt smylyd  on hym lowƺ
Hase þu not turneyd ƺyt inowƺ
Butt þu of more me pry
He sayd no mari I am aunterus ī stowre
For a lady as whyte as flowr
To wynne here ƺyf I may
Be Jhū swere þe knyƺt þan
I schall asaye ƺyf I can
Ony thyng turnay
Be god som tyme have I sene
In all so hard sement have I bene
And wan full wele away
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Grete lordes wt wepens long
Gentyll men her horses sprong
Dowƺty men evr ylke on
Syr Eglamor has turned þe flatt
He gafe his sone syche a patt
To þe erthe ys he gon
All þey sware up on þe molde
He þt berys a schyp of golde
Has wonne here full gayne
The lady sayde full wo ys me
My sone ys deed be cristus pyte
Ʒondur knyƺt has hym slayne
Herodes of armes cryed þen
Ʒyf þr were any gentyll men
To make his body goode
Grete lordes sayd now
Best wordy art thow
To welde ƺond frely fode
To unarme hȳ þe knyƺt gose
Kyrtels  surcotis  other close
That dowƺty were in dede
Two kynges þe dese be gan
Syr Eglamor  crystabell þan
Jhē us all spede
Sche asked be what cheson he bore
A schyp of gold maste  ore
Fro þe see drowned was done
The knyƺt sone gon answere
Thay made þe endyng ryƺt þere
My lēman  my ƺonge sone
The ^ letted for no schane
lady
Gode syr wat ys ƺor name
Telles me in þys stownde
Men called me þer I borne was
Syr Eglamor of Artas
Tho of a worme had a wonde
There was mony a robe of palle
Then servyd þe chyld in þe halle
Of the fyrst messe that day
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Pryvyly sche to hym spake
This ys þy fadyr þt þe gate
There wt say I not nay
A grete joye hyt was to se
When he kneled on hys knee
There was a hert full sore
Hyt is soth sayd be god of heven
Mony meten at un sett steven
And so befell hyt þore
The kyng of Israell gon hȳ telle
How he fond Syr degrebell
Knytes lystend þanne
Syr Eglamor kneled on hys kne
And lord gode ƺelde hyt the
Ʒe have made hȳ a manne
The kyng sayde I schall hym ƺeve
Half my londes whyle I leve
My sone as whyte as swanne
The kyng of Sydon sayd also
And my dowƺtyr Organate to
Me mynnes his fadure hyr wan
Syr Eglamor pryd þe lordys all
Hom īto Artas hȳ wend wt all
And at hys bredale to be
They grunted þt there were alle
They busked þem wt ryall
Fare  sythen passed þe see
Shyppus ley wroken on þe sond
Ilkon toke oþr be þe hond
Knaves þer hors gon dryve
This olde erle Sr prynsamoure
Fell down bakward of a towre
And brake hys nekke be lyve
A messengere come before to tell
What kyns aunterus þe Erle be fell
Wyth God may no man stryfe
All nyƺt þer þey lay
Tyll on þe morn þt hyt was day
To wedde þt lady bryƺt
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There was mony a lord of prde
Kyngus led hyre on evry side
Hyt was a semmyly syƺt
Sythen a byschop gan hem wedde
They thanked God þey had so spedde
And mary mykyll of myƺt
Sythe to wedde gon þey go
Syr degrebell and Organato
He was a full fayr knyƺt
Ther was drowen in þt stownd
Þe mowntans of a thowzand pownd
Gete hyt wo so myƺt
Mynstrelles come fro fere lond
Thay hadde ryche gyftes I unþrstond
In hert þey were lyƺt
Sythen to þe castell gon þey wende
To holde þe brydale to ve ende
Hyt lasted a fowrtenyƺt
When þe brydale was all don
Ilke a lorde toke his lefe full son
Þedr þer þey schuld lend all nyƺt
Mynstralles þt were þr in þt stownd
Þr gyftus were worth an hondred pownd
The boldere myƺt þey spende
In rome þis gest cronyclyd ys
Jhū brynge us to hys blys
That nevyr schall have ende
Explicit Eglamour of Artas
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My dere son fyrst þy self enabull
Wt all thyn herti to vertuys dyscyplyne
A fore þy sovrayn syttyng at the table
Dyspose þy þoght aftyr my doctryne
To all nortor þy corage to enclyne
Fyrst whyle þu spekest be noƺt recheles
Kepe feet & fyngerys & handys styll yn pees
Be sympyll of chere cast no þy loke a syde
Ne þy heed a boute turnnyng ovr all
A geyn þe post let noƺt þy bak abyde
Make noƺt þy myrror also of the wall
Pyke not þy ose and yn specyall
Be ryƺt well war & set her yn þy thoght
To fore þy sovreyn ne creche ne rubbe þe noght
Who so speke to þe yn eny man place
Runnysschely cast not þy heed adown
But wt sad cher loke hym yn þe face
Walke demurly by þe stretys yn þe town
And advrtyse þe to wysdom and reson
Wt dyssolute lauƺtherys do þu non offence
Be þy sovrayn whyle he ys yn presence
Pare clene thy naylys thyne handys wasch
To fore mete and when þu doost a ryse
Syt yn þt place þu art assynged to
Prece not to hye yn no maner wyse
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And tyll þu se a fore þe þy servyce
Be not to hasty up on brede to byte
Of gredynesse lest men þe wold a wyte
Grenyng at þe tabull eschewe
Cry not to lowde kepe honestly sylence
To enbose þy jowes wt brede yt ys noƺth dewe
Wt full mouth speke noƺth lest þu do offence
Drynk not brydelys for hast nor neglygence
Kepe clene þy lyppys fro fat of flesch or fysch
Wype fayr þy spone leve yt not in þy dysch
Of brede y bete no soppys þt þu make
Loude for to soupe yt ys a geyn gentlylnesse
Wt mouth enbrued thy cuppe thou ne take
Yn ale ner wyne wt hande leve no fatnesse
Foule not þy naperye for no rechelesnesse
Nevr at mete be war be gȳne no stryffe
Thy teth also ne pyke not wt þy knyf
Oh honest myrth lete be þy dalyance
Swere noon othys speke no rebandye
The best morsell have þys yn remēmbraunce
Hole to þ sylf alwaey do noƺth aplye
Part wt þy felawe for yt ys curtesye
Let not þy trenchur wt many remysseylys
And fro blaknesse alwey kepe þy nayles
Of curtesye yt ys ageyn þe lawe
Wt sown dyshonest for to þo offence
Of old surfetys a breyde not þy felowe
Towardes þy sovrayn have þy ay þy advrtence
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Play wt no knyf take hede to my sentence
At mete and soup kepe þe stylle and siofte
Eke to and fro meve not thy fote to ofte
Droppe not þy brest wt sause ne wt potage
Bryng no knyvys unscouryd to þe table
Fyll not þy spoon lest yn þy corage
Yt passe be syde whyche were noƺth cōmendable
Be quyk and redy meke and srvysable
Well waytyng to fulfylle a noon
What þy soverayn cōmaundyth þe to doon
And wher so be þu dyne or soupe
Of gentynesse take salt wt þy knyf
And be well ware þu blowe noƺth yn þy cuppe
Revrence þy felowe be gyn wt hym no stryf
To þy power kepe pees all þy lyf
Interrupte not wher so þu wende
A mannys tale tyll he have made an ende
Wt þy fyngrys mark not þy tale
Be well abvysed namely yn tendyr age
To drynke be mesure both wyne & ale
Be noƺth to capyous also of langage
As tyme requyred schewe out thy vysage
To glad to sory but kepe þe a twene tweyne
For loos or lucre of ony cas sodeyne
Be meke yn mesur not hasty but tretabyll
Overy mekyll þe noƺth worth yn no thyng
To chyldryn langyth noƺth to be vengabyll
Sone monȳg and sone for yevyngge
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And as yt ys remembryth be wrytyng
Wrath of chyldryn some ys evr goon
Wt an appyll ꝑtyes ben made at oone
In chyldryn werre now myrthe now debate
In her quarell ys no gret vyolence
Now pleye now wepyng feelde yn on estate
The þer pleyntys geve no greet credence
A rodde performyth all þer yn solence
In ther corage no rancor doth abyde
Who spareth the yerde all vertu fet a syde
Go lytyll byll bareyn of langage eloquence
Pray yong chyldryn þt ye schall se or rede
Þowƺth þu be capendyus y sentence
Of þy clausys for to take hede
Whyche to all vrtuys schall þr youthe lede
Of þe wrytyng þogh þr be no date
Ʒyf ouƺth be a mys ȳ ward sylable or ded
Put all þe faute upon John lydgate
For helth of bydy cover for cold þy heed **Dietary starts here
Ete no rawe mete take good hede þr to
Drynke good holsam wyne fede þe on lyƺth brede
And wt an appetyte vyþs from þy mete also
Wt wōmen agyth fleschly have not to do
Up on þy slep drynk noƺt of the cuppe
Glad toward bed at morn both too
And use never late for to suppe
And yf yt so be þt leches do þe fayle
Than take good hede to use thyngs þre
Temꝑat dyet tēꝑerat travayle
Not malycyous for non advrsyte
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Meke yn troble glad yn poverte
Ryche wt lytyll cōtent wt suffysance
Never gruchyng mery lyke thy degre
Ʒyf fysyk lakke make thys thy govrnance
To evry tale sone ƺyf þu no credence
Be not to hasty ner sodēyly vengeable
To pouer folk do no vyelence
Curteys of langage of fedȳg mesurable
On sodayn mete noƺth gredy at þe table
In fedyng gentyll prudent yn dalyaunce
Cloos of tonge of word noƺth dyffeynabyll
To sey þe best fet alwey þy plesaunce
Have yn hate mowthys þt ben doubyll
Suffyr at þy tabyll no detracion
Have dyspyt of folk þt be evr yn troubyll
Of fals rownerys and adblacyon
Wt yn þy court suffre no dyvysyon
Wt yn thy housald schall cause greet encrece
Of all welfare ꝑsꝑyteys and foyson
Wt thy neghborys leve yn reste and pees
Be clenly clad aftyr thyne estate
Pass noƺth bondys kepe þy primys blyve
Wt iii folkys be no at the bate
Fyrst wt thy bettere be warfor to stryve
A geyn thy felowe no quare to contryve
Wt thy sugget to stryve hyt wer schame
Ther for y cōceyll pursue all thy lyve
To leve yn pees yn þe and gete the a good name
Fyre at morwe and toward bed at eve
Ageyn mystys blake and eyr of pesytlence
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Be tyme at masse þu schall þe better spede
Fyrst at þy rysyng do to god revrence
Vysyte þe pore wt entyre dylygence
On all nedy have cōpassyon
And god schall sende grce and ynfluence
The to encrese and thy possesyon
After mete be war make not lang slepe
Hede foot & stomak presrve frp cold
Be noƺth to pensyf of thoght take no kepe
After þy rente mayntene they howsold
Suffre yn tyme þu thy ryƺtly be bold
Swere noon othys noman to be gyle
In youthe be lusty be sad whan þu are old
Be warly joye lastyth but a whyle
Dyne not at morewe a fore thyn appetyte
Cler eyr and walkyng meketh good dygestyon
Be twene mele drynk not for no forward delyte
But thurst or trvayle yyf þe occasyon
Ovr salt mete doeth greete appressyon
To febyll stomakys whan þey onnie noƺth refrayn
Fro thyngys cōtrarys to þeyr cōplexyon
Of gredy handys þe stomak hath grette peyne
Thus yn ii thyngys stant all the welthe
Of soule and body who so list hem sewe
Moderat food gevyth to man hys helthe
And all surfetys doth frō hȳ remove
And charyte to e soule ys dewe
Thys recept bowght ys of no potcarye
Of maystyr antonye nor of mayster hue
But to all yn dysserent rychest dyatarye
Explicit
**in margin**
Suffre no surfatys in hous at nyght//Be war of rersopers pf gret excesse
Hedys  of candellyght//Of sleuth on morn  sloverynge ydelnesse//Delrych of all vyses ys
Chef porteres//voyde all dronkew lyerys and lechoures//Of all unthryfty exyle
The maystresse//That us to sayn dys pleyers hasardours
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☙P

roblemys of old lyknesse  fygures
Whyche prevyd ben fructuous of sentense
And have auctoryte groundyd yn scryptoures
By þe cemblaunces of notable apparence
Wt moralytes cōcludyng on prudence
Lyke as to the byble rehersyth be wrytyng
How trees sum tyme ches hem self a kyng
☙Fyrst yn thayr choys þey made the olyve
To regne among hem judycū doth expresse
But he hȳ self gan excusen blyve
He myth not forsakē hys fatnesse
Nor the fyg tre hys amorous swetnesse
Nor the vyne hys holsom fresch tarage
Whych yevyth cōfort to all maner age
☙And semblably poetys laureatt
By derk parables full cōvenyent
Seyn that bryddys and bestys of estate
As royall egles  lyonnys by assent
Sent out wrytys to holde a ꝑlement
Some to have lordschyp  some to obey
And made degrees brefly for to sey
☙Aegles yn þe eyr hyest take theyr flyƺt
Power of lynnys on þe grownd ys sene
Cydre among trees hyest ys of syƺt
And þe laurer of nature ys ay grene
Of flowrys all florra ys goddesse  quene
Thus of all thyngys ther ben dyvrsytees
Some of estate  some of lowe degrees
☙Poetys wryte wondyrfully lyknesses
And ȳ covert kepe them self full clos
They take bestys  fowlys to wytnesse
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Of whos faynyng faynyng* ferst aroos
And hyr y cast unto my porpos
Owt of the frensch a tale to translate
Whych yn a paumphlette y radde  saw bote late
☙Thys tale whych y make of mencyon
In gros rehersyth pleynly to declare
Thre ꝑverbys payd for a rannson
Of a fayr bryd takē yn a snare
Wondyr desyrous to scape owt of care
Of myn auctor folwyng þe peesse
So as hyt fell yn ordyr y schall expresse
☙Whylom ther was yn a small vyllage
As myn auctor maketh rehersayll
A chorl whych had lust  greet corage
Wt yn hym self by dylygent travayle
To aray hys gardyn wt noble notable apparayle
Of length  brede ylych square  long
Hegged and dyched to make hyt sur  strong
☙ And all þe aleyes wer made playn wt sond
The benchys clowryd wt new trvys grene
Swote herbys wt conndytes at the hand
That welled up a geyn the sonne schene
Lyke sylvur stremys as any crystall clene
The burbly wawys yn the up boylyng
Round as beryall ther bemys owt schewyng
☙Myddys the gardyn stood a fresch laurer
Ther on abryd synggyng day and nyght
Wt somysch federys bryƺther þan goold wer
Whych wt her song made hevy hertys lyƺth
That to behold hyt was an hevenly syƺth
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How toward even  yn the mornyg
Sche dyde her peyn most amorous to syng
☙Esperus aforsed her corage
Toward even when phebus gan to reste
Among the braunchys to her aramitage
To syng her conpleyn  þan go to reste
And at the rysyng of the quene alceste
To syng a geyn as yt was her dewe
Erly and norow the daysterre to falowe
☙Hyt was a verry hevenly melodye
Erly on morow to her the bryddys song
And the fote fygured armourye
Of uncowth warblys  tunys draw along
That all the gardyn of the noyse rong
Tyll on a morow whan tytan schon full clere
The brydde was trappyd  kawƺth yn a panter
☙The chorl was glad þt he þys brydde hath take
Mery of chere of loke  of vysage
And yn all haste he cast for to make
Wt yn hys howse a praty lytyll cage
And wt her song to reyoyce hys corage
Tyll at the last the sely brydde abrayed
And sobyrly un to ^þe chorl sche seyde
☙I am now take and stand undyr daunger
Hold strayt þat may not fle
Adieu my song  my notys clere
Nou þat I have lost my lyberte
Now am y thrall  som tyme was fre
And trust well whyyll I stande yn dystresse
I can not syng nor make no gladnesse
☙And thowƺ my cage forged were of goolde
And þe pynaclys of beryll and crystall
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☙The Chorle☙
I remembre a ꝑverbe seyd of old
Who lesyth hys fredm yn soth he lesyth all
For I have levr uppon a braunch small
Meryly to synge among þe wodys grene
Than yn a cage of sylvur bryƺt and schene
☙Song  prson have non acordaunce
Trowyst þu I woll syng yn prson
Song ꝑcedyth of joye and of plesaunce
And pryson causyth deth and destruccion
Ryngyng of feterys ys maketh no mery sown
Or who schold be glad and jocound
Ageyns hys wyll þt lyth yn cheynys bownd
☙What vaylyth hyt to a lyon to be a kyng
Of bestys alle schette yn atowr of ston
Or an egle undyr strayt kepyng
Wallyd als kyng of fowlys evrychon
Fy on lordschyp whan lyberte ys goon
Answer her to  lette hyt not asterte
Who syngth mery þt syngyth not of herte
☙But yf thow wylt reioyce of my syngyng
Lete me go fleen fre fom all daungere
And evry day yn the mornyng
I schall repayr un to þy laurer
And freschly syng wt lusty notys clere
Under þy chamber or afore thyne halle
Evry seson whan þu lust me calle
☙To be schet up  pynyd under drede
Nothyng acordyth un to my nature
Thowƺ I wer fed wt myll  wastelbrede
And swete cruddys browth to my pasture
Yet had I lever to þo my bysy cure
Erly yn the morow to schrapyn yn þe dale
To fynde my dyner among þe wormys smale
☙The laborer ys gladder at hys plowƺ
Erly on morow to fede hym on bakon
Than som man ys þt hath tresor inowƺ
And of all deyntees plente and foyson
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And no fredam wt all hys possession
To go at large but as a bere at stake
To passe hys bondys bote yf he leve take
☙Take þys answer for full cōclusyon
To syngge yn prson thow schalt no me cōstreyne
Tyll I have fredom yn worys up and down
To fleen at large on bowys rowƺ  pleyn
And of reson thow scholdyst noth dysdeyn
Of my desyr but lawƺ and have good game
But wh ys a chorl wold ech man wer þe same
☙Well q̷ the chorll syth hyt wyll not be
That y desyre as by my talkyng
Magre þy wyll þu schall chese on of thre
Wt yn a cage meryly to synge
Or to the kychyn I schall þy body brynge
Pull thy federys þt been so bryƺt  schene cleer
And after rost or bake to my dyneer
☙Than q̷ þe bryd to reson y say not nay
Towchyng my song a full answer thow hast
And whan my fedyrys pullyd ben a way
Yf I be rostyd or bake yn past
Tow schalt of me have a full lytyll repast
But yf thow wolt do werke by my counsel
Thow mayst by me have passyng greet avayl
☙Yf thow wylt unto my good assent
And suffre me go frely fro prson
Wt owt ransom or any other rent
I schall the yeve a notable greet guerdon
Thre greet wysdomys acordyng to reson
More of wa valew take hede what y do ꝑfre
Than all the goold þt schet ys yn thy cofre
☙Trust me well I schall the not deceyve
Well q̷ the chorl tell on anon late se
Nay q̷ the bryd thow mayst a forn cōceyve
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☙The Chorle☙
Who þt schall teche of reson most go fre
Hyt fyttyth a mayster to have hys lyberte
And at large to teche hys lesson
Have no me not suspecte y mene no treson
☙Well q̷ the chorl hold me content
I trust thy ꝑmys whych þu hast made to me
The bryd fleyƺ forth þe chorl was of assent
And tok hys fleyƺ up on þe laurer tre
Than thowƺt sche þus mow þt y stand fre
Wt snarys panterys y cast nt all my lyve
Ner wt no lymtwyggys eny more to stryve
☙He ys a fool þt scapyd ys daungere
Hath broke hys feterys  broke ys fro prson
For to resort for brent chyld fy dredyth fyre
Eche man be war of wysdom  reson
Of sugre strowyd that hydyth fals poyson
Ther ys no venym so ꝑeylous of scharpnesse
As whan hyt hath of tryakle a lyknesse
☙Who dredyth no ꝑeyl yn ꝑeyl he shall fall
Smoth watyrys beth oft tymes deep
The quaylepyp can most falsly kalle
Tyll the quayle undyr þe nette doth krepe
A bleeryed fowler trust not theyƺ he weep
Eschew hys thymmbe of whepyng take no heed
That smale bryddys can nyppe be þe heed
☙And now þt ych schu I such daungerys am askapyd
I wyll be war and a forn ꝑvyde
That of no fowler y wol nomore be japed
Fro hys lym twyggys y wyll fle fer a syde
Wher ꝑeyl ys ꝑeyl ys to abyde
Com nerr þu chorl take hede to my spech
Of þre wysdomys þt y schall þe tech
☙Ʒef not of wysdom to hastely credence
To evry tale nor to evry thyng
But conseyve of reson  of prudence
Among many takes ys many a greet lesyng
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Hastly credence hath causyd greet hyndyryng
Report of talys  tydyngys browƺt up new
Maked many a man to be holdyn untrewe
☙For oo ꝑty take thys for my raunsom
Lern the secund groundyth on scrypture
Desyre þu not by no condyscyon
Thyng þt ys unpossyle to recur
Worldly desyrys to stand all yn aventur
And who desyryth to clymbe to hye on lofte
Ofte tyme by sodeyn turne he fallyth unsofte
☙The thrydde ys thys be war both eve  morow
For gete hyt not but lern thys of me
For tresor lost make nevr to greet sorow
Whych yn no wyse may not recured be
For who taketh sorow for losse yn þt degre
Rekyn fyrst hys losse  efter rekyn hys peyn
Of oo sorow he makyth sorowys tweyn
☙Aftyr thys lesson þe bryd began a song
Of her askepe greetly reioycyng
And sche remembryng also of þt wrong
Don be the chorl fryst at her takyng
Of her affray and her enprysonyng
Glad þt sch was at large  owt of drede
Sayd unto hym hovyng above hys hede
☙Thow wer q̷ sche a verry natural fool
To suffre me deꝑte of thy lewdnesse
Thow owyst of ryƺt to cōplayn  make dole
And yn thyn hert have greet hevynesse
That þu hast lost so passyng greet rychesse
Whyth myƺt suffyce by valew  rekenyng
To pay the raunsom of a myƺty kyng
☙Ther ys a ston whych callyd ys jagunce
Of old engendyred wt yn myn entrayle
Whych of fyn gold peysyd a greet ounce
Cytryne of colr ly lyke garnettys of entayle
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☙The Chorle☙
Whych makyth ^men vyctoryus yn bateyle
And who þt beryth on hym thys ston
Ys full assuryth ageyns hys mortall fon
☙Who þt hath thys yn possession
Schall suffre no povert ner non yndygence
Bote of all tresor have plente  foyson
And evry man schall hym doon revrence
And non enemy schall hym doon offence
Bote fro thyn handys now þt y am goon
Playn yf thow wylt for thy part ys noon
☙Hyt causyth love  makyth men prcyous
And favourable yn evry mannys syƺth
Hyt makyth acord of tweyn folk envyous
Confortyth sorowfull  makyth hevy hertys lyƺt
Lyke topasion of colr sonnysch bryth
I am a fole to telle all at onys
Or teche a chorl þe pryce of precyous stonys
☙Men schold not put a prcyous margaryte
As rubies saphyres or othyr stonys of ynd
Emeraudes ner round perles whyte
To fore rude swyne þt love draf of kynde
For a sow delytyth as I fynd
More yn fowl draf her pyggys for to glade
Than yn a the perrey þt comyth owt of Garnade
☙Ech thyng drawyth to hys semblable
Fyrst yn þe see bestys on the strond
The eyr ayer for fowlys of nature ys covenable
To the plowƺman for to tylþe the land
And to a chorl a mukfork yn ys hand
I lefe my tyme enymore to tary
To tell a chorl of þe lapidary
☙That thow haddyst þu getest nomore ageyn
Thy lymtwyggys  panteres I defye
To let me goon þu wer fowl ovyr seyn
To lese thy rychesse oonly of folye
I am now fre to singyn  to flye
Wher þt me lust  he ys a foole at all
That gooth at large  makyth y hȳ self thrall
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☙To hyre a wysdom thyn erys ben half deef
Lyke on asse þt lestnyth on an harp
Thow mayst go pypyn yn an yvy leef
Bettere hyt ys to me to syng on thornys scharp
Than yn a cage wt a chorl to karp
For hyt was seyd of folkys yore agoon
A chorlys chorl ys oft who be goon
☙The chorl felt hys herte part atweyn
For vry sorwe and a sundre ryve
Alas q̷ he I may well wepe  playn
As a wrecth nevr lyke to thryve
Bote forto endure yn povrte all my lyve
For of foley and of wylfulnosse
I have lost now all hooly my rychesse
☙I was a lord y cry owt on fortune
And jad gret tresor late yn my kepyng
Whych myƺt have made me long to continue
Wt thylk ston to have lyvyd lyk a kyng
Ey þt y had sette hyt yn a ryng
Born hyt upon me I had had good I nowƺ
Than schold y nomore have gon un to þe plowƺ
☙Whan þe bryd saw the chorl thus mourne
And þt he was hevy of hys chere
Sche tok her flyƺt  gan agayn retorne
Towardys hym  seyde as ye schall heer
O dull chorl wysedom for to lere
That y the tawƺt all ys left behynde
Rasyth awey  clene owt of thy mynde
☙Towƺt y the not thre wysedom yn sentence
To every tale browƺt up to the of newe
Not to hastyly yeve þr to credence
Yn to tyme þu know þt hyt be trewe
All ys not gold þt schewyth goldysch hewe
Nor stonys all by nature as I fynde
Be not saphyres þt scheweyn color ynd
☙In thys doctryne I lost my labor
To teche þe such ꝑverbys of substaunce
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☙The Chorle☙
Now thow se thy blynd lewd error
For all my body peysed yn a balaunce
Weyth not an unce rued ys thy remembraunce
I to have more peys wt yn my intrayle
Than all my body sette to countyrtayle
☙All my body weyeth not an unce
How myƺt y have than yn me a ston
That peysyd more as doth a jagunce
They brayn ys dull thy wytte ys almost goon
Of thre wysdomys h thow hast for getyn oon
Thow scholdyst not after my sentence
To evry tale ye be to hastyly credence
☙I bade also both even and morow
For thyng lest of sodeyn aventure
Thow scholdyst not make to moche sorow
Whan þu seest thow may hyt not recure
Heer thow faylest whych dost thy bysy cure
In thy snare to kacch me ageyn
Thow art a fool þy labor ys yn veyn
☙In the iiied þu dost also reve
I bad thow scholdyst yn no manr wyse
Coveyt thyng whych þu mayst not have
Yn whych thow hast for getyn myn enprse
That y may seyn pleynly to devyse
Thow hast of madnesse for geten all thre
Notable wysedomys that y towƺt the
☙Hyt were but foly more wt þe to karpe
Or to teche of wysdomys mor or lasse
I hold hym madd þt brynggth forth hys harpe
Ther on to teche a rud fordullyd asse
And madder ys he þt synggth a fole amasse
And he ys most mad þt doth hys bysynesse
To teche a chorl termys of gentylnesse
☙And semblably yn apryll  yn may
Whan gentyll bryddys most make melodye
The kuokuw than can syng but oo lay
In othyr tymys sche hath no fantesye
Thus evry thyng as clerkys don specifie
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As frut on trees  folk of evry age
Fro whens they come þey take a tarage
☙The vynter tretyth of hys holsom wynys
Of gentyll frut bostyth the gardeneer
The fyscher castyth hys hokys  lynys
To cacth fysch yn evry fresch ryvere
Of tylth of lond tretyth the boueer
The gentylman tretyth of genterye
The chorl delytyth to speke of rybaudrye
☙All oon to the a fawkon and a kyte
As good an owle as a popyngaye
A dunghell dygge as deynte as a snyte
Who sevyth a chorl hal hath many a wofull day
Adieu Sr chorl farewell y fle my way
I cast me never her after yn my lyvyng
To fore a chorl eny more to syng
☙The folk þt thys fable see  rede
Nowe forged talys counceylyth yow to fle
For losse of good taketh not to greet hede
Beeth not to sorowfull for noon advrsyte
Coveyt not thyng that may not be
And remembreth wher ever þt þe goon
A chorlys chorl ys often wo be goon
☙Unto prpos thys ꝑverbe ys full ryve
Reed  reported by h old rememraunce
A chyldys bryd and a knavys wyfe
Have oft sythys greet sorow  myschaunce
Who þt hath fredom hath all suffysaunce
Bettyr ys fredom wt lytyll in gladnesse
Than to have be thrall wt all worldly rychesse
☙Go lytyll bykke quayre  recōmaunde me
Un to my maystyr wt humble affeccyon
Be seche hym lowly of mercy  pyte
Of thys rude makyng to have cōpassion
And as towchyng thys translasion
Owt of the frensch how evr þe englysch be
All thyng ys seyd undyr correcion
Wt supportacion of yowr benygnite
Explicit
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Octovian imꝑator

☙Jhu þt was wt sꝑe y stoṅge//And for us
hard  sore y swounge
Glady both old  younge// Wt wytte honest
That wylled a whyle ster her tounge// And
herkeny gest
☙But fele men be of swythe manre
Goodnesse when hy scholden here
Hy nylled naƺt leste wt her ere
To lerny wyt
But as a swyn wt lowryng cher
All gronne he sytte
☙And fele of hem casted a cry
Of thyng þt fallyd to rybavdy
That noon of hē þt sytte hȳ by
May have no lest
God schylde all þys company
Fram swych a gest
☙And ƺeve us grce goodnesse to lere
Of ham þt before us were
Crystendō how they gōne a rer
Tho hyt be gan
Of oon þe best ys mowre a here
That hyƺt Ottouyan
☙Ottouyan was emꝑor
Of all rome and þe honor
Of chyualrye he hadde þe flor
That any man whyste
Here of a nobyll conquerour
Ye mowyth lyste
☙Emꝑour he was yerys fyve
A yen hys foon wt fyƺt  stryfe
In all þt tyme he hadde noo wyfe
To getyn hym an eyr
Hys baronnis seyde þt swych lyf
Was not fayr
☙They seyde syr þe kȳg of fraunce
Myƺte a at all þys daunce
He hath a dowƺter hatte floraunce
As whyte as flor
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To wedde her make prueaunce
Syr emꝑour
☙Dagabers ys þe kyngys name
Wyde sprynged hys rych fame
Ther ys no kyng yn cristindame
To war ne sowys
The emꝑor wt baronns yn same
Rood to parys
☙And pryde þe kyng wt mylde chere
Yf þt hyf hys wyll were
To yeve hym hys dowƺter dere
To emperesse
The kyng hym grauntede hys pryr
And gan hym kesse
☙Noman may telle yn tale
þe peple þt was at þt bredale
Of kyngys dukes  prynces fale
Erles and baroun
In parys was y feld ech a sale
In to all þe toun
☙The holy pope Seynt Clement
Weddede hem wt good entent
And pryde god deuoutement
All myƺty kynge
That clene lyyf to geder hē sent
And also good endynge
☙Ther myƺth men here menstralcye
Trompys taborns  cornettys crye
Roowte gyterne lute  sawtrye
Fydelys  oþyr mo
In parys greet melodye
They maden þo
☙Fourty dayes hy helden feste
Ryche ryall and oneste
Ther ne was noon so symple a gest
In all þe toun
That hy ne hadde lest  most
Greet foyson
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☙And after mete þe lordys wyfe
Evrych yn dyvers queyntyse
To daunce wente be ryƺt a syse
The frensch þoƺt telle
In every strete of parys
Tyll curfu belle
☙And at þe forty dayes ende
Hy token leve for to wende
Ech lord to hys owene kenne
Of crystendome
The emꝑor and florence hende
Wenten to Rome
☙And lovede well wt hert trewe
Nƺyt and day y lych newe
And þt ryƺt sore began to rewe
The colde emꝑesse
Sche made hem sone chongen hewe
Thorgh here wykkednesse
☙The emꝑor yn þe ferst yere
That hy to gydere weren yn fere
Upon florence þt lady dere
He gette and wan
Two man chylderyn fayyr of chere
As whytte as swan
☙The holy pope Seynt Clement
Crystened hem yn onatent
By de emꝑors comaundement
He cleped ham dan
That oo chylde was named florent
And þt othyr octouyan
☙Tho was all rome gladde  blyde
And þangede god many a syde
The emꝑor couƺde no man kyþe
Hys joy and blysse
But of hys modyr ƺe mowe lyþe
A greet falsnesse
☙Sche seyde sone syr emꝑour
Thow dost þy self greet dyshonor
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That þu louyst so paramour
Thy yonge wyyf
Sche haƺd a byleman yn bour
A full foule kaytyf
☙I wyll sone þt þou hyt wyte
The kokes knave þt turneþ þe spyte
Up on þy whyyf he hath be gete
On of þe two
I wyll myn heed be of ysmyte
Bote hyt be soo
☙For þu ne seght never no woman
Seth de world frest be gan
But sche hadde a by lēman
That myƺth conceyve
Two chyldren þt ony lyyf telle kan
That ys a lyve
☙Seyde þe eꝑr dame þt ys leese
And þr fore moder hold yor pees
Manyon swych be fore us was
In cyrstendome
Ye schull rewe a sory rees
Yf hyt owt come
☙So spakke hys modyr wordys fell
And swar by hȳ þt made heven  helle
That noman gan hyt hyr telle
Lowe ner hye
My self hyt sawe hī to gedere dwelle
Both wt my nye
☙And some þy self hyt schall y se
Than seyde þe emꝑour yf hyt so b
He hadde nevr womā schuch schame as sc
In rome ner in fraunce
Wt þt hys modyr a gayn gan te
To fayr floraunce
☙And made her game  greet solas
But sche was trytor as was Judas
Sche seyth a boy loþly of face
A quysteroun
To hym sche toke þe ryƺt pas
Wt a full treson
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☙And seyde hark þu cokes knaue
Of me þy warsoun þu schalt haue
Wt þt wow do þt y wyll craue
In pryvyte
Madame he seyde so god me saue
What schall hyt be
☙Thow most sche seyde for all chaunce
Slepe by þe quene floraunce
Hyt ys my sonys ordynaunce
Octouyan
Well rychelych he wyll þe auaunce
And make þe aman
☙But loke boy þt þu her ne take
Whar fore þe lady myƺth a wake
Good bourde þr of we schull make
Soone also sket
The boy hyt dorst not for sake
And here be heet
☙But when þe lady was a slepe
In to hyr bedde þe boy gan crepe
Thus browƺt sche her treson to hepe
Er þt sche owt come
Ther for many on gan wepe
After yn Rome
☙Whan þt sche myƺt out breke
To her sone sche gan to reke
And seyde now myƺt þu be a wreke
Of thy foon
They lyyth yn chamber faste y steke
Stylle as stoon
☙The emꝑour þo anoon ryƺt
Wt lanternes  wt torches lyƺt
And wt hym many a douƺty knyƺt
He gan up breke
The dore þo was þe lady boy a flyƺt
And derst not speke
☙He pryd god wt softe steuene
To saue hȳ for hys namys seuene
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The emꝑrce mette yn sweuene
An ern com fly
And bar her to chryldegen euene
Vp to þe sky
☙And wylde lyberdes  many a lyoun
To droƺgth her body up and doun
Sche awakede  fegh wt a fachoun
Her lord stonde
And wt hȳ many a bold baroun
Of Rome londe
☙Sche ne þorst speke oo word for fere
The emꝑour hente by de here
The knave  smot a two hys swere
And also warm
He drew þt hedde wt lowryng chere
In to þe lady barm
☙And seyde pley þe wt þt ball
I pry god yeue þe euell fall
Þu scholdyst be honged or hewe small
Be jugement
Hys modyr seyde wt ryƺt sche schall
Be all for brent
☙The emꝑour þo het yn haste
Me schold here ynto prson kaste
Odyr wymmen by her to chaste
That were wyues
A noon hy was y take well faste
And brouƺt yn gyues
☙A morn þe emꝑour yn ire
Sente a boute yn hys empyre
After many a ryche syre
To deme her dome
The folk ꝑo com from eche a schyre
Ryƺt yn to Rome
☙For sche was founde wt þe dede
Me ne levede noƺt þt sche sede
Þe justyce het men schold her lede
Out of þe cyte
And brenne anon to smale glede
Hem all þre
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☙A noon afyer þr was y beet
And a tonne a mydde y fet
And floraunce was dyder yfeet
And her two sonys
For dool of hem many a tere leet
All the barouns
☙Ther was many a wepyng eye
And greet sorwe of ham þt hyt fye
And cryde both fer and nye
Alas thys chaunce
To day gyltles deth schall drye
Fayre floraunce
☙And her two sonys wt outyn gylt
A byyd Syr emꝑour yf þu wyll
Wyth þt a noon hys herte mylt
And cryde pees
Thys day schall sche noƺt be brent
Wyth owte lees
☙I am emꝑour  sche ys my wyfe
I may yeve her lyme  lyfe
I nold for kyngdomes fyyf
I se her y brent
Þo seyde hys modyr alas cayteyf
Now art þu yschent
☙Þy mysbegeten chyleren two
Þey schull þe werke mochell wo
I pry god hyt be falle so
Þorƺ hys grace
The emꝑour het þe lady do
Lede owt of place
☙And cōmaunded barouns þre
Her to lede owt of countre
To þe wyldest forest þt myƺt be
Of crystendome
Þt sche nevr ne schuld se y se
The bor bourƺ of Rome
☙Thys sorwe þe lady þt ylke day
Men her sette an a palfray
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And yn her barm before her lay
Hyr yonge sonys
That schuld wende yn her way
Forth wt þe barouns
☙Then pound of floyns clere
Þe emꝑour toke hys wordlyche fer
The pope wt wepyng cher
That en schuld whyte
Heng þe chylderen names a boute ħ swe. . .
In bylles y wryte
☙They ryden forth to a wyde forest
Ther was many a wylde best
Fram Rome londe as seyd þe gest
An hundred myle
Hy ne þorst her brynge forder est
For greet ꝑyle
☙But trnede a gayn to þe emꝑour
And left þe lady yn dolour
Many a man bad r our savyour
Her helpe at nede
And þe old emꝑce þefyle trytour
Evele to spede
☙As þe lady rood be an hylle
Vnder a roche sche sey a welle
A stounde sche þoƺte þer to dwell
A doun sche lyƺte
Now harkened of an aunter þt felle
Þo a noon ryƺt
☙Her chylderen sche douƺte þr to baþe
She sat a doun hē to vnswade
For greet sorouwe  for scaþe
Handys gan wrynge
And fyll a slepe swyde rade
In her sorouwyng
☙Þe chylderyn wer full fawe of reste
And leye  swokyn of her brest
Wt þt com out of þe west
A femele ape
And chyld Florentyn also prest
Hy toke yn rape
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☙And þoƺte hȳ bere as fast as hy may
To þe stede þr hyr whelpys lay
A knyƺt hadde honted all þt day
In þat forest
And segh þe ape come yn þe way
A grysly best
☙And bar þt chyld yn pelle y wounde
A noon he lyƺt adoun to grounde
Þe ape to yeve grysly wounde
Whyt hys swerd
Þe ape of hym þt ylke stounde
Was noƺt a fred ferd
☙Sche leyde adoun þt chyld full stylle
And to þe knyƺt sche gan to skylle
Þe knyƺt smoot wt good wylle
Strokes of ire
And þe ape hym boot full ylle
Þorƺ þe sparlyre
☙The knyƺt for anguysch  for smert
Þo fauƺt as egre man of hert
And to þe ape a noon he gert
Well many rappys
The ape þorƺ clodys  also hys schert
Brayde of hys pappys
☙Tho myƺt men se fyƺt wt rape
Be twene þe knyƺt  þe ape
Noþr of hem myƺt frā oþr ascape
For besy of fyƺt
Bot as þe schrewe be gan to gape
Hys swerd haþ pyƺt
☙In to þe mony ryƺt evene þo
And karf þe hert ryƺt euene atwo
And whan to deth he hadde y do
That best so wylde
He tok up and gan to go
That fayyr chylde
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☙And leep yn haste on hys palfrey
And þoƺte to wende þe ryƺt way
To daunysco a grey abey
Ther leches wor
For to hele yf þt he may
Hys woundes sore
☙As he rood be a wodes schawe
He sogh þr many a wylde outlawe
Awey fro hē wold a drawe
Yf þt he myƺt
Be hys harneys þey hyt
That he was a knyƺt
☙The mayster a non aftyr hȳ sende
Yong men hȳ sette wt bowes y bent
And broƺt hȳ har maystyr hende
He heet yn haste
Yf he hadde ony tresor to spende
Adoun hyt caste
☙The knyƺt answered wordes mylde
I have no tresor but þys chylde
I wan hyt of a best full wylde
A femele ape
And þus syr my body sche fyylde
And foule haþ schape
☙The outlaw seyde be my fay
Both þys chyld  þy palfray
Þu most her lete þys ylke day
To owre spendyng
And wend þy self forth þy wey
And sey no thyng
☙The knyƺt was glad to skapē so
As evry man ys from hys foo
Þe mayster lette .x. men  mo
That ylke day
To wende  selle þt hem fro chyld
And þt palfray
☙Þe yong man went to þe see stronde
And segh þr many schypys stonnde
And marchauntes of vncouþ londe
To bey ware
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But þr ne chepede fre ne bonnde
All her chafare
☙Sone was þt palfray sold
And þe floryns þr for y told
Wt þt res com a palmer old
In a ska skalaueyne
And bad for þt chyld so bold
Well many floreyne
☙I born he was yn Seyn Denys
And was a bowchyer of parys
Of þt craft he bare þe prys
For sode to seyn
And was y cleped be name y wys
Clement Vyleyne
☙The bocher as a man of myƺt
Of parys fellest wt to fyƺt
Þawƺ he were boystous of syƺt
He hadde greet strength
Þe frensch seyd he was of heƺth
Ten foot of length
☙And whan he hadde þt chyld y boƺth
Hom to parys he hyt broƺth
And tok hyt hys wyf  hyr besowƺt
Þt chyld to fede
And seyd he hadde agayn her wroƺt
A synfull dede
☙And told her how he hyt wan
In Marsyle vp on a woman
And sche hym hyt betake gan
Homward þat chyld
The good wyf answerede þan
Word full mylde
☙That chyld ys well come to me
Yf me half part for charyte
Gladly dame þan seyd he
Be Seynt Denys
Now chyld florent leet we be
Dwelle yn parys
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☙And forþ yn our tale telle
Of þe lady þt slep at þe welle
Ther were many bestys felle
In þt forest
And on þer com doun of an hylle
A grysly best
☙A greet ywhelpyd lyonesse
And lyynge seyƺ þe emꝑesse
And her sone gan clep  kesse
A bowte her swere
He þt wyll harkene dystresse
Now he may here
☙The tygre gan hyt a wey take
Wt þt þe lady gan a wake
Greet sorow þr for sche gan make
And rufull cry
For thy swete sonys take
Now help lady mary
☙A noon she leep on her palfray
The tygre sche suede all þt day
A gryyp com fle to take hys pray
In þt forest
To bere wat sche wynne may
Hom to her nest
☙Both þe chyld  þe lyoun
Vp yn hys clawys bar þe gryffoun
Ther þt nas noþr feld ne toun
In þe see an yle
At þe last he lyƺt adoun
To reste a whyle
☙And þo aground was þe lyoun
Well softe he leyde þe chyld a doun
To yeue battayle to þe gryfoun
He gan to flynge
And breyde r away wt hard roun
The grypes wynge
☙Þo hys wyng was from hym y bore
I woot hys flyƺt was all y lore
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The lyoun sone hym hadde to tere
Also sket
And whāne he was an hungred sore
Of hym he eet
☙The tygre aftyr þys batayle
Whelpede sone for hyr trvayle
Now mowe ye here greet merueyle
How god man helpys
The chyld sok forþ wt out fayle
Among þe whelpys
☙The tygre lovede more þo
That chyld þan her whelpys two
Hyt ys well fern men seyden so
That bestyn kyng
Hys kynde may he noƺt for go
For no lykyng
☙A chyld þt ys of kynges blood
A lyoun ne struyd hyt for no good
Ther for hyt lovede wt mylde mood
The lyonesse
And whan sche by hym sat oþr stood
Sche gan hyt kysse
☙Now of þe lyoun wyll we rest
And ferder telle yn owr ieste
How þe lady rood yn þe forest
Hyr sones to seke
But sche ne herd est ne west
Of ham no speche
☙Toward toun sche wold ryde
But sche ne wyste be wat syde
Colyeres tauƺt her þt tyde
To oo cyte
Braundyƺt men clepyd hyt fer  wyde
In crystiante
☙Both erles  barouns bolde
Burgeyys ladyys gon hyr be holde
Many mānys herte began to colde
Þt wyste her greef
Whan sche hem wt tonge tolde
Of here myschef
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☙Ryƺt at þe meyrys of þe cyte
Sche toke her in to dwelle  be
Ther sche blefede moneþes þre
Forsode to say
Many a iewell s þr sche solde
And her palfray
☙In a day sche yede be þe ^se stronnde
And þr sche fond many schyppys stonde
And oon was of þe hoy lond
Pylegrmys to lede
Ther Jhu was for vs y unþrstonde
Hys blood gan blede
☙The lady stood clodyth yn palle
And seyƺ þt folk to schyppe falle
A schypman yn þe lond gan calle
Com brodyr and eem
There god was bore yn asse stalle
In Bedlam
☙And þr god deyde on þe rode
And boƺte us all wt hys blode
The lady sayde wt mylde mode
I woll fare
To Ierusalem over þe flood
And wonye dare
☙At all þe cyte tok her leue
Well worschypfully þey hyt her yeue
To schyppe sche wente er hyt wer eue
And forþ fan fare
Noman ne may tell yn bok breue
The lady care
☙The wynd gan blowe swyde schylle
Neyghe days þt hem lykede ylle
To god hy cryde londe  stylle
For þt tempest
A wast ylond þey dryuen tylle
Fer yn þe est
☙Ryƺt as god almyƺty wold
Hy ryuede yn a wel good hold
For hys love þt Judas sold
Lesteneþ a stound
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Of þe chyld þt y er of tolde
How hyt was y founde
☙Ten schypmen to londe yede
To se þe yle lengþe  brede
And fette water as hem was nede
The roche an ondyr
But of a syƺthe þey hadde greet drede
And was no wonder
☙A tygre þey seye þer yn her þan
And a manchyld whyt as swan
Sok of her as of a woman
That wher hys dame
The lyonesse after ham ran
To don hem schame
☙The marynerys awey gōne skylle
And lefte her barellys lygge stylle
And yorne awey wt good wylle
Well hastyly
And for þt hy cryden schylle
Men askede why
☙We segh þey seyden a wonder happe
A manchyld swoke a lyonnes pappe
And neƺh to dede he gan drappe
Wyth owt lesyng
Þo gan florence her handys clappe
For þt tydyng
☙That ys my chyld sche seyde þo
To londe maystyr lette me go
I ne wyll spare for well ne wo
My chyld to save
I seƺ þe lyoune bere me fro
That lytyll knave
☙For greet ƺeftys þt sche gan bede
To londe þe schypmen gōne her lede
The ryƺte way wher þt þey yede
They gōne kenne
The lady wente wt owten drede
To þe tygre denne
☙And tok her chyld fram þe lyonesse
A non sche folowde þe emꝑesse
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Her sone sche gan cleppe  kesse
And was full fayn
And wente forþ wt joye  blysse
To schyppe a gayn
☙And whan þe lady was fram þe brym
The lyonesse aftyr be gan to swymme
And on þe schyp sche gane to clymme
And wold y wende
The schypmen wher stonte  grȳmme
That schyp to þefende
☙ And ofte her pelte yn þe see
The lady bad hem lat be
For oo peny y woll yeue þre
Yf sche þoth mys
The maystyr was of herte fre
And grauntede þys
☙A sprette ouyr þe bord þey caste
the lyoun com to schyp yn haste
And be þe chyld sche ley þon chaste
As sche wer tame
They þt wer er þan a gaste
Tho hadde game
☙And whan þt chyld wepte oþr cryde
Þe lyonesse was hym be syde
Onþer her wombe sche wold hym hyde
And yaf hym sowke
As sche þt ber hym fer  wyde
Fourty woke
☙Good wynd  whedyr god hem sente
Hy drogh up seylle  forþ þey wente
Þe seuende day har schype lente
At Japhet
And every pylgrym to þe monument
Hys wey geth
☙In Jerusalem sche gan dwelle
And made cloþes of gold  pelle
And crystyne marchauntys hy myƺt sel
That sche gan werche
All vestemēntys þt felle
To holy cherche
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☙Her sone bygan to þe  pryue
And wax þe fayryste chyld on lyve
Tho he was passed yres fyve
He was y sette
To lerne gramer þt wyll dystryue
The donet
☙And wher þe chyld yede up oþr doun
Wyth hym wente þe tame lyoune
The greet lordys of renoun
Thold þe kyng
Whych a woman yn þe toun
Was whonyng
☙And what a chyld sche hav y brogh
And whych workes þt sche wroƺt
And þe lyoun for sok hym noƺt
Wyth hym to be
The kyng answered wt word  þoƺt
He wold her se
☙A morn florence wt owten wene
Was broƺt be fore kyng  quene
Þe kynges baner þer schod bene
Rychely y wroƺt
To maken hyt þe lady schene
For sok hyt noƺt
☙In þe quene chāber sche woneþ dor
Neghe yere  sumdell more
Þe quene maydenes sche hadde to lor
More  lasse
But sche ne told noman her sore
The emꝑesse
☙Neghe yere þo sche hadde þr y dwelled
Her sone was fyftene wynter old
Stowlyche to bere spere  scheld
In feld to fyƺt
The kyng þt pryns be held
And made hym knyƺt
☙Now rest whe her a lytyll wyƺt
And forþer telle as hyt ys ryƺt
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How þt oder chyld was dyƺt
That dwellede yn fraunce
He wax a man of mochell myƺt
As seyþ þe romaūce
☙The bocher yede to hys wyfe
Dame he seyde so mote y þryf
Florent ys .x. yere old and fyyf
And heght y woxe
For soth he schall my mystyr dryue
Of ken  oxe
☙For ydell hyne for to fede
Therto hadde we lytyll nede
Ech man be houed to do som dede
For hys sustynaunce
He schall tweyne oxen forþe lede
For all chaunce
☙And myn oþr sone Bonefey
Wt hym schall wende þe ryƺt wey
Þt wyf þorst not say nay
For wordes ylle
But grauntede well þt ylke day
Her lordes wylle
☙A morow þe bestys wer forþ broƺt
And Florentyne hy wher be toƺt
Clement seyde boy selle hē noƺt
For non eggenges
Of wat man þy be boƺt
þan sexty schyllynges
☙And yf þu ham se.lest lasse
As y mote her maytyns or masse
Er þu eft fr fro my handys passe
I have y ment
I woll up on þy body tasse
Well many a dent
☙That chyld answered  seyde nay
Þe bestys þey dryve forþ yn þe wey
A ƺens ham com þt ylke day
A stowt squyere
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And bar up on hys ryƺt hond gay
A fayr spreuere
☙Tho seyde þt chyld florentyn
God wold þt sperhauk wer myn
Þe squyer seyd be seynt martyn
Bocherys sone
For þo two oxen be he þyn
Þys faucone
☙Florent seyde syr wylt þu so
Tak me and have hem boþe two
Þo made hys broder moch woo
And sorfull cry
Þe bestes wer dryue hem fro
Ryƺt hastyly
☙Florent of þys hauk hadde prys
Hys broþer seyde he was vnwyys
And seyde florent be seynt denys
We schull be schent
Thus chydynge þorgh parys
Þe chylderyn wente
☙That hyt herde Clementes wyf
How þe chylderen held stryf
Sche seyde Florent leue lyf
Tell me why ye chyde
Florent told her also blyf
How hyt betydde
☙And how he hadde þe hauk yboƺt
For þe bestys hym wer betoƺth
Þt wyf gan thenke yn her þoƺt
Þe marchauntyse
Of cherles kynde was he noƺt
For hys gentryse
☙Clement com hom from bocherye
And herd þe hauk on perche crye
In hys hert he þoƺte vylonye
Swych cry to here
He askede hys wyf ryƺt hastylye
Ho broƺte hem þere
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☙Sche seyde syr y wylle þe telle
Oo word y þe legge nelle
But for hys love þt made heuene  helle
Now be noƺt wroƺþ
Florent for þe hauk gan selle
Þyn oxen both
☙In a rage Clement hente a staf
And Florent fele strokes he yaf
And seyde boy tellest þu noƺt sef
My craft to lere
To selle motoun bakoun  beef
As fleschhewere
☙Ʒys seyde þe chyld syr at your wylle
For hym þat wyf gan crye schylle
Clement abated hys herte ylle
And lefte hys cheste
To sowþy at table þey wente tylle
Lest  mest
☙Tho Clement hadde yyete afyn
And gladede hys herte wyth noble wyn
In he clepede Florentyn
And to hym spak
Now boy kepe well sperhauk þyn
Wythowte lak
☙And yf he dyye for faute of flesch
Wyth a staf y woll þe pressche
Wombe  regge ylyche nesche
Ʒef þat y kan
As glad a grehond ylete of lese
Was Florent þan
☙And greydede hys hauk yn good asyse
Þt all þe peple of parys
Hym louede myche
For þt he proƺ forþ fayyr gentryse
And yede gentelyche
☙Long after þat ne was hyt naƺt
Þt Florent hadde þe hauk yboƺt
Be fore Clement Vyleyn he broƺt
Fesauntes fyfe
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O sayde Clement ƺet far wo noƺt
As we schulde thryfe
☙To fede þs ydell boyes tweye
Go up and doun her be þe weye
Ʒef þt y ham sufre þr to pleye
I wer to blame
Florent schall lerne to chaunge moneye
How sayst þu dame
☙That wyf answered Y am well payd
Ten pound of florens wer forþ leyd
To Florentyn Clement haþ seyd
þys goold go change
Loke boy ne be noƺt betrayd
Of kouþ ne strange
☙As he yede toward þe chaunge ƺode
He bar þe florens yn hys hode
Upon a colt com owt of stode
As blak as cole
A ƺongman com ryde wt ere egre mood
Þt hadde hyt stole
☙Florentyn well fayr hym grette
And askede wher he þt colt fette
Þt oþr answered wt owte lette
Wordes fell
For y my catell þr on sette
I wold hyt sell
☙And yf þu hyt beyst wt owt lesynges
Þu payst me ten mark of sterlynges
For noon of al þyne elderynges
Hadde noo swych yn stable
For emꝑors sone or for kynges
Hyt ys ꝑfytable
☙Florent answerede to þe corswere
Me thyngeth þu lovest hyt to þere
Sterlynges ne have I noon here
As þu gȳnyst craue
Her beþ ten pound of florens clere
Wyll þu ham have
☙For þt colt þt ys so bold
Þe corser seyd tak me þt goold
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To no man schuld hyt be sold
Half swych a pryse chepe
He tok þe floryns all un told
A wey he lepe
☙Florent no leng ne wold a byde
He lepte to hors  gan to ryde
Folk hym byhold be ech a a syde
In parys cyte
What hȳ þr after wolde be tyde
Noƺt wyste he
☙Clement hyt herd  hem gan dryue
And wt hym oþr bocheres fyfe
He asked florent all so blyue
How he hadde y wroƺt
O fader þe fayrest colt a lyue
I have boƺt
☙ A colt a colt where ys hyt wher
What þenkest dow be an hors monger
To stable þey wente all yn fere
And sogh þt colt fole
Raggeth  hegh  long of swere
And blak as cole
☙Ʒef he were ^er y bete sore
Þāne was he bete moche more
Þe good wyf seyde syr þyn ore
Let be þys fare
He nas nevr of þy kynde y bore
To beyye ware
☙Thys chyld þu nevr be gate
He was som gentylmānes be ƺete
Tel me þt soþe þt þu ne lete
For sake hyt noƺt
Whar þu hym fond yn feld or strete
Or þu hym boƺt
☙Smerþe loƺ Clement vyleyn
And seyde dame y wyll þe seyn
But loke þu me [blot] nevr be wreyn
To lowe ne hegh
For yf þu dost be seynt germayn
Thow schalt a beye
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☙Tho y come next from þe holy lond
Besyde marsyle up on þe strond
To welle þt chyld þer y fond
Owtlawes four
I boƺt wt my owen hond
For my tresour
☙I heryd sche seyde be goddys sonde
Now to my tale þu understounde
Þe emꝑor of rome lond
Þorƺ grace  chaunce
Wedded hor kynges dowƺter wt hond
Fayr florence
☙And sche hadde man chyldren two
Wt boþ sche was exyled do
I wene well hyt myƺt be so
Þt þys wer þt oon
Whar sche be cam for well ne wo
Man neste noon
☙Seyd clement dame þt I be leue
Be hym þt made Adam and Eue
I nell no more þys chyld so greue
For no gylt
Fynd hym þy self to hys beheue
All þt þu wyllt
☙For be þys chyld of hem y wys
Þorƺ hȳm y hope to wynne prys
More þan any man yn parys
And all or kende
Þe good wyfe seyd be seynt denys
Swych ys my mende
☙That wyf hym tauƺt markes  poūndes
He prveyde haukes and houndys
To hounty yn ech mānys boundes
Hyt was hys wone
Men blamede þe bochere ofte stoundys
For hys sone
☙At wrestlyng  at þe ston castynge
He wan þe prys wt out lesynge
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Þr nas noþr old ne ƺynge
To mochell of strengh
Þt myƺt þe ston to hys but bryng
Be fedeme lengþe
☙Þe kyng hym lovede yn herte dere
So dede al do þt yn parys were
Now ye þt wyllyd wonderes her
Harkened mervayle
How þt chyld wt a fendes fere
Dede batayle
☙Of babyonye þe hegh sowdan
Werrede vp on crystene men
Boþe in to hys lond he wan
Gales  Spayne
Lombardie  ek Tuskan
Rome  Allemeyne
☙To fraunce he drof þe emꝑor
And alle þes kynges of valor
Our ꝑtie hadde so lytyll socor
Of crustendome
Þt ech lord lette wt dolor
Þe se of Rome
☙Þe sowdan þt lest yn truagaunt
Wt hym he broƺt a fowll geant
Of egypte he het Guymerraunt
Greet as a nok
No dosyper was so auenaunt
To stonde hys strok
☙He was of lengthe twenty feet
And two elle yn brede wt scholdrys greet
Ech day he wold ete a neet
And messys more
Twey tuxlys out of hys mouþ set
As of a bore
☙A greet fot was be twex hys bryn
Hys browys as brystelys of a swyn
Be twene hys fortop  hys chyn
Length of an elle
Wt blake yghen as seyd þe latyn
He lokede felle
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☙The sowdan pyƺt hys panylon
At moūt maretyn vp on þe doune
Ech day he sente to toune
Þt fowle þyng
To aske batayle wt ruful roune
Aƺens ƺe kyng
☙And bad hym fynd a champioun
To feyƺt wt þt foule felon
Or crystendom schall a doun
Fram evrych man
And evry kyng ƺelde vp hys croun
To þe soudan
☙Ferst þey sent out a doseper
In blake armes vp on a destrere
Ovrall he had ben a conquerere
Swych wer hys happys
He bar þre rochys of selver clere
In scheld and trappys
☙As sone as he wt þe sarsyn fauƺt
He clefte hym at þe ferst drauƺt
Þe sarsyn cryde þes ys nauƺt
Send oþyr moo
Þus þey schull lye long strauƺt
Or þt þey go
☙A morn hy sente a doseper sterne
Þe kyngys brodyr of nauerne
To lerne he nas naƺt to lerne
Or þan yn feld
Vp on a stede he gan to yerne
Wt sper and scheld
☙Hys scheld was gold  asur fyn
A lyoun rampant was þr yn
Wyth bourder of ermyn
Scheld  trappur
But soone of hym þe sarsyn
Wan þe cure
☙And man  hors he clefte þo
Þe sarsyn cryde send oþr mo
Swych twenty ner worƺt a slo
Wt me to fyƺt
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Than was þe kyng of fraunce wo
And sore syƺte
☙Schortlych to rede yn romaunce
He sloƺ þe .xii. duseꝑs of fraunce
Þt to hym ryde wt sper  launce
Whan þey out come
Þys was vnhap  hard chaunce
To all crystendome
☙And florentyn ech nyƺt mette
Þe quene of heven on hors hȳ sette
And bad hȳ wende  quite hys dette
Þt was her fo
Sche seyde her sone þt balys bette
Het hym do so
☙O day he told clement hys swevene
I heryed he seyde be god of hevene
And grnte þe for hys names seune
To wynne þe fyƺt
Ʒyf our kyng wyll her my stevene
Þu schalt be made knyƺt
☙To þe kyng þo went clement
And seyd lord her my talent
My sone ys ech nyƺt yn trment
A yen þe gyaunt
He schall hym scle wt deþes dente
Lord o þyng me graunt
☙That yer he wende ye make hȳ knyƺt
Ʒef goddes grce ys on hym lyƺt
He schall hym wynne yn þt fyƺt
Wt out mys
Þo was þe kyng yn herte lyƺt
And grauntede þys
☙A morn was florent knyƺt ymade
Ryƺt as clemene þe bocher badde
Þe emꝑor of rome was glad
Þt seyƺ hys lengthe
He roƺt well yn hys body he had
Greet myƺt  strenge
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☙Men broƺt hȳ harnes good  sure
He nold noon but hys fader armure
Þr yn I hope to wynne þe cure
Wt out fayle
For hyt ys strong  wyll well dure
Of old enteyle
☙Clement of sent hys rmes blyue
Swotreed hyt was  euell to þysscryue
Þr yn of selver bole axys fyue
Þe scheld of sable
On florentys stede a knyƺt cō dryue
Out of stabele
☙Þe hauberk was all reed of rust
Hys platys dykke  swyde just
Þauƺ þe grypon wer full of dust
Hyt was nat wykke
Þer yn to turneye or to juste
Þe scheld was dykke
☙Þe helm was of queynte kest
A borys heed stood on þe crest
Whan florent was all redy drest
In hys armure
Hys fomen myƺt of hym be a gast
We mowe be sure
☙Two bole axys grete  longe
In hys former arsun wer y honge
Wt chynys þt were styf and stronge
For all chaunce
And yn hys ryƺt hond he gan fonge
An huge launce
☙Þe launce was swotred  croked
Of many a knyƺt he was be loked
Þo clement florentyn by tok hyt
Many man loƺ
And florentyn naƺt hyt for soke hyt
Þer hyt wer woƺ
☙Þe kynge hym geft wt a fachoun
Clement hyt hadde y bor þor may toun
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þenne on hys knees he satte a doun
Be fore clement
And seyde fadyr þy benesoun
Wt good entent
☙And seyd þus er began ryfe
Whan y am ryde out of paryse
Hery to me yn þys wyse
Bocherys sone
Ley on strokes wt good empryse
As þy fader ys wone
☙And denk boy þy fader hath keld
Well many a bole  doun y feld
Þe emþor þt fyƺte be held
And þe kynges
And on hys schulder heng hys scheld
To bataylynges
☙Whan he was on horse y sette
Men touched trumpes  cornette
At parys gate he was out lette
In feld to fyƺt
To be a fend hym semede bette
Þan a crystyn knyƺt
☙Þe geant hȳ soƺgh and com doun
Ryƺt fram þe soudanus pavyloun
Wt sper and scheld all redy boun
An oo rabyte
Wt egre herte as lyoun
Florent he smyte
☙Bothe hy smyte to gydere þo
Þt her sperys to broste at two
Þe peces fell fer hem fro
Of tymbres toƺh toghe
Her eyder oþr for to slo
Swerdes droghe
☙And hewe on scheld  helmes clere
Þe brosten all on fere
Þe crystene made her pryere
To mary sone
Þe farsyns cryde all yn fere
To hare god mahone
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☙To helpe her geant in þt fyƺt
And florent smot a strok of myƺt
Þe rabytes heed he clevede dounryƺt
Þorƺ þe brayn
Þo seyde þe sarsyn krysten knyƺt
Þu art a vyleyn
☙To sle my horse þt hath no gylt
Seyd florente chyld all þt þu wylt
He smot eft  be þe hylt
Hys sword to brast
Þo for sode to be yspylt
He was a gast
☙An ax he hente of metall broun
Þt heng on hys formest arsoun
And of hys stede he lyƺt a doun
In feld to fyƺt
Þe soudon yn hys pavyloun
Þo was a flyƺt
☙Þe geaunt smot to hȳ well snell
Wt a scharp fachoun of stell
Of florentys scheld a kantell
He cleft þon ryƺt
Clement stode yn oo kernell
And seƺ þt fyƺt
☙He cryde boy ley on wt yre
Strokes as ys woned þy syre
He ne fond nevr boon ne lyre
Hys ax wt stood stent
Þt he ne smot þorƺ ech a swyre
Ryƺt at oo dent
☙Þo florent herd clement crye
He fauƺt wt ire and wt enuie
Þorƺ myƺt of jhū  of marie
In hevene t sytte
Þe geantes scheld in two ꝑtye
Ryƺt evene he smyte
☙Þe geant smot to hȳ a gayn
Flerentys scheld fell yn þe pleyn
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Now hy beþ scheldes boþ tweyn
Þese champyouns
Hy fouƺte to gydere wt egre meyn
As wylde lyouns
☙But florent kedde þt he was sleƺ
And yede þe geant swyþe neƺ
And smoot hȳ on þe scholder on heƺ
A strok of harm
Hys scholderbon a wey forƺþ fleƺ
And hys ryƺt arm
☙In haste þe genat stupte a doun
Wt þe left hond to take up þe fachoun
And florent wt hys ax so broun
All þorƺ he smoot
Arm and mayle  akketoun
Þorƺ out hyt bot
☙Þe both hys armes were ytent
To fle þe geant haþ yment
But florent yaf hym swych a dent
As he forþ fleƺ
Þt þe geante to grounde ys went
Þeyƺ her wer heyƺ
☙Hys aventayle he gan un lace
Hys hed he smoot of yn þe plase
Þe crystene þonkede of hys grce
Þe kynge of glorye
And moden game  greet solace
For þt vyctorye
☙Now schull we forþ yn ryme rede
How florent y dede an hardy dede
Er he went hom fram þe mede
In to þe cyte
Herkened lordyngys how hȳ gan spede
For charyte
☙Þr was a mayde fayr of face
Þe ryche sowdanes doƺtyr hyt was
Her pavylon be syde þt plas
Was yn to dwelle
Þyderward florent well good pas
He rood full snelle
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☙Þt hed he heng on hys arsoun
And rod to þe maydyus pauylon
He fond þt mayde of greet renoun
Er he hyt wyst
And of hys stede he lyƺt a doun
And swete her kyste
☙He wold have ravysched her a way
Sche cryde  made greet deray
But yn hys ryƺt hond left þt day
Her surkot sleve
To telle þe tokene þt he her seyƺ
Men schuld hym leve
☙Þo come sarsyns so greet plente
Þt nedes he most fyƺt and fle
He rod to parys to þe cyte
Men openede þe gate
Wt joye  greet solemnyte
He was yn latte
☙Þt hed was on þe gate y set
Wt trumpes taborys  cornet
Þo was þe bocher loved bet
Þan he was er
And fpr hys love þt craft ys set
Þr prys mester
☙Þt mayde þt was so fayr  gent
Her love sche leyde upon florent
For hym sche was yn greet trment
Both day and nyƺt
To se hym sche hadde mor talent
Eftyr wt syƺt
☙Vp on a day sche feynded her seke
Her faþyr com  wt her spek
And wt hym many leches ek
To wyte her state
Sche seyde my lyf ys not worþ a lek
I am all mat
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☙But ye grant me my pryere
Þt my pavylon stande by þe ryver
For wȳmen beþ of swych maner
All tendere  nessche
Þey mote be by þe water clere
Both to wrynge and wessche
☙Þe leches her wytnesse bere
Her fadyr þe pavylon lette a rere
Be syde þe bank of þe water clere
To have þt eyr
How sche gan her fader yghe blere
Þys tale ys fayr
☙A massenger sche sente well ryƺt
To florentyn þt crysten knyƺt
Þt he schold come wt meyn  myƺt
Dedyr yn a bot
And ravyssche her þt ylke nyƺt
A non fot hot
☙Whan florent herde þt tydynge
For joye hys erte began to sprynge
He ded greyde yn þe evenynge
Þe kynges barge
Onþr poūt grant hey gan her brynge
Wt scheld and targe
☙Vyf and twenty bachelers
Þt hadde ben hys pey ferys
I armed in þe best maneres
In feld to fyƺt
Þey wente forþ wt þe marenerys
A bowte myd nyƺt
☙Good wynd  weyr þey hadde at wylle
And seylede forþ well soft  stylle
Her pavylon whan þey come tylle
Þr þt sche was
Her maydenys gōne to crye schylle
Treson alas
☙Þt cry a ros yn to all þe ost
A sarmes lordynges as armes tost
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Our soudanes doƺter wt greet bost
Is rarysschyd us fro
Now folwen we to þe wateres cost
And sle our fo
☙Þe marners gōne seyle  rowe
Florent let þe trumpettys blowe
Þt yn þe cyte men schuld knowe
Þt hy wer all sount
Ʒet wer hy er day y trowe
Onþer grnt pōnt
☙Þt mayde was yn to þe cite fet
Of many greet lord hy was ygreet
And yn a chayer eche was y fet
Ʒe mowe trusty
And askede yf sche hadde auƺt yet
Wyll crysten to by
☙And sche answerede  seyde nay
Mahoū lawe ys well þe better lay
But clement prchede so to her þt day
In sarsyn speche
Þt sche was crustened yn goddes lay
For dowte of wreche
☙Florent her weddede to hys wyfe
To have  to holde yn ryƺt lyve
Ryche robes be four  fyvf
Þer men stralles wonne
Ioye  blysse þr was ryue
In parys be gonne
☙Seven dayes y lyke hyt leste
Þe bredale  þe dubbyng feste
Þr was many a ryche jeste
Of rome and fraunce
But now of clement ye mowe lest
A wonder chaunce
☙Þe last day hy wer at mete y set
Clement har manteles haþ byschet
He seyde þey most rekene bet
To pay har scot
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Of mete  drynke þt was yfret
To quyte ech grot
☙He be gan ferst at þe emꝑro
Pays seyd þe kyng ꝑamour
Þaƺ hyt wer swych four
As her ys spente
I wyll hyt quite of my tresor
Clement my frend
☙Graunt mercy my lord þe kyng
Þe manteles he let to þe halle bryng
And swor þt þr nas old ne yng
Þt ne schold have led
For hys scotte evry ferdyng
Or lor hys wed
☙Þe knyƺtys logh yn þe halle
Þe mantellys þe yeve mēstrales alle
Lauor  basyn þey gon calle
To wassche  aryse
And syth to daunce on þe walle
Of parys
☙Whan þe soudan þys tydyng herde
For ire as he wer wod he ferd
He ran wt a drawe swerde
To hys mamentrye
And all hys goddys þr he amerrede
Wt greet enuye
☙Asterot Iopyn  Mahōn
He all to hew wt hys fachoun
And Iubiter he drew a doun
Of hys autere
He seyde hy ner werþ a scaloun
Alle y fere
☙Þo he hadde hys goddys y bete
He was a bated of all hys hete
To sēde hys sondys nolde he naƺt lete
Þo a noon ryƺt
To babylonye after lordes grete
To help hym fyƺt
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The messāgers beþ forþ y went
To de þe soudans cōmandement
Nowe schull we speke of clement
Þe bocher y wys
He tok wt hym hys sone florent
For greet queynteys
☙And ƺede to þe soudans dowƺtr dere
And pryde hyr fayre yn all maner
Som quēytyse sche schulde hem lere
How þt he myƺte
Do her fadyr hys ost arere
And hom hȳ dyƺte
☙Sche seyde yf ye denkeþ spede
To my tale now takeþ hede
My fadyr haþ an horned stede
Of arabye
Whyle he hȳ hav hȳ naƺt drede
Of yor maystrye
☙No man may on þt stede ryde
But a bloman be hym by syde
Þt haþ y kepte hȳ fer and wyde
Fram grece to troye
For he hym makeþ wt moche prde
A nyse coye
☙Þe coye ys wt hys handys two
Clappynde to gedere to  fro
He ys swyftyr þan ony roo
Under lynde
In ech bateyle he well slo
Be fore  be hynde
☙An unycorn begat þt fole
On a rabyte as blakke as cole
Þan seyd clement he schall be stole
Wt som qa queyntys
And bad þt counsell schuld be held
Stylle yn parys
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☙ Pyk  palm schryppe  slaueyn
He dyƺte hȳ as palmer queynt of gy..
Be seyne watr seyd þe latyn
Wt out bost
Maryners hȳ broƺte to þe maryb
Of gene cost
☙He trnede a bowte galys  spayne
Lumbardye  also almeyne
Of oþr palmers he gan frayne
Lesynges quaynte
As ech man be houyd þt ys yn payne
Hys tale paynte
☙Be þe soudanes ost whan he was come
Well hastylych he was y none
Be fore þe soudan þe greet gome
Seruantes hym broƺt
Now harkeneþ frēdes all  som
How clement wroƺt
☙Þe soudan askede whānes he cam
He seyde he com fro jerusalem
Fram þe sepulcre of bedlam
In pylgremage
And þer y have lette myn em
Fr For strong hostage
☙Whānes he was men gon hȳ freyne
He seyde he was of greet breteyne
In artours court a man of mayne
I have y be ƺere
Of hys greet hors y was wardeyne
Sene ƺere  more
☙For to blere þe soudanes ye
Queynte lefynges he gan to lye
And seyde he hadde lerned marchalsye
Both fer  ner neyƺ
In ynde europe aufryke  asye
Þr nas noon so fleyƺ
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And all maner of hors he knew
Boþe þe k lak  þe vertu
Þr ys he seyde crusten neþr jew
Þt cōne me teche
Þe soudan þt was blak of hew
Loƺ of hys speche
☙Þe soudan seyde I have a stede
He swer as mahon schuld hȳ spede
Yf þu kanst telle all þe dede
Of hys kende
Þu schalt have of me riche mede
Er þt þu wende
☙Þe stede was broƺt out of stable
Þe bloman hȳm ladde wt a cable
Þo seyde clement wt out fable
O ser soudan
In þe world ys hors so ꝑfytable
As þu hast oon
☙Þys ys astede of arabye
Be hys horn I gan hyt a spye
An unycorn wt greet maystrye
Be gat hyt þare
A rabyte y so hyt wt my ye
Þr to was mare
☙Hyt ys swyfter þan hert oþr hynde
Or ro þt renneþ under lynde
He feyƺt be fore hym  be hynde
In ech batayle
Þr nys noman of crysten kende
Þt myƺte þe asayle
☙Whyle þu on þy stede honyst
Þo hadde þe soudan wonder mest
And seyde palmr ryƺtly þu arest
Al he maner
Darst þu ryde up on þys best
To þe ryvere
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☙And watre hȳ þt þou ne falle
Þāne wyll we seye among us all
Þat þu hast be yn artourys halle
Hys prys marshalle
And þr fore a robe of ryche palle
I yeve þe schall
☙Clement ner þe stede stappe
He whyslede  hys hondys clapte
Þorƺ godes grace well he hapte
He nas noƺt ydell
In þe stedes mouþ he rapte
An huge brydel
☙Þe brydel was made of chaynys
Of grete haspys wer þe reynys
Erles barons knyƺtes  swaynes
Of clement spak
How he lepte wt myƺt  maynes
On þe stede bak
☙And wt a peyre sporys of speyne
He smot þe stede wt myƺt  mayne
And rood ryƺt ovr þe watr of seyne
Ryƺt to þe cyte
Þe emꝑour of almeyne
Þt syƺt gan se
☙And lette opene þe gatys wyde
And clement yn began to ryde
Þe soudan be gan up hys d godes chyde
For þt myscheffe myschaunce
Clement prsentede wt þt stede
Þe kynge of fraunce
☙Now schull we lete her of clement
And telle how þe soudan sent
Hy massengers wyde beþ went
To dukes  kynges
And broƺt wt hē many stout cent
Of greet lordynges
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☙Ferst com þe kyng of arabye
And ten þousend on hys ꝑtye
Of Sarseyns stout  trye
In feld to fyƺt
Þe worst of hys cōpanye
Was worth a knyƺt
☙Þe soudan of Pers broƺt hys ꝑsanys
And þyrty dousand of affrycanys
Wt reed baners  þeron þre swanes
Of sylver bryƺt
To brewe þe crystene mēnys banys
Hy hadden tyƺt
☙Þe kyng of grece com after þan
For to helpe her soudan
Wt syxty dousand of hedene men
To fyƺt yn feld
Har armes wer gowles  swan
Trappure  scheld
☙Þo com þe kyng of masedonye
And þe amerelle of babylonye
Wt many galeys schyppes  floyne
Wt chevalrye
And aryveded at boleyne
In normandye
☙No man ne may telle þe route
Þat be sette parys abooute
Þe crystene wer yn greet doute
To deye yn haste
Þey roone to þe walles stoute
To scheete  to kaste
☙And þey wt oute gynnes bente
And greet stones to hem sente
Four wykys þey gōne hē defende
Wt greet travayle
And toke day at þe monthys ende
Of playn batayle
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Þe day of batayle was y come
And ech man hadde hys armes nome
Þe soudan was a sterne gome
For hys greet host
Aƺens þe crystene he sette scheldtrome
Wt pryde  bost
☙Whan ayder ost gan oþr a sayle
Þr be gan a strong batayle
To rede yn ryme hyt ys mervayle
Englys to schew
How many helmes hauberkes saūƺ fayle
Ther wer to hewe
☙Þo myƺte men se florent fyƺt
And sle þe sarsyns don ryƺt
Well many sarsyns heed don lyƺt
And ley dyspleyd
But all to lytyll was hys myƺt
He was be trayde
☙And y take as seyd þe romaunce
Anon aftyr hȳ þe kynge of fraunce
Þo was octovan yn balaunce
Þe emꝑor
He was y take wt greet destaunce
And oþr kynges four
☙Þe deyse syx baners wer y feld
And þe crystene þt fƺte be held
Ech ma floyƺ wt sper  scheld
A wey to fare
Þe soudan drof hem yn þe feld
As hond doþ þe hare
☙Well ten dousand greet lordynges
Dukes Erles barones  kynges
Þe soudan sent yn iryn rynges
To babylonye
Hem ladde þe kynge wt out lesynges
Of masedonye
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☙The kyng of grece hē ladde also
Wt syxty dousand men  mo
Þe soudan þt was goddys fo
Bleft yn fraunce
Cytes to brenne  folk to slo
Wt greet meschaunce
☙Clement fleyƺ  hys wyf yn fer
In to gascoyne as ye mowe here
And also þe soudans douƺter der
Wt hem gan fle
In slaveynys as þey palmers were
Ʒede alle þre
☙Now lete we be þe werre of fraunce
And þe soudan wt hys bobaunce
And trne aƺen to fayre floraunce
How þt sche be kem
For to dwelle þorƺ goddes grace  chaunce
In Jerusalem
☙Here sone was douƺty kyƺt of dente
In batayle  yn trnement
To ech a stede þe kynge hyn sente
He wan þe fyƺt
Hys lyonesse þe folk to rente
All don ryƺt
☙For whyder he to batayle ƺede
Hys lyonesse halpe hym at hys nede
He ˒armede her yn iryn wede
To all ryƺtes
Of her folk hadde more drede
Þan of fyfe knyƺtes
☙Þan come a messanger goynge
To Jerusalem  broƺte tydynge
How þe soudan gan don brynge
The emꝑour
And of fraunce o also þe kynge
And oþr kynges four
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☙And how he was towardes Rome
And doƺte to destroye all crystendome
And how þe crystene þt þey nome
Schulde aryue
At acrys whan þey to londe come
Wt kynges fyve
☙And þe emꝑour of almeyne
O seyde þe kyng þt ys greet payne
Wende I woll hem agayne
And sauy ech pece
And sle wt hondes tweyne
Þe kyng of grece
☙A noon þe ^ sente hys sonde
^kyng
Wyde a boute yn to all hys londe
For erles barons fre  bonde
Swquyer  knyƺt
And dede hem all to vnþrstonde
Of þe soudans fyƺt
☙And how he hadde þe kynges inome
And destruyd þe crsten all  some
Þo þt ost was to gedere y come
Of crystene men
Þey hadde to holde stout scheldes trome
Wt soudans ten
☙Ten dousand knyƺts stout  fers
Wt out hobelers  squyeres
Spermen flyngers arblasteres
Þr was plente
Þey wente to ward in armes clere
Acrys cyte
☙Ʒonge Octovian wt oute fayle
Was banerrere of þt batayle
Þe sarsyns for to a sayle
He was full prest
Be syde acrys yn a boschayle
Þey token rest
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☙Of sute þey hadde dousandes four
In armes also whyt as ony flowr
Þr ynne acrys of reed colour
Seynt georgys armys
And evrych was ƺong vauyssour
Wt goode gysarmes
☙At acrys as þey gōne a ryve
Þe emꝑour  þe kynges fyfe
And many crysten men alyve
In iren isteke
Þe kynge of Jerusalem can dryue
Ham to a wreke
☙Þo began greet werre a wake
Scheldes clevede  sꝑes brake
Among þe sarsyns blake
Þe crysten ryde
All þt þey myƺte wt wepene of take
Þey þr abyde
☙Þe kyng of Masedonye com ryde
Wt hys ost a lond þat tyde
And hys sarsyns asermes cryde
We beþ be trayd
Of Jerusalem þe banerys wyde
We seþ dysplayd
☙The ^ of grece herde ☙t cry
^kyng
To lond he rowede ryƺt hastyly
Ten dousand sarsyns ryde hym by
Þo he up kem
Hem mette þe kyng wt hys ꝑty
Of Jerusalem
☙In haste þey smyte to gydere a non
Þe crysten men  goddys foon
Octovian leyde an well good won
Þt day yn feld
Well many he clefte þe scholder bon
All þorƺ þe scheld
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☙Hys yonesse a don gan race
All þt sche tok yn body  face
Myrcle hyt was of goddys grce
Þat sche so fyƺt
Alas sche was þt day yn place
To deþ i dyƺt
☙Þo Octovian hyt understode
Hys beste y slowe he wax all wod
He hente a sper wt egre mood
And bare wt stengþe
Þorƺ þe kynges body of grece hyt stode
A fedme of lengþe
☙Þt ded cors fell don to grond
Gronyng wt grysly wounde
And þo þe sarsenes a founde
Har lord was slayn
Evrych to fle away þt stounde
Was ferly fayn
☙All þt Octovian þt day þr hytte
To þe herte he hem slytte
Noman ne myƺt wt strengþe a sytte
Hys swerdes drauƺt
Ryƺt as a werrour out of wytte
Þt day he fauƺt
☙He sloƺ þe kyng of Masedonye
And Amyrall of babylonye
In hare galeys dromōns  floyne
Þey schypede agayn
And a rynede be syde babylonye
Boþ knyƺt  sweyn
☙In armes þt owƺte þe sarsyns deede
Þe crysten knyƺtes gōne hem screde
Þe kyng of Jerusalem gan lede
Þe ferst batayle
Melk whyte armes yn ryme I rede
Was hare parayle
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☙Of sute þey hadde dousandys ten
And four dousand Octovyan
Well sory were þe heden men
Þo þt dede hyt seghe
Hare baners ovr felde  fen
A rered so heghe
☙Þe kyng of fraunce com wt hys ost
Alond up on hys owene kost
Þe crysten hereþe þe holy gost
For hys comynge
Þe soudan made bobaunce  bost
For þt tydynge
☙And wyde wt a ruly roun
Now þyn help god Mahōn
And yn hys baner a reed dragoun
He lete a rare
And bad hem be to batayle bonn
Þt wt hym were
☙Þe þyrþe ost ledde þe kyng of speyne
Wt fyfty dousand men serteyne
Þe emꝑour of almeyne
Octovian
Wt hys ost he com a gayn
Þe soudan
☙Þe fyfte ost seyde þe frenssch tale
Hadde þe kyng of portyngale
To brew þe sarsyns bale
He was full sterne
Þo brouƺt hys ost þe kyng reall
Of nauverne
☙Whāne all þes baners wer a rered
Þe sarsyns wher f sore a ferd
Þe soudan quakede body  berd
For dedys dowte
And seyde we dye lewed  lered
But we be stoute
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☙Stowlyche stere was us yn were
And boldelych our baners bere
And make offeryng to Jubytere
And Seynt Mahōn
Þan by my lay y dar well swere
Þey schull a doun
☙Whan he hadde made hys sacrfyce
Wt all hys ost he gan a ryse
Now mowe h ye here fayr a prse
Alle and some
How þe soudan vn wyse
Were overcome
☙Þo eydyr ost wt oþr mette
Wt scharpe sperys to geder hy grette
Þe crystene mē har strokes sette
In feld so
Þt quyt þey were of þe sarsyns dette
For evr mo
☙Þe kyng of Ierłm gan bere
To þe soudan of ꝑse a spere
Þr ne halp hym naƺt yn werre
Hys god Mahoun
Þt he ne rorede as a bere
Whan he fyl doun
☙Doun he fyll deed to grounde
Gronynge faste wt grymly wounde
All þe baners þt crysten founde
Þey were a batyde
Þr was many in heþen hounde
Þt þay chek matyde
☙Among hys ost þe kyg of fraunce
To þe hyƺ soudan he bar a launce
Þr whyle hyt tellyd yn romaunce
Þe emꝑor
Floƺ of hedene þoruƺ grce  chaunce
Kynges four
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☙Ʒonge Octovian  Florentyn
Þr fouƺte as werrours good  fyn
Þer myƺte non heþen sarsayn
Wt stonde har dent
Well many soules to helle pyn
Þt day was sent
☙So many men  hors we dede
Þe ryvers rōne of blod all rede
Þe chas leste of length  brede
Myles ten
Þr myƺt no saresyn kepe hys hedde
For l crystene men
☙When þs batayle was come to ende
To arys þe emꝑor be gan wende
And wt hym all þe kynges hende
Of crstendome
Þe soudans heed þey gōne sende
To grete Rome
☙And sette hyt on þe hyyest tour
Þanne dagabers  þe emꝑour
Fastede fourty dayes  four
Þus tellyþ þe gest
And þonkede god our savyour
Of þt conqueste
☙Now rest we her  trne agayn
And speke we of Clement Vylayne
I tolde yow yn to aquytayne
He fleygh for fere
To save hym  wymmen tweyne
Þt wer hym dere
☙He herde telle wt oute les
How þe souda y slawe wes
And yn france plener pes
Was cryde  gryþ
Þyþr he wente raply res
Hys wyf hym wt
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☙Wt hym þe soudanes doƺtr went
In a slaueyne rouƺ  rent
Þo þey wer yn present
To þe emꝑour
Þe kyng of frānce keste clement
Wt greet honour
☙Wt greet honor Syr Florentyn
Keste Clement wt herte fyn
And sey welcome fadyr myn
Be god a bove
Þu hast y suffyred mych pyn
For my love
☙Þu seyst soþ sone y understonde
Hys wyf he tokke her be þe hond
Be fore lordys of þe londe
Olde  ƺynge
Glad was erl baroun  bonde
Of her comyng
☙Þt day Clement was made knyƺt
For hys er dedes wys  wyƺt
Atte hys feste florent bryƺt
Be knew her lord
Her may ye here yn romaunce ryƺt
Well kende acord
☙Florence was broƺth yn to þe halle
Be fore þe greet lordes alle
Doun on knees sche gan falle
To þe emꝑour
Mercy lord sche gan calle
For þyn honour
☙I am þy wyf þt Florence
Þt ys my fader þe kyng of fraunce
Idryue y was þoruƺ greet destaince
Form ken  kyƺth
I wene no woman mre myschaunce
Ne hadde nevr syƺth
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☙Tweyn yonge sones y wt me bar
Þt on ys þe knyƺt þt stondyt þar
Þt oþr be cam y nyst nevr whar
In þt forest
Þys day ys fyf  twenty yere
Þt y sawe hym last
☙A lyonesse þys bar me fro
And y suede after wt sorow  wo
A gryffon bar hem boþe two
To þe sky an hyƺ
Karfull was myn herte þo
Whan y hyt seyƺ
☙I suede hem to þe grekyssch see
And com to brandyƺt to þe cyte
Þr y soiournede monethes þre
And tok my rede
In þt stede to dwelle  be
Þr god was ded
☙I gan to schypye at ryvage
Wt pylgrymus of fele langage
Þe wynd aros wt awod rage
And wederys fyle
And drof us from our pylgrymage
To a wast yle
☙Yn þt yle þoruƺ goddys grce
I fond my chyld yn oo plaec
Unþr a lyone body  face
Wt whelpys tweyne
I toke my sone  ran good pas
To cl schyp agayne
☙Þe lyonesse me folowede ay
And for sak her welpys twey
In schype by my sone sche lay
As a norse
We seylede forþ þe sevende day
To hedenesse
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☙In to heþenesse whan y cam
My wey y tok to bedleem
And syth y dwellede yn Jerłm
Wt kyng  quene
And tauƺt her maydenys werk of sem
Yerys fyftene
☙Þe kyng my sone made knyƺt
And me sustenede day  nyƺt
My lyonesse was slayn yn fyƺt
Þt doþ me greef
Þy modyr tresoun haþ me dyƺt
All þys myschef
☙Þo Florence hadde her tale y told
Before þe lordes yong  old
Þe emꝑour wt herte cold
Octovyan
In hys armys he her fold
And keste her þan
☙And seyde welcome leman florence
For þe schall falle greet veniaunce
Syr Dadabers þe kyng of fraunce
Keste her þo
For joye all þt seyƺ þys chaunce
In herte wer wo
☙Whan þey wer seƺt all yn same
And Florence herde Florentynes name
Sche swor her oþ be Seynt Jame
Also prest
So hyƺt my sone þt was take fram me
In þat forest
☙Do seyde þe emꝑour wt out oþ
Ilyk of semblaunt be ye boþ
But be color of har cloþ
Nys noon oþr inne
Þt schold hē knowe crteyne for soþ
Be syeƺt a tweyne
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☙Þe emꝑour  kynges þre
Tok Clement yn pryvete
And seyde to hym wt hert fre
Now Syr Clement
Telle ys þe soþ for charite
Of Syr Florent
☙ In what maner þt þu to hym come
For hym be gaat þe emꝑor of Rome
Do seyde Clement be my crstendome
In ryƺt soþ sawes
Be syde marcyle ageyns me come
Four outlawes
☙And cheped me þt chyld to sale
For syxty florencys all be tale
For emꝑales ꝑt wer not smale
I bouƺt hym þar
And trussede hym yn my male
And home hȳ bar
☙For my sone I kepte hym þore
Þys four and twenty yer  more
I ne tolde hyt nevr man be for
But my wyf
An old knyƺt wt a berd ful hore
Herde þs stryf
☙And seyde lordynges herkened þys
Now fyf  twenty yer hyt ys
Be oo forest I rood amys
In wayys wylde
A femele ape ymette y wys
Berynge a chylde
☙And of my palfray doun y lyƺt
Wt þe ape for to fyƺt
And þr y here to dede dyƺt
In a lytell stounde
On me sche made yet bereþ syƺt
Many a wounde
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☙Þt chyld tok up as ƺerne
And lepte to hors  gan to erne
I com up on owtlawes sterne
Four  twenty
Þt chyld ne þorst y ham werne
Ne my rouncy
☙Þt tyme by fyll me þys destresse
Þt fayre florence þe emꝑesse
Was y dryve wt greet falsnesse
Out of Rome
Þe emꝑour my sones gan kesse
Ofte  lome
☙Þanne hem keste kynge  knyƺt
Erlys barons  ladyys bryƺt
And ofte þankede godes myƺt
In Trinitie
Þs god can trne wrong to ryƺt
Þoruƺ hys poste
☙Þe old emꝑesse was of sent
And hadde þe same iugement
Þt sche to florance hadde yment
Longe beforn
For her treson sche was ybrent
In fyr of þorn
☙Thus clerkys seyth yn her wrytynge
Þt falsnesse comeþ to evel endynge
Jhu vs to hys blysse brynge
Boþ old and yonge
As he for us on þe rode hyng
Wyth spere y stonge

Explicit Octovian
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☙Be douƺty Artours dawes
Þt helde engelond yn good lawes
Þer fell a wondyr cas
Of a ley þt was y sette
Þt hyƺt Laūval and hatte yette
Now herkeneth how hyt was
☙Douƺty Artour som whyle
Soiournede yn kardevyle
Wt joye  greet solas
And knyƺtes þt wer ꝑfitable
Wt artour of þe rounde table
Never noon better þr nas
☙Sere Ꝑsevall  S̷ Gawayn
Syr Gyheryes  S̷ Agrfrayn
And Launcelet du lake
Syr Kay and Syr Ewayn
Þat well couþe fyƺte yn playn
Bateles for to take
☙Kyng Ban Booƺt  kyng bos
Of ham þr was a greet los
Men sawe þo nowher her make
Syr Galafre  Syr Launfale
Wher of a noble tale
Among vs schall a wake
☙Wt Artour þr was a bacheler
And hadde y be well many a ƺer
Launfal forsoþ he hyƺt
He gaf gyftys largelyche
Gold  sylver  clodes ryche
To squyer and to knyƺt
☙For hys largesse  hys bounte
Þe kynges stuward made was he
Ten yer I you plyƺt
Of alle þe knyƺtes of þe table roūde
So large þr nas noon y founde
Be dayes ne be nyƺt

So hyt be fyll yn þe tenþe ƺer
Marlyn was Artours counsalere
He radde hym for to wende
To Kyng Ryon of Irlond ryƺt
And fette hym þer a lady bryƺt
Gwēnere hys douƺtyr hende
☙So he dede  hom her brouƺt
But Syr Launfal lykede her noƺt
Ne oþr knyƺtes þt wer hende
For þe lady bar los of swych word
Þt sche hadde lēmannys unþr her lord
So fele þr nas noon ende
☙Þey wer ywedded as I you say
Vp on a wytsonday
Before prnces of moch pryde
No man ne may telle yn tale
What folk þr was at þt bredale
Of countreys fer  wyde
☙No noþr man was yn halle ysette
But he wer prelat oþr baronette
In herte ys naƺt to hyde
Yf þey satte noƺt all ylyke
Har servyse was good  ryche
Certeyn yn ech a syde
☙And whan þe lordes hadde ete yn þe halle
And þe clothes wer drawen alle
As ye mowe her  lyþe
Þe botelers sentyn wyn
To alle þe lordes þt wer þr yn
Wt chere boþe glad and blyþe
☙Þe Quene yaf yftes for þe nones
Gold  selver and ꝑcyous stonys
Her curtasye to kyþe
Evrych knyƺt sche gaf broche oþr ryng
But Syr Launfal sche yaf no þyng
Þt grevede hym many a syde
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☙And whan þe bredale was at ende
Launfal tok hys leve to wende
At Artour þe kyng
And seyde a lettere was to hȳ come
Þt deth hadde hys fadyr y nome
He most to hys beryynge
☙Þo seyde Kyng Artour þt was hende
Launfal yf þu wylt fro me wende
Tak wt þe greet spendyng
And my suster sones two
Bothe þey schull wt þe go
At hom þe for to bryng
☙Launfal tok leve wt oute fable
Wt knyƺtes of þe rounde table
And wente forþ yn hys journe
Tyl he come to carlyoun
To þe meyrys hous of þe toune
Hys servaunt þt hadde y be
☙The meyr stod as ye may here
And sawe hȳ come ryde up anblere
Wt two knyƺtes  oþr mayne
Agayns hȳ he hath wey y nome
And seyde Syr þu art well come
How faryþ our Kyng tel me
☙Launfal answerede  seyde þan
He faryþ as well as any man
And elles greet ruþe hyt wore
But Syr Meyr wt out lesyng
I am þe partyþ fram þe Kyng
And þt rewt me sore
☙Ne þr þar no man beneþe ne above
For þe Kyng Artours love
Onowre me never more
But Syr Meyr I pry þe ꝑamour
May y take wt þe sojoure
Som tyme we knewe vs yore

☙Þe Meyr stod and bethoƺte hȳ þere
What myƺt be hys answere
And to hȳ þan gan he sayn
Syr vii knyƺtes han her har in ynome
And evr y wayte whan þey wyl come
Þt arn of Lytyll Bretayne
☙Launfal trnede hymself and lowƺ
Þr of he hadde scorn inowƺ
And seyde to hys knyƺtes tweyne
Now may ye se swych ys service
Unþr a lord of lytyll pryse
How he may þr of be fayn
☙Launfal awayward gan to ryde
Þe Meyr bad he schuld a byde
And seyde yn þys manere
Syr yn a chamber by my orchard syde
Þr may ye dwelle wt joye  pryde
Yyf hyt yor wyll were
☙Launfal anoon ryƺtes
He  hys two knyƺts
Soiournede þr yn fere
So saurgelych310 hys good he be sette
Þt he ward yn greet dette
Ryƺt yn þe ferst yere
☙So hyt befell at pentecost
Swych tyme as þe holy gost
Among mankend gan lyƺt
Þt syr huwe  syr jon
Tok her leve for to gon
At Syr Launfal þe knyƺt
☙Þey seyd Sr or robes beþ to rent
And yor tresour ys all yspent
And we goþ ewyłł y dyƺt
Þāne seyde S̷ Launfal to þe knyƺtes fre
Tellyd no man of my poverte
For þe love of god almyƺt
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☙Þe knyƺtes answerede  seyde þo
Þt þey nolde hȳ wreye nevr mo
All þys world to wynne
Wt þt word þey wente hȳ fro
To Glastyngbery bothe two
Þr Kyng Artour was inne
☙Þe kyng sawe þe knyƺtes hende
And aƺens ham he gan wende
For þey wer of hys kenne
Noon oþr robes þey ne hadde
Þan þey owt wt ham ladde
And þo wer to tore  thynne
☙Þan seyde Quene Gwenore þt was fel
How faryþ þe prowde knyƺt Launfal
May he hys armes welde
Ʒe madame sayde þe knytes þan
He faryþ as well as any man
And ellys god hyt schelde
☙Moche worchyp and greet honor
To Gōnore þe Quene  Kyng Artour
Of Syr Launfal þey telde
And seyde he lovede vs so
Þt he wold us ever mo
At wyll have y helde
☙But upon a rayny day hyt befel
An huntynge wente Syr Launfel
To chasy yn holtes hore
In our old robes we yede þt day
And þus we beþ ywent a way
As we before hym wore
☙Glad was Artour þe kyng
Þt Launfal was yn good lykyng
Þe Quene hyt rew well sore
For sche wold wt all her myƺt
Þt he hadde be boþe day and nyƺt
In paynys mor  more

f 36vb
☙Upon a day of þe trinite
A feste of greet solempnite
In carlyoun was holde
Erles  barones of þt countre
Ladyes  boriaes of þt cite
Þyder come boþe yongh  old
☙But Launfal for hys povrte
Was not bede to þt semble
Lyte men of hym tolde
Þe meyr to þe feste was of sent
Þe meyrys douƺter to Launfal went
And axede yf he wolde
☙In halle dyne wt her þt day
Damesele he sayde nay
To dyne have I no herte
Þre dayes þr ben a gon
Mete ne drynke eet y noon
And all was for povert
☙To day to cherche I wolde have gon
But me fawtede hosyn  schon
Clenly brech  scherte
And for defawte of clodynge
Ne myƺte y yn wt þe peple þrynge
No wonþr douƺ me smerte
☙But o þyng damesele y pray þe
Sadel  brydel lene þu me
A whyle for to ryde
Þat I myƺte confortede be
By a launde unþr þys cyte
Al yn þys undern tyde
☙Launfal dyƺte hys courser
Wt oute knave oþr squyer
He rood wt lytyll pryde
Hys hors slod  fel yn þe fen
Where fore hȳ scornede many men
Abowte hym fer  wyde
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☙Povrly þe knyƺt to hors gan sprynge
For to dryve away lokynge
He rood toward þe west
Þe weþr was hot þe vndern tyde
He lyƺte a doun and gan a byde
Under a fayr forest
☙And for hete of þe wedere
Hys mantell he feld to gydere
And sette hym doun to reste
Þs sat þe knyƺt yn symplyte
In þe schadwe unþr a tre
Þr þt hym lykede beste
☙As he sat yn sorow  sore
He sawe come out of holtes hore
Gentyll maydenes two
Har kerteles wer of inde sandel
Y lased smalle jolif  well
Þr myƺt noon gayer go
☙Har manteles wer of grene felwet
Y bordured wt gold ryƺt well y sette
Ypelured wt grys  gro
Har heddys wer dyƺt well wt alle
Evrych hadde oon a jolyf coronall
Wt syxty gemmys  mo
☙Har faces wer whyt as snow on downe
Har rode was red her eyn wer browne
I sawe nevr non swyche
Þt oon bar of gold a basyn
Þt oþr a towayle whyt and fyn
Of selk þt was good  ryche
☙Har kercheves wer well schyre
Arayd wt ryche gold wyre
Launfal began to syche
Þey com to hȳ over þe hoth
He was curteys  agens hē goth
And greette hem myldelyche

☙Damesels he seyde God yow se
Syr knyƺt þey seyde well þe be
Our lady Dame Tryamour
Bad þu schuldest com speke wt here
Ʒyf hyt wer þy wylle sere
Wt oute more soiour
☙Launfal hem gruntede crteyslyche
And wente wt hem myldelyche
Þey wheryn whyt as flour
And when þey come ī þe forest an hyƺ
A pavyloun y teld he syƺ
Wt merthe  mochell honour
☙Þe pavyloun was wrouth forsoþe ywys
All of werk of Sarsynys
Þe pomelles of crystall
Vp on þe toppe an ern þr stod
Of bournede golde ryche  good
Y florysched wt ryche amall
☙Hys eyn wer carbonkeles bryƺt
As þe mone þe schon a nyƺt
Þt spreteþ out ovyr all
Alysaundre þe conquerour
Ne Kyng Artour yn hys most honor
Ne hadde noon scwych juell
☙He fond yn þe pavyloun
Þe kynges douƺter of Olyroun
Dame Tryamour þt hyƺte
Her fadyr was Kyng of Fayrye
Of Occient fer  nyghe
A man of mochell myƺte
☙In þe pavyloun he fond a bed of prys
I heled wt purpur bys
Þt semyle was of syƺte
Þr inne lay þt lady gent
Þt after Syr Launfal hedde ysent
Þt lefsom lemede bryƺt
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☙For hete her cloþes down sche dede
Almest to her gerdylstede
Þan lay sche uncovert
Sche was as whyt as lylye yn may
Or snow þt sneweþ yn wynterys day
He seygh never non so pert
☙Þe rede rose whan sche ys newe
Aƺens her rode nes nauƺt of hewe
I dar well say yn sert
Her here schon as gold wyre
May no man rede here atyre
Ne nauƺt wel þenke yn hert
☙Sche seyde Launfal my lemman swete
Al my joye for þe y lete
Swetyng paramour
Þr nys no man yn cristente
Þt y love so moche as þe
Kyng neyþr emꝑour
☙Launfal beheld þt swete wyƺth
All hys love yn her was lyƺth
And keste þt swete flour
And sat adoun her by syde
And seyde swetyng whatso betyde
I am to ꝑyn honour
☙She seyde Sr knyƺt gentyl  hende
I wot y stat ord  ende
Be nauƺt a schamed of me
Yf þu wylt truly to me take
And alle wemen for me forsake
Ryche I wyll make þe
☙I wyll þe ƺeve an alner
Ymad of sylk  of gold cler
Wt fayre ymages þre
As oft þu puttest þe hond þr inne
A mark of gold þu schalt wynne
In wat place þt þu be

f 37vb
☙Also sche seyde Syr Launfal
I ƺeve þe blaunchard my stede lel
And Gyfre my owen knave
And of my armes oo pensel
Wt þre ermyns y peynted well
Also þu schalt have
☙In werre ne yn trnement
Ne schall þe greve no knyƺtes dent
So well y schall þe save
Þan answerede þe gantyl knyƺt
And seyde grmarcy my swete wyƺt
No bettere kepte y have
☙Þe damesell gan here vp sette
And bad her maydenes her fette
To hyr hondys watyr clere
Hyt was y do wt out lette
Þe cloþ was spred þe bord was sette
Þey wente to hare sopere
☙Mete and drynk þey hadde afyn
Pyement clare  reynysch wyn
And elles greet wondyr hyt wer
Whā þey had sowpeþ  þe day was gon
Þey wente to bedde  þt anoon
Launfal and sche yn fere
☙For play lytyll þey sclepte þt nyƺt
Tyll on morn hyt was day lyƺt
Sche badd hym aryse anoon
Hy seyde to hym Syr gantyl knyƺt
And þu wylt speke wt me any wyƺt
To a derne stede þu gon
☙Well prvyly I woll come to þe
No man alyve ne schall me se
As stylle as any ston
Þo was Launfal glad  blyþe
He cowde no man hys joye kyþe
And keste her well good won
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☙But of o þyng Sr knyƺt I warne þe
Þt þu make no bost of me
For no kennes mede
And yf þu doost I warny þe be fore
All my love þu hast for lore
And þs to hym sche seyde
☙Launfal tok hys leve to wende
Gyfre kedde þt he was hende
And brouƺt Launfal hys stede
Launfal lepte ynto þe arsoun
And rood hom to karlyoun
In hys pover wede
☙Þo was þe knyƺt yn herte at wylle
In hys chaunber he hyld hym stylle
All þt undern tyde
Þan come þr þorwgh þe cite ten
Well y harneysyth men
Upon ten somers ryde
☙Some wt sylver some wt gold
All to Syr Launfal hyt schold
To prsente hym wyth pryde
Wt ryche cloþes  armure bryƺt
Þey axede aftyr Launfal þe knyƺt
Whar he gan a byde
☙Þe yong men wer clothed yn ynde
Gyfre he rood all be hynde
Vp Blaunchard whyt as flour
Þo seyde a boy þt yn þe market stod
How fere schall all þys good
Tell vs ꝑ amour
☙Þo seyde Gyfre hyt ys ysent
To Syr Launfal yn present
Þt hath leved yn greet dolour
Þan seyde þe boy nys he but a wrecche
What þar any man of hym recche
At þe meyrys hous he taketh sojour

☙At þe merys hous þey gon alyƺte
And prsented þe noble knyƺte
Wt swych good as hym was sent
And whan þe meyr seyƺ þt rychesse
And Syr Launfales noblenesse
He held hymself foule y schent
☙Þo seyde þe meyr syr ꝑ charyte
In halle today þt þu wylt ete wt me
Ʒesterday y hadde y ment
At þe feste we wold han be yn same
And y hadde solas  game
And erst þu were y went
☙Sir meyr god for ƺelde the
Whyles y was yn my povrte
Þu bede me nevr dyne
Now y have more gold  fe
Þt myne frendes han sent me
Þan þu and alle dyne
☙Þe Meyr for schame away ƺede
Launfal yn prpure gan hȳ schrede
I pelured wt whyt ermyne
All þt Launfal hadde borwyþ before
Gyfre be tayle  be score
Ʒald hyt well and fyne
☙Launfal helde ryche festes
Fyfty fedde povere gestes
Þat yn myschef wer
Fyfty bouƺte stronge stedes
Fyfty yaf ryche wedes
To knyƺtes  squyere
☙Fyfty rewardede relygyons
Fyfty delyvrede povre prysoūns
And made ham quyt  schere
Fyfty clodede gestours
To many men he dede honors
In countreys fer  nere
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☙Alle þe lordes of karlyoun
Lette crye a trnemēt yn þe toun
For love of Syr Launfel
And for Blaunchard hys good stede
To wyte how hym wold spede
Þt was ymade so well
☙And whan þe day was y come
Þt þe justes were yn y nome
Þey ryde out also snell
Trompours gan har bemes blowe
Þe lordes ryden out a rowe
Þt were yn þt castell
☙Þr began þe trnement
And ech knyƺt leyd on oþr good dent
Wt mases  wt swerdes boþe
Me myƺte y se some þr fore
Stedes ywonne  some y lore
And knyƺtes wonþr wroƺth
☙Syth þe rounde table was
A bettere trnement þr nas
I dare well say for soþe
Many a lord of karlyoun
Þt day were ybore adoun
Certayn wt outen oþe
☙Of karlyoun þe ryche cōstable
Rod to Launfal wt out fable
He nolde no lengere abyde
He smot to Launfal  he to hym
Well sterne strokes  well grym
Þr wer yn eche a syde
☙Launfal was of hym y ware
Out of hys sadell he hym bar
To grounde þt ylke tyde
And whan þe cōstable was bore adoun
Gyfre lepte ynto þe arsoun
And awey he gan to ryde

☙Þe Erl of chestere þr of segh
For wrethe yn herte he was wod negh
And rood to syr Launfale
And smot hȳ yn þe helm on hegh
Þt þe crest adoun flegh
Þs seyd þe frenssch tale
☙Launfal was mochel of myƺt
Of hys stede he dede hym lyƺt
And bar hym doun yn þe dale
Þan come þr syr Launfal abowte
Of walssche knyƺtes a greet rowte
Þe nūbre y not how fale
☙Þan myƺte me se scheldes ryve
Speres to breste  to dryve
Behinde  ek be fore
Þoruƺ Launfal and hys stedes dent
Many a knyƺt verement
To ground was ibore
☙So þe prys of þt trnay
Was delyvered to Launfal þt day
Wt out oþ yswore
Launfal rod to karlyoun
To þe meyrys hous of þe toun
And many a lord hym before
☙And þan þe noble knyƺt Launfal
Held a feste ryche  ryall
Þt leste fourtenyƺt
Erles  barouns fale
Semely wer sette yn sale
And ryaly wer adyƺt
☙And evry day dame Tramor
Sche com to syr Launfal bour
A day whan hyt was nyƺt
Of all þt ever wer þr þo
Segh he non but þey two
Gyfre and Launfal þe knyƺt
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☙a311 knyƺt þr was yn lumbardye
To syr Launfal hadde he greet envye
Syr Valentyne he hyƺte
He herde speke of syr Launfal
Þt þt he couþ justy well
And was a man of mochel myƺte
☙Syr Valentyne was wonder strong
Fyftene feet he was longe
Hym þoƺte he brente bryƺte
But he myƺte wt Launfal pleye
In þe feld betwene ham tweye
To justy oþr to fyƺte
☙Syr Valentyne sat yn hys halle
Hys massengere he let y calle
And seyde he moste wende
To syr Launfal þe noble knyƺt
Þt was yholde so mychel of myƺt
To Bretayne he wolde hym sende
☙And sey hym for love of his lēman
Yf sche be any gantyle woman
Courteys fre oþr hende
Þt he come wt me to juste
To kepe his harneys from þe ruste
And elles hys manhod schende
☙Þe messengere ys forþ y went
To þo hys lordys commaundement
He hadde wynde at wylle
Whan he was ovr þe water ycome
Þe way to syr Launfal he haþ ynome
And grette hym wt wordes stylle
☙And seyd syr my lord Syr Valentyne
A noble werrour  queynte of gȳne
Haþ me sent þe tylle
And pryth þe for thy lēmanes sake
Þu schuldest wt hym justes take
Þo louƺ Launfal full stylle

☙And seyde as he was gentyl knyƺt
Þylke day a fourtenyƺt
He wold wt hym play
He yaf þe messenger for þt tydyng
A noble courser  a ryng
And a robe of ray
☙Launfal tok leve at Tramour
Þt was þe bryƺt berde yn bour
And keste þt swete may
Þanne seyde þt swete wyƺt
Dreed þe no þyng syr gentyl knyƺt
Þu schalt hym sle þat day
☙Launfal nolde nothyng wt hym have
But Blaunchard hys stede  Gyfre hys knave
Of all hys fayr mayne
He schypede  hadde wynd well good
And wente ovr þe salte flod
In to lumbardye
☙Whan he was ovr þe watr ycome
Þr þe justes schulde be nome
In þe cyte of atalye
Syr valentyn hadde a greet ost
And syr Launfal abatede her bost
Wt lytyll companye
☙And whan syr Launfal was y dyƺt
Vp on Blaunchard hys stede lyƺt
Wt helm  spere and schelde
All þt sawe hȳ yn armes bryƺt
Seyde þey sawe nevr swych a knyƺt
Þt hym wyth eyen be held
☙Þo ryde to gydere þes knyƺtes two
Þt har schaftes to broste bo
And to schyverede yn þe felde
A noþr cours to dgedere þey rod
Þt syr Launfal helm of glod
In tale as hyt ys telde
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☙Syr Valentyn logh  hadde good game
Hadde Launfal nevr so moche schame
Be forhond yn no fyƺt
Gyfre kedde he was good at nede
And lepte vp on hys maystrys stede
No man ne segh wt syƺt
☙And er þan þay to gedere mette
Hys lordes helm he on sette
Fayre  well a dyƺt
Þo was Launfal glad  blyþe
And donkede Gyfre many syde
For hys dede so mochel of myƺt
☙Syr Valentyne smot Launfal soo
Þt hys scheld fel hym fro
A noon ryƺt yn þt stounde
And Gyfre þe scheld up hente
And broƺte hyt hys lord to prsente
Er hyt cam þōne to grounde
☙Þo was Launfal glad  blyþe
And rode a yen þe þrydde syde
As a knyƺt of mochell mounde
Syr Valentyne he smot so þere
Þt hors  man boþe deed were
Gronyng wt grysly wounde
☙Alle þe lordes of atalye
To syr Launfal hadde greet envye
Þt Valentyne was y slawe
And swore þt he schold dye
Er he wente out of lumbardye
And be hongede  to drawe
☙Syr Launfal brayde out hys fachon
And as lyƺt as dew he leyde hē doūe
In a lytyll drawe
And whan he hadde þe lordes slayn
He wente a yen yn to bretayn
Wt solas and wt plawe
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☙Þe tydyng com to Artour þe Kyng
A noon wt out lesyng
Of syr Launfales noblesse
A noon alet to hym sende
Þt Launfall schuld to hȳ wende
At Seynt Jonnys masse
☙For Kȳg Artour wold a feste holde
Of erles  of barouns bolde
Of lordynges more  lesse
Syr Launfal schud be stward of halle
For to agye hys gestes alle
For cowþe of largesse
☙Launfal toke leve at tramour
For to wende to kyng artour
Hys feste for to a gye
Þer he fond merþe  moch honor
Ladyes þt wer well bryƺt yn bour
Of knyƺtes greet companye
☙Fourty dayes leste þe feste
Ryche ryall  honeste
What help hyt for to lye
And at þe fourty dayes ende
Þe lordes toke har leve to wende
Evrych yn hys partye
☙And aftyr mete Syr Gaweyn
Syr Gyeryes  Agrafayn
And Syr Launfal also
Went to daunce vp on þe grene
Unþr þe tour þr lay þe Quene
Wt syxty ladyes  mo
☙To lede þe daunce Launfal was set
For hys largesse he was lovede þe bet
Sertayn of alle þo
Þe Quene lay out  beheld hem alle
I se sche seyde daūce large Launfalle
To hym than wyll y go
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☙Of alle þe knyƺtes þt y se þere
He ys þe fayreste bachelere
He ne hadde nevr no wyf
Tyde me good oþr ylle
I wyll go  wyte hys wylle
Y love hym as my lyf
☙Sche tok wt her a companye
Þe fayrest þt sche myƺte a spye
Syxty ladyes and fyf
And wente hem doū a noon ryƺtes
Ham to pley among þe knyƺtes
Well stylle wt outen stryf
☙Þe Quene yede to þe formeste ende
Be twene Launfal and Gauweyn þe hēde
And after her ladyes bryƺt
To daūce þey wente alle yn same
To se ^hē play hyt was fayr game
A lady and a knyƺt
☙Þey hadde menstrales of moch honors
Fydelers sytolyrs  trompors
And elles hyt were vn ryƺt
þer þey playde for soþe to say
After mete þe somerys day
All what hyt was neyƺ nyƺt
☙And whanne þe dānce began to slake
þe Quene gan Launfal to coūsell take
And seyde yn þys manere
Sertaynlyche Syr knyƺt
I have þe lovyd wt all my myƺt
More þay þys seven ƺere
☙But þt þu lovþe me
Sertes y dye fore love of þe
Launfal my lēman dere
þāne answerede þe gentyll kn knyƺt
I nell be trytour þay ne nyƺt
Be God þt all may stere

☙Sche seyde fy on þe þu coward
An hongeþ worþ þu hye  hard
Þt þu ever were y bore
Þt þu lyvest hyt ys pyte
Þu lovyst no womā ne no womā þe
Þow were worthy for lore
☙Þe knyƺt was sore aschamed þo
To speke ne myƺte he for go
And seyde þe Quene be fore
I have loved a fayryr woman
Þan þu evr leydest þyney vpon
Þys seven yer  more
☙Hyr loþlokest mayde wt oute wene
Myƺte bet be a Quene
Þan þu yn all þy lyve
Þr fore þe Quene was swyþe wroƺth
Sche taketh hyre maydenes and forth hy goth
Into her tour also blyve
☙And anō sche ley doun yn her bedde
For wrethe syk sche hyr bredde
And swore so moste sche thryue
Sche wold of Launfal be so awreke
Þt all þe lond schuld of hȳ speke
Wt inne þe dayes fyfe
☙Kyng Artour com fro huntynge
Blyþe  glad yn all þyng
To hys chamber þan wente he
A noon þe quene on hȳ gan crye
But y be a wreke y schall dye
Myn herte wyll breke a þre
☙I spak to Launfal yn my game
And he be softe me of schame
My lēman for to be
And of a lēman hys yelp he made
Þt þe lodlokest mayde þt sche haddē
Myƺt be a quene a boue me
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☙Kyng Artour was well wroth
And be god he swor hys oþ
Þt Launfal schuld be scl^awe
He wente aftyr douƺty knyƺtes
To brynge Launfal a noon ryƺtes
To be hongeth  to drawe
☙Þe knyƺtes softe hym a noon
But Launfal was to hys chaūƀ gon
To han hadde solas  plawe
He softe hys leef but sche was lore
As sche hadde warnede hȳ before
Tho was Launfal vn fawe
☙He lokede yn hys alner
Þt fond hȳ spendyng all plener
Whan þt he hadde nede
And þr nas noon for soþ to say
And Gyfre was y ryde away
Up Blaunchard hys stede
☙All þt he hadde before y wonne
Hyt malt as snow aƺens þe sūne
In romaunce as we rede
Hys armur þt was whyt as flour
Hyt be com of blak colour
And þus þan Launfal seyde
☙Alas he seyde my creature
How schall I from þe endure
Swetyng tryamour
All my joye I have fore lore
And þe þt me ys worst fore
Thou blysfull berde yn bour
☙He bet hys body  hys hedde ek
And cursede þe mouth þt he wt spek
Wt care  greet dolour
And for sorow yn þt stounde
A noon he fell a swowe to grounde
Wt þt come knyƺtes four
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☙And bond hym and ladde hȳ þo
Þo was þe knyƺte yn doble wo
Be fore Artour þe kyng
Þan seyde Kyng Artour
Fyle a taynte traytour
Why madest þu swyche yelpyng
☙Þt þy lēmānes lodlokest mayde
Was fayrer þan my wyf þu seyde
Þt was a fowll lesynge
And þu be softest her be for þan
Þt sche schold be þy lēman
Þt was mysprowd lykynge
☙Þe knyƺt answerede wt egre mode
Be fore þe kyng þr he stode
þe Quene on hym gan lye
To? Sethe þt y ever was y born
I be softe her here be forn
Nevr of no folye
☙But sche seyde y nas no man
Ne þt me lovede no woman
Ne no womānes cōpanye
And I answerede her  sayde
Þt my lēmānes lothlekest mayde
To be a Quene was better wordye
☙Sertes lordynges hyt ys so
I am a redy for to þo
All þt þe court wyll loke
To say þe soþ wt out les
All to gedere how hyt was
Twelf knyƺtes wer dryue to boke
☙All þey seyde ham be twene
Þt knewe þe maners of þe quene
And þe queste toke
Þe quene bar los of swych a word
Þt sche lovede lēmānes wt out her lord
Har never on hyt for soke
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☙Þr for þey seyden alle
Hyt was long on þe Quene  not on Launfal
Þer of þey gonne hym skere
And yf he myƺte hys lēman brynge
Þt he made of swych ƺelpynge
Oþer þe maydenes were
☙Bryƺtere þan þe Quene of hewe
Launfal schuld be holde trewe
Of þt yn all manere
And yf he myƺte not brȳge hys lef
He schud be hongede as a þef
Þey seyden all yn fere
☙Alle yn fere þey made proferynge
Þt Launfal schuld hys lēman brynge
Hys heed he gan to laye
Þan seyde þe quene wt out lesynge
Ʒyf he bryngeth a fayrer þynge
Put out my eeyn gray
☙Whan þt wajowr was take on honde
Launfal þr to w two borwes fonde
Noble knyƺtes twayn
Syr Percevall  Syr Gawayn
Þey wer hys borwes soþ to sayn
Tyll a certayn day
☙Þe certayn day I yow plyƺt
Was xii moneþ  fourtenyƺt
Þt he schuld hys lēman brynge
Syr Launfal þt noble knyƺt
Greet sorow  care yn hym was lyƺt
Hys hondys he gan wrynge
☙So greet sorowe hȳ was vp an
Gladlyche hys lyf he wold a for gon
In care  yn marnynge
Gladlyche he wold hys hed for go
Evrych man þr fore was wo
Þt wyste of þt tydynge

☙Þe ????yane ^certayn day was nyƺyng
Hys borowes hȳ brouƺt be for þe kȳg
Þe kyng recordede þo
And bad hȳ bryng hys lef yn syƺt
Syr Launfal seyde þt he ne myƺt
Þr fore hȳ was well wo
☙Þe kyng cōmādede þe barouns alle
To yeve jugement on Launfal
And dampny hym to sclo
Þan sayde þe Erl of Cornewayle
Þt was wt ham at þt counceyle
We wyllyd naƺt do so
☙Greet schame hyt wer vs alle upon
For to dampny þt gantylman
Þt hath be hende  fre
Þr for lordynges doth be my reed
Our kyng we wyllyth anoþr wey lede
Out of lond Launfal schall fle
☙And as þey stod þs spekynge
Þe baroūs sawe come rydynge
Ten maydenes bryƺt of ble
Ham thoƺte þey wer so bryƺt  schene
Þt þe lodlokest wt out wene
Har quene þan myƺte be
☙Þo seyde Gawayn þt corteys knyƺt
Launfal brodyr drede þe no wyƺt
Her cometh thy lēman hende
Launfal answerede  seyde y wys
Non of ham my lēman nys
Gawayn my lefly frende
☙To þt castell þey wente ryƺt
At þe gate þey gōne alyƺt
Be for Kyng Artour gōne þey wende
And bede hȳ make aredy hastyly
A fayr chamber for her lady
Þt was come of kynges kende
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☙Ho ys yor lady Artour seyde
Ye schull y wyte seyde þe mayde
For sche comeþ ryde
Þe kyng cōmaundede for her sake
Þe fayryst chaunber for to take
In hys palys þt tyde
☙And anon to hys baroūs he sente
For to yeve jugemente
Upon þt trytour full of pryde
Þe baroūs answerede a noon ryƺt
Have we seyn þe madenes bryƺt
We schull not longe a byde
☙A newe tale þey gōne þo
Some of wele  some of wo
Har lord þe Kyng to queme
Some damp^nede Launfal þre
And some made hȳ quyt  skere
Har tales wer well breme
☙Þo saw þey oþr ten maydenes bryƺt
Fayryr than þe oþr ten of syƺt
As þey gone hym deme
Þey ryd upon joly moyles of Spayne
Wt sadell  brydell of Champayne
Har lorayns lyƺt gōne leme
☙Þey wer y clodeth yn samyt tyre
Ech man hadde greet desyre
To se har clodynge
Þo seyde Gaweyn þt crtayse knyƺt
Launfal her comeþ þy swete wyƺt
Þt may thy bote brynge
☙Launfal answerede wt drery thoƺt
And seyde alas y knowe hē noƺt
Ne non of all þe of sprynge
Forþ þey wente to þt palys
And lyƺte at þe hye deys
Be fore Artour þe Kynge
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☙And grette þe Kyng  Quene ek
And oo mayde f þys wordes spak
To þe Kyng Artour
Þyn halle agryde  hele þe walles
Wt clodes  wt ryche palles
Ayens my lady Tryamour
☙Þe kyng answerede be dene
Well come ye maydenes schene
Be Our Lord þe Savyour
He cōmaūdede Laūcelot du Lake to brȳge hē
yn fere
In þe chamber þr har felawes were
Wt merthe  moche honour
☙A noon þe quene supposed gyle
Þt Launfal schulld yn a whyle
Be ymade quyt  skere
Þoruƺ hys lēman þt was cōmynge
A non sche seyde to Artour þe kyng
Syre crtays yf were
☙Or yf þu lovedest þyn honour
I schuld be a wreke of þt trytour
Þt doth me changy chere
To Launfal þu schuldest not spare
Þy barouns dryueth þe to bysmare
He ys hem lef  dere
☙And as þe Quene spak to þe Kyng
Þe baroūs seyƺ come rydynge
A damesele a lone
Vp oon a whyt comely palfrey
Þey saw nevr non so gay
Vp on þe grounde gone
☙Gentyll jolyf as bryd on bowe
In all manere fayr y nowe
To wonye yn wordly wone
Þe lady was bryƺt as blosme on brere
Wt eyen gray wt lovelych chere
Her leyre lyƺt schoone
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☙As rose on crys^rys her rode was red
Þe her schon vp on her hed
As gold wyre þt schynyth bryƺt
Sche hadde a croūne vp on her molde
Of ryche stones  of golde
Þt lofsom lemede lyƺt
☙Þe lady was clad yn purpere palle
Wt gentyll body  myddyll small
Þt semely was of syƺt
Her mātyll was furryd wt whyt ermȳ
Y reversyd jolyf  fyn
No rychere be ne myƺt
☙Her sadell was semyly set
Þe sambus wer grene felvet
Y paynted wt ymagerye
Þe bordure was of belles
Of ryche gold ☙ nothyng elles
Þt any man myƺte a spye
☙In þe arsouns before  behynde
Were twey stones of Ynde
Gay for þe maystrye
Þe paytrelle of her palfraye
Was worþ an erldome stoute  gay
Þe best yn Lumbardye
☙A gerfawcon sche bar on her hond
A softe pas her palfray fond
Þt men her schuld be holde
Þoruƺ karlyon rood þt lady
Twey whyte grehoundys rōne hyr by
Har colers were of golde
☙And whan Launfal sawe þt lady
To alle þe folk he gon crye an hy
Boþe to yonge  olde
Her he seyde comyth my lēman swete
Sche myƺte me of my balys bete
Ʒef þt lady wolde

☙Forþ sche wente yn to þe halle
Þr was þe Quene  þe ladyes alle
And also Kyng Artour
Her maydenes come ayens her ryƺt
To take her styrop whan sche lyƺt
Of þe lady Dame Tryamour
☙Sche dede of her mantyll on þe flet
Þt men schuld her beholde þe bet
Wt oute a more soiour
Kyng Artour gan her fayre grete
And sche hȳ agayn wt wordes swete
Þt were of greet valour
☙Up stod þe Quene  ladyes stoute
Her for to beholde all a boute
How evene sche stod vp ryƺt
Þan wer þey wt her also donne
As ys þe mone a yen þe sonne
A day whan hyt ys lyƺt
☙Þan seyde sche to Artour þe Kyng
Syr hydyr I com for swych a þyng
To skere Launfal þe knyƺt
Þt he nevr yn no folye
Be softe þe quene of no drurye
By dayes ne be nyƺt
☙Þr for Syr Kyng good kepe þu myne
He bad naƺt her but sche bad hym
Here lēman for to be
And he answerede her  seyde
Þt hys lēmānes loþlokest mayde
Was fayryre than was sche
☙Kyng Artour seyde wt oute noþe
Ech man may yse þt ys soþe
Bryƺtere þt ye be
Wt þt Dame Tryamor to þe quene geþ
And blew on her swych a breth
Þt never eft myƺt sche se
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☙Þe lady lep an hyr palfray
And bad hem alle have good day
Sche nolde no lengere a byde
Wt þt com Gyfre all so prest
Wt Launfalys stede out of þe forest
And stod Launfal be syde
☙Þe knyƺt to horse be gan to sprȳge
A noon wt out any lettynge
Wt hys lēman away to ryde
Þe lady tok her maydenys achon
And wente þe way þt sche hadde er gon
Wt solas  wt pryde
☙Þe lady rod dorþ Cardevyle
Fer yn to a jolyf ile
Olyroun þt hyƺte
Evry er vp on a certayn day
Me may here Launfales stede nay
And hym se wt syƺt
☙Ho þt wyll þr axsy justus
To kepe hys armes fro þe rustus
In trnement oþr fyƺt
Dar he nevr forþr gon
Þr he may fynde justes anoon
Wt Syr Launfal þe knyƺt
☙Thus Launfal wt outen fable
Þt noble knyƺt of þe rounde table
Was take ynto fayrye
Seþþe saw hym yn þys lond noman
Ne no more of hym telle y ne can
For sothe wt oute lye
☙Thomas Chestre made þys tale
Of þe noble knyƺt Syr Launfale
Good of chyvalrye
Jħus þt ys hevene kyng
Yeve vs alle hys blessyng
And Hys modyr marye AMEN ☘

Explicit Launfal

f. 42vb ☘Incipit Lybeaus Desconus

☙Jħu cryst our sauyour
And hys modyr þt swete flowr
Helpe hem at her nede
Þt harkeneþ of a cōquerour
Wys of wytte  whyte werror
And douƺty man yn dede
☙Hys name was called Geynleyn
Be yete he was of Syr Gaweyn
Be a forest syde
Of stouter knyƺt  ꝑfytable
Wt artour of þe rounde table
Ne herde ye nevr rede
☙ Þys Gynleyn was fayr of syƺt
Gentyll of body of face bryƺt
All bastard ƺef he were
Hys modyr kepte hȳ yn clos
For doute of wykkede loos
As douƺty chyld  dere
☙And for love of hys fayr vyys
Hys modyr clepede hym Bewfys
And no noþþr name
And hym self was full nys
He ne axede naƺt y wys
What he hyƺt at hys dame
☙As hyt be felle up on a day
To wode he wente on hys play
Of dere to have hys game
He fond a knyƺt whar he lay
In armes þt wer stout  gay
I sclayne  made full tame
Þt chyld dede of þe knyƺtes wede
And anon he gan hym schrede
In þt ryche armour
Whan he hadde do þt dede
To glastynbery he ƺede
Þr ley þe kyng artour
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☙He knelede yn þe halle
Be fore þe knyƺtes alle
And grotte hem wt honour
And seyd kyng artour my lord
Graunte me to speke a word
I pray þe ꝑamour
☙Þan seyde artout þe kyng
A noon wt oute any dwellyng
Tell me þyn name aplyƺt
For seþen y was ybore
Ne fond y me before
Non so fayr of syƺt
☙Þt chylde seyde be seyne Jame
I not what ys my name
I am þe more nys
But whyle y was at hame
My modyr yn her game
Clepede me Beau fyƺ
☙Þanne seyde Artour þe kyng
Þys ys a wonder þyng
Be god and seyne denys
Whāne he þt wolde be a knyƺt
Ne wat noƺt what he hyƺt
And ys so fary of vys
☙Now wyll y ƺeve hym a name
Be fore yow alle yn fame
For he ys so fayr  fre
Be god  be seynt jame
To clepede hym never hys dame
What woman Sr so hyt be
☙Now clepede hym alle yn us
Lybeaus desconus
For þe love of me
Þan may ys were a rowe
Þe fayre un knowe
Certes for so hatte he

☙Kyng artour anon ryƺt
Made hym þo a knyƺt
In þt selve day
And yaf hym armes bryƺt
Hym gertte wt swerde of myƺt
For soþe as y yow say
☙And henge on hym a scheld
Ryche  over geld
Wt a gryffun of fay
And hym be tok hys fadyr gaweyn
For to teche hym on þe playn
Of ech knyƺtes play
☙Whan he was knyƺt made
A non a bove þr he had
And seyde my lord so fre
In herte y were ryƺt glad
Þt ferste fyƺte yf y had
Þt ony man askeþ þe
☙Þāne seyde artour þe kyng
I grnte þe þyn askynge
What batayl þt so hyt be
But me þyngeþ þu art to yyng
For to done ad good fyƺtyng
Be awƺt þt y can se
☙Wt out more resoun
Duk erle  baron
Wesche  yede to mete
Of all manere fusoun
As lordes of renoun
Y nowƺ þey hadde ete
☙Ne hadde artour bote a whyle
Þe mōutance of a myle
At hys table y sete
Þer com a mayde ryde
And a dwerk by here syde
All be swete for hete
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☙Þt mayde was clepede Elene
Gentyll bryƺt  schene
A lady messengere
Þr nas cōtesse ne qwene
So semelych on to sene
Þt myƺte be her pere
☙Sche was clodeþ in tars
Rowme  nodyng skars
Pelured wt blaūner
Her sadell  her brydell
Full of dyamandys were
Melk was her destrere
☙Þe dwerke was clodeþ yn ynde
Be fore  ek be hynde
Stoute he was  pert
Among alle crystene kende
Swych on ne schold no man fynde
☙Hys surcote was overt
Hys berd was yelow as ony wax
To hys derdell honge þe plex
I dar well say yn certe
Hys schon wer wt gold y dyƺt
And kopeþ as a knyƺt
Þt semede no povert
☙Teandelayn was hys name
Well swyde sprong hys name
Be norþ  be souþe
Myche he couþe of game
Wt cytole sautrye yn fame
Harpe fydole  crouþe
☙He was a noble dysour
Wt ladyes of Galour
A mery man of mouþe
He spak to þt mayde hende
To telle þyn erynde
Tyme hyt were nouþe

☙Þt mayde knelede yn halle
Be fore þe knyƺte alle
And greette hem wt honour
And seyde a cas þr ys yfalle
Worse wt yn walle
Was never non of dolour
☙My lady of Synadowne
Is broƺt yn strong pryson
Þt ys greet of valour
Sche pryd þe sende her a knyƺt
Wt herte good  lyƺt
To wȳne her wt honour
☙Up start þe yonge knyƺt
Hys hert was good  lyƺt
And seyde artour my lord
I schall þo þt fyƺt
And wynne þt lady bryƺt
Ʒef þu art trewe of word
☙Þan seyde artour þt ys soþ
Certayne wt out noþ
Þr to y bere record
God grnte þe grce  myƺt
To holde up þt lady ryƺte
Wt dente of þy sword
☙Þān gan elene to chyde
And seyde alas þt tyde
Þt I was hyder ysent
Þys word schall spryng wyde
Lord kyng now ys þy prede
And þy manhod y schent
☙Whan þu schalt sende a chyld
Þt ys wytles  wylde
To dele þoƺty dent
And hast knyƺtes of mayn
Launcelot Ꝑceval  Gaweyn
Prys yn ech trnement
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☙Lybeaus desconus answerede
Ʒet was y nevr a ferde
For dente of mānys awe
To fƺte wt spere or swerd
Somdell y have y lerde
Þr many men were yslawe
☙He þt felþ fpr drede
I wolde be way or strete
Hys body wer to drawe
I wyll þt bataye tale
And nevr on for sake
As hys ys artours lawe
☙Þan seyde artour a non ryƺt
Þon gete  non oþr knyƺt
Be god þt boƺte me dere
Ʒef he þyngyþ þe not wyƺt
Go gete þe on wher þu myƺt
Þt be of more powere
☙Þt mayde for wreþþe  hete
Nolde neydyr drynke ne ete
For all þo þt þer were
But satte down all þys mayd
Tyll þetable was y layd
Sche  þe dwerke yn fere
☙Kyng artour yn þt stounde
Hette of þe table rounde
Four þe beste knyƺtes
In armes hole  sounde
Þe beste þt myƺte be founde
Arme lybeaus anoon ryƺtes
☙And seyde þorƺ helpe of cryst
Þt yn þe flome tok baptyse
He schall holde all hys hestes
And be good champyoun
To þe lady of Synadoun
And holde up all her ryƺtes

☙To army þr knyƺtes wer fayn
Þe ferste was Syr Gaweyn
Þt oþr Syr Ꝑcevale
Þe þyrþe Syr Oweyn
Þe ferþde was Syr Agrafrayn
So seyþ þe frenƺsch tale
☙Þey caste on hȳ a scherte of self
A gypell as whyte as melk
In þt semely sale
And syƺt an hawberk bryƺt
Þt rychely was adyƺt
Wt mayles þykke  smale
☙Gaweyn hys owene syre
Heng abowte hys swyre
A scheld wt a gryffoun
And Laūelet hȳ broƺt a sper
In werre wt hym well to were
And also a fell fachoun
And Syr Oweyn hȳ broƺt a stede
Þt was good at evrych nede
And er egre as lyoun
And an helm of ryche a tyre
Þt was stele  noon yre
Percevale sette on hys croun
☙Þe knyƺt  hors gan spryng
And rod to artour þe kyng
And seyde my lord hende
Ʒef me þy blessynge
A noon wt oute dwellynge
My wyll ys for to wende
☙Artour hys hond up haf
And hys blessynge he hȳ ƺaf
As korteys kyng  hende
And seyde god grunte þe grce
And of spede space
To brynge þe lady out of bende
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☙ Þe mayde stout  gay
Lep on her palfray
Þe dwerke rod hyr be syde
And tyll þe þyrde dayt
Up on þe knyƺt alwey
Ever sche began chyde
☙And seyde lorell  kaytyf
Þey þu wher worþ swyde fyfe
Y tynt now ys þy pryde
Þys pase be fore bepeþ a knyƺt
Þt wt ech man wyll fyƺt
Hys name ys spronge wyde
Wylleam Celebrinche
Hys fyƺt may noman staunch
He ys werrour so wyth
Þoruƺ herte oþr þoruƺ honche
Wt hys sper he wuyll launche
All þt a ƺens hym ryƺtte
☙Þan seyd lybeaus desconus
Is hys foƺtynge swych vys
Was he never y hytte
What so evr me be tyde
To hym y wyll ryde
And loke how he sytte
☙Forþ þey ryden all þre
Wt merþe  greet solempnyte
Be a castell avunterous
And þe knyƺt þey gon y se
I arunceþ bry t of ble
Up on þe vale perylous
☙He bare a scheld of grene
Wt þre lyouns of gold schene
Well prowde  precyous
Of wych lengell trappes
To dele ech man rappes
Ever he was fons

☙And whan he hadde of hē syƺt
To hem he rod rull ryƺt
And seyde welcome beau frer
Ho þt rydyƺt her day oþr nyƺt
Wt me he mot take fyƺt
Oþr leve hys armes here
☙Well seyde Lybeaus desconus
For love of swete Jhūs
Now let us passe skere
We haveþ for to wende
And beþ fer from our frende
I and þys meyde yn fere
☙Wylleam answerede þo
Þon myƺt not skapy so
To god ƺef me good reste
We wylleþ er þu go
Fyƺte boþe two
A forlang her be west
☙Þan seyde lybeaus now y se
Þt hyt nell non oþr be
In haste þo dy beste
Þu take þy cours wt schafte
Ʒef þu art knyƺt of crafte
For her ys myn all preste
☙No lengere þey gonne ryde
Wt well greet raundoun
Lybeaus desconus þt tyde
Smot Wylleam yn þe syde
Wt a sper feloun
☙And wylleam sat so faste
Þt hys styropes to braste
And hys hynder arsoun
Wylleam gan to stoupe
Myudde hys horses kroupe
Þat he fell a doun
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Hys stede ran a way
Wylleam ne naƺt longe lay
But start up a noon ryƺt
And seyde be my lay
Be fore þys ylke day
Ne fond y non so wyƺt
☙Now my ste ys a go
Fyƺte we a fote also
As þu art hendy knyƺt
Þo seyde lybeaus desconus
Be þe love of Jhūs
Þr to y am full lyƺt
☙To gedere þey gōne spryng
Fauchonus hy gōn out flyng
And foƺte fell  faste
So harde þey gōne drynge
Þt feer out wt oute lesynge
Out of har helmes braste
☙But Wylleam selebraunche
Lybeaus desconus gan lonche
Þorƺ out þt scheld yn haste
A kantell fell to groundē
Lybeau þat ylke stounde
In hys herte hyt kaste
☙Þāne lybeaus wys  whyƺt
Be fore hym as a noble knyƺt
As werrour quente ƺt scleƺ
Howberk  brest yn syƺt
He made fle doun ryƺt
Of Wylleames hel anheƺ
☙And wt þe poyne of hys swerd
He schanede wylleam ys berd
And com hy flesch ryƺt neyƺ
Wylleam smot to hym þo
Þt hys swerd brast a two
Þt many man hyt seyƺ

☙Þo gan wylleam to crye
For love of seynt marye
A lyve let me passe
Hyt wer greet vylanye
To þo a knyƺt to deye
Wepene les yn place
☙Þan seyde lybeaus desconus
For love of swete Jhūs
Of lyve hast þu no grce
But ƺef þu swere an oþ
Er þan we two goþ
Ryƺt her be fore my face
☙In haste knele a doun
And swer an my fachoun
Þu art to artour wende
And sey lord of renoun
As our come  prysoun
A knyƺt me hyder gan sende
☙Þt ys clapede yn us
Lybeaus desconus
Un knowe of keþ  kende
Wylleam on knees don sat
And swer as he hym hat
Her forward word  ende
☙Þus departede þey alle
Wyllyam to artours halle
Tok þe knyƺte way
As kas hyt be gan falle
Knyƺtes proyd yn palle
He mette þt selve day
☙Hys susteres sones þre
Wher þe knyƺtes fre
Þt weren so stout  gay
Whān þey sawe wyllyam blede
As men þt wold awyede
Þey made greet deray
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☙And seyde eem wylleam
Ho haþ don þe þys scham
Þt þu bledest so ƺerne
He seyde be seynt jame
On þt nyƺe naƺt to blame
A knyƺt stout  sterne
☙A dwerk ryƺt her before
Hys squyer as he wore
And ek a well fayr wyƺt
But oþyng grenyþ me sore
Þt he haþ do me swore
Up on hys fawchon bryƺt
☙Þt y ne schall nevr more
Tyll y come artour be fore
Soiourne day ne nyƺt
For prsoner y mot me yeld
As ovr come yn feld
Of hys owene knyƺt
And nevr a ƺene hȳ bere
Noþr scheld ne spere
All þus y have hym hyƺt
☙Þāne seyde þe knyƺtes þre
Þu schalt full well a dwerke be
For soþe wt out fayle
He a lone a ƺens us þre
Nys naƺt worþ a stre
For to holde batayle
☙Wende forþ eem  do þyn oþe
And þe traytour be þe roþe
We schull hym a sayle
Ryƺt be godes grce he
Þer he be dykke of mayle
☙Now lete we Wylyam be
Þt wente yn hys jorne
To ward artour þe kyng
Of þese knyƺtes þre
Harkeneþ lordynges fre
A ferly fayr fyƺtynge

☙Þey armede hem yn full well
Yn yren  yn stel
Wt out ony dwellyng
And leptede on stedes sterne
And after gon yerne
To sle þt knyƺt so yenge
☙Her of wyste no wyƺt
Lybeaus þe yonge knyƺt
But rod forþ pas be pas
He  þt mayde bryƺt
To gedere made all nyƺt
Game  greet solas
☙Mercy hy gan hym crye
Þt hy spak vylanye
He for ƺef here þt trespas
De dwerke was her squyer
And servede her fer  ner
Of all þat nede was
☙A morn whan þt hyt was day
Þey wente yn har jornay
To ward synadowne
Þāne saw þey knyƺtes þre
In armes bryƺt of ble
Ryde out of karlowne
☙All y armed yn to þe teþ
Evrych swor hys deþ
An stedes baye browne
And cryde to hym full ryƺt
Þef turne agayn  fyƺt
Wt þe we denkeþ ronne
☙Lybeaus desconus þo kryde
I am redy to ryde
Aƺens yow alle y same
He prkede as pryns yn pryde
Hys stede yn boþe syde
In ernest and yn game
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☙Þe eldest broþer gan bere
To Syr Lybeaus a spere
Syr Gower was hys name
But Lybeaus hym so nyƺ
Þt he brak hys þeƺ
And evr ofte he was lame
☙Þe knyƺt gronede for payne
Lybeaus wt myƺt  mayne
Felde hym flat a downn
Þe dwerke Twondeleyn
Tok þe stede be þe rayne
And lep y to þe arsoun
☙And bad hym also sket
Þr þat þe mayde set
Þt was fayr of fasoun
Þo long þt mayde bryƺt
And seyde þys yonge knyƺt
Ys chose for champyon
☙Þe myddell broþr com ƺerne
Up on a stede sterne
Egre as lyoun
Hym þoƺte hys body wold berne
But he myƺt also ƺerne
Fell Lybeaus a doun
☙As werrour out of wytte
Lybeaus on helm he smyt
Wt a fell fachoun
Hys strok so harde he set
Þorƺ helm  basnet
Þt sword tochede hys broyn
☙Þo was lybeaus agreved
Whan he feld on hedde
Þt sword wt egre mode
Hys brond abowte he wenede
All þt he hyt he clevede
As werrour wyld  wode

☙Allas he seyde þo
Oon a ƺens two
To fyƺte þat ys good
Welfaste þey furyte to hym
And he wt strokes grym
Well harde a ƺene hem stode
☙Þe sawe þere knyƺtes
Þey ne hadde no myƺtes
To feƺte a ƺens her so
To syr lybeaus þey gon up ƺelde
Boþe har sperys  har schelde
And mercy cryde hym þo
☙Lybeaus answerede nay
Þe ne a skpeþ so a way
Be god þt schop mankende
Þu  þy brederen twayne
Schull plyƺt her yor fay
To kyng artour to wende
☙And sey lord of renounces
As over come  prysonus
A knyƺt us hyder gan sende
To dwelle yn yor bandwon
And ƺelde you tour  toun
Ay wt outen ende
☙And but ye wyllen þo so
Certes y schall you slo
Er þan hyt be nyƺt
Þe knyƺtes sweren þo
Þey wolde to artour go
And trewes þr þey plyƺt
☙Þus departade day
Lybeaus  þt may
As þey hadden tyƺt
Tyll þe þyrde day
Þey ryde yn game  play
He  þt mayde bryƺt
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And evr þey ryden west
In þt wylde forest
To ward synadoune
Þey nyste what ham was best
Taken þey wolde rest
And myƺt not come to toun
A logge þey dyƺte of leves
In þe grene grenes
Wt swordes bryƺte  broune
Þr inne þey dwellede all nyƺt
He  þt mayde bryƺt
Þt was so fayr of fasoun
And þe dwerk gan wake
For noo yef ne schuld take
Har hors a way wt gyle
For drede he gan to quake
Þānes half a myle
A rys he seyde yong knyƺt
To horse þt þn wer y dyƺt
For dowte of peryle
For I here greet bost
And fer suvelle rost
Be god  seynt gyle
Lybeaus was stout  fer
And lepte on hys destrer
Hente scheld  spere
And rod to ward þe fyer
And whānce he nyƺede ner
Two geantes he saw þer
Þt on was red  loþlych
And þt oþr swart as pych
Grysly boþ of chere
Þt con hold yn hys barme
A mayde Þtt clepte yn hys arme
As bryƺt as blosle on brere

☙Þe rede geant sterne
A wylde boar gan terne
A bowte up on a spyte
Þt fyre bryƺt gan berne
Þe mayde cryde yerne
Þt sōman schuld her þr wete
☙And seyde wellaway
Þt ever I bade þys day
Wt two fendes to sette
Now help marie mylde
For love of þy chyld
Þt y be naƺt for ƺette
☙Þan seyde lybeaus be seyne jame
To save þys mayde fro schame
Hyt wer a fayr a pryse
To fyƺt wt boþe yn same
Hyt wer no chyldes game
Þt boþ so grȳme  gryfe
☙He tok hys cours wt schafte
As knyƺt of kende crafte
And rod be ryƺt a syre
Þe blake geant he smot smert
Þorƺ þe lyver longe  herte
Þt nevr he myƺte a ryse
☙Þo flawe þt mayde schene
And þankede heven quene
Þt swych sucour her sente
Þo com þt mayde elene
Sche  her dwerke y mene
And be þe hond her hente
☙And ladde her yn to þe grenes
Into þt logge of leves
Wt well good talent
And pryde swete Jhūs
Helpe Lybeaus Desconus
Þt he wer naƺt y schent
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☙Þe rede geant þore
Smot to lybeaus wt þe bore
As man þt wold a wede
Þe strokes he fette so sore
Þt hys cursere þr fore
Deed to grounde ƺede
☙Lybeaus was redy boū
And lepte out of þe arsoū
As sperk þoƺ out of glede
And egre as alyoun
He fauƺt wt hys fachoū
To quite þe geantes mede
☙Þe geant ever fauƺt
And at þe seconde drauƺt
Hys spyte brak a two
A tre yn honde he kauƺt
As a man þt wer up sawƺt
To fyƺte a ƺens hys fo
☙And wt þe ende of þe tre
He smot lybeaus scheld a þre
And þo was lybeaus well woo
And er he est þe tre up haf
A strok lybeaus hym ƺaf
Hys ryƺt arm fell hym fro
☙Þe geant fell to grounde
Lybeaus þt ylke stounde
Smot of hys hedde ryƺt
Hym þt he yaf er wounde
In þt ylke stounde
He served so a plyƺt
☙He tok þe heddes two
And yaf hem þe mayden þo
Þt he hadde fore þt fyƺt
Þe mayde was glad  blyþe
And þonkede god fele syde
Þt ever was he made knyƺt

☙Þan seyde lybeaus gentyl dame
Tell me what ys þy name
And wher þu wer y bore
Sche seyde be seynt jame
My fader ys of ryche name
Woneþ her be fore
☙An erl an hold hore knyƺt
Þt haþ be a man of myƺt
Hys name us syr antore
Men clepede me Vyolette
For me nyƺtese geantes be sette
Our castell full ƺore
☙Ʒesterday yn þe mornynge
Y wente on my playnge
And noon evell ne þouƺte
Þe geantes wt out lesynge
Out of a kave gōne sprynge
And to þys fyer me brouƺt
☙Of hem y hadde ben y schent
Ne god me socour hadde y sent
Þt all þys world wrouƺt
He ƺelded þys good dede
Þt for us gan blede
And wt hys blode us bouƺt
☙Wt out ony more talkynge
To horse þey gon sprynge
And ryde forþ all yn fame
He tolde þe erl tydynge
How he wan yn fyƺtynge
Hys chyld fram wo  schame
☙Þe two heddes wer y sent
Artour þe kyng to present
Wt mochel gle  game
Þāne forst yn court a ros
Lybeaus Desconus los
And hys gentyll fame
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☙Þe erl antore also blyve
Profrede hys doftyr hȳ to wyve
Vyolette þat may
And kasteles ten  fyne
And all after hys lyve
Hys lond to have for ay
☙Þan seyde lybeaus desconus
Be þe love of swete Jhūs
Nauƺt wyve yet y ne may
I have for to wende
Wyth þys mayde so hende
And þr for have good day
☙Þe erl for hys good dede
Yaf hym ryche wede
Scheld  armes bryƺt
And also a noble stede
Þt douƺty was of dede
In batayle  yn fyƺt
☙Þey ryde forþ all þre
Toward þe fayre cyte
Kardenyle for soþ hyt hyƺt
Þāne sawe þey yn apark
A castell stout  stark
Þt ryally was a dyƺt
☙Swych saw þey nevr non
Ymade of lyme  ston
Ykarneled all a bowte
So seyde lybeaus be seynt jon
Her wor a wordly won
For man þt wer yn dowte
☙Þo loƺ þt mayde bryƺt
And seyde hyt owyþ a knyƺt
Þe beste her a bowte
Ho þt wyll wt hym fyƺt
He hyt be day oþr nyƺt
He doþ hym lowe lowte

☙For love of hys lēman
Þt ys so fayr a woman
He haþ do crye  grede
Ho þt bryngeþ a fayryr oon
A ierfauken whyt as swan
He schall have to mede
☙Ʒef sche ys naƺt so bryƺt
Wt Gyfroun he mot fyƺt
And ye may not spede
Hys hed schall of be raft
And sette up on a sper schaft
To se yn lengþe  brede
☙And þt þu mayst se full well
Þr stant yn ech a karnell
An hed oþr two up ryƺt
Þan seyde lybeaus also snell
Be god  seynt mychell
Wt Grffroun y schall fyƺt
And chalaunge þe gerfawucon
And sey þt y have yn þs toun
A lēman to so bryƺt
☙And ƺef he her wyll se
I wyll hym scheweþ þe
Be day oþr by nyƺt
☙Þe dwerk seyde be Jhūs
Gentyll lybeaus desconus
Þt wer a greet peryle
Syr Gyffroun le flowdons
In fyƺtyng he haþ an us
Knyƺtes to be gyle
☙Lybeaus answered þar
Þer of have þu no kar
Be god  seynt gyle
I woll y se hys face
Er y westward pace
From þys cyte a myle
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☙Wt oute a more resoune
Þey tok har yn in þe toune
And dwellede stylle yn pese
A morn lybeaus was boun
For to wynne renoun
And ros wyth oute les
☙And armede hym full sure
In þt selve armure
Þt erl antores was
Hys stede he be gan stryde
Þe dwerk rod hym be syde
To ward þt prowde palys
☙Syr Gyffroun le fludons
A ros as was hys vus
In þe morn tyde
And whan he com out of hys hous
He saw Lybeaus Descnus
Com prykyde as pryns yn pryde
☙Wt out amore a bood
And aƺens hym he rod
And þus to hȳ he cryde
Wt voys þt was schylle
Comyst þu for good oþr for ylle
Tell me  naƺt ne hyde
☙Þan seyde lybeaus also tyte
For y have greet delyte
Wt þe for to fyƺt
For þu seyst greet despyte
Þat woman als half sowhyt
As þy lēman be ne myƺt
☙And y have on yn toune
Fayryr of fassyoune
In cloþes whan sche ys dyƺt
Þr for þy gerfawcoun
To artour þe kyng wt kroun
Bryng y schall wt ryƺt

☙Þan seyde Gyfroun gentyll knyƺt
Now schall we preve þys fyƺt
Whych of hem fayrer be
Lybeaus answerede a plyƺt
In cardevyle cyte ryƺt
Þr ech man may hem se
☙And boþe þey schull be sette
A myddes þe market
To loke on boþe bond  fre
Yf my lēman ys broun
To wynne þe gerfawcon
Fyƺte y wyll wt þe
☙Þān seyde gyfroun also snell
To all þys y graunte well
Þys day at underne tyde
Be god  be seynt mychell
Out of þys castell
To karlof I schall ryde
☙Har gleves up þey held
In forward as y teld
As prnces prowde yn pryde
Syr lybeaus also snell
Rod hom to hys castell
No leng he nolde a byde
☙And cōmande mayde elene
As semelekest onto sene
Buske her  make her boun
I say be hevene quene
Gyffrounus lēman schene
Þys day schall come to toun
☙And boþe men yon schull y se
A mydward þe cyte
Boþ body  fasoun
Ʒef þu be naƺt so bryƺt
Wt gyffroun I mot fyƺt
To wynne þe gerfauchoun
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☙Mayde elene also tyte
In a robe of samyte
A noon sche gan her tyre
To þo lybeaus ꝑfyte
In keverchers whyt
A rayde wt gold wyre
☙A veluwet mantyll gay
Pelured wt grys  gray
Sche caste abowte her swyre
A sercle up on her molde
Of stones  of golde
Þe best yn þt empyre
☙Up on a pomely palfray
Lybeaus sette þt may
And ryden forþ all þre
Þāne ech man gan to say
Her comeþ a lady gay
And semelych onto se
☙Into þe market sche rode
And hovede  a bode
A mydward þe cyte
Þan fyƺ þey gyffron come ryde
And two squyeres be hys syde
Wt out a more mayne
☙He bar þe schold of goules
Of sylver þre whyte oules
Of gold was þe bordure
Of þe selve colours
And of non oþr flowres
Was lyngell  trappure
☙Hys squyer gan lede
Be fore hym up on a stede
Þre schaftus good  sure
Þt oþr bar ƺedy boun
Þe whyte gerfawcon
Þt leyd was to wajour

☙After hym com ryde
A lady proud yn pryde
Was clodeþ yn purpel pall
Þt folk com fer  wyde
To se her bak  syde
How gentyll sche was  small
☙Her mantyll was rosyne
Pelured wt ermyne
Well ryche  reall
A sercle up on her molde
Of stones  of golde
Wt many amall
☙As þe rose her rode was red
Þe her schon on hyr heed
As gold wyre scyneþ bryƺt
Ayder browe as selken þrede
A bowte yn lengþe  syƺt
Hyr nose was strath  ryƺt
☙Her eyen gray as glas
Melk whyte was he face
So seyde þt her sygh wt syƺt
Her swere long  small
Her ba beawte telle all
Noman wt mouþe ne myƺt
☙To gedere men gon hē bryng
A mydward þe chepyng
Har beawte to dystyve
Þey seyde olde  yenge
For soþ wt oute lesyng
Be twene hē was partye
☙Gyffrouns lēman ys clere
As ys þe rose yn erbere
For soþ  naƺt to lye
And elene þe messengere
Semeþ but a lavendere
Of her norserye
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☙Þan seyde Gyffroun le fludous
Syr lybeaus desconus
Þys hauk þu hast for lore
Þan seyde lybeaus desconus
Nay swhych nas nevr myn vus
Justy y well þr fore
☙And yef þu berest me doun
Tak my heed þe fawchoun
As forward was be fore
And yf y bere doun þe
Þe hauk schall wende wt me
Maugre þyn heed hore
☙What hepl help mo tales telld
Þey ryden yn to þe feld
And wt ham greet partye
Wt coronals stef  stelde
Eyþr smyt oþr in þe scheld
Wyth greet envye
☙Har saftes breke a sonder
Har dentes ferþe as þonder
Þt comeþ out of þe skye
Taborns  trompours
Herawdes goode descouerous
Har strokes gon descrye
Syr gyffroun gan to speke
Breng a schaft þt nell naƺt breke
A schaft wt a cornall
Þys yonge ferly frek
Ys yn hys sadell steke
As stone yn castell wall
☙Þanƺ he wer whyt werrour
As alysaunder oþer artour
Launcelot oþr percevale
I wyll do hym stoupe
Over hys horses croupe
And yeve hym evele fall

☙Þe knyƺtes boþe two
To gydere þey ryden þo
Wt well greet raundoun
Lybeaus smot gyffroun so
Þt hys scheld fell hym fro
In þt feld a doun
☙Þo louƺ all þt þr wes
And seyde wyth oute les
Duke erl  baroun
Þt ƺet never þey ne seyƺ
Man þt myƺte dreyƺ
To justy wt Gyffroun
☙Gyffroun hys hors our ryt
And was wode out of wyt
For he myƺte naƺt spede
He rod a gayn as tyd
And lybeaus so hym ^he smyte
As man þt wold a wede
☙But lybeaus sat so faste
Þt Gyffroun doun he caste
Boþe hym  hys stede
Gyffrounys regge to brak
Þt men herde þe krak
A boute yn lengþe þ brede
☙Þo seyde all þo þt þer were
Þt Gyffroun hadde for lore
Þe whyte gerfawkoun
To lybeaus þay hym bore
And wente lasse  more
Wt hym yn to þe toun
☙Syr gyffroun up on hys scheld
Was y bore hom fram þe fed
Wt care  ufull roun
Þe gerfawkoun y sent was
Be a knyƺt þt hyƺt gludas
To artour kyng wt kroun
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☙And wryten all þe dede
Wt hym he gan lede
Þe hauk how þt e wan
Þo artour herde hyt rede
To hys knyƺtes he sede
Lybeaus well werry kan
☙He haþ me sent þe valour
Of noble dedes four
Seþe he ferst be gan
Now wyll y sende hȳ tresour
To spendy wt honour
As falleþ for swych aman
☙And hundred pound honest
Of floryans wt þe best
He sente to Cardelof þan
Þo lybeaus held hys feste
Þt fourty dayes leste
Of lordes of renoun
Þan lybeaus  þt may
Tokē hyr ryƺte way
Toward synadoune
☙And fere fayre hefone token þay
To wende yn to anoþr countray
Of duk erl  baroun
As þey ryden an a lowe
Hornes herde þey blowe
Þer unþr þe doune
☙And houndes ronne greet  smale
Hontes grette yn þe vale
Þe dwerke seyde þt drowe
For to tell foþ my tale
Fele yeres ferly fale
Þt horn well y yede knowe
☙Hym blwyþ fyr Otes de lyle
Þt semede my lady som whyle
In her semyly sale
Whāne he was take wt gyle
He flawe for greet ꝑyle
West yn to Wyrhale

☙As þey ryde talkynge
A rach þer com flyngynge
Over twer þe way
Þāne seyde old  ynge
Fram her ferst gynnynge
Þey ne sawe hond nevr so gay
☙He was of all colours
Þt man may se of flours
Be twene myd somer  may
Þt mayde sayde also snell
Ne sawe y nevr no juell
So lykynge to my pay
☙God wold þt y hym hadde auƺte
Lybeaus a noon hym kaƺte
And yaf hȳ to mayde elene
Þey ryden forþ all yn saƺt
And tolde how knyƺtes faƺt
For ladyes bryƺt  schene
☙Ne hadde þey ryde but a whyle
Þe moūtance of a myle
In þt forest grene
Þey seyƺ an hōnde come stryke
Þey sawe an hynde com styke
And two grehoundes y lyke
Be þt rech þt y er of mene
☙Þey hovede unþr a lynde
To se þe cours of þe hynde
Lybeaus  hys fere
Þāne seyƺ þey come ly hynde
A knyƺt i cladeþ y ynde
Up on a bay destrere
☙Hys bugle he gan to blowe
For hys folk hyt schuld knowe
In what stede he wer
He seyde to hem þt þrowe
Fyr þt rach was myn own owe
Y gon for sevene yere
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☙Frendes leteþ hym go
Lybeaus answerede þo
Þt schall nevr be tyde
For wt myn handes two
I hym yaf þt mayde me fro
Þt hoveþ me be syde
☙Þo seyde ser Otes de lyle
Þan artow yn peryle
Byker ƺef þou a byde
Þo seyde lybeaus be seynt gyle
I ne yeve naƺt of þy gyle
Cherll þou þouƺ chyde
☙Þan seyde syr Otes de lyle
Syr þyn wordes beþ fyle
Cherll was nevr my name
My fader an erll was whyle
Þe coūtsse of karlyle
Certes was my dame
☙Wer ych y armed now
Redy as art þu
We wolde feyƺte yn same
But þu þe rach me leve
Þu pleyyst er hyt be eve
A wonder wylde game
☙Þo seyde lybeaus also prest
Þer of þo þy best
Þys rach schall wt me wende
Þey tok har way ryƺt west
In þat wylde forest
Ryƺt as þe dwerke hem kende
☙Þe lord wt greet errour
Rod hom to hys tour
And after hys frendes sende
And tolde hem a non ryƺtes
Þt on of artours knyƺtes
Schamelych gan hym schende

☙And hadde hys rach y nome
Þāne seyde all and some
Þe trytour schall be take
And nevr ayen hom come
Þauƺ he wer þoƺtyer gome
Þan laūcelot du lake
☙Þo dyƺte þey hē all to armes
Wt swerdes  wt gysarmes
As werre schold a wake
Knytes  squyeres
Kepte on her destrerys
For har lordes sake
☙Up on an hell well hyƺe
Lybeaus þer þey syƺe
He rod pas be pas
To hym þey gon crye
Traytour þu schalt dye
For þy wykkede trespas
☙Syr lybeaus aƺen be held
How fulfelde was þe feld
To greet peple þer was
He seyde mayde elene
For our rach y wene
Us comeþ a karfull cas
☙I rede þt ye drawe
In to þe wode schawe
Your heddes for to hyde
For y am swyde fawe
Þauƺ ych schulde be slawe
Bykere of hē y woll a byde
☙In to þe wode þey rode
And lybeaus þr out a boþe
As aunterous knyƺt yn prde
Wt bow  wt arblaste
To hym þey schote fa faste
And made hym woūdes wyde
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☙Lybeaus stede ran
And bar doū hors  man
For noþyng nolde her spare
Þt peple seyde þan
Þys ys fend satan
Þt mankende wyll for fare
☙For whan lybeaus arafte
After hys ferste drawƺte
He slep for ever more
But sone he was be sette
As þeer ys yn a nette
Wt grymly wondes fare
☙Twelf knyƺtes all prest
He saw come yn þe forest
In armes cler  bryƺt
Alday þey hadde y rest
And þouƺ yn þt forest
To sle lybeaus þe knyƺt
☙Of sute wer all twelfe
Þt on was þe lord hym self
In ryne to rede a ryƺt
Þey smyte to hym all at ones
And þoƺte to breke hys bones
And delle hym doun yn fyƺt
☙Þo myƺte men her dynge
And swordes lowde rynge
A mong hem all yn fere
So harde þey gōne þrynge
Þe sparkes gōne out sprynge
Fram scheld  helmes clere
☙Lybeaus slouƺ of hem þre
And þe four gōne to fle
And þorst naƺt nyƺhe hym nere
Þe lord dwellede yn þt schour
And hys sones four
To felle har lyves þere

☙Þr ronne þe rappes ryve
He a ƺens hem fyve
Fauƺt as he wer wod
Neyƺ ^doun þey gōne hym dryve
As water þeƺ doþ of cleve
Of ham hym kan þe blode
☙As he was neyƺ y spylt
Hys swerd brast yn þe hylt
Þo was he mad of mode
Þe lord a strok hym sette
Þouƺ helm  basnet
Þt yn þe scheld hyt stode
☙A swogh he fell a douyn
An hys hynder arsoun
As man þt was mate
Hys fomen wer well boun
To perce hys acketoun
Gipell mayl and plate
☙As he gan sore smerte
Up he pulled hys herte
And kevrede of hys state
An ex h hente all boun
At hys hynder arsoun
All mest hym þouƺte to late
☙Þan be sterede he hȳ as a knyƺt
Þre stedes heddes don ryƺt
He smot at strokes þre
Þe lord saw þt syƺt
And on hys courser lyƺt
A wey he gan to fle
☙Lybeaus no lenger a bode
But aftyr hym he rode
And unþer a chesteyn tre
Þr he hadde hym quelþe
But þe lord hym yeld
At hys wylle to be
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☙And be sertayne extente
Tresour lond  rente
Castell halle and bour
Lybeaus þr to cōsent
In foward þt he wente
To þe kyng artour
☙And seye lord of renoun
As overcome  prysoun
Y am to þyne honour
Þe lord grauntede to hys wylle
Boþe lowþe  stylle
And ledde hym to hys bour
☙A noon þt mayde elene
Wt gentyll men fyftene
Was fet to þt castell
Sche  þe dwerke by dene
Tolde dedes kene
Of lybeaus how hyt fell
☙Swyche presentes four
He hadde y sent kyng artouyr
Þt he wan fayr  well
Þe lord was glad  blyþe
And þanged þonkeþ fele syde
God  seynt mychell
☙Now rest we her a whyle
Of syr otes de lyle
And telle we oþr tales
Lybeaus rod many a myle
Among aventurus fyle
In yrland  yn wales
☙Hyt be fell yn þe monþ of june
Whan þe fenell hangeþ yn toyund
Grene yn semely sales
Þys somerys day ys long
Mery ys þe fowles song
A notes of þe nyƺtyngales

☙Þt tyme lybeaus com ryde
Be a ryver syde
And saw a greet cyte
Wt palys prowd yn pryde
And castelle heyƺ  wyde
Wt gates greet plente
☙He axede what hyt hyƺt
Þe mayde seyde a non ryƺt
Syr y telle hyt þe
Men clepeþ hyt yledor
Her haþ be fyƺtynge mor
Þāne owher yn any countre
☙For a lady of prys
Wt rode reed as rose on ryse
Þys countre ys yn dowte
A geante hatte Maungys
Nowher hys per þr nys
Her haþ be leyde a bowte
☙He ys blak as ony pych
Nower þr ys non swych
Of dede sterne  stoute
Ho þt passeþ þe bregge
Hys armes he mot legge
And to þe geant a lowte
☙Þo seyde lybeaus mayde hende
Schold y wonde to wende
For hys dentys ylle
Yf god me grce sende
Er þys day come to ende
Wt fyƺt y schall hym spylle
☙I have yseyn grete okes
Falle for wyndes strokes
Þe smale han stonde stylle
Þey ybe ƺyt wyll y smyte
So god all hys wylle
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☙Þey ryden forþ all þre
Toward þt fayre cyte
Me clepeþ hyt ylledore
Maungeys þey gōne ys se
Up on þe bregge of tre
Bold as wylde bore
☙Hys sched as blakke as pych
Lyngell armes trappur was swych
Þre maūettes þr ynne wore
Of gold gaylyth y geld
A schafte an honde he held
And oo scheld hym be fore
☙He cryde to hym yn despyte
Say þu felaw yn whyt
Tell me what art þu
Torne hom a gayn all so tyt
For þy owene ꝑfyt
Yef þow lovede þy prow
☙Lybeaus seyde a noon ryƺt
Artour made me knyƺt
To hym I made a vow
Þt y ne schulde nevr ture bak
Þer fore þu devell yn blak
Make þe redy now
☙Syr lybeaus  maugrys
On stedes prowde of prys
To gedere ryde full ryƺt
Boþe lordes  ladyes
Leyn out yn pomet tours
To se þt selyt fyƺt
☙And pryde wt good wyll
Boþe lode  styll
Helpe lybeaus þe knyƺt
And þt fyle geant
Þt levede yn termagaunt
Þt day to deye yn fyƺt

☙Har scheldes breeke a sounder
Har dentes ferd as donder
Þe peces gōne out sprynge
Ech man hadde wonder
Þt lybeaus ne hadde y be unþr
Wt þe ferst gȳnyng
☙Þāne drouƺ dey swordes boþe
As men þt weren wroþe
And gōne to gedere dynge
Lybeaus smot maugrys so
Þt hys scheld fell hym fro
And yn to þe feld gan flynge
☙Maugys was quente  quede
And smot of þe stedes heed
Þt all fell out þe brayne
Þe stede fell doūe deed
Lybeaus noþyng ne sede
Bot start hym up a gayn
☙An ax he hente boun
Þt heng at hys arsoun
And smot a strok of mayn
Þoruƺ Maugrys stedes swyre
And for karf bon  lyre
Þt heed fell yn þe playm
☙A fate þey gōne to fyƺte
As men þt wer of myƺte
Þe strokes betwene hē two
Descryue no man ne myƺte
For þey wer un syƺt
And eyder oþres so
☙Fram þe our of pryme
Tyll hyt was evesong tyme
To fyƺte þey wer well þro
Syr lybeaus durstede sore
And seyde maugrys þyn ore
To drynke lette me go
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☙And y schall graunte þe
What bone þu byddest me
Swych cas yef þt be tyt
Greet schame hyt wold be
For durste a knyƺt to sle
And nomare profyt
☙Maugys grauntede hys wyll
To drynke all hys fyll
Wt any despyte
As lybeaus ley on þe bank
And þoruƺ hes helm he drank
Maugys a strok hym smyt
☙Þt yn þe ryver he fell
Hys armes ech a dell
Was weet  evell a dyƺt
But up he start snell
And seyde be seynt mychell
Now am y two so lyƺt
☙What wendest þu fendes fere
Uncrystended þt were
Tyll y saw þe wt syƺt
I schall for þys baptyse
Ryƺt well quyte þy servyse
Þoruƺ grce of god almyƺt
☙Þāne newe fyƺt þey be gan
Eyþr tyll oþr ran
And delede dentes strong
Many a gentylman
And ladyes whyt as swan
For lybeaus handes wrong
☙For Maugys yn þe feld
For karf lybeauys scheld
Wt dente of armes long
Þāne lybeaus ran a way
Þer þt Maugys scheld lay
And up he gan hyt fonge

☙And kan agayn to hym
Wt strokes strout  grym
To gydere þey gōne a fal sayle
Be syde þt ryver brym
Tyll hyt derkede dym
Be twene hem was batayle
☙Lybeaus was werrour wyƺt
And smot a strok of myƺt
Þoruƺ gypell plate  mayll
Forþ wt þe scholder bon
Maugys arn fyll of a noon
In to þe feld saunƺ fayle
☙Þe geant þys gan se
I slowe þt he schulde be
And flauƺ wt myƺt  mayn
Lybeaus after gan fle
Wt sterne strokes þre
And smot hys bak a tweyn
☙Þe geant þer be leveþ
Lybeaus smot of hys heed
And of þe batayle was fayn
He wente yn to þe toun
Wt fayr ꝑcessioun
Þt folk com hym a gayn
☙A lady whyt as flowr
Þt hyƺte ladame damore
A feng hym fayr  well
And þankede hys honour
Þt he was her socour
A ƺens þe geant so fell
☙To chambre sche gan hȳ lede
And dede of all hys wede
And clodede hym yn pell
And ꝑferede hym wyth word
For to be her lord
In cyte and castell
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☙Lybeaus graūtede yn haste
And love to her he caste
For sche was bryƺt and schene
Alas he ne hadde y be chast
For aftyr ward at last
Sche dede hym greet tene
☙For twelf monþe  more
Lybeaus dwellede þor
And mayde elene
Þt nevr he myƺte out breke
For to help a wreke
Of synadowne þe quene
☙For þys fayr lady
Kouþe moch of sorcery
More þen oþr wyches fyfe
Sche made hym meladye
Of all maner menstrcy
Þt man myƺte descryve
☙Whan he seyƺ her face
Hym þouƺ he was
In paradys a lyve
Wt fans fantasme  fayrye
Þus sche blerede hys yƺe
Þt ef evell mot sche pryve
☙Tyll hyt fell on a day
He mette elene þt may
Wt inne þe castell tour
To hym sche gan to say
Syr knyƺt þu art fals of fay
A yens þe kyng artour
☙For love of a woman
Þt of sorcery kan
Þu doost greet dyshonour
Þe lady of synadowne
Longe lyƺt yn prsoun
And þt ys greet dolour

☙Lybeaus herd her so spoken
Hym þouƺ hys hert wold breke
For sorow  for schame
And at a posterne un steke
Lybeaus gan out breke
Fram þt gentyll dame
☙And tok wt hȳ hys stede
Hyus scheld  hys ryche wede
And ryde forþ all y same
Her styward stout  sterne
He made hys sqy squyere
Gyfflet was hys name
☙And ryde as faste as þey may
Forþ yn her jornay
On stedes bay  browne
Up on þe þyrdde þay
Þey saw a cyte gay
Mē clepeþ hyt synadowne
☙Wt castell heyƺ  wyde
And palys prowd yn pryde
Werk of fayr fassoune
But lybeaus desconus
He hadde wonder of an vus
Þt he saw do yn toune
☙For gore  fen  full wast
Þt þr was out y kast
To gydere þey gadereded y wys
Lybeaus axede yn hast
Tell me mayde chast
What a mounteþ þys
☙Þey takeþ all þt hore
Þt er was out y bore
Me þyngeþ þey don a mys
Þāne seyde mayde elene
Syr wt outen wene
I schall þe telle how yt ys
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☙Ne knyƺt for nersche ne hard
Þey he schold be for fard
Ne geteþ her nevr ostell
For love of a styward
Men clepeþ hym syr lambard
Constable of þys castell
☙Ryde to þt est gate
And axede þyn in þr ate
Boþe fayre  well
And er he bete þy nede
Justes he wyll þe bede
By god  seynt mychell
☙And yf he beryþ þe doun
Hys trompys schull be boun
Har bemes for to blowe
And þorƺ out synadowne
Boþe maydenes  garssoun
Fowyll fen schull on þe þrowe
☙And þāne to þy lyves ende
In what stede þt þow wende
For coward werst þu knowe
And þs may kyng artour
Lese hys honour
Þoruƺ þy dede slowe
☙Þan seyde lybeaus also tyt
Þt wer a greet dyspyt
For any man a lyve
To þo artour profyt
And make þe lady quyt
To hym y wyll dryve
☙Sur gyfflette make þe þare
Þyder we wyll y fare
Hastely  blyve
Þey ryde þe ryƺt gate
Euen to þe castell yate
Wt fayre schaftes fyfe

☙And at þe fayr castell
Þey axede her ostell
For aunterous knyƺtes
Þe porter fayre  well
Lette ham yn also snell
And axede a non ryƺtes
☙Ho ys yowre governore
Þey seyde kyng artour
Þt ys man most of myƺtes
And welle of curtesye
And flowr of chyvalrye
To felle hys fon yn fyƺtes
☙Þe porter profytable
To hys lord þe constable
Þus hys tale tolde
And wt oute fable
Syr of þe rownde table
Beþ come knyƺtes bolde
☙Þt beþ armed sure
In rose reed armure
Wt þre lyouns of gold
Lambard þr of was fayn
And swore oþ sertayn
Wt hem quste he wolde
☙And bad hem make yare
In to þe feld to fare
Wt oute þe castell gate
Þe porter nold naƺt
As grehond doþ þe hare
To ham he ran full wate
☙And seyde anon ryƺtes
Þe aunterous knyƺtes
For noþyng ye ne late
Lokeþ your scheldes be strong
Ʒour schaftes good  long
Ʒour saket  faūplate
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☙And rydeþ yn to þe feld
My lord wt sper  scheld
Comeþ wt yow to play
Lybeaus spak wordes bold
Þat ys a tale y told
Well lykynge un to my pay
☙In to þe feld þey ryde
And houede  a byde
As best broƺt to bay
Þe lord of sente hys stede
Hys scheld hys ryche wede
Hys a tyre was stout  gay
☙Hys scheld was of gold fin
Þre bores heddes þr inne
As blak as brond y brent
Þe bordur of ermyne
Nas non so queynte of gyn
Fram barlell yn to kent
☙And of þe same paynture
Was lyngell  trappure
I wroƺt well fayre  gent
Hys schaft was strong wt all
Þer on a stef coronall
To dely doƺty dent
☙And whane þt stout styward
Þt hyƺte syr lambard
Was armede ^at all ryƺtes
He rood to þe feld ward
Lyƺt as a lybard
Þer hym a byde þe knyƺtes
☙He smote hys schaft yn grace
Almost hym þouƺ to late
Whāne he seyƺ hem wt fyƺte
Lybeaus rood to hym þare
Wt a schaft all square
As man most of myƺte

☙Eyþr smot oþr yn þe scheld
Þe peces fell yn to þe feld
Of her schaftes schene
All þo þt hyt beheld
Ech man to oþr teld
Þe yonge knyƺte ys kene
☙Lambard was a schamed sore
So nas he nevr yn feld be fore
To wyte  naƺt to wene
He cryde do come a stranger schaft
Ʒyf artours knyƺt kan craft
Now hyt schall be sene
☙Þo he tok a schaft rounde
Wt cornall scharp y gronade
And ryde be ryƺt resoun
Ayder ꝑvede yn þt stonade
To ƺeve oþr dedys wounde
All fell herte as lyoun
☙Lambard smot lybeaus so
Þt hys scheld fell hym fro
In to þe feld a doun
So harde hym hytte
Unneþe þt he myƺte sytte
Up ryƺt yn hys arsoun
☙Hys schaft brak wt greet power
Lybeaus hytte lambard yn þe laūcer
Of hys helm so bryƺt
Þt pysane auentayle gorgere
Fell yn to þe felld fer
And syr lambard up ryƺt
☙Sat  rokkede yn hys sadell
As chyld doþ yn a kradell
Wt oute mānys myƺt
Ech man tok oþr beþe hod
And gōn for to herye god
Borgays baroun  knyƺt
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☙A yen to ryde lambard þouƺt
A noþr helm hym was broƺt
And ^a schaft un mete
Whan þey to gydere mette
Ayder yn oþr scheld hytte
Strokes grymly greete
☙Syr lambardys schaft to brast
And syr lybeaus sat so faste
In sadelys as þy setten
Þt þe styward syr lambard
Fell of hys stede bakward
So harde þey two metten
☙Syr lambard was a schamed sore
Þan seyde lybeaus wyltow more
And he answerede nay
Nevr seþ y was bore
Ye syƺ y come her before
So redy a knyƺt to my pay
☙A thoƺgh y have myn herte wt inne
Þt þu art com of gawenys kynne
Þt ys so stout  gay
Ʒef þu schalt for my lady fyƺt
Well come to me fyr þu knyƺt
In love and sykyr fay
☙Lybeaus answrede sykerly
Feyƺt y schall for a lady
Be heste of kyng artour
But y not wher fore ne why
Ne who her doþ swych vylany
Ne what ye her dolour
☙A mayde þt ys her messengere
And aw a dwerke me brouƺt her
Her to do socour
Þe constable seyde well founde
Noble knyƺt of þe table rounde
I blessed be seynt savour

☙A non þt mayde elene
Was sette wt knyƺtes ten
Be for syr lambard
Sche  þe dwerke y mene
Tolde seven dedes kene
Þt he dede dydyr ward
☙And how þt for syr lybeaus
Fauƺt wt fele schrewys
And for no do deþ ne spared
Lambard was glad  blyþe
And þonkede fele syde
God  seynt edward
☙A non wt mylde chere
Þey sete to þe sopere
Wt moch gle  game
Lambard  lybeaus yn fere
Of auentrus þt þr wer
Talkede boþe yn same
☙Þan seyde lybeaus syr s contable
Tell me wt out fable
What ys þe knyƺtes name
Þt halt so yn prsoune
Þe lady of synadowne
Þt ys so gentyll a dame
☙Say syr kyƺt ys he non
Be god  be seynt jon
Þt dorst a way her lede
Two clerkes beþ her fon
Well fals of flesch  bon
Þt haveþ y doþys dede
☙Hyt beþ men of maystrye
Clerkes of nyge nygremansye
Hare artes for to rede
Syr maboun hatte þt oþr
And syr irayn hys broþr
For wham we beþ yn drede
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☙Þys yrayn  mabon
Have imade of our ton
A palys quēyte of gynne
Þr nys knyƺt ne baroun
Wt herte harde as lyoun
Þt þorste come þr inne
☙Hys ys nygremāncye
I makeþ of fayrye
Noman may hyt wynne
Þr inne ys yn prysoun
Þe lady of synadowne
Ys come of knyƺtes kynne
☙Ofte we hereþ her crye
But her to se wt eye
Þr to have we ne myÞte
Þey doþ her trmentrye
And all vylanye
Be dayes  be nyƺt
☙Þys mabon  irayn
Haveþ swor her deþ certayn
To deþe þey wyll her dyƺte
But sche graūte hem tylle
To do mabounys wylle
And yeve hem all her ryƺt
☙Of all þys dukdom feyr
Þt ylke lady ys eyr
And come of knyƺtes kenne
Sche ys meke  boneyre
Þr for we beþ in despeyre
Þt sche be dyƺt to fynne
☙Þan seyde lybeaus desconus
Be þe grce of Jħus
Þt lady y schall wynne
Of maboun  yrayn
Schame I schall certayne
Hem boþe wt out  wt inne

☙Þo toke þey her reste
In lykynge as hem leste
In þe castell þt nyƺt
A morow lybeaus hȳ prest
In armes þt wer best
And fressch he was to fyƺt
☙Lambard ladde hȳ forþ well whate
And broþte hym at þe castell gate
And fond hyt apen ryƺt
No ferþr ne dorste hȳ brynge
For soþ wt out lesynge
Erll baroun ne knyƺt
☙But turnede hom a gayn
Save syr gylet hys swayn
Wolde wt hym ryde
He swor hys oþ serteyn
He wold se hare brayn
Yf þey hym wold a byde
☙To þt castell he rod
And hovede  a bod
To Jħu bad  told
To sende hȳ tydynge glad
Of ham þat longe had
Þt lady yn prysoun holde
☙Syr lybeaus knyƺt corteys
Rod yn to þe palys
And at þe halle a lyƺte
Trompes schalmuses
He seyƺ be fore þe hyeƺ deys
Stonde yn hys fyƺte
☙A mydde þe halle flore
A fere stark  store
Was lyƺt  brende bryƺt
Ner þe dore he ƺede
And ladde yn hys stede
Þt wont was helpe hȳ yn fyƺt
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☙Lybeaus inne gan pace
To se ech a place
Þe hales yn þe halle
Of mayne mor ne lasse
Ne sawe he body ne face
But menstrles y clodeþ yn palle
☙Wt harpe fydele  rote
Orgenes  mery note
Well mery þey maden alle
Wt fytole  sawtrye
So moche melodye
Was nevr wt inne walle
☙Be fore ech menstrle stod
A torche fayr  good
Brennyge fayre  bryƺt
Inner more he ƺede
To wyte wt egre mode
Ho scholde wt hym fyƺte
☙He ƺede yn to þe corneres
Ad lokede on þe pylers
Þt selcouþ wer of syƺte
Of jasper  of fyn crystall
Swych was pylers  wall
No rychere be ne myƺte
☙Þe þores wer of bras
Þe wyndowes wer of glas
Florysseþ wt imagerye
Þe halle y paynted was
No rychere nevr þr nas
Þt he hadde seye wt eye
☙He sette hȳ an þt deys
Þe mēstrales wer yn pes
Þt were so good  trys
Þe torken torches þt brende bryƺt
Quenchede a non ryƺt
Þe mēstrales wer a weye

☙Dores wyndowes alle
Beten yn þe halle
As yt wer voys of þunder
Þe stones of þe wale
Ovr hȳ gon falle
Þt þouƺt hȳ mych wonþr
☙Þt deys be gan to schake
Þe erþe be gan to quake
As he satte hym ynder
Þe rof above unlek
And þe faunsere ek
As hyt wolde a sonder
☙As he sat þr dysmayde
And held hym self be trayde
Stedes herde he naye
Þāne was he bette y payd
And to hym self he sayd
Ʒet y hope to playe
☙He lokede yn to a feld
Þr he sawe wt sper  scheld
Come ryde knyƺtes tweye
Of purpur inde armure
Was lyngell  rappure
Wt gold garlaūdys gay
☙Þt on rod yn to þe halle
And þr he gan to kalle
Syr knyƺt auenterous
Swych cas þr ys be falle
Þauƺ þu be proud yn palle
Fyƺte þu most wyth us
☙Queynte þe art of gynne
Yf þu þt lady wynne
Þt ys so precyous
Þo seyd lybeaus a non ryƺt
All fressch I am to fyƺt
Þoruƺ help of swete Jħus
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☙Lybeaus wt good wyll
In to hys sadell gan skyll
And a launce yn hond he hent
Quyk he rod hem tyll
In feld hys fon to fell
Þr to was hys talent
☙To gedere whan þey mette
Up on har scheldes þeyt sette
Strokes of þouƺty dent
Mabounys schaft to brast
Þo was he sore a gast
And held hym self y schent
☙And wt þt strok feloun
Lybeaus bar hym a doun
On hys horses tayle
For hys hyder arsoun
To brak  fyll a doun
In þt feld saunƺ fayle
☙And neyƺ he hadde hȳ sclayn
Wt þt come ryde yrayn
Wt helm hauberke  mayle
All fressch he was to fyƺt
He þouƺt wt mayn  myyƺt
Syr lybeaus for to a sayle
☙Lybeaus of hym he bar
And lette hys broþr stylle
Swych dent he smot dar
Þt hys hauberke to tar
And þt lykede yrayn ylle
☙Har launces þey brak atwo
Swordes þey þrouƺ out þo
Wt herte grym  grylle
And gōne for to fyƺte
Eyder prevede hys myƺt
Oþr for to spylle

☙As þey to gedere hewe
Maboun þe mare screwe
In feld up a ros
He sawe  well knew
Þt yrayn smot dentys fewe
Þr for hym grym agros
☙To yrayn he ran fyƺt
To helpe sle yn fyƺt
Lybeaus þt was of noble los
But lybeaus fauƺt wt hē boþe
Þanƺ þey wer nevr so wroþe
And kepte hȳ self yn clos
☙Whan yrayn saw maboun
He smot a strok feloun
To syr lybeaus wt yre
Before forþr arsoun
Als sket he karf a doun
Of lybeaus stedes swyre
☙But lybeaus was werrour fleƺ
And smot of hys þeyƺ
Fell  bone  lyre
Þo halp hym naƺt hys armys
Hys chauntemet ne hys charmys
A doun fell þt forþ fyre
Lybeaus a doun lyƺt
A fote for to fyƺt
Maboun  he yn fere
Swych strokes þey gon dyƺte
Þt sparkes sprong out bryƺt
Fram scheld  helmes clere
☙As þey to gedere sette
Har swerdes to gedere mette
As ye may lyþe  lere
Maboun þt more screwe
To karf þt sworde of lybeaus
A twynne quyt  skere
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☙Lybeaus was sore a schamed
And yn hys herte a gramede
For he hadde y lore hys sworde
And hys stede was lamed
And he schuld be defamed
To artour kny kyng hys lord
☙To yrayn þo he ran
Hys sword he drouƺ out þan
Was scharp of egge  ord
To maboun he ran ryƺt
Well faste he gan to fyƺt
Of love þr nas no word
☙But ever fauƺt Maboun
As a wod lyoun
Lybeaus for to slo
But lybeaus karf a doun
Hys scheld wt hys fachoun
Þt he tok yrayn fro
☙Wt out more tale teld
Þe left arm wt þe scheld
Well evene he smot of þo
Þo spak maboun hym tylle
Of pyne dentys ylle
Gentyll knyƺt now ho
☙And I woll yelde me
In trewþe  lewte
At þyn owene wylle
And þt lady fre
Þt ys yn my pouste
I wyll þe take tylle
☙For þoruƺ þt swordes dent
Myn hond y have y schent
Þt semynede hem boþe
Certayn wt oute noþe
In feld our fon to fylle

☙Seyde lybeaus be my þryfte
I nell naƺt of þy ƺefte
All þys world to wynne
But ley on strokes swyfte
Our on schall oþr lyfte
Þt hadde of be þe skynne
☙Maboun and lybeaus
Faste to gedere hewes
And stente for no synne
Lybeaus was more of myƺt
And karf hys helm bryƺt
And hys hedde a twynne
☙Þo maboun was y schlayn
He ran þr he lefte yrayn
Wt fachoun yn hys fest
For to cleve hys brayn
Þr of he was sertayn
And twely was hys tryst
☙And whāne he com þor
A way he was y bore
Whyder ward he wyst
He softe hym for þe nones
Wyde yn all þe wones
To fyƺte more hym lyste
☙And whāne he ne fond hym sore
He held hym self be couƺt
And gan to syke fare
And seyde yn word  þouƺt
Þys wyll be fore a bouƺt
Þt he ys fram me y fare
☙On kne hym sette þt gentyll knyƺt
And pryde to mare bryƺt
Kevere hym of hys care
As he pryde þr yn halle
But of þe ston walle
A wyndow doun fyll þare
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☙And a greet wonder wt all
In hys herte gan fall
As he sat  be held
A warm come out a pace
Wt a womannes face
Was ƺong  noþyng old
☙Hyr body  her wyngys
Scynede yn all þynges
As gold gaylyche y gyld were
Her tayle was myche un mete
Hyr pawes grymly greete
As ys may lyþe  lere
☙Lybeaus be gan to swete
Þer he satte yn hys fete
Maad as he were
So fore hym gan a gryse
Þt he ne myƺte a ryse
Þauƺ hyt hadde y bene all a fere
☙And of lybeaus hyt wyste
Þe warm wt mouþ hym kyste
All aboute hys swyre
And after þat kyssynge
Þe warmys tayle  wynge
A non hyt fell fre hyre
☙So fayr yn all þyng
Noman wt out lesyng
Ne saw he nevr er þo
But sche stod be fore hym naked
And all her body quadef quked
Þr fore was lybeaus wo
☙Sche seyde knyƺt gentyle
God yelde þe dy whyle
Þt my fon þu woldest slo
Þu hast y slawe nouþe
Two clerkes non knuþe
To deeþ þey wold me have y do

☙Be est norþ  sowþe
Be wordes of har mouþe
Well many man kouþ þy schend
Wt hare chauntement
To warm ne hadde þey y went
In wo to welde  wende
☙Tyll y hadde kyste gaweyn
Eyþr som oþr knyƺt sertayn
Þat wer of hys kende
And for þu savyst my lyf
Casteles ten  fyf
I ƺeve þe wt outen ende
☙And y to be þy wyf
Ay wt out stryf
Ʒyf hys ys artours wylle
Lybeaus was glad  blyþe
And lepte to ha horse swyþe
And lefte þt lady stylle
☙But evr he dradde yrayn
For he was naƺt y slayn
Wt speche he wold hȳ spylle
To þe castell gate he rod
And hovede  a bod
To Jħu he bad wt good wylle
☙Sende hym tydynges good glad
Of ham þt long hadde
Þt lady do vylanye
Lybeaus lambard tolde
And oþre knyƺtes bolde
How hym þr gan a gye
☙And how maboun was y slayn
And wondede was yrayn
Þoruƺ grce of seynt marie
And how þt lady bryƺt
To a warm was dyƺt
Þoruƺ kraft of chaunterye
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☙And how þoruƺ kus of a knyƺt
Noman sche was a plyƺt
And a semyly creature
But sche stod me be fore
Nakeþ as sche was y bore
And seyde now y am sure
☙My fomen beþ y slayn
Maboun  yrayn
In pes now maywe dure
Whan syr lybeaus knyƺt of prs
Hadde y tolde þe styward y wys
All þys a venture
☙A robe of purpure bys
Y peluryd wt puryd grys
A non he lette forþ brynge
Calles  keurchefs ryche
He sente her pryvylyche
A non wt out dwellynge
☙And whan sche was redy dyƺt
Sche rod wt mayn  myƺt
And wt her a noþr kyng
And all þe peple of þe toune
Wt a fayr ꝑcessyoun
Þyder þey gōne þrynge
☙Whan þe lady was come to towne
Of gold  ryche stobes a krowne
Up on her heed was sette
And weren glad  blyþe
And þonkede god fele syde
Þt her bales bette
☙Alle þe lordes of dygnyte
Dede her omage  feawte
As hyt was due dette
Þus lybeaus wys  wyƺt
Wan þt ylke lady bryƺt
Out of þe develes nette

☙Seve nyƺt þey made soiourn
Wt lambard yn þe tour
And all þe peple yn sence
And þo wente þey wt honour
To þe noble kyng artour
Wt moche gle  game
☙And þonkede godes myƺtes
Artour  hys knyƺtes
Þt he ne hadde no schame
Artour yaf her also blyve
Lybeaus to be hys wyfe
Þt was so gentyll a dame
☙Þe joye of þt bredale
Nys not told yn tale
Ne rekened yn no gest
Barouns  lordynges fale
Come to þt semyly sale
And ladyes well honeste
☙Þr was ryche servyse
Of all þt men kouþ devyse
To left  ek to mest
Þe menstrales yn bour  halle
Hadde ryche yftes wt alle
And þey þt weryn un wrest
☙Fourty dayes þey dwellede
And har feste helde
Wt arout þe kny kyng
As þe frenssch tale teld
Artour wt knyƺtes beld
At hom gan hem brynge
☙Fele ƺer þey levede yn same
Wt moche gle  game
Lybeaus  þt swete þyng
Jħu ✝ cryst our savyour
And hys moder þt swete flour
Grante us alle good endynge ❖
Amen
Explicit Libeaus Desconus ❖
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O mors quam amara et memoria tua
☙O deth how bytter ys þe mynde of the
That menere art of mornyng  mone
Thow mynly myrrour yn whom all old may se
The wayes of youth yn whych they have mys goon
Thow art the same remembrauncer a loon
Whan all states and every low degre
Wyth dayly dylygence owe to weyte apoon
For whan thowe clepest all moste goo wt the
☙Nought may prvayle pompys ne presperyte
Honour ne hele gēme ne precyous stone
Renoun ryches rente ne ryalte
But all that evr have be of flesch  bone
Thow hast  wylt confirme noƺt lenyng oon
Who ys a lyve that kan remembre þre
That ar preserved y fynde but two aloon
Ennok  Ely ƺyt schall they go wt the
☙For yn þe our of our natavyte
Thy sotell entre us preschet evrychon
Wyth claym contynuell chalyngyng þy fe
And evry day we most wayte ther up on
The whyle we lyve ƺyt have oþr foon
The fende the flesch and wordly vanyte
Cotydyan corosy contynynyng ever yn oon
Our sely soules ynsesyngly to sle
☙Popes prelates stande yn ꝑplexyte
Crowned conquerens  oþr of a low degre
Þt they ryƺt knyƺtly yn har tyme þu sparest non
Marchauntes men of law all under oon
Leches labereres fayn wold fro þe fle

And curyous clerbes forþ wt þe they goon
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Full wyse ys he that kan thenk her upon
And for hym self provyde who that he be
☙Be hold thys myrrour wt yn they self and se
Thys world ys trnsyryr trnscytorie joye þt sone ys gon
Whych yn effecte ys but adversyte
And of two wayes þu most nedys chefe oon
Thenk of fre choyes god hath the yeve a lon
Wt wyt and reson to rule they lyberte
Yff thow goo mysse other blame þu non
Thy self art cause of thyn ynyquyte
☙Do ye that flowere yn hye felycyte
For crystes sake remembryth her apon
Thenk as fresch as hasty folke as þe
Er they wher ware full sodeyly han gon
For other warnyng yn thys word ys non
But mynd of deth or sore yn fyrmyte
And whan ye leest wene ye may be callyd apon
For of yor tyme ys sette non serteynte
☙Muse on thys myrrour of mortalyte
Both old and yong that loketh her apon
Lyfte up yor hertly eye and se be hold  se
Thenk all mankende schall reste ynder erthe  ston
Ther for our alther gylt deyd up on a tre
Us to preserve fro all owr gostly fon
And send us pees yn perpetuyte
Amen for charite
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The ferst yntroyte of sapyens
Ys to drede god yn evry aꝑacyon
And yn hys cōmaundemōtys do non defense
That schall ynduce te to mortall dampnacyon
For god formed man yn most excellens
A bove all creaturys of hys creacyon
Hym to abeye wt most dylygens
And all thyng ordeynyt unh unþr hys dūacyon
Syth man ys set yn so greet poste
And yeve power upon all creaturys of kynde
In feblenys and yn hys felycyte
Honour thy god yn myƺth  mynde
Truly determe thyn yn tellygencyon
On oo very god omnypotent
Mƺytfful fadyr wytfull soon
The holy gost that fecys schent
Drede thy god wyth most dylygens
Defule noƺt hys name wt no ꝑnoracyon
To thy brother yn wykkednesse be innocens
Kepe thyn halyday fro all worldly oꝑacyon
Honor thyn elyr wt worly henonrys honorus
Thy fadyr þy modyr thow worschup also
In falshede do þu non defens
Man schawƺt concente thow naƺt þr to
Leve thy delyte of lacherous lyve
That dystroyth many creature of flesch  fell
To mannys good desyre wt wrong ne stryf
That schuld duce þe un to þe paynys of hell
Now pry we to þt precyous pryns pereles
That paynyd was wt paynys yn hys pascyon
Whan we ken meved todon a mysse
To be restryned a yen be his redempcion
Explicit
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The Nightyngale
☙Commandyng theym to here wyth tendernesse
Of this your nyghtyngale the gostly sense
Whos songe and deth declared us expresse
In anglysh here right bare of eloquence
But notheles considred de sentence
Wt love bulawsle ys hapr hit will deface
And fleschly lust ^out of theyre hertis chace
☙Meved of corage be vertu of the seson
In prme tens renoueled yere be yere
Gladyng evry hert of verpy veray reson
When fresch May in kalendes gan a pere
Phebus ascendyng clere schynyng in his spere
By whom the colde of wyntyr is exiled
And lusty seson thus newly recounciled
☙To speke of sleep hit nedes most be had
Unto the norisching of every creature
With oute whech braynes must be mad
Outragesly wakyng out of mesure
Excepte thoo that kyndely nature
Meueth to wach as the nyghtingale
Whych in her seson be slep set no tale
☙For sche of kynde all the someres nyght
Ne seseth no with mony a lusty note
Who der hit be dry or wete derk or lyght
Redly rhersyng her leson ay be rote
Gret mervell is the enduryng of hir throte
That her to here it is a second heven
So melodiouse ande mery is her steven
☙And on a nyght in Aprile as y lay
Wey of sleep  of my bed all so
Whene that the kalendes entred were of aray
Whech of hir nature nether loueth of thoo
My herte with mony a thoght was ones go
And with this troublis worlde sore a greued
But of god wold in hast y was releued
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The Nyghtyngale
☙Thys blessed bird of whom y you rehersed
As fer as that y godely myght hir here
So thorghly my hert raueshed had and persed
Ryght with hir longyng notes hye and clere
Longe or the day rowes can a pere
Ymagynȳg that sche be my ꝑper name
Me caled and sayde a wake  ryse for shame
☙Out of thy slombre bed of slouth  sleep
Remembring the upon this lusty seson
Ande right with that oute of my bed y leep
Thenking in my conceyt sho seide me reson
Ande walked forth she yaf me gret encheson
Til that y come ther as my hertis queene
Ryght freshly sang upon a laurer grene
☙Entendyng as y romed up and don
Expelling clerly all wilfle negligence
Hir clere entoned notes and hor son
For to ꝑceyve with all my diligence
And sodenly cōcyved y this sentence
Hough that this bird among hir notes glade
Right of hir deth a nte of mornyng made
☙Ande in aurora that is the morawe gray
Ascending up into this tre full hye
Me thoght she syngyng sayd this same day
For all my myrthes ande my melodye
As nature wilt about none shall y dye
My curios note ne shall noght me a vayle
But mortall deth me sharply woll a saile
☙Contynving so bute the oure of prime
Upon the boght she ever sat and songe
But notheles thorgh oute the wode yt ronge
Hir notes clere so meriy ande so schryll
The wych enchesoned me tabide there styll
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☙Till that hyt drogh forther of the day
Aboute the oure of tierce right as y gesse
That ever y lyke with notes fresh ande gay
She cesed not whech y can not expresse
So delitable relet with all swetnesse
But ever among she song ocy ocy
Whech signified me thoght that she shuld dye
☙And aftur this when phebus in his spere
Over all the world had sprad his bemes bright
Cavsynge the chondes dym for to be clere
Ande derk mystes enlumyned with his lyght
Aboute the oure of sixt them she a lyght
Ande singynge seet in myddes of the tre
Ocy Ocy o deth well come to me
☙Thus fro the morowe to the myddes of the day
Ande all the nyght a fore with open eye
This bryd hath songon as ye have herd me say
Rehersyng every tyde with melodie
But at the ast she shright and sodenlye
Hir songe hir myrth  melodye was done
Ande she expyred a boute the oure of none
☙This bird of whom y have to you rehersed
Whych in her song expired thus ande dyede
In latyn fonde y in a boke well versed
Ande what in morall sense it signifiede
The whech in english y wold were notified
To all that are lusty are it for to here
Yf that my connynge suffycyent ther to were
☙Be this nyghtingale that thus freshly can
Bothe wake and singe as telleth us scripture
Is crist him self ande every cristen man
Sule understande whech oweth of nature
And verray reson do diligence ande cure
Oute of the sleep of synne to a wake  ryse
Ande to remembre ande fully advertise
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The Nyghtyngale
☙That be aurora is understonden right
The furst be gynnyg og this world of noght
Ande how grete god of his endles myght
Hath heven ande yerth formed with a thoght
And in six dayes all eder thynges wroght
Ande hogh gret noūbre of angels bright  clere
Fell don for pride to helle with lucifere
☙Hyght or lowe wheder so ever thow be
Enprinte that fall right mȳdely in thy hert
Ande arme the surely with humylite
A yen prde yf then wylt lyve in quarte
Save thy soule or elles shalt thou smerte
For all thy worldly prde ande veyne desyre
Ande ever in hell be brent with endles fyre
☙Muse on this morow further and conceyue
How that oure fader adam and also eve
Whom that the sotell serpent can deceyue
And let theyr smert thi herte perfe  clene
Thenk well that fall us to thu self extended
Ande nade crist died it had not yit be amended
☙Be fore whos deth the gret infyrmyte
Of that ofens cleped originall
Thorogh out the world infecte had vch degre
What when they deyed streyght to hell went all
Thyll fro the trone abofe celestyall
Crist cousyderyng the gret capytuyte
Of all man kynde cam don of pure pite
☙The hygh forfet whych adam sone had doun
Was grounde  cause of oure mortalite
And paradise made hym for to void or none
Oo sely appell so eten of a tre
O worldly pepyll in yor prosꝑite
Thenk every morow e how þt yor worldly wele
Mor lykly ys safe grace to hyrt then hele
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☙Ande in aurora further to procede
Be thenke thy self hough porely þu was born
Ande as kynde will þu nedest most suttede
In pyne ande wo lyke other the be forn
Deth cometh in hast he will not be fore born
For in the oure of thy nativite
He entered first  manaced the to sle
☙In to the worde what hast thou broght wt the
But lamentacion wepyng woo  crye
Non other richesse safe only lyberte
Wh With which god hat endowed the richy
Ande byddeth the frely shese to lyve or dye
Fro one of tho ne shall thou not deseuer
In joie or wo to live  dye for ever
☙Be nothyng prowde thy byrth thus to remembre
That hast thy yevth dispended fohlys
Ande usest with othes grot thy lord dismenbre
Ande other wyse yit lyvest thou viciously
Call to thy mynde these thinges by  by
And every morow thogh thou lust to sleep
Ande softly lye a draw a ryse and wep
☙But for to declare in speciall
This oure of morowe yf þt y cōnyng hade
Ande hegh this brid thus song with voice mortall
Ande in hir song a note of mornyng made
Konnȳg and lāgage in me are so fade
That nedes y must in humble wyse exhort
Yon that are kunnīg with pacience me supporte
☙Oute lorde Jħu the fadres sapious
The well of trewth  sothfastnes diuine
The lombe vnspotted the grounde of innocence
That gyltles for oure gylt lust to declyne
This oure of morow cleped matntyme
Falsly be trayed and with þe jewes taken
Andof hys one disciples sone for saken
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☙O synfull man this oure the aght remord
That standest exiled oute fro charite
To thenke howe that thy maker  thy lord
To lowly suffred this represe for the
Yevyng the ensample that with humilite
For morow to nyght thou folow shuld his trace
Yf thou in heven with hym wilt cleyve a place
☙Fro morow to nyght be tokenes all the tyme
Syth thou wast born streyght tyll þt thou dye
Thus endyth the first oure and now to prme
Ande be this oure what we may sygnifie
Thi whych this bird thus songe with melodie
The seconde age ys clerly notyfied
When all the world with water was destryed
☙In tyme of Noe whem for hys ryght wisnesse
And with hym seven all myghty god reserved
And ellse all oder for synne ande wrechednesse
Of verey rygor ryght as thay had deserved
In that gret flood were dreynt and over terved
Except viij soules all perysched lesse and more
And they preserved this world for to restore
☙This oure to thenke that with the water wan
Nought all the world was over flow for synne
Aught for to exite every maner man
That vice ande vertu can diserne a twynne
All vice to eschew and vertuosly ne gynne
Oure lord to plese thenkyng firthermore
He hatheth synne nw as he did be fore
☙Thagh that hym lust of mercy and pite
As for a tyme his vengance to differre
Sith with hys precious blod upon a tre
Hath boght oure soules was nevr thyng boght derre
Ley that to thy sore  let no thyng lye nerve
Then this same salfe to hele with thy smert
Full glad ys he when so thou wilt cōuert
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☙For of the synner the deth he not desirth
But that he wold retorne to lyfe a yeyn
For whosoever in dedly synne expyreth
Ther is no ꝑdon that may abregge his payne
This to remēbre aught cause the to restreyne
Fro every synne þt wyll this lord displese
And for to use that hym may queme  plese
☙Ande on this oure to thenke furthermore
When all the flood was aswaged and cesed
They not considryng the gret vengaunce a fore
The seed of Now whych gretly was encresed
But unto vice on vch syde ran and presed
For which they puniched were with plages sore
As in the byble more pleynty may ye here
☙O thow that hast thus past the oure of morow
And nedely entrest in th oure of prme
Aught to be war to here of woo and sorow
Which in this worlde hath be a fore thy tyme
And of the fend that us redy the to lyme
Thy soule wyth synne  cach the in his snare
☙Yif he in vertu now sith thou of innocense
Ande of they tendre age art past the yeres
In which god the hath keept fro violence
In all thy youth fro sathan and his feres
Dispose the nowe to sadnes and prayeres
Remēbryng specially upon this oure of prime
Hogh crist acused falsly was of cryme
☙Taken ande lad afore the presydent
Pounce pylat that juge was of the lawe
His handes boūde his nek with boffettes bent
On every syde to togged and to drawe
He full of pite  pacience suffred all  sawe
Hogh that the jewes fals and voide of grace
There all defouled with spet his blessed face
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The Nightingale

☙Se high this lord that all thing made of noght
To save mannes soule wold suffre this repref
That myght have staūched  cesede with a thoght
The Jewes malice  put theym to myscheef
To our ensample þt we shuld suffre grefe
Aftur oure defeit and paciently hit take
For hym that all wolde suffre for oure sake
☙O lusty gaylaunts in your adolescens
Let not this our of prme fro yo deseeuer
When ye be sterede to wanton insolence
Restryned your self  in yor herte thenk ever
How Salomon sayde he cowde ꝑceyve never
The waūton weyes  dyvers of of yor youth
For all the prudent wisdom that he kowde
☙Thoure of pryme fynysched thus  ended
This bird all wey ꝑsevereth and a byt
Doū on the tre a valed and descended
Thoure of tierce clerely syngyng yit
The third age of the world be tokeneth hyt
In whech thoo folk that don fro Noe came
Gretly encresed in tyme of Abrahm
☙Which in his daies ꝑfit was and stable
Dredyng oure lord and lyvyng ꝑfytly
Tho when god swore lak steries in numerable
His seed he wolde encrese and multiplie
But notheles moch peple viciously
Were on this age dampnably demeyned
And thorgh theire vice destreied sore  steyned
☙Ther filthi synne abbominable stāk
Ande so displesed the blessed Trinite
That doū to hell sodenly ther sank
Sodom and Gomor and oder cites thre
Ande now is there but the ded see
Alas the while that ever they wolde do so
Unkyndly synne was cause of all ther woo
☙This for to here agaht cause yor herte to colde
That are emprinted aftyr the ymage
Of god and to cōsidere and be holde
This gret vengaunce taken in þt age
Of yor lyfe ande passed morow  prime
Aght ever be war to use unkyndly crime
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☙The fende youre enmye lying in a wayte
Goth fast a boute yor soules to deceyve
Leying hys lynes and with mony a bayte
Wysinge his hokes on theym you to receyve
The which thus lyghtly ye may eschew  weyse
This oure to thenk hogh jewes lokde and lowde and hye
Gan crucifige crucifige crye
☙Takyng oure lord and of derision
In cloth of purpull clothing hȳ in scorne
Ledynge hȳ forth as childre of cōfusion
And on his heed a sharpe bron set of thorn
Upon his blessed shulder the crosse was born
Unto the place of peynes calde calvarie
Lo what he suffred thi soule fro eyne to bye
☙Thenk on this oure thou wreched synful man
That in this age hast reson strengh and hele
Yf thou asayled or hurt be with sathan
To fals thy sore and thi wonde to hele
Mark in the mynde this oure for woo or wele
Hogh that thy lord suffred for thy gylt
To save thy soule whech elles had be spilt
☙Ye myghty prynces and lordes of a state
In honoure here that are exalted hye
Beth ware  wake deth knokkethg at yor yate
And well come in be sure that ye shall dye
Call to yor mynde for speciall remedie
Oure lordes passion his payne  pacience
As medycyne chefe  shelde of all defence
☙A myghty prince lusty younge  fiers
Amonge the peple sore lamented ys
The duc of warwyk entryng the oure of tierce
Deth take hȳ to whom mony sore shall mysse
All myghty Jħu receyve his soule to blisse
Both hye  lowe thenk well that ye shall henne
Deth wyll you trise ye wot not how ne whence
☙Aftur the oure of tierce this nyghtyngale
Syngyng ever wt notes fresh and gay
To myddes of this tre can don a vaile
When that yt drogh to myddes of the day
Sygnyfinge all the tydes soth to say
Whech that have be fro tierce unto syxt
In which dayes whoso woll rede the tyxt
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The nyƺtyngale
☙Of the byble he may have reuth to here
Hogh dampnably in mony a sondry place
Of the world that folk demeyned were
Destryed for synne and destitute of grce
O synfle dathan the yerth in a lytyll space
Opened  swolowed bothe the and Abyron
And sodenly with yow sank mony a synfle mon
☙Lo in all ages be freelte of nature
Thorgh all the world peple hath had delite
The fend to serve with all there besy cure
Which for theire servyce no thyng wil hē quite
But endles deth allas what appetite
Have folkes blynde such a lord to plese
That noght rewardeth but myscheef  desese
☙And in speciall ye of ꝑfyt age
This oure of sixt in myddes of yor lyfe
Aught to be war and wayte aftur þe wage
That crist rewardeth wt oute werre or stryfe
Wher endles joye and blysse are ever ryfe
Entendeth duly this blessed lord to serve
That you to save would upon the rode wolde sterve
☙Unto the crosse thowre of sixt was nayled
Oure lord Jħu hangyng ther with theves
And for the thrist of tormēts that hȳ ailed
Eysell and gall in scornes and repreves
They ofred hym oure crym  olde mescheves
Doyng away this lambe thus crucified
The manhed suffred the godhed never died
☙We aught ryth well compassion have  reuth
For to remembre his paynes and repreves
To thenk hogh he whych grounde is of trewth
Was demed to hange a myd to fals theves
O blessed lord and leche to all oure greves
So of thy grace graunt us to be so kynde
To have this oure of sixt well in our mȳde
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☙Thus heng oure lord nayled to the tre
Fro the oure of sixt unto thoure of none
Ande also longe was in prosꝑite
Oure fader Adam tyll tyme that he had don
That high forfet for which he banyshid sone
Was in te yerth to lyve in langour there
Ande all his ospryng till longeus wt a spere
☙The oure of none as Jewes hym desyred
Thirled and persed thorgh his hert  side
He seyng then Consūmatū est expired
And heed enclyned the gost yaf up þt tyde
Unto the fader the sūne cōpelled to hyde
His bemys bright no lenger myth endure
To see the deth of the auctor of nature
☙Thus hath this brid thus hath this nyghtyngale
Thus hath this blessed lord þt all hath wroght
That don to yerth fro heven can a vale
Upon a crosse oure soules dere y bought
Ande yeven us cause in hert wyll  thought
Hym for to serve  ever love and drede
That us to save wold suffre his blod to shede
☙Hell despoiled  slayn oure mortall foo
Oure lord upryse with palme of hye victorie
Asended eke ayen there he come fro
The holy gost sent from the see of glory
His precious body to us in memory
With holy woundes of dewe cōsecracion
To be receyved to oure hele  sauacion
☙Who may be glad but all thoo at lest
That worthy are in this lyves space
For to be fed here at this glorious ste fest
Ande after in heven wt bryghtnes of his face
Whom of his godhed be seche we ande his grace
That fro this worlde when so we shall desever
In joye eternall with hym ther to ꝑsever Amen
Explicit
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Deus in nōe tuo salvū me fac
☙God in thy make me safe and sounde
And in thi vertu me deme  justifie
And as my soule ys seke and rectifie
To have medicine a fore thi dome y crye
Wherfore of endeles mercy ax y grace
That y desposed be uch day to dye
And so to mende whyll y have tyme  space
☙God grciously here thou my prayere
The wordes of my mouth with ere ꝑceve
And as thou on the rode hast bought me dere
To make me able thi mercy to receyve
Yf that the fende with frawde wolde me deceyve
In thi ryght syde ther be my restyng place
Ther ys my cōfort as y chere conceyve
Whych may me me ^ whill y have tyme  space
☙For ahenes lord have ryse a gaynes me
And peple stronge my sely woule have sought
But for they purpose not to loke on the
Gramercy lord hir malyce greneth nought
Thi passion be emprnted n my thought
The chefe resort my fleschly foo to chase
On hit to be remēbred well y aught
Which may me mende whyll y have tyme  space
☙Be hold for soth þt god hath helpen me
And of my soule our lord ys up taker
Wher y was thrall lord than hast made me fre
Whom shall y thank bot the my god my maker
When y shall slepe my keꝑ and my waker
In everu peryll my confort and my grce
For of the synfull art thou not forsaker
That wyll a mende whil they have tyme  space
☙Turne evell thynges unto my mortall foon
And in thi treuth disꝑpyll hem and spylle
So that they be cōfounded everychone
That wolde me stere to dysobaye thi wyll
The dewe of love and drede on me distyll
That dedely synne ne do me not deface
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That y thi hestys fayle not to fulfyll
Whech may me mende whyl y have tyme  space
☙I shall do to the wylfull sacrifice
And knoulech to thu name for it is good
All oder worldly weele y wyll dispice
That floweth oft and ebbeth as the floode
Thy blessed body sacred flesh and blode
With all my hert beseche y ever of grce
Hit to receyve in clemes for my foode
Hit may me mende whill y have tyme  space
☙For fro all trouble than hast delyvered me
And on enmyes myn eue hath had despite
Wher fore y wyll ꝑseuer all day with the
In full entent that kyndenesse for to quite
And that y may ꝑforme thus my delite
Helpe me lord of mercye and full of grce
That never the fende me finde in oder plite
But ever to mende whill y have tyme  space
☙Joye to the fader full of grce  might
Whos hye powere all thyng may preserue
Joye to the sone that in a virgyn lyght
And for oure gylt upon a cros wold sterne
Joye to the holy gost that doth conserue
Oure clere conceyte by confort of his grace
O blessed trinite well owe we to reserue
Luynge to the whill we have tyme  space
☙That ys and was with owte begynȳg
Thre in oo substaunce hye god in cōmutable
With owte ende eternall enduryng
All myghty ryghtwys and mercyable
Gracious to all cōtriete and cōfortable
Both lord and leche to all lust have grace
Wyth oyle of mercy to mescheve medcynable
Hele all hurt of synne with tyme and space
Explicit
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For Pestilence
Her be gynnes a noble tretys made of gode fysycyan John the
Burdeux for medycyne a gaynes þe evyll of pestylence//And
hyt departyd in iiij partys//The fyrst tellys how a mōn shall
kepe hym in þe tyme of pestylence þt he be nott enfecte þr wych
The secund tellys how þe sekenys comes//The third tellys
what medycyn ys a gaynes þe evyll The furthe tellys how
he shall be keput in hyt// In þe fyfte þt says þe clerke þt
for þe faut of good kewlynge  dyetynge in metys  drynkes
men fallen on to þe seknys when pestylens raynes on countre
all maner excessys  outrage of mete  drynke/ne use no bathes
ne swete nott mykyll for thes apen þe pores of a mānes body 
makes þe venemus ayr to entyr  destroyes þe lyfle spyrytes
in a mān  enfebles þe body//And fle þen sovrenly hawntyage
of lechery for that both apens þe pores  febulce þe kynde þt þe venems ayr may entur in/and envemyn all þe spyryts of a mōn
Also use lytyll þt tyme any frute butt hyt be sour frute or newe
And ete lytyll or noƺt of garlyk/onyons or lekes or any such mets
for þay bryngen a mon in to unkendely hete.Als suffur no get
ly thust thurst but drynke mesurable in tyme þt yt reynes as
ye may sleke yor thurst in þe hete/But þen þe best drynke
Wer colde watyr menged wt vynrgur vynagur of tysane/for
þes manr of drynkes ar full ꝑfytabyll and namely to hom þt ar cole
ryke of cōplexyon conplexcion and þey are hattur  dryer  cōmyn
ly leyn of body//The secund part tellys how þe sekenes comys
and what ys þe cause þr of//In a man ar iii ꝑncypall menbrys
That ar þes þ hart/þe lyver/ þe brayns/And ychon of thes
has hys place wher he may putt owt hys superfluytes  clense hym
The hert has hys clensynge place unþr þe armes in þe armeholes
And þe clensynge of þe lyver ys be twyx þe ly thegh  þe body
And þe clensynge place of þe braynes uys unþr þe ere  unþr the
throt/þen þe sekenes comes thus/In þe fyrst part þe entres
ayr þt ys venems and as sone as yt mengeth wt a mānys blode þe
remys yt to þe hert þt ys rote  grownd of lyf and of kynd for to dystro
ye þe hert  sle þe mon/þe flesch þt ys kyndely a gayns hyt  cōtra
jus to hyt puttus þe mater þt yor venems fro hym to his clensyng
place/and for þe place ys stopped þct ys may not out/hyt passus
to þe prncypall ꝑt next yt þct ys þe lyver for to destrye yt/And yt
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Dose as þe hert puttys hyt to þe clensynge place of her/And for þt
ys speryd þt it may not out þr /hyt passus to þe thyrde prncypall
ꝑt/ þt ys þe brayn and he puttus yt to his clensynge place/and
yt may nott out þr  þr a longe tyme hyt ys mouand er yt rest in
any place .xiii. owres and more But þen at þe last wt inne xxiiij
owres yf yt passe not out be bledynge hyt fastnes in sū place 
kastus a mon in to þe agew and makes a boch in som of þe
thre clensynge places or ellys nygh hend The thred ꝑt telles of
help a gaynes this sekenes  in what tyme hyt may be holpen
If a mon feel any prykkynge or flekerynge of blode hyt ys a tokē
toward þs sekenes and þen þay shulde blede sone aftyr yf they
may by þe ferst our or wt inne vi owres aftyr/And yf a mon be
not letyn blode þt he noƺth ete ne drynke or he blede  tary noght
yf he may come þr to/lett hym nott pass xii owres for all that
tyme þe matter ys meuand for cause be fore sayde/And certaynly
bledynge in tyme of þe vaynes þt tellus aftyr shall helpe  do
hyt a way/butt ^yf hyt passe xxiiij owres er þu blede þe matter ys
gedered a hardenet  wyll nott passe outt yf yt be stryken in/
kenerdeles yf þu blede þen hyt shall nott harme bytt yt ys not
syker þt hyt may helpeTher for yf þe matter be gadered ynþer
owther arme hole yt comes fro þe hert and þen blede at þe
hert vayne þt ys calde þe cordyake and en more blede on þe
same syde þt þe sekenes ys up on/for ellys folowes ii harmes
on ys uys þu blede up on þt oþr syde þe gode blode  þe clene shall
be drawen out and þe evyl blode dwelle stylle/and þen þe body
ys feleler for þe fawte of þe good blode þt wolde have holpen þe
kynde/The secund harme ys more/for þe blode þt ys venemet
shall passe ovr twert by þe hert  venyme hyt  hast a mon
to hys endynge/And yf þe sekenes be betwene hys thogh 
hys body hyt comes of þe lyvr/And þen yf þe mater apere
in þe innersyde of hys legge be hys prme membur/blede ovr þe
fote on þe same syde on þe vayne þt ys be twyx þe thounyll tow
and þe next towe/for yf þe boch be ther and þu blede on þe arme
þe matter wyll drawe up a gayn to þe prncypall ꝑt hert or lyvr
And do harme þr to/Also yf þe boch be more owtward to þe syde
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and fro þe prvy place/blede þen on þe vayne be twyx þe ankle 
þe hele or on þe vayne þt ys unþr þe ancle þt ys calde sephena
or ellys be ventusynge on þe thogh wt a bust be syde þe boch
And butt yf þe mater a pere in þe clensynge place of þe hede
or of þe arines blede on þe hede vayne on þe same arme
þt liggs next a bofe þe body vayne or cordyall in þe bowƺht
of þe arme/or ellys blede on þe vayne þt ys on þe hond be
twene þe thombe and þe nexte fyngur or ellys be ventusyde be twyx þe shulurse wt bustus/for þe blode thus dra
wen outt  þe prncypall memburse clausyde þe herte shulde
be cōforted wt colde to tempre þe grete hete of þe herte
And aftyr yt were good to have waturse stylled of iiii.
maner erbys/Betony/Pympyrnell/Tormetyll/and
Schabyose þes ar gode for this sekenes/And in þr sekenes he
schulde be dyett mesurably for þe fevr agew evr more ys redy wt
thys sekenes/he shulde nott ^ete flesch grettly butt yf yt wer a lytyl
chykyn sethyn wt watr/or fresh watyr fysh or oþr small fysh
of fresh watr rostyd  etyn wt vynegur/Also yt ys good þt
tyme to ete potae pf almonds and tp drynke tysane or
ellys small ale/And yf a man þt ys seke covete gretly to
drynke wyne gyf hym þr fore vynegur menget wt watr butt
whyte wyne of þe kene ys mykyll betur þen þe rede to
use mesurably in þs sekenes for grett nede/Also ho so
wyll may yse poudyr þt ys goode to kepe hym fro all ve
myn venū/and yt ys made of þes þynges or of iiij
of þem þt may best be gotyn/of betony/pymꝑnell/tormē
tyll/bole Armanyke and trāsigylate/þes two last þt ar stur
ge to gete spycerce han to selle  þe oþr ben erbes and echon
of þes forsayde be hem self brayde  dronken wt wyne or ale
yf a mon be ve unbeneucet wyll dryve out þe vomit be
þe same place wher yt entred fyrst in to a man/And þr for who
so drede hym for þs sekenes kepe hym fro þe thynges nēuyd in
þe fyrst ꝑt/And who so þr in do be tyme x as þt oþr þ teches 
rewle hym  rewle hym aftr þe techyng of þe tretys  þorgh
þe grce of god he shall be holpen of þs sekenes  be warysh
for þr ys no sekenes bot hyt may be helpen be kynde
Explicit
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For þe bettr abyde
☙I see a ryban ryche and newe
Wyth stones and perles ryallty pyght
Regalles rubies saffyres blewe
The grownde was all of brent gold bryght
☙With dyamandes full derely dyght
Ryche saladyneƺ sette on every syde
Ther on was wrytten a reson full ryght
And all was for the better a byde
☙Uppon that reson I studyed þt tyde
And ther to toke I good entent
How kynde wytte setteth sorow be syde
Wyth eche a mon ther he ys lent
☙Good suffraunce ys full syldene schent
When weyle and woo a way schū glyde
Hasty men often tymes harmes hent
When they were better to a byde
☙I have harde sungen wt a harpe
That haste men sholde wante no woo
They kon notte schylde hem fro showres scharp
Nayther ken her freende from her fye foo
☙Sum men seys þt hyt ys soo
Who so kon suffer heyle and hyde
May have hys wyll ofte tyme y doo
And he wyll for the better a byde
☙He that wyll not drede no schame
Ys putte owte of mone  oneste place
Lette never thy tonge defowele thy name
But be kynde and trewe in evry case
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☙And pry to god to gyffe the grace
In londe wher sere thow goo or ryde
All wyked wordes a way to chase
And evr mre for the better a byde
☙And thy luffe be yn a place
Have hyt in mynde  holde þe stylle
A foles bolt us sone schote in cace
Whoo speketh mykyll sū he most spylle
☙Lette never ^þy luffe be on an hylle
Rer thy councell at þe crosse be cryde
Lette but fewe men wytte þy wylle
And ever more for þe better a byde
☙For the best þu holde the stylle
And for þe better þy spech þu spende
Though þu have not to day þy wylle
Thy wyll to mrowe god may þe sende
☙Gruche not a gayn hym y dedefende
Fr poverte of sekenes in any tyde
Godde wyll see tyme and hyt a mende
And ever more to þe better a byde
☙I have wyste me in pryson be caste
And lyve ther in sex yere ar seven
And ƺyt be helpen owte at þe laste
For ofte men mete at yn sette steven
☙Wyth freend  foo god makes even
That for us suffered woundes wyde
And brynge ys to þe blysse of heven
For the better ther ever to a byde
Explicit
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☙The grte god full of grce/of whom all goodnesse grew  gan
And all þt lestneth me a space/god shylde hem fro þe fend sathan
A lytul word ī myn hert ran/to synge y woll ƺyf ƺou lyste
To gete love of god  man/And alway fond to say þe beste☙
☙Speke noon evil ī no place/bote welde þy tonge  kepe þy frend
And lete no wykked word out passe/for yt ys an eggemēt of þe fynd
Ʒyf þu be wt on fore a teued/ knowest hȳ a wykked geste
Than be þy self curtays  hende/ alwey fond to say þe beste☙
☙For any angr or any hate/oþr eny envy be on þe sette
An ylle worde may sone make ba??/lat not þy wyll passe þy wyt
An ylle worde full sore may syt/ longe y sowƺth  ī herte faste
Of þe worste wometh nevr plyt/ þr fore fonde to say þe best☙
☙For Crsts love þt bowƺth us dere/lett not þy tonge have all hs wyll
What art þu þe bett or þe neer/wt wykked word þy neyƺbor to spyll
Ʒyf man or wōmon come þe tyll/ freyneth evell by any gest
For Crsts love hold þe styll/ alwey fonde to sey þe best☙
☙In cōpanye ƺyf þt þu be/þr men speke vylanye
Er þu be tempted ƺet torne þe/ þan þu does a gret gentrie
A badde tale ys rybawdrie/ht geteh noworshyp by est ny weste
For godd I love do corteslye/ allwey fonde to say þe best☙
☙Ho þt wolde be þenke hȳ self a ryƺth/A good word how good ht ys
I dorste well spere be þs lyƺth/ þt he wolde mevr saye a mys
For a good word may get blys/ do þe to leve in ese  rest
For Crsts love take tent to dys/And alwye fonde to sey þe best☙
☙Loke þt þu no mon defame/wt wykked wyll so have þu blys
For hoso hath a wykked name/half honged for soth men sayth heys
Thow mayst not arake a mēds hys/wt all þe tresor in þy chest
For Crsts love þu þenke on þys/ allwey fond to say þe best☙
☙By helde þt dede to dere a stre/oon to do an oþr fame
Hadde as leef þu wost hym sle/for þs ye holde an endeles blame
Þu mayst not bryng a gayn hs name/þorow wykked words þt þu seyst
For marie love Crsts owene dame/alwey fond to say þe best☙
☙In halle or chamber þr þu goo/what so evr þt þu here or see
All way kepe þy tonge in clos/Ʒyf any man aske awƺth of þe
Ʒyf ony sawtes of foly be/lat not þy tonge a mys be wrast
Bote for hs love þt dyed on tre/Alwey fond to sey þe best
☙For godds love þhenk on þs song/mon  wōman fayr of face
And take þs in ƺor hert a mong/wher evr ƺe go  in what place
Jħu ƺou kepe in every case/In heven ƺou make a nobylnesse
For godds love so full of grce/Alwey fonde to say þe best☙
Explicit
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☙Þonke god of all☙
☙By a wey wandrȳg as y went//well sore I sorowede for sykȳg sad
Of harde happs þt I hadde hent//mornȳg me made almost mad
Tyll a lettre all on me lad// þt well was wrytyn on a wall
A blysfull word þt on I rad// þt alwey seyde þonke god of all
☙And ƺyt I rad fordrmore//full good entent I toke þr tyll
Cryst may well ƺor state restore//nowƺt ys to stryve agayne hs wyll
He may us spare  also spylle//þenk ryƺth well we ben hs þrall
That sorow we soffre lowde or styll//alwey þonk god of all
☙Þey þu be hope blynd  lame//or ony sekenesse be on þe sette
Þu þenke ryƺt well ht ys no shame//þe grce of god ht hath þe gret
In sorow or care þowƺ ƺe be knyt// worlds wele be fro þe fall
I kan not say þu myst do bet//bot alwey þonk god of all
☙Þey þu welde þs worlds good// ryally lede þy lyf in reste
Well I shape of bon  blode//noon þe lyke by est ny west
Þenk god þe sent as hȳ lest//rychesse torneþ as a ball
In all maner ht ys þe best//alwey to þonke god all all
Ʒyf þy good begȳnyth to passe// þu wexe apore mon
Take good cōfort  bere good face// þenk on hȳ þt al good wan
Crist hȳ self for soþe by gan//he may rene boþe bowr  hall
Ne bettr cōseyl I ne kan//bote alwey þonke god of all
☙Þenk on Job þt was so ryche//he wax pre fro day to day
Hs bestys dyedē in yche dyche//hs katell wanshed all a way
He was put in pre a ray//noþr in ꝑrpur noþr in pall
But ī sȳpul wede as clerkes say// alwey he þonked god of all
☙For crsts love so do wee//he may boþe ƺeve  take
In what myschef þt we in be//He ys myƺty y nowƺ our sorow to slake
Full good amdendes he woll us make// we to hȳ crye or calle
What gref or woo þt do þe þralle//ƺyt alwey þonk god of all
☙Þey þt be in pryson cast//or any destresse men do þe bede
For crysts love ƺyt be stedfast// evr have mynde on þy crede
Þenk he fayleth us nevr at nede//þe dereworth duke þt deme us shall
When þt art sory þerof take hede//And alwey þonke god of all
☙Þey þy frends fro þe fayle// deth by rene hem her lyf
Why sholdest þu þāne wepe or wayle//ht ys nowƺt a gayn god to stryve
Hym self maked boþe man  wyf//to hs blysse he brynge us all
Now evr þu pole or pryse//alwey þonk god of all
☙What dyvers sonde þt god þe sende//her or in any oþr place
Take hy wt good ētente//þe sōner god woll sende hs grce
Þowƺ þy body be browƺt full bas//lat not þy hert a down falle
But þenk þt god ys þr he was//and alwey þonk god of all
☙Þey þy neyƺbor have worlde at wylle// þu farest not so well as he
Be not so madde to þynke hȳ ylle//for hs whelthe ēvys to be
Þe kyng of heven hȳ sylf can se//hoo takes hs sonde grt or small
Thus uche man ī hs degre//I rede þonke god of all
☙For crsts love be not so wylde//bot rewle þe by resoū wt ī  wt owte
And take ī good herte  mynde//þe sonde þt god sent all a bowte
Þan dar I say wt owtȳ dowte// þt ī heven ys made þy stall
Ryche  pore þt lowe wyll lowte//Alwey þonk god of all☙
☙Explicit☙
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☙Make Amends☙
☙By a wylde wodes syde//As I walked my self a lone
A blysse of bryddes me bad a byde//For cause þer song mo þen on
Among þs bryddes evych on//Full get hede y gan take
How he gon syng wt rewfull mone//Mon y rede þe amendes make
☙Make amends trewly//Þan song þt bryd wt federes gray
In myn herte full woo was y//whan make a mendes he gan to say
I stode  studyeded all þt day//þs word made me all nyƺth to wake
Þan fond I by good schyle in fay//why he seyde a mendes make
☙Þe furst schyle þt y gan fynde//As ht semed ī my wytte
Oo þynk þer ys þt cometh of kynde//Þt evry man shall have a pytte
When top  to of þe ys knytte//Þo world s wele fro þe ys shake
A vyse þe well er þu be dutt// fond ar þu go amendes to make
☙Þe secunde schyle ys þt þu shall dye//Bote ƺyt what tyme þu woste nevr
For ƺyf þu wystest sykerly//Þu woldest fle þy deth for fere
Þy last bowr shall be a bere//Ʒyf t þy frendes mowe þe take
Owt take þy pytte as I saydeere// þerfor fond a mendes make
☙Þe trydde schyle shall do þe wo//Ʒyf þu þenke þr on y wys
For whan þy lyf shall þe fro//Þu ny woste wheþr to bale or blys
I fynde no clerke can tell me þys//Þrfor my wo by gȳnyth to wake
Whan þu þenkest to do a mys//I rede þe amendes make
☙Þey þu be a kyng  croune bere// all þs worlde stond at þy wylle
Þu shall be pore as þu wer er//Þs mayst þu knowe be ꝑpur schyle
Owt take a shete þe wt to helle//To kever in þe fro shames sake
Repente þe mon þu hast do ylle// fonde to a mendes make
☙When þu art fryke  ī þy flowres//Þu werest purpr ꝑreye or palle
In churche at matyns ny at owrus//Þu kepest not come wt īne þe wall
For þer þy savor ys full small//Þs wyldernesse þe gan a wake
Bote ī on day þu shall lese all//Þerfor fonde amendes to make
☙A sample we mowe se al day//Þt god sent amongs us all
To day þawƺ þu be stowt  gay//A morow þu lyyst by þe walle
Mercy þen to crye or calle//Ht ys to late þy leve ys take
Therfor þu mon ar þt þu falle//I rede þe amendes make
☙ Ʒyf þu have don a dedly sȳne//Wher þorow þy sowle may be shent
All þe ƺer þu wylt lye þer inne// ƺorne þr on tyll ht be lent
Þen a frere wollt þu hent// for shame þy parysh prest for sake
Of suche dedes verrement//I rede þe amendes make
☙I rede þe mon bere þe evene//Wheþr þu be lord seriaūt or mayre
For ofte men metē at unset steven//Coveyte þu no pore mon to payr
Þs worlde ys but a chyrye feyre//Whā ƺe be heyet ƺe mowe a slake
To day þu art lord to morow þen eyr// þr for fond amendes make
☙Þey þu be rycher mon þen he//Whyll þu lyvest her on erþe
God made hȳ as well as þe//And bowƺt alle ylyche dere
Þey he be not þy worlds pere//Do hȳ no wrong for sȳns sake
To nowƺt shall trne þy prowde chere// þrfor fond a mendes make
☙God þt was of Mary bore// deth suffred on rode tre
Lette us nevr byfor lore//Jħu ƺyf þy wyll be
Comely quene þt art so fre//Pry þy sone for our sake
In heven a syƺth of ƺou to se// her to amendes make Amen
☙Explicit☙
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Icrye god mercy an oure lady seynt marye.And all þe holy companye
of heven/of all þt our I have have synned  trespased fro þat tyme þat y was bore
in to þt oure  in speciall fro þe tyme þt y was last cōfeste in to þs oure 
y ƺelde megyltye þt I have broken þe .x. cōmaundementys/ sȳned in
þe .vij.dedly synnes/find I have ot fulfylled þe .vij. werkes of mercy
And y have mysended my .v. wyttes/And astonchyng to þe .x. cōaun
dementys y have not loved my lord god our all thynge as y shoude do/but
ofte tymes y have putte wordely love  worlely drede be fore þe love and
þe drede of god/Also y have take hys name in ydelnes  swore many ydell
othes//Also y have not kepte myn halyday as me owyde to have don
but on þe halyday y have tendyde to plays  to dysportyd  vanytes
of þe worlde rather þt day þan eny oþr day  made me fayr  prowde
 gay in þt y cowde or myƺte to be semely  fayr in syght of þe pepull
 not to þe plesauns of god/Also y have not worshyped my goostly
fader nor obeyed hys cōmaundement nor hs counsell as me owed to
have dōn by de lawe of god/And also I have not worshyped my bodyly fadr
 modr as me owed to don in all þyng aftyr þe cōmaundement of god
but many tymes y have dysplesed hem sore.Also I have not loved
myn enym crysten gostely ne bodyly as I shulde do be verry way of che
ryte/but ofte tymes I have ben greved unresonabyly passyng þe
bondes of charyte// þough I have sleyn no man wt my hondys I know
lege þt I have wt my tonge tellyng evyll talys oþr whyle trewe  oþr
whyle false oþr wyse þen I wolde þey shulde have tolde be me/And
ofte tymes y have plesed to here evyll tales/ have not chasty
ƺed nor calenged tale telleres as me owed to have don/Also
I have trespased in beryng false wyttenesse oþr wyse þen me owed
for to hgave don. Also I have synned in lechery both in thoght
and speche bodyly  gastely/Also I have convetyde my neyƺorours
godes wrongfully/And in all þe poyntes  braunches of þe .x.
cōmaundementes I ƺelde me gylty generaly and crye almyƺ
ty god mercy/Also I have synned in þe .vij. dedely synnes in
pryde both in herte  in clothyng/in bewte. in spekynge/
 in cowntenaunce/prowde of kynne. of godes. of vertues þt
god hath lent me and not þonkyng god of hem as I shulde
have don/Also I have synned in wrathe and envye beynge
wroth lyƺtely  wt lytyll cause. or wt no cause havynge envye
to myn even crysten þat þey were better then y or as gode
as y//Also I have synned in slowthe/I have be slowe to serve
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god and hys dere modyr/not herynge arttens.arasse.and other
servyse of hem devoutely as I sholde have don/I have be slowe
in pryng wt lytyll devocyon or non/thenkyng longe of þe ser
vyse of god of prayer and devocyon in ytell whyle//And not
thenkyng longe of moche tyme in vanyte and ydulnesse/Also
yn covetyse/I have covetyde wordely godes and worldely wor
schypes not to þe plesauns  to þe reverēce of god but to veyū
glorye//Also in glotenye in etyng wt owten hongr and dryn
kyng wt out thryste many a tyme when y hadde no nede þr to/Also
in lecherye in all þe payntes  braunches þt god knowyth me gylty
yn. In worde thouƺht or dede ryƺth so gylty y ƺelde me to god and
aske hym hyƺly mercy and grace//Also I have not fulfylled þe
vij. werkes of mercy noþr bodyly ne gostely/not fedyng the
hongry/not vysette hem þt were in pryson/noƺth conforted
þe seke/not clothed þe named/nor beryed þe dede as a crysten
creature shulde do/Also I have myspended my .v. wyttes
wuth myn eyen seen/wt erys herd/wt nose smelled/wyth mow
the tasted and spoken/wyth handes handeled/wt fete gone/
wyth herte thowƺth and wt all my body mysse wrought/In
þese synnes be fore sayde and in all þe braunches of hend
I ƺelde me gyltye þt I have grevesly offended god/fro þe begȳ
nyng of my lyf in to þs tyme no day nor oure suffycently
lyved to þe plesauns of god as a crysten creature oweth to have
lyved//but grevously have offended my god/in thynkynge/in
spekyng/and moste grevously in worchynge/so þt þe grevous
nesse  þe nowmber of my sȳn passeth my power  my kon
nȳge to shewe in specyall/wherfor I ƺelde me gyltye in
genrall wt fre herte  good wyll as ƺyf my dysression wer suffy
cyent to shewe me gyltye in specyall//Besychyng Almyƺty
god fadyr of mercy þt he woll vowthsaf to sette hs immerable mercy
a ƺens myne immerable offens/And þt blessed lady þt bare cryst Jħu
 all þe holy company of heven to pry for me at þs tyme/And þe
goostly fadyr of helthfull henaunce yn remyssyon of my synn
es  salvacyon of my soule. I woo þr
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Jhesu for þy blod þt þu bleddest
In þe fyrst tyme þt þu shoddest
Clense me out of lecherye
And of alle oþr maner folye
Jħu for þe drepus swete
That þu swettest on olynete
Out of wrathe clanse my lyf
Have mrcy on me synfull caytyf
Jħu þy paynes wer full stronge
When þe scourges smert  longe
To þe Jħu mercy I crye
Clense me out of gotenye
Jħu for þe þornē crowne
That made þe blod to rēne adowne
Lette nevr pryde my sowle drecche
Have mercy on me synfull wreche
Jħu ryth well I unþr stonde
Thow bleddes blod at þyn honde
Clense me out of covetyse
And gyf me grce for to ryse
Jħu þu bleddest more blod
At þy feet upon þe rod
Thou lat me nevr in slowth stynke
But ƺyf me grce for to swynke
Jħu blessed be þy bones
Blod  water kan at ones
Out of envye clanse þu me
And grant me to lyve in charyte
☙Amen☙

In þ menbyr pryve
And have mercy on me
For drede of þy deth
Jħu of Nazareth
Made þy body to bledeT
And helpe me at my nede
A bowte þy fayr face
Jħu full of grce
Whan þe to þe rode wer nayled
Of sȳne whan I am sayled
Whēn þey wer pyrled wt nayles
Þo werkes þt þed vayles
Out of þy prescyous herte
Lord of þy wondes five
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☙Emare☙

Jħu þt ys kyng in trone
As þu shoope bothe sōne  mone
And all þt shalle dele  dyghte
Now lene us grce such dedus to done
In þy blys þt we may wone
Men calle ht heven lyghte
And þy modr Mary hevyn qwene
Bere our arūde so bytwene
That semely ys of syght
To þy sone þt ys so fre
In heven wt hȳ þt we may be
That lord ys most of myght
☙Menstrelles þt walken fer  wyde
Her  þer in evry a syde
In mony a dyverse londe
Sholde at her bygȳnyng
Speke of þt ryghtwes kyng
That made both see  sonde
Who so wyll a stoūde dwelle
Of mykyll myrght y may ƺou telle
And mornyng þer a monge
Of a lady fayr  fre
Her name was called Emare
As I here synge in songe
☙Her fadyr was an emꝑour
Of castell  of ryche towre
Syr Artyus was hys nome
He hadde boþe hallys  bowrys
Frythes fayr forestes wt flowrys
So gret a lord was none
Weddedde he had a lady
That was both fayr  semely
Whyte as whales bone
Dame Erayne hette þt emꝑes
She was full of love  goodnesse
So curtays lady was none
☙Syr Artyus was the best māne
In þe worlde þt lyvede þāne
Both hardy and þrto wyght
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He was curtays in all þyng
Bothe to olde  to ƺynge
And well kowth dele  dyght
He hadde but on chyld in hs lyve
Begeten on hs weddedde wyfe
And þt was fayr and bryght
For soþe as y may telle þe
They called þt chyld Emare
That semely was of syght
☙When she was of her modr born
She was þe fayrest creature borne
That yn þe lond was þoo
The emꝑes þt fayr ladye
Fro her lord gan she dye
Or hyt kowþe speke or goo
The chyld þt was fayr  gent
To a lady was hyt sente
That men kalled Abro
She thawghth ht curtesye  thewe
Golde  sylke for to sewe
Amonge maydenes moo
☙Abro tawghte þys mayden small
Nortr þt men useden in sale
Whyle she was in her bowre
She was curtays in all thynge
Bothe to olde  to ƺynge
And whyte as lylye flowre
Of her hondes she was slye
All he loved þt her sye
Wyth menske  mychyl honor
At þe mayden leve we
And at þe lady fayr  fre
And speke we of þe Emꝑor
☙The Emꝑor of gentyll blode
Was a curteys lorde  a gode
In all maner of thynge
Aftur when hs wyf was dede
And ledde hs lyf yn weddewede
And myche loved playnge
Sone aftr yn a whyle
The ryche Kynge of Cesyle
To the Emꝑor gan wende
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A ryche prsent wyth hym he browght
A cloth þt was wordylye wroght
He wellcomed hym as þe hende
☙Syr Tergaunte þt nobyll knyƺt hyƺte
He prsented þe emꝑor ryght
And sette hym on hys kne
Wyth þt cloth rychyly dyght
Full of stones þr hyt was pyght
As thykke as ht myght be
Off topaze and rubyes
And oþr stones of myche prys
That semely wer to se
Of crapowtes  nakette
As thykke ar þey sette
For sothe as y say þe
☙The cloth was dysplayed sone
The emꝑor lokede þrupone
And myght hyt not se
For glysteryng of þe ryche ston
Redy syght had he non
And sayde how may þys be
The emꝑor sayde on hygh
Sertes þys ys a fayry
Or ellys a vanyte
The kyng of Cysyle answered þan
So ryche a jwell ys þer non
In all Crystyante
☙The Emerayle dowghter of heþēnes
Made þs cloth wt outen lees
And wrowƺte ht all wt prde
And prtreyed hyt wt gret honour
Wyth ryche golde and asowr
And stones on ylke a syde
And as þe story telles in honde
The stones þt yn þs cloth stonde
Sowghte they wer full wyde
Seven wȳter ht was yn makynge
Or ht was browght to endynge
In herte ys not to hyde

In þt on korner made was
Ydoyne and Amadas
Wt love þt was so trewe
For þey loveden hem wt honor
Portrayed þey wer wt treweloveflor
Of stones bryght of hewe
Wyth carbunkull  safere
Kassydonys  onyx so clere
Sette in golde newe
Deamondes and rubyes
And oþr stones of mychyll pryse
And menstrellys wt her gle
☙In that oþr corner was dyght
Trystram  Isowde so bryƺt
That semely wer to se
And for þey loved hem ryght
As full of stones ar þey dyght
As thykke as þey may be
Of topase and of rubyes
And oþr stones of myche pryse
That semely wer to se
Wyth crapawtes  nakette
Thykke of stones ar þey sette
For sothe as y say þe
☙In the thyrdde korner wt get honor
Was Florys  Dam Blawncheflor
As love was hem betwene
For þey loved wyth honour
Purtrayed they wer wt treweloveflor
Wt stones bryght  shene
Ther wer knyƺtus  senatowres
Emerawdes of gret vertues
To wyte wt outen wene
Deamoundes and koralle
Perydotes and Crystall
And gode garnettes by twene
☙In the fowrthe korner was oon
Of babylone the sowdan sōne
The Amerayles dowƺtyr hȳ by
For hs sake þe cloth was wrowght
She loved hym ī hert  thowght
As testymoyeth þys storye
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The fayr mayden her by forn
Was portryed an unykorn
Wt hys horn so hye
Flowres  bryddes on ylke a syde
Wt stones þt wer sowght wyde
Stuffed wyth ymagerye
☙When þe cloth to ende was wrowght
To þe sowdan sone ht was browƺt
That semely was of syƺte
My fadyr was a nobyll man
Of þe sowdan he ht wan
Wyth maystrye  wt myƺth
For get love he ƺaf hyt me
I brynge ht þe in specyalte
Thys cloth ys rychely dyght
He ƺaf ht þe emꝑour
He receyved ht wt gret honor
And þonkede hym fayr  ryght
☙The kyng of Cesyle dwelled þer
As long as hs wyll wer
Wt þe emꝑor for to play
And when he wolde wende
He toke hs leve at þe hende
And wente forth on hys way
Now remeveth þs nobyll kyng
The emꝑor aftr hs dowƺtr hadde longȳg
To speke wt þt may
Messengeres forth he sent
Aftyr þe mayde fayr  gent
That was bryƺt as someres day
☙Messengeres dyƺte hem ī hye
Wt myche myrthe  melodye
Forth gon þey fare
Both by stretes  by stye
Aftr þt fayr lady
Was godely unþr gare
Her norysse þt hyƺte Abro
Wt her she goth forth also
And wer sette in a chare
To þe emꝑor gan þe go
He come aƺeyn hem a myle or two
A fayr metyng was there

☙The mayden whyte as lylye flor
Lyƺte aƺeyn her fadyr þe emꝑor
Two knyƺtes gan her lede
Her fadyr þt was of gret renowne
That of golde wered þe crowne
Lyƺte of hys stede
When þey wer bothe on her fete
He klypped her  kyssed her swete
And bothe on fote þey ƺede
They wer glad  made good chere
To þe palys þey ƺede in fere
In romans as we rede
☙Then þe lordes þt wer grete
They wesh  seten don to mete
And folk hem served swyde
The mayden þt was of sembelāt swete
By fore her owene fadur sete
The fayrest wōmon on lyfe
That all hs hert  all hs þowƺth
Her to love was yn browght
He by helde her ofte syþe
So he was anamored hs þowƺtr tyll
Wt her he þowƺth to worche hs wyll
And wedde her to hys wyfe
☙And when þe metewhyle was dōn
In to hys chambur he wente sōn
And called hs counseyle nere
He bad þey shulde sone go  come
And gete leve of þe pope of rome
To wedde þt mayden clere
Messengeres forth þey wente
They durste not breke hys cōmandement
And erles wt hem yn fere
They wente to þe courte of rome
And browƺte þe popus bullus sone
To wedde hys dowƺter dere
☙Þen was þe emꝑor gladde  blyþe
And lette shape a robe swyþe
Of þt cloth of golde
And when hyt was don her upon
She semed non erþely wōmon
That marked was of molde
Then seyde the emꝑor so fre
Dowƺtyr y woll wedde þe
Thow art so fresh to beholde
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Then sayde þt wordy unþr wede
Nay syr God of heven ht forbede
Þt ever do so we shulde
☙Ʒyf ht so betydde þt ƺe me wedde
And we shulde play togedr in bedde
Bothe we were forlorne
The worde shulde sprynge fer  wyde
In all þe worlde on evry syde
The worde shulde be borne
Ʒe ben a lorde of gret pryce
Lorde lette nevr such sorow aryce
Take god ƺou beforne
That my fadr shulde wedde me
God forbede þt I hyt so se
That wered þe crowne of þorne
☙The emꝑor was ryght wrothe
And swore many a gret othe
That deed shulde she be
He lette make a nobull boot
And dede her þr yn god wote
In þe robe of nobull ble
She moste have wt her no spendyng
Noþr mete ne drynke
But shate her ynto þe se
Now þe lady dwelled þore
Wythowte anker or ore
And þt was gret pyte
☙Ther come a wynd y unþr stonde
And blewe þe boot fro þe londe
Of her þey lost the syght
The emꝑor hym beþowght
That he hadde all myswrowht
And was a sory knyƺte
And as he stode yn studyynge
He fell down in sowenynge
To þe erthe was he dyght
Grete lordes stode þr by
And toke yn þe emꝑor hastyly
And cōforted hym fayr  ryght
☙When he of sownyng kovred was
Sore he wepte  sayde alas
For my dowhter dere

Alas þt y was made man
Wrecched kaytyf þt I ht am
The teres ronne by hs lere
I wrowght aƺeyn goddes lay
To her þt was so trewe of fay
Alas why ner she here
The teres lasshed out of hs yƺen
The grete lordes þt ht syƺen
Wepte  made yll chere
☙Ther was noþr olde ny ƺynge
That kowþe stynte of wepynge
For þt comely unþr kelle
Into shypys faste gan þey þrynge
Forto seke þt mayden ƺynge
Þt was so fayr of flesh  fell
They her sowƺt ovr all yn þe see
And myƺte not fynde þt lady fre
Aƺeyn þey come full snell
At þe emꝑor ^ leve we
^now
And of þe lady yn þe see
I shall begȳne to tell
☙The lady fleted forþ alone
To god of heven she made her mone
And to hys modyr also
She was dryven wt wynde  rayn
Wt stronge stormes her a gayn
Of þe watr so blo
As y have herd menstrelles syḡ yn sawe
Hows ny lond myƺth she non knowe
Aferd she was to go
She was so dryven fro wawe to wawe
She hyd her hede  lay full lowe
For watyr she was full woo
☙Now thys lady dwelled þore
A good seven nyƺth  more
As ht was goddys wylle
Wt carefull herte  sykyng sore
Such sorow was here ƺarked ƺore
And ever lay she styll
She was dryven ynto a lond
That hyght Galys y unþrstond
Thorow the grce of goddes sond
That all þyng may fulfylle
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She was on þe see so harde bestadde
For hungr  thurste almost madde
Woo worth weders yll
☙She was dryven into a lond
That hyƺth Galys y unþr stond
That was a fayr countre
Þe kyngus steward dwelled þr by syde
In a kastell of mykyll pryde
Syr Kadore hyght he
Evry day wolde he go
And take wt hȳ a sqwyer or two
And play hym by þe see
On a tyme he toke þe eyr
Wt two knyƺts gode  fayr
The wedur was lythe of le
☙A boot he fond by þe brym
And a glysteryng þyng þr yn
Therof þey hadde ferly
They went forth on þe sond
To the boot y unþr stond
And fond þr yn þt lady
She hadde so longe meteles be
That hym þwht gret dele to se
She was yn poyn to dye
They askede her what was her name
She chaunged ht þer anone
And sayde she hette Egare
☙Syr Kadore hadde gret pyte
He toke up the lady of þe see
And hom gan her lede
She hadde so longe meteles be
She was wax lene as a tre
That worthy unþr wede
Into hys castell when she came
Into a chawmbyr they her nām
And fayr þey gan her fede
Wyth all delycyus mete  drynke
That þey myghth hem on þynke
That was yn all þt stede
☙When þt lady fayr of face
Wt mete  drynke kevered was
And had color a gayne

She tawƺte hem to sewe  marke
All maner of sylkyn werke
Of her þey wer full fayne
She was curteys yn all þyng
Bothe to olde  to ƺynge
I say ƺow for certeyne
She kowƺþe werke all maner þyng
That fell to emꝑor or to kyng
Erle barown or swayne
☙Syr Kadore lette make a feste
That was fayr  honeste
Wyth hys lorde þe kynge
Ther was myche menstralse
Trommpus tabours  sawtre
Bothe harpe  fydyllyng
The lady þt was gentyll  small
In kurtull alone served yn hall
By fore þt nobull kyng
Þe cloth upon her shone so bryƺth
When she was þr yn ydyƺth
She semed non erthly þyng
☙The kyng loked her upon
So fayr a lady he syƺ nevr non
Hs herte she hadde yn wolde
He was so anamered of that syƺth
Of þe mete non he myƺth
But faste gan her beholde
She was so fayr and gent
The kynges love on her was lent
In tale as hyt ys tolde
And when the metewhyle was dōn
Into the chambur he wente son
And called hs barouns bolde
☙Fyrst he called Syr Kadore
And othur knyƺtes þt þer wore
^Hastely come hym tyll^
Dukes  erles wyse of lore
Hastely come þe kyng before
And askede what was hs wyll
Then spakke þe ryche yn ray
To Syr Kadore gan he say
Wordes fayr  stylle
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Syr whēns ys þt lovely may
That yn þe halle served þs day
Tell my ƺyf hyt be þy wyll
☙Then sayde syr Kadore y unþr stonde
Hyt ys an erles þowƺtr of ferre londe
That semely ys to sene
I sente aftr her certeynlye
To teche my chylderen curtesye
In chambur wyth hem to bene
She ys þe kōnyngest wōmon
I trowe þt be yn Crystendom
Of werke þt y have sene
Then sayde þt ryche raye
I wyll have þt fayr may
And wedde her to my quene
☙The nobull kyng verament
Aftyr hs modyr he sent
To wyte what she wolde say
They browƺt forth hastely
That fayr mayde Egarye
She was bryƺth as someres day
The cloth on her shon so bryght
Whēn she was þr yn dyght
And herself a gentell may
The olde qwene sayde anon
I sawe never wōmon
Halvendell so gay
☙The olde qwene spakke words unhende
And sayde sone þys ys a fende
In þs wordy wede
As þu lovest my blessynge
Make þu nevr þs weddynge
Cryst ht de for bede
Then spakke þe ryche ray
Modyr y wyll have þs may
And forth gan her lede
The olde qwene for certayne
Turnede wt ire hom agayne
And wolde not be at þt dede
☙The kyng wedded þt lady bryght
Grete prvyance þr was dyƺth
In þt semely sale
Grete lordes wer served aryght
Duke erle baron  knyƺth
Both of gete and smale
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Myche folke forsoþe þr was
And þr to an huge prese
As ht ys tolde yn tale
Ther was all maner þyng
That fell to a kȳgs weddyng
And mony a ryche menstralle
☙When þe mangery was done
Grete lordes departed sone
That semely were to se
The kynge belafte wt þe qwene
Moch love was hem betwene
And also game  gle
She was curteys and swete
Such a lady herde y nevr of ƺete
They loved both wt herte fre
The lady þt was both meke  mylde
Conceyved  wente wt chylde
As god wolde ht sholde be
☙The kyng of France yn þt tyme
Was be sette wt many a sareƺyne
And cūbered all in tene
And sente aftr þe kyng of Galys
And oþr lordys of myche prys
That semely were to sene
The kyng of Galys in þt tyde
Gedered men on evry syde
In armor bryght and shene
Then sayde þe kyng to Syr Kadore
And oþr lordes þt ther wore
Take good hede to my qwene
☙The kyng of fraunce spared none
But sent for hem evrychone
Both kyng knyƺth  clerke
The steward bylaft at home
To kepe þe qwene whyte as fome
He come not at þt werke
She wēte wt chylde yn place
As longe as godds wyll was
That semely unþr serke
Thyll þr was of her body
A fayr chyld borne  a godele
Hadde a dowbyll kyngs marke 4
☙They ht crystened wt grte honor
And called hym Segramor
Frely was þt fode
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Then þe steward Syr Kadore
A nobull lettr made he thore
And wrowƺte ht all wt gode
He wrowƺte ht yn hyƺynge
And sente ht to hys lorde þe kynge
That gentyll was of blode
The messenger forth gan wende
And wt þe kyngs modr gan lende
And ynto þe castell he ƺode
☙He was resseyved rychely
And she hym askede hastyly
How þe qwene hadde spedde
Madame þr ys of her yborne
A fayr man chylde y tell ƺou beforne
And she lyth in her bedde
She ƺaf hym for þt tydynge
A robe  fowrty shylynge
And rychely hym cladde
She made hȳ dronkē of ale  wyne
And when she sawe þt ht was tyme
Tho chambur she wolde hym lede
☙And when she was on slepe browƺt
The qwene þt was of wykked thowƺt
Tho chambur gan she wende
Hys letter she toke hym fro
In a fyre she brente ht do
Of werkes she was unhende
Ano þr lettr she made wt evyll
And sayde þe qwene had born a devyll
Durste no mon come her hende
Thre heddes hadde he there
A lyon. a dragon  a beere
A fowll feltred fende
☙On þe morn when ht was day
The messenger wente on hs way
Bothe by stye  strete
In trwe story as y say
Tyll he come þer as þe kynge laye
And speke words swete
He toke þe kyng þe lettr yn honde
And he ht redde y unþr stonde
The teres downe gan he lete

And as he stode yn redyng
Downe he fell yn sowenyng
For sorow hs herte gan blede
☙Grete lordes þt stode hym by
Toke up þe kyng hastely
In herte he was full woo
Sore he grette  sayde Alas
That y evr man born was
That ht evr so shullde be
Alas þt y was made a kynge
And sygh wedded þe fayrest þyng
That on erþe myght go
That evr Jħu hȳ self wolde sende
Such a fowle lothly fende
To come by twene us too
☙When he sawe ht myƺt no bettr be
Anoþr lettr þen made he
And seled ht wt hs sele
He cōmanded yn all þynge
To kepe well þat lady ƺynge
Tyll she hadde her hele
Bothe gode men  ylle
To serve her at her wylle
Bothe yn wo and wele
He toke þs lettr of hs honde
And rode þorow þe same londe
By þe kyngs modur castell
☙And þen he dwelled þr all nyƺt
He was resseyved  rychely dyƺt
And wyste of no treson
He made hȳ well at ese  fyne
Bothe of brede ale  wyne
And þt be rafte hȳ hs reson
When he was on slepe browƺt
The false qwene hs lettr sowƺte
In to þe fyre she kaste ht downe
Anoþr lettr she lette make
That men sholde þe lady take
And lede her owt of towne
☙And putte her ynto þe see
In þt robe of ryche ble
The lytyll chylde her wyth
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And lette her have no spendyng
For no mete ny for drynke
But lede her out of þt kygh
Upon payn of chylde  wyfe
And also upon ƺor owene lyfe
Lette her have no gryght
The messenger knewe no gyle
But rode hom mony a myle
By forest  by fryght
☙And when þe messenger come home
The steward toke þe lettr sone
And bygan to rede
Sore he syght and sayde Alas
Sertes þs ys a fowle case
And a defull dede
And as he stode yn redyng
He fell downe yn swonygne
For sorow hs hert gan blede
Ther was noþr olde ny ƺynge
That myƺte forbere of wepynge
For þt worþy unþr wede
☙The lady herde gret dele yn halle
On þe steward gan she calle
And sayde What may þs be
Ʒyf anyþyng be amys
Tell me what þt ht ys
And lette not for me
Then sayde þe steward veramēt
Lo her a lettr my lord hath sente
And þr fore woo ys me
She toke þe lettr and bygan to rede
Then fonde she wryten all þe dede
How she moste ynto þe see
☙Be stylle syr sayde þe qwene
Lette syche mornynge bene
For me have þu no kare
Loke þu be not shente
But do my lordes cōmaūdemēt
God forbede þu spare
For he weddede so porely
On me a sympull lady
He ys ashamed sore

Grete well my lord fro me
So gentyll of blode yn crstyante
Gete he nevr more
☙Then was þr sorow  myche woo
When þe lady to shype shulde go
They wepte  wronge her honds
The lady þt was meke  mylde
In her arme she bar her chylde
And toke leve of þe londe
When she wente yn to þe see
In þt robe of ryche ble
Men sowened on þe sonde
Sore þey wepte  sayde Alas
Certys þs ys a wykked kase
Wo worth dedes wronge
☙The lady  þe lytyll chylde
Fleted forth on þe watr wylde
Wt full harde happes
Her surkote þt was large  wyde
Ther wt her vysage she gan hyde
Wt þe hynþr lappes
She was aferde of þe see
And layde her gruf upōn a tre
The chylde to her pappes
The wawes þt were grete  strōg
On þe bote faste þey þonge
Wy mony unsemely rappes
☙And when þe chyld gan to wepe
Wt sory herte she songe ht aslepe
And putte þe pappe yn hys mowth
And sayde myƺth y ons gete lond
Of þe watr þt ys so strōge
By northe or by sowthe
Wele owth y to warye þe see
I have myche shame yn the
And evr she lay and growht
Then she made her prayer
To Jħu  hys modr dere
In all þt she kowþe
☙Now þs lady dwelled thore
A full sevene nyght  more
As ht was goddys wylle
Wt karefull herte  sykyng sore
Such sorow was her ƺarked ƺore
And she lay full stylle
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She was dryven toward Rome
Thorow þe grce of God yn trone
That all þyng may fulfylle
On þe see she was so harde be stadde
For hūgur and thurste allmost madde
Wo worth chawnses ylle
☙A marchaunte dwelled yn þt cyte
A ryche mon of golde  fee
Jurdan was hys name
Every day wolde he
Go to playe hym by þe see
The eyer forto tane
He wente forth yn þt tyde
Walkynge by þe see syþe
All hym selfe alone
A bote he fonde by þe brȳme
And a fayr lady ther ynne
That was ryght wo by gone
☙The cloth on her shon so bryght
He was aferde of þt syght
For glysteryng of þt wede
And yn hs herte he þowƺth ryght
That she was non erdyly wyght
He sawe nevr non such yn leede
He sayde what hette ƺe fayr ladye
Lord she sayde y hette Egarye
That lye her yn drede
Up he toke þt fayre ladye
And the ƺonge chylde her by
And hom he gan hem lede
☙When he come to hs byggynge
He welcomed fayr þt lady ƺynge
That was fayr  bryght
And badde hs wyf yn all þynge
Mete  drynke forto brynge
To þe lady ryght
What þt she wyll crave
And her mowth wyll ht have
Loke ht be redy dyght
She hath so longe meteles be
That me þynketh grette pyte
Conforte her ƺyf þu myght

☙Now þe lady dwelles ther
Wt alle metes þt gode were
She hedde at her wylle
She was curteys yn all þyng
Bothe to olde  to ƺynge
Her loved bothe gode  ylle
The chylde bygan forto þryfe
He wax þe fayrest chyld on lyfe
Whyte as flor on hylle
And she sewed sylke werk yn bor
And tawƺte her sone nortowre
But evyr she mornede stylle
☙When the chylde was seven ƺer olde
He was bothe wyse  bolde
And wele made of flesh  bone
He was worthy unthur wede
And ryght well kowthe pryke a stede
So curtays a chylde was none
All men lovede Segramowre
Bothe yn halle and yn bowre
Whersoevr he gan gone
Leve we at þe lady clere of vyce
And speke of þe kyng of Galys
Fro þe sege when he come home
☙Now þe sege broken ys
The kyng come home to Galys
Wt mykyll myrthe  prde
Dukes  erles of ryche asyce
Barones  knyƺtes of mykyll pryse
Come rydynge be hys syde
Syr Kadore hs steward þāne
Aƺeyn hym rode wt mony a man
As faste as he myght ryde
He tolde þe kyng aventowres
Of hys halles  hys bowres
And of hs londys wyde
☙The kyng sayde by goddys name
Syr Kadore þu art to blame
For þy fyrst tellynge
Thow sholdest fyrst have tolde me
Of my lady Egare
I love most of all þyng
Then was the stewardes herte wo
And sayde Lorde why sayst þu so
Art not þu a trewe kynge
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Lo her the lettr ƺe sente me
Ʒowr owene self þe soþe may se
I have don ƺor byddynge
☙The kyng toke þe lettr to rede
And when he sawe þt ylke dede
He wax all pale  wanne
Sore he grette  sayde alas
That evr born y was
Or evr was made manne
Syr Kadore so mot y the
Thys lettr come nevr fro me
I telle þe her anone
Bothe þey wepte  ƺaf hem ylle
Alas he sayde saf goddys wylle
And both þey sowened þen
☙Grete lordes stode by
And toke up þe kyng hastyly
Of hem was grete pyte
And when they both kevered were
The kyng toke hȳ þe letter þer
Of þe heddys þre
A lord he sayde be Goddus grce
I sawe nevr thys lettr yn place
Alas how may þs be
Aftur þe messenger þer þey sente
The kyng askede what way he wēt
Lord be ƺor modr fre
☙Alas þen sayde þe kynge
Wheþr my modr wer so unhende
To make þs treson
By my krowne she shall be brent
Wt owten any oþr jugement
That thenketh me best reson
Grete lordes toke hem be twene
That þey wolde exyle þe qwene
And berefe her hyr renowne
Thus þey exiled þe false qwene
And byrafte her hyr lyfloþe clene
Castell town  towre  towne
☙When she was fled ovr the see fome
The nobull kyng dwelled at hom
Wt full hevy chere

Wt karefull hert  drury mone
Sykynges made he many on
For Egarye þe clere
And when he sawe chylderē play
He wepte  sayde wellawey
For my sone so dere
Such lyf he lyved mony a day
That no mon hȳ stynte may
Fully seven ƺere
☙Tyll a thowght yn hys herte come
How hys lady whyte as fome
Was drowned for hs sake
Thorow þe grce of god yn trone
I woll to þe pope of rome
My penans for to take
He lette ordeyne shypus fele
And fylled hē full of wordes wele
Hys men mery wt to make
Dolys he lette dyƺth  dele
For to wȳnen hȳ sowles hele
To þe shyp he toke þe gate
☙Shypmen þt wer so mykyll of prce
Dyght her takull on ryche acyse
That was fayr  fre
They drowƺ up sayl  leyd out ore
The wynde stode as her lust wore
The weþr was lyþe on le
They sayled over þe salt fome
Thorow þe grce of god in trone
That most ys of powste
To þt cyte when þe come
At þe burgeys hous hs yn he nome
That most ys of powste
Theras woned Emarye
☙Emare called her sone
Hastely to here come
Wythoute ony lettynge
 sayde my dere sone so fre
Do a lytull aftur me
And þu shalt have my blessynge
Tomorowe thou shall serve yn halle
In a kurtyll of ryche palle
Byfore þs nobull kyng
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Loke sone so curtays þu be
That no mon fynde chalange to þe
In no manere þynge
☙When the kyng ys served of spycerye
Knele þu downe hastylye
 take hys hond yn thyn
And when þu hast so done
Take þe kuppe of golde sone
And serve hym of þe wyne
And what þt he speketh to þe
Cum anon and tell me
On goddus blessyng  myne
The chylde wente ynto þe hall
Among the lordes grete  small
That lufsūme wer unþr lyne
☙Then þe lordes þt wer grete
Wysh  wente to her mete
Menstrelles browƺt yn þe kowrs
The chylde hē served so curteysly
All hȳ loved þt hȳ sy
And spake hȳ gret honowres
Then sayde all þt loked hȳ upon
So curteys a chylde sawe þey nevr non
In halle ny yn bowres
The kynge sayde to hym yn game
Swete sone what ys þy name
Lorde he seyd y hyƺth Segrmowres
☙Then þt nobull kyng
Toke up a grete sykynge
For hys sone hyght so
Certys wt owten lesynge
The teres out of hs yen gan wryng
In herte he was full woo
Never þe lese he lette be
And loked on þe chylde so fre
And mykell he lovede hym þoo
The kȳg sayde to þe burgeys anon
Swete syr ys þys þy sone
The burgeys sayde ƺoo
☙Then þe lordes þt wer grete
Whesshen aƺeyn aftyr mete
And þen come spycerye
The chylde þt was of chere swete
On hys kne downe he sete
And served hȳ curteyslye

The kynge called þe brgeys hȳ tyll
And sayde syr yf ht be þy wyll
Yyf me þs lytyll chylde body
I shall hȳ make lorde of town  towr
Of hye halles  of bowre
I love hym specyally
☙Whē he had served þe kyng at wylle
Fayr he wente hs modyr tyll
And tellys her how hyt ys
Soone whē he shall to chambr wende
Take hys hond at þe grete ende
For he ys þy fadur y wysse
And byd hȳ come speke wyth Emare
That changed her name to Egare
In þe londe of Galys
The chylde wente aƺeyn to halle
Amonge þe gete lordes alle
And served on ryche asyse
☙Whē they wer well at ese afyne
Bothe of brede ale  wyne
They rose up more  myn
When þe kyng shulde to chambr wende
He toke hs hond at þe grete ende
And fayre he helpe hym yn
And sayde Syr yf ƺor wyll be
Take me ƺor honde  go wt me
For y am of ƺowr kynne
Ʒe shull come speke wt Emare
That chaūged her nome to Egare
That berys þe whyte chȳne
☙The kyng yn herte was full woo
Whē he herd mynge þo
Of her þt was hs qwene
And sayde sone why sayst þu so
Wherto umbrydest þu me of my wo
That may never bene
Nevrþeles wt hym he wente
Aƺeyn hem come þe lady gent
In þe robe bryght  shene
He toke her yn hs armes two
For joye þey sowened both to
Such love was hem bytwene
☙A joyfull metyng was þer þore
Of þt lady goodly unþr gore
Frely in armes to folde
Lorde gladde was syr kadore
And oþr lordes þt þer wore
Semely to beholde
Of þe lady þt was put yn þe see
Thorow grce of god in trinite
Þt was kevered of cares colde

Explicit Emare
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Leve we at þe lady whyte as flour
And speke we of her fadr þe emꝑor
That fyrste þs tale of ytolde
☙The emꝑor her fadyr then
Was woxen an olde man
And thowght on hs synne
Of hs þowƺtyr Emare
That was putte ynto þe see
That was so bryght of skynne
He thowght that he wolde go
For hys penance to the pope tho
And heven for to wynne
Messengeres he sente forth sone
And they come to the kowrt of rome
To take her lordes inne
☙Emare pryde her lord the kyng
Syr abyde þt lordys komyng
That ys so fayr and fre
And swete syr yn all þyng
Aqweynte you wt that lordyng
Ht ys worshyp to þe
The kyng of Galys seyde than
So grete a lord ys þer non
Yn all crystyante
Now swete syr whatevur betyde
Aƺayn þt gete lord ye ryde
And all thy knyƺtys wt the
☙Emare tawƺte her sone ƺynge
Aƺeyn þe emꝑor komynge
How þt he sholde done
Swete sone yn all thyng
Be redy wt my lord þe kyng
And be my swete sone
When the emꝑor kysseth þy fadur so fre
Loke ƺyf he wyll kysse the
Abowe the to hym sone
And bydde hym come speke wyth Emare
That was putte ynto the see
Hymself yaf the dome
☙Now kometh the emꝑor of pryse
Ayeyn hym rode the kyng of Galys
Wyth full mykull pryde
The chyld was worthy unþr wede
A satte upon a nobyll stede
By hys fadyr syde
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And when he mette the emꝑor
He valed hys hode wyth gret honour
And kyssed hym yn that tyde
And othur lordys of gret valowre
They also kessed Segramowre
In herte ys not to hyde
☙The emꝑors hert anamered gretlye
Of the chylde that rode hym by
Wyth so lovely chere
Segramowre he stayde hys stede
Hys owene fadr toke good hede
And oþr lordys þt þr were
The chylde spake to þe emꝑor
And sayde Lord for thyn honour
My worde þt þu wyll here
Ʒe shull come speke wt Emare
That changede her name to Egare
That was þy þowƺthr dere
☙The emꝑor wax all pale
And sayde sone why umbraydest me of bale
And þu may se no bote
Syr and ye wyll go wt me
I shall the brynge wt þt lady fre
That ys lovesom on to loke
Nevrþelesse wt hym he wente
Ayeyn hym come that lady gent
Walkynge on her fote
And the emꝑor alyghte tho
And toke her yn hys armes two
And clypte  kyssed her sote
☙Ther was a joyfull metynge
Of the emꝑor  of þe Kynge
And also of Emare
And so ther was of syr segramour
That aftyr was emꝑor
A full gode man was he
A grette feste þr was holde
Of erles  barones bolde
As testymonyeth þs story
Thys ys on of Brytayne layes
That was used by olde dayes
Men callys playn dEgarye
Jħu that settes yn thy trone
So graunte us wyth the to wone
In thy ꝑpetuall glorye Amen
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Who so wyll evr rede thys boke
And wt hys gostlye ye þr on loke
To oþr skole dare he not wende
For to save hs sowle fro þe fende
Then for to do as þs boke telleth
For holy wryte for soþe hy spelleth
Ther for y pry ƺou for charyte
Ʒe þt þs boke wyll rede or se
Wt ƺor herte  all ƺor mynde
Bereth derworþly þt ƺe her fynde
And fulfylle ht in dede
That ƺe now yn þs boke shull rede
For ƺe shull here a nōn ryght
How ƺor savyor speketh to ƺou as tyƺte
Wordus of a charter þt he hath wrowƺth
That ƺe mow kepe yn all ƺor þowƺth
And when ƺe þs boke kan unþrstonde
Teche hy forth þorow all þs londe
Untyll oþr þt þs boke have not sowen
To save þeyr sowles ryƺthas þor owen
For ellys ƺe shull not wt out get stryfe
Fro þs worlde passe in to þe londe of lyf
Now y wyll be gȳne to rede þeron
Hys pees he ƺeve us evrychon
Jħu lord of heven  helle
Man  wōman y woll ƺow telle
Loke what love y have to þe
And loke what love þu hast to me
Fro ꝑadys þu were out pylte
Wt kare  sorow þu wer all spylte
And forþe þu goth a straye
For my ryght y come a downe
To seke þe fro town to towne
To helpe sowle þu art me lef
Mȳ erytage þt ys so fre
In þy myschef to ƺeve ht þe
And when þt sesyng y ƺeve shulde
A dede as þe jewys wolde
Untyll a mayde y be take me
When þt y conceyved shulde be
Full wordylyt she kepte me
Tyll þe tyme me fulfylled shuld be

f. 77rb
The mayde was trwe mylde  fre
She me reseyved for love of þe
Nyne monethes wt her y was
To make a mendes for þy trespas
Or y yn to þs worlde was borne
To save mankynde þt was for lorn
Thorow þe vertu of my grace
Thus kome þs sosyng fyrst in place
Vyrgyn mary mayden mylde
Wt me went grette wt chylde
And when þs sesyng was all y do
Grete envye hadde þy fo
That cursedde fend satanas
Hadde get wonþr why ht was
Wherfor I wolde so myche love þe
What so unkynde hast be to me
Wroth he was ht helpede hȳ noƺt
For to helpe þe was all my þowƺt
He tempted me yn so get foly
An prde covetyse  glotenye
And well he wyste y was a man
But synne yn me fonde he nōn
For soþe well harde he pretened me
How þt sesyng shuld dere y bowƺt be
For to destroye me þorow his myƺht
And put þe for euer out of my syƺht
☙Now dere worth soule herkē to me
And a newe joye shell y telle þe
Heuen  erþe shall be present
Ht moste neds in suche man þen be þu kynde
And have þis chartyr ever yn þy mynde
Ffor þyn enmy þt hath þe so wƺht
And brynge þe yn to my cumpanye
I am lyf and þu art dede
Call þen my lyf a ƺeyn þy nede
For to helpe þe y am redy
To save þe evr fro þyn enmy
For many a way have y goo
In hungr þryste chele  woo
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Thrytty wyntyr  þre þr to
Or my deselse wer all y do
Parchymyn to fynde wyste y nōn
To make a chartur a ƺeyns þy fōn
That wolde laste wt owten ende
Herken now to my wordes hende
But as trewe love ladde me þo
Myn owene skyn y toke þr to
And when y hadde so y do
Well fewe frendes hadde y tho
To gete me frendes y ƺaf get mede
As þoth þe pre þt hath myche nede
But to gyf þe y hadde no more
For þy sowle þt was for lore
Then my sowle y ƺaf for þe
For to dye upon a tre
Upon a thursday a sowper y made
To frende  fo to make hem glade
Of breed  wyne þe sacrament
For evr be my testament
Whych ys my flesch  my blode
To þo þt lyven yn mydyll mode
And to þem þt dyen of of charite
Her dampnacyon for evr to be
Her wyll y ƺou fowr wordes teche
And to þe pepull loke ƺe hē prche
Hoc facite in meā cōmemoraciōem
Þo þt have hem evr yn mynde
Hygh mede ī heven shull ƺe fynde
These wordes towchen þe sacrment
Hyt semyth mony  ys but on
Hyt semyth brede  ht ys nōn
Hyt ys qwylke  semeth deed
Hyt ys my body in forme of breed
Thys made y only for mankynde
My wōþrfull werkes to have ȳ mȳde
Whoso reseyve ht yn clēnesse
Saved shall be  come to blysse
And to have yn mȳde my passyon
That shall be þy salvacyon
Ere y fro þe bord arose
Of my dyscypull betryd y wose

Whē he had sowped he rose a non
To gete maystres ryde he gon
And browƺt hē wt hȳ yn þe way
As a lyon goth a bowte hs pry
Suscepit me sict leo ꝑats ad ꝑdam
A non þey begon to spoyle me
And sayde y shulde dye upō a tre
My mantell  oþr cloþs mo
All y hadde hem sone for go
They caste lotte as wolde befell
Wheþr on shuld hē or ꝑte hē all
So all y cloþs fro me þey token
And all my frends me for soken
Naked y stod among my fone
For oþr sokor hadde y none
Redy þey wer me for to dysese
But non þr was me to plese
They make skorges howge  gete
Ther wt my body for to bete
And þowƺ y wolde hae play nede
Ther sor a ferd for soþe y was
Whē þey ledde me so get a pase
To a pyler y was bownd all nyƺt
Tugged  beten tyll ht was day lyƺt
And wasshen wt my owene blode
That on þe yrþe a bowte me stode
And so y suffred all þe nyƺt
Tyll on morn ht was day lyƺt
Streyved well harde to a tre
As þs chartr was wryten
Evr all my face fyll þe ynke
Wt þorns þt ī my hedde gōne synke
The þēns þt þese lettrs wryten
Wer skorges þt y was wt smyten
How may letters þt þs on bene
Rede  þu may wyte  sene
Fyve þowsande fyve hūdered þen
Wonþr of my body rede  wāne
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For to shew þe of my lone dede
My self wyll here þt chartr rede
O vos om̄s qi trasitis ꝑ viā attendite
Uidete si est dolor sitis sict dolor meus
Ʒe men þt gon her by þe way
Be holde  se both nyƺt  day
And redeth upon þs ꝑchemyn
Ʒyf any sorow be so get as myn
Stonþeth  herkeneth þs chartur redde
Why y am woūded  all for bledde
Wyten þo þt bē her  þo þt ben to come
That y Jħu of Nazareth godds sone
Unþr stondeth well ƺe þt woll a byde
That y Jħu have a boldy syde
That borne was yn bedleem
Evr more offred yn to iherusalem
The kyngs sone of heven a bove
A mrcyfull fadr þt y so well love
I made a sesyng when y was borne
To save mankynde þt was for lorne
But wt my chatur her yn present
I make to māns sowle a feffement
Thgat y have grnted  ƺeve
To mankynde wt me to lyve
In my kyngdom of heven blysse
To have  holde wt owtē mysse
Wt þs condycyon so þt þe be kynde
And have þs chartor evr yn mynde
Frely to have  frely to holde
Wt alle þe ꝑtynanse to be bolde
In my blesfull joye evr on to dwelle
Ffor þe rente þt y shall þe telle
Myn herytage þt ys so fre
For omage or ellys for fewte
No more woll y aske of þe
But a sowe leved grasse ƺelde to me
That on lef ys verry shryfte wt hert
Tath oþr ys for fȳne sorow smerte
The þryrde ys y wyll no more do so
The fowrþe ys do þy penanse þr to
And when þese lens to ged be sette
A trewe love men klepe hyt

Of þs rente be not be hynde
The way to heven þen may þu fynde
And ƺef þu trewely þs rente pay me
My gete mrcy þen shall y showe þe
For ƺef þu falle  gettely mystake
Ʒyt my chartr wyll not þt y þe for sake
Ʒyf þu a mende  mercy crave
Thyn erytage soþly þen shall þu have
The sele þt ht ys a seled wyth
Hyt was made at no smyƺth
Of golde ne sylvr ys ht nowƺth
Ne stele ny yren ys ht of wroƺth
But wt a spere my hert was stongen
Thorow my syde  thorow my longen
Upon my syde þt made a wonde
Þt my hert blode kan down to þe gownde
And wt yren nayls þey boreddē me
Thorow fote  honde yn to þe tre
The sesynge wax was dere y bowƺt
Atte mȳ herte rote ht was y sowƺt
All y tomꝑed wt fyn vermelon
Of my rede blode þt ran a down
Factum est cor meū tanquam liquessens
In medio ventris mei
Fyve seles be sette þr upon
Ffadyr  sone god  mon
The fyfte ys þt be leve most
That y kam of þe holy goste
And þerfor her may þu now se
That y am a kyng of get powste
In playn power þy state to make
A crowne of þorns on my hedde y take
Thys crowne betokeneþ þt y am a kȳg
On knes þey gan before me falle
And lowde sayde yn her skornyng
All hayle lord  of Jewes þe kȳg
Betwene two þevs þs chartr was seled
Boþe wer seke þt on was heled
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Betwen two þevs hyƺe y pyght
In token þt y was lord of myƺth
This be tokeneth both good  yll
At þe day of dome how y may save or spyll
Well drye y was  thursted sore
But of such drynk myƺth y no more
For aysell  galle þey ƺef to me
But on drynke askje y of þe
That þu be lovyng towarde þy fone
Oþr drynke of þe aske y non
Ʒef þu me love have þs yn mynde
To þy enemyes be þu ryght kynde
Ensampull þu myƺt take her of me
For love of my sone y honge on tre
But my fadyr y pray the
Upon my enemyes þt þu have pyte
And as y do do þu to þyne
Then saved shalt þu be fro helle pyne
He ben wytnesse mo þen on
Marke mathew luke  jon
And namely my modyr swete
That for me blody teres gan lete
For þer she stode unþr þe rode
She sawe my body all on blode
That fro my foot un to my hedde
I was no ellys bit blode reed
No worde to me myƺth
Ht semed well her hert wolde breke
No wonþr ht was þowƺ she wer woo
When she sawe me on þe cosse so y do
For sorow of her y made a cry
And sayde well lawde hely lamaƺabatany
A non she fell down yn swonyng
Ther be for me at my dyyng
The payns þt y suffred wer full sore
But for my modr þe wer well more
When y layde my hedde her  þer
My moþr changed all he chere
Full fayn she wolde have holpē me
But for þe Jewes ht myƺt not be
The payns þt y hadde wer full smert
The swerde of sorow ꝑsedde her hert
When seyn Jon y her be toke
She caste on me a drwly loke
As yowƺ y hadde her all for sake
And to anoþr her be take
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And er þs chartr wryten þs was
Full ofte she sayde alas alas
Upon y shuldur y layde myn hedde
When y þowƺ faste un to my deed
For so bare y was of worldly gode
When y shulde dye upon þe rode
That y ne hadde wher of to take
Reste to myn hedde wher of to make
Pouer  ryche have þs yn mynde
When þu yn þs world no rest kan fynde
What reste y hadde only for þe
When y henge nayled upon a tre
Well may þu knowe þt y hadde nōn
For ther y was a mong my fone
And when þu among þy fone art browƺt
Be redy to suffre wt all þy þowƺt
To stōde at þe barre hit ys well harde
As ƺe ben worþy to take rewarde
Thow þt for me sufferest wronge
Þu shalt stonde on my ryƺt honde
And þu þt vengest þe on þy brodyr
Ther stondest þu not but on þt odyr
Ʒyf þu wyll þe soþe knowe
Ryƺth as þu sowest so shal þu mowe
I fele me now so full of wo
That out of þs worlde y moste go
Wt peyns of þeth harde am y bownde
My sowle shall passe her yn a stounde
Be holde now mon wt herte  ye
For þy love how y shall dye
I honge on cosse for love of þe
For sake þy sȳne for love of me
Mercy þu aske  amende þe sone
And y woll for ƺyf þt þu hast mysdone
For full of mercy y am trewly
To all þu þt woll cry for mercy
What shall ht geve to repente þe
And yn endeles joye to dwelle wt me
For þo þt woll no mercy crye
They to to helle when þey shall dye
Now when y have oo worde spoken
My yen to der y most loken
Thow synfull man have pyte on me
For þy owene sowle for charyte
Thys worde y most neþr speke
And þen myn herte shall to breke
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Consūmatū est þs chartur ys done
Man now hast þu ovr come þy fone
A non to helle y went þs chartr to shewe
Be fore Sathanas þt mykyll shrewe
Thus y hym shent  browƺt to grounde
Thorow my paynes of spytus wounde
And aftr a conevante made þr was
Be twene me  sathanas
All my catell to have a way
That he be raste me wt hs play
The þrydde day y rose  made a feste
To þe most  to þe leste
The ferte was of joye  blys
Estur day called ht ys
Oon endentur y lafte wt þe
Wher of þu shalt evr sykur be
In þe prest I honde my flessh  blode
That for þe was honged on þe rode
Ho so evr ht be þt be leveth þr on
Endeles payne shall he fynde non
All þowƺe y dye ƺet dyeth not he
For up shall he ryse  leve wt me
A well fayr syngne y toke þe her also
A token of þe crose þt y was on do
To bere wt þe wher evr þou go
To save þe evr fro þy fo
To my fadr now moste y go
For all hys wyll now have y do
Her y take my leve ƺe have me seyne
At ƺe day of dome y come a gayne
Mon to deme aftyr hys werke
Thys ys to by leve of all holy kyrke
And evr aftr yn joye to dwelle
Saved to be fro þe paynes of helle
But a kote Armor y ber her wt me
The whych y toke of þy levere
The kote ys both ryche  fyne
The campe ys howe of rede satyne
A well fayr mayde ht to wƺte
And out of her bowr y ht browƺte
Powdered ht ys now wt fyfe roses rede
And when y come a ƺeyn to þe
Be my cloþyng þu mayst knowe me

And þo þt ben of þs rente be hynde
And þes wonds woll not have y mȳde
Full sore shall þey be a ferde
When þs chartur shall be redde
Of þe hyƺ justys be þey full ware
For þer shall be non spare
For all þt evr þu hast wroƺth
Fro þy ƺowth þen shall be sowƺth
But power of my fadr y have
To save all þo þt mercy wyll crave
And pay þy rēte ƺyf þu have space
Ʒyf þu of me wolte have grace
And yf þu dye full soþenly
Upon my sowle y shall have mercy
A covenaunt ys made be twen us to
As y have do so most þu do
Loke what þy patr n̄r sayth to
Lyke as y for ƺeve for ƺyf þu me
Do þr aftur ƺyf þt þu wylte
So þt þy sowle be not spylte
Upon all holy wryte y may put me
Wheþr y be curteys or not to þe
Be þu lered or be þu lewed
The weye to heven y have þe shewed
Be þe tyxte of holy wryte
In what place þu wolte seke hyt
Therfor y bydde þe pay þe rente
That wt þe fende þu be not shente
Wyth me to blysse þen þu shalt come
And yn my blysse þu shalt wone
To þt blysse y may þe brynge
That of nowƺte made þe  all þyng
Jħu yn þt holy place
Grunte us to se þy holy face Amen
☙Explicit☙
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☙Ypotys☙

He þt wyll of wysdome lere
Herkeneth now  ƺe may here
Of a tale of holy wryte
Seynt jon þe evāgelyst wytnesseth hyt
How ht befell in grete rome
The chefe cyte of crystyndome
A chyld was send of myƺtes most
Thorow þe vertu of þe holy gost
Un to þe ēꝑor of rome þan
Men called hym syr Adryan
When þt chyld of gret honor
Was comen be for þe ēꝑor
On hs kne he hym sette
Well fayre þe ēꝑor he grette
The ēꝑor wt myldee chere
Asked þe chylde of whens he wer
The chyld answered hym a plyƺt
Fro my fadur y com now ryƺt
And þt ys fro þe hyƺ justyse
To teche þem þt ben un wyse
Ne nowƺt fulfylled of þe lawes
Then sayde þe ēꝑor yn hs sawes
Ne nowƺt fulfylled of þe lawes
The chyld answered wt mylde speche
He is wyse þt heven may wȳne
And kepe hȳ oute of dedly sȳne
The ēꝑor sayde wt out blame
Chyld tell me þy ryƺt name
My name he sayde ys ypotyse
Þt mych kn telle of heven blysse
The ēꝑor sayde what may heven be
Syr sayde þe chyld goddys pryvyte
What he sayde is god all myƺt
The chylde answered a non ryƺt
He ys wt oute be gynnyng
And shall be wt oute endynge
The ēꝑor sayde y have get selkowþ
What com fyrst of godds mowþ
The chyld answered  sayd anon
Ther of speketh þe apostell John

f. 79vb
In hs gospell all  sōme
In principio erat verbū
Thys was þe fyrst bygȳnyge
That evr spake our heven kyng
Wt þt word was þe fadr  þe sone
And þe holy gost to gedur kome
Thre persones in trinite
Ther may non fro oþr be
The ēꝑour sayde full evēne
Chyld þu hast be yn hevēne
How fele hevens hath god almyƺyt
Seven sayde þe chylde a plyƺyt
.1. The fyrste heven þt may be
That ys of þe holy trinite
Ther ys þe fadur wt þe sone
The holy gost to gedr þey wone
As þese clerkes both syng  rede
Thre ꝑsones in on godhede
Þt joy may no man dyscryve
Lered ne lewed þt is on lyve
.2. Þt oþr heven is gostly wrouƺt
Of lower degree but hyƺer nowƺt
Þt joy may no man telle
Tyll domes day þowƺ he wold spelle
.3. The þrydde heven schyneth as crstall
Full of joy  swete smelle
For cōfessores þt place is dyƺt
Ther evr ys day  nevr nyƺt
.4.The forth heven is gost lych
And full of precyows stones rych
For innocētys þt place is sette
Ther evr yn joy wt owten lette
.5.The fyfte is long  brode
And fulfylled wt goddus manhode
And ner godds manhode were
All þs werld awer for lore
For þorow hs passyon  hs manhed
Hevens blys shall be hs mede
.6. The sixte heven holy chyrch is
Full of holy angeles y wys
Þt syngyn both dey  nyght
Of hs strengþ  of hys myƺt
.7. The seveneth heven as sayth þe story
Is ꝑadys aftr purgatorie
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When þe saules have do ther penans
Ther to lyve wtouten stans
Thes ar þe hevyns syr ēꝑour
Þt Jħu hath oure savyour
The ēꝑor sayde anone ryƺt
How many orders ar þr of angellus bryƺt
The chyld anon þo
Tēne orderes syr  no mo
The fyrst ordur is cherubyn
And þat oþr seraphȳme
The þrydde of ordur ys tronus
The fowþe ys dūaciones
The fyfte orþr ys prncypatus
The sext orþr potestates ys
The sefeynte orþr vertutes ys
The eythe angelica called ys þus
The nyneneth ordr is archagely
And every pryns hath hs party
Mony þousand to banere
To servēn god both fer  nere
The tenþe ordr shall mankynd be
To fullfylle þe place on hyƺe
Heven by þt oþr syde
That Lucyfer lost for hs pryde
Ther shall þe manhede of god almyƺt
Be our prise  þt ys ryƺt
The ēꝑour sayde chyld y þe pry
What made god þe fyrst day
The chyld answered hȳ full even
Angelles archangellus  heven
That same werke of get nobylye
god made ht on þe sondaye
The monday aftr verament
god made þe fyrmament
Mone  sōne to shyn bryƺt
And þe sterres þr on he dyƺt
The tewesdey y unþrstond
He made both sea  londe
Welles fayr wt wateres fresch
To temper þe erþ herd  nesh
Herbes trees and also gras
And oþr þynges as hs wyll was

The Wednesdey made god almyƺt
Fysh yn watr  fowle of flyƺt
And bad hem a bowte wende
For to helpe all mankynde
The þursday god made get  small
Bestys boþe by downe  dale
And ƺaf hem erþe to her fode
And badde hem turne man to gode
On a Fryday god made Adam
Aftr hs shappe  ƺaf hym name
Syþen hs on rybbe gan he take
And made Eve un to hs make
And made hȳ man of myƺtest most
And ƺaf hȳ lyfe of þe holy gost
A get lord he gan hym make
All ꝑadys he dede hym take
The Saterday god for gate noƺt
The werkys þt he had wrouƺt
He blessed hem wt gode wyll
Bothe lowde  styll
And badde hē wex  multyplye
Every þyng yn hys partye
That oþr Sondey god reste toke
As we fynde in holy boke
That day schuld no man werke
But serve god  holy kerke
And kepe hym fro deedly sȳne
That he fall not þer inne
The ēꝑor sayed þs may wele be
Bot oo þyng chyld tell þu me
What mon dyed  was not born
The chylde answered hym byforne
Adam our formre fadyr i wys
Þt god ƺaf lyve in ꝑadys
He was not borne y unþrstonde
For god made hym wt hs honde
The ēꝑor her of was gladde
Chyld ypotys full sone he badde
Ʒyf he kowþe telle hym owƺt
Of how many þȳgs man is wrowƺt
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The chyld sayde syr of sevēne
/depet
Whych þey be y shall þe neven
Eerthe^ for soþe ys one of þe
^ slyme
Water of þe see god toke þr to
Of þe sōne  of þe wynde
And of þe clowþs wryten I fynde
And of þe stones be þe see caste
And also of þe holy goste
Of þe erþe slyme ys mōns flesh
Of þe watyr hs blood nesh
Of þe sōne hs hert  hs bowelys
Hys mekenes  hs gode dedes
Of þe clowdus hs wytts beth
And of þe wynde ys made hs breth
And of þe stone ys made hs bone
Of þe holy gost hs sowle alone
Of þes seven þyngs ys made māne
Be holde syr ēꝑor Adryan
Therfore evry man here
Ys of dyvere manere
The man þt hath most of þe see
Evr yn travell shall he be
And covete both londe  lede
That shall hym fayle at hs nede
Who of þe wynd hath most myƺth
Be ryƺt reson he shall be lyƺth
Wylde yn worde  eke yn þowƺth
And speke moche  waylys nowƺth
Who of þe clowþs hath moste foyson
He shall be wyse be ryƺth reson
And be ware yn worde  dede
And yn oþr þyngs as we rede
Who of þe sōne hath most plente
Hote  haste he shall be
And stalleworþ man  mykyll of myƺth
And be ryƺth reson a ꝑty lyƺth

Who so of þe stone ys most wroƺth
He shall be steddefast yn hs þowƺth
And in trvayle trusty  trewe
And be ryƺth pale of hewe
Who þt hath most of þe holy gost
He shall have yn herte most
Good worde good þowƺt  good dede
The pore  naked to cloþe  fede
And love well god  holy chyrche
And oþr penaunce for to wyrche
The ēꝑor sayde wt words myldee
A non ryght to þe chylde
Thow speke fyrst of þe see
I wolde wyte what ht myƺt be
The chylde sayed wt out lesyng
A wylde wey of wendynge
For such a wey þu myƺth þr inne
That þu shalt nevr londe wȳne
The ēꝑor sayde wt out delay
Tell me chylde y þe pray
What tyme dyde Adam a mys
That he loste paradys
The chylde sayde at mydde morow tyde
And or mydday he loste hs pryde
An angell drofe hȳ yn to desert
Wt a bryƺth brēnȳg suerd
Ther to be yn care and wo
He  hs offprynge for evr mo
Alas sayde þe ēꝑor for dole
That Adam was so mykyll a fole
How many sȳnes dyde Adam
By for þt god be kam māne
Sevene sayde þe chyld wt out mo
And sacrilege was one of þo
Lecherye was one of þese
Avaryce and covetyse
In glotenye  yn get pryde
These sevene sȳnes all Adam dyde
In pride he sȳned vyle
When he wrouƺth hs awene wylle
And nowƺt aftr þe heste of god
He ny helde nowƺt godds forbadde
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In sacrlege he sȳnede sore
When he wroƺt þe fendes lore
And fullfylled hs owene talent
And dyde þe fends cōmandement
Man slawƺtur he dyde y nowƺth
When he hs owene sowle slowƺth
And all þt of hym com
The fende to helle to hym nome
A thefe he was a ƺeyns god
When he stole þt he hym for bode
Sertenlyche as y ƺe saye
He was worþy for to dye
Fornycacyon he hadde yn mynde
When he wrouƺth aftr þe fende
And helde þt godds lore was fals
And yn avaryce he sȳned also
When he coveyted to have more
Then he hadde nede fore
When all ꝑadys was at hs wyll
No wonþr þowƺ god lykede yll
In glotenye he sȳned full yll
When he putte hym yn þt ꝑyll
For þe appull þt he gan take
That god for hadde hȳ  hs make
In slewthe he dyde worst of all
When hem þt sȳne was by fall
He ne hadde no grce to ryse
When god come to hȳ yn þs wyse
And sayde Adam what þost þy now
Adam answered aƺaeyn  se how
Lord y here þe speke a plyƺt
But of þe have y no syƺt
Owre lord þan to Adam sayde
Man why dedest þu þt y þe for bayde
Adam answered a ƺeyn wyth wyll
Thys wōman tysed me þr tyll
And made me to do þt dede
Our lorde þen to Eve sayde
Whōman why wroƺtest þu þy wyll
The eddyr he tysed me þer tyll

Our lorde sayd to þe edder þo
Worme why wroƺtest þu hē þs wo
The fend answered be maystry
For þt y hadde to hem envye
That þey shuld have þt get blysse
That y for prde gan to mysse
Oure Lord sayde to Adam þan
For þy gylte he sayde man
Thow shall gete þy mete wt swete
And suffre both cold  hete
To Eve sayde our heven kyng
Wōman for þy wykkyd tysyng
Thow shalt evr be māns thrall
And have moch wo  trvell wt all
And bere þy fruyt wt gronȳg  care
Þu  þy ofspryng for evr more
Oure lorde þen sayed to Satan
In forme of a worme þu temptest man
Þr for on þy wōbe þu shall glyde
And all þt þe sene on eche a syde
Of þe shall be sore aferd
When þey come yn to mydell erþe
A virgyn shall be born blyve
Þt all þy powste shall to dryve
Thus Adam lyved here
Nine hundrede  iij  þrydty ƺere
Whē he was deed to helle he nam
And all þo þt of hym cam
Hys sowle was in hell þere
Fowre þowsand  fyfe hondred þer
And fowre  tydes sevene
Tyll þe myƺtyfull kyng of hevene
Rydde þt he was of myƺtes moste
He sonde down þe holy goste
And lyƺte yn þe mayde marye
Wyth oute wēme of her bodye
Fowrty dayes for us he faste
The Jewes toke hym at þe laste
And dede hym upon þe rode
And so he bowƺte us wt hs blode
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And syþen he lyƺth yn to helle
The fendes powste for to felle
Ther he unbonde Adam  Eve
And oþr mo þt hym wer leve
And ladde hem yn to ꝑadys
Ther evr more ys joye  blys
Sythen aftr hs up rysynge
He styed to heven þer he ys kȳg
On hs fadr ryƺth hond sytte he þan
Ther he ys sothfast godde  man
That some god omnipotent
Shall come a ƺeyn yn jugemet
And deme all men aftr her dedes
Heys ubwyse ht not dredes
The god to joy þe wykked to pyne
That joye may no man dyvyne
He shal have ^ þt for hs servyse
That servyth god yn all wyse
The ēꝑor saydee be heven kyng
Chyld þt ys fayr sayynge
But tell me chyld ƺyf þu can
Wher wt þe fende be gyled man
And y þe pry þt þu me telle
What draweth māns sowle to helle
The chylde sayde sȳnes fyve
That a mong mankȳde ys ryfe
Wykked þowƺt yn māns herte
Whyle þt he is hole  quart
Manslawƺtr ys a noþr of þam
That bryngeþ a man to wykke fam
But shryfte make hȳ þr of clere
For soth he goth to helle fere
Pryde y wote ys a noþur
Glotenye ys þe þyrdde broþr
Lechery þan ys þe ferþe
On þe worst a boven erþe
The fyfte ys covetyse y þe tell
That draweþ māns sowle to helle
Seynt paule wytnesseþ yn hs story
Of þe peynes of purgatory

That covetyse by hȳ self is dyƺt
As a welle of bras brēnyg bryƺth
Full of sowles ht ys honynge
As ych by oþr may thrynge
A wyld fyr among hēm þoth rēns
And þt ht towchyt ht doth brēne
And why covetyse is lykend to a whele
I wyll ƺou telle fayr  wele
In hs ƺowthe he wȳneþ þe prce
And ƺeveth hym all to covetyse
And in no tyme wyll blȳve
But endeth all hs lyf þer inne
Certeynly as y þe telle
Ʒyf he dye so he goth to helle
Ther for ht ys lykned to a whele
For covetyse hath ende no dele
The eꝑour sayde þs ys hard chaunce
What letteth a man to do penaunce
To sawƺte us wt our savyour
The chylde sayde sȳns fowr
Slowþ ys on shame ys þt oþr
Wanhope þe þrydde brodur
The forþe ys wt out fabull
That god us so mercybull
He wull of hym take no wreche
Ʒyf shryft of mowþe may be hs leche
The emꝑor sayde soch ht ys
What brȳgeth a māns sowle to blys
The chylde answered hȳ  sayde
Good word good þowƺt  good dede
Ther was nevr so evell þȳg wroƺth
But þe begȳnyg was evell þowƺth
Ne nevr non good doyng
But good þowƺth was þe begȳnyng
Who so hath wt hȳ good speche
And hs foo of hȳ wolde take wreche
Wt good speche he may er he wende
Of hs foo make hys frende
A good dede ys more ^rche of myƺth
A ƺeyn god yn heven bryƺth
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For a man may wt on good dede
Wȳne heven to hs mede
The ēꝑor sayde þs well y be leve
But chylde take ht not a greve
Tell me y þe pry if þu kan
On how many deþes may dye a man
The chylde sayde dethes thre
And I woll þe telle whych þey be
That on deth ys bodyly here
That ys streyte  of grette fere
That us a sȳfull māne wt inne
Or body  sowle may ꝑte a twȳne
That oþr deth ys deth of shame
Ʒyf a man dye yn wykked fame
The thrydde deth us as seyth þese clearkes
Ʒyf he have no part of goddes werkes
The ēꝑor sayde I be seche þe
On þyng chylde tell þu me
How many sȳns þt ben unshryven
A gayn god shall not be for ƺeven
The chylde sayde sȳns two
Mysbeleve ys on of þo
Monye a man wyll for no reson
By leve yn crstys yn carnacyon
That he lyƺth yn to ƺe mayde marye
Wt owte wom of her body
And þt he styed þr as he ys kynge
But he ht leve yn all þynge
Certeynly as y þe telle
Wt owte ende he goth to helle
Wanhope ys þt oþr sȳne
That mony a man ys boūden inne
And hath a ƺen god so mykyll gylt
The fende to wanhope he hym pyke
And þan he wull no mercy crave
For he weneth non to have
For þt wanhope wryten y fynde
Hē goth to helle wt outen ende
The eꝑor sayde syn ht ys so
Sȳne þoth mony a man myche wo
Chylde wher wt may a man hȳ were
That þe fynde ne shall hȳ dere

The chyld sayde wt good devocion
Thenke wele on crstus passyon
How he kneled on þe hyll of olyvete
And for drede of deth blood gan swete
Stode boūden to pyler longe
Beten he was wt skirges stronge
That hs body þr ht stode
Was dypped yn hs swete blode
Also crowned wt thornes kene
That þe wonds yn he hedde were sene
And bare þe crosse to calvarye
On þe whych hȳ self moste dye
Thenk upon hs wondes smerte
Have hs passyon yn þyn herte
Ther wt may a man hym were
That no fynde shall hym dere
The eꝑor sayde I leve þe well
That þs ys soth every dele
But tell me chuld ƺyf þu kan
What pleseth best god  man
The chylde sayde penaūces þre
I wyll ƺou telle whych þey be
Ʒef a man be yn trew shrifte
And lede hs lyf yn ryƺth penance
And weres hȳ a ƺeyn þe fendes fond
And kepeth hȳ fro sowle lykynge
God uys payd wt þt empryse
And ƺeveth hȳ heven for hs servyse
A noþr þȳg payeth god yn herte
He þt ys large yn hs poverte
And taketh hs poverte stylle
And þanketh god wt good wylle
And wolde gladly helpe  restore
Hys even crysten þt are pore
Ʒyf he ne may do no more
But here poverte rewe sore
He shall have fr hs good wylle
Heven at hs endȳg as ys skyll
The þrydde payth god so myche
A man þt ys yn erþe ryche
And ys come of hyƺ kynne
And for saketh all þs worlds wȳne
And ƺeveth hym to poverte
Therfor yn heven shall he be
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The eꝑor sayde ƺet to the chylde
Tell me fayre wt wordes myldee
Why fasteþ men þe fryday so moche
Forby any oþr day in þe woke
The chyld āswered  sayde a ƺeyn
For þrettene resones tell I kan
The fyrste reson ys of hāme
For on þe fryday god made Adam
In þe vale of Ebron þorow hs grce
And formed hym aftr hs face
The secōnde resn þu may me leve
Upon a fryday Adam  Eve
Losten ꝑdys þe soþe to telle
And both wer dampned to helle
The þrydde reson ys þe telle
Upon a fryday Cayn slowƺ Abelle
The fyrste martyr for soth a plyƺt
That was martered for god almyƺt
And Cayne for þt same þyng
Hadde þe curse of our heven kyng
The fowrthe reson ys full swete
How gabryell our lady dede grete
Upon a fryday wt myldee mode
Goddes sone toke felsh  blode
Of þt swete mayde marie
Wt owten wēme of her body
The fyfte reson I telle beforn
Upon a fryday jħs was born
Of þt swete holy vyrgyne
To borow our sowles out of pyne
The syste reson ys of hyƺ ēpryse
When jħs toke hs cyrcumcise
Upon a fryday blode gan he blede
For þe gylt of our mysdede
And for þe sȳne of Adam  Eve
That blode he bledde for or beleve
The sevenþe reson tell y kan
How seynt steven goddes man

Upon a fryday was stoned to dede
Thorow herode  hs fals rede
The viij reson tell y kan telle
Ʒef ƺe wyll a stonnde dwelle
Upon a frydaty saynt jon þe baptyst
Was martered for þe love of cryst
In harneste aftr þe assumpcyon
Hs day ys called decollacyoun
The ix reson ys full gode
That goddes sone dyed on þe rode
Upon a fryday as y ƺou telle
To bye our sowles out of helle
Thys ys þe tenþe reson
Of our ladyes assumpcion
On a frydaye she ƺelde þe gost
To her sone þt she loved most
Ther he ys kyng she is qwene
I blessed mot þt tyme bene
The xi reson ys ful trewe
That þe apostell sayne Andrewe
Upon a fryday was don a crose
To god he called wt meek voys
And sayde fadr yn trynyte
Thys suffre y for þe love of þe
The xij reson wt myldee mode
Seynt Elene fonde þe holy rode
Upon þe moūte of Calvarye
On þt rode Jħu gan dye
And was born to þt cyte
Wt joye  grette solempnite
The xiij reson ys verament
That god shall sytte yn judemēt
Upon a fryday wt myldee mode
Wt feet  hondes  sydes all blode
Man have þu fryday yn mynde
For þese resones t y fynde
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Ffor þe fryday ys a day of chaūce
Best to faste  do penaunce
The Saturday aftr sykurlyt
Is beste for to faste for or lady
Thorow her we bēn of bale unbonde
And browƺt out of helle grounde
She ys called welle of mercy
To all þt wyll to her cry
To wash  to make clene
All þo þt yn sȳne bene
The see sterre called she ys
The ryƺth way us to wys
Of her sprong þt swete flor
Jħu cryste our savyour
I blessed mote þey all be
That serven marye mayden fre
The eꝑor wt wordes sterne
To þt chylde he sayde ƺerne
Chylde he sayde I cōnvre þe
In þe name of þe trynyte
And of þe passyon of Jħu cryst
And of hs deth  hs upryst
That þu me þe soþe say
Ere þu fro me wende a way
Wheþr þe be wykked angell or good
The chyld answered wt myldee mood
I am he þt þe wroƺth
And on þe rode þe dere bowƺth
The chylde styed yn to heven þo
In to þe place þt he come fro
The eꝑor kneled down to þe gounde
And þanked god þt same stounde
And by cam a good man as we rede
In beded byddȳg  almesse dede
And served god yn all wyse
And kam to heven for hs servyse
God ƺeve grce ƺt so mote we
Sayth all Amen for charyte

He þt wyll hys sowle leche
Lysteneth to me  y woll ƺou teche
Pardon ys þe sowle bote
At gete rome þr ys þekote
Pardon yn frensh a worde ht ys
Forƺevenesse of sȳnes y wys
The duches of troye þt sū tyme was
To rome she come wt gete pres
Of hyr come romyrus  romylus
Of whom rome ys cleped ƺyt y wys
Hethen ht was  paule hadde ht bowƺt
Wyth golde sylver ne wt good
But wt her flesh  her blode
Ffor þr þey suffrede both deth
Her sowles to save fro þe qweþe
In rome y shall ƺou stevene
And honþred kyrkes fourty  sevenb
Chapelles þr ben many mo
Sevē þowsand  fyve also
A bowte þe wall to  fowrty
Grete towres þe hondredde  syxty
Fowr  twenty get ƺates þr be
Pryncypall ovr oput y tell ye
At seynt petr whe shall begȳne
To telle of pardon þt slaketh sȳne
A fayr mynstyr men may þr se
Nyne  twenty gode denocyon
Thow shal have at eche a gree
Man or woman who þt þu bee
Sevēne ƺer of pardon
And þr to goddes benyson
Pope alyxandr ht grunted at rome
To man or woman þt dedr come
A bovēne þe grete as þu shalt gone
Stondeth a chapell hȳ self a lone
In þe romanyns seyn more  lasse

☙Explicit☙
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As often as þu wylt þydr come
Sevēne þowsand ƺer þu getest of ꝑdon
And as mony lentones mo
Evry day ƺyf þu wylt þedr go
In þt mynster may þu fynde
In hoūþred auteres by fore  be hynde
And when þe auteres holowed were
Xxiiij ƺere  soo mony lentones more
He ƺaf  grunted to pardon
And ther to goddes benefon
Among þe autere vij þr be
More of grce  dynynyte
The auter of þe vernake ys þt on
Upon þe ryƺth hond as þu shall gon
The secōnde yn honor of or lady ys
The þrydde of seynt symon y wys
The iij of sēyt Andrew þu shalt have
Þe v of seynt gregor þr he lye yn grce
The syste of seynt leon þe pope
Ther he song masse yn hs cope
Of þe holy crosse þe sevēnyþ ys
In þe whych no wōman cometh ywys
At eche on of þese auteres þer
Ʒs evry tyme of pardon vij ƺer
As as mony lentoes mo
To all þt wyll deþr goo
At þe hyƺ auter þr petr ys done
Pope gregory grunteth a pardon
Of sȳns for gyffēne  oþes also
Cevēne  twenty ƺer he ƺaf þr to
Fro holy þorsday yn to lāmes
As evry day more  lasse
Fowrtene þowsand ƺers
To all þt cometh to þt mynster
On or lady day þe Assumpcion
Is a þousand ƺer of pardon
On seynt petr  powle day
Þt mynster was halowed as y say
 þe þrydde ꝑt of þy penāns ronde

When þe vernacull shewed ys
Gret ꝑdon for soþe þer ys
Ffowr þowsand ƺer as y ƺou telle
To men þt yn þe cyte dwelle
And men þt dwellē by sywarde
ix þowsand ƺer shall be herpart
And þus þt passen evr þe see
Xij þousand ƺer ys grunted þe
And þr to þu shalt have more
Þe þrydde ꝑte forƺevenesse of þy sore
In lenton ys more grce
Eche ꝑdōn ys dowbled yn þt place
In þt place þr be done
Holy bones mony on
Of petr powle  saynt symon
Seynt jude gregor  leon
Seȳt ꝑuell þt holy vyrgyn
And seȳt sythe þt poled pyne
And mony mo þr ar yn fere
Þt to Jħū beth leve  dere
No mon kan þe soþe say
Þrfore passe we forth an oþr way
To seynt powle as y wene
Fowr myle ys holdē be twene
In þt place ys grette ꝑdon
And of many sȳns remyssyon
Sowle was hs nome by fore
Syth þe tyme þt he was bore
Heþen he was  crstened noƺth
Tyll crste ht putte yn hs þoƺth
And þt holy mon Ananyas
Crystened hȳ þorow godds grce
And called hȳ paule petr brodr
Þt eche of hē shuld cōforte oþr
And yn þe worshyp of þt cōvercyon
Ys grunted a mll ƺer of ꝑdon
And at þe feste of hs day
Two mll ƺer have þu may
On chylermasse day yn crstemasse
Is iiij mll ƺer to more  lasse
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And on seȳt martyn þe viij day
That mynster was halewed as y ƺou say
Ther ys xiiij þowsād ƺer  lentones þr to
And þe þrydde ꝑt of þy penāns un do
And ƺyf þu be þer all þe ƺer
Eche a day yn þt mynster
Thow shalt have as moche ꝑdon
As þu to seynt jame wolde gon
Her may we no lengr be
To saynt anastase moste we
Two myle þr ys be twene
Of fayr way  of clene
And eche a day ƺyf þu wolte trce
Sevēne mll ƺer þr þu hase
Ad þr to shalt þu have also
The þrydde ꝑte of þy penānce undo
Pope urban þt holy syre
Sp rewardeth mem for her hyre
Tho þt ben shryben  verry contryte
Of all her sȳnes he maeth hem qwyte
Pope silvesr ƺaf to pylgrymes
What þydr come yn þer tymes
Penans broken  othes also
Hs holty hep he putte þr to
Wrathyng of fadr  modr ƺyf ht be
In goddes name he for ƺeveþ ht þe
So þu finyte not wt þyn honde
Ryƺth so ht ys I unþerstonde
Be fore þt dore stondeth a stone
Seynt powle hedde was layde þr on
A traytr smote of hs hede
Wt a swerde þt þr by ys layde
Ther strong welles þre
Who so ys þer well may ht se
Of watyr both fayr  good
Mēne  wȳmen have þr boote
In þt place a chapell ys
Scala cely called ht ys
Ladder of heven men clepeþ ht
In honr of or lady be my wytte

Ther ys two chapelles of hs more
As mēne in Rome tellys þore
Manye ys þe holy bone
That unþr þe hyƺ awtor uys dpne
Ten þowsand marteres wt honor
In þe tyme of tyberye þe ēꝑor
They suffred deth all yn rome
Her sowles yn hevēne for to wone
Þr men may helpe boþe qwykke  dede
As clerkes yn her bokes rede
Who so syngeþ masse yn þt chapell
Ffor any frend he loseþ hȳ fro hell
He may hȳ brȳge þorow prgatory y wys
In to þe blys of paradys
Ther sowles a byde tyll doms day
In myche joye as y ƺou say
And iij mll ƺer ar grunted more
Of holy popes þt have ben þore
And syx popes grunted þt þāne
That lyen at seynt sebastyan
Pope Urban silvester  benet
Lyon Clement cōfermed hyt
Passe we forth on our ƺate
To sayne marye Ammcyate
Two myle ys by twene y unþrstonde
But þey be somdele large  longe
Ther ys wryten as y ƺou say
Of owr lady yn þe way
Down she come wt angelus
To a brodur of þt hows
And sayde to hym þt eche māne
That out of dedely sȳne þydr cāme
Fro þe fyr of hell she wold hȳ shylde
As she was mayden  modr myldee
And þs pardon popes han grunted
To hem þt ben verry repetaunt
Fyfe hondereth ƺer of pardon
And þr to goddes benyson
To fabyane  bastyane moste we
Thyþr have we myles þro
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An angell from hevēne þydr kāme
To seynt gregory āt holy māne
As he songe masse at þe aweter
Of seynt fabyane þt holy martyr
And saydee her yn þys place
As lyƺth of heven þorow godds grce
And of mony sȳnes remyssyon
And fowrty ƺer of pardon
And also mony lentones mo
Pope Gelacyus ƺaf þr to
As moche pardon ys there
As yn saynt petr mynstere
By cause of þe holy bones
That wer buryed þr at ones
And þr pay petr  powle unþr gounde
Ffyfe hondred ƺer er þey wer fōnde
And aftr warde þorow goddes grce
They wer fōnden yn þt place
As þey awƺte for to be
Pope pelagyus y telle þe
Of syxe popys telle y wyll
On aftr anoþr as ht ys skyll
Gregory sylvester þr ben þre
Alysaunder  mychell þr ben fyve
Honoryus was þe syxte whyll he was alyve
Eche on hem ƺaf hys grce
A þowsand ƺer yn þt place
To all þt þer bene
Of dedely sȳne shryven clene
For ellis ht may not hs sowle vaylen
Of dedly sȳne but he be shryven
A lytyll besyde þu may go
Ther standes a chapell yn a roo
Six  fowrty popes somtyme were
Verrey marteres  lyen þere
Eche of hem ƺaf hs benyson
Of all þe sȳnes þt þu haste done

Sȳne þu yn to þs worlde kom
Forƺevenesse hast þu þr a non
All ht ys forƺeven þe
So harde y a clerke say þt þr hadde be
And ƺyf þu dye dydurward
Hevēne blys shall be þy part
Thow shalt go as derk as nyƺt
And þrfore þu most have condel lyƺt
For unþr þe erþe þu most wende
Þu shalt not before ny be hynde
Ffor þydr fledde mony a man
Ffor drede of deth to save hem
And suffred payne harde  sore
In heven to dwelle for evr more
To þe palme wyll we goo
Dn̅e quo nadys men clepe ht so
And þr mette petr wt Jhū
And sayde lord wheþr wylt þu
Cryste answered to petr þo
In to rome he sayde y go
Efte to dye on rode for þe
For þu dredest to dye for me
Lorde he sayde mercy y cry
To take þe deth y am redy
Ther ys ƺette a syne of hs fote
On a marbull stone þr as he stode
Eche a day a þowsand ƺer
Of pardon þu may have þr
In a stone ys wryten get ꝑdon
Ther ys of sȳns remysyon
At seynt John þe poretlatyn
Is a chapell fayr  fyn
At þe feste of hs day
A sowle fro prgatorye wȳne þu may
And evry day ƺyf þu wylt crave
Fyfe hondred ƺer þr may þu have
He þt goth yn to þt place
Wher he yn oyle saden was
The power ys of crysts grunt
To hem þt be verry repentaūte
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At saynte Thomas of ynde
A kyrke þu may þer fynde
Putte to þy honde wt almesdede
And þu shalt have get mede
To helpe hem þt ben there
In þe holy lond or elles where
Nyƺte  day to pry for the
Ffor þe help of the charyte
Of mony popes þt þr have be
Thys ꝑdon ys grted clene to þe
Fourtene mll ƺer  somdell more
And þe þrydde ꝑte forƺevenys of þy sore
Ther ys get ꝑdon y wys
Wher þe stacyones cleped ys
Pope bonyface cōfermed all
And evr more laste ht shall
To saynte John latonense moste we
A whyle ther for to be
To telle of ꝑdon þt us þore
In all rome ys no more
Then ys þr grunted of Jhū cryste
Þorow þe pryer of John þe evaungelyste
And saȳt John þe baptyste also
To all þt þydyr wyll goo
For sumtyme was a emꝑor
That loved rome wt gete honor
Kyng cōstantyne men dede hȳ calle
Bothe yn bour  yn hale
In mahounde was all hs þowƺth
For why on cryste he leved nowƺth
A mestell we fynde he was
Tyll cryste sende hȳ bettr grae
Pope sylvester gon hȳ preche
Crystes lawe for to teche
Þr leved he well yn crysts sone
And a crystē mon he wolde be come
He dyde hȳ crystene as y ƺou telle
And þr myracull ht be felle
Þe watr wysh a way hs sȳne
And all þe fylthe þt he was inne

Then speke þe emꝑour
To pope sylvester wt get honor
Sylvester he sayde goddys klerke
I may se now þt ere was derke
My mys byleve blyndede me
That y myƺte not þe mote se
Of goddes myƺth  hs werkes
Now y wyll become on of hs clerkes
Then þanked he crste wt get honor
Kyng cōstantyne þt emꝑour
My place sylvester y ƺeve þe to honde
Of me þu shalt ht ynþrfonge
And make þr of goddys hows
For y wyll þt ht be þus
I wyll ht leve wt all my myƺtes
For y woll be on of godds knyƺtes
And when þu haste so do
Ʒefe þy gete beneson þr to
To all þt wyll þydr come
To honor cryste godds sone
And saȳt John þe evangelyste
Petur powle  john þe baptyste
Pope sylvester þen sayde he
Of petur powle  of me
They shall be clene of sȳne  pyne
As cryste clensed þo of pyne
And as þe fylthe fell þe fro
As clene of sȳne shall be all þo
Of all maner kyn of sȳne
That dwelleth þe sowle wt inne
Pope boneface telleth þt tale
And y tellyth forth wt outen fayle
Ht wer no nede to no mon yn crystyante
To passe yn to þe holy lond ovr þe see
To Jerħm nor to seynte kateryne
To brynge sowles out of pyne
For þr ys ꝑdon wt owten ende
Well hs hȳ þt þydr may wende
Pope boneface telleth more
Of mykyll ꝑdon þt ys þore
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Who so comeþ to þe chapell of Jon baptyst
That dere ys to Jħu cryste
And hathe ony donocyon
That þydr wyll go wt oryson
Þorow hs pryer þey may be clased of syne
What tyme þey entre þe chapell wt in
Pope boneface maketh hem clene
Of all sȳns þt þey in bene
In þt mynster þt ys so hende
Fowr dores shalt þu fynde
As sone as þu be in at one
And passes þowr evrychone
Ploner remyssyon may þu have
Of all þe sȳns þt þu wyll crave
Relyquies þr ben mony on
In worshyp of crst  of seȳt John
In þe roofe ovyr þe popes see
A savator may þu see
Nevr peynted wt hond of mon
As men yn rome telle kon
When sylvester halewed þt place
Ht aperede þorow goddes grce
A tabull þr ys þt men mey se
That cryste made on hs monde
On shereþorsday when he breke brede
By fore þe tyme þt he was dede
To here of þs ht doth ƺou gode
Ht ys my flesch  my blode
When ƺe shalt here me not fynde
Ht shall ƺou kepe fro þe fynde
Also þr bē two tabeles y unþrstode
Tat crste wrote on wt hs honde
And toke þe lawe to moyses
The kepe þe pepull yn godds pece
A ƺerde of aaron þt was gode
Ht turnede watyr yn to blode
And fro blode to watr agayn
To shewe þt þey wer goddes mēn

Angelles mete þey seyn þr ys
Also of þe fyve loves  of þe fesh
And releve þt leved aftr hem
That crste feed wt fyfe þouwsand men
Fowr pyleve of bras þr ben strong
That have stondē þr full longe
Ther ben none suche yn all rome
Wonþr ht ys how þey þedr come
But vaspaysyon þt holy kyng
And tytus hs sone þt was so ƺyng
From jerħu he dede hem come
In to þe holy place of rome
Ther ben þe chayn of saȳt John
Whē he was bownden  myƺt not gon
And þe vessell þt þe ƺaf hȳ dryke in
Moche þe more was her pyne
He dronke ht up he greved hȳ nowƺt
For yn Jħu was all hs þowƺth
And a kertell of þt māne
That fro deth was reysedan
Ther be þe cloþ of Jħu crste
And þe askes of John þe baptyste
Also þe cloth þt Jħu gan lede
Hys dyssypeles on to fede
And a serke þt our lady gon make
For her swete sones sake
Of þe blood  watyr also
That out of crsts syde gan go
And mylke of marye þe vyrgyns
And a foote of marye magdeleyne
And þe cloþs þt crste was wounden in
Whē he shulde dye for māns syn
And of þe flesh of hs cyrcūsyce
Men ht holde yn get pryse
Of petr  powle þe heddys ben þer
Woll closed a bowte þe hyƺ auter
When þe hedds shewed shall be
Then ys þr ꝑdon get plente
As mych ꝑdon y wysse
As when þe vernacull shewed ys
And þt ys grunted certaynly
Of pope urban  of gregory
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Ther ben oþr relykes mony on
In worshyp of crste  of seynt john
Her may we no longr be
In to þe popes halle moste we
In þt halle þre dores þr be
Eche a day open þu may hē se
As ofte as þu gost þorow ony of hem
And þu be of sȳne clene
And enter oft þorow any of hem þre
Fowrty ƺer of ꝑdon ys grunted to de
The pope urbane y ƺou say
In lenton þe fyrst þoresday
Shewede petr  powle henodes two
By fore þe romanes and oþr mo
And grunted a hondred ƺer of ꝑdon
Seven myle abowte rome towne
And also mony lentones mo
That same tyme he ƺaf þr to
Ther ys no man now y bore
Nor hys fadur hym be fore
That of þo heddes have a syƺth
At þt tyme but be grce of god almyƺt
Ther ys a chapell of gret ꝑdon
And of mony sȳns remyssyon
Menne call ht scā scōr
In þt chapell shall no ^wo man com
Ther yn ys a salvatowr
To whom men don get honor
The whyche was sent to our lady
Whyle þt sho was her us by
From her sone þt ys a boven
Aftr þe tyme of hs ascencion
Ther may no wōman entre þo
By cause of her þt sȳned sore
She browƺt us alle to þe qwede
Tyll cryste on crosse suffered dede
Evry day seven þowsand ƺere
And alsp ƺyf þu wylt crave
Plener remyssyon þu may have

At þe chapell of þe rode
As an offrynge fayre  gode
Men calle hyt jerħu
Seȳt elene latte make hem
Constance þe holy wōmon
Of kyng cōstantyne she kam
Hys þowƺtr she was  was sene
For þorow þe pryr of seynt elene
That holy plae she made thus
In honor of þe holy crosse
Pope sylvester ht halewede þo
And gret ꝑdon he ƺaf þer to
For eche sonday yun þe ƺer
And eche wedenesday ƺyf þu be þr
Is two þowsand  fyfe ƺere
And yche a day on hondred ys þr
Relykes þr be mony  fele
The sponge of gall  of eysell
That þe Jewes profered cryst to
When he sayde scicio
And a nayle whē Jhū crste was
Don on þe rode fr our trespas
And yn þt cherche ys also
Of þe crosse þt he was on do
And of þe tre þt þe þeves henge on by
That of hs sȳns askede mercy
And a tityll of syr pylat
He may ht rede þt ys þr at
Thys ys Jhū of Nazareth
Kyng of Jewes þt þolede deth
The tytyll ys honged y wyll not lye
By a crosse þt ys hȳ bye
In þe maner of a bowe
In þe myddes of þe kyrke y trowe
In þt maner ht ys do
For no man shulde come þr to
Of more ꝑdon y wyll ƺou say
That at seynt laurenes ys eche day
Seven þowsand ƺer  lentones þr to
And þe þrydde parte of þy ponāns undo
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Pope pelagyus þt holy mon
That chyrche to halowe fryst be gan
And grunted þr to hys ꝑdon
And also goddes benyson
Thorow pryres of two martures
Steven  laurence þt þr lyes
And unþr þe awter ys made a stone
Ther a bowte þey may gone
An hole on þs awter þu may fynde
Knele down þr wt good mynde
Putte yn þy heed or þy honde
And þu shalt fele a swete grnde
A swete smelle of bodyes þt þr be
Her sowles be wt god in trinite
And ƺyf þu be þr all þe ƺere
Eche wednesday yn þt mynster
Thow may have of crstes powere
A sowle to drawe out of prgatory fyre
At seynt sympull pope of rome he was
And god hym sente a fayr grce
Seven hondred holy bones
He gedered but not at ones
And yn þt chyrche he dede hom grve
For hoso seke hem hs he may save
And he ƺaf ꝑdon to alle þo
That be shryven  þydr wyll go
Fyfe þowsand ƺer  more
Thorow pryeres of hem þt lyen þore
Wt owte owte þe kyrke of Julyan
Ther ys wrytten yn a stone
That honoryus þt holy pope
That kyrke halewede yn hs cope
And six þowsand ƺer he ƺaf to ꝑdon
To all þo þt þydr wyll come

A nobull story wryte y fynde
A pope ht wrote to hvae yn mynd
Of hs modur  of her lyf
That holden was an holy wyfe
Of myrthes sadde  myldee of mode
Þt all men held her holy  gode
Bothe dvowte  myldee of stevē
Þt all men helde her wordy heven
So holy as she was holde of name
All men were gladde of her fame
But as holy as she holden was
Þe devell browƺth her yn a foule cas
He trseled her so wt hs trecherye
And ledde her yn lust of lecherye
For wt lust of lecherye he hr begylde
Tyll she hadde cōceyved a chylde
And also prvely she ht bare
That þer of was no man ware
And for nomon shuld wyte of þt case
A none as þe chylde born was
The chylde she slowƺ  wyryede
And pryveley she ht byryede
Þr was she cōbred yn a carefull case
And un shryven þr of she was
She ne tolde no preste her prvyte
For she wolde holy holden be
Ofte sones she fell ī þe same case
Ryƺth as be forn her be tydde was
For she was comē of hyƺ parage
Of gentyll kȳne  worþy lynage
Þr for she wolde not her sȳns shewe
Nor yn schryfte ht be knowe
And so her dedes wer not a spyed
But aftr warde sodenly she dyed
When she was seyn so sodenly dye
Men hoped she was yn heven hye
They helde her so holy  devowte
Þt of her deth þey made no dowte
But sykurly men wende y wys
Þt she was worþy heven blys
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Then aftr wt inne a shorte tyme
Upon a day soone aftyr pryme
The pope as he at hs masse stode
Upon hs modr he hadde þowƺt goode
Praying to god wt cōciens clere
The soþe to knowe as ht were
And sodenly yn myddes hs masse
Þr þrowƺ to hȳ such a derkenesse
Þt he lakkede ner þe dayes lyƺt
For ht was derke as mydnyƺt
In þt derkenes was myste among
All a stonyed he stode so ht stongke
Be syde he loked unþr hys lere
In þt derknes a þȳg þrew hȳ nere
A wonþerfull grysely creature
Aftr a fend fyred wt al her feture
All ragged  rente boþe elenge  evell
As orrybull to be holde as any devell
Mowthe face eres  yes
Brēnede all full of brēnyng lyes
He was so a gast of þt grysyly goste
That yn a swonyng he was almoste
He halsed ht þorow goddes myƺte
That þe fende he putte to flƺte
And be þe vertu of hys blode
That for mankynde dyed on tode
Sey me sykerly þe soþe soone
What þu hast yn þs place to done
What us þy cause þu cursed wreche
Thus at masse me for to dreche
Þe gost answered wt drury chere
I am þy modur þt þe beere
Þt for unshryven dedes so fdorne
In byttur paynes þs y brēne
The sayde þe pope alas alas
Modr þs ys to me a wondr case
A leef modur how may þs be
In suche paynes þe for to se

For all men wende y wys
That þu hadde bēn wordy heven blys
And full good þt þu were
To prye for us þt ben here
Sey me modyr wt outen fayne
Why art þu put to all þs payne
She sayde sone sykerly
I shall þe telle þe cause why
For y was not such as y semed
But myche worse þen men wened
I lyved in lustes wykkydly ī my lyfe
Of þe whych y wolde me not shryfe
And tolde hȳ trewly all þe case
Fro þe bygȳnyng how þt he wase
The pope lette teres a down rēne
And to hs modr he sayde þen
Tell me now modr for love of mary flor
If any þyng may þe help or sokour
Bedes or masse þy penaūce to bye
Or ony fastyng þy sorowe to aleye
What crfte or caste or any oþr þyng
The may help or be þy relenyng
My blessed sone sayde she
Full well y hope þt ht may be
Syker  saf myƺth y be well
Who so trewly wolde take a trentell
Of ten chef festes of þe ƺere
To syng for me yn þs manere
Thre masses of crystys natyvyte
And of þe xik day oþr þre
Thre of our ladyes puryfycacion
And oþr þre of her anūciacion
Thre of crystes gloryous resurreccion
And oþr þre of hs hyƺ ascencion
And of pentacoste oþr þre
And þre of þe blessed trinite
And of or ladyes assūpcion oþr þre
These ben þe chefe festes ten
That sokor þe sowles þt ben fro hevēn
Who so sayth þese masses wt out faye
For sȳnfull sowles þey shall a vayle
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All a ƺere wt outon trayne
They delyvere a sowle ouyt of payne
Lette say þese masses be ƺor hestes
Wt inne þe vtas of þe festes
And he þt shall þese masses do
Sey he þr wt þs oryson also
Deus qui es miā redēpcio
Wt all þe oþr þt longen þr to
The pope was gladde her of ī fay
And to hs modr þen gon he say
Modyr he sayde þr shall be do
For y am moste bounde þr to
Thou were my modr I was þy sone
Thys same ƺer ht shall be done
God grunte me grce to stond ī stede
A ƺeyns all þe sȳns þt evr þu dede
I cōmaūde hooly my moder dere
Þt þs tyme twelfmoneþ þu to me apere
And hooly to me þy state þu telle
That how þu fare y may wyte well
My sone she sayde y woll yn fay
And wt þt worde she wente her way
Day by day þe ƺer gon passe
The pope for ƺate nevr hs masse
The same dayes þt were a syned
To helpe hs modr þt was pyned
And toke þe orysons all way þr to
Ryƺth as she bad hȳ for to do
Xij moneþ aftr as he at masse stode
Wt get devocion  holynesse gode
At þt same tyme full ryght
He saw a full swete syght
A comely lady dressed  dyght
That all þe worlde was no so bryƺt
Comely crowned as a quene
Twenty angellys her ladde be twene
He was so raveshed of þt syght
That nyƺ for joye he swoned ryght
He fell down flatte by fore her fete
Þt devowtly teres wepynge he lete
And gette her wt a myldee steven
And sayde þere lady aqene of heven
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For my modyr mercy I crye
At þt worde wt myldee chere
She hȳ answered on þs manere
Blessed son I am not she
Who wenest þu þt I be
But certes as þu seest me here
I am þy modyr þt þe bere
That her by fore þu wyste well
I was wordy payne yn hell
And now y am such as þu seest her
Þorow help of þe vertu of þy pryer
Fro derknesse I dresse to blysse clere
Þe tyme be blessed þt y þe bere
And for þe kyndenesse of þy good dede
Heven blysse shall be þy mede
And all þo þt letē þose masses bed
Shall save hē self  oþr mo
Þs may þey helpe her frendes all
That reche lesly yn sȳne falle
Ther fore sone þs story þu preche
And almyƺty god y þe be teche
As þe ēdyng of her wordes even
An angell her ber yn to heven
In to þt place god us sende
To dwelle wt her wt outen ende
Thys ys þe vertu y þe telle
Of seynt gregory trentelle
But who so wylt do ht trewely
He moste do more sykurly
Þe prste þt þe masse shall synge
At eche feste þt he doþ ht mynge
He most say wt good evocion
Over even þe cōmendacyōn
Place be  dyvyge also
The sowle to brynge out of woo
And also þe salms sevēne
For to brynge þe sowle to heven
Among oþr pryeres þey ben good
To brynge sowles fro helle fode
For evry psalme qwencheth a sȳne
As ofte as a man þoth hend mȳne
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Loke wt good devocyon þu hem say
And to all halowes þt þu pray
To helpe þe wt all her myƺt
The sowle to brynge to heven bryght
Ther evr ys day  nevr nyght
Cryst grunt uys parte of þt lyght
Loke þese ben sayde all in fere
Every day yn þe ƺere
Never a day þt þu for ƺete
These to say þu ne lette
Also in þe vtas of evry feste
Also longe as ht doth leste
Viijte days men callē þe vtas
Þe prste most say ī hs masse
A nobull orysoun ht ys holde
Þe colette þt fyrst y of tolde
And aftr þe fyrste orysoun
Þr ys an oþr of get renoun
Þt to þe sowle ys wonþr swete
Mēne calle ht þe secrete
Whē þe prste hath don hs masse
Used  hs hondes wasche
A noþr orysn he moste say
Þt yn þe boke fynde he may
Þe post comen men don ht calle
That helpeth sowles out of þralle
Amd þt þs be don at eche a feste
As þe trentell speketh moste  leste
Then may þu be sykur  certayne
To brynge þe sowle out of payne
To endeles joye þt lasteth aye
Þt god dyed for on good fryday
To þt joye he us brynge
It ys ī heven wt oute endynge
Pray we all ht may so be
And say Amen for charyte ☙

Who so wyll of nurtur love
Herken to me  ƺe shall here
When þu comeste be fore a lorde
In halle yn bowere or at þe borde
Hoode or kappe þu of þo
Ere þu come hym all unto
Twyse or þryse wt outē dowte
To þt lorde þu moste lowte
Wt þy ryƺth kne lette ht be do
Thy worshyp þu mayst save so
Holde of þy cappe  þy hood also
Tyll þu be byden ht on to do
All þe whyle þu spekest wt hym
Fayr  lovely hold up þy chȳn
Go aftr þe nurtur of þe book
In hs face lovely þu loke
Foot  hond þu kepe full stylle
Fro clowyng or tryppȳg ht ys skylle
Fro spettyng  snetyng kepe þe also
Be prvy of voydance  lette ht go
And loke þu be wyse  fell
And þr to also þt þow governe þe well
In to þe halle when þu dost wende
Amonge þe genteles gode  hende
Prece þu not up to hyƺ for no þȳg
Nor for þy hyƺ blood ner for þy kōnȳg
Noþr to sytte neþr to lene
For ht ys neyþr good ne clene
Lette not þy cōtynaunce also abate
For good nurtor wyll save þy state
Fadyr  modyr what evr þey be
Woll ys þe chylde þt may the
In halle in chambur or wher þu gon
Nurtur  good maners makeþ man
To þe nexte degre loke þu wyseley
To do hem revrente by and by
Do hem no revrens but sette all ī rowe
But ƺyf þu þ bettr do hym knowe
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To þe mete when þu art sette
Fayre  honestly thow ete hyt
Ffyrste loke þt þy handes be clene
And þt þy knyf be sharpe  kene
And cutte þy breed  all þy mete
Ryƺth even as þu dost ht ete
If þu sytte be a worthyor man
Then þy self thow art on
Suffre hym fyrste to towche þe mete
Er þy self any þr of gete
Do þe beste morsell þu may not stryke
Thowƺ þu nevr so well ht lyke
Alsp kepe þy hondys fayr  well
Ffro fylynge of the towell
Ther on þu shalt not þy nose wype
Noþr at þy mete þy toth þu pyke
To depe ī þy cuppe þu may not synke
Thowƺ þu have good wyll to drynke
Leste þy eyen water þer by
Then ys hyt no curtesy
Loke yn þy mowth be no mete
When þu begȳneste to drȳke or speke
Also when þu sest any man drynkyng
That taketh hewe of þy karpyng
Soone a non þu sete þy tale
Wheþr he drynke wyne or ale
Loke also þu skorne no mon
In what þe þu se hym gon
Nor þu shalte no mon keprens ^reprans
Ʒyf þu wylt þy owen worshyp save
For suche wordys þu myƺth out kaste
Sholde make þe to lyve ī evell reste
Close þyn honde yn þy feste
And kepe þe well from hadde y wyste

In chambr among ladyes bryƺth
Kepe þy tonge  spende þy syƺth
Pawƺe þu not wt no grette cry
Ne rage þu not wt rybawdry
Pley þu not but wt þy peres
Ne telle þu not þt þu heres
Nor dyskever ^ þu not^ þyn owen dede
For no myrth nor for no mede
Wt fayr speche þu may have þy wyll
And wt y speche þu may þe spyll
Ʒyf þu suwe a wordyer mon
Then þy self þu art on
Lette þy ryƺth shold folow hs bakke
Ffor nurtr þt ys wt owten lakke
When he doth speke holde þe style
When he hath don say þy wyll
Loke yn þy speche þu be fell
And what þu sayste a vyse þe well
And be refe þu no mon hs tale
Noþr at wyne ner at ale
Now crste of hs grette grce
Ʒeve us all both wytte  space
Well þr to knowe  rede
And heven to have for or mede
Amen Amen s moot ht be
So say we all for charyte ☙

☙Explicit trctus urbantatis☙
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Almyƺty god þt all hath wroght
Heven  helle  erþe of noght
Watyr  londe daye  nyght
Sone  mone  sterres bryght
Grasse corne tre and beest
Fowlus  fyshchus moste  leste
All þyng þu made þorow þy powste
Ther for ht shall be at þy wyll be
Mon þu made to þy lykenesse
Both boon  blood fell  flesh
And hym ƺaf þu myƺth  cure
Ovr evrych erdely creature
Paradys wt all þe blys
Thow badde hym kepe to hȳ  hys
And sayde he sholde be mayster þore
Ʒyf he wolde do aftr þy lore
Ever more wt owten ende
Both he  hs þr for to lende
But all þy byddyng he for sook
When he þe appull of heven tooke
And ete ht a ƺeyns þy cōmandement
Þorow þe false fendes ētysement
Þen was he made of blysse full bare
Bothe he  hs for evr more
Als tyte as he hadde mysdone
Out of þt stede he was put sone
 lay in sorow  in get peyne
Evr tyll he come to blysse a gayne
Thus Jhū browƺt all man kȳne
Fro sorow þt shall nevr blȳve
But blessed be he wt outen ende
That to us wolde be such a frende
Whēn he wolde þole hs owene sone
Dye for mankynde þt þs hadde done
And bye aƺeyn þt was for lorne
All þt of Adam kynde wos borne
Blessed mote he evr more be
That out of þrall made us so fre
Wele ofte y both day  nyƺt
To þanke þt lord wt all my myƺth
That lette me be on of þo
That wt hs deth was bowƺte so
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And evr more wt outē endynge
Hs shamfull deth to have ī mȳnyng
As blessed kyng  kyngus sone
That mych goodnes for me haþ done
Thanketh be þu ever more
That gete love þu kydde me þore
And mony a noþr tyme at nede
I þonke þe lord of þy good dede
For y wot þu art ryth wyse
Thow wolte not lese þy marchandyse
But brȳge me lprde un to þt stede
The whych þu bowƺtest me wt þy dede
That we sȳne full wer fallen fro
Thorow Adam sȳne  Eve also
☙Kyng of heven blessed þu be
Lorde of grce  pyte
Grauntte us for þy get myƺth
That we not sȳne wt þe ye syƺth
But of þy grce we be seche þe
That fendes ȳ us have no poweste
Mayden mary full of grace
Be seche þy sone ȳ evry place
As he ys lord of our begȳnynge
That þe fend yn us have no sowndȳg
The sowle þt he tooke us to ƺeme
That ht be to þe Jhū for to qweme
A pater nō say we all
☙In deedly sȳne þt we not falle
And an ave mary  a crede
Have mercy lord of our mysdede
Graunte us shryfte at our ende
Or þt we fro hens wende
☙The XV tokenes telle y may
That shall falle or doms day
As sayth seynt Jeremye
In hs book of profesye
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☙The fyrst day shall reyne bloode
The folk shall crye as þey wer wode
Al þt on þe erþe doeth stonde
Shall wax blody both heed  honde
The chyldren unborn I telle þe
Of þs token shall a ferde be
And cryen sore to our dryƺte
As þey full well speke myƺth
☙That oþr day ys strong wt all
Fro heven shall þe sterres falle
Also ferrefull  all so bryght
As þe fyer of þondur lyght
Men shall say þen full sone
Thes ben þe tokenes of þe dome
They shall wepe  crye sore
And say Jhū cryste þyn ore
☙The þrydde day was nevr non lyche
In erþe nor yn heven ryche
The sōne þt shyneth so bryght
So fayr  so full of lyght
Shall be as swarte as any pych
Alas þt day ys full enlych
That men shall þe sþne se
At mydday so swarte to be
The folke þt þen shall be alyve
Shall forfare on evry clyve
Alas þt we shal þt day abyde
Tose þt sorow on evry syde
☙The fowrþe day ys swyde stronge
Wt wepyng  wt sorow a mong
The mone upon þe erþe shall stonde
In to reed bloode ht shall wonde
Ht twelleth  drawyth to þe grownde
Thus wyll ht be þt ylke stownde
To þe see he drawyth for drede
As moyses yn hs profysye saydee
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The mone shalt blede  fall raþe
And wende out of hs ryƺt baþe
The man shall say to hs wyfe
Alas þt we be lefte a lyve
☙The fyfte day ht hyeth on by lyve
For evry beste þt ys a lyve
Toward heven hs heed shall holde
And wonþr þr of as ht ys tolde
For þey wolde clepe as to or dryƺte
And also speke ƺyf þey myƺth
They shall crye Jhū þyn care
Of þs sorow þt we se no more
Thus seyth seynte jeremye
In hs boke of prophesye
That evry best a ferd shall be
Of þe tokenes þt þey shall se
Well owƺte we þt unþrstonde
That crystēdom have unþrfonge
To prye Jhū of hs mercy
As he bowƺte us upon a tre
That we mote come ȳ blysse
Jhū lord when þt þy wyll ys
☙The syxte day shall down falle
The mores wt þe trees alle
To þe erþe shall þe creep dryve
Care  sorow shall be þen pryve
Þe mon for drede shall lese hs wyf
Þe wyf þe chyld þe chyld hs lyf
All þt lyveth shal lese ht wytte
Woo ys ym þt day a bytte
The folk þt be þen a lyve
Shall to fare on evry clyve
Alas þe lyf þt ys so towƺ
That may þen lyve yn sorow y nowƺ
For bettyr ht were to be un born
Then suche sorows y byde forn
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☙The vij day shall fall a downe
Hye castelles walles  towne
And a down shall fall evry hyll
For þe hyllys shall þe dalys fyll
For stronbg drede þey shall qwake
And all þe worlde shall to shake
The erþe shall all to klene
In þs worlde shall nowƺt leve
When shall þe worlde even be
Wo ys hym þt hyt shal se
☙The viij day ys all of drede
As moyses to us hath saydee
The see shall a ryse  fle
More þen ht was wonte to be
For get drede ht ebbeth  floweth
For stormes gete þt ht woneth
Thorow stryffte  mykell wynde
That fro þe fyrmamente doth wende
The wawes shall so get be
That to heven þey shall fle
All þt lyves þt ylke day
They wolde fle but þey ne may
That god almyƺth shulde not hēse
Unþr þe yrþe þey wolde fayn be
Then shall þe see wt drawe
And wende to hs ryght lawe
God of heven as he well may
Moste kepe us þt ylke day
☙The ix day wonþr ht ys
As þe prophete sayth y wys
Evry watyr shal crye þan
Speke  have steven of man
And crye on hyƺ un to our drygh
Lyke as þey speke myght
Lorde þy mercy þu fulfylle
We dede nevr agayn þy wylle

Wyth sȳne ne wt wykked dede
Lorde þu brynge us out of drede
Graunte us lorde to come to þy reste
Wher bale ys moste bote ys heste
☙The tenþe day ys wellaway
As Jerom sayth  gregory
Knele shall þe angelles bryght
A fore þe feete of god almyƺth
Seȳt petr shall falle y rede
He ne shall speke on worde for drede
They shall se heven goo
And þe yrþe shall also
Strykyng  crynge well lome
For drede of þe day of dome
The fendes shall come out of helle
As saynt John doth us telle
And crye  helle lord þȳn core
Of our payne  our sorows sore
Thys ys a day of stronge sorow
And ƺet a strengr cometh a morow
☙The xi day cometh þondr  lyƺth
And stormes strong wt get fryƺth
The stones shall to gedyr fle
That evr wer or evr shall be
Then shall all þe worlde to dryve
Woo ys hȳ þt ys on lyve
The reynbowe shall unwryden be
And a grysly syƺth þr on to se
The fendys for fere shall falle ƺerne
For drede to helle shull þey trne
Ther be payns hote  colde
Gryndyng of teþe ī mony folde
God hym^self seyth þr þey shall be
They shull nevr forth fle
Ther þey shall lyve  were
And have all þyng þt hē shall dere
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God grunte us so by tyde
That we may be on þe bettr syde
And marye help þt ht so be
For þy pure vurgynyte
☙The xij day ys dolefull dēne
For þer nas nevr shappe of māne
But he wolde þēne to god ryght
Ʒyf he durste  moste or myght
The angelles þt hym serven all
Shall for us a kne downe falle
To goddes foote for our sȳne
For our love  all man kȳne
Then shall heven to gydr gone
Longe to a byde help ys þr non
☙Dolfullych comeþ þen þe xiij day
Ʒyf all lyvede þt lyven may
Fro þe bygȳnyng of dome to come
In to þe day endynge of dome
We myght nevr yn book rede
All þe sorow  all þe drede
That god hȳselfe shall se þen
When he cometh yn shappe of mān
For all þe stones gete  small
That ben on erþe wt outen tale
All þey shull to gedr þrynge
For drede of our heven kyng
They shall a ryse  fyght also
That þe rede fyr shal fro hem go
They shall brēne also bryght
As þe fyr of þondr lyght
☙The fowrtende ys þe gete sorow
Of stronge fyr þt cometh on morow
Ther ys no þyng ī þs worlde þen
That þe fyr ne shall ht brēne
Fowle ne beste þr shall non leve
Þt ht ne shall brēne fro morow to eve

Ʒyf any man lyve  se þs
He may be hevy  sory y wys
Thys ne passeth not swyde sone
For on morow cometh þe day of dom
☙The xv day hyeth by lyve
For þer ys no mon on lyfe
Fro Adams day þe fyrst mon
Sp tp þe dome he shall come þan
And fro þe deth he shall a ryse
And of þe dome full sore a gryse
Evry man yn XXXth wȳtr of olde
Shall come þe dome to be holde
And evry man shall oþr mote
At þe mownte of olyvete
Two angelles shall blowe wt hornes
For drede all shal come at ones
Well sore þey may a gryse
That fro þe deth þen shall ryse
Two angelles shall come Jhū be fore
Wt schorge  spere  crowne of þorn
Wt drery chere  sorowfull mode
And se ht herte  hs blode
The spere as blody  as sharpe
As he was stongen wt þe herte
For non ēvye ne for no pryde
Longens stonge hȳ þorow þo syde
But he nam þe blode so rede
As þe prophesye hym bede
He strokke ht to hs ye syƺth
Ht wax as clere as candell lyght
He sayde lorde full of pyte
Thys mysdede þu for ƺeve me
I ne dede ht for no wykked hede
But as þese cursed jewes me bede
Two angelles shall brȳge þe rode byght
Þe blody nayls so prsyous of syght
And say lorde we be seche þe
Of all us to have pyte
Then our lorde wt sterne mode
Hs arms spredde full of bloode
Shalt say man þu may her se
What y have suffred for þe
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Skorged y was wt skorges starke
And stōgen y was wt a spere to þe hert
Crowned y was wt a crowne of tre
Thys passyon mon y suffred for þe
Thow were full leef for to swere
Be mȳ yen  be myn here
Be my feet  be my honde
Be my nayles þt were so longe
My mowth þt y shulde wt speke
That woldest þu not for ƺete
Be my teth  be my tonge
Be my fyngeres þt were so longe
Man ht was þe full ryve
To swere by my wonþs fyve
Be my brayn  be myn hedde
My sowle was caste me by renedde
Thow woldest me nevr choþe ne fede
Thow noldest me halp at no nede
Ofte þu woldest for swere þe
Man what suffredest þu for me
Then cometh or lady her sone before
Blessed be þe tyme þt she was bore
Her yen shall rēne of rede blode
Well sore wepyng wt drery moode
Sayng fadr  sone  holy goste
Kyng  lorde as þu well woste
My bone to day þu grunte me
My swete sone y pry þe
Thy handywerke þt þu haste wrowƺth
My dere sone þu lese ht nowƺth
Thow bowƺtest hē der upon þe rode
Wt þy flesch  wt þy blode
Therfor swete sone y pry þe
Of all man kynde þu have pyte
Graunte hem þy swete blysse
None of hem þt þu ne mysse
Modyr þy wyll fulfylled shall be
Thy bone to day y grunte ht þe
Myn hondywerk þt y have wroƺth
Of þe gode y wyll lese nowƺth
But þo þt wolde not honor me
My blysse shall þey never se

But yn to payne shall þey wende
And yn to sorow wt owten ende
And my chylde þt han served me
Blessed mote ƺe all be
Ʒe shall come wt me yn to heven
Wt angelles song  mery steven
He clepth hem hym to fore
And wele ys hem þt þey wer bore
He speketh to hem full myldeelych
Comeþ ī to my blysse so ryche
Now lorde ever blessed mote þu be
And grunte us þt blysse we mowe se
Whē we have done her our ende
To þy ryche blysse þt we mowe wēde
☙Amen for Charite☙
☙Upon a lady my love ys lente
Wt outen change of any chere
That ys lovely  contynent
And most at my desyre
Thys lady ys yn my hert pyght
Her to love y have get haste
Wt all my power  my myƺth
To her y make myn herte stedfast
Therfor wyl y non oþr spowse
Ner non oþr loves for to take
But only to her y make my vowe
And all oþr to for sake
Thys lady ys gentyll  meke
Moder she ys  well of all
She ys nevr for to seke
Noþr to get ner to small
Redy she ys nygh  day
To man  wōman  chylde yn fere
Ʒyf þt þey wyll owƺt to her say
Our pryeres mekely for to here
To serve þs lady we all be bownde
Both nyƺth  day yn evry place
Where evr we be yn felde or towne
Or elles yn any oþr place
Pray we to þs lady bryƺth
In þe worshyp of þe trinite
To brȳge ys alle to heven lyƺth
A men say we for charyte ☙
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God þt ys so full of myght
That men dede wronge  made ryght
He sente men ys to wysse
The ryght way to heven blysse
Fyrste hs prophetys þt wer us told
But þe folke þt wer yn londe
Ne myght hem not unþrstonde
To teche us more redylye
He come hym self full prvely
And almoste þre  þrytty ƺer
Sothfaste mon he dwelled here
Both yn wordes  tokenes fele
He tawƺte men her sowles to hele
And at þe laste for mōns goode
He dyed hym self upon þe rode
And bowƺte us wt hs blody syde
All hem þt were lorn þorow prde
And hs apostelus for seþe he sende
That þey shulde þe folke amende
And to tell hem of heven ryche
Ʒong  olde pore all y lyche
He hadde bysshopps gode also
And oþr prechorus mony mo
That shewed her mony a tokenȳg
That he ys god  sothefast kynge
Holy byschopps some tyme þr were
That tawƺte men of goddes lore
In Irlonde prched seȳt patryke
In þt londe was non hȳ lyke
He prcheded goddes worde full wyde
And tolde men what shullde be tyde
Fyrste he prched of heven blysse
Who evr go þydr may ryght nowƺt mysse
Sethen he preched of helle pyne
Howe wo þem ys þt comeþ þer inne
And þen he prched of prgatory
As he fonde in hs story
But ƺet þe folke of þe cōtre
Beleved not þt he myƺth be
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And seyde but ƺyf ht were so
That eny mon myth hȳ self go
And se all þt  come a geyn
Then wolde þey be leve fayn
Seȳt Patryke hȳ self be þowƺth
And Jhū faste he be sowƺth
That he wolde som tokyne shewe
So þe pepull myƺth þorow hs leve
Turne hem yn to þe ryƺth beleve
Our lord come to hȳ upon a day
As he yn hys bedys lay
Two ryche þynkes he hȳ ƺaf
A booke of gospellus  a staf
Wt full glad chere þe byschop hē toke
Boþe þe ryche staffe  þe booke
And ƺet be þo ryche relyquus þere
And at evry feste day yn þe ƺere
The ben bore yn procession
Wyth full gret devocioū
The archebysshop of þt lond
Shall bere þt staffe yn hs honde
Who so wyll wyte what ht hatte
Jhū staffe men calle ht ƺette
☙God spakke to saȳt patryke þo
By name  badde hȳ wt hym go
He ladde hȳ yn to a wyldernesse
Wher was no reste more ne lesse
And shewed þt he myƺth se
In to þe erþe a pryve entre
Ht was yn a depe dyches ende
What mon he sayde þt wyll her yn wende
And dwelle þr yn a day  nyƺth
And holde hs by leve  ryƺth
And come aƺeyn þt he ne dwelle
Mony a meruayle he may of telle
And all þo þt doth þys pylgrymage
I shall hem grunt for her wage
Wheþr he be sqwyer or knave
Oþr prgatory shall he non have
Als son as he hadde sayde hym so
Jhū wente þe bysshoppe fro
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Seynt patryke þen a non ryght
He ne stynte ner day ne nyght
But gatte hym help fro day to day
And made þer a fayr abbey
And chanons gode he dede þr inne
Onþr þe abbey of seynt austȳne
Seynt patryke lette make ryght well
A dore bowden wt iren  stele
Lokke  key he made þer to
That no mon shulde þe dore un do
The key he betoke þe pryour
And badde hȳ lokke ht as tresour
And evr close þe entre so
That no man myƺth þr yn go
But ƺyf ht were þorow þe assente
Of þe pryour  þe convente
Of þe bysschop he moste have a lettr
Elles hym were nevr þe better
Ʒet ys þt stede called yn memorye
Seynt Patrykus purgatorye
In hs tyme some were þr yn
To have for ƺevenesse of her sȳne
That come a ƺeyn on þe morow
Of peyns þt þey syƺ þoo
And of mykyll joye also
What þey sen þr as þey wente yn
For soþe ht was yn book wryten
Some wente yn þt bolde wore
But out come þey nevr more
In stevenes tyme y unþrstonde
That was kyng of Inglonde
Ther was a knyƺt men called Oweyn
He was þr yn  come a gayn
What he þt syƺ y wyll ƺou telle
Bothe of hevene  of helle
Thys knyƺt was dowƺty mon  bolde
And a mong mykyll of tolde
But þs knyƺte fell yn to sȳne
And long tyme he lay þr inne

At þe laste hym rependede soore
And þowƺte he wolde do no more
But to þs bysshoppe of þt countre
He wente  fonde hym yn hs se
To hym he gon hym for to shryve
Of all þe synns yn hs lyve
The bysshoppe blamede hȳ yn þt hete
For hs sȳns mony  gete
Sethen he sayde to hȳ at þe laste
That all hs lyf he moste faste
For a mende her hs mysdede
Of þt he hadde mydone  sayde
Syr he sayde y þe beseche
As þu art my sowles leche
Grunte me þt y mote gone
To saynt patrykes prgatory a none
And when y am comen a gayn
All ƺor wyll y wyll do fayn
The bysshoppe sayde dyþr shalt þu nowƺth
For mony a sole hath þydr sowƺth
To moche upon hymself þey tryste
Whyþr þey wente no mon wyste
A rede þe for þy devocyon
That þu take þe abyte of relygyon
And ƺyf þu wylt þy sȳne lete
In þs wyse may þu heven gete
Syr he sayde y ƺe pray
Thow ƺeve me leve to go þt way
I hope y woll bothe come  wonde
Thorow þe grce of god of heven
The bysshop ƺaf hym leve þo
On goddes name he badde hȳ go
A non he made hȳ a letter wele
And seled ht wt hs owene sele
To þe prour of þt abbey
He toke hs leve  wente hs way
When he to þe prour come
Of þe knyƺte þe lettr he nome
He ht redde  stode full stylle
Some he wyste þe knyƺte wylle
And well comed hȳ yn fayr marere
Syr he sayde þu art well come here
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By þs lettr yn myn honde
I have þy wyll unþr stonde
But I de rede þt þu do not so
Noþr for wele ner for wo
Aftr my rede þu do a noþr
Take þe abyte  be come or brodr
So þu may boþe nyƺth  day
Serve god full well to pay
Then may þy sowle to heven wende
And have þt blysse wt owten ende
Syre he sayde þu redest me well
But for my sȳns dyþr y wyll
Thyþr y wyll for my sȳns alle
To have forƺevenesse what so befalle
Then sayde þe pror ƺyf þu wylt so
God kepe þe fro kare  wo
But a lytyll whye þu moste dwelle
And þe ꝑelles we shall þe telle
Fyftene days he dwelled þore
In almesse dedes  holy lore
At þe fyftene dayes ende
The knyƺth be gan forth to wende
Fyrst a morow he herde masse
And aftr warde he a soyled was
Wt holy water  holy book
And ryche relykes fortþ þey toke
Evry prest  evry man
Wente wt hym yn ꝑcessyon
And as lowde as þey myƺth crye
For hym þey songe þe letanye
And browte hym fayre yn to ƺe ētre
Ther as syr owen wolde be
Ther þe knyƺth kneled a down
And þer alþr beneson
The pryor on lokked þe dore þo
In godds name he badde hȳ go
And lokked þe þore  trned agayn
And laste þr syr owayne
Forth wente syr owayne þt bolde knyƺth
A whyle he hadde a lytull lyƺth
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But he wanted hs lyƺth full sone
For þr shone neyþr sōne ner mone
He hadde no man hȳ to lede
He groped hs way as he moste nede
When he come furþr wt inne
A lytull lyƺth þr gan be gyne
Sone þr aftr a lytull more
Glad was syr owene þr fore
Such was he lyƺth whan ht was beste
As ī þe wȳter when þe sone goth to reste
Then wente he faste when he myƺt
Tyll he come to a grete coūtre
Ht semed well þe more wyldernesse
For þr grewe noþr tre ner grasse
As he be hellde an hs ryƺth honde
A swyde fayr halle he syƺe þr stonde
Ht was both longe  wyde
And ht was open on evry syde
As a cloyster yn all wyse
Ht was made yn selkowth wyse
As he þr stoode  loked abowte
Ther come fyftene upon a rowte
The eldest of hem þt he þr sye
Furste he sayde benedycyte
To owayne þey ƺaf har benesoū
And aftr by hȳ þey sette hem down
All hadde newe crownes shafe
As prestes oweth for to have
The eldest mō as ht wolde falle
He spake a non for hem alle
Knyƺth he sayde for þy synne
A grete aventur þu art inne
But god þt dyed on þe rode
Fulfylle þy wyll yn all gode
We may no lengr wt þe dwelle
But be sente þe to telle
Of þe sowndyng þe shall be falle
God grunte þe to ovr come all
Full sone when we be wente þe fro
The shall come oþr to do þe wo
But loke þy þowƺth on god be stylle
And be stedfast yn ƺy be leste
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Ʒyf þey woll þe bete or bynde
Lloke þu have þys worde yn mynde
Jhū as þu arte full full of myƺth
Have mercy on me synfuyll knyƺth
And evr more have yn þy þowght
Jhū þt þe so dere hath bowght
We ne may no lenger þe preche
But god of heven we ys by teche
These holy men wenten þens þo
But þen by gon þe knyƺtes wo
As he sat þer a lone by hym self
He herde grete dyn on eche half
As all þe laute  all þs þondr
That evr was herde heven undr
And as alle þe trees  all þe stones
Shulde smyte ^to gedyr ryƺth at oons
For all þe worlde so hyt ferde
Ne hadde he be well y tawƺte by fore
He hadde ben loste for evr more
For sle myƺte he nowƺte but moste a byde
Then come þr develes on evry syde
Wykked gostes I wote fro helle
So mony þt no tonge myƺte telle
They fylled þe hows yn two rowes
Some grēned of hȳ  some made mowes
Syr Owayne was a ferde y trowe
For ƺyf he hadde myƺth he wolde save flowe
Some develes stode hym full nyƺe
That sayden to hym all on hyƺe
Thowe haste don wele to come be tyme
For þu shalte be leve on owre lyme
Oþur come not tyll þey be dede
But þu haste don a well bettr rede
Thow comeste hydr to do penaunce
Wyth us þu shall lede þe daunce
Thow haste served us mony a day
We shall þe qwyte ƺyf we may
As þu hast don so shalte þu have
All þy kȳne shall þe not save
Nevr þe lesse syth þu art hende
Ʒyf þu wolte aƺeyn wende
And lyve  do as þu haste don
Wo shall þs spare tyll efte sōn

Þen sayde þe knyƺth I dowte you nowƺth
I be take me to hym þt me haast wroght
Þen þe fendes made a fyre a none
Of blakke pyche  of brenstone
Þey caste þe knyƺth þr yn for to brēne
And all þey be gōne on hȳ to grōne
Þe knyƺth þt payne full sore he þowƺ
To Jhū he called whyle he mowƺth
Jhū he sayde full of pyte
Help he  have mercy on me
All þt fyre was qweynte a none
Þe fendes flawen a way evry chons
And þen þe knyƺth a none up stode
As hȳ hadde arled nowƺt but gode
All a lone be leste yn þt place
And he þonked god of all hs grce
Then was he bolder for to stonde
Ʒyf þt þey wolde hȳ more fonde
Ther come develes oþr mony mo
And badde þe knƺth wt hē to go
And ladde hȳ in to a fowle contreye
Wher evr was nyƺth  nevr day
For ht was derke  wonþr colde
Ʒette was þer nevr man so bolde
Hadde he nevr so mony cloþs on
But he wolde be colde as ony stone
Wynde herde he none blowle
But faste ht frese boþe hye  lowe
They browƺte hȳ to a felde full brode
Over suche an oþr nevr he yode
For of þe lengthe non ende he knewe
Ther over algate he moste nowe
As he wente he herde a crye
He wondered what ht was  why
He syƺ þr men  wȳmen also
That lowde cried for hȳ was woo
They leyen þykke on evry londe
Faste nayled wt boþe fote  honde
Wt nayles glawyng all of brasse
Þey ete þe erþe so wo hem was
Her face was nayled to þe grownde
Spare þe cryde a lytyll stounde
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The develes wolde hem not spare
So to hem peyne þey thowƺte yare
The develes speke to syr owayne
Knyƺth wylt þu ƺet turne a gayne
And we wyll yn a lytyll stownde
Brynge þe up hole  sownde
And þr may þu fyte a good whyle
Bothe wt gamen  wt gyle
And þen whēne þu art dede rape
Thow shalt have þe lesse skape
For bettyr ht ys þy sowle be yn woo
Then þy sowle  þy body also
For ƺyf þt þu here a byde
Thus evyll þe shall be tyde
The knyƺth answered to all þe rowte
Of ƺor thret have I no dowte
Thus shull ƺe me not fere
For my sowle ys elles where
Then þey caste on hȳ her clawe
Syr Owayn was a ferde I trowe
They browƺte forde nayles long
Glowyng all a fyre well strong
They wolde have dryvē þorow hs fete
Tho brēnyng nayles wonþr grete
Jhū he sayde full of myƺte
Hvae mrcy on me synfull knyƺth
The develes flowe a wey evrychon
And lefte Sr Oweyn þr alone
Lorde he sayde I thanke ht þe
At every nede þu helpest me
Some of þe fendes trned a ƺeyne
And forþ þey ladde syr owayne
Full ferre ī to a noþer felde
In sych on bare he nevr shelde
Hyt was lengr  well more
Then þt felde was by fore
And as he loked hym be syde
He syƺ þr pyttus mony  wyde
Thykke þey were as þey myƺth bene
Oneþe was þr a fote hem be twene
And all maner of metall
He syƺ þr yn þe pyttus wall

Men  wȳmen þr wer also
In þe pyttus a bydyng wo
Some wer þr inne up to þe chȳne
And ƺet hadde þey noƺt loste her sȳne
And some wer yn to shappus
And some wer up to þe pappus
And some wer yn to þe kne
They wolde full fayne out have be
Then þe fendes a non ryƺte
In a pytte þey caste þe knyƺthe
So sore a ferde he was of that
That almost he god for ƺate
But as goddus wyll was
Whēne he felte þe hote brasse
Jhū he sayde wt good entente
Hepe lorde at þys trnemente
Whēne he þe name of Jhū called
Ther was no fyr þt hȳ myƺte skalde
But a none he was out caste
And þe develes slowen a waye faste
But as he stode up  loked a bowte
Of develes he syƺe  full get rowte
Knyƺte þey sayde why standes þu hgere
And wher are all þy false feere
They tolde þe þt þys was helle
But oþr wyse we shull þe telle
Come wt us a lytyll sowth
We shall þe lede to þe develmoweth
They drewe hȳ be þe hatere
Tyll þey come to a get watter
Broode  blakke as any pyke
Sowles wer þr yn mony  thykke
And also develes on eche a syde
As þykke as flowres yn someres tyde
The watr stonke fowle þer to
And dede þe soles mykyll woo
Up þey come to ese hem a stownde
Þe devels drewe hē aƺeyn to þe grwnde
Ovr þe watr a brygge þer was
For soþe kever þen ony glasse
Hyt was narowe  ht was hyƺe
Ʒveþe þt oþr ende he syƺe
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The myddyll was hyƺe þe ende was lowe
Ht ferde as ht hadde ben a bent bowe
The devell sayde knyƺte her may þu se
In to helle þe ryƺte entre
Ovr þs brygge þu moste wende
Wynde  rayne we shull þe sende
We shall þe sende wynde full goode
That shall þe caste yn to þe floode
Syr Owayne kneled þer a downe
To god he made hys orysowne
Lord god he sayde full of myƺte
Have mercy on me synfull knyƺte
Wynde  rayne ys at þy wyll
And all wederes lowde  styll
Thow kanste make synde to blowe
And when þu lyst to lye full lowe
Sende me lorde þy swete grace
That y may þs brygge passe
Helpe lorde þt y þr in not falle
For to lefe my labor all
To þe brygge a non he ƺede
Jhū he sayde help at þs nede
Hys on foote he sette fyrste þr on
And cllaed to Jhū ryƺth a noon
He felte hs foote stone stedfastly
And þt oþr foote he sette þr by
He called to helpe yn þt place
Jhū þt evr shall be  evr was
The brygge wax a lytyll bradder
Thēn waxe sir owayne gladder
But when he come yn to þe mydde
Evry devell wt oþr chydde
And for he sholde falle by
All þey toke up a grete cry
That crye hȳ þowƺte gevede hȳ more
Then all þe payne he hadde be fore
Nevr þe latter forth he wente
In god was all hys entente
So brode þe brygge wax þoo
That owaynes myƺth þr on have goo
Ovr þt he come full sone
Then was þe devell power done
He þonked god yn all hys þowƺth
That hadde hym harmelese ovr browƺth

Forth he wente a lytyll whyle
The mowtenāce of halfe a myle
He sawe a wall wondyr fayr
Hȳ þowƺte ht lasted yn to þe ayr
Ht was whyte  bryƺth as glasse
He cowþe not wyte what ht was
When he was nyƺ þr at
A gayne hȳ openede a fayr ƺate
Full craftyly for þe nones
Of metall  of prsyous stones
Out at þe ƺate come a smell
Well nyƺ for joye downe he fell
As þr hadde ben all maner of florres
Such was þt swete savorres
Non erdely savor be a þowsand folde
Myƺth not to þt fyƺte
Thēn hȳ thowyƺte he ws so lyƺte
Off þt savor of þt fyƺte
That all þe payne þt he hadde yn bene
All was for ƺeten yn ht þowƺth
And of hyt he sette ryƺth nowƺth
As he stode  was so fayne
Hym þowƺth þr come hȳ a gayne
A swyde fayr ꝑcessyon
Of all maner men of relygon
Ffayre vestymēts þey hadde on
So ryche syƺ he ne ner non
Myche joye hym þowƺte to se
Bysshopes yn her dygnyte
Ilkone wente oþr be  be
Every man yn hs degre
He syƺ þr monkes  chanones
And freres wt newe shaven crownes
Ermytes he sawe þer a monge
And nōnes wt full mery songe
Persones prestes  vycaryes
They made full mery melodyes
He syƺ þr kynges  emꝑoures
And dukes þt hadde casteles  torres
Erles  barones fele
That some tyme hadde þe worles wele
Oþr folke he syƺ also
Nevr so mony as he dede þoo
Wȳmen he syƺ þr that tyde
Myche was þe joye þr on every syde
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For all was joye þt wt hem ferde
And myche solēpuyte þt he herde
Fayre þey well comed Sr Oweyne
All þt þr was of hym were fayne
Then come to hym þore
Two bysshoppus as hyt were
They welcomede hȳ  ƺode hȳ by
For to bere hym þt he myƺth se
The fayrnesse of þt cowntre
Hyt was grene  full of flowres
Of mony dyvers colowres
Hyt was grene on evry syde
As medewus are yn smeres tyde
Ther were trees growyng full grene
Full of fruyte evr more y wene
For þr was frwyte of mony a kynde
Such yn þs londe may no mon fynde
Ther þey have þe tre of lyfe
Ther yn ys myrthe  nevr stryfe
Frwyte of wysdom also þer ys
Of þe whyche Adam  Eve dede a mysse
Oþr maner frwytes þr were fele
And all manere joye  wele
Moche folke he syƺ þer dwelle
Ther was no tonge þt myƺth hē telle
All wer þey cloded yn ryche wede
What cloþ ht was he kowþe not rede
But shapte þey hadde yn all maner
As folke þt wonede som tyme her
By þe cloþs men myƺthe hē knowe
As þey stode up on a rowe
Ʒonge  olde more  lasse
As ht her owene wyll was
Ther was no wronge but ever ryƺth
Evr day  never nyƺth
They shone as bryƺth more clere
Then ony sōne yn þe day doth her
The two bysshopes trnede a ƺeyne
And speke fayr to syr owayne
Blessed be þu haste ben inne
To have forƺevenesse of þy sȳne
Loke þt þu do sȳne no more
For þu shalt nevr efte come þore
We have gone þe way þr þu was
And we have passed þt ylke plas

So shall yche man aftr hs day
Pore  ryche go that way
For þr ys mony a mon alyve
That hath no power hym to shryve
Tyll at þe laste he shryveth hȳ for drede
Sōme penaunce þey mote suffre nede
If þey woll nowƺth do here
They shall do ht elles where
Suche maner men erly or late
To prgatorye þey mote algate
Ther mote þey dwelle stylle
And a byde goddes wylle
But sōme frende for her mysdede
For hem to oþr synge or rede
For þr may man þorow suche dyvyne
The soner come out of pyne
And þu art mon ƺet a alyve
And haste gon þorow swythe
Thorow grce of god  good entent
Thow art passed þt trnement
And þu arte comen to joye  blysse
I shall þe telle what hyt ys
Thys ys erþly paradyse
Her were Adam  Eve þt wer not wyse
For an appull þt þey ete
All her joye þey for lete
And nyne hondredde ƺer  fyftene
He lyved aftr yn erþe wt worow  tene
And fowr þowsande  vi hondred  mij ƺere
He was yn helle wt lucyfere
Tyll þt goddes wyll was
To fecche hym of of þt place
And all hs kynde þt were hȳ by
That wordy were to have mercy
And ledde hem forth wt hem y wysse
Ryƺth yn to hs owene blysse
And at hs ordynaūce we be
In joye  blysse wt solēpnyte
But when we come hym be fore
Then shall our joye be mykyll more
And every day we wexen moo
But angeles called some us froo
All ƺyf we be out of penaunce ylle
Her we abyde goodes wylle
For ƺet have we not þt dȳg̅yte
To come be fore hys mageste
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But oon  on as he wylle calle
At þe laste we shall come all
Evry day comeþ our fode
Of hym þt for us shedde hs blode
And þt þu shalte fele or þu go
As he stode  sayde hym so
Ther come a gleme a non full bryƺth
And spradde ovr þt lond ryƺth
Hyt was swete  ht was hote
Into evry mōns mowþe he smote
The knyƺte felde þt yn glyde
He ne wyste wher he was þt tyde
Ne wheþr þt he was qwykke or dede
Such hym þowƺte þt ryche brede
Then sayde þe bysshoppe þt be hȳ stode
How þowstedest þt knyte was þt gode
Oo lorde he sayde þyn oore
Let me dwelle her evr more
Nay sone he sayde þu may not so
A gayn þu moste algate go
And telle oþr men what þu hast sene
And yn what a ventre þu haste bene
For yn þe worlde þu most hye ons
And leve þr þy flesh  þy bons
And come yn sowle hydr agayne
Then wyll we of þe be fayne
The knyƺte sye þt he moste go
And wepynge þen he ƺode hem fro
A none ryƺte þr he fell a dhown
And toke all þr benesowne
A redy way a non he fonde
Ryƺth yn to hs owene londe
To þe hole hs way lay
That he come fro þt oþr day
The fyftene men he fonde þore
That he hadde spoken wt be fore
They well comede hym a non ryƺth
And þonked god full of myƺte
They pryde faste he sholde gon
And so he wente forth a non
Home yn to hys owne contreye
For ryƺth now springe þe day

To pryme þey wyll þe belle rynge
And aftrwarde þe masse synge
Aftr masse wt oute delaye
The pryor of þe abbey
Bothe wt preste  chanoū
They wyll come wt ꝑcessyon
To þe entre the a gayne
And of þy comynge be full fayne
And now be food forth all þy lyve
And loke þt þu do ofte shryve
And whē þu art dede þen shalt þe wende
To þe blysse wt outen ende
Thēne swyþe to go well hym lyst
And he come hom er he wyste
To þe dore come syr owayne
And þr þe pror come hym a gayne
And chanons wt mery songe
Wt mone a wepynge tere a monge
All þey wer both gladde  blyþe
That god hadde saved þe knyƺte a lyve
Fyftene days he dwelled þore
Wt þe chanons  somdele more
And tolde what he hadde sene
And in what payne þt he hadde bene
And ofte he tolde hem to make þem wyse
Of þe joyes of ꝑadyse
Thēne þey wryten aftr hs mowth
Thgat yn londe now hgt ys kowþe
Then he toke þe crose  staf yn honde
And wente forth yn to þe holy londe
A gayn he come hole  sownde
In bedes  yn holy orysowne
As a mon of good devocyon
And aftr when he wexede olde
And hs body wex ynboolde
He dyed  wente þe ryƺte way
To þe blysse þt lastes aye
To þt blysse he ys brynge
That of all ys lorde  kynge
☙Explicit Owayne☙
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Jhū lorde of myƺtes moste
Fadyr  sone  holy gooste
Graunte hem all hs blessynge
That lestenes a whyle to my redynge
Ʒyf þt ƺe wyll a stownde dwelle
Of suche a sampull y wyll ƺou telle
That he þt wyll ht unþrstande
In herte he may be full dredande
For hs sȳnes ƺyf he paynes drede
And clense hȳ here of hs mysdede
In yrlond byfyll some tyme þs case
Syn god dyede  fro deth a rose
Aftr þe tyme as ƺe may here
A þowsand  a hundrede ƺere
And nyne wyntr  fowrty
As ht ys wrytyn in þs story
I woll ƺou telle how ht be fell þāne
In yrlonde of a ryche mōne
Tundale was hs ryƺth name
He was a man of wykked fame
He hadde y nowƺ of all rychesse
But he was pore of all godnesse
He was full of trecherye
Of pryde ire  envye
Lechery was hs playe
And glotenye loved he aye
He was full of covetyse
And ay slowe yn godds servyse
The werkes of mrcy wolde he not wyrke
He lovede not god ne holy kyrke
Wt hym was no charyte
He was a mon wt oute pyte
Jogeleres he lovede  lecheres
And mayntened well mysdoeres
He loved well contak  stryfe
Ther was no man lyved worse lyfe
Ʒet wolde not god hs sowle tyme
Whēne he ht browƺte fro helle pyne
For hs mercy passes all þynge
But Tundale hadde a hard warnynge
For as he yn a transynge lay
His sowle was in a dredefull way
Ther as ht sawe mony a hydwysse payne
Eere ht come to þe body a gayn
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In prgatorye  in helle
All þt he sawe he cowþe well telle
And how he hadde an harde fytte
Ʒef ƺe wyll here ƺe may wyte
Tundale hadde frendes mony
But he was ay full of trecherye
Of hs maneres mēne hadde drede
For he wykked in word  dede
Thorow okkor wolde he sylvur lene
For fyfe schylyng he wolde have tēn
And noþyng leve for goddys sake
When he sholde hs marchandyse make
But he sold ay de derrer pryse
So okkor he toke in eche vayse
He wolde ƺyve dayes as hȳ leste
But he solde ay þe derrer for þe freste
Tundale wente upon a day
To a mon to aske hys pay
For þre hors þt he hadde solde
For the whyche the penyes wer untolde
The māne hȳ pryde of respyte
Tyll an oþr day þe dette to qwyte
He ꝑfered hȳ sykurnes by othe
Tundale gruched  wax wroþ
For he had not hys pay
But þratte faste  made get a ray
Tundale was boþe ware  wyse
And sette hs hors at hyer pryse
For he hadde no paye in honde
To hȳ þe man in scrptre he bonde
The man spakke to hȳ curtaysly
And browƺte hȳ out of hs malykoly
And mekede hs hert þt was so gette
And made Tundale dwell to mete
Whē Tundale was sette  served well
A greet evell he gan to fele
Ryƺth at þe fyrste morsell so syttande
He myƺth not well lefte up hs hande
As Tundale at þe borde satte he
He hadde no worde to speke but þre
Tho þowƺte tundale in þt stryfe
Come upon hs wykkede lyfe
And sayde fadr in trynyte
Mercy lorde þu have on me
As þu was of a mayden borne
Lette my sowle nevr be for lorne
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But nowe lord for þy modyr sake
Kepe ht fro þe fendes blake
Ryƺth as he shulde ryse fro þt stede
As ryte yn þe flore he fell downe dede
Tho þt hs frendes were kydde
Herde of þt chawnse þt hym be tydde
They come to hym wt herte sore
And sawe tundale lye deed þore
Then for hym were belles rongen
And platebe  durige songen
All hs cloþs were of hym tane
And he laye dede þr as a stane
But of þe lyste syde of Tundale
Was somwhat warm þe vayne corale
Wherfor some helde hym not dede
For why þey flytte hym not fro þt sted
But stylle as þr as for dede he laye
Fro myddaye of þe Wednesdaye
Tyll ht was Satrdaye at none
By þt wyste Tundale what he hadde done
Then he lay dedde as ye han hard
At þe x our of þe day namely
The gost come aƺeyn to þe body
He openede hs yen þen  sawe
And hs lymes to hym gan he drawe
And er he spakke ony worde
A grete sykyng he caste forth
Tho þt hym sawe  stode hym by
Wer alle stoneed of þt ferly
Alle þo þt loved hym wer fayne
That he was trned to lyfe a gayne
He sette hym up fore sykynge
And grette  made evell symelande
And sayde þs wt gret crye
Jhū cryste have on me mercy
Worse māne þen I have be he sayde þāne
Was nevr non borne of wōman
But now I shall whyle I have space
A mende me þorow goddes grace
That for us þoled harde pyne
I hope þt he wyll me not tyme
He spakke to hym selfe  sayde caytyfe
Why haste þu ledde so evell a lyfe
Thow haste ben he sayde a wykked māne
Full sore he teved at hym selfe þāne
But ay he þowƺth yn þt tene
Of þe syƺthe þt he hadde sene
Ht semed by hs contynaunce
That he hadde verry repentaunce

All hadde þey wonþr þt stode hym by
That he was a trnedde so sodenlyt
For þt he was some tyme so fell
As ƺe have herde me by fore tell
And some of hem þt stode hym nexte
Askede ƺef he wolde have a preste
For to shryve hym of hs folye
And howfyll hym wt godds bodye
Then asnswered tundale aƺeyn
Ʒee he sayde I wolde full fayne
That some preste come to me
To here my shryfte in pryvyte
And to howsꝑyll me for penans I safe
I prye ƺow doth me a preste to have
And godds body þen wyll I take
All my sȳns I woll for sake
The prste come as he was sowƺte
And goddes body wt hym he browƺth
When he was shryven  made clene
He resceyved þe sacrmente I wene
Then spake tundale wt herte fre
Lorde he sayde worshypped mot þu be
For þy mercy  þy goodnesse
Ht ys mykyll  geveth me sore
Thy grce  þy mercy ys well more
Mony a māne  wōman
Was gedered a bowte hȳ be þāne
He tolde hem þāne wher he hadde bene
And what þt he þer hadde herde  sene
And þt he felde he hadde in þowƺth
And helde ht yn mynde  for gate ht nowƺth
He warnede hē all þt payne wolde drede
To mende hem of her mysdede
Tundae laye dede as ƺe have herde
Butte her now how hs goste ferde
Whēn tundale fell down sodeynly
The goost parteded sone fro þe body
As tyte as þe body was dede
The goste was sone in merke stede
Ful soryly he stode a lone
And grette sore  made mykyll mone
He wende to have be dampned to payne
And nevr to have come to þe body agayn
For þe sȳns þt þe body dyde
That neyþr myƺth be layved ne jydde
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He hadde levr þan all mydell erþe
Have nene her a gayn so was he ferde
But he sawe ony a hyddys payne
Or he come to þe body a gayne
Some wer more  some wer lasse
As þe goste stode yn grette dowte
He saw cp,e am uggly rowte
Of fowle fendes harde grenande
As wylde wolfs þey come rampande
He wolde have drawen hȳ fro þt syƺthe
But he wyste nevr whyþr he myƺthe
The wykked gostes come to hȳ warde
Hs goste for fere tremeldde for ferde
And þt was full lytull wonþr
He wende to have be ryven a sondr
They wer so uggely on to loke
Hym þowƺte þe erþe unþr hȳ qwoke
Her bodys wer blakke  fowle
Full grymly on hym þey gon skowle
Her yen wer brode brēnande as fyre
And þey wer full of angr  ire
The lowe at þe mowþs dede out braste
They wer full of ire wt inne
Her lyppus hynge be noþe her chynne
Her teþ wer longe her throts wyde
Her tonges henge oute on eche a syde
On fete  honde þey hadde longe nayles
And grete arses wt tateredde tayles
Her nayles semed as grownden stele
Sharper þyng myght no mon fele
Of hem come þe fowlest sthynke
That ony mon myƺth on þynke
Wt her faces all to rase
Ht was a wonþr hydwys syƺth
To se how þey were dyƺth
In þys worlde ys no mon alyve
That kowþe so hydwys a syƺte dyscryve
Full gryvily on hym þey starede
And all at ons þey cryed  jarede
And sayde go we a bowte þt wykkede goste
That hath don our cownsell moste

And synge we hym a songe of drede
for he hath wrowƺte aftr our rede
Thay come þe goste all a bowte
And cryde  made an hydwys showte
Abd sayde þu synfull wreched wyƺte
Ffor þu art now our owne fere
Thow art dethus dowƺtr dere
And foddyr to fyr wt oute ende
To all myrkenesse þu arte frende
And to all lyƺte þu arte soo
Therfore wt us shalte þu goo
Thys ys felyshyp wrecched kaytyf
That þu chose to be wt in þy lyf
Wt us þerfore shalt þu wende
To brēne in fyr wt outen ende
Thow hast be boþe false  fykyll
And þu hast worchedde sclawnþr mykyll
Thow lovedeste stryfe boþe nyƺt  day
And þt have loved ay
Thow haste loved grette lecherye
And also mykyll a vowterye
Pryde envye  covetyse
Glotenye  all oþr folyse
Whyll þu levedeste  wer myƺtye
Wher ys now all þy folye
Thy rychesse  þy grette mavye
Wher ys þy pompe  þy prde
Thy wykkednesse þu may not hyde
Wher ys þy strengþe  þy myƺte
And þy harnes so gayly dyƺte
Wher ys þy golde  þe trosowres
The castelles  þy nobull towres
That þu wēdeste shulde nevr þe fayle
Now may þey þe nowƺth a vayle
Thow lovedeste not god ny holy kyrke
Ne workes of mercy woldeste non wyke
Thy wykkede þowƺtys in þy breste
Woldest þu nevr shewe to preste
All þe gode þt in erþe ys
Ne all þe matens ne all þe messe
Maye not helpe þe fro þe fyr of helle
But algate þe behoveth wt us to swelle
Wreche þe dare noþr calle ne crye
Thow wendest to helle wt oute mercye
Ther þe gost stode was myrke as nyƺth
But sone he sawe a sterre bryƺth
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Tundale þt sterre faste be helde
A partye þen cōforte he folde
Thorw vertue of hs creatowre
He hopede to gete som socor
That was an angelle to bete hs bale
The whyche was ƺemere to tundale
The angell sone wt tundale mette
And full myldely he hym grette
He spakke to hym wt full mylde chere
Tundale he sayde what doste þu here
When tundale herde hy hs name calle
And sawe nym so bryƺte þr wt all
He was fayne  be gān to crye
And sayde swete lorde  fadyr mercye
These fowle fendes for my mysdede
To þe fyr of helle þey wolde me lede
Thēne sayde þe angelle bryƺth
Abd sayde loe þu drefull wyƺth
Fader  lorde þu calles me now
Why woldest þu no more to me bowe
I was þy ƺever boþe even̅  morne
Syn þu was of þy moder borne
Thow woldest to me nevr take tente
Ne tyll now be at myne assente
Tundale sayde  sykede sore
Lorde I sawe þe nevr be fore
Ne nevr myƺte I her þs lowde ne stolle
Ther for lor wyste I not þy wylle
The angelle þt was so get of myƺth
Chese out of hem þe fowlest wyƺth
That was in all þt companye
Ther was none so uggelye
Tundale he sayde þys ys he
That þu woldeste knowe  not me
Aftyr hym all þu wroƺte
And to me þu tendeste nowƺte
But godds mercy shall þe save
Thowƺ þu servest non to have
But I wyll well þt þu wyte
The be hoves to have a full get fytte
Thēne was tundale fayne  gladde
But syþen he was harde be stadde
For he sawe harde panes  stronge
And some of hem was he amonge
Tundale ner þe angelle þrowe
For he yn þowƺte hadde drede y nowe
Whēne þt þey sawe þese fendes felle
That tundale sholde not wt hem dwelle

They alle be gōne to rore  crye
And solawndr god almyƺyte
And sayde þu art not lele instyse
Thow art fals  un ryƺtwyse
Thow saydest þu rewardeste mōne
In ylke þe gre aftr þt he haƺth done
Tundale ys owres by skylle  ryƺth
For he hath seved ys day  nyƺth
Ful wykkedly he hath lyved longe
Ʒef we hym tyme þt have we wronge
They rored  cryde so hem was woo
That tundale shulde fro hem goo
Ilkon fawƺth wt oþr  strafe
And wt her nayles her chekes rafe
Felde nevr non erdely mōne
So fowle a stynke as þey caste þēne
Then sayde þe angelle to hȳ at laste
Tundale come forth  folow me faste
Thēne sayde tundale  syked sore
Lorde þen seeste þu me nevr more
Ʒyf I go be hynde þen I am shente
These fowle fendes wyll me fro þe hent
And lede me wt hem to helle payne
Then getest þu me no more a gayne
The angelle sayde have þu no drede
They may in no wyse þe fro me lede
Als mony as þu þenkeste here
Ʒyt ys þer mo wt us full nere
Whyle þt god ys wt us boþe
They may do us no skaþe
But þu mayste rede to defende þe wt
In the ꝑphesye of davyd
That þu shall falle on þy lefte syde
Of fowle fendes a þowsand ryde
And on þy ryƺth syde so semande
Shall fall also ten þowsande
And non of hem shall come to þe
But wt ey þu shallt hem se
And þu shallte se or we twȳne
What kyn payne falles for sȳne
Whēne þe angelle hadde tolde y tale
Thorow an entre he ladde tundale
Hyt was myrke þey hadde no lyƺth
But only of þe angell bryƺth
They sawe a depe dale full myrke
Tundae was of þt full irke
Whēn he ht saw he dreddefull sore
A delefull dwellyng he sawe þore
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That depe dale faste he be helde
A fowle stynke þer of he felde
All þe grownde was semande
Full of glowynge coles brēnande
Ovr þe colus an yren lay
Reed glowande ht semede ay
Syx cubyts thykke þe yren was
Ʒyt þe fyre þorow ht gon passe
The yren was boþe longe  brode
For full stronge paynes ht was made
The hete of þt fyre was more
Then all þe fyre þt he sawe ore
That fyre was evr more lyke brēnande
And ay strongly stynkande
Of þt fyr come more stynke
Then any erþely mon may þynke
That was to hym payne more
Thēne all þt he sawe or he come þore
Upon þt yren as was sayde
Wt fendes wer þe sowlus layde
And in þt lowe wer þey brēned þen
And molten as wax in a pāne
They rāne þorow þe fyre  þe yren boþe
As molten wax doth þorow a cloþe
And þey wer gadered  molten a gaȳe
Evr I lyke newe was her payne
Then spake þe angell to tunda;e
Lo her may þu se mykyll bale
For ylke a mon ys ordeyned þs payne
That fadr or modyr hath sleyne
Or any oþr þorow crsed rede
Or be assented to her dede
Of þys gete þey nevr relese
For þys payne shall nevr sese
In more payne ƺey shall þey be
Then þs þt þu mayste her se
But þs payne shalt þu nevr fele
All be ht þu have served ht wele
Þey passed forth fro þt payne
And comen to a gete mntayne
That was boþe waste  uggely
Ther in he herde a delfull cry
All þt on syde was semande
Full of smoke  fyr brēnende
That was boþe grevows  wykke
Stynkynge boþ of brymstone  pykke
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And on þt oþr syde myƺte he knowe
Yfe froste and kolde snowe
And þer wt gete wyndes blaste
And oþr stormes þt blewe faste
He sawe þr mony fendes fell
He herde hem uggely rore  ƺell
They hadde forkes  tonges ī hande
And grete krokes of yren brēnande
Wt þo þey drowe  putte full sore
The wrecchede sowles þt þr wore
Owte of þe fyr þey gōne hem drawe
 putte hem in to þe colde snowe
And fyþen in to þe fyre a ƺeyn
They putte hem to eke her payne
Her payne was trned mony folde
Now in to hete  nowe ī to colde
Then sayde þe angell þt was bryƺth
Thys payne ys for then I dyƺth
And for þt robberes maketh
Or a gayn mēns wyll her good taketh
Or þorow falshede hem begyles
Or wȳnen mēns good wt wyles
Whēn þey þt trmente hadde sene
Forþr more þey wēte I wene
The angelle ay be fore wolde passe
And tundale aftr þt full ferde was
They hylde evr þe hye way
Tyll þey come to an oþr valey
That was boþe depe  merke
Of þt syƺth tundale was yrke
In erþe myƺth non depper be
To þe grownde myƺth þey herde þr inne
And kryyng gowlȳg  dredefull dȳne
And out of þt pytte þey felte comande
A fowle smoke þt was stynkande
Boþe of pyche  of brymstone
And of sowles brēnȳge many one
That payne hȳ þowƺte more semand
Than all þe paynes þr he before fande
That payne passed all þe oþr paynes
The pytte was be twene two montayns
Ovr þt pytte he saw a brygge
Fro þt on hyll to þt oþr lygge
That was a þowsand fete of lengþe to þ? [cut off]
And ht was skarsely a fote a brede
All qwakyng at þt brugge was
Ther myƺthe no mon ovr ht passe
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Dred ne lewde mayden ny wyf
But holy men of parfyt lyf
Many sowles he sawe down fall
Of þe brygge þt was so small
He saw non þt brygge myƺte passe
But a prste þt a palmer was
A palme yn hs honde he hadde
And in a slaveyne was he cladde
He passed ovr hym self a long
Ryƺth as he on þe erþe hadde gone
The angell sayde to tundale ryƺth
Drede þe nowƺt her of þs syƺth
Thys payne shalte þu skape full well
But oþr payns þu moste fele
Thys payne ys ordeyned full gevows
For prowde men  for boystyows
The angell toke hym be þe honde swyþe
And ladde hym over þen was he blyþe
Ʒet wente þey forþermor to gedur
But tundale wyste nevr whyþr
By a longe way of myrkenesse
As þe story beryth wyttenesse
They passed þt  come to lyƺth
But þey sawe þen an hydwys syƺth
They sawe a beste was more to knowe
Then all þe bestes þt þey before sowe
And hs yen semede more
And bradder þen þe halges wore
An at hs mowþe þt was so wyde
Ten þowsand armed men myƺth ī ryde
Be twyx hs tuskus þt wer so longe
Two grete gyantes sawe he honge
The hedde of þt on henge all downe
And þt oþr hede to hs crowne
In myddes hs mowƺth on ylke a syde
Pylers wer sette to holde ht uppe wynde
Als þre gete ƺates þt open stode
The flams of fyr out at hem ƺode
And þr of come as full ^a strynke
As any erþely mom may sthynke
He herde þr in a dofull dyn
Of mony þowsand sowles wt in
Gowlynge  getynge he herde a monge
And wellaway was evr her songe
Lowde ho herde hem crye  ƺelle
Her rsorow myƺth no tonge telle

Be fore þe bestes mowþe þey sene
Mony a þowsand develles full kene
That hyede hem wt myƺth  mayne
Tho wreched sowlus to bete  payne
Wt brnynge bables on hem þey þonge
And wt in hē drowe to paynes stronge
When tundale þs beeste hadde sene
And þo wykkede gostes þt wer so kene
And hadde herde þt hydwys cry
Tundale spakke full delfully
And sayde to þe angell bryƺth
What menes þt hyddys syƺth
The angell answered hym a non
Thys beste ys called acheron
And herforth be hoveth us to wende
Ʒyf we sholde go to our wayes ende
Certys þs way may no mon passe qwyte
But he be clene  of lyf ꝑfyte
Thys hydwys beste as I þe kenne
Is sette to swolewe covytows mēne
In ꝑphecye ys wryten þus
A beeste shall swolewe þe coveytows
So mykyll þurste hath þs beeste
That all þe watr moste  leste
That evr rānae be est or weste
May not stanche þs bestes þryste
Therfor þs payne ys redy dyƺth
Namely for eche covetows wyƺth
That þenkes nevr i nowƺ to have
Ne holdes hȳ payde of þt god vocheth safe
For evr þe more þt þey have fre
The more covetows mē may hē se
The cyawente þt þu seeste wt þyn ye
Honge be twene hs tuskes so hye
Godds lawe þey wolde not knowe
But þey wer lele yn her owene lawe
Whē he hadde þs tolde ner þey ƺede
And be fore þe beeste boþe þey stode
And þt was a ƺeyne tundale wyll
The al angell vanyssched  he stode styll
No wonþr ƺyf he hadde gete drede
The fowle gostes come to hȳ good spede
They toke hȳ do  donge hym faste
And wt inne þe beeste þey gon hȳ caste
A whyle wt inne be hoveth hȳ to dwelle
Ther was he beten wt fendes felle
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Wt kene howndys þt on hȳ grewe
And dragones þt hym all to drewe
Wt edderes  snakes  oþr vermyne
He was gnawen in ylke a lyme
Now was he hote wyth fyr brēnande
And now yn yse colde fresande
The teres of hys yen twoo
Brēnede as fyr so was he woo
Strenge stynke he felde of brymston
He was yn paynes mony on
Wt hs nayles for angr  stryfe
Hys owene chekes be gan to ryfe
Of ylke a sȳne þt evr he dede
He was umbrayde þr was none hydde
In gete wanhope was he aye
He wende never to have passed a waye
But he come out of þt payne
He wyste never how þan was he fayn
Ryƺth now was he in gete dowte
And als tyte aftr he was oute
He laye a whyle as he were dede
And syþen he satte up in þt stede
As he hym dressede so syttande
He sawe þe angell be fore hȳ stande
He hadde comfote of þt syƺth
When he sawe þe al angelle bryƺth
The angelle towchede sone tundale
And ƺaf hȳ strenþe þen was he hale
Then he lovede god for hs grce
Wt teres wepande in þt place
Thus passed he þs trnement
But forþermor ƺet þey wente
An oþr waye þey gon tae
Tyll þey come to an hydwys lake
That made an hydwys dȳne
Throw wawes of watr þt was þr in
The wawes þr of roos as hye
As he myƺte se wt he ye
Ther in were hydwes bestes  felle
That ugly gon crye  ƺelle
Her yen were brode  brōnande bryƺth
As brēnynge ampes don on nyƺte
On eche a syde þey sawe lygge
A wonþr lowe narow brygge
Two myle longe ht was semande
And skarslye þe brede of an hande
Wt sharpe pyles of iren  stele
Ht was þykke sette  gevows to fele

Ther myƺte no mon passe ovr þore
But ƺyf hs feete wer hurte full sore
The hyddwys bestes in þt lake
Drowe ner þe brygge her pry to take
Of sowles þt fell of þe brygge downe
To swolowe hem þey were ay bowne
The hyddwys bestes þey were wonþr gete
The sowles þt fell were her mete
Tundae sawe þr þe beestes alle
And syr at her mowþe dede out falle
The fyr þt he sawe fro hem fallande
Made þe watr all brēnande
He saw on stonde on þe brygge
A knyƺte wt chaynes on hy rygge
Gretande ay full deelfully
He paynede hs sȳne full gevowsly
The pykes prykked hs fete full sore
He dredde þe bestes mykyll more
That hym to swolowe wer aye boene
Ʒyf he hadde falle fro þe brygge downe
Tundale askede þe angelle bryƺte
What menes þs hydwys syƺte
The angell onswered þr a ƺeyne
For þe  suche oþr ys þr payne
That robben men of her rychesse
Or takes ony good þt herys ys
Lewed or lerede or of holy kyrke
Or any wronge to hem wyrke
Some han more payne  some lasse
Aftr þat her sȳne ys
For some men rekkes not whond þere
Ne wll not holy kyrkr for bere
Some ben fykyll  some unlele
Some wyl robbe  some wyll stele
Thynge þt to holy kyrke falles
Sacrylege men hyt calles
Tho þt don wronge or vylanye
Wt in stede of seynte warye
All þey shull her trmentede be
In þs payne t þu mayst her see
Or wt in styde of relygeoun
Maketh ony dystruccyon
He þt þu seest on þe brygge stonde
Wt þe cheyne so faste gretande
Fro holy kyrke he hem stale
Theye were tydeth  tolde by take
Therfore byes he hem full dere
Wt paynes þt he sufferes here
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On þs brygge þu shalte wende nowe
And lede wt þe a wylde kowe
Loke þt þu lede her ovr warly
And be ware þt she falle not by
For when þu art passeþ þs payne
Thow shalte delyvere me her a gayne
The be hoves to lede ovr algates
For þu þy gossybbes kowe stalles
Then spake Tundale wt deelfull chere
A mercy I aske my lorde dere
Thowƺ y toke her a gayne her wyll
She hadde her a gayne as ht was skylle
That ys soþe sr þe angelle þt tyde
For þu myƺte ht nowƺte hyde
And for she hadde þe kowe a ƺeyne
Thow shalte have þe lasse payne
Eche wykked dede full yll us
Butte þe wykked þowƺte ys lesse
God almyƺty loves nowƺte
Noþr evell dede ne evell þowƺte
As tundale stode yll lykande
A wylde kowe was browƺ to hande
Gyte of hs hede he moste nede
Take þe kowe  forth her lede
Hym þowƺte ht was a get payne
But he myƺte not be ht a gayne
He dyde þe angeles cōmawndement
The kowe be þe horne he hente
He cheryste þe kowe all þt he myƺte
To þe brygge he ladde her ryƺte
When he on þe brygge was
The kowe wolde no forþr passe
He sawe þe beestes of þe lake
Drawe ner þe brygge her pry to take
The kowe fyll downe þt tyde
And tundale at þt oþr syde
Tundale was full ferde þāne
Wt get drede up a ƺeyne he wāne
They passed forth þt þowƺte hem harde
Tyll þey cme in to þe mydwarde
Ther mette þey on þt bare korn
They wente boþe to have ben for lorn
So narowe þen þe brygge was
That mon ner myƺte for oþr passe
Tho hem boþe ht was payne
For non of hem myƺte trne a gayne

Neyþr durste for all þe worlde
Loke a ƺeyne so wer þey ferde
The sharpe pykes þt þey on ƺode
Make her fete boþe to blede
So þt þe blood rāne downe þt tyde
In to þe watr on evry syde
He pryde tundale of mercy
That he wolde late hym passe by
Tundale sayde certes I ne may
But I myƺte passe by þe a way
They getten boþe and gette dele þr was
For noþr myƺte late oþr passe
As tundale stode wt kowe in honde
He sawe þe angell before hym stonde
The angell browƺte hym fro þt woo
And badde hym late þe kowe goo
And sayde be of good comforte nowe
Thow shalte no more lede þe kowe
Tundale shewede hs fete þt wer sore
And sayde I may go no more
Then sayde þe angell þt hym ledde
Thenk how sore þy fote bledde
Therfor ƺyt dredefull ys þe way
And full grenowe þe soþe to say
Thēne sayde tundale blessed be þu
But orde why þt shall we nowe
The angell sayde þu shalte well wyte
For gete payne a bydes þe ƺytte
 fro þt stede wyll I do not save
That full ys  more wolde have
And now þydr be hoves þe
A ƺeyn þt maye þu not be
Tundale forth wente as þe boke says
Thorow wyldernesse wykked ways
He sawe an hows hym a gayne
That was more þen any montayne
As an oven þt hows was made
But þe mowþe þe fyr braste
And stynkande lowe come out faste
The lowe was boþe gete  þroo
Ht rawƺte a þowsand stappes þr fro
The sowles wt oute brēnande to nowƺte
That þe wykked gostes þydr hadde browƺte
When tundale hadde seen þs syƺte
He sayde to þe angell bryƺte
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Nowe goo we to þe deelfull stede
Ʒone I holde þe ƺates of dede
Grete myƺte delyvere me fro þt place
The angell hym sone onswerede
Tundale be þu not a ferde
Wt inne ƺōne hows be hoves þe to wēnde
But þe lowe shall þe not shende
When tundale come þe hows nere
He sawe mony a fowle bochere
Even a myddys þe fyr stande
Some hadde grete axes ī her hande
They wer full loþely on to loke
Some hadde knyves  some hadde croke
Some hadde gete tales in her honde
That semede full sharpe bytande
Off þt syƺte tundale hadde wonþr
How þey stroke the sowles a sonder
Some streke of hede  some þyes
Some legges  armes in smale pecys
Some smote þe bodyes ī gobettes small
Ʒet come þey aƺeyn to gedur all
And syþen wer smyte a sowndr a ƺeyne
Thys þowte tundale a full harde payne
Then sayde þe angell to tundale y wys
Thys payne þu þenkes full hydwys
In þs payne be hove þe to be
And in mo aftr þt þu shalte se
But tundale hadde of þt more awe
Then of all þe oþr þr he be fore sawe
But sone aftr he sawe þoore
A payne þt hym þowƺte well more
He sawe an hydwys honde dwelle
Wt inne þt hows þt was full felle
Of þt hownde gete drede he hadde
Tundale was nevr so a dradde
When he hadde þr seen þt syƺte
He be sowƺte þe angell bryƺte
Then he wolde late hȳ a way stalke
That he come no ner þt halke
But þe angell wolde for no þynge
Graunte tundale hs askynge
The wykkedde wyƺts þt wer þer inne
Come abowte hȳ wt gete dȳne
Wt her toles  her gere
That he saw be fore hem þere
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A monge hem þey toke tundale
And hewe hȳ all in gobbettys smale
He myƺte not dye of þt payne
For he was ay hole a gayne
The moste mayster of þt hows hyƺte
Pyforyne was hs name ryƺte
He sawe  herde whyle he was þer
Gowlynge  getynge  mykyll kare
The lowe þt he syƺ wt outē passe
Wastede all þt þt* þre þr in wasse
Ther was full doolfull noyse  cry
And also gete hongr for glotenye
That all þe sowles þt þr in wer
Myƺte not stynte þe appetyte þere
Tundale sawe þr inne also
Men  wȳmen þt wer full wo
That payned were in her prvetese
And all to gnawen be twene her thees
He syƺe wt inne þt downgon
Mēne of al maner relygyon
That full were of fowle vermyn
Boþe wyth oute wt in
Strange vermyne on hē he sawe
On ylke a lyme byte  gnawe
Tundale þen knewe some of hē wele
That wer worþy þt payne to fele
But he come sone out of þt payne
He wyste not howe þen was he fayne
Thēne satte tundale ī a merke stede
That was called þe schadowe of dede
As he satte hs syƺte was dȳme
He syƺ hys angell be fore hym
He sayde to þe angell alas
Where ys þe worde þt sryten was
That godds mercy shulde pass all þynge
Ther of fele I no tokenynge
The angel answered  sayde þāneThat worde be gyles mony a māne
Thowƺ god be full of mercy
Ryƺtwysnesse moste go þr by
But he forƺeves more wykkedenesse
Then he vengeth þorow ryƺtwysnesse
The paynes þu sholdeste have þoled þorow ryƺte
Tundale þen be gan to knele
And þanked god he skapede so wele
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Then sayde þe angell to tundale
What thurste a man ƺyf tale
Ʒyf god sholde for ƺyf so soobne
All þe sȳne þt he hadde doone
Wt out ony payne to fele
Then thurste a man nevr do wele
But he þt ys synfull kydde
That no panance in body dyde
God taketh of hym no vengeawnce
Ʒyf he hadde verry repentaunce
Thorow hs mercy ar þey safe
But sōme penaunce be hoveþ þe sowle to have
Ofte god hath fro goodmen taane
Her worldely ryches full gete want
Whyles were in þe worlde lyvande
In stede of penance þt may hē stande
So shal he sowles have þe lasse payne
When þe sōner from payne wende
To þe grete joye wt owten ende
But in þe worlde ys none I wene
Be he nevr of sȳne so clene
Not a chylde þe sothe to say
That was borne  dede þys day
That he þe paynes shall se ryƺte wele
All þowƺ he hem not fele
To love god he owƺte be fayne
That so may skape þe harde payne
Also þe mon þt dampnede ys
To þe payne of helle for hs wykkednesse
He shall such joye in heven se
That more joye myƺte never be
That shall greve hȳ more þorow syƺte
Then all þe payne in helle dyƺte
Whēne he may se þt gete blysse
That he hath loste for hs mysse
But þe prste þt þe palmere was
That þu ovr þe brygge syƺe pas
He syƺ all þe paynes stronge
But none þt noyede hȳ was he a monge
For he lovede god almyƺt aye
And served hym evr more to pay
Of endelese joye shall he not mysse
But he shall have þe crowne of blysse
Whēne þe angell þr hadde tolde
For to make tundale þe more bolde
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The angell ledde hym þen forþrmore
Tundale fuwede wt mykyll kare
A wonþr hydwys beste þey sawe
Of whom tundale hadde get awe
The beeste was boþe fell  kene
And more þen any þt he hadde senbe
Two gete wynges þt wer full blakke
Stode on every syde hys bakke
Two feete of yrn  stele glowande
That wer full hydwys to fele ī hande
He hadde a longe nekke þt was get wt all
Hs yen wer brode ī hs hedde
All brēnande as fyr rede
Hs mowþe was wyde he wa syde lypped
Hys snowte was wt yren typped
Fyre þt myƺthe nevr slaked be
Fell fro hym gete plente
That beste was sette even yn mydwarde
A lake þt was frosene harde
That lake was ryƺth full of yes
Sowles hadde þr in gete angwys
The beeste was boþe fell  gredy
To swolewe sowles ht was evrr redy
And whēne þe sowles wer wt in
Ther wer þey payned for her sȳne
In stronge fyr þey brēnede ay
Tyll þey were wastede a way
Then þey castede hem out þt payne
In to þe yys to kevere a gayne
As a wōman doth þt goth wt chylde
Then waxyth her bale lyberall  bylde
They were payned yn travelynge
As a wōman doth yn chyldynge
They pleynede hem  sayde alas
Harde was her payne for þr trespasse
For stronge bytynge þey hadde wt inne
Wt woode edderes  oþr vermyne
That wt hem wer gnawynge ay
As þey a monge þe yys lay
When þey her tyme myƺte knowe  se
That hem be hoved dylyvred to be
They made such noyse  kry to telle
That þe noyse of hēm nyƺ fyllede helle
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So doolfull a noys was nevr herde
Of men  wȳmen so þey ferde
But her tyme behoved hem kepe
Whēn þe eddres shulde þorow hem crepe
Not only þorow a prvye place
Wolde þey þen take her trace
Butte þorow hede fote bakke  syde
Thorow legges  armes gān þey glyde
They crepte out all at ones
They sparede noþr flessh ny bones
The eddres wer full gete  longe
Heddes of yren þey hadde stronge
They hadde mowþs of fyre glowande
And glowande tonges out shetande
Her tayles wer full of smale bronds
All wydr hokede wer her honds
When þe vermyn wer nyƺ out cropen
At þe holes þt þey made open
Þen myƺte not her tayles
So faste hem hylde þe croked nayles
They trnede her hede in aƺeyn
Thorow ych a joynte senwe  vayne
They fretedde hem wt inne  gnewe
And all þe bowelles þey out drewe
They smote her heddes in  oute
Her tayles myƺte not þey wȳne out
Ever when þey þe hokes aƺeyne tytte
They trnede aƺeyne  toke her bytte
Fro hedde to fote all was gnawen
Iche a lyme from oþr was drawen
They made such dȳn for ferde
To heven myƺte þe noyse be herde
The sowlus þen cryed for gret angwys
And playnede getly her folyes
They were not lessed of her payne
For ht was ay newed aƺeyne
Tundale sayde to þe angell bryƺte
Lorde þs ys a deelfull syƺte
Me þonkeþ þs ys a payne I sawe ore
Then answered þe angell aƺeyne
To tundale  sayde þs ys a payn

Ordeyned for mēne of relygyon
That kepyth not wele her ꝑsessyon
And for oþr men of holy kyrke
That no werkes of mrcy woll wyrke
But delytes hem in lecherye
Ad matt oþer folye
And doth not as her order wyll
But ƺeveth hem mykyll ī to yll
But þey mende hē before her dede
They shall be trmented ī þs stede
And for þu somtyme such has bene
Thys shalte þu þole as þu haste sene
When þe angell hadde sayde þus
The fends þt wer full hydwus
Wt in þe beeste þey tundale ladde
And þr in he was full harde be stadde
Ther in he was payned full longe
And brend in fyre þt was stronge
Sethen þt beeste hym out keste
Then was he bolned as he shulde breste
Full of eddres þen he was
And none of hem myƺte he þe angell se
Wt mylde chere be for hym stonde
And towched tundale wt hs honde
Then was he delyvred of þt bale
The angell sayde þen to tundale
Cum forþrmore  folowe me
For mo paynes behoves þe se
Forþrmore þey wente boþe ī samen
But tundale hadde þr of no gamen
They come to a way full myrke
Of þt was tundale full yrke
For þr was no maner of lyƺte
But only of þt angell bryƺte
That was strayte  longe bestande
And worste of all þt he fonde
Oon a fronte uneþe myƺte passe
So narowe a dōne depe ht was
As þey hadde comē fro an hyƺ hyll
Downe īto a depe gyll
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The more þt Tundale folowed aye
The lengr hym þowƺte was ƺe waye
Tunda;e felde a strynkynge ayr
Of hs lyfe he was in dyspayre
Tundale sykede  gete faste
And sayde to the angell at þe laste
Lord how ferre shull we wende
Me þenketh þs way hath non ende
Then answered þe angell fre
Tundale he sayde I wyll tell þe
How þs way lygge  to what stede
Thys ys þe way þt lygges to þe dede
Then sayde tundale how may þs be
In þe boke men may fynde wryten̅  se
The way þt lygges to þe dede
Os boþe large  mykell of brede
And þs a wonþr narow way
That þu ledes us  longe to . . .
Then þe angell sayde for soþe . . .
That þe booke spekes not of þe gate
But of þe way of un clēnes
In flesshly luste . . . ly ys
By þt way . . . lyƺtly wende
To þe deth wt outen ende
Ʒette wente þey forþr more
By þt myrke way þt þey in wore
They come in to a deepe gyll
That syƺte lyked tundale yll
That gylle full of . . . ode
And suryþes fa . . . em ƺode
Wt gete hameres n. . . ndee
And gete tonges þt wer glowande
The surþes were ugly on to loke
Out of her mowþes come fowles smoke
The surþyes wer full of sowles wt inne
That grette  made doolfull dȳne
In gete fyres þey gon hem caste
And syþen layde on wt hameres faste
The mayster of þe suryþyes was kalled
Cleāne was hs name ta?lde
Thys ys he q̷ þe angell þt þorow hs gȳne
Maketh mony a man to do ?ȳne
For þy wt hȳ aftr her dede
They shall be payned in þs stede

Tundale sayde to þe angell fre
Lorde shall I amonge hem be
As oþr bene þt have served well
So grette payne þr for to fele
Then̅ þe angell answered sone
And sayde tundale þu haste so done
That þe be hoves to þole þs trnement
Thēne þe surþes to hym wente
The trmentowres come rēnande
Wt furgus  tonges ī her honde
By twene hem þey take tundale
And ladde hym ī to a mykell . . .
. . . ne þey tundale wt ham . . .
. . . laste þe angell stand. . .
. . . þe smyþy þey g. . .
In a gete fyre as hem þowƺte . . ste
Wt gete belowys at hem þey . . ewe
As hyt were yren to make ht newe
Sōme of hym þey made as nesshe
As ys þe watr þt rēnes fresshe
. . ne was as ht hadde be molten lede
Red as yren glowande rede
They caste at ones full smeþeley
A þowsand sowls to gedr on a stydy
Wt grete hameres þey stode
And . . nge at hem as þey wer wode
A þowsand sowlus to gedr þey þonge
O . . .e se were þey stronge
As men shulde tempere yren or stele
And þt was a full gette payne to fele
That trnement by hoveþ hē longe to dyþe
And ƺyt myƺth þey not fully dye
The trmentowres wer fowle  blake
And evrylkon to oþr þen spake
What paynes þey myƺte þe sowls wyrke
They wer of lobor nevr yrke
Ʒette þey dyde hem more payne
They smote hem efte a sownþr a gayne
Oþr surþyes þr were be syde
Of þe whych þey cryed þt tyde
And kalle to hem on hye faste
And badde hem þe sowls to kaste
And so þey dede wt gette talent
The oþr surþes gon ham hente
Wt forkes  tonges hote glowande
That þey herde in her honde
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In þr fyr þey brende ay
Tyll þey wer brent almoste away
But sōne after was delyvred tundale
Of þt woo  þt mykyll bale
A gayn þe lowdely þynges wyll
But þe oþr sowles dwelled stylle
When tundale was out of þt payne
He was sone kevered a gayne
Sone þe angell voys he herde
The angell askede hym how he ferde
Tundale he sayde now may þu se
Wher of þy sȳnes servede þe
The fell to have gette angwys
For þy sȳnes  þy folyes
The þt þu were delyvered un to
Wer ordayne þe payne for to do
For why þt same companye
Fowlowede þe in þy folye
Tundale stode stylle  kowþe nowƺ say
For hs wytte was ner a way
Thgen sayde þe angell as he stode
Tundale be of cōnfort gode
All ƺyf ht be þt þu haste sene
Grettr paynes ƺet shalte þu se
Her aftr þt byden þe
Fro hem shalte þu skape full welle
But some of hem by hoves þe felle
Thow shalte er we in sownþr wente
Se sowlys ī helle wt outen ende
Her mysdedes hē dāpned has
Wherfor her songe ys alas alas
But oþr þt wyll seke godds mercy
Passeth her paynes full sykurly
When þe angell þs hadde sayde
Hys honde upon tundale he laude
Then was he hole felte he no sore
And þen wente þey forderore
As þey wente in companye
Ther come acolde all sodenlye
Suche a colde tundale felde
That he myƺte not hȳ selfe welde

He was þen nyƺ frosen to dede
And stonge myrkenes was ī þt stede
Then was tundale full radde
For more angwys nevr he hadde
For colde  feere tundale qwoke
Hym þowƺte þe erþe unþr hȳ shoke
All payns befor hym þowƺte
So mykyll as derode hȳ nowƺte
Tundale spakke to þe angell sone
And sayde lorde what have I done
I am so clomsed foote  honde
That I ne may on þe erþe stonde
The angell þen nowƺt answered
Tho grette tundale  was a ferde
The angell wente a way fro hym
He myƺte not stere lyþe ny lȳme
Whēne he myƺte not þe angell se
Doole he made þt ht was pyte
He flytte ay forþrmore
To hellwarde laye þe way þore
A doolfull krye he herde sone
Of sowles þt in payne wer done
That dampned wer to payne endles
For her sȳne  her wykkydnes
He herde a dȳne lyke a þondr
To here þt noyse ht was wondr
No hert may þenke ne tonge telle
How hydwys was þt payne  felle
Tundale was in grete dowte
He loked on ylke a syde a bowte
Wheren he come þt hydwys dȳne
Ʒyf he myƺte wytte be any gȳne
Sone he sawe hym by syde
A gette dye mykyll  wyde
Out of þt dyke he syƺ comande
A get flame of fyr fowle stynkande
Such stynke come of þt hole
That no mon myƺte ht wele þole
And fro þt dyke he saw ryse even
A pyler þt rawƺte nyƺ to heven
All brēnande þt pyler was
Wt flame all a bowte in compas
He sawe fends  sowls fly
Out of þt pyler lowe  hy
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The flowe up  downe faste
As sparkes of fyr ī wyndes blaste
When þe sowles wer brent to askes all
In myddes þe dyke þey gōn downe falle
They kevered ƺet  brēnede a gayne
Thus algate was newed her payne
Tundale hadde levr þen all þe worde
Have trnede a gayne so was he ferde
But a gayne myƺte he not go
Ne styþe hys lyme to ny fro
As he was clounsed stylle he stode
For fere þen wax ne nyƺ wode
Wt hym self he gon to stryve
And hs chees he gan to ryve
He gette  gowlede  was full wo
For þt he myƺte a gayn go
Alas he sayde what us my beeste rede
Now I wote I am but dede
The wykked beestes all þey flowe
A bowte þe pyler in þe lowe
They herde þt goste gowle  cyre
And come to hym full smertelye
Brēnande krokes wt hem þey browƺte
To trmente þe sowle was her þowƺte
They halsed hym þt fowle mayne
Kaytyf þey sayde well come þu be
Thow moste dwelle wt us at home
Tell þu us wheþen þu come
For þy wykkednes  þy folye
In fyr to brēne þu art wordye
For þu come ī no paynes ƺytte
In fyr þrfore whe shall þe pytte
For now shalt þu wt us wende
To þe paynes of helle wt outen ende
On our maner we shall þe kēne
Wt outen kelynge þu haste brēne
Evr more in þe fyr þt ys so rede
Thow shalte nevr aftr passe þe dede
The þare þenke in no wyse
To be delyvered of þt angwys
In merkenes þu shalte ever be
For lyƺte shalte þu nevr non se
The pare truste no helpe to have
For no mercy shall þe fane
Wrechede goste we shall þe lede
To dethes ƺate for þy mysdede
For in þy lyf þu bare þe ylle
And dyde a gayne godds wyll

Therfore wt ys we shall þe bere
To our mayster lucyfere
That lygges depe in þe pytte of helle
Wt hym behoves þe ay to dwelle
He ƺaf þe ful yll rede
That ledde þe in to þs stede
Ever late to come hym in wyll falle
To delyvere þe from us alle
But now full syker may þu be
That þu shalte no more hym se
The wykkede gostes to gedr spakke
And sayde þs sowle wyll we take
To lucyfere þt grymy grones
And late hȳ swolowe hȳ all at ones
All þey manaste hym faste
Hys sowle to lucyfere to caste
Hydwys noyse þe fendes made
Her yen were brēnande wonþr brade
As brēnande lampes þey ware
And grymly gon þey on hym stare
Her teth wer boþe wyde  longe
As bores tuskes grete  stronge
Her bodyes wer lyke dragones
And her tayles lyke skopyenes
They hadde nayles on her crokes
That were lyke angyll hokes
As þey wer made all of stele
The poyntes were sharpe to fele
Wynges þey hadde longe  brode
And blakke þey wor  evell made
And wt her wynges myƺte þey fle
Whyþr þey wolde lowe or hye
They grened on hȳ þey on hȳ blered
No wonþr ƺyf he were a fered
Them come þe angell þt hȳ ledde
And full faste þe fendes fledde
Tundale he sayde þu were a dradde
Now þu may make joye  be gladde
Of paynes þu wer þe dowƺter ryƺte
Now art þu made þe dowƺter of lyƺte
For now forwarde sykur þu be
Goddes mercy shalt helpe þe
God hath þe grnted þu may be fayne
That þu shalte fele no more payne
Biut I wuyll well þt þu wyte
Mo paynes þu shalte se ƺette
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Come frth wt me smertly
I shall ƺe shewe þy moste ēnvye
And to all mankynde þt evr was
That tycys þem to do trespas
A lytyll fordermore þey ƺode
And sone at helle ƺates þey stode
Ther tundale sawe a gete pytte
All þs worlde wolde not fyle hytte
Come hyþr sayde þe angell bryƺth
Thow shalt see a wonþrfull syƺte
Stonde ner þs pytte  loke downe
And þu shalte se a dowle dongyone
Brēnande koles laye þer unþr
But þey wer dȳme  þt was wonþr
Mony fendes as ht were tadered folys
Wt belewes blewe at þe colys
So mony sowles a bowte hem flowe
In mydwarde þe fyr  ī þe lowe
That tundale hadde gete ferly
That ī þe worlde myƺte have be so mony
Lucyfere þt hath ben so grȳme
Ther lay bownden ī yche a lȳme
Wt iren cheynes brode  longe
Upon a gredyll þt was full stronge
Also tundale þowƺte þe chayns was
Lapped abowte wt brēnande brasse
And all þe sowles þt he hente
In hs hondes were all to shente
He prystede hem ī sondr as men doose
Grapys to pryste oute þe wose
Whēne he hadde pryste hē ī sonþr all
In to þe fyre he lette hem falle
And ƺette kevered þey all aƺeyn
And efte son I þey wer putte ī payn
Tundale herde  sawe also
How lucyfere sykedde for wo
For þt he was bownden so faste
And at yche a sykynge þt he kaste
A þowsand sowles fro hym flowe
Out of hs mowþe ī to þe lowe
Ther were as sone skatered wyde
A bowte hs mowþe on eche a syde
But þt payne was not ƺette y nowƺ
Whēne he aƺeyn hs breth þrowƺ

All þe sowles þt were kaste owte
And skatered hym all a bowte
He swolowede hem aƺeyn ylke ōn
Wt þe reke  stynke of brymstone
Tho sowles þt passed owte at hs ende
Fell in to þe fyr  brende
When þey aƺeyn kevered were
Wt hs tayle he stroke hem sore
He pynede þe sowles  dyde hem wo
And hym selfe was pyned also
The more payne þt he wroƺte
To þe sowles þt were hȳ browƺte
The more payne hs owene was
And fro þt may he nevr passe
The angell þen sayde to tundale
Her may þu se mykyll bale
Lucyfer hatte þt uglye wyƺte
That semes so mykyll to þy syƺte
He was þe fyrste creature
That god made aftr hs stature
Fro heven þorow prde he fell downe
In to þs depe fowle dongeoun
Her ys he bownden as þu mayst se
And so tyll doms day shall he be
For ƺyf þe chayns fayled þt do hȳ holde
Heven  erþe towbyll he wolde
Some of þo þt þu mayste se wt inne
They ben  wer of davyd kȳne
Some ben wykked gostes to telle
That wt hym fro heven felle
Ther ys her noþr sowle ny fende
But ht he be dampned wt owten ende
And mony mo may þydr come
Er ht be þe day of dome
That forsakes aye godds lawe
And hs wyll woll not knowe
Boþe lewde men  clerkes
And þe sowles þt her inne bene
Have ben in alle þe payn þt þu haste sene
Now ar þey caste on þe manere
To lucyfer to þole payne here
And who so ys browƺte to þs care
Shall dewelle her for evr mare
Mēne þt be mykull of myƺte
That spende not her godes a ryƺte
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That þorow god hem ƺeven ys
Prynces þey ben of wykkednesse
Strongly trmented þey shall be
Thorow fendes þt of hem have þowste
Tundale sayde to þe angell sone
Syr godds wyll behoves to be done
But on þyng wolde I fayne lere
Why gyfes not god suche powere
To all þt halden are good men
That strongþe  ryƺte to oþr wolde
As he to þe wykkede men doose
That her wykkednesse ay wyll use
Some tyme sayde þe angell ht ys
That þe wykkedenesse of sugettysse
That woll not be rewled wele
Sometyme gete paynes þey moste fele
And some tyme god wyll nowƺte
That good men of þe worlde be bowƺte
That ovr mykyll fondede ys
And þt þey lese not her goodnesse
Thys fowle kaytyf for hs myƺte
Is not called þe prynce of lyƺte
But he for hs men mey hym calle
Chef prnce of merkenes  ꝑrncypall
All þe paynes þt þu haste seene
For to a cownte hem all be dene
That ordeyne before mānes mysse
Is but lytyll to regarde a gaynes þys
Certes sayde tundale þu sayste wele
I have more drede as I þys fele
Of þs syƺte  fro þs drede
Some felowes I have her seene
That full prme wt me have bene
Now ys her wonynge her full depe
Therfor I wyll forsake her fely shyppe
And þr to ben þey well worþy
Butte god I be seche of hs mercy
Then sayde the angell mylde of mode
Un to tundale þr he stode
A blysfull chylde I may þe calle
For þu haste passe þese paynes alle
And alle þe syƺtes þt þe have dered
Therfor þe þar no more be fered

Now haste þu seyn ī sorow  stryfe
Men þt have ben wykked of lyfe
Therfor nowe forwarde þu shalte se blysse
That god holy hath chosen for hs
And þerfor þu may gladde be
Come nowe forþermore wt me
Tundale dede hys comandement
And wt þe angell forth he wente
Sone waxe ht bryƺte as þe day
The merkenes was gone a way
And all þe drede þt tundale hadde
Was a gone þo was he gladde
Tundale þonkede god of hs grce
And folewede forth þe angeles trace
Be þt þey hadde gon a lytull stownde
They sawe a wall was wonþr rownde
Full hyƺ ht was tundale þowƺte
Sone wt inne þe angell hym browƺte
Men  wȳmen sawe he þare
That semede full of sorow  kare
For þey hadde boþe hongur  thurste
And gette travayle wt owten reste
Grette colde þey hadde also
That grenede hem sore  dede hē wo
They wantede boþe cloþ  foode
As þowsand beestes naked þey ƺode
That her penaunce was harde to se
But of lyƺte þey hadde plente
These folke sayde þe angell be all safe
But penaunce ƺyt be hoves hē too have
All lyvede þey wele  honestly
Ʒet grenede þey god ī som ꝑty
Honestely  wele wolde þey lyve
But ovr lytyll wolde þey gyffe
To pre men þt hadde grette nede
They ^ ovr lytyll almesse dede
^dyde
Therfor som tyme god wyll þey have payne
Thorow kene stormes of wynde  rayne
And þorow gete hongr  preste
But he wyll þey come to reste
The angell wolde no more day
But wente forth faste on hs way
And tundale folowede aftr faste
The ƺate was opened hem a gayn
And in þey wente tundale was fayn
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Some þey felde a swete ayre
They fonde a felde was wonþr fayr
The felde stode full of fere flowrus
Hewed aftyr all kȳne colowres
Of hem come a swete smell
Swettr þen any tonge may telle
That place was boþe clere  bryƺte
Tundale was joyfull of þt syƺte
Full clerly þr shone þe sōne
Well was hym þt þer nyƺte wōne
Mony fayre trees in þt place stode
Wt all kyn fruyte þt was good
Tundale herde þer evr a monge
Full swete noyse of fowles songe
Mykyl folke þer was sene
That of all sȳne wer made clene
And delyvred of all payne
They wer all joyfull  fayne
In myddes þt place was a welle
The fayrest þt ony tonge may of telle
Fro þt was fayr  clene
Tundale þowƺte þer joye I nowƺ
He spakke to þe angell  lowƺ
Lord he sayde her ys get solas
Late us dwelle styll ī þs place
The angell sayde we may not soo
Us be hoves forþrmore to go
Thes sowles þt þu seeste wt inne
Have ben in penaunce for her sȳne
But þey ar clensed þorow godds grce
And dwelles now her in þs place
But ƺet hens may þey nowƺte
To þe blysse a boven be browƺte
All ƺef þey be clensed of her yll
Her be hoves hem a byde godds wyll
The welle þt þu haste sene here
Wt þe watyr þt sprþges clere
Is called be skyll þe well of lyfe
And þe name þr of ys full ryfe
Who so þryngeth her of þs welle
Hongr shall he never fele

Ne threste shall he nevr more
But lykȳg have wt outē sore
Wer he olde wt owte payne
Ht wolde make hȳ ƺonge a gayne
Ʒet forþrmore þe angell ƺode
Tundae folowed wt ful god spede
Sone aftr as dey wente
Tundale he be held  toke good tente
By a place as þey wente
Ther mony lewde men was
Tundale he hadde seen some of hē are
And knewe full well what þey ware
Amonge hem two kyng syƺe he
That som tyme wer of get powste
Whyles þey wer men of trewþe good
That on of hem concelere hyƺte
And þt oþr danate ryƺte
Tundale spake to þe angell fre
Lord he sayde what may þs be
These two kynges þt I se here
Sōme tyme wer mēn of get powere
They wer boþe stowte  kene
In hem was lytull mercy sene
Eyþr of hem hotede oþer
As crsede kaym dyde hs broþr
Certes syr me þynkeþ foly
How þey myƺte be so wordy
To come to þs joyfull stede
Me þenkes þey wer worþy þe dede
Tundale he sayde þu shalte wyte why
That fod of hem hadde mercy
Befor her þeth fell such chaunce
That þey hadde verry repētaunce
For concelere when he fell seke
Hs herte to god he gāne meke
And made a vowe wt delfull chere
To be come oþr monke or frer
When he wer hole  hadde powste
And hs lyfe in penaunce shulde be
Donate in ꝑrson was stronge
By fore hs deth þr lay he longe
All hs gode he ƺaf a way
To pre men for hȳ to pray
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In gete poverte was he stadde
And in pryson hs lyf he ladde
Bothe wer þey kȳngs of mykyll myƺte
Ʒet þey dyede in povrte ryƺte
God wolde not hem for sake
But to hs blysse he dede hem take
Of all her synes þey hem shafe
Therfor mercy be hoveth hem have
Full mykyll joye syƺ tundale þore
Ʒet wente þey forth forþrmore
Tundale syƺ never so fayre a syƺte
Of a halle so rychely dyƺte
The wales semed golde of þt hows
Sette full of stones precyows
The rose semede charbonkull stone
Dorus ne wȳdowes wer þr wyde
That stode open in eche a syde
For all þo þt wolde in passe
Ther was no ettyng þt good mon was
Hyt semed ale bryƺte ferre  nere
As evr dyde sōne þt shone here
Large  rownde were þs wones
The flore was paved wt prcyous stones
That hall was wt owten poste
Hyt semed a hows of gette coste
Hyt shone wt inne  wt owte
And tundale lokede all a bowte
Hy syƺe a fete full rychely apparellede
Of rede golde all enameled
Cloþs of sylke grette plente
Syƺe he spradde on þt see
Kyng cornake þt was full grete
He syƺe hym sytte in þt feete
Hys cloþs were of ryche hewe
Tundale full well þt kynge knewe
Mykyll folke to hym sowƺte
And ryche ƺyftus to hym browƺte
Be fore hym þey stode  badde
Moche joye of hym ey hadde
Tundale stode ner  toke good kepe
And by helde longe þt gete worshype
That men þr to cormake dyde
That som tyme her was well kydde

Ther ferly of þt syƺte hadde he
Forestes  dekones þt wer manye
All reveshed as þey sholde synge masse
In ryche cloþes of holynesse
That hall was sette all a bowte
Wt ryches stons wt inne  wt owte
Wt cowþs  cloþs rychely dyƺte
Wt bous of quere shynȳg bryƺte
Wt senseres of selver þt wer semelye
And tables paynted full gayle
Tundale þowƺte ƺyf he hadde no more
Joye but þt he saw þore
He hadde had of joye plente
So gete joye  myrþe syƺe he
They kneled be fore þt kyng all
The folke þt come ī to þt halle
And say wele ys us on yche a syde
Evrmore joye mote þe be tyde
For þe weres of þyn owne honds fre
We have presented her to þe
Then spak tundale to þe angell fre
For he hadde þr of mrvayle soo mote I þe
And sayde of all þt I her se
None served hȳ ī hs leege powste
Therfr gete ferly I have here
That þey worshype hȳ in þs maner
Then answered e angell curtaysly
To tundale  sayde wolt þu wyte why
Tho þt þu doste her sye
Wer non of hs owene maynye
But pore pylgrymes þey wer kydde
To whom he of . . . almesse dyde
Therfor god wold þorow hs myƺte
That þey ƺelde ht to hȳ a ƺayn ryƺte
Syr sayde tundale hadde he no trnement
Seþen he out of þe worlde wente
Then answered þe angell a ƺeyn
He hath suffred mykyll payne
And ƺet in more tormente shall be
Thou shalt a byde  þe soþe se
As tyte þe hows wax myrke as nyƺte
That be fore was so clere  bryƺte
And all þo þt oþr inne ware
Lefte her servyse  dyde no mare
The kynge þan turnede fro hs fete
And gette  gowlede hs þole was grete
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Tundale folowede aftr sone
To wyte of hym what sholde he done
He syƺ þr mony men knelynge
Whyt her honds up to god holdynge
And seyde lorde ƺyf ht þy wyll be
Of hym have mercy  pyte
Then syƺ he þe kynge in get barette
In fyre to þe navell was he sette
And a boven fro þe navell upwarde
Cladde in hayre sharpe  harde
Thys payne sayde þe angell behoves hȳ have
Eche day pryes whule god vowchedesafe
For he kepte hym not clene
Fro tyme þt he hadde wedded bene
Eche day by hoves hȳ brēnāde be
Un to þe navell as þu maste se
For he cōmandede for to slo
And erle þt he hatede as hs foe
Then was he slayn be gete haterede
Faste by saynte patrykes stede
And also for he brakke hs oþ
That he hadde made god was wroþe
Therfor he þoles as he wyll wele
Thys kayre þt ys so harde to fele
That geves hȳ sore þt as þe knottes lyes
And of þt he hath gret angwysse
Of all hs payne he ys qwytte
Safe þese two ben leste ƺette
Tundale þe kyng stylle þore
And wt þe angell wente forþrmore
Sone he syƺ þorow syƺte of ye
A wall þt was wonþr hye
All of bryƺte selvr to se
But ht no ƺate hadde ne entre
Wt inne þey wer sone to gydr
But tundale ne wyste how he come þydr
They fonde þey a delettabull place
Full of myrþe and of solas
Tundale loked a bowte hym þan
And syƺ mony mēn  wȳmen
Syngynge ay full meryly
And makynge joye  melodye
They loovede god all wellande
And songe  sayde not cessande
Blysse to god þt ys of myƺtes moste
Fadur  sibe  holy goste

Her cloþes wer precyous  new
And whyte as snowe þt evr snew
They were joyfull  blyþe y nowƺe
And songe  made myrþe  lowƺe
They loovede ay god ī trinite
Not sessande of her solempuyte
And as þey wer to gedr syngande
Her voyces wer all a cordande
As melodye of musylke clere
That was delectabull to here
Thr was get swetnesse  lykynge
Joye  myrþe wt owte sesynge
Honeste beaytude  clennesse
Joye wt owten ony sekenesse
All þey wer of wyll fre
In parfyte love  charyte
The swete savor þt þr was
All þe swetnesse of þs worlde þyde passe
Thys joye sayde þe angell bryƺte
Is ordeyned for wedded men ryƺte
That lyve ī clene maryage
And kepes her body from owtrage
And for hem þt her godes ƺeven
To pore men þt techen dylygently
Her sugettes to love god almyƺty
And chastyse hem aftr her myƺte
Whēne þey don wronge  lyven̅ not ryƺte
And for hem þt holy kyrke honrs
Or maytene ī ryƺte or he sokors
The whyche shall at þe gete dome here
The voys þt shall saye comes nere
My faderes blessed chylderen fre
Ad receyfe þe kyngdome wt me
That he ordayned  dyƺte for māne
Fro þe fyrste tyme þt þe worlde by gāne
Tundale pryde þe angell wt good wyll
That he myƺte dwelle þer styll
The angell ƺafe hym non answere
For he wolde not do hs pryere
Forþrmore ƺette wente þeye
Wt owten travell on her waye
And ylkon as þey wente a bowte
Come to tundale  gon to hȳ lowte
And halsed hȳm  callede hym ryƺte
By hs name as he lyƺte
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They made gete joye at hs metynge
For þey were gladde of hs comynge
They þankede god for hym hyƺly
That hadde shewed hȳ so mykyll of hs mrcy
And sayde loovynge  honor not be
To þe lorde of blysse  full of pyte
That wolte not þe peth of sȳfull māne
But þt he lyve  trne a gayne
That þorow þy mercy wolte so ordeyne
To delyvere þe sowle fro hell payne
And wylte brynge hȳ so grcyously
A monge þs holy companye
The angell wt tundale forþrmore wēte
To se more ƺet was her entente
He syƺ a wall hym a gayne
Well more þen þt oþr in certayne
Thgat wall semede to tundale syƺte
As ht wer all of golde bryƺte
That was shynynge  more clere
Then evr was golde ī þs worlde here
Tundae þowƺte more joye of þt wall
To be holde þt bryƺte metall
Then of þt gete solempnyte
And of all þt joye þt he evr dede se
Wt inne þt wall come þey sone
As þey at þt oþr hadde done
Tundale behelde þt place þere
So fayr a þynge syƺ he nevr ere
Ne ƺet non oþr erþly mon
As ht was þt he syƺe þan
Ther he syƺe as hym þowƺte
Mony a trone all of golde wrowƺte
And of prcyous stones þr seere
Ther were sette on dyvrs manere
Wt ryche cloþs were þey covred evrychon
So ryche here were nevr sey mon
Holy men  wȳmēn both
He syƺe a bowte hem in þt tyde
Fayre ornamentes on ilke a syde
All þt he sawe shone bryƺte
Tundale sawe nevr suche a syƺte
Ne herte myƺte þynke of ordely māne
So fayr a syƺte as tundale sawe þēne

The gete bryƺtenes of goddus face
Shone a monge hem ī þt place
Ht shone bryƺt  was more clere
Then evr shone any sōne here
All her here was fayre  schyre
Ht semede all as ht hadde be gold wyre
Crownes þey hadde on hedde ylk one
Of golde  mony a precyous stone
Of get vertu  fere colowres
They semede lyke kyngs or emꝑors
So fayre crownes as þr wer sene
In þs worlde hadde nevr kyng ne qwene
Lettones he saw before hem stande
Of golde  bokes on hem lyggande
Of þe whych þe letteres þt he saw þore
Were of golde boþe lasse  more
They song all wt blyþe chere
So mykyll joye he þer hadde
That all þt oþr joye he for gatte
These men her sayde þe angell bryƺte
Bene holymen þt god lovede ryƺte
That for godds love wer buꝑam
In erþe to suffre martyrdam
And þt lefte þe worlde holly
For to serve god almyƺty
And þt kepte her body ay fre
Fro lechery un to chastyte
And þt lovede sobernes at
And wolde not lye but soþ say
Therfor to god þe ben full dere
And as hs derelynges þey lyven here
Among þs joye  þs solas
Tundale lokede  syƺ a place
Full of bryƺte panylbes shynōnde
So fayre wer nevr seyn ī non londe
Well kovred wt purpull  bysse
That full ryche was  of get pryse
The whych wer ovr all sette  dyƺte
Wt besanutes of golde  sylvr bryƺte
And wt all oþr þyngs of beawte
That herte myƺte þynke or yese
The cordes þr of were bryƺte  newe
Of sylke þey were of ryche hewe
That wer all of sylvur twyned
And frette wt golde þt bryƺte schyned
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On þe cordes wer instrumentes fere
Of musyk þt hadde swete sowne  clere
Organes  symbales  tympanes
And harpes þt ronge all at ones
They ƺafe a delectable sowne
Wt mene  trebull  bordowne
And oþr instrumentes so mony
That made full swete melodye
Of all maner of musyk þr was þāne
So mony harde nevr no erþely māne
Wythin þe panylones so shynande
Mykyll folk was ay syngande
Full swetely wt a mylde steven
And wt all þe musyk a corded even
So mykyll merþe as þey made þr in
No wytte of man myƺte y magyn
Tundale þowƺte þt þe blysse
That he syƺ be fore wat not to þys
Then spak þe angell wt mylde chere
To tundale on þys manere
Thys folke he sayde þt maken myrþe þr
Are þey þt were good relygyus
As monkes chanōnes freres  nōnes
That wones in þe pavylones
The wyche were to god buxum ay
To ferve hym boþe nyƺte  day
Ryƺte gladly  wt good wyll
Hys comandement wolde fulfyll
And loved ay more in her lyfe
To be buxum þen for to stryfe
They putte hem wt clene cōscyens
Unþr þe ƺokke of obedyens
And to chaste lyf þey hem toke
And her owene wyll clene for soke
They heden sylence wt owte jangelynge
And loved god ovr all þynge
Syr sayde tundale I pray þe
Lette us go nerre þt y may se
The swete semelande  þe fayr chere
Of þo þt synge so schrylle  clere
Then answered þe angell bryƺte
Tundale of þs þu shalte have a syƺte
Of hem as þu haste me be sowƺte
But entur to hem I grunte þe nowƺte

The syƺte he sayde of þe trinite
Maketh hem so joyefull to be
Tho þt may come in her ryƺte
Shall be kowen þorow þt syƺte
Of all þt þey ī þe worlde dede
Syþen þt þey wer chylderen kydde
Her þey shall be ever more
Wt angelles  wt halowes þore
That in her lyf ay chaste have ben
And lyved well as virgyns clen̅
They shull evr in þs joye ben
For þey shall evr god ī þe face sen
They wente ƺette forþrmore
By a fayr wey þt þey in wore
Full grette plente þen syƺ þey
Of men  wȳmen be þt way
That semed all as angelles bryƺte
So fayre þey semed to her syƺte
Ther was so swete savor  smell
That no herte myƺte þynke ne tonge tell
And so swete noyse  melodye
Was a monge þt companye
Ther tundale hadde forgeten clene
All þe joye þt he hadde er sene
For all maner of musyk sere
Wt ^ any towchynge of honde
^owte
But þe voys  wer gladde
And non of hem trvell hadde
Her lyppus wer not menande
Ne þey made no cotynaūce wt hande
Her instrumenth ronge þer in
That herte myƺte þynke or imagyn
Fro þe fyrmament a bove ī to þt stede
Fro þe whych stones hengen þykke folde
Shynande full bryƺte of rede golde
They hongese þykke on yche partye
Some wer enameled full rychely
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All wer joyned  fastened þykke
In wondes of sylver ryche  bryƺte
They hongede wt cheynes in þe ayre
Non erþely syƺte was so fayre
Ther a monge henge gette plente
Of jewelles þt wer of gette bewte
Fycles  cowpes of gette prce
Symbale of sylvr  flor delyte
Wt sylvur belles meryly þey ronge
And angelles flowe ay a monge
Wt wynges of golde shynande bryƺte
Non erþely mon hath seyn such a syƺte
As þe angelles flowe in þe ayre
A monge þe chaynes þt wer so fayre
Ther was such songe  suche ryngynge
Such melodye  such syngynge
And such a syƺte of rychesse
That joye was more þt mon myƺte gesse
Tundale so mykyll joye þen hadde
Of þt lyƺte  was so gladde
That he wolde nevr have wente a way
But have dwelled þr evr and ay
Then spakke þe angell wt mylde mode
To tundale þer he stode
Tundale he sayde com ner  se
A tre ys called pulcheryma vyte
That tre full þykke of braunches was
And broode  rownde all in compas
Chargede on eche a syde full evyn
Wt all kyn frute þt mon may nenyn
That full delycyous were to fele
And all kyn flowres þt savored wele
Of dyvers kynde  of sere hewe
Some whyte some rede some ƺelowe some blewe
And all maner erbes of vertue
And all kyn spyces þr grewe
That fayre were  swete smellande
Growande þr on  wele floryshande
Mony fowles of fere colowres
Satte a mong þo swete florres
On þe braunches syngande swetely
And made full mykyll melody
Ilkone of hem on hys manere
. . . ht was joye þr solace to here
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Tundale lestened faste  lowƺe
And þowƺte þt joye was merye y nowþe
And he syþ aso unþr þt tre
Mēne  wȳmen get plente
Wonynge in cellys shynyng bryƺte
As golde  all kyn ryches dyƺte
That looved ay god wt gret talent
Of þe gyftes þt he hadde hem sent
Ilkone hadde on hs hedde a crowne
Of golde þt semely was of fassyowne
All sette abowte in sere wyse
Wt precyous stones of get pryse
And septures in hond þey hadde
Of golde  asure rychely radde
Wt bryƺte cloþynge of ryche hewe
As þey wer kynges crowned newe
But so rychely as þey wer dyƺte
Was nevr erþely kyng no knyƺte
Than spakke þe angell as swyþe
To tundale thus þt was so blyþe
Thys tre he sayde þt þu mayste se
To holy kyrke may lykened be
And þs folke þt þr her dwelles
Unþr þs tre in bryƺte celles
Are mēne þt of her devocyon
Have made howses of relygon
And fownded kyrkes  chawntres
And mayntende wele ay godds servys
Mayntende holy kyrke  þe clergye
And fessudde ht full rychelye
Boþe in landes  in rentes
And mony fayre ornamentes
That in her lyfe þe worlde for soke
And cleve to relygyone hē toke
Therfor þay ar as þu mayste se
All joyned in on fraternyte
And shall have her reste  pece
And joye  blysse þt nevr shall cece
No longr þen for þt more ƺode
They syƺ sone an oþr wall stonde
That was ay full bryƺte shynande
The oþr wer fayr þt þey hadde sene
But so fayr as þt myƺte non bene
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Tundale be helde ht  a bade
And avysed hym how ht was made
He syƺe þe wall as hym þowƺte
All of precyous stones wrowƺte
The sement þt þe stones bonde
Was all of rede golde shynande
The stones wer full bryƺte  clere
What stones he were ƺe shull here
Crystall þt was clere  whyte
Perydotes jasper  crysolyte
Jacyntte smaragde  saphyre
Emerawnte deamownde þt men desyre
Amatyste  charbunkull also
Onyx topase  oþr mo
Stronge stones of dyvers hewe
Such syƺe he nevr non ne knewe
Then spakk þe angell fayr  fre
Tundale he sayde come up wt me
They ascended up on þe wall
And loked downe  syƺe ovr all
The joye þt þey syƺe þore
Semede on hondredefolde more
Then all þe joye þt þey hadde sene
Ther þt þey before hadde bene
For no tonge myƺth tell wt mowþe
Þowƺ he all þe wytte of þe worlde kowþe
Ne herte myƺte þenke ne ere here
Nor ye se wer ht nevr so clere
The joye þt þer was and blysse
That god hath ordeyned for all hys
For þey syƺe as þe story telles
The nyne orderes of angelles
That shone as bryƺte as þe sōne
And holy spyrytes a monge hē wōne
Pryvey wordes þey herde þer þen̅e
That shulde be shewed to no mōne
Then sayde þe angell in þys maner
Tundale herken and here
But þt þu heres þu shalt for gete
And in þyn herte þu ht not sette
For god þt ys wt owten ende
Shall trne to þe  be þy frende
So what joye ys her  blysse
That þey þt be her shall nevr mysse
Ovr þt ƺet sawe well more
Amonge þe angelles þt wer þore

They syƺe þe holy trinite
Godde syttynge un hs mageste
They be helde fase þt swere face
That shone bryƺte ovr all þt place
And þe angelles þt wer þore
Ʒernede to by holde ht evr more
For þe bryƺtenesse  þe bewte
That þey myƺte in þe face se
That seven syþe bryƺter was ī syƺte
Thēne þe son̅e þt shynes so bryƺte
The whyche ys fode to angelles
And lyf to spryrytes þt þr dwelles
Fro þt stede þr þey stode
He syƺe all þynge boþe evell  good
All þe joyes  paynes be dene
That þey before in hadde bene
They syƺe also all þt worlde brode
And all þe creatures þt evr god made
They syƺe all þe worlde þt we ben inne
In abryƺte beme of þe sōne
Ther may no þyng ī þs worlde be
So sotell ^ ne so pryve
^þynge
That in þe may se so pertely
As he þt hath þr sen god almyƺty
For her þen þt han sene hym
May I nevr be made blynde ne dȳme
But þey have such power  myƺte
Ther þey stode on þe wall so bryƺte
All þe worlde boþe ferre  ner ryƺte
They myƺte at on syƺte
All þt was be hynde hem þt tyde
And be fore hem on yche a syde
All at ones ī þt bryƺte place
Was shewed þr by fore her face
Of all þyng tundale hadde knowynge þore
Ht was no myster to lerne hȳ more
He knewe what þynge þt evr he wolde
Wt oute boke to be holde
As tundale stode he syƺe come þāne
On to hym þt hyƺte rowdāne
that made hym joye  gete chere
And halsede hym on fayr manere
And toke hȳ in hs armys lovely
And shewede hym grete crtesy
And sayde as þey stode to gedur
Sone blessed be þy comynge hydur
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Fro þs tyme forþe þu may be lykynge
In to þe worlde to have good endynge
Some tyme I was þy patrone fre
To whom þu sholdeste buxom have be
Thon was holden as þu woste wele
To me on þy knees to knele
Whan he hadde sayde þes wordes þare
He hylde hym stylle  spake no more
Tundale lokede boþe ferre  nere
On yche a syde wt blyþe chere
He syƺsaynt patryke of yrlond
come in bryƺte tyre shynande
And mony byshoppes nobyly dyƺte
Tundale hadde get joye of þt syƺte
They were full of joye  lykynge
Wyth owtē doole or mornynge
Amonge þt blyssfull companye
He syƺfowre bysshoppes namely
That he knewe by syƺte of semblande
Whyles he was in þys worlde dwellande
Tundale hadde get joye of þt syƺte
They hadde ben good men  lyved aryƺte
And on of hem Selestyn hyƺte
That was holden a nobull wyƺte
He was archebysshoppe of Armake
That dyde mykyll good for godds sake
An oþr hyƺte Malachye
That come aftr hym grcyouysly
That pope Celestyn of hs grce
Made archecysshopp of þt place
In hs lyfe he ƺaf as god badde
Too pore men all þt he hadde
He made colages  kyrkes many
The nowmbur of two  fowrty
He leved hem y nowƺ  ƺaf
All þt nedefull was to have
So þt he lefte hym self only
But lytull for to lyve by
The þrydde of hem þt he knewe þāne
Hyƺte Crystyne þt was an holy māne
That was somtyme bysshoppe of lyones
And lorde of mony possessyones

But he bare ay in herte
Sympull  wylfull poverte
He was malachyas owen broder
Nydur of hem lovede well oþr
The fowrþe of hem þt he well knewe
Hyƺte neomye þt was full trewe
And ryƺte wysely he lyved bodyly
That was somtyme bysschoppe of ylye
And passed all þe oþr þre
Of wytte  wysdom in all degre
Tundale syƺe be syde hem stande
A sete þt was bryƺte shynande
Ht was all voyde when he syƺe hyt
For he syƺe no mon þr in sytte
He by helde faste þe sete so bryƺte
And askede hem for whom ht was dyƺte
Then spakke malachye  sayde
Thys sete ys ordeyned  purveyed
For on of owre brederen dere
That come not ƺette  shall sytte her
The whych ys in þe worlde lyvande
And in to he come ht shall stande
Tundae þen hadde delyte gete
Of þe syƺte of þt fayre seete
And as he stode joyfull  blyþe
the angell come to hym swyþe
And spakke to hym wt mylde chere
Tundale he sauyde how lyketh ye here
That hast monye fayr syƺtes seene
In dyvers places þt þu haste bene
Ʒe sayde tundale þen  lowe
I have sen joye  myrþe I nowe
Dere lorde I pry þe of þy grace
Lede me not fro þs joyfull place
For I wolde not fro þs place wende
But dwelle her ay wt owte ende
Thou spekes sayde þe angell ī vayn
For þu shalt trne to þy body a gayn
And þt þu haste sene holde in þowƺte
And þt þu haste herde for gete ht nowƺte
When he hadde sayde on þs manere
Then gette tundale  made yll chere
And sayde lorde what have y done
That I shall trne a gayne so sone
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To my body full of wrecchednesse
And leve all þs joye þt her ys
The angel answered on þs manere
And sayde þs may non þr dwelle here
But only vrgyns þt have bene
Chaste  kepte her bodyes clene
That for þe worlde all hooly
And to god gyfen hem from all ylle
Wt all her herte  all her wylle
But suche þowƺte was not in þe
When þu was ī þy lege powste
To god þu woldeste not bowe
Ner in hs cōnceyle þu woldest not trowe
Therfor to dwelle her þu art unworþy
But trne a ƺeyne þu shalt to þy body
And of fylþe make þe clene
And fro sȳne þt þu þe abstene
My help þu shalte have  my cōnseyle
So þt þu shalt not of heven fayle
And when e angell hadde sayþe þs
Tundale trned from all þe blysse
As tyte þe sowle wax all henx
And felte ht charged wt þe body
Tundale trned to þe lyf a ƺeyne
As I tolde fyrste þr was certayne
As tyte hs yen opened wyde
And lokede a bowte hym on ylke a syde
Whēne he was rysen þr wt þe body
He spakke þen full pytuowsly
And tolde all þt he hadde sene
In all þe places þt he hadde bene
For he helde all in mynde  þowƺte
That he hadde seen he for gate nowƺte
All þo þt a bowte hym stode
He cōnseyled þāne unto gode
And badde hem leve her folye
And trne hem to god all myƺtye
He prched þe wordes of god þare
That nevr was prched amonge hē are
And þo þt for sȳfull men wer tolde
He reprved hem as godds lawe wolde

And cōforted men þt wer clene
Thorow joye þt he hadde sene
Whyles he lyvede sȳne he fledde
And hs lyf ī holynesse ledde
He made þe worlde no cōntynaunce
But ladde hs lyf ay ī panaunce
He ƺaf all hs gode a way
To pore men for hym to pry
No worþely goode wolde he have
But lyvede forþe as god vowchede safe
And at þe laste whēn he shulde passe
Out of þs worlde as godds wyll was
The sowle ꝑtede fro þe body
And wente un to god almyƺty
In heven evr more to dwelle
Wher more joye he us brynge
That made heven  erþe  all þynge
Ilkone of ƺou þt han herde me
Sayth amen for charyte ☙
☙Explicit Tundale☙
☙Surge mea sponsa so swete in syƺte
And se þy sone in fete full shene
Thow shalte a byde wt þy babe so bryƺte
And in my glorye be  be called a qween
Thy mamelles modr full well I mene
I hadde to my mete I myƺte not mysse
A bove all creatures my modr clene
Veni coronaberis ☙
☙Turn clene crystall to my cage
Columba mea I þe calle
And se þy sone in servage
For māns sowle was made þralle
In þy place þt ys prncypall
I playde pryvely wt oute mysse
My herytage modr have þu shal
Veni coronaberis ☙
☙For macula modr was nevr in þe
Fiha syon þu arte þe flowre
Full swetely shalte þu sytte by me
And were a crowne wt me ī towre
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And all myn angelles to þyn honowre
Shall þe worshyppe in heven blysse
Thow blessed body þt bare in bowre
Veni coronaberis ☙
☙Tota pulcra es to my plesynge
My modr princes of paradys
A watr full swete of þe shall sprynge
Thow shalte a ƺeyn my ryƺtes ryse
The welle of mercy modr in þe lyyf
To brynge þy blessed body to blysse
And all my sayntes shall do þe svysse
veni
☙Veni electra men to myn an hyƺe
Holy modr  mayden mylde
On sege to sytte me bye
That am þy kynge  þy chylde
Holy modr wt me to bylde
Wt þy blessed babe þt ys in blysse
That corgyn þt was nevr defylde veni
☙Vox tua to me was full swete
When þu me badde babe be stylle
Full goodly gon our lyppes mete
Wt bryƺt braunches as blosme on hyll
Fame distillas̄̅̄ þt wente wt wylle
Oute of þy lyppes when̄ we dede kysse
Therfor modur þs ys my skyll
veni
☙Veni de libano þu lylye in launche
That lappes me lonely wt lowynge songe
Thow shalte a byde wt þy blessed braunche
That so solemply of þe spronge
Ego flos campy þy flowr was songe
That on calverye cryede to þe y wysse
Moder ƺe knowe ht ys no wronge veni
☙Penbra ut luna þu bere þe lambe
As sone þy shyneth moste clere
Veni in cryū men þowƺty dāme
To smelle my spytes  erbes ī fere
My place ys pyƺte for þe plenere
Full of bryƺte brunches  blomes of blysse
Cum now modr to þy derlynge dere
veni
☙Que est ista so vertuus
That is celestyall for our mekenesse
Aurora cōsurgens gracyous
So benygne a lady of fyne bryƺtnesse
That ys þe color of jynde clennesse
Regina celi þt nevr shall mysse
Thus evyeth þs songe of get swettenesse
Veni Coronaberis☙
☙Explicit☙
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☙I may say  so may mo
I wyte my sylfe myn owene woo
In my ƺowþe full wylde y was
My self þt tyme kowþe I not knowe
I wolde hae my wyll in evry place
And þt hath broƺte me now full lowe
Thenke Jhū I am þyne owne
For me were þy sypes bloe
To chastyse me þt dydest ht I trowe
☙I wyte my selfe myn owene woo
I made comenaunte trewe to be
When y fyrste crstened was
I wente to þe worlde  trned fro þe
And ffolowede þe fende  hs trace
Fro wrathe  envye wolde y not passe
Wt covetyse y was kowƺte also
My flesh hedde hs wyll alas
I wyte my self myn owen woo
☙Now yu wote I was full wylde
For my wull passed my wytte
I was full sturdy  þu full mylde
Lorde now I knowe well hytte
Of þy blysse I were full qwytte
Ʒyf I hadde aftr þt I have do
But to þy mercy I truste ƺytte
And wyte my self myn owene woo
☙Lorde I hadde no drede of þe
Thy grce wente a way þrfore
But lord syth þu knowest me
Thow woldest not þt I wer for lore
For me þu suffrest paynes sore
Thow art my frend  I þy foo
Mercy lorde I woll no more
I wyte my self myn owen woo
☙Hyƺe I was in herte  prowde
And in cloþynge wonþr gay
I lokede þt men sholde to me lowte
Wher so evr I wente by nyƺte or day
To fayre wȳmen I toke gode a ray
All myn entente toke I þr to
A ƺens þy techynge I sayde nay
I wyte myself myn owene woo
☙I trustede more un to my good
Thēne to godde þt ht me sente
Welþe made me full hyƺe of mode
Luste  lykynge me evr wente
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To gete good I wolde no stynte
I ne þowƺte how I come þer to
To þe pre nowƺte I ƺaf ne lente
I wyte my self myn owene woo
☙Ther ben þre poyntes of myschef
That be cōfusyon to mony a mon
The whych worchen þe sowle gref
I shall hem telle as I kāne
Pore prowde þt lytull have
And wolde be rayde as ryche men go
Ʒyf þey do folye  be tame
They may wyte hem self her owen woo
☙Ryche māne a thefe ys an oþr
That of covetyse woll not slake
Wt he wt wronge be gyle hs brodr
In blysse full sone shall be forsake
By for god for thefte ht ys take
All þt wt wronge he wȳneth so
But he þe redur a mendes make
He shall wyte hym self hs owene wo
☙Olde man lechour þt ys þe þrydde
For hs cōpexcyon wexeth colde
Ht bryngeth þe sowle payne a mydde
Ht stynketh on god mony a folde
These þre þt I have of tolde
Be pesyng to þe fende our fo
Hem to sesen he ys bolde
He may wyte hȳ self hs owene woo
☙Mony defawtes god may fynde
In us þt shulde hs servantes be
He sheweth us love we ben unkynde
Certes þe more to blame be we
Some staren broþe  may ht not se
By mony a clerke ht sayeth so
Ther þe love of god woll not be
They mey wyte he self her owene wo
☙In þre poynte I dar well sayn
God sholde be worshepped ī all þynge
Wt ryƺtewesnesse  mercy þr be twayn
The þrydde ys clen̄esse of lyvynge
To men þt have holy cherche ī kepynge
Ht ys hs charge  to lordes also
And for þey do a gayne godds byddȳg
They may wyte hē selfe her owen wo

☙Wronge ys sette þs ryƺte shulde be
Mercy for manhode ys put a way
Lechery hath made clēnes to fle
He dar not byde nyƺte nor day
Thus þe fende I dar well say
Wolde make evr our frend or full fo
Māne a mende þe whyll þu may
Or wyte þy selfe þyn owene wo
☙It ys no wonþr þowƺ þu be wo
Thyn owene wyll þu wylt fenwe
They lordes byddyn þu wylt not do
Thow art fals  untrewe
Syþen he fyndeþ þe all þynge newe
And þu servest þe fende  gost hȳ fro
But þu a mende ht shall þe rewe
And wyte þy self þyn owen wo
☙Mon take hede what þu art
But wormes mete þu weste well þs
Whēn þe erþe hath take hs parte
Heven or hell þu shalt have I wys
Ʒyf þu do wele þu goste to blysse
Ʒyf þu do evell un to þy fo
Love þy lorde god  þyng on þis
Or wyte þy self þyn owen wo
☙Now Jhū cryste our savyour
From our fon þu us defende
In all our nede be our socor
Ere þt tyme we hēves wende
And fendes grce her to a mende
Hys blysse þt we may come to
For to have so gode an ende
That we mowe a mende or wo
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n Tyberyus tyme þe trewe emperour
Syr Sesar hym self sesed in Rome
Whyll Pylat was ꝑvoste under þt prynce ryche
And Jewes justuce also in Judens londe
☙Herodes under his empere as herytage wolde
Kynge of galylee called when þt crist deyed
Though Sesar sakeles were he þt synne hated
Thorow Pylat pyned was  put on þe rode
☙A pyler was down pyght on þe pleyn erþe
His body bowndon þerto  beten wt skorges
Whyppes of whererbole by wente his whyte syth
Tyll on rede blood he rāne as water in þe strete
☙And sythen sette on a sete wt stryffe mēnes hondes
And blyndfelled as a bee buffettes he rawghte
If þu be ꝑphete of pryse ꝑphesye þey seyde
Whych man here abowte bobettd þe laste
☙A stronge thornen crowne they threste on his hed
They kaste up a gret cry þt hym on crosse slewe
And for all þe harm þt he hadde ƺet hasted he noght
On hem þt vylenye to venge þt his veynes brusten
☙But ever taryed þe tyme if þey turne wolde
Ʒaf hem þt space þt hym spylte þongh hit spedde lytyll
Fourty wynter as I fynde trewly no lesse
Er he ponyshynge on hem put þt hym pyne wroght
☙Til hit tydde on a tyme þt oon tytus of rome
Þt all gaskon gatte  gyāne þe noble
Whyle noye neƺedde hym to in neroes tyme
That hadde a maladye unmeke in myddis þe face
☙His lippe lay on a lompe lyvered on his cheke
As a kankur unclene enchyved he hadde
His fader Vaspasiane ferly bytydde
A byke of waspes bredde in his nose
☙Hyved up in his hedde he hadde hem of thoght
And Vaspasiāne is called be cause of his waspes
Ther was no leche on lyve þese lordes to hele
Nor grass growynge on grounde þt vayled here
☙Was never sekenes so sore þt ever syre suffered
For on a lepyr he lay ƺyt þr to in Rome
For out of galyce he come to glade hym a stounde
Of þt kyth he was kyng þough he care suffered
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☙Now was þr on nathan naymes sone of greeke
That oft soughte ovr þe se from cyte to oþr
He knewe contreys fele  kyngdomes manye
And was a maryner myche  a marchaunte in fere
☙Senscyus of surreye sente hym to rome
To nero þt emꝑour in massage of jewes
Thay callede hym nero by name þt hem noye wrought
Of his trybute to telle þt þey it nolde
☙This nathan to nero ny nam þe nexte wey
On þe grekesche see wt þe grym wawes
On hygh sette he his seyle on þe salte water
And wt a dromand in deepe dryveth on swyþe
☙The welkyn wanned anon  þe watur skeweth
The clowdys all to clateren as þey cleve wolde
The rakke wt þe rede wynde roos in þe myddes
And sone sette on þe see on þe sowth syde
☙It blewe on þe brode see  bolnede up harde
Nathan navmes sone a none on þe north dryveth
So þe wedur  þe wynd on þe water meten
That all hit hurled on hep þt þe helme ƺemyd
☙And nathan a ferd þāne  fledde unþr þe hacches
And lette þe wynde  þe ^ worche as þey wolde
The schyppe schare upon schore  schette frowarde rome
Upon costes unkue caryede hem þe wawes
☙Ropes full redyly þen reyked in sunder
The brode sayles at a brayde brekyn a twȳne
That oone ende of þe shyppe was ay toward hevēn
That oþr down in þe depe drowne as hit wolde
☙That over large or bote or man upon lyve
Passed hadde þo perelles unꝑysched þey were so fele
They token hem to tytus for he þe tonge kouthe
And he hem freyned how fer þe flowes had hem bore
☙Syr out of furry he seyde sayled have we now
To nero sent am I now þe seyguyour of rome
Fro sencyus his fernant wt certeyne letters
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That is justyse  juge of þe jewes lawe
☙The kyng in to conseyll þen called hym sone
Kennest þu q̷ he any crafte or cure upon erþe
To ese this grym sore þt sytteth on my cheke
I woll redyly rewarde the  to rome sende
☙Nathan nykkydde hym wyth nay þt he non kouþe
But were þu knowen in þt lond þer as Crist deyed
Ther is a worþy wyfe a wōman full clene
That hath a sefte þyng  salve for evry sore owte
☙Telle me q tytus  the shall tyde þe bettur
What medycyn medycyn moste is þt þe mayden useth
Whedur gūmes or grasse or any gode drynkes
Enchauntementes or charmes I charge þe to say
☙Not oon of þese q Nathan but now I woll þe telle
Ther was a lede in our lawe whyle he lyf hadde
Proved for a ꝑphete in dedis well to prayse
Born in Bedleem us by of a berde schene
☙And she un marredde a mayde þt nevr man towched
But as clene as þe clyffe þt crystall in spryngeth
With oute husebondes help but þe holy gooste
A kynge  a man childe conceyved at her ere
☙A tweþe of þe trinite I towched her hadde
Thre ꝑsones in on place preved to gyder
And yche a grayn is a god  is on is all
And all þre is but on as clerkes us telle
☙The fyrste is þe fader þt formed was nevr
His sone us þe secunde of hym growen
The thridde is in heven wt hem þt is þe holy goost
Nother marked ne made but mene fro hem passeth
☙All ar þey endeles  even of one myght
And were er þe worlde was evr by gōne
As soone was þe sōn as þe self fadyr
And þe holy gooste wt hem hadde þey evr
☙The seconde ꝑsone þe sone sent was to erþe
To take mānes kynde her of a mayden clene
So unknowen he came caytyfes to helpe
And wroght wonderes I nowe tylle he deth suffred
☙Wyn of watur at a word evene
Ten lasars at a loke he heled at ones
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The payned in þe palsy he putte in to hele
And dede mēne fro þe deth yche a day he raysed
☙Croked  kankered he curede hem alle
The deef  þe dōmbe wt his dere worde
He dede of myracles mo þen I have in mynde
Ther is no countere nor clerke con hem reken all
☙Fyve þowsand of folk it is mervayle to here
With to fysshes he fedde  fyve barly loves
And yche a man hadde y nowgh  forþer ovr leved
Of bettes  of broke mete baskettes full twelve
☙Ther suwedde hym of on assent seventy  tweyne
To do as he demede disciples I chosen
That he to cytees sente his sawes to prechen
Ay by two  by two tyll alle were discevered
☙Hym sucked of anoþer sent semely twelve
Pore men noght provede aposteles þey hyghten
That of pore kyvreden he chose his cherche to fulfyll
That wyde walked in þe worlde thuss were he names
☙Petur James  John  Jakob þe fourthe
The fyfte of þe fellyschip phylyppe he hyghte
The sexte symon is called  þe seventhe aftr
Bartholomew þt is boone nevr breke wolde
☙The eytethe man is Mathew þt cruste myche loved
Thomas  taddye here is ten even
And Andrew þe ellevethe þt aventredde hym ofte
Byfore prynces to preche petres broder
☙The laste man was unlele  untrewe of his dedys
Judas that Jħu to þe jewes solde
Aftr he hym self slowgh for sorow of þt dede
His body lynge on a alther he braste in þe myddes
☙Thenne crist harowed helle  to heven turned
And for þt cursed man Mathie þey chees
And ƺet unbaptysed were both both Barnabye  Poule
Nowght knowen of criste but comen sone aftr
☙The prynces  þe prelates aƺen þe pasche tyme
Alle þey hadden hym in hate for his holy werkes
It was a dolorous deede when þey his deth keste
By pylat pyned he was þe ꝑvost of rome
☙And þenne þis wordy wyfe þt of whom I fyrst tolde
Hath his vysage in a vayle veronyca she hyght
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Loo lordlynges here þe lyknesse of cryste
Of whom my help I pray for his bittur wōndes
☙Then was wepynge  woo  wrȳngynge of handes
With lowde wepynge  noyse for sorowe of hym oone
The pope a vayled his vayle  his face towched
The body aftr all a bowte blessed he thryes
☙The waspes wente all a weye  all þe woo aftr
That byfore lazare was lyke so lyƺte was he nevr
Ther was pypynge  playe partynge at þe laste
Ʒelden thankynge to god all þe grete lordes
☙The cloth kawƺte was hem fro  in þe cherche honged
For þe somple hit to see tyll þe sopertyme
The Vernacle aftr veronyca vaspasyan hit called
And made hit worshipfully a rayde in golde and in selvur
☙Ʒyt is þe face in þe vayle as veronica him browghte
That Romaynes ryfly at rome a relyke it holden
This whyle nero had noye  non nyƺtes reste
For his trybute was loste as Nathan hym tolde
☙The ^kyng commaunded knyƺtes to come counceyll to holde
Erles  all men þe empere a bowte
Assembled þe senators soon upon haste
To juge what jugement þe jewes sholde have
☙And all þey demed by dome dukes sholde wende
That were cured in crist þt þey on crosse slowen
That on Vaspasyane of þe dukes twoo
That oþr was Titus þt þe travayle undertoke
☙A boolde knyƺte on a hore of hys blode y comen
No furthur kyn to hym self but his owen sone
Bothe kynges wt crowne  cryst moche loved
That grunted his grce  her grme stroyed
☙Moste þey hadde in herte here hestes to kepe
Here forwarde to fulyille þt þey a forn made
Then was rutlynge in rome  rubbynge of helmes
Schymerynge of scharpe stele scheldes y dressed
☙They toke here leve at þe londe  lyste up a syngn
A grete dragon of golde  all þe genge aftur
By þt þe schyppes were gon  rowed in þe depe
Drussed  tyred on toerynge wawes
☙Fressh watur  wyne þey wynden in sone
And stuffe of all store þt strength schold
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Ther were floygenes on flote farstes manye
Cokkes  karekkes y castelled alle
☙And galeys of grete myƺte wt golden fanes
The brede in þe brode see a bowte fyve myle
They tyƺen up talsayle when þe tyde askede
They had þe pyre on þe bakke  þe londe lafte
☙They sayled over þe salt see with sawders manye
And joyned to porte jaffe in judens londe
Dȳner cezares londe þu may soroww evr
Now mykyll worth wroghte þe in þy welthy towne
☙Cytees unþr syon now is ƺour sorowe up
The deth of þe dereworth criste deere shall ƺe hit bye
Now Betheem is þy bost brogh to an ende
Jerusalem  jeryco for jugged wrecches
☙Shall nevr kynge of ƺor kȳne wt crowne be anoynted
Nor jewe for Jħu sake joke in ƺow more
They sette up on yche syde sorwe wt inne
And brente evr at þe bakke  all bare laften
☙Ther was noƺt but roryng  rewthe ī all þe ryche townes
For lyƺte lasschynge flame all þe londe ovr
The townes  towres  holdes full ryche
They braste þe ƺates of brasse  many borowgh wanne
☙All þe hethen folk þey hewen to þe deth
Both on bēche  in bowre þt a byde wolde
The jewes to jerħu þer josephus dwelledde
Fledden as þe foule doth þt founēne assayleth
☙A cyte under syon sette was full ryche
With manye a turret  towre þe town to þefende
Mony a swykyll swayne þen to þe swerd ƺede
For peny nor passed not oon þt he paye myƺte
☙That þey deden hem to þe deth wt dentes of swede
With gynnes to ierħu þey chased full thykke
And sette sadly a sege þe cyte all abowte
They pyƺten pavelones of sylken webbys
☙With ropes of ryche sylk þey reysedde hem up hye
Grete tentes as a towne of turcheys as clothes
They chopped ovr þe cheveyteyn charbonkeles foure
A gay egle all of gold stode on a gylde appell
☙With grete dragons  grȳme all in golde wroght
And þer to lyōnes tweyne lyende þer under
Paled  paned  peynted þe pavylōne a bowte
Full of storyes styked  steyned wt armes
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☙Of dyvers coloures to knowe  kovered upon lefte
An hundred stondynge in stage in þt place a lone
Towres with torettes was þe tente þanne
And aftur bretaged abowte bryƺte to by holde
☙Eere all þe sege were sette ƺytte of þe cyte come
Messengeres arade of maystres of þe lawe
To þe cheventeyne chefe þey chosen her way
And made mekely by mouthe here message at ones
☙They seyþe þe sytezens han us sent to serche ƺor wylle
To here þe cause of ƺor komynge  what þt ƺe claymen
Now wold vaspaciane no worde to þe men shewen
But sente sondes aƺeyn twelfe sykur knyƺtes
☙They made hem redy to go  þe lordes telle
That þe cawse of his comynge is crist to avenge
Sey þt I bydde hem by redy bysshop  all
To morowe or þe mydday all moder naked
☙And up here ƺates to ƺelde wt ƺerdes in her honde
Eche mon in his scherte wt owte oþr cloth
The jewes for Jħu jugemente to take
And brynge cayfas þt crist thorow couceyll by trayde
☙Or I to þe wall shall wende  caste hit to þe erþe
That þer shall stykke ne stone stonde whēn I go
These messengeres sente forth to þe cyte ƺode
Ther þe lordes of þe lond dwelleden alle
☙As sone as þey tolden þis tale in trewthe as þey sholde
Of cayface and of criste hi  how þey come sholde
Whēne þese knyƺtes of cristes spekynge by gōne
The Jewes token hem as some wt oute talkynge more
☙And here hondes bownden at her bakke full bittyrly þāne
As naked as a nedele in to þe neþr hove
Her face enbowmedde in blode  all þe body aftr
☙And aftr þis knytte to eche a knyƺte wt a gret corde
A chese  chargede hem her cheventeyn to bere
And sey unbuxum we be his byddynge to kepe
We drede no þyng his dome his deth have we ordayned
☙He shall us fynde in þe felde no ferther to seche
To morwe pryme or hit passe  so ƺor prynce telleth
These mē buskede hem out of borowe boūden all twelfe
Aƺeyn message to make fro þe mayster Jewes
☙Was Vaspasyane nevr so wo as when þe knyƺtes come
That were shamed  shent on such a fowle wyse
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The knyƺtes komen to þe kynge  upon her knees fellen
And all þey tolden þe tale as hit by falle hadde
☙Of þy manasse  þy myƺt þey sette but a lytell
Thus are we turned in tyre in token of þe soþe
And bownden hem by bolde speche to bateyle þey wylle
To morwe pryme er hit passe þey putte hit no forther
☙And seyn it shall lyƺte on þy selfe þe same þt þu hem den
Thus þey certysye þe  seyn  sente þe þis chese
Wood wepynge wroth Vaspasyane was þenne
Leyde wacche to þe wall  warned in haste
☙That all maner of mēne on þe morwe sholde
By soone aftur þe sonne gedered in þe felde
He sette up a standarde in an angry wyse
Bylte as a belfray ever full of wepyn
☙That when auƺte fayled in þe felde þt to þe fyƺte longede
At þe berfray to be botenynge to have
A dragon is dressed  drawen up on lofte
Wyde gapynge of golde þe lordes un to shewe
☙Wyth arowes  armor in mowthe  also he hadde
A fawcōne undr his foote wt fowre kene federes
Therof þe poȳtes y pyƺte in partyes fowre
And of þis wantone worme is wondr to here
☙In rebukynge of þe folke þe fawkoū he helde
That þey werre wōne all þe worlde ryche
On a balle of brente golde þe beste was assysed
His tayle trayled doun þt turne shulde he nevr
☙Whēne he was lyfted on lofte þe lordes a forn
Meste looke to þe lane tyll it lawƺte were
Ther by myƺte þe cite see no pece shulde ryse
Nor entre of truwe love tyll þe town be ƺelden
☙Or ryde ovr þe romayns for þey have rede taken
There bykere to a byde or þe borwƺ wȳne
Gretaged bygly a bowte þe berfray is þane
With a dredefull towre þt ovr þe town hangedde
☙The beeste by hi bryghtnes men myƺte kēne
Foure myle þerfro forsothe at þe leste
They gonged belles a bowte þt bysyly rōngon
At yche a blaste of þe wynde þt þe wynges towched
☙On heche a pomell is pyƺte penselles hye
Of sylke  of sylvur semely a rayede
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It glyttered as þe glede of fyre in þe goold ryche
Ovr all þe cyte to see as sone bemes
☙Afore þe fowre ƺates þoo formede þey to lye
Syxty þousand by sōme whyle þe sege lasted
And sette wache to þe wall þt none a wey wente
And sixe þousand to sherche þe cyte all abowte
☙Was ther nowƺte whyll þe sege lasted but neynge of stedes
Sterynge of steel wede  stuffynge of helmes
Armyng of olyfauntes  oþr stronge bestes
Aƺeyn þe cristen to come wt castelles on bakke
☙Vaspasiane y armed  his meyne alle
Dyght forþe wt þe day  drowen to þe vale
Of Josaphat þer Jħu shall deme all þynges
And hem enbatelede þer to byde þese othur
☙Titus toke þe vawwarde for to telle þe soþe
Wyth sixtene þowsande assygned for þe nones
And in þe myddywarde as many markedde to beene
Ther Vaspasiane was wt prnces  dukes
☙And in þe rerewarde as fell wt a fayre knyƺte
Syr Sabyne of Surry a sykur man of armes
Ther was a prnce of Provynce þt moche pepull ladde
Fourty hundred on a depe with helmes to shewe
☙And ten þousand in þe tayle at þe tentes were lafte
Here hors  here harnes from harmes to loke
By þt trumpes in þe borwgh blewen ful lowde
And baners benden hem forth  blysse us þe tyde
☙The Jewes gadered were sone  of þe cyte comen
An hundrede þowsand on hors in armor a tyredde
With oute folke upon fote at þe foure ƺates
That precedde out to þe playne wt pauyce on honde
☙And fyve and twenty olyfauntes fusabull beestes
With brothe castellis on bakke out of þe borowgh comen
And on eche an olyfaunte armed men mony
Nyƺe an hundrede on hyƺe  hurdes with inne
☙There dromedaryes drowƺe dōwne develych manye
And hundrede  all hyled in harnes of mayle
And eche wt a bygge towre  bolde men þer inne
Twenty telled by tale in eche a towore towre evēn
☙Chamelles closed in steele komen out þāne
Faste toward þe felde  a full grett numbur
Busoked hem to batayle  upon her bakkes ledden
Eche a torette of tre wt ten men of armes
☙Chares full of chosyn men charged wt wepyn
A wondur nūbur þr was who so wyte myƺte
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For mony a douwƺty þt daye þt was nevr adradde
Was fownþen feynte in þe feld by þt þe fight ended
☙An olyfaunte enarmedde kome out at þe laste
Covered wt a castell þt craftyly is wrowƺte
A tabernacle in þe towre tyred is hyƺe
Pyƺte upon pavyloun on postes of sylvur
☙An owche of sylvur walewede þer inne
On foure goiones of golde fro þe grounde þt it beere
A chosen chayer þer by on charbokeles twelfe
Beten all of bryght golde wt brēnȳge tapers
☙On þe chekys of þe chayere were charbokeles foure
Covered wt a ryche cloth  þer Cayface was sette
A plate of polysshed golde was sette on his breeste
Wyth many a pressious perle  pured stones
☙And lernede men of þe lawe þt lowde couth synge
With psalters seten hym by þe psalmes þey redde
Of dowƺty davyd þe duke  of þe dere storyes
Of Josephe þe noble Jewe  Judas þe kynge
☙Cayface out of a cheste kawƺte up a rolle
And redde how þe folke rāne thorow þe reede see
Whan Pharao  his folke in þe see drowned
And myche of Moyses lawe he meved þt tyme
☙When þe hethen folke was komen to þe feelde
And batayled a fore þe ofte wt many a bygge wēpon
Wt baneres  trumpes  beestes yarmedde
Myƺte no man se sōne nor þe cyte knowe
☙Vaspasyane devysed de vale all a bowte
With baneres ovr spradde to þe cyte walle
To barouns  bolde men þt a bowte hym were
He seyde lordes all a lowde herkeneth my speche
☙Her is nother kynge nor knyƺte komen to þis place
Baroun nor bachelere nor man þt me foloweth
But þt þe cause of his comynge is crist to a venge
Upon þese feythles folke þt falsy hym slowen
☙Beholdeth to his passyon  to þe harde woundes
The byndynge þe betynge þt he on body hadde
And lette nevr þess laweles men lawƺe at his harmes
That so dere bowƺte us out of bale wt blode of his herte
☙I voyde awey all cleymes  quarelles of all quykke men
And of evry crowned kynge but of criste allone
The whyche þis peple to pyne no pyte þey ne hadde
As preveth his passyon þe gospell who so redyth
☙It nedeth not at þis tyme of Nero to mynge
Nor to trete of no trwes for trybute þt he asketh
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The quarell of Nero clene I avoyde by qwede it wher he wyll
Of his rebelles to rome reson to have
☙But mornynge in oure mode us mynges to deye
That by reson to rome þe ryalte longeth
Bothe þe myƺte  þe mayne  þe maystrye on erthe
And lordschyp of every lond þt lyeth undur hevēne
☙Hors ny harnes but þey hit harde bye
Plate ne besaunte nor pendauntes ende
Whyle we may laste or þe life have
For þey ar faynte in þe fyƺthe  fals of byleve
☙And woll wene at a leste all þe worlde to kylle
Nor grounded in godde ne in his grace tristen
But all in sterenes  stoure  in strengthe alone
And we ar dyƺth in þis day all myƺty god to serve
☙To brynge þese develles out of lyfe  his deth to venge
His meyne leved hym  on lowde seyden
He þt þis day fleeth ony foote þe fende have his sowle
Claryonus blewen on hyƺ  horses be gōne to naye
☙Stedes stamped in þe place undur þe stele a ray
Styffe in þe styroppes stryden up on lofte
Knyƺtes  crossen hem self  cacchen here helmes
Claryones cryden faste  cryons pypys
☙Tymbres tabers  trompys full trye
They ƺafe a shryke  a showte for to shrynke þe Jewes
And wȳmen wepȳn on hyƺ whēne water he nyƺeth
They kawƺte launces a none  leppēn to gydur
☙As fyre out of flynte stone thus farrede hem by twene
Dust drofe up on lofte dryvynge a bowte
As þounther in thykke rayne persheth þe skyes
The berne barnes þr a bowte brosten here speres
☙Knyƺtes a downe to þe colde erthe
And fowƺten faste in þe feeld  evr þe fals unþr
Tytus turnede hym a none  ttelleth of þe beste
Forth justeth þe joly knyƺte wt joynynge of werre
☙And aftr wt a bryƺte swerde betheth on faste
That þe brayn  þe blode up on þe sword laste
And aftr on þt oþr syde wt a sore wepyn
Beet upon brown steele whyle þe bladde lastede
☙On hyƺe he lefte his swerde  as a bore he loketh
He hewedde on hertyly cache who so wolde
All shyned þe feelde as bemes of þe sōne
Of þe golden gere  of þe goode stones
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☙For shyverynge of sheldes  shynynge of helmes
It ferde as þe fyrmamente on a fyer were
Vaspasiane in þe vale þe voward byholdeth
How þe heþen hopped hedles to þe grounde
☙And he come wt a fayr ferde þe false un to mete
Ryƺt as gryffones on grene þey gurden to gedur
Spedyly her speres on peces gāne sprynge
Shyldes as sschyde woode on soundr dede cleve
☙Swerdes schoken out of schede þt sharpe wer grounden
And mallede wt þt metall thorow mēnys hertys
They hewen on þe hethen  fowƺten to gedur
They hewen þe armor full shene on shynynge barnes
☙Cankes flowen of floode a bowte in þe vale
And out of þe gaye golde goters þer ƺode
Syr Sabyr sette hym up whēne he sygh tyme
And roode wt þe rerewarde  all þe rowte aftr
☙Kenely þe castelles þey gan to a sayle
That þe bestes on bakke out of þe cyte ledde
Upon þe olyfauntes he hytte þt orryble were
And gerde out þe guttes wt grounden speres
☙Here ropes breken down ryght þt redyly an hundred
Shulde be bysy to burye þt oon on banke lafte
Clatered castelles a down þe cameyles brosten
And dromedaryes to þe deth drowen full faste
☙The bloode fomedde hem fro in flodes a bowte
That knee deepe in þe vale dasshede þe stedes
The mayne in þe bastyles þt a boven were
For þe dust  þe dȳne all a down ƺode
☙Thēne hurdes  harde erthe justed to gedur
All for stopped in stele starke blynde waxen
An houndred of dromedaries dyden in a whyle
Was none lafte upon lyve þt on lofte stoden
☙Safe oone olyfaunte a lone at þe grete ƺate
Ther as cayface þe clerke in a castell rydeth
He syƺe þe werke on hem wende  aƺeyn turneth
With twelfe maystres I made of moyses lawe
☙And an hundred of helmedde men hyƺede hem aftr
Er þey of þe castell myƺte come  cawƺten hem alle
Bounden þe bysshoppe on a sorye wyse
That þe blode out braste eche a bone undr
☙They browƺte to þe bastyle alle þe sorye clerkes
Wher þe standarde stode  stokked hem þere
The beste of þe castell  all þe bryƺte gere
Chayer  þe candelerstykkes  charbunkull stones
☙And þe rolle þt he redde on  all þe ryche bokes
They browƺte with þe bysshoppe þowgh hym hevy thowƺte
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Anone þe faythles folke faylede her hertes
Turnede toward þe towne  tytus hem aftr
☙And felde of þe fals folk  þey þe felde fledde
And hondred of hethen wt his owene hande alone
The false folk in þe felde fellen so thykke
As hayle fro þt cometh fro hevenwarde happeth up  undr
☙So was þe banke all a bowte blody by rōne
With dede bodyes all a boute þe brode vale
Ther myƺte no stede steppe downe but all uon steele
Or on beste or on men or on bryƺt scheldes
☙The multytude was so myche þt on þe grownde lafte
Ther so many were marredde merveyle were elles
Ʒet were þe romaynes sounde as when þey fyrst come
Well a rayde eche a māne nowƺt oo rynge brosten
☙So criste gan his men kepe tyll complens tyme
Ther was no bone broken better were þey nevr
An hondred þowsand helmes on þe hethen syde
Were founden faynte in þe felde not oo man skaped
☙Safe seven þowsand þt to þe cyte fledde
They wāne with moche woo þe walles wt inne
Mēne lepen to anone  lokkeden þe ƺates
Barredde hem bygly wt barres of iren
☙And brayde up þe bregges wt þe bownden cheynes
And porte colis wt pyne pyƺten to þe grownde
They wenten up whyƺtly þe walles to kepe
Fressh unwonded folk grett defence made
☙They token in to towres tonnes full thykke
With grete stones of greete  of gray marbull
They kepte sharply wt caste þe corners on lofte
They shette oute quarelles by quarteres at ones
☙That oþr folk up on fote fresschelye assayledde
Tyll eche dale wt dewe was dankedde aboute
Tho withdrewe fro þe dyche dukes  oþr
For þe caste was so sharpe þt kame fro þe wall
☙They comen wt þe kynge forth aƺeyn clene as þe ƺede
They wanted never a man nor no woundes hadde
Thāne prnces to here pavylones ppreced full thykke
And unarayde hem sone  alle þe nyƺte restedde
☙With wacche a bowte þe wall manye a man to sorowe
They wyll noƺt þese hethen houndes thus harmeles passe
As soon as þe rede daye roose on þe schye
Claryones blewen a brode þe lordes gon aryse
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☙The kynge cōmaunded a cry þt knowen was sone
That þe dede bodyes on þe banke bare un to make
To spoyle þe sleyne folke  spare no lengur
They geette gurdeles of golde  many gode stones
☙Bedes  broches  besauntes ryche
Helmes hewen of gold  haburgones noble
They caste dede upon dede þt hevy ht was to se
They made weyes full wyde  to þe walles wente
☙And assemblede to þe cyte a sawte to by gynne
Fresh folke þykke at þe fowre ƺates
They browƺte towres of tree þt taken þey hadde
And aƺens eche ƺate reysen þem hyƺe
☙They by gāne at þe gretteste ƺate a garette to rere
Geten up fro þe grounde on twelfe sykur postes
It was wonderlye wyde  wroƺt up on hyethe
Fyve hondredde on a fronte to fyƺte on þe walles
☙Hardy men up hyed hewen at þe greces
And by gōne þo at strengthe þe cyte to assayle
Quarelles flawmynge in fyre flowe in full þykke
And arowes full smertelye wt atter envenemedde
☙They tachen at þe towres  chasen þe Jewes
Wyth care kawyƺte here deth many a sharpe barōne
They brente  beten doun byggynges so stronge
They brake þe bastyle  þe stronge towres
☙By þt were mony bolde mēne þe cyte to assayle
The hole batayle bownne a bowte þe brode walles
That were bygge at a byrre  byttur to wȳne
Wonder hyƺe to by holde wt holowe dyches unþr
☙And hyƺe bankedde a bowte upon boþe halves
And wonder wykked to wȳne but if wyles helpen
Bowemen at þe banke benden up her gere
And shoten up sharplye at þe shene walles
☙Wt arowes  arblaste  all þt þt harme myƺte
To affraye þe folke þt hem defens made
The Jewes wroƺte on þe walles whyles I nowe
Hote boylynge pyche a monge þe pepull caste
☙Brennynge brymstone  lede many a barell full
They shoosede hit down ryƺte as shyre watr
Vaspasiane wente fro þe wall  cursed hem all
And oþr buskede hem redy to bende engynes
☙They kaste faste to þe town þey claterede her towres
Many a dere dayes werke þey casten to þe grownde
By þēne þe wryƺtes hadden wroƺte a wonder stronge pale
All a bowte þe bowrƺe wt basteyles monye
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☙That no māne out wente wt oute fressh harmes
Nor no māne under sōne myƺt fo þe cite passe
Aftyr þey fylledde þe dyches wt þe dede bodyes
And crāmede it wt kareyne þe corneres under
☙That þe stynke  þe stewe myƺte stryke ovr þe walles
The curse of condites þt come to þe towne
The course of þe condit þt comen to toun
They stoppede evry streme þer any sprynge ƺode
☙With stakes  stones  stynkynge bestes
They myƺte to no watur come þt were wt inne closed
Vaspasiane turned to his tente wt tytus  oþr
And cōmāunded a counceyll on on cayphace to sytte
☙What deth by dome þt he dye shulde
And also wt þe lettered mēne þt þe lawes ledde
The domes mēne her dethes demeden full sone
Whyll evry man was qwykke þe skynnes of to be flayne
☙Fyrste to be on þe erþe wt horses I drawen
And aftr I honged on hy upon hyƺe galowes
The feete towarde þe fyrmament þe folke to by holde
With hony on eche a parte her bodyes anoynted
☙And currys with cattys þt clawes hadde full sharpe
Fowre were kawƺte  knytte Cayphas a bowte
And two apes also angur hym þe more
For to rende þe rawe fleshe all on rede peces
☙So was he pyned from pryme tyme wt ꝑshedde syþes
Tyll þe sōne was down sette in þe someres tyde
The lernedde mēne of þe lawe a lytell by neþe
Were turned on a tre topsayle waltur
☙And knytte were to evry clerke curre dogges tweyne
That all þe cyte myƺte se þe sorow þt þey hadde
The Jewes tumbledde ovr þe walles for sorwe in þt tyme
Sevene hondredde flewe hem self for wo of her clerkes
☙Some toke hemself by þe heere  fro þe hede pulled
And some down for sorowe dassched to þe ground
The kyng badde drawe hem down whēne þey dede were
He bade a fyre to make faste to brēne in þese clerkes
☙They caste Cayphas þer inne  his clerkes all
And þer þey brent evry bone in to browne askes
And aftur wente to þe wall on þe wynd syde
All a brode in to þe cyte þey blewen þe powder
☙Ther is dust to ƺour drynke a duke þo seyde
He badde hem drynke hit in broth for þe bysshoppus sowle
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Thus ended cursed Cayphas  his clerkes twelve
In token of her tresēne þt þey to Jħu wroƺte
When criste by her conseyle was kawƺte  put to deth
☙By þen was þe day done  þēne dȳmedde þe skyes
Then wax dirke þe mownteynes  þe mores a bowte
And fowles fell to foote here federes to ryste
The wacche wente to þe walle þe waytes gāne blowe
☙Bryƺt fyres  brode were made in þe oste
The kynge  his counsell speken to geder
They chosen out chevētaynes  chydde no more
But charged þe cheef wacche  to her chambur wente
☙Bothe kynges  prnces to taken hem sōme reste //Passus v
Vaspasiane lyƺte in his logge  lytyll he slepeth
But walowedde  turned  meved a bowte
And evermore bytwene tymes on þe towne he þenketh
☙Tyll þe day  þe nyƺte departed in twȳne
Then larkes upon lofte sone leften up her voys
And lordes dressede hem out of bedde  claryones blew up lowde
Bothe blowe þey in þe felde  on þe cyte walles
☙Vaspasiane dressed hym fro his bedde  arayde hym fayre
Fro þe foote to þe forhedde in fyne clorh of golde
And aftur putteth þt prnce a bove his gay a ray
An haburiōne browdered þykke wt a brest plate
☙The grate on þe graye steele was of golde ryche
Ther on castede he a cote of color of his armes
And a grete gyrdell of golde wt oute gere more
He leyde on his lendes wt lachettes full monye
☙A bryƺt burnysched swerde he gyrdeth hym a bowte
Of pure polysched golde bothe pomele  hyltes
A brode shynynge shelde on his schuldur he hanged
And bokeled wt briƺt golde a boven þe nekke
☙The gloves of gray steele wt golde were hēmed
When he was a rayde thus his hors sonbe he asked
The golde hewen helme hym was browƺte þēne aftr
Wt visor  ventayle a vysed for þe nones
☙And a crowne of clene golde was closed a boven
Rayed rōunde a boute þe helme full of ryche stones
Pyƺte prowdely wt perlis þe syþes to  fro
☙He strydeth on a styffe steede  styred on þe grounde
Lyƺte as a lyon were losed of his cheyne
Hys mēne syƺe hym eche oone  evry māne sayde to oþr
This is a komely kynge knyƺtes to lede
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☙He pryked to þe barres ere he a byde wolde
And beteth on wt his swerde þt þe brasse ryngedde
Cometh out ƺe kaytyfes he seyde þt cryste slowe
And knowe hym for ƺor god or ƺe cacche more
☙He may fette ƺou no foode thogh ƺe dye shulde
And also to ƺor water wȳne ƺe may nevr
A droppe thogh ƺe dye shulde dayes in ƺor lyve
The pale þt her pyght is passe who so may
☙It is full bygge at þe banke  hath ƺor cyte closed
For fowrty mēne to fyƺte aƺens fyve houndred
Thogh ƺe were develles echon aƺeyn turne ƺe shull
And ƺette more worshyppe hit were mercy to be seche
☙Then for to marre meteles þer no myght helpyth
Ther were none to speke on worde but wayted here tyme
Ʒif any styrte out a straye wt stones to kylle
Wroth as a wylde bore he wendeth his brydell
☙Thogh ƺe dye as dogges þe devell have þt rekketh
And thogh I wende fro þe wall ƺe shall a byde me here
And ofte spedelyer speke ere I ƺor speche
By þt Josephus þe Jewe þt was a gentyle clerke
☙Whēne þt þey water fayledde wroght a wonder wyle
He made wedes of wolle in wete for to plonge
Water wasshen as þey were  on þe walles hanged
The wedes dropped a down  dryed a none
☙The reke rose hem fro þe romayns be hylden
And hadde wonder in her wytte how þt þey were wete
And no māne wente þt þr were watyr wt inne
But Vaspasiane þe wyle of þe werre knewe
☙Lowde he lawƺede þer at  to his lordes seyde
Syres be noght a bassched thogh þey þis boste make
It ben wyles of werre for water hem fayleth
Then was r non but newe note aƺeyn to bygȳne
☙To asseyle on eche syde þe cyte by halves
Markede wt māgynels full un mete dyntes
And mykell of masons werke þey marrede þt tyme
Therof Josephus was ware þt myche of werre kowthe
☙He hengede on þe wall sakkes full of chaffe
Aƺens þe strength of þe stroke þr þe gōnes hytte
That all dered not a dyte but greet dynne made
The romaynes ranne þer to a non  upon roddes knytte
☙Sythes for þe sakkes þt were both sell  kene
They rawƺte to þe ropes  rente hem in sounder
That alle þey dassched a doun  in þe dyche fellen
Then Josephus þe Jewe ordeynede wyles moo
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☙With brēnȳge oyle he hem brente  myche bale wroghte
And Vaspasiane wounded was þer wonderly sore
Thorowgh þe harde of þe heele with an hand darte
That þe poynte thorow bote  þe bone naylede
☙And þerto fetered þe fote to þe hors syde
Soone þer kome hym to many sadde hondrede
That wolde a venge þt woūnde or ellis sorowe abyde
They brayden to þe baryers  fowƺten well ofte
☙With foynynge right felly  spendeden her speres
Ther þey jolledde Jewes thorow  engynes by þanne
Were bente at þe banke  in to þe cyte drewen
Ther were mervayes mony as men may here
☙A māne wt a rounde stone was to þe brayne cleved
A grete pece of þe pāne wt þe brayne out started
A wōmāne grette wt chylde was on þe bely hytte
With a ston on a stayze as þe story telleth
☙That þe chylde fro þe body fell out clene
And born up as a balle over þe townn walles
Ther were mēne brayned  brosed to þe deth
And wȳmen wyde open fell under þe stones
☙That fylettes fro her forhedes all a bowte flowen
And mony torette down fell þe cyte all a bowte
So þe cyte hadde ben sesed wt sawte at þt tyme
Hadde noght þe folke bene so stronge þt þe devell served
☙That kylled of þe cristen  kepten þe walles
With arowes  arblaste  asschelers manye
Speres out of spryngalles sponnen full harde
They drewen dartes a down  made grete woundes
☙That many a māne of rome by restynge of þe sonne
Were myche lever a leche þan any body ellys
Vaspasiane styntde þt stowre  kome to his knyƺtes
That were beten  bledde unþr þe bryƺte irēne
☙They turnedde to here tentes wt tene þt þey hadde
Wonder werye of þt werke  wounded full sore
Here helmes  here armor þey kaste of full sone
And leches by torch lyƺte lokede to here woundes
☙They wasshedde here woundes wt wyne  wt wolle stopped
With oyle  wt orysones  wt other charmes
And after þt evry mane to þe soper wente
Thogh þe wounddes were sore þer was none þt of woo menede
☙But daunsynge  no sorow wt noyse of pypes
And wt nakeres nysely all þe nyƺte tyme
Whne þe ^ was doone  þe day spronge
nyght
Soone aftr þe sōne were gedered þe grete
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☙They come forth wt þe kyng coūnseyle to holde
All þe knyƺtes keene þt for criste werredde
Vaspasiane wayteth a bowte his mayne to byholde
That fresschere were þāne to fyƺte thēne evr þey were
☙He pryde prynces fyrste  all þe pepull aftr
That evry māne of þt werre shulde his wytte shewe
For ere þis towne be tane  all þese hye towres
Myche tormente  angr us falleth to have
☙They turned alle to Tytus  hym þe tale grunted
Of þe cyte  þe seege to sey for hem alle
Thēne turned tytus  talkynge bygynneth
Thus to byker wt þis folk us falleth þe werre
☙For þey are fell of defens fers mēne  nobull
And þis towred town is trowbelous to wȳne
The worste wrecche of þe town may on þe wall lye
And kaste down a stone  stonye manye knyƺtes
☙Whyle we shall hooste  byholde  no stroke smyte
And evr þe hurte  þe losse shall lyƺte on our selfe
Nowe þey may no ferther goo her mete for to wȳne
Wolde we stynte of our stryfe tyll þey her store have spend
☙We shall with hongr hem honte  hurle oute of towne
With oute wēme or wounde or any wo ellys
For there as lakethmete þer ys feynt strengthe
And þer as hongr is hote hertes are febull
☙Alle assented to his sawe þt to þe sege longede
The kynge was plesed wt þe prnce  þe pepull alle
The kynge kallede to hym his cōnstables þēne
Marchalles  bedelles  mēne þt he trystedde
☙He chargede hem styfly for chaunce þt may falle
Wt wacche of waled mēne þe walles to kepe
For we wyll honte at þe herte the hethes a bowte
With racches amonge hem in þe rowe bankes
☙And þēne to ryde to þe ryveres  reyse up fowles
To se fawkouns fle  fle of þe beste
And eche man to his solace þt hym beste pleseth
Thēne prnces out of pavylones precedde full thykke
☙With sterne mēne  stronge þt to þe town waytedde
This lyfe ledde þey longe our lorde he us blesse
In rome nero was  myche woo wroght
To deth pyned þe pope  myche pepull kylledde
☙Petur prnce of posteles  seynt poule also
Seneca  þe senatowres  þe cite fyrede
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☙Hys moder  his mylde wyfe he mordered to dethe
And combrede mony cristen þt on criste levede
The romayns rysen a none whēne þey þis rewthe syƺe
To kylle þe emꝑor qwykke þt hem hadde desesed
☙They preced to ꝑe palyce pore peple  other
To murder þe bolde kynge in his borwgh ryche
The cyte  þe senatoures of on assent were
None oþr dede was to done his deth þey have dyƺte
☙Thēne fledde þt wrecche frendles hym self all a lone
Oute at a pryvye posterne  all þe peple aftr
Safe a tronchoun of a tree toke he no more
Of all þe glytrynge golde þt he on erthe hadde
☙On þt tronchon wt his teeth he toggethe  bytheth
Tyll hit was prykked at þe poynte as a prkke ende
Thēne abydeth he þe barones  bytterly speketh
And to alle þe comens þt þer were these wordes alowde
☙Turne trytors a geyne þer shall no tale a ryse
That any karle ƺor kynde hath his kynge kylledde
He smote hym self wt þe stake streyƺte to þe herte
That hit clefe a sounder  so þe kynge dyede
☙Sevene monethes after  no more þis myschefe by fell
That Vaspasiane was gone to werre on þe Jewes
The grete gedered to gydur  gette hem another
On Gabbaa a werche þt myche sorowe wrowƺte
☙To for otus lucyus þt hym longe hadde hatedde
At þe laste þt lord out of lyfe hym browƺte
In myddes þe markette of rome þey metten to gyder
Ther Sr otus fellede hym in faye  ƺafe hym many woūdes
☙That foure monethes  no more hadde mayntened þe crowne
Thus dyedde þt prnce  þe lyfe laste
Whēne Gabba was goon  to þe erthe browƺte
Otus ententerde aftr  emꝑor was made
☙That man in his mageste was monethes but thre
He ƺalde Sathanas his soule for he hym ^ kylled
^selfe
The Romaynes reyseden a lorde rome for to keepe
A knyƺte þat Vitale was called þey hym þe crowne ƺafe
☙But for sire sabyne sake a knyƺte þt was noble
Vaspasiane broder of bloode þt he murthered hadde
Vaspasiane roose on Vitel to a venge his brotheres deth
He sente oute of surry knyƺtes to rome
☙They made hym naked as an nedell þe newe emꝑor
For sabyne sake all þe cyte drawen
And aftr goredde þt prnce þt his guttes alle
As a bowelled best out of his body fell
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☙All downe gronynge he ƺode ƺolde out þe soule
Thēne toke þey þe body  kaste hit in tyber
Sevene monethes þt māne hadde septr in hande
And so lefte he þe lyfe for his evell dedes
☙Another prnce þey sowƺte þt þe septr shulde have
Thus alle þese grete ar gone  nevr a ƺeyn trned
Nowe of þe kynge of surry wyll I seye more
Howe þis komely kynge þt for criste werredde
☙Hath holdyn þe hethen men þis oþr half wyntr
That no māne out of þe cyte so bolde was to passe
As he to dynere on a daye with dukes was sette
There kome knyƺtes fro rome rydynge on faste
☙All armed in clene steele  browƺte tydynges goode
They kneled all to þe lorde  letteres þey hym toke
They seyde comely kynge þe knyƺthode of rome
With þe senators assent  all þe cyte aftr
☙Have chosen þe for chefeteyne to be her emꝑor
As ƺe may se by þe sele assaye how ƺe lyketh
The lorde lefte up þe lese  þe letter by holdeth
He loketh evry lyne to þe laste ende
☙Bordes were boren down  þe kynge ryseth
He kalled his counseyle a none  chaunged his speche
Ʒe lordes of my bloode þe whych I moste truste
My sone is nexte to my selfe  oþr sybbe many
☙Syr sabyne of surry a māne þt I truste
And other frendes mony þt me feyth owen
Joyfull worde is me browƺte fro senators of rome
To be lord of þt londe these lettres þus seyn
☙Syr sabyne of surry to sey þe behoveth
How myƺte I save my selfe if I so wroƺte
For I have fully hyƺte here to a byde
Tyll þe ƺates be opened  þe town ƺolde
☙And for to have þis towred town ryƺt at my wylle
And for to venge god of þese hethen þt þis towne kepen
And beten  breken downe þese torrettes hye
Tyll þt no stoon up on stoone in þt place be lafte
☙The knyƺte kneledde a downe  to þe kynge seyde
Here are meyne wt þe þy worshyppe wolde
Of longe tyme wt þe lafte þy leges mēne echon
That we done is þy dede þr may noman deme other
☙The dome demed was ther who so doth by a nother
Shall be sovrayne hym self in þt same dede
For also fer forth is he at þe ferther ende
That of flesh þe skȳne as he þt þe fote holdeth
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☙By take tytus þy sone þis towne now to kepe
And to þe douƺtye duke domiciane his brother
And here I holde up my hande wt hem for to a byde
Wt all þe helpe þt I have whyle my lyfe lasteth
☙And þu shalt ryde unto rome to receyve þe crowne
With honor emꝑor to be as þy kynde asketh
For so may þy covenaunt by kepte þt þu to crste made
Thy selfe doeste þt þyne doth yf þy wyll assente
☙Then with a lyones looke he lefte up his eƺen
He turned toward tytus  hym þe tale tolde
And as sire sabyne hadde seyde he hym sone grunted
To abyde wt his broder what so be tythe wolde
☙For I shall tary at þis town̄e tyll I hit taken have
And þen made he wayes þorow þe wall for waynes  cartes
Oure hostes to holde þt we to criste made
Or elles here hewen to be or I hens passe
☙A booke on a brode shylde was browƺte on to swere
The dukes putte to her handes  lordes hit kyssedde
To be trewe knyƺte tyll þey þe town hadde
☙Fayne as folowe of þe daye was þe kynge þāne
He kyssede his knyƺtes sone wt comely wordes
My wele  my welfare ƺe have in ƺor hondes
For þe tresor of my trowƺthe on ƺondur town hangeth
☙I wolde not but þis towne were tane  þese towres hyƺe
For all þe shynynge golde unþr god of heven
Nor no stone in þt place stondynge upon other
But ovr turned  tumbled temple  oþr
☙Thēne taketh he his leve at his lordes alle
He wente wepynge a way  on þe walles loked
And he pryde god of his godenesse hem grce to sende
To holde þt þey hyƺte have þt nevr her hertes turne
☙Nowe is Vaspasiane I gone ovr þe bygge stremles
Even entredde in to rome  emꝑor was made
And tytus for þt tydynge hath taken so mykell joye
That in his senewes sodenlye a sekenes is fallen
☙That prnce for his fēynes of his faderes worshyppe
With a crampe  a colde kawƺte was so harde
That his feestes  his fete fyngeres  joȳtes
Was lethe as a leke  lefte hadde her strengh
☙He crokedde a ƺeyns kynde  as a crepull waxe
But whēne þey syƺen hym so many a māne wepte
They sente to þe cyte  sowƺte hem a leche
That cowthe hele þe kynge  condyte delyvred
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☙Whēne þey þe cyte hadde sowƺte wt herowdis all a bowte
Fynde kouthe þey no māne þt of þe fete knewe
Safe only Josephus þt surgāne was noble
He grunted to go wt a gode wyll
☙Whēne he kome to þe kynge  þe cause wyste
Tyll he hadde done his dede  cure a condyte he asked
For what man wt inne þe cyte þt he brynge wolde
The kynge was gladde  grunted his askynge
☙And he hertyly wente forth to fette hym anone
A māne to þe dowƺty kynge þt he most hatedde
And browƺte þt sodenly to his beddes syde
Wēne tytus sawe þe māne sodeynly wt syƺte
☙His herte in an hote ire sodeynly a rose
The bloode by gāne in þt hete to brede in þe vaynes
And þe senewes to comforte in his owene kynde
Feete  all fetures as þey byfore were
☙They come to here owene kynde  þēn þe kynge ryseth
He thanked god of his grce  his gode leche
Of alle safe his enemye was so to hym browƺth
Thēne sayde Josephus thoo syr þis wreche hath þe holpen
☙And he is boote of all þy bytternes thogh þu hym sle wolde
And þerfore grunte hym grce for his good dede
And be frende wt þy foo þt frendschippe hath served
Thāne þe kynge sawe how þe mān hym saved hadde
☙And grunted hym grce to go wher he wolde
Of Josephus he made joye  jewelles hym ƺafe
Both besantes of golde broches  rynges
But all forsoke he thāne  to þe cyte turnedde
☙Safe wt þe condite þt he hadde he asked no more
Thāne tytus be segedde þe town  þer sorow was on hande
Thorow hard hungur  hote þt þey with inne hadde
Of þe sorwe of þe town tyme is to telle
☙What moreyns  myschefe for mete is by falle
For foure dayes byfore þey no mete hadde
Nor fyshe nor flesch þt þey myƺte on byte
Nother brede nor broth nor beste upon erthe
☙Wyne nor water to drynke but wepynge of hem selfe
Olde scheldes  shone scharpely þe eten
Swyche lyflode for ladyes was hevy un to schewe
They fell down for defaute on þe colde erthe
☙Dede as a dore nayle eche day many a hondred
Sorowe a waked þer wt as wolves þey ferde
The feble waryed þe full for he his wombe fylledde
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☙Oon Marye a good wyf for meschefe of foode
Here owen chylde þt she bare loyde hit on þe coles
She rostedde rybbe  syde wt rewfull wordes
Dere sone sche sch seyde on eche syde sorowe is on honde
☙And sore batayle wt oute forth oure bodyes to kylle
With inne hongr is so hoote þt nyƺe oure herte breketh
And þerfore ƺylde to me þt I þe ƺafe  a ƺeyne turne
Entre þer þu out come  þāne eete sche a shuldur
☙The smell rose of þe roste a bowte in þe strete
That many fastynge folke þr felede þe sovor
Downe dasschedde þey þe dores dye þt wōman schuld
That mete in þt myschefe frome mēne hadde I keppte
☙And þāne sayde þt wofull wyfe in a wode hongr
Myne owen chylde have I roste  þe bones gnawen
Ʒette have I saved ƺou sōme  þe syde fette
Of þe chylde þt she bare þāne all her bloode trned
☙Forth þey wente for woo wepynge full sore
Alas þey seude in þis lyfe how longe schall we lyfe
Ʒette were hit bettr at a brayde in batell to dye
Thāne thus in sorowe to lyve  lengthe our peyne
☙Thāne demeden þey a dome þt pyte was to here
To voyde alle by deth þt vytayles distroyde
As wȳmen  weke folk þt fallen were in elde
And alle swych þt stode in no stede but her store wasted
☙And aftr to trete of trewe with þe grete lordes
But tytus grunted hit nowgh for all here quente gȳne
For he is wyse þt is ware ere hym woo happen
Evr with falshede a ferre is fayre for to melle
☙To werke unþr þe walles weyes þey casten
Whēne tytus to þe jewes no trewce wolde grunte
With masons  mynors to myne þey by gȳne
And dggede faste unþr grownde  ƺeste us joye
☙As tytus on a tyme abowte þe towne rode
Passus vij
With syxty sperys of þe sege  ƺemen a fewe
At þe sowth est syde out of a cave
Up a buschement brake all of bryƺte helme
☙Fyve hondrede of fyƺtynge mēne  fellen hym abowte
In joope  in jambewes all þe Jewes were
They hadde wroƺte a waye  þe walles myned
Thēne tytus turnede hem to with outen more tale
☙Shaftes scheveredde were sone  scheldes thorow thryllede
Manye a legge was thorow schote wt þe scharpe ende
Haberons  armorwas blody by rōne
Many a māne at þt fyƺte fell doun dede
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☙They hewe upon hard steele with full byttr wyll
That þe fyer out flewe as of flynt stones
Bothe þe helm  þe hede þey hewen to gedr
That þe stumpe undr steede feete in þe steele leves
☙The ƺonge duke domysyane of þt noyse herde
He hevede with oute þe chase wt viij hondred speres
They fellede of þe false folke  flewe hem evrychone
As bestes he murthered hem  hath hys brother holpen
☙Thēne tytus to his tentes turnede a none
He made mynors  men that myne to stoppe
Thāne he profered hem pece for pyte þt he hedde
Whāne he wyste of her woo þt were with inne closed
☙But jona þe gylefull þt þe Jewes ledde
And anoþr Symon by assent forsoke þe ꝑfer
They seyde byde in þt lyfe lever hem were
Thāne any māne out of rome sholde rewyse her sorowe
☙Sale in þe cyte was cesedde by þanne
Was noƺte for a besaunte to bye þt mēne ete myƺte
For a ferdynge worth of mete florens a hondrede
Prynces ꝑferede in þe town to paye in þe fyste
☙But all was boteles bale for who þt brede hadde
Wolde not a gobette have gyfen for golde upon erþe
Wȳmen fadede faste  her faces wannede
For þe fawte some fell a downe þt fayre be fore weren
☙Swonyng swellede as swyne  some pale waxen
And some were lene on to loke as lanterne hornes
The morayne was so moche þt no māne cowthe telle
Where to burye in þe cyte þe bodyes þt were dede
☙But wente to þe walles  tumblede hem ovr
In to þe depe of þe dyche down gon þey falle
Whēne tytus herde þis tale of god he toke recorde
How þt he ꝑfered hem pece  grete pyte hadde
☙Thēne prayde he Josephus þe peple to enforme
For to safe hem self  þe cyte ƺelde
But all for soke Josephus so for to wyrke
And Symon his seriaunte þt all þe cyte ledde
☙Myche peple for þt prechynge at þe posterne ƺates
Turnede out of þe towne  tytus þey bysechȳne
To forƺeve hem þe gylte þt þey to god dyde
He gruntede hem grce  to þe jaylers hem bytoke
☙But whēne þey mette wt mete on myƺty þey were
Any mete to defye so feynt was here strengthe
For full þe guttes of golde eche a māne hadde
Leste her foo mēne have hem shulde here florens þey ete
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☙Whāne it was browƺte a brode þe meyne hem slewe
Ther þe gorede evry māne  þer golde þey toke
Feyne of þe florens  of þe jewes alle
And ƺette were þe ƺates ungette tyll two ƺeres ende
☙So longe sette þey þe sege ere þey þe cyte hadde
Elleven hondred thowsande in þe mene tyme
Dyede whyle þe labor leste by swerde  by hongr
Now tytus counceyle hath take þe town to assayle
☙To wȳne hit on all wyse of warwolves handes
And nevr pyte nor pece to ꝑfre hem more
Nor jewe þt he gete maye no grace shall have
They armede hem ƺyth sone full bryƺte to þe werre
☙They turned towarde þe town wt trompes  pypes
With nakeres  grete noyse þey nyƺede þe walles
There mony a styffe mon in stowre stondeth a lofte
Siyr sabyn of surry tyll a syde ƺode
☙And þe ƺonge duke domycyane drewe tyll a nother
Fyfty thowsande of fyƺtynge mēne eche of hem hadde
With many maner of engyne  mynors I nowe
And tytus ƺede to þe towne ƺates wt ten thowsand mēne
☙He markede mynors to þe wall þer þey myne shulde
On eche a syde for þe sawte þey sette her engynes
And bold armedde mēne in berfrayes hyƺe
Thāne was but þole  dȳne as all down shulde
☙So evry lyvynge māne layde upon other
On eche kornell was crye  kacchynge of wepyn
That many māne/at sawte fell to þe grownde
Syr sabyne of surry whyle þt sawte lastedde
☙Leyde a ladder to þe wall  on lofte clymbeth
And wāne up wyƺtly þt hym woo happedde
And þer up stondeth on þe wall all armedde in stele
He slewe syxe on þe wall Syr Sabyne alone
☙The seventhe hytteth on hym ryƺte a sore dynte
Thatt þe brayne out braste at bothe nose thyrles
Syr Sabyne dyedde at þt stroke  in þe dyche falleth
Thāne tytus for sorow wepte  cursed þt tyme
☙Syns þey thus have sleyne pyte it were þey lyve shulde
For nowe ys dede a duke the dowƺtyeste on erþe I trowe
That evr stede by strode or any armor weredde
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☙Thāne tytus on þe same syde setteth to an engyne
Wode nyƺe he was for wrothe  to þe wall dryveth
That hyt all ovr drewe  jewes an hondredde
Were dede wt þe stroke  in þe dyche felle
☙Thāne tytus holdeth up his hondes  all myƺty god þanketh
That þey undere de dukes deth so dere have bowƺte
The Jewes pryde hym of pece þis was þe estr even
And to þe comely kynge þe keyes þey kasten
☙Halfe trytors q̷ tytus nowe take hem ƺor selfe
There shall no warde on þe wall us þe weye lette
We have getēn us away aƺens ƺor good wylle
That shall sytte full sore on ƺor sory kynde
☙And ere þe ƺates were geten all þe thre ƺere tyme
Ovr þe cyte were seyne mervelous þynges
A bryƺte brēnynge swerde ovr þe cyte hanged
Wt oute holdynge or helpe safe of heven alone
☙Also armedde men in þe ayer on þe beste wyse
Ovr þe cyte were seene at certeyne tymes
A kalfe aƺeyne kynde kalvede in þe temple
And an ewe was euedde at þe offerynge tyme
☙A māne on þe wall cryede wontherlye lowde
And seyde woo woo woo lyƺte on ƺou all at ones
Jerusalem þe Jewes towne  þe joly tempull
In þe same tyme þe towne was taken  ƺolden
☙Ʒette seyde þe wyƺte on þe wall a nother worde more
Woo to þis wordy place  wo to my selfe
He dyedde whēne he don hadde wt þe stroke of a slynge
And was in haste hadde a weye howe wyste þey nevr
☙Up wente þe ƺates a none þey ƺolden hem alle
With outen any armor but in here bare serkes
Fro none in to þe derke nyƺte nevr þey cecedde
But evr māne after māne mercy by sowƺten
☙Thēne tytus in to þe towne taketh þe ryƺte weye
Myƺte no māne stonde in þe strete for stynke of þe corses
The pepull on þe paviment was pyte to be holde
That were famyssched for þe fawte whēne þey mete lakked
☙Was þer noƺte on no ladyes lafte but þe bare bones
That fayre were byfore  fresshe to by holde
And burgeys wt balees as barellys sōme tyme
No grettur þēne a grehoūde to gryppe in þe myddell
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☙Tytus tariedde noƺte for þt but to þe tempull ƺode
That was rayled in þe roofe wt rubyes ryche
With perles  wt perytotes all þe place sette
That glystered as soles in þe fyre on þe golde ryche
☙The dores with dyamoūdes dryven were thykke
And made also merveylously with margery perles
That evr lemede þe lyƺte  as a lampe shewed
The clerkes hadde none oþr lyƺte whēne þt þey dede vyse
☙The romaynes wayted on þe werke  cursedde þe jewes
That so prcyous a place shulde perysshe for synne
The tresor a way to take tytus cōmaūdedde
Grete goddes of golde who so grype luste
☙Bacyns of clene golde  oþr ryche gere
Pylers massylye made of metall full fyne
Cuppes craftylye carvedde all of clene golde
Peynted with perre all þe place ovr
☙The romayns renden hem down  to rome ledden
Whēne þey þe cyte hadde sowƺte on þe same wyse
Telle kowthe no tonge þe tresor þt þey hadde
Jewellis for joly men  jemewes ryche
☙Floreyns of fyne golde no māne wantedde
Ne ryche pelewes  pane for prnces to were
Besauntes byes of golde broches  rynges
Clene clothes of golde many cartes fulle
Welthe lakkedde no man but toke of þe beste
☙Nowe masons  mynors han þe erthe sowƺte
Hewen thorow þe harde stone  hadde hem to grownde
Bothe tempull  towre all þe towne ovr
Ther was no stone in þt place stondynge y lafte
☙But downe beten  brente to þe harde erthe
Whēne þe tempull was ovr kaste tytus cōmaunded
In plowes to putte  þe place eeren
And aftr sewe it with salte  seyde these wordes
☙Nowe is þis worthy place dstroyed for evr
Thāne tytus was sette in a cheyre full ryche
To juge the Jewes as justyse hym selfe
Cryors kallede hem forth þo þt cryste slowen
☙And that pylate a pere þt was ꝑvost thāne
Pylate ꝑferes hym forth  peredde at þe barre
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And tytus askedde hym all with fayre wordes
How that criste to þe deth was done  howe to þe dethe he ƺode
☙Of þe rebukynnge þt he hadde  of his harde woundes
Thāne menedde þt māne  all þe mater tolde
Howe all þe dede was done whēne he deth suffrede
For thryttye penyes in a bagge his apostelle hym solde
☙Thus was he bargeyned  bowƺte  as a beste sleyne
Cursedde be he q̷ ttus þt þe countes made
He wax a marchaunt a mysse whēne he þe moneye toke
To felle so prcyous a prnce for penyes so fewe
☙Thowƺ evry ferþynge hadde be worth floreyns an hondredde
I wyll no marchaundyse make in mynde of þt other
That shall be a fowle rebuke to ƺowe er I hens passe
Alle þt her wyll bodyes bye or marchaundyse make
☙To lower pryce for to passe þēne þey þe ꝑphete solde
He made a myddes þe oste a markette to crye
All þt chaffare wolde chepe grete chepe to have
Evr for on peny of pryce paye who so wolde
☙Thrytty Jewes in a rope bounden to gedur
So were þey bargeyned  bowƺte  browƺte out of lyfe
And nevr aftr on þt syde kome māne of hem more
Nor none þt levedde on her lawe shulde in þt londe dwelle
☙That tormented trewe god thus tytus cōmaundede
Josephus þe gentile clerke a jorned was to rome
Of þis mater  more to make feyre bokes
And pylate to prysone putte to pyne ther for evr
☙At vyane a fowle deth  vengeaunce he suffredde
Whēn all was demedde  don þey drewe up tentes
They trussede here tresor trumpede up þe sege
And wente syngynge a way  lafte woo by hynde
☙Home þe ryden to rome nowe helpe us our Lord
Jħu joye hem  us with jye in his blysse
And to welthe hem wysse that wryten this geste Amen

☙Explicit☙
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☙Chevalier Assigne☙

☙All weldynge god whēne it is his wylle

Weke he wereth his werke wt his owne honde
For ofte harmes were hente þt helpe we ne myƺte
Nere þe hyƺnes of hym þt lengeth in hevene
For this I saye by a lorde was lente in an yle
That was kalled lyor a lond by hym selfe
The kynge hette oryens as þe book telleth
And his qwene bewtrys þt bryƺt was  shene
☙His moder hyƺte matabryne þt made moche sorwe
For she sette her assye in sathanas of helle
This was chefe of þe kynde of chevalere assygne
And whēne þey sholde in to a place it seyth full wele where
Sythen aftr his lykynge dwelled he þere
With his owne qwene þt he love myƺte
But all in langor he laye for lofe of here one
That he hadde no chylde to chenene his londis
☙But to be lordeles of his whēne he þe lyf laste
And þt honged in his herte I heete þe for sothe
As þey wente up on a walle pleynge hem one
Bothe þe kynge  þe qwene hem selfen to gedere
The kynge loked a downe  by helde under
And seyƺ a pore wōman at þe ƺate sytte
With two chylderen her by fore were borne at a byrthe
And he trned hym þēne  teres lette he falle
☙Sythen sykede he on hyƺe  to þe qwene sayde
Se ƺe þe ƺonder pore wōman how þt she is pyned
With twynlynges two  þt dare I my hedde wedde
The qwene nykked hem wt nay  seyde it is not to leve
Oon māne for oon chylde  two wȳmen for tweyne
Or ellis hit were unsemelye þynge as me wolde þenke
But eche chylde hadde a fader how manye so þer were
The kynge rebukede here for her worþes ryƺte þere
☙And whēne it drowƺ towarde þe nyƺte þey wēten to bedde
He gette on here þt same nyƺte resonabullye manye
The jynge was witty whēne he wysste her wt chylde
And þankede lowely our lorde of his love  his sonde
But whēne it drowƺe to þe tyme she shulde be delyvred
Ther moste no wōman come her nere but she þt was cursed
His moder matabryne þt cawsed moche sorowe
Ffor she thowƺte to do þt byrthe to a fowle ende
☙Whēne god wolde þey were borne þēne browƺte she to honde
Sex semelye sōnes  a dowƺter þe seveneth
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All safe  all sounde  a selver cheyne
Eche on of hem hadde a bowte his swete swyre
And she lefte hem out  leyde hem in a cowche
And þēne she sente aftr a man þt markus was called
That hadde served her selven skylfully longe
He was trewe of his feyth  loth for to tryfull
☙She knewe hym for swyth  triste hym þe better
And seyde þu moste kepe counsell  helpe what þu may
The fyrste grȳme watr þt þu to comeste
Looke þu caste hem þer in  lete hym forth slyppe
Sythen seche to þe court as þu nowƺte hadde sene
And þu shalt lyke full wele yf þu may lyfe aftr
Whēne he herde þt tale hym rewede þe tyme
But he durste not wene what þe qwene wolde
☙The kynge lay in langour sum gladdenes to here
But þe fyrste tale þt he herde were tydynges febull
Whēne his moder matabryne browƺte hym tydynge
At a chamber dore as she forth sowƺte
Sevēne whelpes she sawe sowkynge þe dame
And she kawƺte out a knyfe  kylled þe byche
She caste her þēne in a pytte  taketh þe welpes
And sythen come before þe kynge  up on hyƺe she seyde
☙Sone paye þe wt þy qwene  se of her berthe
Thene syketh þe kynge  gynnyth to more
Ad wente wele it were sothe all þt she seyde
Thene she seyde lette brēne her a none for þt is þe beste
Dame she is my wedded wyfe full trewe as I wene
As I have holde her er þis our lorde so me helpe
A kowarde of kynde q̷ she  combred wrecche
Wolt þ werne wrake to hem þt his deserveth
☙Dame þāne take here þyselfe  sette her wher þe lyketh
So þt I se hit noƺte what may I seye elles
Thēne she wente her forth þt god shall confounde
To þt febull þr she laye  felly she bygȳneth
And seyde a ryse wreched qwene  reste þe her no lengr
Thow howndes  men have hadde þe a wylle
Thow shalt to prisōn fyrste  be brente aftr
☙Thēne shrykede þe ƺonge qwene  up on hyƺ cryeth
A lady she seyde where ar my lefe chylderen
Whēne she myssede hem þer grete mone she made
By þt come tythe tyrauntes tweyne
Ad be þe byddynge of matabryne a non þey her hente
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And in a dȳme pryson þey slongen here deepe
And leyde a lokke on þe dore  leven here þere
Mete þey caste here a downe  more god sendeth
☙And þus þe lady lyvede þere elleven ƺere
And mony a fayre orysōn un to þe fader made
That saved susanne fro sorowefull doms to save als
Now leve we þis lady in longor  pyne
And turne aƺeyne to our tale towarde þese chylderen
And to þe man markus þt murther hem sholde
How he wente þorow a foreste fowre longe myle
Thyll he come to a watr þer he hem shulde in drowne
☙And þer he keste up þe cloth to knowe hem bettr
And þer ley  lowƺe on hym lovelye all at ones
He þt lendeth wt q̷ he leyve me wyth sorowe
If I drowne ƺou to day thowgh my deth be nyƺe
Thēne he leyde hem a downe lappedde in þe mantell
And lappede hem  hylyde hem  hadde moche rewthe
That swyche a barmeteme as þt shulde so be tyde
Thēne he taketh hem to criste  a ƺeyne turneth
☙But sone þe mantell was undo wt mengynge of her legges
They cryedde up on hyƺe wt a dolefull stevēne
They chyvered for colde as chevrynge chyldren
They ƺoskened  cryde out  þt a man herde
An holy hermyte was by  towarde hem cometh
Whēne he come by fore hem on knees þēne he fell
And cryede ofte upon cryste for sōme sokor hym to sende
If any lyfe were hem lente in þis worlde lengr
☙Thēne an hynde kome fro þe woode rennȳge full swyfte
And fell before hem a down̄e þey drowƺe to þe pappes
The heremyte prowde was þr of  putte hem to sowke
Sethen taketh he hem up  hynde foloweth
And she kepte hem þere whyll our lorde wolde
Thus he noryscheth hem up  criste hem helpe sendeth
Of sadde leves of þe wode wrowƺthe he hem wedes
Malkedras þe fostere þe fende mote hym have
☙That cursedde man for his feyth he come þer þey weren
And was ware in his syƺte syker of þe chyldren
He trnede aƺeyn to þe court  tolde of þe chaunce
And mevede byfor matabryne how many þr were
And more merveyle þēne þt dame a selvere cheyne
Eche on of hem hath abowte here swyre
She seyde holde þy wordes in chaste þt none skape ferther
I wyll soone aske hym þt hath me be trayed
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☙Thēne she sente aftr markus þt murther hem sholde

And askede hym in good feyth what fell of þe chyldren
Whene she hym asked hadde he seyde here þe sothe
Dame on a ryveres banke lapped in my mantell
I lafte hem lyvynge there kene þu for soth
I myƺte not drowne hem or dole do what þe lykes
Thēne she made here all preste  out bothe hys yen
putt
Moche mone was therfore but no man wyte moste
☙Wende þu aƺeyne malkedras  gete me þe cheynes
And with þe dynte of þy swede do hem to deth
And I shall do þe swych a trne  þu þe tyte hyƺe
That þe shall lyke ryƺte wele þe terme of þy lyve
Thēne þe hatefull thefe hyed hym full faste
The cursede man in his feyth come þer þey were
By þēne was þe hermyte go in to þe wode  on of þe childn
For to seke mete for þe other sex
☙Whyles þe cursed man asseylde þe other
And he out with his swerde  smote of þe cheynes
they stoden all stylle for stere þey ne durste
And whēne þe cheynes fell hem fro þey flowēn up swānes
To þe ryvere by syde with a rewefull stevēne
And he taketh up þe cheynes  to þe cowrte trneth
And come byfore þe qwene  here hem by taketh
Thēne she toke hem in honde  heelde ham full style
☙She sente aftr a golde smyƺte to forge here a cowpe
And whēne þe man was comen þēne was þe qwene blythe
And delyvred hym his weyƺtes  he from cowrte wendes
She badde þe wessell were made upon all wyse
The goldesmyƺth gooth  beeteth hym a fyre  breketh a cheyne
And it wexeth in hys honde  multyplyeth swyde
He toke þt oþr fyve  fro þe fyer hem leyde
And made hollye þe cuppe of halvedell þe sixte
☙And whēne it drowƺe to þe nyƺte he wendeth to bedde
And thus he seyth to his wyfe in saw as I telle
The olde qwene at þe courte hath me bytaken
Six cheynes in honde  wolde have a cowpe
And I breke me a cheyne  halfe leyde in þe fyer
Ad it wexedde in my honde  wellede so faste
That I toke þe oþr fyve  fro þe fyer caste
And have made hollye þe cuppe of halvēdele þe sixte
☙I rede þe q̷ his wyfe to holden hem stylle
Hit is þorowe þe werke of god or þey be wronge wōnen
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For whēne her mesure is made what may she aske more
And he dedde as she badde  buskede hym at morwe
He come by fore þe qwene  bytaketh here þe cowþe
And she toke it in honde  kepte hit full clene
Nowe lefte ther ony ovr unwerketh by þe letter trowthe
And he recheth her forth halvēndele a cheyne
☙And she rawƺte hit hym aƺeyne  seyde she ne rowƺte
But delyvred hym his servyse  he out of cowrte wendes
The curteynesse of criste q̷ she be wt þese oþr cheynes
They be delyvered out of þis worlde were þe moder eke
Thēne hadde I þis londe hollye to myne wyll
Now all wyles shall faye but I here deth werke
At morn she come byfore þe kynge  by gāne full keene
Moche of þis worlde sōne wondreth on þe ałłone
☙That thy qwene is unbrente so mervelows longe
That hath served þe deth if þu here dome wyste
Lette som̄ene þy folke upon eche a syde
That þey bene at þy syƺte þe xi day assygned
And he here grunted þt with a grȳme herte
And she wendeth here a down  lette hem a none warne
The nyƺte before þe day þt þe lady shulde brēne
☙The angell seyde criste sendeth þe worde of þese six chyldren
And for þe favynge of hem þanke þu haste serveth
They were þe kynges oriens wytte þu for sothe
By his wyfe Betryce she bere hem at ones
For a worde on þe wall þt she wronge seyde
And ƺonder in þe ryver swȳmen þe swānes
Sythen malkedras þe forsworn þese by rafte hem her cheynes
And criste hath formeth þis chylde to fyƺte for his moder
☙Oo lyvynge god þt dwellest ī hevene q̷ þe hermyte þāne
How sholde he serve for suche a þynge þt nevr none syƺe
To brynge hym too his fader courte  loke þt he be cristened
And kalle hym Enyas to name for awƺte þt may be falle
Ryƺte by þe mydday to redresse his moder
For goddes wyll moste be fulfylde  þu most forth wende
The heremyte wakynge lay  thowƺte on his wordes
Soone whēne þe day come to þe chylde he seyde
☙Criste hath formeth þe sone to fyƺte for þy moder
He askede hym þāne what was a moder
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A wōman þt bare þe to man sōne  of her reredde
Ʒe kanste þu fader enforme me how þt I shall fyƺte
Upon a hors seyde þe heremyte as I have herde seye
What beste is þt q̷ þe chylde lyonys wylde
Or elles wode or watr q̷ þe chylde þāne
I seyƺe nevr none q̷ þe hermyte but by þe mater of bokes
☙They seyn he hath a feyre hedde  fowre lymes hye
And also he is a frely beeste for thy he man serveth
Go we forth fader q̷ þe childe upon goddes halfe
The grypte eyþr a staffe in here honde  on here wey strawƺte
Whēne þe heremyte hym lafte an angell hym suwethe
Evr to rede þe chulde upon his ryƺte sholder
Thēne he seeth in a felde folke gaderynge faste
And a hyƺ fyre was þer bette þt þe qwene sholde in brēne
☙And noyse was in þe cyte felly lowde
With trumpes  tabers whēne þey here up token
The olde qwene at here bakke betynge full faste
The kynge come rydynge a fore a forlonge  more
The chylde stryketh hym to  toke hym by þ brydell
What man art þu q̷ þe chylde  who is þt þe sceth
I am þe kynge of þis londe  oryens am kalled
And þe ƺondr is my qwene betryce she hette
☙In þe ƺondere balowe fyre is buskedde to brēne
She was sklawnndered on hyƺe þt she hadde taken howndes
And ƺyf she hadde so don here har were not to charge
Thēne were þu noƺt ryƺlye sworne q̷ þe chylde upon ryƺte juge
Whēne þu tokest þe þy crowne kynge whēne þu made were
To done aftr matabryne for þēne þu shalt mysfare
Ffor she is fowle fell  fals  so she shall be fownden
And by lefte wt þe fend at here lafte ende
☙That styked styffe in here brestes þt wolde þe qwene brēne
I am but lytull  ƺonge q̷ þe chylde leeve þu for sothe
Not but twelfe ƺere olde even̄ at þis tyme
And I woll putte my body to better  to worse
To fyƺte for þe qwene/wt whome þt wronge seyth
Thēne grunted þe kynge  joye he bygȳneth
If any helpe were þer inne þt here clensen myƺte
By þt come þe olde qwene  badde hym com þēne
☙To speke wt suche on as he þu mayste ryƺth loth thenke
A dame q̷ þe kynge thowƺte ƺe non synne
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Thow haste for sette þe ƺonge qwene þu knoweste well þe sothe
This chylde þt I here speke with seyth þt he woll preve
That þu nother þy sawes certeyne be neyther
And þēne she lepte to hym  kawƺte hy by þe lokke
That þer leved in here honde here and hondredde
A by lyvynge god q̷ þe childe þt bydeste in hevene
☙Thy hedde shall lye on þy lappe for þy false trnes
I aske a felowe a none a fresh knyƺte aftr
For to fyƺte wt me to dryve owte þe ryƺte
A boy q̷ she wyll þu so þu shalt sone myskarye
I wyll gete me a man þt shall þe sone marye
She trneth her þēne to malkedras  byddyth hym take armes
And badde hym bathe his spere in þe boyes herte
And he of suche one gret skorne he þowƺte
☙An holy abbot was þr by  he hym þeder boweth
For to crysten þe chylde frely  feyre
The abbot maketh hym a fonte  was his godfather
The erle of aun̄thepas he was another
The cōntes of salamere was his godmoder
They kallede hym Enyas to name as þe book telleth
Mony was þe ryche ƺyste þt þey ƺafte hym aftr
Alle þe bellys of þe close rongen at ones
☙With oute ony mēnes helpe whyle þe fyƺte lasted
Where fore þe wyste well þt crste was plesed wt here dede
Whēne he was crustened frely  feyre
Aftr þe kynge dubbede hym knyƺte as his kynde wolde
Thēne prestly he pryeth þe kynge þt he hym leve wolde
An hors wt his harnes  blethelye he hym grunteth
Thēne was feraunce fette forth þe kynges prce stede
And out of an hyƺe towre armor þey halen̄e
☙And a whyte shelde wt a crosse upon þe posse honged
And hit was wryten þr upon þt to enyas hit sholde
And whēne he was armed to all his ryƺtes
Thēne pryed he þe kynge þt he hym leve wolde
Oon of his beste mēne þt he moste truste
To speke wt hym but a speche whyle
A knyƺte kawƺte hym by þe honde  ladde hym of þe rowte
What beeste is þis q̷ þe childe þt I shall on houe
☙Hit is called an hors q̷ þe knyƺte a good  an abull
Why eteth he yren q̷ þe chylde wyll he ete noƺth elles
And what is þt on his bakke of byrthe or on bounden
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Nay þt in his mowth men kallen a byrdell
And that a sadell on his bakke þt þu shall in sytte
And what hevy kyrtell is þs with holes se thykke
And þis holowe on my hede I may noƺt ^ here
wele
An helme men kallen þt on  an hauberke þt other
☙But what broode on is þis on my breste hit bereth a down my nekke
A bryƺte shelde  a sheene to shylde þe fro strokes
And what longe on is þis that I shall up lyfte
That þt launce up in þyn honde  loke þu hym hytte
And whēne þt shafte is schyvered take scharpelye another
Ʒe what yf grace be we to grownde wenden
A ryse up lyƺtly on þe fete  reste þe no lengr
And þēne plukke out þy swerde  pele on hym faste
☙All wey eggelynges down on all þt þu fyndes
His ryche helm nor his swerde rekke þu of neyþr
Lete þe sharpe of þy swerde schreden hym small
But woll not he smyte aƺens whēne he seleth smerte
Ʒys I knowe hym full wele both kenely  faste
Evr folowe þu on þe flesh tyll þu haste hy falleth
And sythen smyte of his heede I kan sey þe no furste
Now þu haste towƺte me q̷ þe childe god I þe beceche
☙For now I kan of þe crafte more þēne I kowthe
Thēne þey maden raunges  rōnen to gedere
That þe speres in here hondes shyverede to peces
And for renēne aƺeyn men rawƺten hem other
Of balowe tymbere  bygge þt wolde not breste
And eyther of hem so smerlye smote other
That all fleye in þe felde þt on hem was fastened
And eyther of hem topseyle tumbledde to þe erthe
☙Thēne here horses rōnen forth aftr þe raunges
Evr feraūnce by forne  þt other aftr
Feraūnce launces up his sete  lasscheth out his yen
The fyrste happe other hele was þt þt þe chylde hadde
Whēne þt þe chylde þt hym bare blente hadde his fere
Thēnethe styrte up on hy wt staloworth shankes
Pullede out her swerdes  smoten to gedr
Kepe þy swerde fro my croyse q̷ chevelrye assygne
☙I charde not þy croyse q̷ malkedras þe valwe of a cherye
For I shall choppe it full small ere þēne þis werke ende
An edder spronge out of his shelde  in his body spynne
A fyre fruscheth out of his croys  rapte out his yen
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Thēne he stryketh a stroke chevalere assynge
Evēn his sholder in twoo  down in to þe herte
And he boweth hym down  ƺeldeth up þe lyfe
I shall þe ƺelde q̷ þe chylde ryƺte as þe knyƺte me towƺte
☙He trusseth his harneys fro þe nekke  þe hede wȳneth
Sythen he toke hit by þe lokkes  in þe helm leyde
Thoo thanked he our lorde lowely þt lente hym þt grce
Thēne sawe þe qwene matabryne her man so murdered
Turned her brydell  towarde þe towne rydeth
The chylde foloweth here aftr ferly  faste
Sythen browƺte here aƺeyne wo for to drye
And brente here in þe balowe fyer all to browne askes
☙The ƺonge qwene at þe fyre by þt was unboun̄den
The childe kome byfore þe kynge  on hyƺe he seyde
And tolde hym how he was his sone  oþr sex chylderen
By þe qweme betryce she bare hem at ones
For a worde on þe walle þt she wronge seyde
And ƺonder in a ryvere swȳmen þey swānnes
Sythen þe forsworne these malkadras by raste hem her cheyns
By god q̷ þe goldsmythe I know þt ryƺth wele
☙Fyve cheynes I have  þey ben fysh hole
Nowe with þe goldsmyƺthe gon all þese knyƺtes
Toke þey þe cheynes  to þe watr turnen
And shoken up þe cheynes þe sterten up þe swannes
Eche on chese to his  turnen to her kynde
But on was alwaye a swanne for loss of his cheyne
Hit was doole for to se þe sorwe þt he made
He bote hym self wt his byll þt all his breste bledde
☙And all his feyre federed fomede upon blode
And all formerknes þe watr þer þe swanne swȳmeth
There was ryche ne pore þt myƺte for rewthe
Lengere loke on hym but to þe court wenden
Thēne þey formed a fonte  cristene þe children
And callen Uryens þt on and Orye another
Assakarye þe thrydde  Gadyfere þe fowrthe
The fyfte hette rose for she was a mayden
The sixte was fulwedde chevelere Assygne
And þus þe botenynge of god browƺte hem to honde
☙Explicit☙
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☙Isumbras☙

☙God þt made both erþe  hevēne
And all þis worlde in deyes seven
That is full of myƺthe
Sende us all his lessyngee
Lasse  more olde  ƺyngee
And kepe us day  nyƺte
☙I wyll ƺow tell of a knyƺte
That dowƺty was in eche a fyƺte
Ther durst no man his dynte a byde
Ne no man aƺeyn hym ryde
With spere ne wt shelde
A man he was ryche y nowƺe
☙Of oxen to drawe ī his plowƺe
And stedes also in stalle
He was both curteys  hende
Evry man was his frende
And loved he was wt all
A curteys man  hende he was
☙His name was kalled Sr Isumbras
Bothe curteys and fre
His gentylnesse nor his curtesye
There kowþe no man hit discrye
A full god man was he
Menstralles he hadde in his halle
☙And ƺafe hem robes of ryche palle
Sylver golde  fee
Of curtesye he was kynge
His gentylnesse hadde non endynge
I worlde was none so fre
A fayre wyfe þen hadde he
☙As any in erthe myƺte be
She sothe as I telle ƺode
And māne children had þey thre
As fayre as any myƺte be
For þey were fayre y now
In to his herte a prde was browƺte
☙That of god ƺafe he ryƺte nowƺte
His mercy ones to nevēne
So longe he regned in þt pryde
That Jħu wolde no lengr a byde
To hym he sente a stevēne
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☙So hit byfell upon a day
The knyƺte wente hym to play
His foreste for to se
As he wente by a derne sty
He herde a fowle syngee hym by
Hye upon a tre
☙He seyde welcome Sr Isumbras
Thow haste for ƺete what þu was
For pryde of golde  fee
The kynge of hevēn þe gretheth so
In ƺowthe or elde þu shall be wo
Chese whedr hyt shall be
☙With carefull herte  sykynge sore
He fell upon his knees thore
His hondes up he helde
Worldes welthe I woll for sake
To Jħu criste I wyll me take
To hym my sowle I ƺelde
☙In ƺowthe I may ryde  go
In else I may noƺt do so
My lymes wyll wex unwelde
Lorde ys it þy wyll be
In ƺowthe sende me poverte
And welthe in myne elde
☙A wey þt sowle toke his flyƺte
A lone he lette þt drury knyƺte
Full sone he wente his wey
And whēne he þt sowle had lore
His steede þt was so lyƺte by fore
Dede under hym ley
☙His howkes  his howndes bothe
Rōne to wode as þey were wrothe
And eche on taketh here weye
What wondr was thowƺ hȳ were wo
On fote byhoveth hym to go
To peyne trned his pleye
☙And as he by þe wode wente
A lytyll knave was to hȳ sente
Come rēnyngee hym aƺeyne
Worse tydyngees he hym tolde
Syr brent by þy byggyngees bolde
Thy mēne be manye sleyne
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☙Isumbras☙

☙Ther is noƺt lefte on lyve
But þy children  þy wyfe
With outen any delayne
He seyde if þey on lyve be
My wyfe  my children thre
Ʒet were I nevr soo fayne
☙Forth he wente hȳ self alone
His herdemen he mette eche one
He seyde what eyleth ƺowe
Owre fees ben fro us renedde
There is nothynge y levedde
Nowƺte on stede to þy plowe
☙He wepte  ƺaf hem yll
The knyƺte badde þey shold be styll
I wyte nowƺt ƺow þis wo
For god bothe ƺeveth  taketh
And at his wyll ryches maketh
And pore men also
☙A dolfull syƺte þēne gāve he se
His wyfe  his chylderen thre
Owte of þe fyre were fledde
As naked as þey were borne
There þey stode hym byforne
Were browƺte out of here bedde
☙Ʒette chānged no þynge his ble
Tyll he sawe his wyfe  children
That erste were comely cladde
The lady badde her childrē be blyþe
For ƺette I se ƺor fadr on lyve
For nothynge be ƺe dradde
☙They wepte  ƺafe hem ylle
Her fader badde þey sholde be stylle
And wepe nowƺte so sore
All þe sorow þt we ben inne
Hit is for owre wykked synne
Worthy we be well more
☙And we full evell kan wyrke
Owre frendes of us wyll yrke
Of londe I rede we fare
Of my selfe have I no thowƺte
But þt I may ƺeve my mēn noƺte
For hem is all my kare
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☙He toke his mātell of ryche pall
And on his wyfe he lette hit fall
With a drewrye mode
His ryche surkote þē toke he
To his pore chyldren thre
That naked by fore hym stode
☙Do ƺe shull aftr my yede
To seke god wher he was quykke  dede
That for us shedde his blode
For Jħu criste þt is so fre
Hym to seche wher it be
He sende us our lyves fode
☙With his knyfe he share
A crosse on his sholder bare
In storye as clerkes seye
They þt wer here frendes by fore
They wepte  syked sore
Her songe was wellawaye
☙The knyƺte  þe lady hende
Toke here leve at her frende
And forth þey wente her ward
For hem wepte both olde  ƺyngee
For þt doolfull partyngee
For sothe as I ƺou seye
☙For þey bare wt hem no þyngee
That longed to here spendyngee
Nother golde nor fee
Bit for to begge here mete
Where þey myƺte ony gete
For love of seynt charyte
☙Thorow ij kȳges lōdes þey gōne passe
As Cristes owen̄ wyll was
They  here children thre
Suche sorwe as þey wer inne
That wer wonte for to wynne
Grette dole hit was to se
☙Sex deyes were come  gone
Mete ne drynke hadde þey none
For honger þey wepte sore
They kome by a watr kene
Ther ovr þey wolde fayn have bene
Thēne was her kare þe more
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His eldeste sone he toke there
And ovr þe water he hym bere
And sette hym by a brome
☙He seyde leve sone sytte her styll
Whyle I fette þy broder þe tyll
And pleyde wt a blome
The knyƺte was both god  hende
And over þe water he ganne wende
His oþur sone he nome
☙He bare hym ovr þe watr wylde
A lyon fette his eldeste chylde
Or he to londe come
With carefull herte  sykynge sore
The myddleste sne he lafte thore
And wente wepyngee a weye
☙Ther come a lybarte  fette þt other
And bare hȳ to wode to his brothe
And I ƺou seye in faye
This knyƺte seyde his lady tyll
Take we gladly goddes wyll
Hertyly I ƺow prye
☙The lady wepte  hadde grette care
She hadde almoste her selfe for fare
On londe þer she ley
He toke his lady þt was hym dere
And ovr þe watr he hyre here
His ƺonge one also
☙In þt foreste forth þēne wente he
Tyll þey come to þe grekys see
Forther þey myþte not go
On þe londe as þey stode
They sey faste kome seylange on þe flode
Three hondreth shyppepes  mo
And on þe londe as þe feete
They loked down into þe deepe
The shypes þey sey glyde so
☙The topcastell drawen on hyƺe
All þe þowƺt rede gelde þey syƺe
So it glistered as þey gan glyde
An hethen kynge was þer inne
Come cistendome for to wynne
To walke so ferre  wyde
☙The kynge þowƺt he wolde londe
By þt foreste at þe havēne ende
A lytyll þer by syde

The shyppes hoved in þe stronde
his meyne drowen faste to londe
And ƺerne gan þey ryde
☙Syr Isumbras loked hym by syde
He sawe moche folke passe  ryde
Mo þēne I kan nevene
The knyƺt seyde to þe lady fre
Lord god what may al þis be
With so lowde a stevēn
☙In þis forest have we gone
Mete nor drynk have none
Not þese dayes sevēn
Go we to hym  aske sōme mete
Yif that we may any gete
For cristes lōve of hevēn
☙To þe galye gāne þey wende
An hethen kynge was þer inne
So wonderlye was wrouƺte
He bede of hem sōme lyves fode
For his love þt dyed on rode
And wt his blode us bowƺte
☙Whēne þe kynge herde hym so crye
He seyde he was some cristen spie
And asked what þey souƺte
He cōmanded to bete hym a weye
For þey leved not on his laye
Of hym þey shulde have noƺte
☙Thēne seyde a knyƺte to þe kynge
Ser it is a rewfull þyngee
The ƺondr māne to se
He is moche  he is stronge
Sholdres brode  armes longe
A fayre māne to se
☙Bones þēn hath he grete
Eyen greye  wonþr stepe
A knyƺte hym semeth to be
His ladyf is wyte as whales bone
Here lere bryƺte to se up on
So fayre as blosme on tre
☙The kynge grete þole þēne thouƺte
He cōmānded hē aƺeyne be brouƺte
He myƺte hem se wt syƺte
whēne he syƺe hem he rewed sore
So feyre as þey bothe wore
If þey were cladde a ryƺte
☙He seyde to hē lemeth on my laye
And lete y ƺor faw goddes a waye
And be wt me in fyƺt
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Of gold shatl þu nevr have nede
Ʒif be dowƺty māne in dede
thow shalt be doobbed knyƺte
☙Stylle stode Sir Isumbras
And thowƺte an hethen kynge he was
Syr he sey nay
Shall I nevr more
Aƺeyne cristen werre
Nor for sake my laye
☙We pry ys of som lyves fode
For hys love þt dyed on rode
And lette us gon our weye
The kynge be held his lady there
Hym thowƺte an angell þt she were
Komen out hēvene þt day
☙He seyde wylt þu þy wyfe sell me
I wyll ƺeve for here golde  fe
And ryche robes sevēne
she shall be crowned qwene of my lond
And evry man bowe to her hond
Shall no man by sette here steven
☙The knyƺte answered  seyde nay
My wyef I wyll not selle a way
But þu me for here wyll slo
I wedded her wt goddes laye
To keep here to my endyngee daye
For wele or for wo
☙Reed gold in a mantell þey tolde
And aftr to gedr þe mātell þey folde
His wyfe þey toke hym fro
On þe londe þey dede hym caste
And beten hym  his rybbes braste
And made his flessh full blo
☙His ƺonge sone on þe londe satte
He syƺe men his fader bette
He wepte  was full wo
He seyde dere god wo is me
That evr I shall þis daye se
What is me beste to do
☙The kynge wt his owene honde
Crownede her qwene of his londe
And sente her ovr þe see
With ryche karykles þt wer stronge
He sente her in to his londe
Qwene þr sholde she be

Sone whēne þe knyƺte myƺte stand
He toke his sone be þe hande
And forth þēne wente he
By þēne were þe shyppes ƺare
With þt lady forth to fare
Ovr þt salte see
☙Whēne þe shyppes were ƺare
The lady wepte  made grette wo
And kneled by fore þe kynge
And seyde Sir kynge I prye þe
On boone þt þu grunte me
With oute any dwellyngee
☙Or I passe ovr þe see
Lette my lorde speke wt me
A worde of pryvy thynge
The knyƺte was kalled aƺeyn
The lady þr of was full fayne
Here tokenyngee was a rynge
☙Grete dole it was to se hem mete
With kyssynge  wt clyppynge swete
To shyppe whēne she sholde go
She seyde dere god wo is me
That I were not drowned ī þe see
Or we sholde parte in two
☙But ī what londe þt I am inne
Fonde þe thyder for to wynne
The hethen kynge shall ƺe slo
And by awned kynge of þt londe
And evry māne bowe to ƺor honde
So shall ƺe kevere ƺor wo
☙Mete  drynke she dede hȳ ƺeve
That he my ƺte be sevēne nyƺte lyfe
His ƺonge sone  he
The lady was both meke  mylde
She kyssed her lorde  her chylde
And swonedde tymes thre
☙Sayles þey drewen up of good hewe
The wynd was gode  ovr hem blewe
With þt lady fre
The knyƺte on þe londe sette
For his wyffe sore gāne he wepe
Whyles he myƺte þe sayles se
☙He toke his ƺonge sone by þe hond
And forth he wakketh ī þt lond
Among þe holtes hore
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They sette hem down undr a tre
Noþr of hem myƺte oþr se
So hadde dey wepte sore
☙Here mete þēne forth þey drowƺ
And whēne þey hadde eten y nowƺ
His ƺonge sone sykkede sore
In here mantell of skarlette rede
Among her gold þey putte her brede
And forth wt hem it bere
☙Tyll þey come to an hyll on hyƺe
Ther þey thowƺte all nyƺte to lye
No fordr þey myƺte dryƺ
On þe morn whēne it was daye
An gryffyn bare þe golde a waye
For þe rede cloth þt he syƺe
☙The knyyƺe was both hende  fre
And folewed hym to þe grekes see
Ther ovr þe gryffyn he flyƺe
Ther whyles þer come an unykorne
His ƺonge sone a wey hath borne
With sorowe þe knyƺte gan dryƺe
☙For evr he was in wele  wo
But nevr half as he was þo
He sette hym down on a stone
He seyde dere godde wo is me
I have loste my wyfe  children iij
And am my selfe alone
☙I am as kereful a māne
As any wt tonge telle can
To god I make my mone
God as þu werest hevēn crowne
Wysse me þe wey to som towne
For all a mysse have I gone
☙And as he wente by a lowe
Smythes faste herde he blowe
A grete fyre sawe he glowe
He beede hem of som mete for charite
They seyde com swynke as don we
We have none oþr plowƺe
☙The knyƺte answered a geyn
For mete wolde I swynke fayn
Full faste he bere  drowƺe
They ƺafe hym mete  drynk anon
And tawƺte hym to bere stone
Out of a fowll depe slowƺe

☙There þe kny bare stone
Tyll xij monthes were come  gone
He wroƺte his body mykyll wo
Tyll he kowþe wyrke a fyre
Thēne toke he mānes hyre
And wroƺte more þēne two
☙In myche sorow  care
Sevēn ƺer he was smythes man þr
And monethes mo also
By þēne he cowþe armor dyƺte
All þt fell for a knyƺte
To batell whēn he sholde go
☙And all þt sevēn ƺere so longe
The hethen kynge wt batell stronge
Stryden cristen dome full wyde
A cristē kynge he suwed so longe
Till he hadde prveyed hȳ batell stroge
With hym to a byde
☙A day of batell þer was sette
That þe crsten  hethen mette
A lytell þer by syde
Thēne Sr Isumbras þydr he þoƺte
On a hors þt koles browƺte
Thyder warde gan he ryde
☙Tyll he come on a hyll so hye
The crsten  þe hethen he sye
Two kynges þydr were browƺte
They batelled hem on a lowe
Trumpes herde he þr blowe
And wepenes he syƺe þr well wroƺt
☙The knyƺte was hende  fre
And sette hym down on his knee
And to Jħu he be soƺte
To ƺeve hym grce ī þt felde
The hethen kynge for to ƺelde
That in bales hadde hȳ browƺte
☙The knyƺte was hende  good
He styrte up wt herty mode
And blessed forsothe to sayn
And sprange forth as spark of flynte
Ther was no man wt stode his dynte
Tyll his sory horse was sleyn
☙Whēne he was to grownde browƺte
An erle out of þe batell hȳ sowƺte
And ledde to an hyƺ mownteyne
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And all changed þe knyƺtes wede
He horsedde hȳ on a full good stede
And sone he wente aƺeyne
☙Whēne he was on that gode stede
He spronge forth as sparke on glede
And thowƺte to smyte sore
Hit was seene þr his stede ƺode
The knyƺte slewe all þt byfor hȳ stode
Bothe lesse  more
☙Till he come to the hyghe moūtayn
The hethen kynge þen haþ he sleyn
And all þt wt hȳ were
All þt day leste þe fyƺte
And syr Isumbras þt noble knyƺte
Wanne þt batell þr
☙Whēne þe hethene kynge was sleyn
The crsten kynge was full fayn
And seyde wher is he
Where is þt noble knyƺte
That in þt batell was so wyƺte
I kanne hym nowher se
☙Knyƺtes  sqwyers up hym sowƺte
Byfore þe kynge he was browƺte
With wondes evell i dyƺte
The kynge asked what was his name
Syr he seyde I am a smythes manne
Byholde  þu may se wt syƺte
☙The kynge answered aƺen þāne
I trowe nevr smythes māne
In werre were so wyƺt
He bad ƺeve hȳ mete  drynke
And þt all his herte wold aftr thynke
Kever ƺif þt he myƺte
☙In a nonrye they hym leved
To hele þe wondes on hys hedde
That he kawƺte in fyƺte
Then sware þe kynge þt was so fre
If þt he myyƺte kevered be
He shold be dubbed knyƺte
☙The nonnes of hym were full feyne
For he hadde þe sowdan sleyn
And mony hethen houndes
And of his peynes þey gan rewe
And every day dyƺte hym newe
Fpor to hele his woundes
☙They ƺafe hym metes  drynke inowe
And helede hys wondes as y tell ƺow
Wt inne a lytyl stounde
S̷ Isumbras bythowƺte hym thare

That he wolde ther dwelle no mare
Whēne he were hole  sounde
☙He hym prveyed scryppe  pyke
And dyƺte hym a palmere lyke
Aƺeyn þt he wolde wende
He toke leve at the pryores
And at the nonnes more  lesse
For he was curteys  hende
☙Thēne forth wente he
Tyll he come to þe grekes see
As criste hym þydr gan sende
A shyppe he fonderedy there
Ovr the see forto fare
And to a crosse gan he wende
☙Whēne he to the crosse was come
With drwry bones up he nome
To Jħu he by sowƺte of mede
And seven̅ ƺere was he palmer thare
Wt scrippe  pyke in sorowe  care
In story as we rede
☙In þt clothynge he wente all day
In þt same at nyƺt he lay
Ryƺte in hys pore wedes
Of þt penaunce wolde not yrke
Forto fulfylle goddes werke
And lette all his evell dedes
☙All a cyte he hadde thorwƺ gone
Mete ne drynke hadde none
Nor no hhows to harborow inne
Besyde þe borow of J̷rsalem
He reste hym by a welle streme
And sore he wepte for pyne
☙Hit was abowte hyƺe mydnyƺte
To him come an angell bryƺte
And browyƺte hym bred  wyne
And seyde palmer well come þu be
Hevēne kynge þus greteþ the
And forƺeveþ þe synnes þyne
☙And wele þe greteþ hevēne kynge
And ƺeveþ þe hys blessynge
He byddeþ þe trne aƺayne
The knyƺte was bothe hende  free
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☙Ʒette wyste he nevr what to do
But for to lyve in care  wo
In sore pyne he ƺede
All a londe he hadde gone thorow
Tyll he come to a ryche borowe
A ryche castell þr stode
☙He herde telle þr in was a ryche qwene
She was bothe bryƺte  shene
Of here grette lofe ƺede
Ony day she ƺafe at her ƺate
To mēne þt sode þr ate
A floreyne fayre  goode
☙Syr Isumbras þowƺte if he myƺte any gete
Hit wolde hȳ helpe to clode  fede
And to other lyves fode
He dede hym to þe castell ƺate
Pore men he fonde þr ate
And fele mēne þr stode
☙Evrych she ƺaf a floreyne floreyne
Sir Isumbras was fayn of hysēn
For he by mente hym sore
Eche day she toke ī fytene  mo
Of seke men þt myƺte not go
And of hem þt poreste wore
☙She toke in Syr Isymbras
For a pore palmere he was
She rewed hym most of all
The ryche qwene in golde seete
Mēne her served to honde  feete
In ryche robes of palle
☙A cloth in þe floor was leyde
The pore palmere þe stewarde seyde
Shall sytte above ƺou all
Mete  drynke þr was forth browƺte
The palmere sette  ete ryƺt nouƺte
But loked aboute þe halle
☙He syƺe myche game  gle
For he was wonte þer in to be
Theres he lette down falle
The lady of hym grette doole thowƺte
For he sat  ete ryƺt nowƺt
Thēne she a knyƺte gan calle
☙Fech me a schayer  coyschēn
And make þis palmere to sytte þr in
That he me telle may
What maner aventres he hath seyn
In dyvers londes þr he has bene
By many dyvers way

☙Ryƺte soone a cheyere was forþ sette
The pore palmere þr in was sette
He tolde here of his leye
Goode tales he her tolde
The lady asked what she wolde
In longynge as þey satte aye
☙For my lordes sowle y wyll ƺeve þe
And for his love if he on lyfe be
Evr more cloth  mete
And a chambur fayer  fre
And a page for to serve the
With inne my castele ƺate
☙Now is Sr Isumbras lafte thare
I wote he is wele of his care
But ƺette he morneth by wode  wall
He was myche  so hye
All þey of hym hadde envye
So stronge he was ovr all
☙But of þe saraƺenes he ƺafe no more
Thēne twenty mēne do of a boore
Whēne he ys down fall
A trnement þey gan hym bede
And horsed hym on a croked steede
And mony he made down falle
☙Whēne þe come in to þe felde
Was non so dowƺty unþr schelde
That durste mete his stede
And sōme he ƺafe suche a rowte
That bothe her eyƺen styrte oute
And many he made to bleede
☙The ryche qwene satte  lowe
She þoƺte þe palmere was strnge y noƺ
And worthy for to fynde
Now it byfell upon a daye
The knyƺte wēte forth for to pleye
As hit was evr his kynde
☙And in a gryffon neste on hyƺe
A red clothe þr in he seƺe
Wavynge with þe wynde
And to þe neste he gāne wȳne
His skarlette mantell he fonde þr inne
Hys golde allso þr he gan fynde
☙And whēne he syƺe þer þt golde
He thowƺte his wyfe þr fore was solde
His sorow he hadde in mynde
To his chamber he gan hit bere
Unþr his bedde he putte his þere
He wente a wey wepynge
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☙Thowƺ he were nevr so mylde of mode
Whēne he he to his chambur ƺode
He syked all þt daye
And so he dede at nyƺte also
Whēne he myƺte no forther go
In chambur þr he laye
☙Ther he lyved  ledde hys lyfe
And in þe castell it sprong full ryfe
And to þe qwene mēne seyde
This palmere hath don sōme trytrore
Of ƺor golde or of our fee
By nyƺte or by daye
☙So it byfell upon a daye
The knyƺte wēnte hȳ forth to playe
And his sorowe to mene
Sqwyeres breke up his chambur dore
And fonde þe golde in þe flore
And shewed it to þe qwene
☙Whēne she it seyƺ in þt syƺte
Thēne swowened þt lady bryƺte
For þt syƺte þt she hadde seene
She kyssyd þe golde  seyde allas
This hadde my lorde Sir Isumbras
That my lorde was wonte to beene
☙Jħu crste hevēne kynge
Sende me sōme tokennynge
Of my trewe fere
That I myƺte wyte sōme gladnes
Of my lorde Sr Isumbras
In what londe þt he were
☙Where is þe almere þē seyde she
Hastely make hym come speke wt me
For aftr hȳ me longes sore
And when he was come to þe hall
To cōnseyll þē she dede hȳ call
And asked hym ryƺth þore
☙Tell me palmere if þu kāne
Wher evr þu þis golde wāne
Thēne was his sorowe grete
With karefull herte  hevy chere
He ƺaf þe lady an answere
And on knees hym sette

☙The firste tale þt he tolde
He seyde hs wife was þr fore solde
And hym self all to beete
I hvae lorne my wyfe  childrē thre
My skarlet mantell was born fro me
And in a neste I hit fette
☙Say me palmere or þu go
Was þr any tokē be twene ƺou two
Whēne ƺe deꝑted a twȳne
The palmere answered þus
A rynge was broken be twyx us
That no man shulde it kenne
☙The lady toke up a grete sykynge
And seyde lette me se þt rynge
If þt þu trewe be
Loo madame have it here
I have born it þs fourtene ƺere
I shewde hit non but the
☙She toke forth a purse so clene
The halle sone þr of bydene
So wele it was I wrowƺte
That oþr party þer inne was
Nowe was þis wonþr kare
So mony londis as he hadde sowƺte
☙She layde to gydr þe ꝑtyes tweyne
Hole it wax þe sothe to seyne
Ryƺte a monge hem alle
Blessed be god of his swete grce
Nowe have I my lord Sr Isumbras
Here all in myn halle
☙The lady þt was so fayre of face
Swonedde thryes in þt place
For fayne she hadde her lorde bolde
Grete joye it was to se hem mete
With chyppynge  wt kyssynge swete
In armes for to folde
☙Eche on of oþr was so fayne
That no lengr wolde þey leyne
But to knyƺtes þey hit tolde
A ryche feste þey gon bede
And ryche  pore þer to ƺede
Erles  barouns bolde
☙Now is Sr Isumbras ryƺte
Crowned kynge þt hardy knyƺte
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Of many ruche londes thare
Now is þis kynge Sr Isumbras
In more welthe þen evr he was
And rekovreth hath all his care
☙Cristendome he lette crye
He sende i bowte ferre  nye
To hem þt hethen were
All þe sareƺens were of on assent
Syr Isumbras for to have shente
And all wt hym were
☙A daye of batell þer was sette
That crstē  hedhen shulde mete
Two hethēne kynges were þere
Whēne he was horsed on a steede
The folke hȳ fayled at his nede
All þt wt hym were
☙Whēne he shulde to þe batell gone
His folke wente fro hym echone
And þēne he syked sore
A doolfull worde þēne gāne he seye
To his lady now have good daye
For now  evr more
☙She seyde lord god þt I ne were dyƺte
In armor as I were a knyƺte
For with ƺou wyll I fare
If Jħu wolde us sen grce sende
That we myƺte to gydr ende
☙Lyve wolde I no more
He halpe his lady þt she was dyƺte
In armor as she were a knyƺte
And forth wente wt spere  shelde
Aƺeyne thrytty dowsande  mo
Ther come no crsten but þey two
☙Whēne þey mette in þe felde
And whēne þey shulde asseyled be
Ther come rydynge knyƺtes thre
On bestes þt were so wylde
That on upon a lybarde þt oþr on a unykorn
The thrydde on a lyōne come byforne
And þt was her eldest childe
☙The beste were both wylde  wode
The childerē slowƺ all þt byfore hē stode
Grete joye it was to see

They slowƺ hethen kynges two
And oþr Sareƺens monye mo
Thrytty þowsand  thre
☙Syr Isumbras þāked hem ƺare
And pryde hē with hym to fare
All thre þt nyƺt wt hym to be
The chyldren answerde þt wer so hende
The grce of god us hydr sende
Thyne owen sones be we
☙Ofte was he welle  wo
But nevr so well as he was tho
On knees he hym sette
And seyde Jħu criste hevēne kynge
Graunte us all þy blessynge
That thus our blaes has bette
☙A ryche borow stode þer by syde
Thyder þēne gon þey ryde
And his sones wt hym gāne lede
And in a chambr fayre  bryƺte
Ther he dede hem newe dyƺte
And changed all here wede
☙And aftr iij kȳges lōdes gon þer wȳne
And cristened all þt were þer inne
In story as we rede
Eche of his sones he ƺafe a londe
And crowned hē kynges wt his honde
Or þey fro hym ƺede
☙Whēne eche of hem a kynge was
They þanked god of his grace
That browƺte hem out of care
They lyved  dyed in god ētente
Her sowles I wote to hevēn wente
Whēne þey dede ware
☙Thus ended Sr Isumbras
That an hardy knyƺte was
In sorow all thowƺ he were
Jħu criste hevēne kynge
Grante us all þy blessynge
For now  evr more Amen☙

☙Explicit☙
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☙Oppon the crosse y nayled was for the
Suffred deth to pay þy raunsom
Forsake they synne for the love of me
Be repentant make pleyn confession
To contrite hertys y do remyssion
Be not dispeyred syth y am not vengable
Seyn goostly enimyes thenk on my passion
Why art thou froward syth y am mercyable
☙My blody wōndes don waylyng by this tre
Loke on hem wele and have compassion
The crowne of thorne the spere the nayles thre
Perfed hand and fote of indignacion
My herte was ryven for thy redempcion
Lette us two in this thyng be tretable
Love for love be just convencion
And be no froward syth y am mrciable
☙I had on petre and magdaleyne pyte
For the constreynt of theyr contricion
Seyne Thomas yndes incredulite
He put huys hande depe in my syde adon
Colle up thys matere grave hit in thy reson
Syth y am kynde why art thou so unstable
I suffred deth for thy transgression
Why art thou froward syth y am mrciable
☙Thenk aƺeyne pryde on myne humylite
Com to scole recorde well this lesson
Seyne fal envye thenk on my charyte
My blode all spent be distillacion
Why dyd y thys to save the from prson
A fore thy hert hange this lytel table
Swetter then bawme geyne all gostly poyson
And be not froward sith y am mrciable
☙Lord on all synfle here knelyng on theyr kne
They deth remembryng of huymble affecion
O Jħu graunt of thy benygunte
That these fyve welles plantevous of foyson
Called the fyve woundes be computacon
May wash in us all surfetes reprovable
Now for thy modres make mediacon
At her request be to us mrciable Amen☙
☙Explicit☙
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Heyl gloryos virgyne grōnd of all our grace
Heyl moder of crist in our virginite
Heyl whom the son of god ches for his place
Send from above down from the faders see
Heyl with thyne ere conceyvynge senbd too the
The message be gabryell in this wyfe seyng
Hey full of grce our lord us with the
Heyl with thyne humble hert to it obeying
Heyl that with god so prvy art and pleyne
Among all wymmmen blessed most þu be
Heyl that conceyved and bere wt oute peyne
The secod ꝑson in the trynyte
Heyl chast lyly descended from jesse
Heyl crstall clere heyl closet of clennesse
Hey messed burion heyl blome of all beaute
Fayrest of fayre aye flowryng in fayrnesse
Heyl emperyse of heven hyest of a state
Heyl mayden makelesse heyl moder of pyte
Heyl queene of cōnfort of cōnfort desolate
When thou thy chylde sawe dynge on a tre
Heyl whos uprisyng full shynyng was to þe
Heyl that onb mescheves ol hast now redressed
Heyl he whos incene this lord hase made us fre
The fuyt of they wombe ay be he bessed
Heyl stydfast sterre with stramys lemyng lyƺt
Heyl that beheld full clerely with thy it eye
Thy son ascendynge be his ꝑpre myght
Peeersyng the clowdes in to heven hye
Wher it was sayde to hem of Galelye
Why kerveyl ye this lokyng up in veyne
This lord þt thus ascended myƺtylye
Ryƺt as he stey he shall com don ayeyn
Heyl flour of vertu whos feyrnesse may not fade
Heyl rose on ryse most holsom of odour
Heyl whom the holy gost can joye and glade
In the assumyng up in to his tom
Heyl comely queene ther crownbed with honour
Heyl mediatrice and mene for man kynd
Heyl salve to seke us synneres send socour
These joyes fyve empryntung in our mynd Amen☙
☙Explicit☙
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Seynte Jerome was a full good clerke  wyse þorow all þynge
Moche he made of goddes servyte þt men in cherch don synge
For theodose þe emꝑor that same tyme was
He syƺe þe servyte of þe cherche þt nothynge orderedde was
He badde seynte jerome þt he shulde ryth ordere þr of wyrche
He ordeyned þe þe servyce þt men syngen in holy cherche
And sythen it was þorowƺ þe pope of rome I conferned also
Wele awƺte we honowre hym þt fyrst hit browƺte þerto
Seynte jerome was an holy monke  an abbot also
God hadde of his pryvete so moche on hym do
That he in his boke wrette  seyde of fyftene tokenynge
That our lorde wyll aƺeyn domesday grysely on erthe brynge
As seynte jerome ƺode up  down in his abbey on a day
A lyone haltynge come inwarde at þe ƺate he seye
Whēne þe monkes hym seyƺ þey gan to renne for drede
Ʒe foles q̷ Seynt jerome who tawƺte ƺou þt fowle dede
To flee frome a geste whēne þt ƺe shulde feyre aƺeyn hym gone
A ƺeyne hym ƺede þis holy man  welcomed hym a none
This lyone lowtede to hym þēne  by hytm stode
And lefte up his sore fote with full drery mode
Seynte jerome a monke bade if of hȳ were broke ony bone
Whēne þt þey founde þt a thorne þer in surten was
Seynte jerome helede þt fote a none holere þē evr it was
This lyone lowtede to hym a none  honowrede hȳ also
This gode man bade hym mete ƺeve as men sholde a gest do
This lyone sete full myldelye what or lordde wolde hȳ sende
He a boode þere tame y nowƺe one fote he wolde not wende
The monkes þr of forthoƺte sore for þey were a dredde also
Whēne he wolde trne to his kynde  some of hem have sloo
They made þe ƺate whēne þey wyste hȳ wt oute game
And men sholde not hit sone undo but he wolde in a none
The monkes tolde þe abbot by fore of her drede on a day
The lyone wente forth wt hym whēne he þys seye
Mayster þu art q̷ seynt jerome to longe geste her nowe
Thow moste swynke for þy mete or þu geteste non I trowe
Or þu shulte kepe our asse day þt bryngeth wode to our selle
For we þar not lete her in here leswe leste wylde bestes hir kylle
Nor we wyll not fede her at hom þr fore þu hast my heste
Go wt here wele in here leswe  safe her from yche wyld
The lyon aftr þt day wolde no tyme a byde
But he wolde dryfe þe asse to felde  brynger her aƺeyn at tyde
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And dryste her also up and down þere as beste mete were
And whēne she mysƺode dryfe her a ƺeyne wt inne þe ryƺte mere
Aftr þe was hym by taken from here he wolde not gone
It were bett his kynde to strangele here ƺe knowe it well echone
On a day þe whyle he wyste his asse in here lefn a feelde
For werynes þe lyone sleppe as hit fell here full selde
Chapmēne come þr forth þe whyle  þis asse awey ledde
Whēne þe lyon wooke  her myssed lowde he cryed  roredde
He rāne a bowte  sowƺte he wyde tyll it was aƺeyne nyƺte
Orwryle he ƺode home whēne he no lengr abyde myƺte
Whēne he come home wt oute he stode he durste not go in for dowte
Whēne þey seyƺ hym come wt oute þe asse  sory also wt oute
They wende he hadde for hongr on feelde þe asse y ete
They gan to chyde hym  hadde mente to ƺefe hym no more mete
For hongr he roredde doolfullye þt badde hȳ a felde gone
And ete þt he hadde leved  choke hym þr wt a none
But he roredde so pyttyowsly þt þey hadde rowthe echone
They wente a feelde if þey fynde myƺte any heer or bone
They wondred whēne þey fonde nowƺte for is she eten were
Some what þr wolde have byleved of bone other heere
Seynt jerome þey tolde fore howe he hadde loste his make
I sey mayster q̷ þis good māne how haste þu oure asse y take
Oure beeste we toke þe to kepe þu haste hym a weye I doo
And we have defawte of our wode þu shalte not skape soo
Other brynge hom our asse or elles þu moste nede
Brynge home our wode in here stede other þe we wyll not fede
The lyone by gāne to fowne þēne as who seyth I woll sawe
Frome daye to daye as þe asse ƺor wode hom drawe
Bothe on bakke  on karte bot semelye I nowƺe
More mekelye þēne þe asse dede here wode home he drowƺe
And nevrþeles hit broome hym well such labor to doo
I wene þer is none of ƺowe þt shulde brynge hym þer to
A wondr karter he was one were not his wylde pace
Whēne we have all to tolde a fayr myrakull it was
Whēne þis wylde beste aƺeyne kynde so hadde served longe
On a day as he on felde was his charge for to fonge
These chapmen he syƺe kome full ferre wt cameles mony  fele
And þis asse all byfore þey hadde þynge to selle
A none whēne þe lyon sawe þe asse he gāne forth to gone
The chapmen whēne þey syƺe hȳ come for drede þey trned echone
For hem were levr to lese here good þēne hem selfe were all to drawe
Whēne þe lyon to þe asse come aske not whedr he were fawe
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Sygnes of love he made as he cowthe  also of mone
These cameles charged were wt oyle evry chone
With his tayle þis lyon harde smote  byfor drofe hem alle
The sakkes were so faste y bownden þt þey myƺte not falle
So þt þe lyon hem all drofe byfore hym to þe abbeye
There dorste not one ere þey thyder come go onys out of þey
Whēne þey come to þe abbey þe monkes wondred evrych one
The lyon ladde þe asse by hynde as a mayster a lone
A boolde mayster he was one  of grette power also
Sythe whēne was it his kynde suche maystry to do
Whēne seynt jerome sawe þe cameles þe monkes he bad gon
For to welcome þe gestes feyre  wasshe her fete anone
The lyon wente fro monke to monke  lowted to schone
As þowƺ it were mercy to crave by hynde he loste not one
Evr he ledde wt hym þe asse as who seyth lo here
Here fore whēne ƺe chydde wt me nowƺe wyted mys wt here
The monkes for þe fayre myrakull þowƺte get wondr all
The beestes feete þey weschen clene  teyde hem in her stalle
Byfore hem þey leyde mete y nowƺe þe oyke þey helde faste
Tyll þr ^ come any māne to aske it at þe laste
^this
On þe morwe þe chapmes echone come mercy for to crye
And to þe abbottes feete þey fell a down fer here trecherye
That þey his asse hadde stole forƺevenes þey hym pryde
And ƺaf hem here oyle all for here fals deede
So þt somedele aƺeyns hyll wyll þey by lasfte þere
Of all her oyle halten dele  þt oþr awey wt hem bere
And maden her charyte to þe hows  eche aƺere þydr sende
They  here eyeres as moche oyle to e worldes ende
Ʒette is þt rente y holde  evr more woll so
This was a feyr myrakull as me þynkethg for seynt jerome to do
This holy māne seynt jerome  grette clerke was  wyse
And namelye of dyvynte þr of all oþr pryce
And for to be de depper clerke bokes he toke a deye
Of Plato  Cycero þt weren of þt oþr laye
There on he studyed moche  nevrþeles for goods
That he þs clergye of god þe better unþr stode
And as he leye in slepe a nyƺte grete mēne  wyse
Comen hym þowƺte ledde hym forth byfore an hye justyse
So grette lyƺte not ones loke up but fell down to grownde
they asked hym a none to what manere his bylene he nome
Mercy he seyde for well ƺe wytte all to cristendome
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Then lyeste ladde q̷ þe justyse hit is noþynge so
Thon arte of platoes lawe  of cycero
Tho were two grete clerkes ere god were I bore
And for þey unþrstode not of god mēne seyn þey be forlore
The folke þt stode a bowte ^as þe justyse badde anone
Turmented þis goode māne þt wo was hym by gone
A mercy mercy ofte he seyde swete lorde þyn ore
A mercy swete Jħu criste I wyll do mysse no more
I forsake her cycero  plato and all here lore
Have mercy on me I prye ƺou my lymes I kēne full sore
At þe laste whēne he was beten þt he ne wyste whydr to wende
The foke þt hym stode abowte dede as þe hende
And for hym pryde þe justyse  kneleden down on knee
For to forƺeve hym þt tresspace  mercyabull to be
At þe laste þe justyse some dele to swage by gāne
I shall he seyde at þis tyme have mercy on þis māne
In suche maner if he doth suche trespas anymore
That he shall be turmented twenty sythe so fore
Seynt jerome hit grunted  stedfastely be hette
And þis justyse hym delyvred  to go safe hym lette
This gode māne feled his lyves ake full sore whēne he woke
And evr aftr þt tyme suche bokes he forsoke
Somedele harde he was warnedde his body full sore ooke
To bokes of dyvynyte all holy he hym toke
He studyede in bethleem six and fyftye ƺere
And of dyvynyte made bokes many  seere
That of nobull clergye beth ƺette þorow all crstendome
Where þorow sythen many a clerke in to grette clergy kome
At þe laste þis gode māne as god to hym sende
In goddes servyce dyed  to þe joye of hevene dede wende
He dyed þe fowr hondred ƺere  thre  thrytty ryƺte
Aftr þt our swete lorde in his moder was lyƺte
And also in þe twelfethe ƺere of þe goode emꝑor
Theodose þe ƺongere þt of all goodnesse was flor
Fowr skore  eyƺte ƺere  six monethes also
In good lyfe he lyved here ere his lyfe were I do
Beryedde he is in bethleem his pytte hym selfe he wrowƺte
In an olde dyche  pryde his monkes þt þey þer inne hȳ browƺte
Ther inne hȳ byryedde hys monkes þis was his lyves ende
Nowe god us brynge to þt joye þt his sowle dede in wende

☙Explicit☙
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☙Eustache☙

Seynt eustache a nobull knyƺte of hethen lawe he was
And ere þāne he crystened were mēne called hym placydas
He was with traiane þe emꝑor hyeste of all his knyƺtes
Mayster he was of all his oste at eche batell  fyƺtes
He desyrede to wyte of goddes lawe  of cristendome
And no māne hym therof thawƺte nor gome þr to hym nome
His herte hym ƺafe his lawe was nawƺte  þrfore almes he dede
And ofte he dede for goddes love þt he shulde þe bettr hym rede
A wyfe he hadde  two sōnes that full ƺonge were
They wylnedde eke þt sōme man of god wolde hem lere
These hyƺe knyƺtes wente on a day  hontede many on
With placydas hyr chyftayne to take herte  done
Amonge oþr game þey fonde an herte a full fayre beeste wt all
From hys felowes he wente a none  þis herte rāne a get pace
And he hym suedde in to ferve place þt all wery he was
Whēne þey come upon a fayre hill þis herte stoode at þe laste
Thge knyƺte dorste no nere hym come but by hylde hȳ faste
By twene his hornes he saw a crosse þt was full bryƺte
The leme as clere as þe sōne þt unnethe he syƺe for lyƺte
Placydas asked þis herte why wylt þu wyrye me
I am god þt þu haste done amōnted me by fore
That þu ne kanste I woll þe teche þt þy sowle be not forlore
Thow were abowte to chache me  I wyll de also
Lorde tho seyde placydas sey what I shall do
But fo out lorde seyde þēne have to þy wyfe
And take here  þy two sones  lette hem crsten blyfe
This tyme to morowe come aƺeyne  I þe wyll wysse
How þu shalte lede here þy lyfe to deserve hevēn blysse
Tho wyste he nevr where þe herte by come þis knyƺte ī get þowƺte
Wente home  þāked god þt suche tydynge hym browƺte
His wyfe he hit tolde pryvylye S̷ mercy she seyde
This nyƺte our lorde kome to me  ryƺte so me gān rede
With hem þey toke her sones tweyne  to a bysshop gon þey wende
And lette hem crsten all four her lyfe for to a mende
This knyƺte lette hys name trne  called hym Eustache
He hontedde wt oþr knyƺtes on þe morne as he er wonte was
This holy beste he syƺe estsone aftr he wēte also
Tyll ho come in a pryvy place as he hadde ere I doo
He cryedde  fell a down on knee lorde he seyde þy lore
Oure lorde spake þorow þe hertes mowth loke þu do aftr me
For þu haste þe devell ovr come he armeth hȳ aƺeyne the
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Suffre þu shalte wo  sorowe as men shall in batell
If þu wylte suffre  fyƺte of hys wyll he shall faye
He shall do by þe as he dede by Jobe with alle his peynes fonde
Tell me if þu suffre wylte  aƺeyne hym faste stonbde
Lorde seyde þis gods knyƺte ƺeve me stedfasthede
This foundynge for to suffre as þu wylte me rede
On þy selfe it is if þu wilte be stedfaste our lorde sede
And I woll in þy sorow if þu wylte bothe þe wysse  lede
With þis worde our lorde wente he wiste not wher he by come
The knyƺte in get þowƺte of herte þe wey homwarde nome
His wyfe he tolde all how it was  badde here stedefaste be
In his lordes courte þe emꝑor mēne shulde hym no more se
Thēne come theves  robbedde hym of all þt evr he hadde
His horses deyden all to grownde noƺt on olyfe he nadde
His hynēne dyede eke evrychon þr laste not oone on lyfe
But his two ƺonge sones hym selfe  hys wyfe
Whēne be lafte hym no more gode þēne hym honged a bowte
They thonked god of all his sonde  bycame in beggeres rowte
For schame þt þey beggeres were þey lette here hows stonde
And bynyƺte stall a weye towarde another longe
Seynt Eustache alone  his wyfe  his sones twey
So ƺonge were þese chyldren bothe þt þt bere hem ofte by þe wey
Grette doole made þe emꝑor whēne he myssed placydas
He lette to seche hym all a bowte mēne wiste not where he was
He hadde chaunged all his clothys he þowƺte on poydras
He myƺte a monge all mēne seye fye hawte sye baase
They passed þe see towarde Egypte for þey moste so nede
And whēne þey were passed ovr þe marynere asked his mede
They seyde all þt þey nothynge hadde  þt þey beggeres were
The marynere by hylde þt wyfe he þowƺte here of fayre chere
I wyll he seyde for my mede have þis wōman wt me at holde
The knyƺte wepte  cryed ƺerne but he had her wheþr he wolde or nolde
For þis shipmāne toke hym  his sones  out of þe shyp hē thorste
He wolde have hadde his wyfe feyne but þey kepte her faste
This knyƺte byhelde aftrwarde  whēne non oþr bothe was
Sore he wepte  wronge his hondes  in swonynge longe he was
Sones he seyde what shall ƺe do nowe ƺonge ƺe both  helpeles
In unkōwen londe who shall ƺou wysse now ƺe ben moderlese
My selfe I kowthe my mete gete I note what ƺe shall do
A febull noryce I am allas I was ner tawƺte þer to
His sones he bare full softe forth  ledde also in his honde
To a deepe watr sone he come  no shyppe þer he fonde
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His oone sone he bere ovr  on þt oþr syde hym sette
Whyle he wente ovr aƺeyn his oþr sone to fette
In myddes þe watr as he was a wolfe þer come rēne
 toke þt chylde  bere hyt forth towarde þe wode ƺerne
A lyon come on þt other halfe with hȳ þis oþr childe he nome
And bere hit forth towarde þe wode ere þe fader to hym come
This knyƺte stode in myddes þe water no wondr þogh he wo were
Whēne he sawe þt wylde bestes his sones a wey bere
He wepte  his hondes wronge  teer hȳ self by þe heer
Hym selfe he wolde have drowned ner þt othynge were
He thowƺte how þt our lorde seyde þt he sholde suffre sore
He suffredde hȳ þowƺte sorowe I nowƺ no māne myƺte suffre more
Lorde he seyde whyder shall I nowe  wende by whyche waye
Knyƺtes I was wonte to have with me of grette nobleys
I have loste hem  sythen all my good þt I sholde by lede my lyfe
Me was be laste oþr slas none but my sones  my wyfe
Whēne my wyfe was me by nome þēne was I in wo I nowƺ
If I durst hit sey I was browth in more wo  sorowƺ
Thēne me was by laste but my sones to þt all my herte on were
I saw where wylde beestes a wey to þe wode hem bere
And I am a wreche  frendeles bylafte now all alone
As naked  bare of all gode as I sponge of þe stone
Well I wote þt Jobe hadde Inowƺ of care  sore
All alone as I am me thynketh I have more
For he hadde frendes  wyfe also hym for to by mene
Me is bylaste wyfe ner frende to solace me ene
A dunghylle wher upon he hym rested hȳ was also byleved
Of all my gode so myche I ne have þt I reste upon my heved
Of all men þt evr wore me thynketh I am moste wreche
And when god wyll þt I so shall of nothynge I me ne recche
Whēne he hadde all mode his mone þt rewthe it was I nowƺ
In sorow  care pyteously tho towarde þe towne he drowƺ
Thger he ƺode  begged his mete þt all folke rewthe hadde
That so fayre a māne  stalleworde in myschege his lyfe ladde
Heywarde þey made hym of þe town her korne for to wysse
Thgat he myƺte his lyflode gete þerwith in trewnesse
His lordynges he plesedde and all oþr also
For whoso hath with hym goddes grce he shall nevr mysdo
For he kowthe not his offys sorowe he made I nowƺ
Hi wo he toke in pacyence  to all goodnesse he drowƺ
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Weywarde he was fyftēne ƺere in grette sorow  care
Ther come no man hym nyƺe þt hym knewe  of frēdes he was bare
It byfell þt þe emꝑor his lorde þt was
A werredde was upon of a noþr kynge thorow a fals case
Whēne soone he myssed his gode knyƺte  ofte he seyde allas
To mony a londe he sente abowte to seke sir Eusthas
Two knyƺtes þt his felows were þt sowƺte hym full wyde
In his baylye þey mette hym as þey gan þer by ryde
Synte Eustache knewe hem full wele and þey hȳ riƺt noƺt wt al
For who so ys in myschefe  sorow his color with soone a fall
Knowest þu þey seyde any man thas hyƺte placydas
He seyde nay  seyde sothe for he hyƺt syr Eustase
Who gan þese knyƺtes to syke sore  hit was nyƺe eve
The baywarde hem prayde full fayre all nyƺte wt hym by leve
Whēne þey come home to his in he made hem fayr chere
And curteyseley served hem well tawƺte māne as he were
And evr whēne he from hem turned þe teres rōne from his eye
And fayre cōntenaunse he made y nowƺe evr whēne þey hym seye
These knyƺtes thowƺte wondr grette þt suche a harwarde
Of so queynte servyte was as he were a stewarde
The lenger þt þey hym by holde þe bettr hem thowƺte þey hym knewe
For whēne a māne is full of mete  drynke it setteleth in his hewe
These mēne seyde þt on to þt oþr lyke he is placydas
Aske we if he hath þe wonde þt on his hedde was
That he toke in þe bateyle for ƺyf he hath þt wōnde
In þt stede syker he we þēne þt we hym have I fōnde
Whēne þey fonde þis trewe tokēn in gete joye were þey browƺte
They seyde þu art placydas þt we longe have y sowƺte
The emꝑor sente aftr þe to hym þu shalte come
For his foone have moche of his londe for þe fawte of þe by nome
Synte Eustache made grette daunger  nevr þe lesse at þe ende
To þe emꝑor of rome his lorde wt hem he gan wende
Gladde tydynge ht was to þe emꝑor whēne þt he hym seyƺe
He lette hym fayre to a raye as nobull knyƺte  hyƺe
And made S̷ Eustache as he was ere of alle þe chefteyne
They wēnte  werred upon her fone in þe grōnde fer  nere
They þt ere all maystres were hadde þēne no powere
More ꝑnes ne myƺte be þen was of þis knyƺte
For he was of body stronge  moche bowthe of fyƺte
And he hadde wt hym godes grace by day  eke by nyƺte
Therfore non hethen māne aƺeyns stonde hȳ ne myƺte
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Whēne þe kynge her foo hit unþrstode þt his power nothynge was
Nother þt he myƺte werre holde aƺeyne Syr Eustase
He fledde home in to his owene long unnethe with þe lyfe
Seynte Eustache with his gode rowte aftr suwedde blyfe
Of hys mēne he lette many mayme  slewe of hem ryfe
He lette all sle or elles mayme or out of londe dryfe
Ʒette he swere he wolde wreked be of þe grete schonde
That þey hadde his lorde so werred wtinne his owen londe
A get mayster he hȳ made a none what where was þēne his horne
He ƺode not in to þe felde on fote to wysse mēnes korne
A maystr haywarde he was one with such mēne to fyƺte
To prsewe in to owen longe a kynge of so grette myƺte
He lette ordeyne well his oste  parted hit in thre
He made two chefe chefteynes under hym to be
Ther were ƺonge knyƺtes two feyre men wt all
Ryde with ƺolowe here  cryspe a fayre case þr gon fall
For þer were none in all þe oste þt so stalworthe were
Nor of so grete proves in batayle ne so well armes bere
Therfore his owen companye well to lede  lere
They suwedde here foo into his londe nothynge a dredde þey were
Whēne þe see þey passed hadde here baneres þey lette rere
A bowte þey wente in all þt londe  toke þt þey fōnde
Her foone þey slewe þt her power was sone browƺte to grōnde
For some þey toke  ledde forth wt hem faste I bouynde
Eere þey hem hadde so ovr come þey ƺafe many a wounde
Geltles mēne  of pece þey lefte hole  sounde
They come  toke a grete town  þr in þey a lyƺte
As lordes þey hem rested þer so fareth þt hath myƺte
These two chefteynes þt were undr S̷ eustache
Keste of here helmes hem to a vente here bodyes wery was
Under a chambur þey rested hem in a feyr erbere
They tolde of þe grete proves þey dede ferre  nere
Wonderfully q̷ þt one I am forth I gone
My fader was a knyƺte of gete power þer is no wher suche one
He  my modyr pryvyly lette hem cristen bothe
And me  my ƺonge brother þt were his sones for sothe
By nyƺte he toke or modr  us þt his sones were
And ladde us in to another londe þr as he was nevr eere
Whēne we þe see passed hadde þe marynere or modr nome
And with strength ladde her forth we knewe never wher she by come
Our fader come  ladde us forth full grette dole he made
And þē we come to a gette water we myƺte not ovr wade [story stops here]
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10 GLOSSARY312
adblacyon: "Insincere praise, flattery."
affray: "something that inspires fear, a fearful thing (or quality or action), a terror."
bales: "A blazing fire, esp. one for burning victims or corpses; also, hell-fire."
abvysed: advised.
advrtence: "to pay attention, be heedful."
aforsed: "to strengthen."
aleyes: "an open passage between buildings, an alley; fig. bypath (of heresy); (b) a path or walk (as in a
garden or park)."
antowre: adventure.
apret: "take (sb.) aside, as for private conversation; (b) separately, independently; privately."
avowtry: adultery.
Belamy (Bel ami): friend
berdes: "woman of noble birth; damsel, lady, lady in waiting."
be wayled: beguiled.
blee: "skin color, natural complexion"
bleeryed: "having watery or rheumy eyes, bleary-eyed; of the eyes: rheumy, bleary."
bownke: bank
brydelys: unbridled
buffettys: "a blow delivered with the fist or flat of the hand; a cuff, slap; (b) a blow struck with a weapon; a
stroke; (c) fig. a blow delivered through virtuous conduct."
byrten: "(a) To mash; (b) to cut to pieces, dismember; (c) to shatter; demolish."
cautelys: "(a) Craftiness; deceitfulness, deceit."
cherboke: alium.
chene: the best.
cheveron: "Chervil (Anthriscus cerefolium), used as a pot-herb and in medicaments."
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
312 All quoted definitions come from The Middle English Dictionary, using the context of each word to construct a
sense of what the word means. In the case where the same word is used in more than one work in a different
context, I have provided a distinction in parenthesis: e.g. (Susannah). Frances McSparren, Chief Ed. The Middle
English Dictionary. Kalamazoo: University of Michigan. [http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/med/].
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cholet: shallot.
chyboll: "a spring onion (bulb and stalk, as used in salads)."
cleve: "dwelling."
cofure: coffer, chest, trunk.
comynte: "the common people, commonalty."
conndytes: "a fountain or well."
covenable: "appropriate (to an action), suitable (for a purpose); favorable; -- often with inf.; (b) of time:
appropriate, suitable; seasonable, opportune, favorable; (c) of place: appropriate, suitable; convenient."
croke: " strategem or trick (of the devil); (b) a malevolent, deceptive, deceitful, or seductive act (of a
person); a trick or ruse; (c) something that misleads; deception, seduction."
cruddys: "coagulated milk, clabber; curds, cottage cheese."
deernes: deeds.
dempte: "to give an order or directions; order, direct."
derf: "tribulation, affliction, trouble, hardship; torture."
derne: "Secluded, solitary (place); secret (passage, etc.)."
domesmen: "the chief officer of a law court, a judge or magistrate; a ruler of the Hebrews before the
kingdom; also, one who has the power to render judgment; (b) an arbiter."
dyffeynabyll: "to renounce (sth.), reject, repudiate; disavow (a pledge, a bond), disclaim; give up (a writer, a
book); ~ of, refuse (help); (b) to despise (sth.), treat (sb.) with contempt, scorn; denounce."
dyght (diht): "an order or instruction."
dyspyt: "a feeling or attitude of contempt, disdain, or haughtiness; also, ill will, malice, hostility; a state
deserving contempt or disdain; disgrace, shame."
dytayne: "one of two medicinal plants: dittany of Crete (Origanum dictamnus) and/or white dittany
(Dictamnus albus)."
enbose: "to bulge or be bloated; (b) to cause to bulge."
enbrued: "to ornament (with a design)."
enclyne: "to direct (one's eyes, mind, attention, etc., to something)."
Esperus: Hesperus, the evening star.
fawnte: "a young child of either sex, an infant, babe."
fele: many.
felly: "of fighting: (a) fiercely, doughtily, bravely; (b) eagerly."
ferles: "a wonderful thing, occurrence, adventure, sight, or story; a marvel or wonder."
ferlees: "terribly, horribly; wonderfully, splendidly; exceedingly, extremely; very; unexpectedly, suddenly;
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quickly."
ferrere: "to a greater degree or extent, in addition, more, further."
ﬂey: blossoming, flowering.
foyson: "abundance (of food or drink)."
frape: "a company, a multitude; esp., a troop of warriors, a host or army; gret ~; (b) a mob, rabble;
frayn: "to inquire about or ask (something)."
Garnade: Granada, Spain, a Muslim city until the late 15th century.
Gart: to greet.
gruchyng: "to murmur, grumble; complain; find fault; be dissatisfied; to moan; to lament; to mourn over;
to be angry; to dispute; disagree; to decline; refuse."
grype: griffon.
hasardours: "a game of chance played with dice; playing at hazard; a player at hazard, gambler; (b) a
trickster, rascal."
kelle: "net for the hair, a kind of headdress."
koware: "of things or events: (a) known; well-known, familiar; (b) evident, true."
kyndeled: "of animals: to give birth to (young), bring forth; also, produce a litter; (b) fig. to generate (evil,
trouble, vice), cause, produce; ~ care, cause distress."
langyth: "words; what is said; statement, saying; conversation, discussion, talk; report, rumor; mode of
expression or speech; habitual manner of expressing oneself; command of language; literary style,
eloquence, language as a medium for literary expression."
lawnsed: "to jump, leap, spring; rush, hasten; gallop (on horseback)."
ledes: "a people, nation."
lemman: "a loved one of the opposite sex: (a) a paramour, lover."
loffon: "beautiful, handsome, lovely; (b) pleasant, delightful; (c) admirable, praiseworthy, gracious; (d) as
noun: a beautiful woman."
loselles: "a rogue, rascal."
lucre: "monetary gain, profit; money, wages."
lyng: "longer, further in time."
lythe: "relief; peace, rest; (b) tranquil weather, a calm sea."
Nyƺed: "nearly, almost."
Nyƺes: "in space or physical position: close to, near to."
panterys: "a trap or snare used for catching birds."
pasnepes: parsnips.
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Pelletur: "common pellitory, pellitory of the wall (Parietaria officinalis); a spicy herb often used in
cookery."
Perauntr: "perhaps, perchance, possibly, maybe."
ꝑcole: "bundle of cloths, bunch of onions, measure of wheat."
peysyd: "to weigh, measure the weight of ; to weigh out (money, precious metals, etc.)."
pomery: "an orchard; (b) an apple tree."
porettes: "a leek."
posterne: "a side door or gate, small entranceway, secret or hidden door or passage."
ꝑsꝑyteys: prosperity.
quaylepyp: "a pipe or whistle used to attract quail."
raynysh: Rennish.
rebandye: "(a) Lechery; coarse or immoral behavior; (b) obscenity, scurrility, bawdry; coarse speech; also
person.; also, an obscene story; (c) riotous living, debauchery, dissipation; an instance of debauchery;
(d) unserious behavior, foolish behavior, frivolity, frivolous pastimes; also, uncouth behavior."
recur: "obtaining of something claimed at law; recovery or collection of damages."
renayde: "to forsake one's beliefs, be apostate; also, recant heretical opinions; (b) to forsake (one's religious
beliefs), abjure; renounce one's belief in (God, false gods, idols, etc.); (c) to refuse to acknowledge
(one's king or master, a person's kingship); (d) to cause (people) to be apostate.; to refuse (a gift);
refuse an invitation from (sb.); (b) to forsake (an activity, a state); abandon (a place), refuse a mission
to; (c) to retract (a pledge); apostate; traitorous, disloyal, forsworn."
repys: "to touch; touch on (a matter), discuss; strike, afflict; to seize."
rersopers: "the last meal of the day, a late supper."
rownerys: "tattler, talebearer, slanderer, gossip."
Runnysschely: "srange, uncouth."
sanovayne: "Southernwood (prob. Artemisia abrotanum)."
sawge: sage.
schene: Of a person, the face, etc.: to be fair-skinned; be beautiful; fair-skinned, beautiful, attractive."
scryked: "to shriek with pain, fear, or grief; scream, screech."
semblant: "external appearance; shape, form; also, aspect."
sement: "the gathering together of persons for a particular purpose; an assembly, a meeting, feast,
tournament; also, the act of seating persons together at an occasion."
senek: "an old man."
sere: "physically apart, asunder; be scattered, be severed; (b) individually, separately."
solsekell: "ot marigold (Calendula officinalis)."
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sonnysch: "resembling the sun in color or brightness."
sore: "mental pain or suffering, sorrow, grief."
sperde: "to lock or bar (a gate, door, window, etc.)."
stont: "of short duration."
stowre: "armed conflict, combat, warfare, fighting, battle."
strende: "a stream; a current."
stryves: "of a natural element: to clash (with another); of a body of water: be stirred up, rage; of a wave:
crash (on a boat); of a storm: rage (against sb. in a boat); strivinge stremes, rushing or raging
currents; (Sir Eglamour); to quarrel; (Dietary).
sugget: "the subject matter of a field of learning, a body of knowledge; also, the object of study or
treatment."
sybbe: "kinsfolk, relatives; family, clan; also, blood or spiritual kindred."
sygh: to see
sykyng: to sigh, moan.
sykyrly: "with certainty, without mistake, definitely, assuredly; really, actually, in fact; (b) without fail, on a
guaranteed basis; (c) as a parenthetical asseverative, emphasizing the truthfulness of the statement:
indeed, truly; (d) truthfully, truly, in a truthful statement."
teve: "physical suffering, pain; also, the torment of hell; a torment of hell; (a) Suffering, adversity; a
misfortune, hardship; also, loss, losing."
Trowyst: "to have confident expectation of something."
tryforly: truthfully.
tyne: "to suffer loss of (a part, function, or faculty of the body, bodily strength, etc.); (b) of a plant: to lose
(leaves, color, etc.)."
umbeloke: "to pay attention, take heed."
ungnede: "generous; unsparing."
ungryth: "unprepared for burial, from greithen: a) To make preparations, get ready (to do sth., suffer sth.);
begin (to flee); refl. prepare oneself, make oneself ready (to do sth.); (b) to array (troops), assemble
(an army); (c) to arrange (death, torture, salvation, etc., for sb.)."
warly (Susannah): "afflicted by a sensation of physical fatigue, spent, weary; exhausted (by physical activity,
by the demands of an activity, etc.), tired (from physical or intellectual labor, etc.); with inf.: (too)
tired (to do sth.);
warly (Dietary): "to beware, be on guard."
ƺare: " well, thoroughly; completely, fully; also, clearly; also in rime with reduced semantic content; readily,
promptly; quickly, soon; at once [sometimes difficult to distinguish from; (c) eagerly; earnestly."
warpe: "a throwing, cast; a casting of the eye, glance."
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wemles: "sinless, blameless; without spiritual blemish; (b) undefiled, pure, chaste; (c) virginal."
werde: "unguardedly, without reservation."
wlankest: "of a person: distinguished by birth or character, noble; also, physically beautiful, fair or
handsome; also, as noun: a person of noble character; (b) of an animal: graceful, fine; (c) of a season,
a meadow, etc.: exhibiting natural beauty, lovely, splendid; of a root or plant: flourishing, lush; of
clay: rich in moisture; (d) of clothing, workmanship, etc.: splendid, rich, fine; of a town or structure:
stately, magnificent, majestic; (e) of wit or mirth: of exceptional quality, excellent; (f) as adv.: finely."
wones: "to live (somewhere), reside, dwell."
wratched: "to be vexing, cause grief or harm [quot. a1400]; grieve (sb.), vex, harass; also, harm (sb.), bring
to distress."
wylsome: "of a person, one's wits: bewildered, lost, wandering; ~ of wone, homeless."
wane: "the state or condition of penury, deprivation, neediness, etc., want; also, famine, dearth."
wyssed: "to instruct."
wyttande: "to be aware."
yevyngge: evening
Ysop: "the herb hyssop (Hyssopus officinalis)."
ƺede: "of a person or creature: walked."
ƺepply: "at once, readily; eagerly, willingly; also, in a quick or lively manner, boldly, vigorously."
ƺerne: "enthusiastically, eagerly; gladly, willingly; fervently, passionately; also, willfully."
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APPENDICES
Appendix A Contents of Auchinleck Manuscript313
The Legend of Pope Gregory f. 1b

Guy of Warwick (stanzas) f. 145b

The King of Tars f. 7a

Reinbroun f. 167a

The Life of Adam and Eve f. 14a

Sir Beues of Hamtoun f. 176a

Seynt Mergrete f. 16a

Of Arthour & of Merlin f. 201a

Seynt Katerine f. 21a

The Wenche that Loved the King f. 256b

St. Patrick's Purgatory f. 25a

A Peniworth of Witt f. 256a

The Desputisoun Bitven the Bodi and the Soule How our Lady's Sauter was First Found f. 259a
The Harrowing of Hell f. 35a
f. 31b
The Clerk who would see the Virgin f. 37a

Lay Le Freine f. 261a

Speculum Gy de Warewyck f. 39a

Otuel a Knight f. 268a

Amis and Amiloun f. 48a

Kyng Alisaunder f. 278a

The Life of St. Mary Magdelene f. 61b

The Thrush and the Nightinale f. 279b

The Nativity and Early Life of Mary f. 65b

The Sayings of St. Bernard f. 280a

On the Seven Deadly Sins f. 70a

Dauid the King f. 280a

The Paternoster f. 72a

Sir Tristem f. 281a

The Assumption of the Blessed Virgin 72a

Sir Orfeo f. 299a

Sir Degare f. 78a

The Four Foes of Mankind f. 303a

The Seven Sages of Rome f. 84a

The Anonymous Short English Metrical

Floris and Blancheflour f. 100a
The Sayings of the Four Philosophers f. 105a

Horn Childe & Maiden Rimhild f. 317v
Chronicle f. 304a
Alphabetical Praise of Women f. 324 a

The Battle Abbey Roll f. 105b

King Richard f. 326a

Guy of Warwick (couplets) f 108a

The Simonie f. 328a

Roland and Vernagu f. 262b
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  http://www.nls.uk/auchinleck/contents.html
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Appendix B Contents of Cambridge University Library MS Ff.II.38314
W. Lychefelde: the compleynt of god f. 3a

On the Assumption of the Virgin f. 40b

The ix lessons of dyryge whych ys clepyd pety joob The lyfe of seynt kateryn f. 45a
f. 6a
the prouerbis of Salamon f. 10 a
The chartur of crist ('Long Charter, B
text) f. 47b
The markys of medytacyoune f. 14b
The xv tokenys before the day of dome f.
50b
xij profytes that men may gete in sufferyng of
How the goode man taught hys sone f. 53a
bodyly anger f. 19a
the mirrour of vices and of vertues, which also ys
clepyd the seuene ages f. 20b
Thomas Brampton: The seuene salmes f. 28a

A good ensaumple of a lady that was in
dyspere (Miracle of the Eucharist) f. 54a
A Lamentation of the Virgin f. 55a

A salutacion of oure Lady f. 31b

A Lamentation of the Virgin f. 55b

The x commaundementis of almyȝty god f. 32a

The Adulterous Falmouth Squire f. 56a

The vij werkis of merci bodili f. 32a

The v bodyly wyttis f. 32b

How a merchande dyd hys wyfe betray f.
57b
A gode mater of the marchaund and hys
sone f. 59a
The Erle of Tolous f. 63a

The v goostly wyttys f. 32b

Syr Eglamour of Artas f. 71a

The vij deedly synnes f. 32b

Syr Tryamour f. 79b

The vij vertues contrarie to the vij dedli synnes f.
33a
The xij articles of the beleeue f. 33a

Octavian (Northern version) f. 90a

The vij werkis of merci gostli f. 32b

Sir Bevis of Hamtoun f. 102b

The vij sacramentis schortly declarid of seynt Ed- The Seven Sages f. 134a
munde of pounteneye f. 34b
A tretice of three arowis that schullen be schett on Guy of Warwick f. 161a
domesday aʒenste them that schullen be dampnedd
The viij tokenes of mekenes f. 35a
Le Bone Fflorence of Rome f. 239b
f. 35b
The life of marye mawdelyn f. 35b
Robert of Sicily f. 254a
The lyfe of seynte margaret f. 37a
The life of seynt thomas f. 38a
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Guddat-Figge 95-7.

Sir Degare f. 257b
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Appendix C Contents of Lincoln Cathedral library MS. 91 “Thornton”315
The Lyf of Gret Alexander Conquerour of All
The World f. 1a
Prognositcations of weather f. 50a

Item inferius idem Richardus f. 195b

Lamentacio peccatoris f. 51b

A notabill Tretys off the ten Comandementys
Drawen by Richarde the hermyte off hampull f.
195b idem de septem donis Spiritus sancti f. 196a
Item

Morte Arthure f. 53a

Item idem de dilectatione in deo f. 196b

The Romance of Octovyane (Northern version) Speculum Sancti Edmundi Cantuar. Archiepisf. 98b
copi in Anglicis f. 197a
The Romance of Sir Ysumbrace f. 109a
Tractus de dominica oratione f. 209b
The Romance of Dyoclicyane the Emperour and Religious verse f. 211a
the Erle Berade of Tholous and of the Emprice
Beaulilione
f. 114b f. 122b
Vita
sancti christofori
A prayer to the Trinity f. 211b
Sir Degeuante f. 130a

Prayer f. 212a

Sir Eglamour off Artasse f. 138b

Lyarde f. 148a

A meditacione of the ffyve woundes of oure lorde
Ihesu criste with a prayere in the same f. 212a
A medytacion of the Crosse of Criste with a prayere f. 212b
A warning on the transitoriness of life f. 213a

Thomas off Ersseldoune f. 149b

Prayer f. 213b

De miraculo Beate marie f. 147a

The Awentyrs Off Arthure at the Terne Wathe- A sermon that Dan John Gaytryge made (the Lay
lyne f. 154a
Folk's Catechism) f. 213b
The Romance of Sir Percyuelle of Gales f. 161a A song of love to Jesus f. 219a
Three Charms for a toothache f. 176a

W. Hilton: Of Angels' Song f. 219b

Epistola Sancti Saluatoris f. 176b

R. Rolle? An exhortation to love Jesus f. 222a

Prayer in Latin f. 176b

A warning against worldly vanity f. 222b

English Indulgence and Latin prayer f. 176b

W. Hilton: Epistle on mixed life f. 223a
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  Guddat-Figge 135-140.

	
  
A Preyere Off the ffyve Joyes of owre Lady in
Ynglys of the ffyve sorowes f. 177b
Psalmus Voce mea ad dominum clamaui f. 178a

487

W. Hilton from 'Scale of Perfection' f. 229b
Of Sayne John the Euangelist f. 231a

Ffyve prayers to the wirchipe of the ffyve wondys On prayer f. 233b
of our Lorde Jhesu Christe f. 178a
Oracio in Inglys f. 178b
Six things are writ in prayer f. 237a
A Colett to owre lady Saynt Marye f. 178b

De gracia dei f. 240a

Oracio in modo Collecte pro amico f. 178b

R. Rolle? Our daily work f. 243b

Antiphona Sancti Leonardi, cum Collecta f. 178b A Reuelacyoun Shewed to ane holy woman now
one late tyme f. 250b
The Previte off the Passioune of owre lord Jhesu Psalm 'Miserere mei deus' f. 258a
f. 179a
Tractatus Williami Nassyngton quondam . . . de Hymn 'Veni Creator Spiritus' f. 258b
Trinitate et veritate cum declaratione operum dei
et de
passione
domine nostri
Jhesuf. christi
R.
Rolle?
A thanksgiving
to God
191b f. 189b Sayne Ierome Spaltyre f. 258b
R. Rolle? An orison to the Trinity f. 191b
R. Rolle? A prayer to Jesus for mercy f. 191b

Religio sancti spiritus (The Abbey of the Holy
Ghost) f. 271a
Prick of conscience ll. 438-551 f. 276b

R. Rolle? Ihesu of whayme all trewe luffe sppryn- De vii guadia beate marie uirginis per sanctum
ges f. 192a
Thomam et martyrem Cantuariensem Archiepiscopum
f. 277b
R. Rolle Of the vertus of the haly name of Ihesus A
nother
Salutacion till our lady of hir fyve joyes
f. 192b
f. 277b
Narracio: A tale that Richarde hermet made f.
Ane antyme to the ffadir of heuene with a colett
193b
f. 278a
A prayere that Richert hermet made that es
Another Antyme of the passyoune of criste ihesu
beried at hempulle f. 193b
f. 278a
Ympnus quem composuit Sanctus Ambroius et Colecte of grete perdone vnto crist ihesu f. 278a
est ualde bonus f. 193b
De imperfecta contricione f. 194a
A Preyere to the wounde in Crystis syde f. 278b
Moralia Richardi hermite de natura apis, vnde
quasi apis argumentosa f. 194a
De uita cuiusdam puelle incluse propter amorem
christi f. 194b
Richardus hermyta f. 194b

Memento homo quod cinis es et in cenerem
reuerteris f. 279a
Prescription “ffor the Scyatica” f. 279b
Liber de diuersis medicinis f. 280a
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Appendix D Dunstable Swan Badge, ca.1400316
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